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FOREWORD

Among the great ŒrÁvaiÈõava Saints, known as the °ÞvÀrs, NammÀÞvÀr

is venerated as the chief and foremost. He has contributed four divine

Prabandhas of which TiruvÀymoÞi with 1102 stanzas in lucid TamiÞ is considered

superb and ambrosia of rich poetic excellence. It supremely delineates the

theo-philosophical exposition of the ŒrÁvaiÈõava themes, whereas no other

esoteric work is as excellent as TiruvÀymoÞi. This scholarly work by Professor

J. Rangaswami, D. Litt., is an English Translation of the famous maõippravÀÒa

commentary of the IÇu 36,000 PaÇi for the text, TiruvÀymoÞi by SwÀmi

VaÇakkuttirvÁtippiÒÒai, the well known traditional scholar of the ŒrÁvaiÈõava

religious order. It is really a true and an authentic translation rendered by

the learned author for the first 110 verses.

This eminently readable work contains four parts. The first part gives

a sharp history of Saint NammÀÞvÀr and his mode of poetic composition of

TiruvÀymoÞi and also the details of different commentaries upon the Text.

The second part serializes the six invocations of TiruvÀymoÞi.  Part three

furnishes the true translation of the three MahÀpraveœas, i.e., the three

important introductions of the Commentary. The part four contains the

English translation of the IÇu Commentary in 118 divisions. Each section

contains introduction, commentary, explanations and the quintessence of

the decade given by ŒrÁ MaõavÀÒamÀmuni in poetic form, which is indeed

religiously inspiring. The author has added six appendixes which are very

relevant to this grandeur commentary. A detailed glossary for more than

750 thematically oriented technical words, description of 144 important

similes which help to understand the theo-philosophical concepts used in



the Commentary and a comprehensive bibliography add to the scholarly

value of the book.

Through this perfected and wonderful monograph of the highest

intellectual acumen, the encyclopedic and theistic trends of ŒrÁvaiÈõavism,

its archaic, anecdotal and analogical style and the regional indigenous

treatments of the intrinsic values, the morality and the ethical way of life

have been brought into wider understanding. It certainly highlights the noble

thoughts and the supreme religious implications of parajðÀna, parabhakti and

paramabhakti as expounded in the unparalleled treatise, TiruvÀymoÞi. Further,

it will pave the way to eliminate the linguistic and religious animosity, which

in turn, eventually nurture the secularity of our Nation through the righteous

foresight of unity in diversity.

This is the third magnificent work of the renowned author who has

already published the texts, ŒrÁvacaõabhÂÈaõam and °cÀryahÃadayam along

with their maõippravÀÒa commentaries of ŒrÁ MaõavÀÒamÀmuni in elegant

English. I have every hope that, this learned book will meaningfully

contribute fresh divine knowledge of  TiruvÀymoÞi to the best understanding

of the intellectual World.

I congratulate Dr.  J. Rangaswami, D.Litt., the eminent author for

bringing out this scholarly work with a request that, he may, as an erudite

scholar also complete the translation of the remaining part of the ±Çu

Commentary of TiruvÀymoÞi.

Tillait TirucitrakÂÇam AÇÇagotram,

Professor Dr. U. Ve. AraôgÀchÀri SwÀmi,

151, West Street, Chidambaram,

Tamil Nadu.



PREFACE

“Ma¸aiyum peruðcel vamumakka Òumaººai vÀÞvunta¸¸ai

ni¸aiyum patame¸a ni¸ºapi rÀ¸kuru kÂrnimala¸

pu¸aiyun tamiÞkkavi yÀliruÒ nÁôkip poruÒviÒaôki

vi¸aiyun tirivuº ºa¸akuººa nÁôki¸a v¼taôkaÒ¼”

‘The immaculate chief of KurukÂr, who is considered in the place

of home, salvation, children and everything else in life,  eradicated

the ignorance, ground our sins to pulp and brought to light the

essence, clearing the doubts in the Vedas through his (MÀºa¸’s)

embellished hymns in TamiÞ’1.

I

The TamiÞ Nadu, part of South India is an area of siddhi ‘realization’

to obtain, where the ŒrÁvaiÈõava primary source book, NÀlÀyira Divya

Prabandham ‘compendium of 4000 holy verses’ including ‘TiruvÀymoÞi’,

graciously composed by the 12 °ÞvÀrs ‘Dravidian Saints’ and few more similar

treatises have opened an avenue for my research. Of these, the TiruvÀymoÞi

is reputedly known and proved to be an excellent hymnology. It is not an

exaggeration to say that, TiruvÀymoÞi has elevated the higher status of bhakti

and prapatti  mÀrgas in TamiÞ language2.

Revered SwÀminÀtha Deœikar3 of Thiruvavaduthurai MaÇha and

esteemed ŒrÁviÈõava Scholar, VedÀnta Deœikar4 have observed that, it is

TiruvÀymoÞi that enabled the aspirants to clarify the doubts that arose in the

Vedas and the VedÀntas of Sanskrit. Because of the fact that, TiruvÀymoÞi was

composed by the divinely blessed Saint NammÀÞvÀr, it is very difficult to

comprehend its inner crux of the essence. Though the available commentaries
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of this treatise are helpful to delineate its points of quintessence, they are in

Sanskritized TamiÞ known as, ‘maõippravÀÒa style’5. As such, various eminent

scholars who gave the commentaries to this work were the great authorities

both in TamiÞ and Sanskrit. They were all blessed by the Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa and they were also experts in the theoretical wisdom and in

practising the same in their day to day life. Significantly, since the Lord

Himself is a combination of these two holy ancient languages, these erudite

theosophists felt it wise to give their commentaries in a mixture of TamiÞ

and Sanskrit.

As such, TiruvÀymoÞi has five commentaries, i.e., °rÀyirÀppaÇi

‘Commentary 6000 PaÇi’, O¸pati¸ÀyirappaÇi ‘Commentary 9000 PaÇi’,

Pa¸¸ÁrÀyirappaÇi ‘Commentary 12,000 PaÇi’, IrupattunÀlÀyirappaÇi ‘Commentary

24,000 PaÇi’ and ±Çu MuppattÀºÀyirappaÇi ‘Commentary 36,000 PaÇi’. Of these,

the last mentioned Commentary alone is highly comprehensive. The

uniqueness of this academic excellence is its remarkable dexterity, within

which, the reputed Commentator VaÇakkuttiruvÁtippiÒÒai (1167-1264 CE) as

an expert, who strung a garland with very many varieties of flowers,

compressed his Commentary  into a single noble work with the vast varieties

of densely placed theo-philosophical doctrines of the ŒrÁvaiÈõavism. Moreover,

this laudable document absorbs the rationalistic views of the VedÀntic

discourses, imbibes the devotional ideas of the IthihÀsa PurÀõas, includes the

salient tenets related to socio-cultural and linguistic textures of the Saôgham

literatures of the TamiÞ Country and takes up the oral tradition and also the

age old ithihyas of the South India. Besides being dynamic in its maõippravÀÒa

style and the sophisticated ŒrÁvaiÈõava thematic contents, it is bound to preach

a spiritual wisdom along with the recommendation of following  the prapatti

as the surest upÀya to realize the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa.

Because the ±Çu Commentary is in maõippravÀÒa style, it is found to be

tough to the devotional and literary public. With a scholarly perusal of all

the commentaries including the ±Çu MuppattÀºÀyirappaÇi titled,

‘BhagavadviÈayam’, vol.,1A&B, (Reprint of Swamy Se. Krishnamacariyar’s print

(1999)) edited and published by ŒrÁ S. Krishnaswamy Iyengar along with the

standardized Tamil Commentary, ‘TiruvÀymoÞi ±ÇÇi¸ TamiÞÀkkam, vol.,1
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(Hymns 1-110)’ written by VidvÀ¸ B.R. Purushothama Naidu of the University

of Madras (Reprint 2012) and a few more relevant titles, I have carefully

translated the Commentary part of the first centum into English in a

comprehensive style.

The concepts behind the verbal explanation of the said Commentary

is not easily translatable because it is written in the linguistic pattern of the

oldest style of the expression of the 13th century CE. However, on the basis

of my learned conceptual knowledge of the above stated standardized TamiÞ

Commentary of highly respected VidvÀ¸ B.R. Purushothama Naidu and of

my intellectual experience of having translated already the two volumes of

‘°cÀryahÃdayam of AÞakiya MaõavÀÒapperumÀÒ NÀyanÀr’ (2015) and the whole

text of ‘ŒrÁvacanabhÂÈaõam of PiÒÒai LokÀcÀrya’ (2006), I have translated this

wonderful Commentary into readable style in English. I honestly believe

that, this English edition will carry the holy message of TiruvÀymoÞi all around

the world.

To enhance the readability of this text, the original stanzas of

TiruvÀymoÞi in TamiÞ, alphabetic order of verses, subtlety, ithikyas, similes,

notes about the traditional scholars, glossary,  bibliography and the index

are listed out at the end of the book. I am certain that, scholars will be kind

enough to offer their valuable comments to improve the contents of this

volumes.

II

The greatest divine poet TiruvaÒÒuvar’s TirukkuºaÒ is the TamiÞ Veda

of Saôgham Age. This magnum opus appreciatively professes the value of

gratitude as, ‘Who every good have killed, may yet destruction flee; Who

‘benefit’ has killed, that man shall ne’er ‘scape free’6. I am gratefully

remembering the administrators and scholarly elders, who have been of

immense help to finalize this voluminous book as per the counselling of the

above said couplet. The reverend officials of the Indian Institute of Advanced

Study, Shimla, Esteemed Professor Kapil Kapoor (Chairman), Professor

Makarand R. Paranjape (Director),  Col. Vijayakumar Tiwari (Secretary), Mr.

Prem Chand (Librarian), Dr. Meenu Aggarwal (Residential Medical Officer),
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Mr. Ravinder Saini (SPS to the Director) and Ms. Ritika Sharma (ARO) were

the source of deep inspiration to me in all the two years of my research cum

translation in the IIAS. Unforgettable were their love and affection and to

which I pray them devotedly with my hands folded.

TiruvaÒÒuvar also intelligibly envisages about ‘learning’ as, ‘With soul

submiss they stand, as paupers front a rich man’s face; Yet learned men are

first; th’unlearned stand in lowest place’7. By realizing the truth, I studied

the theo-philosophy of ŒrÁvaiÈõavism from the following spiritual Gurus: ŒrÁ

U. Ve. Dr. Arangachari Swami, Chidambaram, ŒrÁ U. Ve. Dr. S. Kotandaraman

Swami, Thanjavur and ŒrÁ U. Ve. Dr. M.A. Venkatakrishnan Swami, Chennai.

These three veteran ŒrÁvaiÈõava traditional scholars and divine intellectuals

who were gracious enough in not only supplying the rare books on

TiruvÀymoÞi but also enabled me to comprehend the areas that are

incomprehensible. They were kind and generous in extending their valuable

helps and blessings. During my research work, they have clarified my doubts

and spiritually enlightened me in all respects. I am subserviently extending

my humble acknowledgments to them.

Dr. V. Gurunathan, Professor of TamiÞ, TamiÞ Universityis is a family

friend of mine who not only supplied me with equitable quotations of

Saôgham literature that were found embedded in the ±Çu Commentary but

explained their meanings also in detail. I am sincerely extending my thanks

to him. I am reverentially remembering the Librarians, Mr. Prem Chand,

IIAS, Dr. C. Velmurugan, TamiÞ university and Dr. S. Sudarshan, Sarasvati

Mahal Library, Thanjavur. These three Scholarly Librarians were readily

supplying me books and texts relevant to my research. Especially

Dr. S. Sudarshan was kind enough to peruse the records of the library and

supplied me with very rare books that I needed.

My special thanks to Professor Palani Arangasamy whom I have

endearingly call him as my Senior Advisor for all the editorial corrections

he made and in fact, he was the official editor of this manuscript. My special

thanks to him for fixing words and phrases that were eminently suited in

the various contexts of the text.
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I am indebted to kith and kin of my family for having helped to

satisfactorily complete the onerous task undertaken. Especially to my wife

Mrs. Parimala whose assistance and encouragement rejuvenated me on many

occasions of my anxieties and worries and I am proud of recollecting her

invaluable helps. Blessed I am, to have had her as my partner in life.

At length, I happily and cheerfully submit this voluminous work from

the far end of South India to the Indian Institute of Advanced Study in the

apex of the HimÀlayan Mount of North with my reverential thanks to the

entire staff of the National Institution. I pay my salute by bowing my head

to all of them and never will I forget their help extended in my two years of

study over there.

REFERENCE

1. CaÇak½parantÀti 100.

2. Regarding the elevated status of TamiÞ language, KambanÀÇar says as,

“MoÞipala vÀyi¸a ceppam piºantatu muttiyeytum

vaÞipala vÀyaviÇÇu o¸ºa yatuvaÞu vÀnarakak

kuÞipala vÀyi¸a pÀÞpaÇ Ça¸akuÒir nÁrpporunai

cuÞipala vÀyoÞu kuôkuru kÂrentai t½¸ºali¸¼”

‘With the advent of my Father (NammÀÞvÀr) at KurukÂr, with the serene

flow of TÀmraparõÁ (river) of cool water with several whirls, truth took

place instead of the several heresays. The way to salvation became one

instead of several and the slippery pitfalls have disappeared’

- CaÇak½parantÀti 5.

3. SwÀminÀtha Deœikar highlights the importance of Sanskrit language

as,

 “PalkÀº paÞaki¸un teriyÀ uÒav¼º

 ºolkÀp piyantiru vaÒÒuvar k½vai

mÂ¸ºi¸u muÞaôkum; ÀõÇi¸u milaiy¼l

vaÇanÂl veÒipeºa vaÞaôkum e¸pa”

‘Even after deeply perusing the TamiÞ works, if there are points remain

unknown, clarifications can be found in TolkÀppiyam, TirukkuºaÒ and

Tirukk½vaiyÀr. In these works, there are certain Sanskrit usages that go

far beyond the usage of TamiÞ. Monolingual TamiÞ scholars cannot
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comprehend those differences. Those that cannot be deciphered with

the knowledge in TamiÞ can however be understood easily with the

help of Sanskrit’ - Ilakkaõakkottu, pÀyiraviyal, sÂtra 7.

4. VedÀnta Deœikar  highlights the importance of TamiÞ language as,

“Poykaimu¸i pÂtattÀr p¼yÀÞ vÀrtaõ porunalvaruô kuruk¼ca¸ viÇÇu citta¸

tuyyakula c¼kara¸nam pÀõa nÀta¸ toõÇaraÇip poÇimaÞicai vanta c½ti

vayyamelÀ maºaiviÒaôka vÀÒv¼l ¼ntum maôkaiyark½¸ e¸ºivarkaÒ makiÞntu pÀÇum

ceyyatamiÞ mÀlaikaÒnÀn teÒiya v½tit teÒiyÀta maºainilaôkaÒ teÒiki¸ º½m¼”

‘The group of °ÞvÀrs such PoykaiyÀÞvÀr, BhÂtattÀÞvÀr, P¼yÀÞvÀr,

NammÀÞvÀr born at the cool bank of TÀmraparõÁ and chieften of

TirukkurukÂr, PeriyÀÞvÀr, Kulac¼karÀÞvÀr of pellucid and holy mind,

our beloved Tiruppa¸ÀÞvÀr and TirumaôgaiyÀÞvÀr who has worn the

arrow and sword and had secured the holy counseling from the

worshipful Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa to inculcate the tenets of the VedÀnta,

have cheerfully sung the Divya Prabandham in TamiÞ. By changing,

clearly memorizing and learning those hymns, we perfectly understand

certain portions of the Vedas that were ununderstandable until then’

- Decikappirabandham, AtikÀra Saôgraham 1.

°cÀryahÃdayam glorifies the text, TiruvÀymoÞi as, BhÀÈyakÀrar itukoõÇu

cÂttira vÀkyaôkaÒai oruôkaviÇuvar ‘BhÀÈyakÀrar (ŒrÁ RÀmÀnuja) through

this (TiruvÀymoÞi) confirmed the single tune of meaning along with the

sentences of Brahma SÂtra’        - ŒrÁvacanabhÂÈaõam, SÂtra 65.

KambanÀÇar elevated the status of TamiÞ language as,

“UyirttÀ raipiºpuk kuºukuºum pÀmoru mÂ¸ºa¸aiyuð

ceyirttÀr kurukaivan tÀrtiru vÀymoÞi ceppaluººÀl

mayirttÀ raikaÒpoÇik kuôkaõkaÒ nÁrmaÞku mÀmaºaiyuÒ

ayirttÀr ayirtta poruÒveÒi yÀmeôkaÒ antaõarkk¼”

‘For our Vedic  Scholars, the essence taken out of the vast Vedas by

‘Thousand’ will be revealed, making them shed tears. Due to the

influence of the plain truths in TiruvÀymoÞi by the chief who appeared

in KurukÂr, the world of delusions due to the three distresses

(TÀpattrayas - °dhiyÀtmika,  -°dhidaivika and °dhibhautika) which play

mischief with the Àtma stay-put in the world will be a scandal’

- CaÇak½parantÀti 33.
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5. MaõippravÀÒa style is the mixture (viravi) of the words of two languages

and yields spiritual pleasure to the readers. Here, two languages mean

the TamiÞ and Sanskrit. Like stringed the garland out of pearl and red

coral, in this maõippravÀÒa language, the words of TamiÞ and Sanskrit

are united together.

The Text, VÁrac½Þiyam  speaks about the faultlessness of maõippravÀÒa

language as,

“CÀrntavaÞakkoÇu tappÀvaÇaveÞut taittavirntu

t¼rntuõarvÀrkku mi¸imaiyaittantucey yuÇkaÒi¸um

n¼rntucolappaÇ ÇuyarntavarÀ¸ira l¼poruÒai

½rntukoÒappaÇuð coºkuººamaººavuºupe¸par¼”

‘The words that are faultless are those that are found amenable to TamiÞ

usage, avoiding Sanskrit letters, providing a pleasant reading, mingling

in the verses of the great scholars and comprehensible without any

structural complexity. In the same way, an immaculate body is the one

that has got unblemished physical parts. Since it is the fact that

customarily Sanskrit words are added into the poems of the TamiÞ

language and in maõippravÀÒa style of writing, mingling of  such words

is in no way a fault’

- VÁrac½Þiyam, AlaôkÀrappÀÇalam 2.

“IÇaiy¼vaÇaveÞut teytilviraviya lÁõÇetukai

naÇaiy¼tumillÀ maõippiravÀÒanaººeyvac colli¸

kiÇaiy¼muÇiyum patamuÇaittÀôkiÒa vikkaviyi¸

ºoÇaiy¼tuºainaº piraÒikaiyÀti Çuõintaºiy¼”

‘Mixing of Sanskrit letters makes itself into a topic (viraviyal) by itself.

When Sanskrit mixes into the text, it is known as  maõippravÀÒam. It has

no assonance or alliteration. Let it be known further  that there are

distinctive branches such as kiÒavikkavi, tuºaikkavi, piraÒikkavi and

vi¸Àvikkavi” - VÁrac½Þiyam, AlaôkÀrappÀÇalam 40.

6. “E¸na¸ºi ko¸ºÀrkkum uyvuõÇÀm uyvillai

   ceynna¸ºi ko¸ºa makaºku” - TurukkuºaÒ 110.

7. “UÇaiyÀrmu¸ illÀrp½l ¼kkaººuô kaººÀr

kaÇaiyar¼ kallÀ tavar” - TurukkuºaÒ 395.
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1.2:9.2.1. The dedication of the Àtma to the Lord ceases the

unacceptable things 280

1.2:9.2.2. By removing the œarÁra, a devotee waits for the union

with the Lord 280

1.2:9.2.3. The devotee eagerly awaits for the final emancipation 281

1.2:9.2.4. The removal of the œarÁra is the appropriate 282

1.2:10. The Tirumantra is the appropriate mantra to worship

the Lord 282

1.2:10.1. Introduction: 283

1.2:10.1.1. The value of the nÀrÀyaõa mantra 283

1.2:10.1.2. This verse is the explanation of the Tirumantra 284

1.2:10.2. Commentary 284

1.2:10.2.1. The Àtma is the abode and the essence of the jðÀna 284

1.2:10.2.2. Better to surrender and merge with the Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa 285

1.2:11. This decade is for the goodness and the well being

of the Àtma 286

1.2:11.1. Introduction: A short note of this decade 286

1.2:11.2. Commentary 287

1.2:11.2.1. The subject matters of this decade are for the goodness

of humanity 287

1.2.3. The ten stanzas are composed out of the grace of the

Lord 287

1.2.4. The Saint MaõavÀÒamÀmuni glorifies this decade 288
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THIRD DECADE (1.3)

INTRODUCTION

The greatness of the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa’s saulabhyaguõa 301

The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa is the simple to His devotees 301

The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa is the lake and the lamp to guide

His devotees 302

The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa takes the avatÀras to show Himself to

His devotees 302

The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa’s avatÀra is easy to approach 303

NammÀÞvÀr merges with the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa through

His saulabhyaguõa 304

1.3:1. The Lord KÃÈõa showed His saulabhyaguõa 305

1.3:1.1. Introduction: The glory of stealing the butter by the

Lord KºÈõa 305

1.3:1.2. Commentary 305

1.3:1.2.1. The prime status of the emerging of the bhakti 305

1.3:1.2.2. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa is the reservoir of the

spiritual wealth 306

1.3:1.2.3. The devotees enjoy the auspicious qualities of the Lord 307

1.3:1.2.4. The Lord unconditionally associates with His devotees 307

1.3:1.2.5. The Lord is accessible and naturally associates with

His devotees 308

1.3:1.2.6. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa is the supreme as well as

the simple 309

1.3:1.2.7. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa is eagerly sought by

ŒrÁ LakÈmÁ 310

1.3:1.2.8. The nature of the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa’s simplicity 310

1.3:1.2.8.1. The Lord KÃÈõa as Kaõõa¸ accepts the punishment 310

1.3:1.2.8.2. The Lord KÃÈõa as Kaõõa¸ ate the butter under the

shadow of light 310

1.3:1.2.8.3. The Lord KÃÈõa as Kaõõa¸ simply obeyed YaœodÀ’s

command 311
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1.3:1.2.8.4. The Lord  ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa’s saulabhya is greater than

His paratva 312

1.3:2. The systematic exposition of Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa’s

saulabhyaguõa 313

1.3:2.1. Introduction: 314

1.3:2.1.1. NammÀÞvÀr remained fainted and unconscious 314

1.3:2.1.2. NammÀÞvÀr regained his consciousness and started to

teach 314

1.3:2.2. Commentary 315

1.3:2.2.1. Within the Lord’s saulabhyaguõa, His status of the

paratva is expressed 315

1.3:2.2.2. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa alone possesses all the

glories 316

1.3:2.2.3. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa’s avatÀras  are to grant the

mokÈa 317

1.3:2.2.4. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa is humble to His devotees 317

1.3:3. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa’s avatÀras are beyond

comprehension 318

1.3:3.1. Introduction: The Lord’s avatÀras are secret to

understand 319

1.3:3.2. Commentary 319

1.3:3.2.1. The Lord possesses the countless auspicious qualities 319

1.3:3.2.2. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa commands all the Amarars 319

1.3:3.2.3. Nobody knows the secret of the Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa’s avatÀras 319

1.3:3.2.4. The greatness of the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa’s avatÀras 320

1.3:4. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa’s avatÀras shall be

comprehensible 321

1.3:4.1. Introduction: The Lord’s avatÀras are comprehensible

by His devotees 321

1.3:4.2. Commentary 321

1.3:4.2.1. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa is the simple to His devotees 321
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1.3:4.2.2. The Lord possesses the thousand names and the

innumerable œarÁras 322

1.3:4.2.3. The Lord eternally possesses so many holy names and

forms 323

1.3:5. Through the bhakti mÀrga, one can obtain the Lord

ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa 323

1.3:5.1. Introduction: The bhakti mÀrga is the means to obtain

the Lord 324

1.3:5.2. Commentary 324

1.3:5.2.1. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa is the supreme 324

1.3:5.2.2. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa is the primate in the œarÁra 325

1.3:5.2.3. The bhakti mÀrga as envisaged by the Bhagavad GÁtÀ 325

1.3:5.2.4. ‘The surrender to Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa’ eliminates

all other mÀrgas 326

1.3:6. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa is known by the

discriminative inquiries 327

1.3:6.1. Introduction: The bhakti is the medium to realize the

Lord 328

1.3:6.2. Commentary 328

1.3:6.2.1. The refutation of the doctrines of the YogÀcÀra and the

KriyÀvÀdi 328

1.3:6.2.2. The inner nature of the Àtma and the Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa 329

1.3:6.2.3. The realization of the Lord and meditation upon Him 329

1.3:7. Within the lifespan, one has to surrender to the Lord

ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa 330

1.3:7.1. Introduction: It is better to surrender to the Lord

immediately 331

1.3:7.2. Commentary 331

1.3:7.2.1. The duties of the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa (ViÈõu),

BrahmÀ and Rudra 331

1.3:7.2.2. The dispassionate investigation upon the BrahmÀ and

the Rudra 332
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1.3:7.2.3. Since the Lord is the supreme, perform the bhakti

towards Him 333

1.3:7.2.4. Within the lifespan, one has to attach with the Lord

ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa 333

1.3:8. ‘The act of surrender to the Lord’ eliminates the

demerits 334

1.3:8.1. Introduction: The surrender to the Lord for the final

emancipation 335

1.3:8.2. Commentary 335

1.3:8.2.1. ‘The act of surrendering to the Lord’ destroys the

devotees’ sins 335

1.3:8.2.2. ‘The act of worshipping the Lord’ vanishes the devotees’

cruel sins 336

1.3:8.2.3. The devotee has to worship the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa 336

1.3:8.2.4. ‘The act of surrendering to the Lord’ leads to the final

emancipation 337

1.3:9. The Lord’s avatÀras are for the annihilation and the

reestablishment 338

1.3:9.1. Introduction: The Lord through His avatÀras, creates the

spiritual taste 339

1.3:9.2. Commentary 340

1.3:9.2.1. The Lord provides the appropriate status to the Œiva

and the BrahmÀ 340

1.3:9.2.2. The Lord’s avatÀras show His desires towards the

humanity 341

1.3:9.2.3. The Lord’s activities of protecting His devotees are

countless 342

1.3:9.2.4. The Lord’s simplicity makes the devotees bewildered 342

1.3:10. The enjoyment of the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa’s holy

feet 343

1.3:10.1. Introduction: The devotees follow the bhakti mÀrga 343

1.3:10:2. Commentary 344

1.3:10.2.1. The Lord’s avatÀra makes the aberrations within the mind 344
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1.3:10.2.2. The Lord’s inner nature is immeasurable even by the

Amarars 344

1.3:10.2.3. The devotee adores the Lord’s simplicity through his

mind, etc., 345

1.3:11. The aspirant raises to the level of the nityasÂris 346

1.3:11.1. Introduction: The fruit of this decade 347

1.3:11.2. Commentary 347

1.3:11.2.1. The act of churning the milky ocean for the ambrosia 347

1.3:11.2.2. ‘The performance of the kaiôkarya out of words’ is better 348

1.3.3. This decade is the full of sweetness in content 348

1.3.4. This decade elevates the devotees to the state of the

nityasÂris 348

1.3.5. The summary of this decade 349

1.3.6. The Saint MaõavÀÒamÀmuni venerates this decade 350

FOURTH DECADE (1.4)

INTRODUCTION

The distinct approach of this decade 366

NammÀÞvÀr as the ParÀôkuœa NÀyakÁ, out of desperation

composed this decade 367

NammÀÞvÀr agitated much out of separation with the Lord

ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa 367

The ParÀôkuœa NÀyakÁ of NammÀÞvÀr is compared with

SÁtÀprÀÇÇÁ 368

NammÀÞvÀr became as the divine consort of the Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa 368

NammÀÞvÀr as the PrÀÇÇÁ went to the flower garden 369

NammÀÞvÀr as the PrÀÇÇÁ mystically had physical union with the

Lord KÃÈõa 370

The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa’s aparÀdhasahatvam is to accept

NammÀÞvÀr 371

The crux meaning of ‘union’ as well as ‘separation’ 371
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1.4:1. The ParÀôkuœa NÀyakÁ sends male crane as the

messenger to the Lord 372

1.4:1.1. Introduction: NammÀÞvÀr calls male crane for the help 372

1.4:1.2. Commentary 373

1.4:1.2.1. NammÀÞvÀr as the PrÀÇÇÁ conveys her message to the

beautiful crane 373

1.4:1.2.2. Just like the child looks his mother, the PrÀÇÇÁ looks

female crane 373

1.4:1.2.3. The PrÀÇÇÁ waits to see the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa for

the reunion 374

1.4:1.2.4. ‘Help to pave the way to get the Lord’ has no

reciprocation 375

1.4:1.2.5. The NÀyakÁ of NammÀÞvÀr is compared with SÁÇÀprÀÇÇÁ 375

1.4:1.2.6. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa is differentiated with the

Garuça bird 376

1.4:1.2.7. The NÀyakÁ is compared with GopÁs and the status of

the Garuça bird 376

1.4:1.2.8. ‘The act of going as messenger’ is to obtain the final

emancipation 377

1.4:1.2.9. For the goodness of others, the imprisonment is the

noble gesture 377

1.4:1.2.10. The status of the Lord’s embrace is the gift of the

messengership 378

1.4:2. The ParÀôkuœa NÀyakÁ sends koels to the Lord

ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa 379

1.4:2.1. Introduction: In separation,  the Lord’s greatness shall

be degraded 379

1.4:2.2. Commentary 380

1.4:2.2.1. The NÀyakÁ experiences the union and the separation

with the Lord 380

1.4:2.2.2. The Lord with the PrÀÇÇÁ possesses the doubled aiœvarya 380

1.4:2.2.3. The fruitful conversation between the NÀyakÁ and the

koels 381
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1.4:2.2.4. The holy disc of the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa eradicates

devotees’ sins 381

1.4:2.2.5. NammÀÞvÀr in his past births never did divine service

to the Lord 382

1.4:2.2.6. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa fulfills NammÀÞvÀr’s wishes 383

1.4:2.2.7. Naturally the devotees of the Lord deserved to get

His union 383

1.4:2.2.8. The Lord certainly grants the final emancipation to

His devotees 384

1.4:3. The devotee has to earn the grace of the Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa 385

1.4:3.1. Introduction: NammÀÞvÀr’s committed sins are not to

be eradicated 385

1.4:3.2. Commentary 386

1.4:3.2.1. The NÀyakÁ gives the importance to the union of swan

partner 386

1.4:3.2.2. The swan’s tender walk is compared with TÀrÀ’s walk 387

1.4:3.2.3. All the °ÞvÀrs glorified the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa’s

act of brhmachÀri 387

1.4:3.2.4. The NÀyakÁ of NammÀÞvÀr is the dÁrkgha CintayantÁ 388

1.4:3.2.5. It is identified that, the NÀyakÁ of NammÀÞvÀr is

ignorant girl 389

1.4:3.2.6. The Lord gives divine knowledge to the NÀyakÁ, but

there is separation 390

1.4:3.2.7. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa wouldn’t bear the

sufferings of the NÀyakÁ 391

1.4:3.2.8. The NÀyakÁ of NammÀÞvÀr gets the eternal union with

the Lord 391

1.4:4. The ParÀôkuœa NÀyakÁ sends a¸ºil birds to the

Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa 392

1.4:4.1. Introduction: The NÀyakÁ possessed demerits, that

cannot be eradicated 392

1.4:4.2. Commentary 393
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1.4:4.2.1. The Lord knows that, the NÀyakÁ suffers because of

His separation 393

1.4:4.2.2. The NÀyakÁ doesn’t have chance to see the Lord’s

beauty 394

1.4:4.2.3. The NÀyakÁ starts to send a¸ºil birds as the messenger 394

1.4:4.2.4. Like the Lord KÃÈõa’s separation with GopÁs, NÀyakÁ is

with the Lord 395

1.4:4.2.5. The NÀyakÁ with the Lord is compared with SÁtÀprÀÇÇÁ

with ŒrÁ RÀma 395

1.4:4.2.6. The NÀyakÁ expressed her doubtfulness towards a¸ºil

birds 396

1.4:5. The ParÀôkuœa NÀyakÁ sends heron to the Lord

ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa 396

1.4:5.1. Introduction: The NÀyakÁ conveys the Lord to preserve

His dignity 397

1.4:5.2. Commentary 397

1.4:5.2.1. The Lord protects the seven worlds and eliminates the

hurdles 397

1.4:5.2.2. The NÀyakÁ requests the Lord to shower grace upon

His devotees 398

1.4:5.2.3. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa fulfills the desires of His

devotees 399

1.4:5.2.4. The Lord is the supreme controller of the universe 400

1.4:5.2.5. Herons convey the NÀyakÁ’s message to the Lord

ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa 401

1.4:5.2.6. The NÀyakÁ expects the Lord’s intension as, ‘no’ for the

union with her 401

1.4:5.2.7. The ŒrÁvaiÈõavas have to give the respect to the others 402

1.4:6. The ParÀôkuœa NÀyakÁ takes care of her essence and

existence of life 403

1.4:6.1. Introduction: The NÀyakÁ requests the Lord to walk

through their street 404

1.4:6.2. Commentary 404
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1.4:6.2.1. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa does not bless NÀyakÁ

without any reason 404

1.4:6.2.2. The NÀyakÁ through bee requests the Lord to shower

His grace 405

1.4:6.2.3. One day, the Lord shall pass on the street of His

devotees 405

1.4:6.2.4. The GaruçÀÞvÀr  and the Lord’s holy discus will shower

the grace 406

1.4:6.2.5. The other devotees suffer because of the separation

from the Lord 407

1.4:7. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa has to think of His

aparÀdhasahatvam 408

1.4:7.1. Introduction: The NÀyakÁ sends parrot as the messenger

to the Lord 409

1.4:7.2. Commentary 409

1.4:7.2.1. The Lord behaves as one who possesses the limited

knowledge 409

1.4:7.2.2. The acts of prayer like, ‘circumambulation’ insult the

mercy of the Lord 410

1.4:7.2.3. As TÀrÀ to ŒrÁ LakÈmaõa, parrot asked the Lord

ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa 411

1.4:7.2.4. The NÀyakÁ of NammÀÞvÀr inquires parrot 412

1.4:7.2.5. The NÀyakÁ of NammÀÞvÀr cajoles parrot as her

cherished pet 412

1.4:8. The ParÀôkuœa NÀyakÁ shared her emotion with a

bush mynah 413

1.4:8.1. Introduction: NÀyakÁ requests bush mynah to find

someone 414

1.4:8.2. Commentary 414

1.4:8.2.1. Through the ÀcÀrya only, one has to get the blessings

from the Lord 414

1.4:8.2.2. The NÀyakÁ wished very much to get the union with

the Lord 415
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1.4:8.2.3. The NÀyakÁ stopped bush mynah not to go to the Lord 415

1.4:8.2.4. The NÀyakÁ asked mynah to find someone, who can

take care of it 416

1.4:9. The NÀyakÁ pleads the wind to go to the Lord

ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa’s place 416

1.4:9.1. Introduction: The bitting cool wind touches the

NÀyakÁ’s œarÁra 417

1.4:9.2. Commentary 417

1.4:9.2.1. The Lord’s fresh feet become as the immeasurable sweet

objects 417

1.4:9.2.2. The devotee gains the realization through the kaiôkarya 418

1.4:9.2.3. Due to the lack of good karma, the Àtma is in separation

with the Lord 419

1.4:9.2.4. The NÀyakÁ requests the wind to extirpate her œarÁra 419

1.4:10. The ParÀôkuœa NÀyakÁ sends her heart to the Lord

ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa 420

1.4:10.1 Introduction: NÀyakÁ requests the Lord not to leave her 420

1.4:10.2. Commentary 421

1.4:10.2.1. The fruit of creation is to facilitate the Àtma to attain

the mokÈa 421

1.4:10.2.2. The NÀyakÁ’s heart possesses the greatest fortune 421

1.4:10.2.3. The Lord created the people to perform the kaiôkarya 422

1.4:10.2.4. The NÀyakÁ tells her heart to catch hold of the Lord’s

holy feet 422

1.4:11. The attainment of paramapada is the phala of

reciting this decade 423

1.4:11.1. Introduction: This decade helps the devotee to attain

the paramapada 423

1.4:11.2. Commentary 423

1.4:11.2.1. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa maintains His magnanimity 423

1.4.3. The whole decade possesses the unlimited glories 424

1.4.4. This decade helps the devotee to realize the bliss of

the kaiôkarya 425
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1.4.5. The first kind of summary of the decade 425

1.4.6. The second kind of summary of this decade 426

1.4.7. The Saint MaõavÀÒamÀmuni revered this decade 427

FIFTH DECADE (1.5)

INTRODUCTION

NammÀÞvÀr has gained the parajðÀna  through the bhakti 446

NammÀÞvÀr started to leave from the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa’s

side 447

Among the devotees, nobody is disqualified to approach the

Lord 448

‘Presence of NammÀÞvÀr by the side of Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa’

is His dhÀrakam 448

The Lord’s act is comparable with ŒrÁ RÀmÀyaõa and Bhagavad GÁtÀ 449

1.5:1. NammÀÞvÀr  scorned the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa 449

1.5:1.1. Introduction: The nityasÂris enjoy the glory of Lord

ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa 450

1.5:1.2. Commentary 450

1.5:1.2.1. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa is the master of the

nityasÂris 450

1.5:1.2.2. NammÀÞvÀr’s  love towards the Lord made him not

to leave 451

1.5:1.2.3. The Lord KÃÈõa gave himself at the disposal of

YaœodÀ’s wishes 451

1.5:1.2.4. The Lord KÃÈõa as chief of cow-herd clan, killed the

seven bulls 452

1.5:1.2.5. NammÀÞvÀr, out of his mind, words and deeds

scorned the Lord 453

1.5:1.2.6. NammÀÞvÀr’s sorrowfulness for the statement of

previous decades 453

1.5:2. NammÀÞvÀr decided to associate with the Lord

ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa 454

1.5:2.1. Introduction: NammÀÞvÀr cursed by himself 454
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1.5:2.2. Commentary 455

1.5:2.2.1. When the Devas possess satva guõa, they meditate

upon the Lord 455

1.5:2.2.2.  In the process of worship, the Lord gains His

personal satisfaction 456

1.5:2.2.3. At praÒaya, the Lord stands as the cause of all the things 456

1.5:2.2.4. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa’s prakÀras alone transformed 457

1.5:2.2.5. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa’s jðÀna becomes the cause

of the world 458

1.5:2.2.6. NammÀÞvÀr, by thinking of his lowliness, left from

the Lord’ side 458

1.5:2.2.7. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa possesses the wonderful

qualities 459

1.5:3. NammÀÞvÀr stunned upon the Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa’s simplicity 460

1.5:3.1. Introduction: NammÀÞvÀr concentrates upon the

Lord’s simplicity 460

1.5:3.2. Commentary 461

1.5:3.2.1. The BrahmÀ possesses the perfected knowledge 461

1.5:3.2.2. The Lord possesses the motherly affection towards all

the Àtmas 462

1.5:3.2.3. NammÀÞvÀr enjoyed the Lord’s supremacy and adored

His simplicity 462

1.5:4. NammÀÞvÀr convinced himself as the Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa’s servant 463

1.5:4.1. Introduction: The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa took

NammÀÞvÀr as His own 463

1.5:4.2. Commentary 464

1.5:4.2.1. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa stands as the three causes

of the world 464

1.5:4.2.2. The Lord has created BrahmÀ,  Œiva and Indra 464

1.5:4.2.3. NammÀÞvÀr with the divine affection called the Lord

as, ‘my master’ 465
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1.5:5. NammÀÞvÀr prayed the Lord to perform the kaiôkarya 466

1.5:5.1. Introduction: NammÀÞvÀr requested the Lord to grace

him 467

1.5:5.2. Commentary 467

1.5:5.2.1. ŒrÁ LakÈmÁ graces the Lord’s devotee without expecting

his request 467

1.5:5.2.2. If a devotee approaches the Lord, he shall not suffer 468

1.5:5.2.3. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa’s devotee will not have

enemies 468

1.5:5.2.4. From the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa’s holy feet, the

GaôgÀ is overflowing 469

1.5:5.2.5. NammÀÞvÀr requests the Lord to attain His nectarean

lotus feet 469

1.5:6. Since the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa is delayed,

NammÀÞvÀr suffered 470

1.5:6.1. Introduction: NammÀÞvÀr’s responses to the Lord

ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa 470

1.5:6.2. Commentary 471

1.5:6.2.1. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa is available for all to

associate with Him 471

1.5:6.2.2. The Lord KÃÈõa reached the hamlet of cow-herd to

grace them 471

1.5:6.2.3. The Lord can go at any extent to protect His devotee 472

1.5:6.2.4. NammÀÞvÀr is the spiritual wealth of the Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa 472

1.5:7. To add glories to the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa,

NammÀÞvÀr leaves 473

1.5:7.1. Introduction: NammÀÞvÀr leaves from the Lord’s side 474

1.5:7.2. Commentary 474

1.5:7.2.1. The servitude is the discriminative quality of the Àtma 474

1.5:7.2.2. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa is the approachable 474

1.5:7.2.3. NammÀÞvÀr moves towards the Lord to destroy

His glories 475
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1.5:8. The objects touched by devotees of the Lord stand

for His sustenance 476

1.5:8.1. Introduction: If NammÀÞvÀr leaves from the Lord, he

will reach the hell 476

1.5:8.2. Commentary 477

1.5:8.2.1. The Lord, out of His saôkalpa, took the KÃÈõÀvatÀra and

ate the soil 477

1.5:8.2.2. The butter became the spiritual object for the Lord’s

sustenance 478

1.5:9. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa ceased NammÀÞvÀr’s

thought 479

1.5:9.1. Introduction: The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa accepts all

the things 479

1.5:9.2. Commentary 480

1.5:9.2.1. The Lord KÃÈõa sucked PÂta¸À’s poisonous milk as

the nectar 480

1.5:9.2.2. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa is the wonderful divine

personality 481

1.5:9.2.3. The Lord possesses the distinct form and protects

His devotees 481

1.5:10. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa decorates the paramapada 482

1.5:10.1. Introduction: The paramapada needs no more beautification 483

1.5:10.2. Commentary 483

1.5:10.2.1. NammÀÞvÀr is available for the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa

to get union 483

1.5:10.2.2. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa spreads His spiritual

energy everywhere 484

1.5:10.2.3. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa takes NammÀÞvÀr to the

paramapada 484

1.5:11. This decade makes devotee to unite with the Lord

ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa 484

1.5:11.1. Introduction: It is unnecessary to think of one as

unqualified 485
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1.5:11.2. Commentary 485

1.5:11.2.1. KurukÂr ŒaÇhk½pa¸ was convinced by the Lord

ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa 485

1.5:11.2.2. The TamiÞ - Scholars constantly remembered the

glories of the Lord 486

1.5.3. Those, who are conversant with this decade will not

suffer 486

1.5.4. The crux meaning of the verses of this decade 487

1.5.5. The Saint MaõavÀÒamÀmuni glorified the subject matters

of this decade 488

SIXTH DECADE (1.6)

INTRODUCTION

It is easy to worship the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa 505

The Lord’s desirableness, etc., are not the reasons for not to

worship Him 505

The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa is easily approachable and

worshippable 506

The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa’s holy feet dispel all the inauspicious

qualities 507

The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa accepts all the offerings with the

great desire 508

The Lord accepts all the actions just like the interaction with

His own wife 509

1.6:1. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa is the paripÂrõa¸ 509

1.6:1.1. Introduction: The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa is easily

worshippable 510

1.6:1.2. Commentary 510

1.6:1.2.1. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa has intimate relation with

His devotees 510

1.6:1.2.2. If a devotee offers a thing with submissiveness, the

Lord accepts it 511

1.6:1.2.3. The Lord accepts all the things from His devotees as

great offerings 512
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1.6:2. The devotees need not think of his lowliness towards

the Lord 512

1.6:2.1. Introduction: All the devotees are equal to the Lord

ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa 513

1.6:2.2. Commentary 513

1.6:2.2.1. The Lord wears the cool tuÒacÁ garland, shedding

abundance of honey 513

1.6:2.2.2. The Lord is sarvÀdhika¸ and paripÂrõa¸, but, He is

easily worshippable 514

1.6:2.2.3. The performance of the kaiôkarya is the qualification to

serve the Lord 514

1.6:3. NammÀÞvÀr, out of his mind, etc., adored the Lord

ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa 515

1.6:3.1. Introduction: NammÀÞvÀr forgot his purpose of the

paropadeœam 515

1.6:3.2. Commentary 515

1.6:3.2.1. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa has equal relationship

with His devotees 515

1.6:3.2.2. NammÀÞvÀr is not able to explain the Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa’s glories 516

1.6:3.2.3. Since NammÀÞvÀr with the divine love, his œarÁra

starts to dance 516

1.6:4. NammÀÞvÀr’s love towards the Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa is the eternal 517

1.6:4.1. Introduction: NammÀÞvÀr’s love upon the Lord is

matured 517

1.6:4.2. Commentary 517

1.6:4.2.1. The Lord’s inner nature is the unlimited auspicious

qualities 517

1.6:4.2.2. NammÀÞvÀr emotionally thinks upon the Lord’s glory 518

1.6:5. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa becomes the most sweet

to His devotees 518

1.6:5.1. Introduction: The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa  checks out

His devotees 518
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1.6:5.2. Commentary 519

1.6:5.2.1. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa will never discriminate

His devotees 519

1.6:5.2.2. The Lord becomes the distinct ambrosia to His

devotees 519

1.6:6. The Devas’ desire to enjoy the ulterior benefits only 520

1.6:6.1. Introduction: The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa alone is the

enjoyable 520

1.6:6.2. Commentary 520

1.6:6.2.1. The Lord gives the ambrosia to the Devas for their

immortality 520

1.6:6.2.2. The Lord reclines in the milky ocean, where the nectar

found out 521

1.6:7. The devotees spend the time to enjoy the Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa 521

1.6:7.1. Introduction: The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa is the sweet

to His devotees 522

1.6:7.2. Commentary 522

1.6:7.2.1. The devotees spend the time, by thinking of the valour

of ŒrÁ RÀma 522

1.6:8. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa eliminates the obstacles

of His devotees 523

1.6:8.1. Introduction: One has to meditate upon the valiant

history of ŒrÁ RÀma 523

1.6:8.2. Commentary 523

1.6:8.2.1. By eliminating the worldly pleasures, one can worship

the Lord 523

1.6:8.2.2. The Lord accepts the kaiôkarya, then, the Àtma never

returns back 524

1.6:9. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa always associates with

ŒrÁ LakÈmÁ 525

1.6:9.1. Introduction: The Lord eradicates His devotees’ obstacles 525
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1.6:9.2. Commentary 525

1.6:9.2.1. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa’s svarÂpa favours His

devotees 525

1.6:9.2.2. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa breaks the twofold karmas 526

1.6:10. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa and ŒrÁ LakÈmÁ eliminate

the obstacles 526

1.6:10:1. Introduction: The Lord and ŒrÁ LakÈmÁ instantly

remove the obstacles 527

1.6:10.2. Commentary 527

1.6:10.2.1. The Lord, at the first sight destroys His devotee’s

enemies 527

1.6:10.2.2. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa forgives His devotee’s

mistakes 527

1.6:11. Those who learns and practices this decade will not

get rebirth 528

1.6:11.1. Introduction: There is no rebirth to the Lord’s devotees 528

1.6:11.2. Commentary 528

1.6:11.2.1. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa is away from defectiveness

and evilness 528

1.6.3. Those who understands this decade will spend his life

with the Lord 529

1.6.4. The condensed version of this decade 529

1.6.5. The Saint MaõavÀÒamÀmuni glorifies this decade 530

SEVENTH DECADE (1.7)

INTRODUCTION

The worship of the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa is pleasurable and

enjoyable 537

NammÀÞvÀr disregards the kevalars 538

1.7:1. NammÀÞvÀr abused kevalars because they enjoy the

ulterior benefit 538

1.7:1.1. Introduction: The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa alone is

inexhaustibly sweet 539
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1.7:1.2. Commentary 539

1.7:1.2.1. Based on the good karmas, etc., different results will be

occurred 539

1.7:1.2.2. ‘The rebirth’ is the cause and ‘renouncing all for the

Àtma’ is the effect 540

1.7:1.2.3. The people surrender to the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa’s

holy feet 541

1.7:1.2.4. NammÀÞvÀr forgot to perform the kaiôkarya to the Lord       541

1.7:1.2.5. NammÀÞvÀr abused the unacceptable activities of the

kevalars 542

1.7:1.2.6. The bhaktiyoganiÈÇars experience the beautiful form of

the Lord 542

1.7:2. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa’s attitude towards His

devotees 542

1.7:2.1. Introduction: The devotees surrendered to the holy

feet of the Lord 543

1.7:2.2. Commentary 543

1.7:2.2.1. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa is the prÀpyatva as well as

the prÀpakatva 543

1.7:2.2.2. The Lord shall not permit His devotees to finish by

themselves 544

1.7:2.2.3  The bliss of the Lord is higher than the bliss of other

little gods 544

1.7:2.2.4  The Lord shall not permit His devotees to degrade

by themselves 545

1.7:2.2.5. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa is the chief of the

cow-herd-clan 545

1.7:3. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa eliminated the

NammÀÞvÀr’s obstacles 546

1.7:3.1. Introduction: NammÀÞvÀr enjoys the auspicious

qualities of the Lord 546

1.7:3.2. Commentary 546

1.7:3.2.1. NammÀÞvÀr muses upon the Lord KÃÈõa’s act of

stealing the butter 546
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1.7:3.2.2. Every beating of the cow-herds caused shining on

Lord KÃÈõa’s œarÁra 547

1.7:3.2.3. NammÀÞvÀr brakes the cords of ignorance that bound

to rebirth 548

1.7:4. The Lord’s supremacy makes NammÀÞvÀr not to

leave Him 548

1.7:4.1. Introduction: NammÀÞvÀr stays calm and relax at the

side of the Lord 549

1.7:4.2. Commentary 549

1.7:4.2.1. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa’s spiritual œarÁra becomes

radiant 549

1.7:4.2.2. The Lord gives the spiritual attributes  again and again

to NammÀÞvÀr 550

1.7:4.2.3. NammÀÞvÀr thinks all the ways about the glories of

the Lord 550

1.7:4.2.4. NammÀÞvÀr stationed himself by the side of Lord

ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa 550

1.7:5. NammÀÞvÀr has no possibility to leave the Lord

ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa 551

1.7:5.1. Introduction: When GopÁs give up, NammÀÞvÀr also

gives up the Lord 551

1.7:5.2. Commentary 552

1.7:5.2.1. The Lord continuously showers His grace upon

NammÀÞvÀr 552

1.7:5.2.2. The cow-herd girls came and saw the Lord KÃÈõa 552

1.7:5.2.3. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa made NammÀÞvÀr as His

own property 553

1.7:6. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa won over NammÀÞvÀr 553

1.7:6.1. Introduction: The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa didn’t leave

NammÀÞvÀr 554

1.7:6.2. Commentary 554

1.7:6.2.1. The Lord’s avatÀras are for the benefit of His devotees 554

1.7:6.2.2. NammÀÞvÀr didn’t have chance to leave the Lord

ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa 555
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1.7:7. Though NammÀÞvÀr leaves the Lord, He never leaves

him 556

1.7:7.1. Introduction: NammÀÞvÀr wouldn’t leave the Lord

ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa 556

1.7:7.2. Commentary 556

1.7:7.2.1. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa made NammÀÞvÀr’s heart

as His own 556

1.7:7.2.2. The Lord wouldn’t allow NammÀÞvÀr to move away

from His side 557

1.7:8. NammÀÞvÀr  will never leave the Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa 557

1.7:8.1. Introduction: The Lord Himself shall not separate

NammÀÞvÀr 558

1.7:8.2. Commentary 558

1.7:8.2.1. The Lord will never push NammÀÞvÀr into the samsÀra

fold 558

1.7:8.2.2. The Lord treats NammÀÞvÀr as the retinue of His

personal quarters 559

1.7:9. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa and NammÀÞvÀr became

a single subject 560

1.7:9.1. Introduction: The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa couldn’t leave

NammÀÞvÀr 560

1.7:9.2. Commentary 560

1.7:9.2.1. The Lord KÃÈõa gave Himself to the cow-herd

community 560

1.7:9.2.2. If two objects possess the nityatadÀœarayatvam, there is

no separation 561

1.7:10. NammÀÞvÀr never satisfied with the auspicious

qualities of the Lord 561

1.7:10.1. Introduction: The Lord eternally mingled with

NammÀÞvÀr 562

1.7:10.2. Commentary 562

1.7:10.2.1. If the devotee approaches the Lord, He will near to him 562
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1.7:10.2. NammÀÞvÀr enjoys the Lord in all the possible means

and ways 563

1.7:11. This decade facilitates to attain the holy feet of

ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa 563

1.7:11.1. Introduction: This decade destroys the obstacles to

perform the bhakti 564

1.7:11.2. Commentary 564

1.7:11.2.1. The Lord nullifies His devotees’ sins and grants

paramapada to them 564

1.7.3. The condensed version of this decade 565

1.7.4. The Saint MaõavÀÒamÀmuni sanctifies the Lord and

NammÀÞvÀr 566

EIGHTH DECADE (1.8)

INTRODUCTION

The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa through His Àrjavaguõa bonded with

the cetanas 574

The Lord subdues His temperament in accordance with the cetanas 575

1.8:1. Sincere engagement of the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa

with the nityasÂris 575

1.8:1.1. Introduction: The Lord engages with different kinds

of the nityasÂris 576

1.8:1.2. Commentary 576

1.8:1.2.1. The GaruçÀÞvÀr carries the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa for

the darœana 576

1.8:1.2.2. At the paramapada, all the forms of œarÁras of cetanas

became as such 577

1.8:1.2.3. The Lord cannot sustain without the company of the

nityasÂris 577

1.8:1.2.4. At the paramapada, all the entities are joyfully engaging

with the Lord 578

1.8:1.2.5. The Lord is the master of the nityasÂris and the

nityasamsÀris 578
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1.8:2. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa eliminates the enemies

of His devotees 578

1.8:2.1. Introduction: The Lord bonded together with the

samsÀris 579

1.8:2.2. Commentary 579

1.8:2.2.1. Since the Lord killed Keœi, His big eyes became

blossomed 579

1.8:3. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa stationed at V¼ôkaÇam 579

1.8:3.1. Introduction: The Lord is mother of the nityasÂris and

the samsÀris 580

1.8:3.2. Commentary 580

1.8:3.2.1. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa is the controller of celestials

and mortals 580

1.8.3.2.2. The Lord at V¼ôkaÇam shows Himself to nityasÂris and

samsÀris 580

1.8:4. The Lord’s Àrjavaguõa is blessed upon NammÀÞvÀr 581

1.8:4.1. Introduction: The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa’s Àrjavaguõa

is the grateful 581

1.8:4.2. Commentary 581

1.8:4.2.1. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa is the divine personality 581

1.8:4.2.2. NammÀÞvÀr meditates upon the auspicious qualities

of the Lord 582

1.8:5. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa enjoys NammÀÞvÀr’s

œarÁra 582

1.8:5.1. Introduction: NammÀÞvÀr enjoyed the Lord’s auspicious

qualities 582

1.8:5.2. Commentary 583

1.8:5.2.1. The Lord KÃÈõa ate the butter smartly 583

1.8:5.2.2. NammÀÞvÀr shied from the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa 583

1.8:6. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa blended into

NammÀÞvÀr’s Àtma 583

1.8:6.1. Introduction: The Lord bears NammÀÞvÀr’s goodness 584
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1.8:6.2. Commentary 584

1.8:6.2.1. The Lord made NammÀÞvÀr as His sincere slave devotee 584

1.8:7. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa desires NammÀÞvÀr as

that of paramapada 584

1.8:7.1. Introduction: The Lord made NammÀÞvÀr as His

subservient servant 585

1.8:7.2. Commentary 585

1.8:7.2.1. The Lord considered NammÀÞvÀr as the residents of

the paramapada 585

1.8:7.2.2. The Lord arrived Tirunagari to enjoy the servitude of

NammÀÞvÀr 585

1.8:8. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa took so many avatÀras for

NammÀÞvÀr 586

1.8:8.1. Introduction: The Lord’s avatÀras are aimed towards

NammÀÞvÀr 586

1.8:8.2. Commentary 586

1.8:8.2.1. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa’s avatÀras are considered

as vidyÀvatÀras 586

1.8:8.2.2. For the sake of NammÀÞvÀr, the Lord took so many

avatÀras 587

1.8:9. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa manifests with the

distinct symbols 587

1.8:9.1. Introduction: The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa’s symbols

show His aiœvarya 588

1.8:9.2. Commentary 588
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ŒrÁ LakÈmÁ, the Goddess of Fortune

Homage to ŒrÁ RÀmÀnuja, who is endowed with the grace of the

Goddess ŒrÁ LakÈmÁ

Long Live, the Flowery Feet of MÀºa¸

PART - I

1. THE HISTORY OF NAMM°îV°R

“T¼¸a ºÀmakiÞt toÇaiyalum mauliyun tirukkiÒar kuÞaikkÀtum

kÀ¸a ºÀmalart tirumukac c½tiyum kayiravat tuvarvÀyum

m½¸a mÀkiya vaÇivamum mÀrvamum muttirait tirukkaiyum

jðÀ¸a t¼cika¸ caraõatÀ maraiyume¸ naya¸amviÇ ÇakalÀv¼”.

‘My intended eye sight will never be deviated, but, concentrates

only upon the holy lotus feet of my spiritual guru ‘teacher’,

possessing knowledge galore, who with garlands of flowers with

honey never dried up, with holy mattered locks of hair, with

beautiful ear of well hooked lustrous ornaments, with shining

face, comparable to honey laden flowers, with reddish mouth

as that of lily with well postured œarÁra of passiveness of a hermit,

with broad chest and with auspicious hands displaying the holy

mudrÀ ‘hand pose’’1.

1.1. NammÀÞvÀr - a prodigy child

In  South India, Tirunelv¼li district of the PÀõçiya Kingdom, on the

bank of TÀmraparõÁ river,  in a city named °ÞvÀr Tirunagari, a traditional

VaiÈõavaite, ŒrÁ KÀriyÀr, the dignified devotee of the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa

lived. At an appropriate age, he married ŒrÁmathi UÇaya NaôkaiyÀr, the
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daughter of TiruvÀÞmÀrpar of TiruveõparicÀram. For quite a long time,

they didn’t have a child. But, with the grace of °dipirÀ¸ of TirukkuruôkuÇi,

in the month of vaikÀci, during the star of visÀka, they were blessed by a

baby boy.  The child, starting from date of birth was not normal, because

the infant did not suck milk from his mother’s breast and even did not

pursue normal activities.  By watching this paralyzed condition of child,

his parents worried much. After 12 days of the child’s birth, his parents

named him as, ‘MÀºa¸’2 and left the child in front of PoÞintu Ni¸ºa PirÀ¸,

the Lord of city. The child by crawling  to the nearby tamarind tree of the

temple and submissively sat over there. The child was nobody else, but,

Saint NammÀÞvÀr, who sat as such under the tree, spent sixteen long years

without opening his eyes and without speech and normal activities, but,

passed  timewith absolute concentration upon the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa.

In spite of this spiritual union between the Lord and the °ÞvÀr, by not

knowing his transcendental state, his parents, by seeing their abnormal

son, worried much. In this inconvenient circumstance, under the merciful

will of the Lord, an important incident took place3.

1.2. MadhurakaviyÀÞvÀr and NammÀÞvÀr

A ŒrÁvaiÈõava Saint called MadhurakaviyÀÞvÀr got avatÀra in the

month of cittirai and star of cittirai at Tirukk½ÒÂr near °ÞvÀr Tirunagari in

antaõar lineage even for few years before the avatÀra of Saint NammÀÞvÀr.

MadhurakaviyÀÞvÀr in his early age mastered the four VedÀs, six VedÀôgas

and TamiÞ literature. Once he wanted to undertake a pilgrimage to divya

deœam ‘holy places’ such as AyodhyÀ,  where the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa

resides and facilitates the aspirants to attain mokÈa. During his holy

pilgrimage, he resided at the banks of GaôgÀ. One night, while he was

coming out of his residence, at southern horizon of sky, he noticed a big

glowing ball of light and got astonished. In the next day also, he observed

the same light. MadhurakaviyÀÞvÀr, then thought that, in the southern

region, there must be some mystical phenomenon and he wished to spot

it in person. From that day onwards, during night he used to walk and in

day time he took rest. As such, he travelled for so many days. At the time

of reaching over at TirukkuruôkuÇi, he didn’t observe the glowing light.
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Then, he asked the people of city about that unusual occurrence of a glowing

ball of light at the place. Then, after hearing about it,  MadhurakaviyÀÞvÀr

reached the holy tamarind tree, where he saw Saint NammÀÞvÀr, who in

a meditative posture sat under the tamarind tree by emitting divine glow

of light4.

1.3. MadhurakaviyÀÞvÀr became a disciple to NammÀÞvÀr

Since then, NammÀÞvÀr neither opened his eyes nor his mouth but,

he was in absolute trance. MadhurakaviyÀÞvÀr wanted to test his real

condition. So, to make sound, he dropped a stone in front of him. By

hearing the sound, NammÀÞvÀr suddenly opened his eyes.

MadhurakaviyÀÞvÀr without loosening time, questioned the °ÞvÀr, cettata¸

vayiººiº ciºiyatu piºantÀl ettait ti¸ºu eôk¼ kiÇakkum? ‘if a subtle entity born

within the womb of dead, where it could eat and stay?’. For it, NammÀÞvÀr,

all of a sudden, by broking his life long silence answered, attait ti¸ºu aôk¼

kiÇakkum ‘that eats itself and rests there itself’5. By hearing the apt answer

from the  °ÞvÀr, MadhurakaviyÀÞvÀr was surprised and with much of

spiritual comfort, accepted NammÀÞvÀr as his guru and throughout the

°ÞvÀr’s life time, he pleasurably stayed with him and served him only.

While MadhurakaviyÀÞvÀr is with the -°ÞvÀr, he taught MadhurakaviyÀÞvÀr

about the theo-philosophy of ‘cit, acit and ±œvara’. MadhurakaviyÀÞvÀr also

mystically realized his own self and thoroughly learned all the aspects of

ŒrÁvaiÈõava tradition and its philosophy from NammÀÞvÀr.

1.4. NammÀÞvÀr’s holy scriptures

NammÀÞvÀr spent the time by observing absolute concentration upon

the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa and never thought of any trace of worldly

activities. Since he remembered the glories of the God, he uninterruptedly

enjoyed His ecstatic bliss and  graciously started to compose verses about

the countless auspicious qualities of the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa. These

verses are traditionally categorized as four prabandhas entitled as,

Tiruviruttam, TiruvÀciriam, Periya TiruvantÀti and TiruvÀymoÞi. It is the

opinion of ŒrÁvaiÈõava scholars that, these four prabandhas are the essence

of the four Vedas6.
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1.5. The unique status of NammÀÞvÀr

In ŒrÁvaiÈõava tradition, the each °ÞvÀr, he is said to be the best of

the other °ÞvÀrs, but, it is an accepted truth that, NammÀÞvÀr alone deserved

to be called as the best among the other °ÞvÀrs. All the VaiÈõavites consider

the each and every °ÞvÀr as avayava ‘part of the like limb, etc’, but,

NammÀÞvÀr is specified as avayavi ‘œarÁra possessing the parts like limb’.

He is specifically honored with an unique name as, Prapanna Jana KÂÇastha

’chief among the Lord’s devotees of ŒrÁvaiÈõavas, who follows prapatti mÀrga’.

Though the traditional scholars gave apt name to all the texts of NammÀÞvÀr,

they gloriously mention his fourth text as, ‘TiruvÀymoÞi’. In it, TamiÞ word,

‘vÀymoÞi’ appropriately refers to the Veda as learnt orally and not from

written text and ‘tiru’ means holiness. So, ‘TiruvÀymoÞi’ is a spiritual record

which is intentionally very important and it has the grandeur qualities as

that of the Vedas. Here, it is to be mentioned that, the polemic text,

°cÀryahÃdayam lucidly explains the importance of NammÀÞvÀr and greatness

of all his texts with a special note to the speciality of TiruvÀymoÞi7.

1.6. NammÀÞvÀr did maôgaÒÀsÀsanam to the 36 temples

The °ÞvÀr did maôgaÒÀsÀsanam to the 36 glorified temples. Among

them, there are decades, which specifically adored the glories of temples.

There are few temples, which are venerated in the midst of verses. Since

the °ÞvÀr got avatÀra in the PÀõçiya Kingdom, he adored many holy cities,

which are within the circle of this kingdom and the temples nearby

MalainÀçu (Kerala), i.e., the regions covering TiruvÀôkÂr. Though the other

°ÞvÀrs did maôgalÀœÀsanam and glorified 40 temples, which are found within

the Chola Kingdom (TamiÞ Nadu), NammÀÞvÀr did maôgaÒÀsÀsanam to 24

temples, which are found within the PÀõçiya kingdom  (Tamil Nadu)  and

the MalainÀçu. The other decades of the °ÞvÀr are devoted for Tiruv¼ôkaÇam

and the temples of other holy cities. He alone did maôgaÒÀsÀsanam to the

temples, which are present within the MalainÀçu. Specifically, he devoted

much to Tiruv¼ôkaÇam. Among the prabandhas of the °ÞvÀr, in his

Tiruviruttam, he did maôgalÀœÀsanam to Tiruv¼ôkaÇam8.
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1.7. NammÀÞvÀr as the ŒaÇhÀri graces the devotees of the Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa

Thus, by enjoying the ecstatic posture out of intended concentration

upon the Lord and composing verses upon Him and teaching salient

features of ŒrÁvaiÈõavism to MadurakaviÀÞvÀr, NammÀÞvÀr lived for thirty

six years. Then he attained the paramapada, the abode of the  Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa9. It is the strong faith of ŒrÁvaiÈõavism that, NammÀÞvÀr always

resides at the holy feet of the Lord. Therefore, it is the custom of vaiÈõava

temples to put the feet of Lord on the head of devotees in the name of

ŒaÇhÀri10.

1.8. MadurakaviyÀÞvÀr and his text, ‘Kaõõinuõ CiºuttÀmpu’

MadhurakaviyÀÞvÀr, after becoming the sincere disciple of

NammÀÞvÀr, faithfully considered him as his personal God and composed

a text with 11 holy verses. Since this book starts with the phrase, “kaõõinuõ

ciºuttÀmpu”, it is named as, ‘Kaõõinuõ CiºuttÀmpu’ and added it within

NÀlÀyira Divya Prabandham, the compendium of the stanzas of the 12 °ÞvÀrs.

It is one of the primary source books of ŒrÁvaiÈõavism. The ŒrÁvaiÈõava

tradition strongly believes and accepts the text, ‘Kaõõinuõ CiºuttÀmpu’ is

an important one, which comments on the specified meaning of middle

term of Tirumantra, ‘aum namo nÀrÀyaõa’11. It is to be noted that,

MadhurakaviyÀÞvÀr constructed a temple for his Guru, NammÀÞvÀr and all

along his life performed pÂja and worshipped him. Since NammÀÞvÀr got

avatÀra at TirukkurukÂr, the holy place is religiously venerated with the

°ÞvÀr as, ‘°ÞvÀr TirunagarÁ’. At present the name, TirukkurukÂr is used

for textual connection only12.

1.9. NammÀÞvÀr’s period

According to historians, Saint NammÀÞvÀr’s period may be 7th

century CE. The first three °ÞvÀrs - Poykai, BhÂtam and P¼y, who lived in

between 5th and 6th century CE., and they composed their verses in venpÀ

‘one of the principal kinds of stanza form’ meter. TirumaÞicaiyÀÞvÀr, who

lived earlier composed his TamiÞ verses in venpÀ  and kalippÀ ‘one of the

four principle kinds of stanza forms in TamiÞ’ meters. NammÀÞvÀr composed

his verses in venpÀ, Àciriyappa ‘one of the four chief kinds of meter of the
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stanza’ and kalippÀ meters. By considering the period of the °ÞvÀrs and

their verses in the said meters, it is assumed that, NammÀÞvÀr’s period

may be the  7th century CE. It is to be noted that, the other five °ÞvÀrs13

have not composed their verses in venpÀ meter14.

To specify NammÀÞvÀr’s period, the truth behind the history of

ŒrÁvaiÈõava tradition related with Saint NÀthamuni (825 to 924 CE) is to be

traced out. Saint NÀthamuni had indomitable desire to get the text, NÀlÀyira

Divya Prabandham. He thought that, the glorified prabandham would have

been present in the region of °ÞvÀr Tirunagari, where NammÀÞvÀr got  his

avatÀra. So, he reached over the city, where he, at the first had darœanam of

PoÞintu Ni¸ºapirÀ¸, then, inquired ŒrÁ ParÀôkusadÀsa, the disciple of

MadhurakaviyÀÞvÀr. Saint NÀthmuni  asked him, ‘does anybody over here,

who recites TiruvÀymoÞi?’ and ‘does the particular manuscript is available?’.

ParÀôkusadÀsa responded that, over here, the tradition of reciting

TiruvÀymoÞi is obsoleted15 and the text TiruvÀymoÞi and the other texts of

NÀlÀyira Divya Prabandham are not available. To sum up, based on the

meters of verses of the first three °ÞvÀrs along with TirumaÞicaiyÀÞvÀr and

the historical incident of Saint NÀthamuni, it is said that, NammÀÞvÀr’s

period may be during the 7th century CE16. Furthermore, ŒrÁ

MaõavÀÒamÀmuni (1370-1443 CE) in his Upadeœa Rat¸amÀlai, distinctively

placed NammÀÞvÀr in the fifth places as,

“PoykaiyÀr pÂtattÀr p¼yÀr pukaÞmaÞicai

ayya¸ aruÒmÀºa¸ c¼ralark½¸ - tuyyapaÇÇa

nÀta¸a¸par tÀÒtÂÒi naºpÀõa¸ naºkaliya¸

Átivart½º ºattaÇaivÀm iôku”

‘The order of avatÀra of the °ÞvÀrs in this earth is: Poykai is the

first, BhÂtham is the second, P¼y is the third, the reputed

ThirumaÞicai PirÀn is the fourth, NammÀÞvÀr of illustrious grace

is the fifth, Kulac¼kara PerumÀÒ is the sixth, sacred PeriyÀÞvÀr,

who is free of any blemish is the seventh, ToõÇaraÇippoÇi, the

dust of lovable feet is the eighth, TiruppÀõar, the parama sÀtvÁka

‘individual of absolute goodness or virtue’ is the ninth in order,

dear Tirumaôgai is the tenth.  This is the order, in which they

incarnated on bhÂmaõçalam ‘earth’’17.
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2. THE GLORIES OF NAMM°îV°R AND HIS TEXT,

TIRUV°YMOîI

2.1. NammÀÞvÀr’s supreme status

      Though the 12 °ÞvÀrs are gratefully praised, among them, NammÀÞvÀr

is specifically honoured as an adorable devotee of the Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa. As such, his four prabandhas are equally acclaimed. Specifically

among his contributions, TiruvÀymoÞi is glorified as exemplary. There are

so many books in TamiÞ and Sanskrit which are venerating NammÀÞvÀr

and his works. Even at the life span of the °ÞvÀr, his disciple Saint

MadhurakaviyÀÞvÀr through his wonderful divine work, ‘Kaõõinuõ

CiºuttÀmpu’ praised NammÀÞvÀr and his sanctified texts. MadhurakaviyÀÞvÀr

multifariously and devotionally eulogized as, ‘I spelled his name and found

my joy, I served his feet and found the truth. I do not know another God,

I sing his song and roam the street’18. Through the ages, Saint

MadhurakaviyÀÞvÀr is reputed as, ‘MadhurakaviyÀÞvÀr’ and honorably

added him with the other °ÞvÀrs. All the more, his grandeur work, Kaõõinuõ

CiruttÀmpu is also added among the sanctified NÀlÀyira Divya Prabandham.

2.2. The greatness of NammÀÞvÀr’s text, TiruvÀymoÞi

Kaviccakravarti means the emperor in composing poems. So, Kambar

is Kaviccakravarti. He contributed a rare book called CaÇak½parantÀti with

100 verses. In it, he specifically praised the greatness of TiruvÀymoÞi more

than praising NammÀÞvÀr. Kambar conveyed that, though the °ÞvÀr enjoyed

spiritual greatness of TirumÀl, his acquisition of TiruvÀymoÞi is worthy and

specifically a gift in life to him. He, by asserting the text as

ÀrÀvamutakkÀviyÀyiram ‘insatiate ambrosia of rich poetic excellence of

thousand verses’, commented it that, no other esoteric texts shall be

comparable with TiruvÀymoÞi’s theo-philosophical exposition19. There is a

text called TiruvÀymoÞi NÂººantÀti with 100 verses contributed by Saint

MaõavÀÒamÀmuni. In it, each verse condenses and glorifies the greatness

of each decade consisting of 10 verses of  TiruvÀymoÞi20. Through the tradition

of NammÀÞvÀr’s lineage at TirikkurukÂr, there are many religious poets,

who rightly wrote about the greatness of TiruvÀymoÞi. Among the texts,

MÀºa¸ AlaôkÀram, MÀºa¸ PÀppÀvi¸am, MÀºa¸ Tirupatikk½vai,  MÀºÀ¸ AkapporuÒ
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are commendable. There  is  a notable book called MÀºa¸k½vai of

Tiruv¼ôkaÇattuºaiva¸  KavirÀyar, which aptly glorified the religious

importance and societal relevance of  TiruvÀymoÞi. Rarely, there are two

texts in Sanskrit named, DrÀviçopaniÈad Saôkati and DrÀviçopaniÈad TÀtparya

RatnÀvali, which also glorified TiruvÀymoÞi. It is commendable that,  there

are two Sanskrit works, which adore the greatness of TamiÞ text, that is

only to TiruvÀymoÞi. More specifically, Andra KÁrvÀõacsakaœram with the

1000 verses in Telungu language and 1000 verses in Sanskrit praised its

gratefulness. Like that, in Kannaça language also, there are books, which

sanctified the TiruvÀymoÞi. So, because of its subtlety in verse, sweetness in

literary exposition, perfection in grammatical structure and spiritualism in

the religious principle, there are many works in TamiÞ as well as in other

languages, which rightly elucidated the greatness of TiruvÀymoÞi21.

2.3. The references of TiruvÀymoÞi in Parim¼laÞakar’s commetary on

TirukkuºaÒ

Since TruvÀymoÞi is the best among other esoteric texts, the

Commentators of important TamiÞ texts freely took the literary materials,

religious points and notes for their grammatical expositions. Parim¼laÞakar,

the scholarly Commentator of the text, TirukkuºaÒ, while commenting the

kuraÒ ‘couplet’ (349), ‘at the movement in which desire has been abandoned,

other births will be cut off, when that has not been done, impermanence

will be seen’22,  he took the line, ‘when all attachments cease, the Àtma

becomes free’ from TiruvÀymoÞi’23. For the commentary upon kuºaÒ, ‘removal

of ambition, whose nature it is never to be satisfied, will immediately

confer a nature that can never be changed’24, Parim¼laÞakar took the verse,

‘go well beyond knowledge and break the limit of indriyas, contemplate

the great endless continuum, repeatedly. Shed attachments and go beyond

pain and pleasure. That liberation, then and there, is the only one there is’

from TiruvÀymoÞi25. In the  place of describing king in the name of the God

Himself, Parim¼laÞakar specified the part of verse, ‘seeing wealthy nobles,

she says, I have seen my TirumÀl’26 as an appropriate quotation. To the

kuºaÒ, ‘the removal of desire, whose nature it is never to be satisfied’27, he,

by taking the verse of TiruvÀymoÞi, ‘getting rid of pleasures worldly and

resultant sufferings, birth and death, old age and pestilence, Oh! when
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shall I enter and enjoy the holy gatherings’28, commented in prose form as,

‘since the Àtma is being blissfully unsurpassed without the vices of pleasure,

resultant sufferings, birth and death and pestilence, he referred to the state

of mokÈa as, ‘p¼rÀviyaºkkai’’.

2.4. The references of TiruvÀymoÞi in the TamiÞ grammatical texts

2.4.1. TiruvÀymoÞi and TolkÀppiyam

C¼¸Àvaraiyar, one of the Commentators of TolkÀppiyam, the earliest

extant grammatical text of TamiÞ language, for grammatical note of the

phrase, “nÁÇÇum vaÞi nÁÇÇal”29, took the word “vÁÇumi¸” from the verse

“vÁÇumi¸ muººavum”30. Nacci¸Àrkki¸iyar, the other Commentator of

TolkÀppiyam, while commenting the sÂtra, ‘‘tharavu’ is having four, six and

eight standard lines (of four feet)’31, by referring to TiruvÀymoÞi, comments

that, each verse of every decade of text is in the form of four lines with

tune of ‘tÀÞicai ‘, i.e., a subdivision in each of the four kinds of verse. He

also avers that, each decade systematically explicates the particular concept

and they belong to ‘eÞuttu eõõi varum kaÇÇaÒaik kalittuºai taravu koccakam’32.

2.4.2. The prosodic style of the verses of TiruvÀymoÞi

It is not so correct by measuring the verses of TruvÀymoÞi with the

grammatical tools of latter grammatical books and mention them as

viruttappÀkkaÒ ‘one of the three kinds of verse’ and the verses of Tiruviruttam

as kattaÒaik kalittuºai33.  Instead, by measuring lines with the grammar as

expounded in TolkÀppiyam, they are accordingly identified as tÀÞicaikaÒ as

well as taravu koccakam34.

2.4.3. TiruvÀymoÞi and Prayoka Vivekam and Ilakkaõak Kottu

Subramaniya DÁkÈitar (17th century CE), in his Prayoka Vivekam has

taken so many quotations from TiruvÀymoÞi for his grammatical descriptions.

In the commentary of  the second verse, he used the line, ‘contemplate,

quick, the feet of TirunÀrÀyaõa and arise’35, in the eleventh, he utilized the

part, ‘he made me his and himself mine’36, in the thirty fifth verse, he used

the phrase, ‘the Lord on hooded serpent bed’ of the verse, ‘before your

numbered days’37, in the thirty sixth, he utilized the line ‘‘PadmanÀbha’ is

the mighty one, higher than the highest’38, in the thirty ninth, he placed the
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part of verse, ’do one day go begging, leg bitten by a black bitch, bowl

broken’39, in the forty seventh verse, he  covered the lines, ‘Oh! Flickering

egrets picking worms in my flowery marshes!’40 and in the commentary of

forty ninth verse, he used the lines, ‘the plunderer evening has killed the

valiant day, whose young wife West stands wailing with the milk-dribbling

child Moon on her waist’41 and ‘hot tempered Sun eats up the four-parted

earth, sucks in the juice and spits out the dry desert’42, as quotations. Thus,

Pray½ka Vivekam utilized so many other phrases of TiruvÀymoÞi. More

specifically, this text used NammÀÞvÀr’s name as, ‘KÀri MÀºa¸’43. As such,

SwÀminÀtha Deœikar also in his work, Ilakkaõak Kottu quotes the line, ’do

one day go begging, leg bitten by a black bitch, bowl broken’44. Hence,

since TiruvÀymoÞi possesses so much of multifarious importance, there are

so many Commentators and latter authors of the books have taken many

lines from this text and used as the references as well as quotations to

delineate their concepts.

3. THE NECESSARY EVIDENCES OF NAMM°îV°R

FROM HIS TEXTS

3.1. NammÀÞvÀr’s avatÀra is the great

There are necessary evidences from NammÀÞvÀr’s texts to know

about his life history. It is that, ŒrÁ KariyÀr and ŒrÁmathi UÇaiya NaôkaiyÀr,

the glorified parents of the °ÞvÀr did not have a child for quite a long time,

but, with the blessed grace mercifully granted by the Lord TirukkuºuôkuÇi

Nambi for their arduous prayer, they were blessed by the Child NammÀÞvÀr.

There is a stanza in Tiruviruttam, ‘Oh! the sinner that I am! My fragile

fawn-like daughter who has for long time worshipping KÃÈõa’s feet has

gone. The desert  that surrounds us is filled with terrible bow-wielding

hunters, cattle-lifters, murderers and youthful swift runners whose drums

beat all night’45. This stanza comes under the category of societal practice

of uÇa¸p½kku46. Specifically, this poem comes under mother’s crying for her

daughter’s uÇa¸p½kku. The mother, by thinking of heroine daughter’s

tenderness and also the harshness caused out of her elopement with her

hero lover through the dangerous path in the Sun soacked desert, worried
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much about her daughter’s sufferings. In this verse, NammÀÞvÀr, by lovably

becoming as such of the heroine’s mental condition and going along with

the hero and by empathetically assuming himself as the heroine’s mother,

mercifully composed this wonderful verse.  In it, he conveyed himself in

the tune of heroine’s mother to utter the unbearable difficulties faced to

give one of eve births of her daughter. Here, it is to be specifically noted

that, through this particular verse with poetic technique of expressing the

mother’s sufferings and worries, the innermost meaning of greatness of

avatÀra of Child NammÀÞvÀr is crystal clearl47.

The verse quoted above shall be twisted a little as, ‘Oh! the sinner

that I am! My fragile fawn like daughter who has for a long time

worshipping KÃÈõa’s feet’48 and the necessary meaning shall be derived.

This citation clearly shows that, ŒrÁmathi UÇaiya NaôkaiyÀr, for a long time

by praying upon the holy feet of TirumÀl and out of His grace only got

birth of the Child NammÀÞvÀr. Also, from the statement, ‘nalkÂrntÀr

celvamakaÒ’49, it is elucidated through the inference that, the heroine

NammÀÞvÀr is a rare born child for her parents and grown luxuriously

with much of parental affection and elation and she is sensibly slender and

so young. So, from these notes, it shall be rightfully observed that,

NammÀÞvÀr possessed all the noble qualities as noted above .

3.2. NammÀÞvÀr is the master of the spiritual knowledge

The ŒrÁvaiÈõava tradition sincerely accepted the truth that,

NammÀÞvÀr is a prodigy blessed with supreme grace of the Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa. He gained the divine knowledge without reading and learning

anything. There is a particular verse in TiruvÀymoÞi, i.e., ‘my years of

innocence were steeped in the mÀya of delusion. You crept into my heart

and planted the love for devotion’50. From this, it is recognized that, as the

knowledgeable even at his very young age, NammÀÞvÀr possessed the

supreme love upon the Lord. From this verse, it is also realized that, the

Lord Himself, out of His grace ordained the °ÞvÀr to show his unsurpassed

love upon Him. So, it is clearly envisaged that, NammÀÞvÀr is a master of

spiritual knowledge51.
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3.3. NammÀÞvÀr’s other names and their importances

NammÀÞvÀr’s real names are ŒaÇhak½pa¸ and MÀºa¸ and only at

the latter period, he is mentioned as, ‘NammÀÞvÀr’. MaõavÀÒamÀmuni in

his Upadeœa RatnamÀlai has mentioned that, ‘Oh! good heart, you praise

NamperumÀÒ, NammÀÞvÀr, NaðjÁyar, NampiÒÒai have gained their name

supremacy because of their life-time  achievements, which are astonishingly

grateful’52. Among the two names of NammÀÞvÀr in the ŒrÁvaiÈõava tradition,

the name, ŒaÇhak½pa¸ is frequently used in practice. At the end of

Tiruviruttam and at the end of each decade of TiruvÀymoÞi, the °ÞvÀr placed

one verse to refer to the phala ‘fruit’ of observing that particular decade in

practice. In those poems, he mentioned his name as KurukÂr ŒaÇhak½pa¸

only. Among his texts, the name, MÀºa¸ comes for six times only53.

Specifically, along with his name, by adding his father’s name, he is

mentioned as, ‘KÀri MÀºa¸’54. From this analysis, it is understood that, the

name ŒaÇhak½pa¸ may be his actual name, but, in latter period, through

the tradition, the name MÀºa¸ would be customarily used. But, the

ŒrÁvaiÈõava convention  believes that, MÀºa¸ is his actual name55.

3.4. NammÀÞvÀr’s birth place and its importances

The region of TirukurukÂr is customarily known as, ‘VaÞutinÀÇu’ as

well as ‘VaÞuti VaÒanÀÇu’. Generally, this region is also termed as the country

called, ‘PÀõÇinÀçu’56. NammÀÞvÀr in one place expressed as, ‘composed by

ŒaÇhak½pa¸ of Te¸ (southern) KurukÂr’57. From this expression, it is inferred

that, VaÞutinÀÇu would be part of the PÀõçinÀdu and the city KurukÂr

belongs to that region58. NammÀÞvÀr, through his verses in so many different

ways has glorified KurukÂr, where he took avatÀra.  Traditionally, his

devotees used to place a garland strung with makiÞa (mimusaps elangi) flowers

around his neck. The °ÞvÀr himself has announced , ‘by MÀºa¸ ŒaÇhak½pa¸,

wearing on chest, the fragrant makiÞa garland’59.

3.5. NammÀÞvÀr’s texts and their poetic style

All the 1102 verses of NammÀÞvÀr’s TiruvÀmoÞi are in antÀti meter60.

He himself in many places of TiruvÀymoÞi stated as such. Among his texts

except Tiruvaciriyam, the first word of a verse is similar to the last word
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of previous verse. The verses of TiruvÀciriyam are not composed as

mentioned above. It is the old fashion to compose poem in antÀti style61.

For example, in the age old text, the fourth ten of Patiººuppattu, a fact is

noticed that, all the ten verses of text are composed in antÀti meter62.

TirumaôgaiyÀÞvÀr, who composed his six prabandhas as the six aôgas ‘bodies’

to the four prabandhas of NammÀÞvÀr. He has not composed his verses in

the antÀti meter.  In spite of that, the ten verses of the eleventh decade of

the third Periya TirumoÞi, TirumaôgaiyÀÞvÀr has composed the ten verses in

the antÀti meter. Through this particular TirumoÞi, it is known that, he did

not miss the tradition of NammÀÞvÀr to follow the arrangement of poems

in the antÀti meter63.

3.6. NammÀÞvÀr’s deep rooted love upon the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa

The ŒrÁvaiÈõava tradition faithfully asserts that, from the date of

birth itself and onwards, NammÀÞvÀr out of indomitable love and affection,

twined himself with the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa and he never and ever

thought of the worldly pleasure. This fact is deduced and confirmed from

his words, ‘my years of innocence were steeped in the mÀyÀ of delusion’64.

Therefore it is understood that, NammÀÞvÀr from his very early young

days merged within the blissful condition with the Lord and didn’t think

about the worldly pleasures. This is to confirm that, the °ÞvÀr has never

composed even a single line as, pe¸kaÒi¸ kÀmavalaipaÇÇu uÞa¸º¼¸ ‘roaming

behind ladies with maddening passion’. But, if it is analyzed throughout

the texts of NammÀÞvÀr, there are few lines, which explicate  these kind of

ideas and views. Though these lines rarely occurred in his texts, it is to be

amicably convinced that, they are expressed as such only with reference to

general custom of the world65. So, after a detailed analysis, the glorious

truth is found that, right from his younger age, NammÀÞvÀr lived very

happily with a deep concentration and blessed spiritual attachment with

the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa. Hence, from his rare declaration, ‘my food,

drink and the betel I chew, are all my Kaõõa¸’66, it is comprehended that,

the °ÞvÀr lived with spiritual love of the Lord, which is his essence and the

crux of life.
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4. NAMM°îV°R’S MODE OF POETIC COMPOSITION

4.1. NammÀÞvÀr’s prapatti upon the Lord is his essence and existence

To NammÀÞvÀr, the lovable aspect upon the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa

is intensively deepened day by day even from his early years of innocence.

His ineffable love upon the Lord is natural, genuine and inborn, whereas

it is not so as that of, ‘I have to think of the Lord with love and with

devotion I shall pray upon Him’. The °ÞvÀr became as an individual, who

would not be able to live without the conscious thinking of  reverential

qualities of the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa.  It is a well known fact that,

generally the people are not able to live without food. Similarly, NammÀÞvÀr

is not able to live without the intended thinking of the Lord and without

the ever blooming love upon Him. To him, thinking of the Lord became

as a pleasurable spring. So, ŒrÁvaiÈõava tradition states that, though the

°ÞvÀr followed prapatti but, it became his dehayÀtraœeÈam ‘one, who could

not live without the prapatti to the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa’67.

4.2. The expression of delightfulness of the Àtma as expressed by

NammÀÞvÀr

4.2.1. The delightfulness from the sense object and the external agencies

Generally, there are two possibilities for mental consciousness to

get delightful experience. When the five indriyas enjoy their external objects,

the mental consciousness gets pleasant experience. If somebody sees his

kith and kin, friends and beautiful scenarios through eyes, hearing

melodious music, the consciousness certainly gets the delightfulness. Also,

when parents hearing their infant’s prattle, their consciousness experiences

the joy68. Like that, there are many more possibilities for the delightful

experiences. Except these kind of pleasure gained out of contact between

the five indriyas and their external objects, there is another possibility of

acquiring pleasure of spiritual ecstasy within the consciousness without

these kinds of contact. This grandeur attitude is considered as the highest

spiritually oriented conscious state69.
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4.2.2. The pleasure out of rendering service for the benefit of others

By leaving out the said possibilities, there is also an another way to

get pleasure out of enjoying the painful activities. As to Bhagavad GÁtÀ,

those who get internal pleasure within the consciousness out of his own

spiritual Àtma, he is called sthitaprajðÀ70. As such, Mahatma Gandhi has

stated, ‘pleasure and bliss gained out of declaring, ‘I can do begging and

can voluntarily undergo sufferings, they give Ànanda, which is nothing

but, inner pleasure of the Àtma’’71. If somebody who works hard for

maintaining his family in good condition, may get pleasure out of the

sincere work, also, in it, he may not feel suffering, instead, he feels it as

immense pleasure. Indeed, the freedom fighters of our Nation, though

utmost struggled a lot for freedom, they took thriftiness not as suffering

but, positively as a dignified pleasure only72.

ŒrÁ RÀmÀnuja (d. 1137 CE), who has theo-philosophically stabilized

ŒrÁvaiÈõava tradition through his viœiÈÇÀdvaita philosophy, while interpreting

the line of TiruvÀymoÞi, ‘why, were he to cage you both, indeed, would that

hurt you?’73, he avers, ‘if one is imprisoned for the intended benefit of

others, does he not acquire the supreme value of the parÀrtha ‘activities for

the benefit of others?’. The implied meaning of truth is that, the stature of

imprisonment for others may cause sufferings only for œarÁra, but, in the

experience of mind, it certainly provides unalloyed and immense pleasure

only74.

4.2.3. The spiritual pleasure out of intended concentration within

consciousness

Generally, the experience of pleasure and pain are related and they

are conceived within the realm of consciousness. So, when the absence of

relation with œarÁra, there is the possibility of sensing pleasure within the

pure and isolated mental faculty. TirukkuºaÒ, the world manifesto of dictum,

asserts this truth as, ‘if troubles come, laugh, there is nothing like that, to

press upon and drive away sorrow’75 and ‘the elevation, which his enemies

motive, will be attained by him, who regard trouble as pleasure’76. Thus,

the pleasure emerged from mental consciousness without a contact with

œarÁra is very great. For NammÀÞvÀr, the spiritually oriented pleasurable
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flood flourished within the consciousness is bereft of contact of œarÁra, i.e.,

it is not the pleasure out of five indriyas, which gained from the worldly

activities.

4.2.4. NammÀÞvÀr’s spiritual ecstasy springs from the Àtma

The °ÞvÀr’s ecstasy is divine, gained within the spiritual Àtma. If this

pleasure is related with indriyas, the spiritual ecstasy wouldn’t be emerged

out. In this context, NammÀÞvÀr didn’t witness the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa

through physical eyes, but, experienced the spiritual essence out of

remembering His esoteric glories again and again. Since he delightfully

perceived the Lord through his eye of perfect knowledge, he

uninterruptedly experienced the unalloyed spiritual ecstasy. As the mixture

and totality of pleasurable aspects gained out of multifaceted worldly

objects, to NammÀÞvÀr’s consciousness, the ecstasy flourished out of his

sheer remembrance of the bliss of the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa only. He

himself narrated his ecstatic experience as, ‘the Lord, sweet like milk, honey,

sugar and ambrosia! I only sang that, I may rejoice’77. In this verse,

specifically through the poetic statement, ‘I only sang that, I may rejoice’,

the °ÞvÀr expressed the various possibilities of his mystical position as, ‘by

thinking of the glories of the Lord, I am getting pleasure as by tasting

honey, milk, sugar, ambrosia etc.’, ‘since I am getting pleasure as such, I

am adoring the glory of the Lord’ and ‘since I am getting pleasure out of

praising Him alone, I am living in the world, otherwise my life is a waste

and I can’t live’.  Here the phrase, ‘I may rejoice’ means, not as getting

better physical stature, but, certainly realizing the essential meaning of

sheer existence of the °ÞvÀr’s Àtma. So, it is deduced that, food and water

are essential for normal people, but, for him, the absolute concentration

upon the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa and remembering His super natural glories

are food to eat and water to drink78.

4.2.5. The soulful spiritual ecstasy is the eternal

For soulful spiritual ecstasy, NammÀÞvÀr avers, ‘the Lord stays

sweetly in my heart’79 and ‘every moment, every day, every month, every

year, every age, age after age, my insatiable ambrosia flows like fresh

juice, just made’80. Through these lines, he has explained his experience
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that, by the way of remembering the aesthetic glories of the Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa again and again, he experienced the different status of mystical

ecstasy afresh and anew, which are not as previous experiences as that of

drinking different varieties of ambrosias stage by stage. Thus, the °ÞvÀr

himself says that, the lovable ecstasy  gained  from the Lord is not out of

sensibility from indriyas, but, it is emerged out from the inner essence of

the Àtma itself. It is transcendental from the level of ordinary sense

experience81. As he mentioned, ‘Oh! the formless Lord that takes wonderful

forms at will! Insatiable ambrosia, delight of my heart’82 and ‘Oh! the Lord

of celestials, beautiful cloud-hued natural grace, Oh! ambrosial the wonder

Lord, entering sweetly into feeling!’83, it is observed that, the soulful ecstasy

of the °ÞvÀr is most introvert experience being eternally existing within the

sacred Àtma itself. It is to be realized that,  NammÀÞvÀr has mentioned his

multifaceted devoutness of spiritual experiences in so many places of his

brilliant texts.

4.3. NammÀÞvÀr composed verses out of his desire, which is blessed by

the Lord

NammÀÞvÀr’s spiritual ecstasy deepened further and further and

exceeded beyond the limit as such of drinking countless new items of

ambrosia again and again. When he is not able to bear the intensity of

spiritual enlightenment and overwhelmed inner content, he started to

compose verses upon the God. Generally, one, who has extra ordinary

talent to compose verses, while noticing a good performance of any kind,

shall not restrict himself to compose the same about the incident. For

example, IÒaôkovaÇikaÒ, who is a master, who composed an epic with the

story of Govala¸ and KaõõakÁ, could not be ideal for himself, but, without

delay, gracefully composed the grand heroic epic called,  ‘CilappatikÀram’84.

Like that, when the ecstatic temper upon the Lord uncontrollably upheaves

and overwhelms exceedingly, NammÀÞvÀr realized the supreme status of

not to restrict himself to compose songs about the greatness and glories of

the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa. As a result, he, with absolute obedience to the

Lord, started to compose the verses.  This fact is honestly accepted by the
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°ÞvÀr himself in one of his verses as, ‘lustily do my eyes feast on the form

exquisite, of the chief of the celestials in Heaven, who did eradicate, my

age long ills and evils and made me His vassals, blessed am I to feed the

devout with this garland of nectarean hymnal’85.

4.4. NammÀÞvÀr visualizes the Lord through his eye of the spiritual

knowledge

The traditional ŒrÁvaiÈõava scholars, by analyzing the text, TiruvÀymoÞi

unanimously accepted that, wherever the °ÞvÀr mentioned, ‘I have

perceived the Lord and attained spiritual exaltation’, the statement means

the truth that, though it is experience of mind and of eye of knowledge,

but, within his mental consciences,  he blissfully enjoyed the auspicious

qualities of the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa.  So, in the verse above, the statement,

‘lustily do my eyes feast on the form exquisite’ connotes the fact that,

NammÀÞvÀr visualized the Lord only through his eye of spiritual

knowledge.

4.4.1. NammÀÞvÀr’s verses are the garlands of nectarean hymnal to the

Lord

The °ÞvÀr, by perceiving the Lord through his eye of knowledge

enjoyed His prosperous excellences. In turn, as the outcome of this exalted

condition , he, as revealed, ‘feeds the devout with this nectarean hymnal’,

began to sing the songs of garlands strung with words of flower. Since it

is referred to as, ‘nectarean hymnal’, it doesn’t mean that, the entire verses

of whole TiruvÀymoÞi are one garland only. It is apt to take it for granted

that, each and every verse of the text is a garland, which has decorated

around the neck of the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa. In the text, every verse is

a garland to Him and in the verse, every word is a flower of the garland,

in that word, the meaning of it also is the pleasing fragrance and sweet

honey of that flower. This shall be noted from the following independent

verse: ‘the TamiÞ verses of NammÀÞvÀr are the words of blossomed flowers

with the meaning of flavor of cooled scent and they are equaled as garland

stringed out of sweet odorous jasmine with crowded bees to suck the

honey from the florets’86.
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4.4.2. NammÀÞvÀr’s verses are the ambrosia and they eliminate the karmic

forces

NammÀÞvÀr, by seeing the Lord through his eye of knowledge and

out of the spiritual ecstasy overwhelmingly gained, started to compose the

‘garland of nectarean hymnal’87. Naturally the ecstasy gained by him

resulted in the composition of verses as the fruit of action. In this context,

He sings as, ‘my karmic bonds are broken’88. It is another fruit of the garland.

Naturally it is our religious duty to show love and affection upon the

Lord. If so, eventually all the karmic forces will be destroyed automatically

or the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa as His benevolent duty will eradicate the

same. It is some of the  ŒrÁvaiÈõava scholar’s opinion that, it should not be

viewed as the important fruit, but, we should  faithfully show devotion

upon the Lord. There is another fruit for the ‘garlands of nectarean hymnal’.

These songs of garland become ambrosia for the other devotees of the

Lord to be enjoyed through their ears. They, by singing the songs and by

remembering the meaning of them again and again, shall experience the

delightfulness like drinking ambrosia. NammÀÞvÀr himself endorses this

fact as, ‘He lies, stands and sits over it in full majesty. I have sung his

praise through songs which are like ambrosia to devotees’89. As such, by

realizing the verses as pleasurable flood for the devotees, who are all

learning and singing, ŒrÁmat KambanÀÇÇÀÞvÀr through his ‘CaÇak½parantÀti’

praises TiruvÀymoÞi as, ‘thousand verses of insatiable ambrosia’90.

4.4.3. NammÀÞvÀr’s verses are not sung by him, but by the Lord Himself

NammÀÞvÀr praised his texts as, ‘delightful to devotees’91 and

‘ambrosia to devotees’92. If so, there is a question, ‘does it be acceptable for

the °ÞvÀr to praise himself?’. There is a proper answer. The °ÞvÀr strongly

believes that things, which are related with him are not acquired out of his

own efforts, but, they are out of the grace and will of the Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa only. Since the garlands of songs are composed out of ecstasy

of the Lord, it is to be accepted that, they are composed out of His sheer

grace only. As such, if the garlands are composed out of the Lord’s grace

and if they are ambrosia to his devotees, then, the °ÞvÀr’s words are not

for praising himself, but, certainly for  glorifying and praising the Lord

ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa only. Moreover, since NammÀÞvÀr in the first verse itself
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avers, ‘dispels all doubt and grants pure knowledge’93, it is deduced that,

the songs sung by the °ÞvÀr are not composed by him, but, by the Lord

ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa only. The °ÞvÀr also devoutly justified his position as,

‘He resides in my heart, gracing me with great TamiÞ songs’94 and ‘my

Lord who sang his own praise in paõ-based song through me’95. From

these lines also, the truth is clarified that, the Lord with all kinds of graces,

by residing within the heart of NammÀÞvÀr, sung the songs to praise by

Himself. So, through the analysis, deriving the conclusion from this

discussion as, ‘praising songs is absolutely praising the Lord only’ shall

not be the wrong observation. NammÀÞvÀr also through the entire verses

of the 9th decade e¸ºaikkum  ‘each day’  in the 7th centum uÒ nilÀviya aivarÀl

‘through the five indriyas borne of this œarÁra’ of TiruvÀymoÞi, confirmed this

truth in a different dimension96. It is natural for great personalities, who

realized the God shall be thinking that, each and every activity is decided

by the God only. Like that, NammÀÞvÀr also thought of it as such.

When uttering the verses by NammÀÞvÀr himself, he felt happy. As

such, they shall also give ecstasy to others, who have  the ineffable love

and dedicated affection upon the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa. It is natural

process of individual to think of others in tune with his ideas and the

appropriate thinking of his mind. So, it is authentic to endorse NammÀÞvÀr’s

thinking that, the verses of him also shall yield immense pleasure to others.

For this, MadhurakaviyÀÞvÀr supports this view as, ‘I spelled his name

and found joy’97 and ‘I sing KurukÂr Nambi’s songs and roam the street’98.

4.5. NammÀÞvÀr’s desire to enjoy the auspicious qualities of the Lord

4.5.1. NammÀÞvÀr insatiably enjoys the countless auspicious qualities of

the Lord

The °ÞvÀr beautifully explained his nature of ineffable desire to

enjoy the spiritual features of the Lord. In this background, desire means

insatiable posture, i.e., unsatisfied state towards the desired object. The

love upon the auspicious qualities of the Lord shall flourish  and intensify

unendingly like flame of fire continues when woods are added upon it.

Appropriately TiruvaÒÒuvar also elucidates the same view upon the nature

of desire99.  So, the longing should be arrested completely out of constant
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mental efforts. In this context, TiruvaÒÒuvar describes the desire as, ‘the

removal of it, whose nature it is never to be satisfied’100. Like that, to

NammÀÞvÀr, this entirety of insatiate craving has been focused upon the

countless promising features of the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa. For it, he himself

uttered as, ‘KurukÂr ŒaÇhak½pa¸ with insatiable love’101. These kinds of

songs expressing his insatiation shall be seen throughout his texts. As

example, in one place, he communicates the sorrowfulness of his exceeding

thirst as, ‘my Lord! I call, pouring my heart in tears, you do not even say,

“Sinner!”, when I come to see you’102.

4.5.2. NammÀÞvÀr wishes to visualize the Lord through his naked eyes

If the above cited verse is commented in a different dimension,

through it,  NammÀÞvÀr’s various status of indomitable urge upon the

Lord shall be clearly recognized. The °ÞvÀr, while visualizing the Lord

through his eye of spiritual knowledge, wished to watch  Him out of his

naked eye, but, he failed. Though he with ebbing of tears from his longing

eyes, called upon the Lord many times, unfortunately,  He did not wish

to show Himself to the °ÞvÀr. At that time, NammÀÞvÀr with  obedience

requests Him, ‘Oh! the Lord, though you are not affectionately showing

yourself through my naked eye, but, you please show yourself and express

your desirelessness to me’. As such, the °ÞvÀr also avers, ‘Oh! the Lord at

least by appearing, you may convey me as, ‘since you are Sinner, I wouldn’t

show myself to you’. If so, then, that itself shall be of your kindness, you,

either by appearing before me and convey the result with love or without

the same, then, I will not differentiate the both, but, over here, my only

indomitable longing is to see you’103.

In another place, NammÀÞvÀr humbly claims, ‘whether or not I find

liberation, whether I go to heaven or to hell on dying, I will joyously

remember my birth-less Lord who came in His many forms on earth’104.

Through this verse, to the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa, he conveys, ‘Oh! The

Lord you either grant heaven or hell or whatever be the case to grant, for

that, I wouldn’t bother, but, I would think of you forever’. Furthermore,

the °ÞvÀr by himself pacifies as, ‘though the Lord with anger said to me

as sinner, I only need His words, though He placed me anywhere, but,
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I should think of Him and through it, I should be happy for ever’. If the

°ÞvÀr’s humbleness before the Lord is as such, then, his position of love

upon Him is unthinkable and ineffable through words. The °ÞvÀr himself

very frankly indicates his utter helplessness before the Lord as, ‘you do

not even say, “Sinners!”, when I come to see you’105. Appropriately

TirukkuºaÒ also asserts this fact as, ‘though my beloved bestows no love on

me, still are his words sweet to my ears’106. Though this truth is applicable

to the individuals, who are all for the carnal pleasure, it is also applicable

for the gentle personalities, who are for the heavenly pleasure of enjoying

the spiritual aspects of the God. So, to the gentle personalities, as above

explained the religious stand of NammÀÞvÀr, whatever be the situation

whether favorable or not, but, they are always wishing very much to think

constantly about the glories of the God.

5. THE ŒR±VAIØÕAVA PHILOSOPHY IN TIRUV°YMOîI

NammÀÞvÀr, due to the overwhelming the bhakti upon the Lord

ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa, composed the sweetest verses, within them, naturally

the tenets of ŒrÁvaiÈõava philosophy are gloriously explicated. For the reason

that, the °ÞvÀr hailed from South India, the indigenous ideas regarding cit,

acit and ±œvara, which exist within the heart of him outbursted  throughout

his verses. After him, through the tradition, they became as the doctrines

of ŒrÁvaiÈõava theo-philosophy.

5.1. The ŒrÁvaiÈõava doctrines of the independent realities: cit, acit and

±œvara

ŒrÁvaiÈõavism accepts three realities. They are cit, acit and ±œvara. The

cit is the Àtma. The acit is prakÃti ‘primordial matter’, the prime cause for

œarÁras of human beings, animal kingdoms and material world. ±œvara is the

God. They are independently eternal realities and exist as a whole. It is

specifically termed as, ‘apÃathaksiddhibhÀva’107. In sÂkÈma ‘subtle’ state, ±œvara

internally exists as antaryÀmi within the cit as well as acit. The prakÃti in

sthÂla ‘gross’ form expands as material bodies of the world and  physical

bodies of human beings as well as animal kingdom. The Àtma with respect

to individual’s law of  karma ‘past deeds and their results’, which is acquired

from its past births, appropriately enters into different kinds of œarÁras.
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This is considered as the new births of an Àtma. The God as antaryÀmi exists

within all the objects of material bodies, which are vikÀra ‘transformation’

of prakÃti. To the œarÁra, there are features of vikÀras like growing, becoming

bulky, becoming contraction. Since the Àtma possesses œarÁra with respect

to the acquired law of karma, it feels pleasure and pain of the œarÁra. ±œvara,

who exits as antaryÀmi within the œarÁra and the Àtma, does not have

transformations and the feelings of pleasure and pain of the Àtma. Since He

is above the level of karma possessing svÀtantrya ‘autonomy’, out of His

saôkalpa ‘independent wish’ enters into these œarÁras and the Àtmas. He also

didn’t have the qualities of œarÁra and the Àtma and they would not affect

Him. In this context, like the Àtma bears œarÁra, the God possesses the Àtmas

and œarÁras of animate and inanimate objects within His spiritual œarÁra108.

Thus, ŒrÁvaiÈõava theology bears the concept that, these three principles

are eternally inseparable and united as a whole without depriving of their

independent distinctions.

5.2. The philosophy behind the mukk½l and its literary evidences

In order to express the ŒrÁvaiÈõava concept, saints, sages and ascetics

of the tradition bind three sticks together and hold them in their hands.

They call it as mukk½l ‘three united staves’. In Tamil NÀdu, from time

immemorial, it is the custom among the ascetics to hold this three united

staves. The text, TolkÀppiyar attributed this mukk½l to antaõar as, ‘the sacred

thread the pitcher the trident staff and the low wooden seat belong to

‘antaõar’ if examined’109. The term, ‘antaõar’ means ascetics, who relinquished

the worldly affairs. In the text,  TolkÀppiyam, there are usages like pÀrppÀr,

aºivar, antaõar, tÀpatar. They are not specifying a particular kind of people.

Also, each word does not refer to different kinds of people. In them, pÀrppÀr

is different and aºivar and antaõar are different. Aºivar and antaõar, by

relinquishing all sorts of things and possessing the capacity of knowing

past, present and future and with controlled mind are accustomed to think

intensely upon the God. TÀpatar are used to practice necessary penance to

attain the grade of aºivar. PÀrpÀr are used to recite the Vedas only. In

Kalittokai, there is a verse, ‘Oh! the antaõar of righteousness, with hearts

that think not of other than virtue, who hold in servitude your five indriyas,
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holding umbrellas that bear the hot rays of the scorching sun, bearing pots

hanging on loops, carrying famed three staves on your shoulders’110. Thus,

from TolkÀppiyam and Kalittokai, it is made known that, in those days these

antaõar have enjoyed special status in the society. They, who hold this

mukk½l have controlled their five indriyas and always concentrate upon the

Lord. They wouldn’t wish even to think about other things except the

God111. If questioned, ‘why they hold this mukk½l?, then, the answer shall

be that, they hold it because they accept the principles of cit, acit and ±œvara

as absolute realities. In order to convey this philosophy to others, they

hold the mukk½l. There are references about mukk½l from Neytaºkali and

MullaippÀÇÇu112. So, it is presumed that, to express this concept as the basic

principle of ŒrÁvaiÈõavism and to follow the custom and age old practice of

TamiÞ Country, traditionally the saints, sages and ascetics hold the mukk½l

in their hand113.

5.3. TiruvÀymoÞi accepts mukk½l pakavar as pakavar

In practice, the ascetics, who hold the mukk½l are called as pakavar.

The texts like K½vai style, such as TaðcaivÀõa¸ K½vai mentions these kinds

of ascetics as, ‘mukk½ºpakavar’ and ‘mikk½r’. In this place, it is to be asserted

that, usually, the tattvajðÀna ‘knowledge about philosophy’ and the bhakti

upon the God are necessary for religious life. The fruit of possessing the

tattvajðÀna is captivating the indomitable bhakti. In spite of it, it is not

possible for all to hold these two qualities equally. Few may have the

tattvajðÀna, for others may be with the bhakti. But, both are certainly

considered as ascetic attributes. With this intellectual background, those

who have the tattvajðÀna are mentioned as, ‘pakavar’ and the others, who

are in the worldly life and following the bhakti upon the God are called as

aÇiyÀr ‘servant to the God’114. NammÀÞvÀr mentioned these two as, ‘the

world has become filled with devotees and holy men (pakavar) who lovingly

worship Achyuta, unfailing in the path of knowledge, with blossomed

flowers, incense, lamp, sandal, water and the Vedic mantras. Devotees, you

too join in loving worship and liberate yourselves’115. In this context, within

the verse, the °ÞvÀr indicates the mukk½ºpakavar as pakavar.
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5.4. The references in the text, TiruvÀymoÞi about the cit, acit and ±œvara

NammÀÞvÀr has expounded the ŒrÁvaiÈõava concept throughout the

verses of his texts in detail and also as in short note. He described the

concept of the God very well in the following verse.

“YÀvaiyum evarun tÀ¸Ày, avaravar camayam t½ºum

t½yvu ila¸; pula¸ aintukkum colappaÇÀ¸; uõarvi¸ mÂrtti;

Àvi c¼r uyiri¸ uÒÒÀl Àtum ½r paººu ilÀta

pÀva¸ai ata¸aik kÂÇil ava¸aiyum kÂÇalÀm¼”

‘He is beyond the indriyas, a body of consciousness. He is the

form in all the things and life in all the beings present at all

times and in all places yet apart from them all. If you can attain

detachment, you too can reach Him’116.

This verse is in the tune of ŒrÁvaiÈõavism described. YÀvaiyum evarun

tÀ¸Ày: by standing as antaryÀmi within the animate and inanimate objects;

avaravar camayam t½ºum t½yvu ilan: the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa wouldn’t get

vikÀra as that of each and every objects; camayam: avasthai, i.e., condition.

Here, the vikÀra denotes pleasure and pain of the individual Àtma in

accordance with œarÁra, which it possesses. The vikÀras of the an inanimate

objects are growing, becoming bulky, etc. The point to be noted is that,

though the Lord pervades as antaryÀmi in all the beings, He is not touched

by the vikÀras.  NammÀÞvÀr explained this fact through an example. °vi c¼r

uyiri¸ uÒÒÀl Àtum ½r paººu ilÀta pÀva¸ai ata¸aik kÂÇil ava¸aiyum kÂÇalÀm¼: if we

clearly realise the fact that, though the Àtma is within the œarÁra, it is not

affected by the vikÀras, as such, though the Lord is existing within the Àtma

and the œarÁra, the vikÀras of both wouldn’t touch Him. °vi: the œarÁra. The

term ‘Àvi’ also means the Àtma. It shall be taken as Àkupeyar117. Ava¸ai: to the

Lord. So, in many places of his texts, the °ÞvÀr has declared that, the Lord

exists as antaryÀmi within all the beings of the world.

5.5. The specific reference about the mokÈa as the paramapada, the

separate world

     The religious texts of India describe the meaning of mokÈa in different

directions. ŒrÁvaiÈõavism comprehensively explains it as the paramapada, a
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separate world, i.e., the abode of the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa, which is

made out of suddha satva guõa118. This is the age old concept of Tamil

Nadu. TiruvaÒÒuvar expounds it as, ‘those who are united to the glorious

feet of Him who passes swiftly over the flower of mind, shall flourish long

above all the worlds’119. He, by mentioning the  mokÈa as, ‘world’, specifies

that, it is a separate world. He confirms it through the couplets, ‘He who

guides his five indriyas by the hook of wisdom, will be a seed in the world

of excellence’120, ‘He who destroys the pride which says, ‘I’, ‘mine’ will

enter a world, which is even above the gods’121 and ‘heaven is near than

earth to those men of purified minds who are freed from doubt’122. Here,

‘world’ denotes the paramapada. The other phrase, ‘seed in the world of

excellence’ also points out it. The word vÀ¸am ‘heaven’ also connotes the

same supreme place, where individuals, who mastered the tattvajðÀna shall

reach over. NammÀÞvÀr also professes the same truth as, ‘may you rule the

golden heaven and the earth’123. The °ÞvÀr ascertained the ŒrÁvaiÈõava

concept of mokÈa as a separate world in many places of his texts. In one of

the verses, he conveys,

 “Pula¸ aintu m¼yum  poºi aintum nÁôki

  nalam antam illatu ½r nÀÇu pukuvÁr!

  alamantu vÁya acuraraic ceººÀ¸

  palam muntu cÁril paÇimi¸ ½vÀt¼”

‘If you wish to go beyond the five indriyas and enter the world

of endless good, learn to sing the glories of the Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa who destroys the Asuras by the score’124.

In the verse antam illatu ½r nÀÇu ‘the world of endless’ refers to the

paramapada, the unparalleled eternal world; nalam antam illatu ½r nÀÇu ‘the

world of endless good’ means the same world, which possesses eternal

pleasure and nalam ascribes goodness or pleasure or ecstasy. If the world

is eternal, then, the nature of pleasure enjoyed by the individual, who

reached over the world is also eternal. Parim¼laÒakar, the Commentator of

TirukkuºaÒ cited this condition of eternal pleasure as, ‘endless pleasure in

the eternal mokÈa’125. NammÀÞvÀr hints this status as, ‘everlasting joy’126

and ‘enters VaikuõÇha’127.
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5.6. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa alone is the three causes of the creation

PrakÃti is basic cause for inanimate objects of the world. Though

there are so many views about the relationship between the Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa and His creation, for the creation of  an object, three causes are

very much necessary. When a pot is made, clay is the first cause, i.e., when

cause becomes the effect, this particular cause is the first cause. The potter,

who creates the pot is efficient cause. The wheel and other supportive

things, which helped to make the pot are the instrumental or secondary

causes. Like that, according to ŒrÁvaiÈõavism, for the creation of world, the

Lord alone becomes the above three causes.  When cit and acit are in

sÂkÈma state, before creation, the Lord as antaryÀmi resides in them. This

spiritual status of existence is called the first cause for the creation of

world. When the Lord gracefully thinks to explicate the cit and acit and

wish to create the world, then, the creation starts. In it, ‘thinking of the

Lord’ is the efficient cause. Consequentially, the Lord’s jðÀna and sakti are

the secondary causes. So, ŒrÁvaiÈõava scholars are of the opinion that, the

Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa stands as these three causes for the creation of

cosmos. NammÀÞvÀr in his texts, at many places hints this truth. For

example, He, through the verses, ‘Oh! my wonder Lord! You are the will

and the seed of all creation, undiminishing, known to the heart alone!

sages and celestials faint in your contemplation’128,  ‘the Lord of celestials,

the Lord of VaikuõÇha, my own Lord, himself became the cause of the

three, BrahmÀ, Œiva, Indra, - within Him’129 and ‘seen have I Kaõõa¸, my

cloud-hued Lord, of unique excellence, all pervading, He is the  triple

causes of all existence’130, authentically explicates the fact that, the Lord

ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa stands as the above clarified three causes for the creation

of the universe.

Among the causes, the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa as the first cause is

very important. It is the general concept that, the first cause becomes effect

as material things in sthÂla form. While dealing with these causes, it is not

the principle that, the Lord Himself becomes the material substance of

world. The sÂkÈma condition of the Àtma and œarÁra of the world is the first

cause. Transforming this sÂkÈma to sthÂla is the effective state. The Lord

always pervades and exists as antaryÀmi in this sÂkÈma and sthÂla status of
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the Àtma and the œarÁra. The existence of the Lord as antaryÀmi in sÂksma

order of the Àtma and œarÁra is the prime stature of the first cause. As such,

the existence of the Lord as antaryÀmi in sthÂla level is the effective

momentum of creation. So, the God through this process, does not have a

slightest change in the sÂkÈma as well as sthÂla states. NammÀÞvÀr beautifully

discloses this specified the God’s position through the word,

‘undiminishing’131. This indicates the truth that, the God, by not changing

himself becomes as the seed of animate as well as inanimate objects of the

world. Thus, the exposition of concept, i.e., ‘the God stands as the three

causes’ is occurred here and there of the verses of entirety of TiruvÀymoÞi132.

5.7. The important mantra to be adored upon the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa.

In ŒrÁvaiÈõavism, three mantras are very familiar to adore the Lord.

Among them, eight syllabled mÂlamantra133 with the name of the Lord

ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa is very important. The traditional scholars have

commented on the mantra very well. The word, ‘nÀrÀyaõa’ directly means,

‘one, who is residing at water’. But, traditional scholars have difference of

opinions about this expression. The word, ‘nÀrÀyaõa’ is a combined

explication of two words, ‘nÀram’ and ‘ayaõam’. They give two kinds of

meanings. ‘NÀram’ refers to the group of indestructive eternal materials.

They are all the Àtmas, all the by products of prakÃti and suddha satva

attributes of the paramapada.  ‘Ayaõam’ means place. With this background,

the combined word, ‘nÀrÀyaõa’ bears two kinds of meaning as, ‘one, who

has the place for group of indestructive objects’ and ‘one, who possesses

the place of indestructive objects’134. The first definition explicits the truth

that, the God being packed all the materials within Him and expanded

everywhere. The second definition touches the fact that, the God as

antaryÀmi exists within all the indestructive objects. This is the way our

ancestors have commented the meaning of this Tirumantra. The following

NammÀÞvÀr’s verse stands as testimony for the above two kinds of

definitions of the word, ‘nÀrÀyaõa’.

 “Aºikil¼¸ ta¸¸uÒ a¸aittum ulakum niºka

  neºimaiyÀl tÀ¸um avaººuÒ nuºkum pirÀ¸”

‘The Lord who contains all the world is contained in them’135.
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In this verse, ‘the Lord who contains the entire world’ means that,

‘one, who has place for the indestructive objects’ and ‘the Lord is contained

in them’ indicates that,the Lord as antaryÀmi exists in all the indestructive

objects. So, ŒrÁvaiÈõava tradition has accepted the meaning of word,

‘nÀrÀyaõa’ in the direction of NammÀÞvÀr’s sanctified views.

Naººi¸ai is one of the canon of Saôgham literatures of TamiÞ studies.

In it, one of the verses points out this concept  as, ‘He possessed the

extended land of the earth as His wealthy feet, wears the ocean, where

conches abounded with pure water, sky as His œarÁra, accepted all the

directions as His hands, gracious rays of moon and sun as His two eyes

and contained all the objects including the earth within Him. The traditional

scholars adored Him as bearer of the wheel lacking erroneousness. So, let

us identify  Him as our God and pray’136. As specified in the reference part,

in the verse, the particular line, “iya¸ºa ellÀm payi¸ºakat taÇakkiya v¼ta mutalva¸

e¸pa” is to be grasped in the line of commenting upon the word, ‘nÀrÀyaõa’.

Iya¸ºa: created object of the world; ellÀm payi¸ºa: existing within the animate

and inanimate objects as antaryÀmi; akattaÇakkiya: pervading within the all

objects; v¼ta mutalva¸ e¸pa: the scholars, who realized the realities of world

shall think that, the God is realized through understanding of subject

matters of the lines of Veda137. So, the meaning of word, ‘nÀrÀyaõa’ by the

°ÞvÀr and the allied views of our traditional scholars are nothing but, the

age old concepts of TamiÞ Countries, which are rooted and developed

through the ŒrÁvaiÈõava tradition. It is to be noted that, there are elucidations

for the dvayamantra and the  caramaœloka also in the text, TiruvÀymoÞi138.

5.8. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa graces His devotees with the twelve holy

names

In the tradition, devotees of the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa, by conjoining

the Lord’s twelve glorious names, Keœava, NÀrÀyaõa, MÀdhava, Govinda,

ViÈõu, MadhusÂdhana, Trivikrama, VÀmana, ŒrÁdhara, HÃÈÁkeœa,

PadmanÀbha  and  DÀmodara formulated them as powerful mantra for

their prayer. NammÀÞvÀr, by placing each name in each verse gloriously

composed one of the decades as,  k¼cava¸ tamar ‘Keœava, my Lord and

master’ with twelve verses. To this particular decade, he himself put the
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name, pa¸¸iru nÀmap pÀÇÇÂ ‘song of twelve names’139. Thus, there are so

many concepts of ŒrÁvaiÈõavism, which are beautifully codified and justified

throughout the verses of NammÀÞvÀr140.

6. NAMM°îV°R’S REQUISITION TO THE

LORD ŒR±MAN N°R°YAÕA

6.1. NammÀÞvÀr’s expectation from the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa

Since NammÀÞvÀr possesses the indomitable faith upon the Lord, as

he is not able to think of other gods and because of the overwhelming

ecstasy within the constant remembrance of His countless qualities of piety,

he started to compose the sanctified verses. In this circumstance of showing

unalloyed affection by him upon the Lord, through his verses, his

expectation from the Lord shall be deduced.

6.2. The bhakti incurs the demerits, if it is for the personal favour

Generally, all the devotees of the Lord use to think about Him,

adoring Him and performing prayer upon Him to get rid of their sufferings

and to get boons for the material comforts. If their requirements are fulfilled,

most of them may not remember Him, even they may forget Him.

Moreover, if the sufferings of them are not reduced or if the material

pleasure is not arousing them, one day, they may not even think about

Him. So, it is deduced that, if prayer to the God is for the sake of gaining

something, then, the devotion incurs these above mentioned demerits141.

6.3. NammÀÞvÀr’s bhakti is the pure love upon the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa

The °ÞvÀr’s bhakti is not for personal favour. He without expecting

anything showed his bhakti upon the Lord. Though he wished to escape

from the sufferings of births and deaths and to attain the paramapada, it is

not his expected important fruit for his bhakti. He truthfully aspires only

to have pure love with the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa and the supreme

prominence of praising His countless auspicious qualities for ever. It is

observed that, these kind of views occurred throughout the verses of

NammÀÞvÀr. For example, he very beautifully explicates his bhakti through

the following verse, ‘whether or not I find liberation, whether I go to
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heaven or to hell on dying, I will joyously remember the birth-less Lord

who came in many forms on earth’142.

The °ÞvÀr, apart from the uninterrupted thinking of the Lord, wishes

very much to perform all the kinds of the kaiôkarya to the Lord. Also, he

wishes that, performing the kaiôkarya is for not now only, but, until the

time exists, without gap, he eternally wants  to perform the same at the

holy feet of the Lord. He himself has pointed out his spiritual urge for the

kaiôkarya through the decade of TiruvÀymoÞi, ‘all the times and forever’143.

In this context, NammÀÞvÀr distinctly explicates his reputation of the bhakti

that, while performing all the kinds of the kaiôkarya to the Lord, they shall

not be for the enjoyment of him, but, out of that, the Lord alone has to be

enjoyed.  Appropriately the °ÞvÀr also adds that, by sensing the enjoyment

of the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa only, he gets great pleasure. The following

verse beautifully explicates the NammÀÞvÀr’s condition,  ‘my Lord resides

in my heart forever saying, ‘Serve me alone at all time’. He has taken me

as his own. This is indeed a blessing for us’144.

Kuruntokai is one of the texts of Saôgham literature. One of the verses

of it conveys the message, ‘she mashed the thick curds with her delicate

fingers that resemble glorious lily petals and wiped them on her clothes

without washing them. Smoke from her cooking spread around and touched

her kohl lined eyes that are like blue water lilies. She cooked sweet tamarind

curry that he (her husband) enjoyed and ate. Her face revealed her

happiness in a delicate manner, the young woman with a bright forehead’145.

This verse explicates the same concept as that of TiruvÀymoÞi. Heroine,

with much of affection towards her lover hero, cooked food and placed it

before him. Hero with much of appreciation about her lover and taste of

the same, ate the food. By hearing her lover’s soothing words, the heroine’s

face blossomed. As the stage of delightfulness of heroine, the °ÞvÀr enjoyed

the ecstasy with much more intensity with the Lord. Hero ate the food

with pleasure is because his heroine wife cooked it with affection. Like

that, the Lord, by appriciating the overwhelming affection of the °ÞvÀr

upon Him, He also ecstatically delighted.
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6.4. NammÀÞvÀr devoutly hoped for the love from the Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa

The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa is very simple to His devotees. He will

be caught in the net made out of pure love. NammÀÞvÀr observes that,

though the Lord, by thinking of him, deny to shower His grace, he shall

not forget Him and his mind will not think others, but, certainly Him only.

Thus, this lovable status is aptly comparable between the pure love upon

the Lord and as that, the pure love exercised in worldly order, which is

revealed in the above cited Kuruntokai verse. NammÀÞvÀr in the following

verse cordially  explicates his devoted posture as, ‘Oh! the Lord though

you have never shower the auspicious grace upon me, I pray upon your

holy feet only’146. In another verse, he explains his mental status as, ‘Oh!

NÀrÀyaõa, you swallowed the Universe, then made it. I cry and call out,

‘Oh! Bearer of the Wheel-of-time and the white conch!’. Even if nothing

happens by it, your tinkling lotus-feet become my head’s ornaments’147.

The whole discussion shall be condensed that, though the Lord

disremembers the °ÞvÀr, but, he never forgets Him. In this regard, the

following verses of CilappatikÀram, ‘has he taken with him his sympathy

and his horse-chariot and gone without thinking of us? Oh! fair-bloomed

hare-leaf creepers! Oh! swans! Let him abandon us. Yet shall we not forget

him who has forgotten us’148 and TirukkuºaÒ, ’Oh! my Àtma, although you

have seen how his Àtma stands by him, how is it you do not stand by

me?’149 are supporting the truth of the °ÞvÀr’s verse. The °ÞvÀr’s affection

towards the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa is unique and it is no way comparable

with any other lovable union of the worldly order. In TiruvÀymoÞi, in one

of the verses, he beautifully describes his unbreakable union with the Lord

as, ‘my Lord! I call, pouring my heart in tears, ‘the Lord-who-took-the

earth-in-one-leap!’, ‘DÀmodara!’ and many such names. Alas, how many

dark indelible acts I must have done: you do not even say, ‘‘Sinner!’’,

when I come to see you’150. Through this verse, the °ÞvÀr thinks that,

though the Lord doesn’t accept him and affectionately showers His grace

upon him, even if He atleast scolds him with disgusted words, NammÀÞvÀr,

out of the Lord’s hard words pleases much and they also make him

spiritually happy.
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6.5. NammÀÞvÀr’s bhakti is not selfishly motivated

Generally, people try to attain benefits or fruit (phala) for their

activities and they used to get the same by all the possible ways without

having any prescribed norms.

But, for knowledgeable personalities, if the means of attaining fruit

is not good, they wouldn’t wish to get it. Also, they wouldn’t get the fruits

from the persons, whom he dislikes. But, the °ÞvÀr is different. He only

wishes to show his firm faith upon the Lord. To him, arresting of births

and attaining mokÈa are for the secondary importance. He feels that, even

those, the secondary fruits also have to be granted by the Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa only. ParipÀÇal endorses this truth as, ‘only with the grace of the

Lord wearing a garland woven with fragrant cluster of basil, can attain the

upper world with greatness. Let us praise his mountain so that, we can

gain rights to the upper world’151. In it, one shall notice these kinds of

views. Suppose if the expected fruits are granted by others except the Lord

ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa, NammÀÞvÀr will not receive them. The last part of

following verse aptly expresses the view of the °ÞvÀr as, ‘what can I do?

What are you doing to me? Who else can protect me? Oh! the Lord reclining

in KuÇantai surrounded by stone walls, I seek no redress with anyone save

you, pray see that, I lead the remaining days of my life holding on to your

feet’152. Along with this, the °ÞvÀr wishes pure love from the Lord and

even if this is showed by others, he rejects to receive it. These kinds of

indications of the °ÞvÀr shall be generously seen in the worldly order.

K½vÂr KÁÞÀr, in one of the poems of PuºanÀnÂºu delineates the single minded

concentration upon the goal as, ‘the warrior Lord of cool Ch½la country,

who has gained tributes through his great efforts going into the ocean

with his murderous army, is Nalaôkilli whose horses have pretty plumes

that sway.  We are his desired bards. We do not want to sing to others for

gifts’153.  In this verse, the poet asserted his glorious point as, ‘I would

praise the king NalaôkiÒÒi through poems and also getting gift from Him

alone, except that, I wouldn’t   praise anybody to get presentation’.

In this background of excellent love explicates as such, it is to be

vindicated that, NammÀÞvÀr sincerely expects the unalloyed pure love only
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from the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa and no requirements for any other lowly

things. Moreover, if we systematically analyze the text, TiruvÀymoÞi, its

different kinds of mental status of NammÀÞvÀr’s love upon the Lord shall

be derived. The ta¸iya¸ related with the °ÞvÀr of the ŒrÁ Guruparampara

PrabÀvam praises the grandeur glory of him as, ‘is there a day that is

equivalent to vaikÀci visÀka? Is there a person whose scholarship is equivalent

to that of NammÀÞvÀr? Is there a scholarly work which is comparable to

NammÀÞvÀr’s TiruvÀymoÞi? In the whole world, is there a place, which is

comparable to °ÞvÀr TirunagarÁ? The answer is a resounding ‘no’’154.

7. THE HISTORY OF COMMENTARIES OF TIRUV°YMOîI

There are five commentaries, i.e., °ºÀyirappaÇi, O¸pati¸ÀrÀyirappaÇi,

Pa¸¸ÁrÀyirappaÇi, IrupattunÀlÀyirappaÇi and ±Çu MuppattÀºÀyirappaÇi to

TiruvÀymoÞi. Among them, for MuppattÀºÀyirappaÇi, there are two valuable

glossaries by ŒrÁ RÀmÀnuja JÁyar and AÇaiyavaÒaintÀ¸. MaõavÀÒamÀmuni

in his text, Upadeœa RatnamÀlai acclaimed the commentaries as, ‘Oh my

mind! May you appreciate the contribution of the five-some,

TirukkurukaippirÀ¸ PiÒÒÀ¸, NaðjÁyar, PeriyavÀccÀ¸ PiÒÒai, the illustrious

VaÇakkuttiruvÁtippiÒÒai and VÀdikesari Alakiya MaõavÀÒa JÁyar, who, by

writing commentaries on the monumental text, TiruvÀymoÞi, have played

a significant role in safeguarding and preserving this record of intellectual

and spiritual acumen for posterity’155.

7.1. The First Commentators of the text, TiruvÀymoÞi

7.1.1. ŒrÁ °ÒavantÀr (916-1041 CE)

To TiruvÀymoÞi, ŒrÁ °ÒavantÀr is the first Commentator. To support

this view, there are specifications in ±Çu MuppattÀºÀyirappaÇi ‘±Çu 36,000 PaÇi

Commentary’156. In the introductory part of the commentary of the first

decade, ‘give up everything’157, there are references as, ‘by following the

commentary of ŒrÁ °ÒavantÀr, TirumalaiyÀõÇÀ¸ reveals the nature of prapatti.

EmperumÀnÀr ŒrÁ RÀmÀnuja also followed as such and completed his

ŒrÁbhÀÈya. After that, whenever necessities arise, ŒrÁ RÀmÀnuja appropriately

took the subject matters from TiruvÀymoÞi to commend upon the sÀdhya

bhakti. It is also learned that, TirumalaiyÀõÇÀ¸ has mentioned ŒrÁ °ÒavantÀr,

in the verse starting, ‘life residing in the œarÁra’158. In it, for the last line,
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‘I have mingled into one inseparably as sweetly as milk and honey,

sugarcane juice and ghee’, ŒrÁ °ÒavantÀr commented as ¼kajÀtÁya tiraviyaôkaÒ

ta¸¸il¼ kalantÀºp½l¼  ‘like the same kinds of substances mixed themselves

with each other’. The subject matter of proposition shall be elaborated as,

‘that is, like honey is mixed with honey, like milk is mixed with milk, like

ghee is mixed with ghee, the juice of sugarcane is mixed with the juice of

sugarcane, like ambrosia is mixed with ambrosia, I and the Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa mingled with each other, where all the kinds of spiritual rasas

‘obscure sense experiences’ are originated’. Though ŒrÁ °ÒavantÀr conceived

and explained as such, ŒrÁ RÀmÀnuja commented the verse in a different

direction. He, by considering the meaning of last line of it “Â¸ilvÀÞ” as the

upalakÈaõa159 for all the sweet substances commented his union with the

Lord as, ‘within the union of the Lord and myself, we enjoyed all the kinds

of spiritual experiences as tasting all the kinds of sweets’.

TirumalaiyÀõÇÀ¸ further adds that, ŒrÁ °ÒavantÀr with much of

destitute also commented this verse as, ‘Oh! the Lord, though you yield

the supreme knowledge about the union of myself with you, which is not

realized by ordinary knowledge, but, after that, you put me within the

lower position of union with œarÁra, which shall destroy that supreme

knowledge of dignified union’. ŒrÁ RÀmÀnuja, by hearing this negative

approach of ŒrÁ °ÒavantÀr, positively considered the same verse and

commented as, ‘since previous verses and latter verses of the line of, ‘my

years of innocence were steeped in the mÀya of delusion’160 are revealing

the lovable aspects of union of the Àtma with the God, but, in the midst,

it is not correct to comment this line negatively with sorrowfulness and

unhappiness and if so, actual meaning could not be derived. So, ŒrÁ

RÀmÀnuja commented the line as, ‘my years of innocence, you are being

gracing the lovable affection upon me and making my being to exist as

such’. Here, it is to be noted that, ŒrÁ RÀmÀnuja commented this line

positively as the Lord is happily helping his devotees to think about Him

for their emancipation. Like this, TirumalaiyÀõÇÀ¸ also spoke about ŒrÁ

°ÒavantÀr’s mode of commenting the many parts of verses of TiruvÀymoÞi161.

So, from the above notes, it is discerned that, ŒrÁ °ÒavantÀr is the first

Commentator of TiruvÀymoÞi.
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7.1.2. ŒrÁ NÀthamuni (823-951 CE)

ŒrÁ NÀthamuni is the great ŒrÁvaiÈõava Scholar, who, by meditatively

had received the NÀlÀyira Divya Prabandham including TiruvÀymoÞi along

with their specified meanings of important words of the text directly from

NammÀÞvÀr and widely propagated them throughout the TamiÞ

Countries162. So, if asserted that, he was also the first Commentator to

TiruvÀymoÞi, then, it shall also be an acceptable truth. Hence, through the

history of  commentaries upon TiruvÀymoÞi, it is identified that, both ŒrÁ

°ÒavantÀr alice  YÀmunÀcÀrya and ŒrÁ NÀthamuni possess equal dignity as

the first Commentators. However, through history until ŒrÁ RÀmÀnuja,

they were not coming out as separate commentaries, but, they followed by

the oral tradition. In the period of ŒrÁ RÀmÀnuja only, the commentaries

upon TiruvÀymoÞi were written and published163.

7.2. The history of the commentaries of the text, TiruvÀymoÞi

7.2.1. ŒrÁ RÀmÀnuja’s guidance to TirukkurukaippirÀ¸ PiÒÒÀ¸

(1060-1161 CE)

As Tiruvaraôkattamuta¸Àr in his RÀmÀnuja NÂººantÀti glorified ŒrÁ

RÀmÀnuja as, ‘the TamiÞ Veda TiruvÀymoÞi, sung by MÀºa¸ ŒaÇhak½pa¸ is

the proper path to enjoy the Lord’s bliss, it is only the wealth to be attained,

mother, father, the teacher, even the Lord of lotus Lady ŒrÁ LakÈmÁ herself.

ŒrÁ RÀmÀnuja who taught this to the world is our ambrosia’164 and

‘YÀmunÀcÀrya, the king among ascetics of the righteous path, became the

preceptor for ŒrÁ RÀmÀnuja, our master. Having secured his protection, no

more shall I stand to suffer at the door of mean mortal singing their praises

as, ‘Oh! wealth-pouring rain-cloud’’165. ŒrÁ RÀmÀnuja, by possessing the

greatness as such, during his glorious period, an important incident took

place. Once all the ŒrÁvaiÈõava °cÀryas cum disciples of him approached

TirukurukaippirÀ¸ PiÒÒÀ¸, the close disciple of ŒrÁ RÀmÀnuja and requested

him to make humble arrangement for the ParamÀcÀrya to write a valuable

commentary upon the °ÞvÀrs’ AruÒiceyal, i.e., NÀlÀyira Divya Prabandham

like ŒrÁbhÀÈya to BrahmasÂtra. While ŒrÁ RÀmÀnuja was away from the crowd

and taking rest in the secluded place, PiÒÒÀ¸ with all the kinds of respect

and sincerity with joined palms and ducked legs prostrated before the
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ParamÀcÀrya, personally conveyed the message of his disciples to him as,

‘Oh! most respected Guru, as that grandeur commentary upon ŒrÁbhÀÈyam

to Brahma SÂtra of Veda VyÀsa, which fairly explicates the meaning of text

to the world, you please mercifully shall write a commentary upon NÀlÀyira

Divya Prabandham also including TiruvÀymoÞi to wide spread the in depth

meanings of text, the compendium of the °ÞvÀrs to the worldly scholars’.

ŒrÁ RÀmÀnuja, by considering the request seriously and thought of its

necessity and importance, kind heartedly responded, ‘if I as such comment

upon the AruÒicceyal, then, my disciples and bhÀgavathas of the glorious

order with lack of necessary knowledge may think as, ‘since the ParamÀcÀrya

himself commented as such, there is this much of meanings only available

to NÀlÀyira Divya Prabandham’. If so, it would be a great sin to the °ÞvÀrs’

works.  Moreover, with respect to individual’s knowledge possesses and

intensity of the bhakti upon the Lord, to him, the meanings of text may be

flourished multifariously166 and they perhaps new meanings shall be derived

endlessly as the water from a fountain. In this intellectuals’ knowledgeable

circumstance, if I comment upon, then, it would be one to bind the meanings

of the entire NÀlÀyira Divya Prabandham. So, it is almost better for you to

comment upon TiruvÀymoÞi’. By hearing and considering the same as the

supreme command of his Guru, as the first in the ŒrÁvaiÈõava tradition,

TirukurukaippirÀ¸ PiÒÒÀ¸ authoritatively completed an agreeably wonderful

commentary upon the text, called ÀrÀyirappaÇi167. Thus, through the history

of tradition, writing commentaries upon TiruvÀymoÞi by the greatest

ŒrÁvaiÈõava scholars genuinely started.

7.2.2. The °rÀyirappaÇi ‘Commentary 6000 PaÇi’

‘°rÀyirÀppaÇi’ means the commentary with the measurement of

possessing 6000 granthas. A grantha consists of 32 words of consonants and

vowels except the mute consonant. Grantha is also mentioned as paÇi and

it refers to the measurement.   Since the commentary is with the measure

of 6000 paÇi, this esoteric record gets its name as ‘°rÀyirappaÇi’.

TirukkurukaippirÀ¸ PillÀ¸, by thinking of ŒrÁ ViÈõu PurÀõa  with 6000

granthas, as such, with that much of measurement, completed this valuable

commentary.  From this, the respectable attitude of TirukkurukaippirÀ¸

PillÀ¸ towards scholarly predecessors is made known. Also his greatness
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of following the spiritual and religious path of great scholars of Indian

religious heritage is realized. Moreover, his reverence to the subject

orientation of grandeur text, TiruvÀymoÞi is also understood. Here, it is to

be noted that, this commentary is named as such because of measurements

like AkanÀ¸Âºu, PuºanÀ¸Âºu, NÀlaÇi NÀ¸Âºu, etc. Through the text,

YÀpparuôkalakkÀrikai168, the fact is learned that, it is the custom followed

through the history of TamiÞ literature to name the texts based on writings

with measurement of granthas or paÇi.

7.2.3. The O¸pati¸ÀyirappaÇi ‘Commentary 9000 PaÇi’

The author of O¸pati¸ÀyirappaÇi is NaðjÁyar (1113-1208 CE)169. As

that of ŒrÁ RÀmÀnuja’s commentary upon BrhmasÂtra, i.e., ŒrÁbhÀsyam of

9000 granthas, his commentary also has the same length and measurement.

After getting the °rÀyirappaÇi from his °cÀrya ParÀœara BhaÇÇar (1122-1174

CE) and with his merciful permission also, NaðjÁyar has expanded the

same into OnpatiõÀyirappaÇi.

7.2.3.1. The historical incident of writing the Commentary 9000 PaÇi

After ŒrÁ ParÀœara BhaÇÇar entered the paramapada, NaðjÁyar is

attributed to his Guru’s position as, ‘°cÀrya’ by the ŒrÁvaiÈõava disciples.

He once asked his disciples as, ‘is there anybody to properly write this

OnpatiõÀyirappati?’ His disciples answered, that, there is one expert called

NampÂr VaradarÀja¸, who occasionally comes over here and he resides at

the southern banks of kÀv¼rÁ river. NaðjÁyar summoned NampÂr

VaradarÀja¸ to his place and asked, ‘let you write a verse and show it to

me’. After seeing NampÂr VaradarÀja¸’s hand writings, he by himself

thought as, ‘his hand writings are so beautiful, but, since this is the

commentary of TiruvÀymoÞi, it is better to write it with a specialized scholar

in ŒrÁvaiÈõvism’170.  He also thought, ‘since NampÂr VaradarÀja¸ has  only

a ŒrÁvaiÈõava holy symbol and name, it is wrong to copy the commentary

with his hand writings’. NampÂr VaradarÀja¸, by noticing NaðjÁyar’s face,

apprehended his feelings. Then, he humbly requested the ÀcÀrya, ‘Oh! the

Lordship! Why don’t you change me by your grace as qualifier to rewrite

the commentary?’. By hearing the plea of VaradarÀja¸, NaðjÁyar pleased

very much. Then, he with specified glorious grace, fulfilled the necessary
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niÈÇai ‘observance of the necessary duties and vows’ and changed him as

a true prapanna to the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa. After that, NaðjÁyar, by

giving the original manuscript of O¸pati¸ÀyirappaÇi to NampÂr VaradarÀja¸

and directed him to rewrite the commentary without changing the

originality. NampÂr VaradarÀja¸ after getting it, most humbly requested

the Guru, ‘I, the servant of you want to turn back to my village and after

rewriting the same, I will give it to you’. NaðjÁyar generously granted the

permission.  When returning to his village, while crossing the river kÀv¼rÁ,

there, the necessity arose to swim in the river. So, by binding the manuscript

upon his head, he crossed the river. While he was swimming, he

unavoidably lost the manuscript in the flood. NampÂr VaradarÀja¸ worried

much and suffered a lot for the irrecoverable loss. After reaching his house,

by completing his nittya karmas ‘daily duties’, he performed the necessary

rituals with holy food to his TiruvÀrÀta¸ap PerumÀÒ171. Then he, by thinking

of the heavy loss, slept without taking food. During the night, while

VaradarÀja¸ was sleeping, in his dream, the Lord RaôganÀthaswami of

ŒrÁraôgam appeared before him. The Lord graciously conveyed as, ‘My

dear devotee, why you are worrying?, if you start to write the commentary

by thinking of your ÀcÀrya, I will appear in your remembrance and without

leaving anything taught by your ÀcÀrya, I shall convey all the subject matters

along with the necessary quotations’.

7.2.3.2. The completion of the Commentary 9000 PaÇi with the grace of

the Lord

The next day, at early morning VaradarÀja¸ got up from sleep.

After completion of his routine activities, he began writing commentary

afresh and within a few days completed the same. Since, he is the scholar

of traditional TamiÞ literature and grammar, along with original

commentary, he appropriately added so many references and specified

meanings to the words of it from TamiÞ sources.  Then, he gave the full

fledged commentary to the graceful hand of NaðjÁyar. After perusing the

commentary, the ÀcÀrya, by observing the addition of special meanings to

many words of it, pleased very much. Then, he asked the reasons for the

addition to VaradarÀja¸. But, due to fear, VaradarÀja¸ without responding,

with utmost sincerity and obedience kept quite. By sensing his fear complex,
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NaðjÁyar, very politely directed, ‘avoid panic and tell the actual truth’.

VaradarÀja¸ most humbly disclosed the loss of original manuscript, mode

of writing the same with the grace of the Lord and the reason for

appropriate additions by him to the commentary. By hearing the incidents,

NaðjÁyar praised his knowledgeable aspects as the point of kaus (darbha)172,

the sacrificial grass.  He also appreciated his highly commendable versatile

scholarship and his mode of writings to complete this commentary. Then

the ÀcÀrya, by arousing VaradarÀja¸, with much of merciful affection, called

him as, ‘he is nam piÒÒai ‘my child’’ and kind heatedly honored him with

a name ‘Tirukkalika¸ºi DÀsar’173.

NaðjÁyar kept VaradarÀja¸ by his side always as his personal disciple.

NampÂr VaradarÀja¸ also, with deep devotion upon NaðjÁyar as that of

the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa, always associated with the ÀcÀrya for day and

night, moved with him with pleasing behavior and served him in

accordance with his taste and temperament. In response to his serviceability,

NaðjÁyar with affable attitude crystal clearly taught him the Vedas, UpaniÈads

and all the kinds of ŒÀstras with their inner meanings. Because NaðjÁyar

called NampÂr VaradarÀja¸ with all kinds of affection and love as, ‘nam

pillai’, traditionally, he is named as NampiÒÒai. Thus, through the ages,

O¸pati¸ÀyirappaÇi helps to understand the text, Tiruvaymoli and thus the

ŒrÁvaiÈõavism has been strengthened174.

7.2.4. The Pa¸¸ÁrÀyirappaÇi ‘Commentary 12,000 PaÇi’175

The author of Pa¸¸ÁrÀyirappaÇi is VÀdikesari AÞakiya MaõavÀla JÁyar

(1242-1350 CE). Like ŒrÁmad BhÀgavatam with 12,000 granthas, this

commentary was also intelligibly written by the JÁyar.

7.2.4.1. An awful incident happened to VÀdikesari AÞakiya MaõavÀla

JÁyar

VÀdikesari AÞakiya MaõavÀla JÁyar176, while leading the life of house

holder, once asked a group of students, ‘what are  you studying?’ Since

the students knew that, he is not knowing even the basic education,

responded him as, ‘we are studying ‘mucala kicalayam’177. He humbly

conveyed the matter to his Guru PeriyavÀccÀn PiÒÒai. After hearing that,
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the Guru laughed, but, with compassion and described the awful situation

and actual meaning of the word mucala kicalayam as, ‘since you are

uneducated, they sarcastically laughed and answered your question as,

‘does the pestle sprout out, so, why are you asking about our study?, what

is your purpose to know about it?’. By hearing the words and realizing his

embarrassed situation, VÀdikesari AÞakiya MaõavÀla JÁyar with much of

shyness, prostrated upon the holy feet of his Guru, then, by rising humbly

requested Him to educate him to become a scholar upon the literatures

and the theo-philosophy of religions, more specifically about ŒrÁvaiÈõavism.

By accepting his request, PeriyavÀccÀn PiÒÒai with a kind heart and ineffable

affection, though VÀdikesari AÞakiya MaõavÀla JÁyar attained the age of

thirty two, taught him the subject matters of epics, literatures about dramas,

studies about rhetorical embellishment (alaôgÀram), rules and regulations

of grammar and all the kinds of ŒÀÈtras including PÂrva and Uttara MÁmÀmsai

and in depth doctrines of ŒrÁvaiÈõavism.

7.2.4.2. JÁyar’s academic excellence and completion of Commentary 12,000

PaÇi

By learning them with utmost sincerity, VÀdikesari AÞakiya

MaõavÀla JÁyar became the scholar and expert of all the ŒÀstras. Thus, out

of the well monitoring of Guru PeriyavÀccÀn PiÒÒai, Jiyar became

Vidvansiromaõi ‘scholar, the core of supreme excellence’ and  benignly

contributed an epic in the name of ‘Mucala Kicalayam’ and showed the

same to the same group of students, who embarrassed him once. Thus, he

made them bow their heads for his scholarship. Then, JÁyar by following

the renowned ascetic life  freed  himself from the worldly attachment and

conquered the scholastic experts of other religions through authentic

arguments, earned the unequalled title as VÀdikesari ‘lion in logical

arguments’. He, by carefully analyzing the previously available

commentaries of TiruvÀymoÞi, condensing their essence of specific meanings

and with simple and elaborate explanations for easy understanding,

graciously contributed Pa¸¸ÁrÀyirappaÇi ‘Commentary 12,000 PaÇi’ to

strengthen the ŒrÁvaiÈõava tradition. He also academically contributed

monumental treatises such as, ’TÁpapprakÀœikai’, TÁpasaôkraham’,
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‘TattvanirÂpaõam’, ‘TattvatÁpam’, ’TattuvabhÂuÈaõam’, ‘TattuvatÁpasaôkraham’,

‘GÁtÀsÀram’, ‘TamiÞkkavi Prabandham’, ’RahasyamrutavivaraõamÀlai’,

‘IrupattunÀlÀyirappaÇi PramÀõattiraÇÇu’ and ‘TiruvÀymoÞi Saôkati’ in œloka

form178.

7.2.5. The IrupattunÀlÀyirappaÇi ‘Commentary 24,000 PaÇi’

PeriyavÀccÀn PiÒÒai179 is the author of IrupattunÀlÀyirappaÇi. Like 24,000

verses of ŒrÁ RÀmÀyaõa, He at the request of his °cÀrya NampiÒÒai

(1147-1252 CE), completed this commentary with the same number of

granthas.

7.2.5.1. NaÇuvil TiruvÁtippiÒÒai BhaÇÇar’s disobediency to his

°cÀrya-NampiÒÒai

Once, NampiÒÒai with warm attitude personally taught the

commentary of TiruvÀymoÞi to NaÇuvil TiruvÁtÁppiÒÒai BhaÇÇar, who is the

grandson of KÂrattÀÞvÀ¸. BhaÇÇar, during the day time by listening the

detailed meanings TiruvÀymoÞi fairly delivered by NampiÒÒai and carefully

documented the same without leaving anything. As such, regularly he

listened the lectures during the day time and during night documented

the same. Thus, the lectures and the documentation of the commentary

were completed successfully. Then, BhaÇÇar humbly placed the commentary

in front of NampiÒÒai. NampiÒÒai asked, ‘what it is!’. BhaÇÇar replied, ‘it is

the commentary of TiruvÀymoÞi, which you delivered to me’. By perusing

the draft containing as that of ŒrÁ MahÀbhÀrata with 1,25,000 granthas,

NampiÒÒai worried very much. He sorrowfully remarked, ‘why you wrote

this unacceptable commentary upon TiruvÀymoÞi with your own thinking

and that are done without my permission?’. For the question, BhaÇÇar

replied, ‘Oh! the Lordship, I wrote this commentary, which are gratefully

delivered by you to me and except that, if I add anything more, kindly

look into it’. NampiÒÒai, by hearing this, displeased much and by watching

BhaÇÇar, he continued, ‘Oh! BhaÇÇar, if you write this commentary based on

my lectures, good, then, did you add the special meanings of the specific

words of TiruvÀymoÞi, which are all in my mind?’180. Then he judged him

as, ‘in the period of ŒrÁ RÀmÀnuja, TirukkurukaippirÀ¸ PiÒÒÀ¸, the disciple

of ŒrÁ RÀmÀnuja, took so much of pain to get permission from ŒrÁ RÀmÀnuja
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to write a commentary upon TiruvÀymoÞi, if so, in my period, without my

permission, if you wrote this commentary, then, it is a irrevocable flaw

within the ÀcÀryaœiÈya sampradÀya ‘tradition of guru œiÈya’’. Then, NampiÒÒai

got the commentary from NaÇuvil TiruvÁtippiÒÒai BhaÇÇar, then, poured

water on it and made it as food to white ants (termes bellicosus).

After the misconduct of NaÇuvil TiruvitÁppiÒÒai BhaÇÇar, NampiÒÒai

directed PeriyavÀcca¸ PiÒÒai (1167-1262 CE), who is the most obedient œiÈya

of NampiÒÒai and champion of all the œÀstras to write a commentary upon

TiruvÀymoÞi. Thus, PeriyavÀcca¸ PiÒÒai, by getting the amiable permission

from his ÀcÀrya completed this IrupattunÀlÀyirappaÇi. Apart from this texts,

PeriyavÀcca¸ PiÒÒai also contributed wonderful commentary for other texts

of NÀlÀyira Divya Prabandham. His other works are Parantha Rahasya

Vivaraõam, MÀõikkamÀlai, Navaratti¸amÀlai, SakalapramÀõathÀtparyam, UpakÀra

Ratti¸am, commentary to Gadyatrayam, commentary to ŒrÁ °ÒavantÀr’s Stotra

Ratnam, Carama Rahasyam, Nikama¸appaÇi, Ta¸iœl½ki, etc181.

7.2.6. The ±Çu MuppattÀºÀyirappaÇi ‘±Çu 36,000 PaÇi Commentary’

VaÇakkuttiruvÁtippiÒÒai (1167-1264 CE)182 is the author of this

commentary. The great scholar ŒudarœanasÂri BhaÇÇar has completed a

scholarly commentary named Œruta PrakÀœikÀ upon ŒrÁbhÀÈya of ŒrÁ

RÀmÀnuja. It contains 36,000 granthas. As such, this commentary also

covered the complete meanings of TiruvÀymoÞi with 36,000 granthas.

7.2.6.1. The meaning of the word ‘ÁÇu’ in TamiÞ literature

This commentary is traditionally mentioned in TamiÞ as, ‘±Çu’. In the

word, ‘ÁÇu’, the first letter ‘i’ stretched further as, ‘Á’, so that, the word, ‘ÁÇu’

is emerged out. So, this word in TamiÞ is termed as, muta¸ilai tirinta

toÞiºpeyar183. Generally, in TamiÞ language, the word, ‘aÇu’ transformed as,

‘ÀÇu’. For example, in PuºanÀnuºu, one of the texts of Saôgham literature,

the following lines, “ÀÇukoÒ ve¸ºi aÇup½r aõõal”184, “ÀÇukoÒak kuÞainta tumpaip

pulavar, pÀÇutuºai muººiya koººa v¼nt¼”185 and in the line of Patiººuppattu,

“ÀÇu peººu aÞinta maÒÒar mÀºi, nÁkaõ Ça¸aiy¼m e¸ºa¸ar”186, the word, ‘ÀÇu’ as

Àkupeyar187 refers to the TamiÞ word veººi ‘success’. Like that, the word, ‘ÁÇu’

means the mode of wearing something upon the œarÁra. It is also known as

Àkupeyar which refers to jacket to wear upon the œarÁra. The jacket protects
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the  œarÁra not to lose its original nature from the external climates like

coldness. Since the jacket covers the œarÁra and protect the same, in TamiÞ,

it is mentioned as meymmaºai ‘true cover’188. Patiººuppattu makes a reference

to this as, “kuviyaº kaõõi maÞavar meymmaºai”189, “n½¸puri taÇakkaic cÀ¸º½r

meymmaºai”190. Like ÁÇu as jacket covers the œarÁra, from the reader, writer

and other scholars, who have differences of opinions, this commentary

named ‘±Çu’ to protect the TiruvÀymoÞi from the indifferent meanings191 and

keeps its originality. So, the great scholars of ŒrÁvaiÈõava tradition, with

specific connotation called the commentary as, ‘±Çu’. VaÇakkuttiruvÁtippiÒÒai,

at the end part of commentary upon the verse, “mÀyam aºipavar

mÀyavarkku”192, comments as, ‘the Lord KÃÈõa in ŒrÁ MahÀbhÀrata war, not

out of his svÀtantrya ‘autonomy’ squashed the immoral activities of Kauravas.

In the war, there was not even a finger gloriously protected Him. PÀõçava

side is not as that of the opponent. He, for the Paõçava, by not exposing

His supremacy, but, with the changed nature of aœritapÀratantrya ‘nature of

indulgent love for and dependence of His devotees’, even without a ÁÇu

‘jacket’, around his chest, made the opponents as targets to the arrows of

Arjuna. The Lord KÃÈõa’s this nobility of saulabhya ‘affability and

accessibility’ is not equal with His above qualities explained. So,

VaÇakkuttiruvÁtippiÒÒai, the Commentator, over here, used the word, ‘ÁÇu’

in the meaning of jacket. Appropriately, in JÁvaka CintÀmaõi, for the line,

“mÀÇiyan tÀ¸ai ma¸¸ar mÀmaõi nÀkamÀka”, Nacci¸Àrkki¸iyar specifically

commented the word, ‘mÀÇiyam’ as, ‘ÁÇu’, i.e., kavacam ‘jacket’ for the œarÁra193.

7.2.6.2. The word, ‘ÁÇu’ means ‘the way of write up’ as well as, ‘equal’

There is another connotation for the word, ‘ÁÇu’. Since

VaÇakkuttiruvÁtippiÒÒai wrote the subject matters of kÀlakÈepa, ‘scholarly

exposition of the meanings of TiruvÀymoÞi through deliverance’ by his Guru

NampiÒÒai, this write up is named as, ‘±Çu’. In this regard, it shall be noted

that, ‘ÁÇu’ is derived from the word, ‘iÇutal’, which is the mode of ‘writing’194.

In another version, this word points out the meaning as ‘equal’. Since, the

content of words of this commentary is as equal as that of the words of

Œruta PrakÀœikÀ195, this commentary earned the name as, ‘ÁÇu’. There is a

poetic phrase, in TiruvÀymoÞi as, ÁÇum eÇuppum il Áca¸ ‘the Lord is beyond

likes and dislikes’196. In it, the word, ‘ÁÇu’ points to the specific meaning,
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‘equal’. Also, since this term explicates the meaning, ‘approaching’, this

commentary through tradition gained the name as such. It is because, this

commentary makes the devotees, who learn the same, guides to approach

the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa. Moreover, as already noted, since

VaÇakkuttiruvÁtippiÒÒai sincerely has written the subject matters, which are

delivered by NampiÒÒai through his kÀlakÈepa, by adding his name along

with this commentary, it is also traditionally glorified as, ‘NampiÒÒai’s ±Çu’197.

7.2.6.3. The ±Çu 36,000 PaÇi Commentary had been kept with °cÀrya-

NampiÒÒai

Once VaÇakkuttiruvÁtippiÒÒai, after completion of writing this

commentary placed it before °cÀrya NampiÒÒai. He asked, ‘what is this?’.

VaÇakkuttiruvÁtippiÒÒai, the œiÈya humbly answered, ‘Oh! the  Lord, it is the

commentation of your’s upon the text, TiruvÀymoÞi’. Then, NampiÒÒai opened

the manuscript and perused the same. He realized that, the commentary

is neither brief nor elaborate, but, as a whole seems so graceful and

charming with in depth meaning of sentences like elephant starts to move

with great noise198. He, by perusing the commentary with 36, 0000 granthas

as that of Œruta PrakÀœikÀ, pleased very much. After some time, by glancing

his œiÈya, he has said, ‘you wonderfully wrote the commentary, but, since

you wrote the same without my permission, give it to me’. Then, NampiÒÒai

got the commentary from VaÇakkuttiruvÁtippiÒÒai and kept the treasure

house of knowledge with himself.

7.2.6.4. The supreme command of the Lord ŒrÁ RaôganÀthaswÀmi of

ŒrÁraôgam

The commentary is kept safely with NampiÒÒai for some time.

MÀdhavapperumÀÒ alias CiriyÀÞvÀ¸ AppiÒÒai, one of the œiÈyas of NampiÒÒai,

by knowing this, wished very much to get it for the use of fellow devotees

of the Lord. So, he arduously prayed and requested ŒrÁ RaôganÀthaswÀmi

to make a merciful arrangement to get the ±Çu 36,000 PaÇi  Commentary. To

answer his devotee’s plea, one day when NampiÒÒai came to His shrine to

pray His holy feet, the Lord of ŒrÁraôgam through the arcaka commanded

PiÒÒai to hand over the commentary to MÀdhavapperumÀÒ as prasÀda ‘saving

grace’. Then, as ordered by the Lord,  NampiÒÒai by giving the ±Çu 36,000
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PaÇi Commentary to MÀdhavapperumÀÒ, graced him for better life and

through him, he also inspiringly showed the religious path to all the

devotees of the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa. Upadeœa RatnamÀlai adores this

incident as, ‘with the blessings of his ÀcÀrya NampiÒÒai,

VaÇakkuttiruvÁtippiÒÒai, the one of unsurpassed glory, wrote his

‘MuppattÀºÀyirappaÇi’ ±Çu 36,000 PaÇi Commentary upon the beautiful

TiruvÀymoÞi at an earlier time and submitted it at the feet of his ÀcÀrya.

Nampillai, after having gone through this commentary, which later came

to be called ±Çu, took possession of it as it was written without his

permission. At a later date, NampiÒÒai gave this commentary to another of

his disciples by the name MÀdhavapperumÀÒ for his perusal’199.

7.3. The speciality of the ±Çu 36,000 PaÇi Commentary

7.3.1. The ±Çu 36,000 PaÇi Commentary specifically deals with the Lord

only

As TiruvÀymoÞi is gloriously mentioned as, ‘bhagavadprabandham’, this

commentary is also reverentially mentioned as, ‘bhagavadviÈayam’. If so,

though the Vedas, ItihÀsas, PurÀõas, etc., also extensively speak about the

BhagavÀ¸, then, ‘what is the specific reason for this alone to be mentioned

as, ‘bhagavadviÈayam?’’. The answer follows. The Vedas along with three

guõÀs extensively discuss with temporary karmas like ‘jyotiÈÇoma’ and very

meager purusÀÃthas like svarka. Since UpaniÈads communicate the theo-

philosophy with the bhedavÀkyas and abhedavÀkyas, there is a place of doubt

as, ’whether reality is one or many’. ŒrÁ VÀlmÁki through his RÀmÀyaõa, by

starting to write the story of RÀma, he also added the stories like creation

of the GaôgÀ, etc. Veda VyÀsa, by stating as, ‘I am starting to say about the

story of the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa’ discussed about the stories of kings

like VÁÇuma¸. But, TiruvÀymoÞi and its ±Çu 36000 PaÇi Commentary do not

have any kind of mistakes and errors. As said, ‘the Lord TirumÀl connives

to make me sing His praise’200, since the entire test, TiruvÀymoÞi and its

Commentaries extensively discuss about the subject matters of the Lord

ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa only, the traditional scholars of ŒrÁvaiÈõavism honestly

glorify this commentary as, ‘bhagavadviÈayam’. Above all, AÞakiya

MaõavÀÒapperumÀÒ NÀyanÀr also through his °cÀryahÃdayam sincerely

adores the greatness of TiruvÀymoÞi as, ‘since water is speedily coming
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down and mixed with soil becomes impure, while the rivers  crossing the

bathing ghat of totavatti at ŒrÁraôgam and œaôkaõi of TirukkurukÂr become

pure and clearly show the object within the ground. Like that, the pure

Veda made impure because of its affliction with œruti and by associating

with wisdom, becomes perfect and reveals the inner meaning’201 and ‘since

ŒrÁ RÀmÀyaõa starts the story of the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa, points out

about the GaôgÀ, Vidura and wars, they are considered to be meaningless,

ItihÀsa had been polluted. As story of the Lord is necessarily of purification

and perfect composition, it (TiruvÀymoÞi) stands as an essence of AruÒicceyal

like these PuruÈa SÂkta, Dharma œÀstra, Manudharma, GÁtÀ and ViÈõu

PurÀõa’202.

7.3.2. The unequivocal status of the ±Çu 36,000 PaÇi Commentary

As TiruvÀymoÞi was inspiringly composed by NammÀÞvÀr out of

divine knowledge showered by the Lord, so the commentaries of the text

were also written by ÀcÀryas out of the supreme mercy of the Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa and grace of the °ÞvÀr. The ÀcÀryas have completed their

commentaries with their versatile scholarship possessed within the TamiÞ

as well as Sanskrit languages. So, as that of TiruvÀymoÞi, these commentaries

also possess the rarities and greatness in scholastic acumen. If one mastered

the both, astonishingly there shall be the doubt as, ‘either the text,

TiruvÀymoÞi acquired greatness because of its commentaries or the

commentaries have gained their supremacy because of the text!’. These

commentaries bear the great linguistic style of maõippravÀÒa language203.

Since they were composed out of self experience of great ÀcÀryas, they

certainly yielded the same self experience to readers of the commentaries.

Among the commentaries, the linguistic style of ±Çu possesses special nature.

They elate the greatest pleasure while reading the same with understanding

of its words and sentences, bear the sharpness with expandable meanings

and possess the rare similes, which clearly delineate the obscure themes

and quotations handled within it. When elaborating the meanings of root

words, VaÇakkuttiruvÁtippiÒÒai, the Commentator stands supreme and there

is no equal to him within the TamiÞ Countries and may be confirmed that,

even there is nobody equal even from any other countries. The concomitance

of maintaining the explanations among the verses of text and even between
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the commentary part of two verses and the easy flow of explanations of

concepts are the other specialties of this commentary. They shall not as

such present from any other commentaries of TiruvÀymoÞi. Above all, if

this commentary is not available, then, nobody would have made out the

specific meanings of TiruvÀymoÞi. Upadeœa RatnamÀlai by covering the five

commentaries focused this point as, ’if not for the commentaries of the

above mentioned five some on the TiruvÀymoÞi,  how could the ÀcÀryas of

today learn and propagate the inner spiritual meanings enshrined in the

grantha? Oh! my mind, you may deliberate upon this!’204. So, it is to be

asserted with all the kinds of astonishment that, to the great ŒrÁvaiÈõava

scholars, who, out of the benevolent attitude contributed these

commentaries and there is nothing available in the world to reciprocate205.

7.3.3. The greatness of the Commentary as honoured by ŒrÁ

RaôganÀthaswÀmi

To appreciate the glory of ±Çu, it is to be added with the following

historical incident. MaõavÀÒamÀmuni, the last ÀcÀrya of the guruparamparai,

after learning the inner meanings of NÀlÀyira Divya Prabandham, more

specifically with TiruvÀymoÞi along with its commentaries from his Guru

TiruvÀymoÞippiÒÒai, resided at ŒrÁraôgam with the merciful feeling of

teaching the same to all the bhÀgavatas of ŒrÁ RaôganÀthaswÀmi. By

comprehending the same, the Lord, the supreme commander of orderliness

of the universe, through His arcaka summoned MaõavÀÒamÀmuni  to his

shrine, by showering His grandeur grace through His lotus flowered feet,

He mystically assigned, ‘I, the Omni Dominant wishes to hear the inner

meaning of TiruvÀymoÞi with the ±Çu  Commentary along with my bhÀgavatas

at the great Hall called Periya Tirumaõçapam of the temple. So, let you

deliver the lectures continuously over there’206. The saint also has accepted

it as great honour and by starting from ‘who is higher than the highest’207

and up to the end, ‘the Lord who appears as Hari’208, systematically

completed his lectures. The Lord supreme magnanimously listened all the

lectures and conferred on MaõavÀÒamÀmuni the glorious title as,

MuppattÀrÀyirapperukkar ‘Scholar who expanded the ±Çu 36,000 PaÇi

Commentary’209.
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It is indeed a great honour that, the wealthy Prince of Araôgam is

the sovereign Lord, who rules eternally, over the ocean girdled earth and

sky, the Lord ŒrÁ RanganÀthaswÀmi Himself as Prime ŒiÈya heard all the

lectures of ±Çu 36,000 PaÇi  Commentary. In this respect, at the end, the

Lord graciously composed the following œloka and honoured the Saint

MaõavÀÒamÀmuni as, ‘I pay homage to Saint AÞakiya MaõavÀÒa, who

possesses the grace of TirumalaiyÀÞvÀr, being showed love upon ŒrÁ

RÀmÀnuja and bears attributes of the jðÀna’, the bhakti, etc., like ocean’210.

Therefore, IÇu 36,000 PaÇi Commentary is ecstatic ambrosia, clouds of

pleasurable rain and yielding spiritual experiences to the human kind211.

By exposing these facts, NammÀÞvÀr himself delivered about his TiruvÀymoÞi

as, ‘my Lord, who sang his own praise in paõ-based songs through me

stands in MÀliruðcolai, singing the auspicious teneka’212, ‘this decade of the

thousand songs is sweet poetry which will not satiate even the gods’213,

‘my age-long ills and evils and made me His vassal, blessed am I to feed

the devout with this nectarean hymnal’214 and ‘ambrosia to devotees’215.
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‘KaÇÇaÒaik kalittuºai means a kind of kalittuºai verse of four lines of five

feet each, in which every line has 16 syllables, if the first syllable is

a n¼r and 17 syllables if the first is nirai and the stanza always ends

in ¼. Taravu koccakam - A species of koccakakkali verse. Koccakakkali - a

species of kali verse of five varieties; namely taravicai, taravinicai,

citºÀÞicai, pa¬rÀlicai and mayaôkicai.  If the reader wants to know in

detail about this grammatical style, it is better to consult with the
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traditional TamiÞ Scholar, who expert in metrical structure of the

TamiÞ verses.

33. See the reference number 15.

34. TÀÞicaikaÒ - a sub division in each of the four kinds of verse. Taravu

koccakam - a piece of koccakakkali verse.

35. “TirunÀraõa¸ tÀÒ kÀlampeºac cintittu uymmi¸½” - TVM 4.1:1.

36. “E¸akk¼ ta¸¸ait tanta kaºpakam” - TVM 2.7.11.

37. “Paitta pÀmpu aõaiyÀ¸”, the line from the verse ‘the Lord on hooded

serpent bed’ of the verse, vaitta nÀÒ  varai ‘Before your numbered

days’ - TVM 3.3:10

38. “PaºpanÀpa¸, uyarvu aºa uyarum perum tiºal½¸”  - TVM 2.7:11.

39. “Karu nÀy kavarnta kÀlar, citaikiya pÀ¸aiyar perunÀÇu kÀõa, immaiyile

piccaitÀm koÒvar”  - TVM 4.1:1.

40. “Vaikal pÂô kaÞivÀy vantu m¼yum kuruki¸aôkÀÒ!” - TVM 6.1:1.

41.     “PÀl vÀyp piºaip piÒÒai okkalaik koõÇu pakal iÞanta m¼lpÀl ticaippeõ pulampuºu

mÀlai”     - Tiruviruttam 35.

42. “V¼¸il am celva¸ cuvaittu umiÞ pÀlai” - Tiruviruttam 26.

43. TVM 4.5.11.

44. See the reference number 39.

45. “KoÇuô kÀl cilaiyar, niraik½Ò uÞavar, kolaiyil veyya

katuô kÀl iÒaijðar tuÇi paÇum kavvaittu aru vi¸aiy¼¸

neÇuô kÀlamum kaõõa¸ nÁÒ malarp pÀtam paravip peººa

toÇuôkÀl ociyum iÇai, iÒamÀ¸ ce¸ºa cÂÞ kaÇam¼” - Tiruviruttam 37.

46. UÇa¸p½kku: the going away of an unmarried young woman with her

lover from his own place without the knowledge of her parents.

There are references in Saôgham Literature of TamiÞ studies.

47. If the reader wants to know about the subject matters for the theme,

‘uÇa¸p½kku’, it is better to discuss it with the TamiÞ traditional scholar,

who is competent enough in Saôgham Literature of TamiÞ studies.

48.  The changed version of the poem is “neÇuô kÀlamum kaõõa¸ nÁÒ malarp

pÀtam paravip peººa iÒmÀ¸, toÇuôkÀl ociyumiÇai iÒamÀ¸” - Tiruviruttam 37

49. NalkÂrntÀr celvamakaÒ - This TamiÞ phrase explicates the fact that, the

Child NammÀÞvÀr is appropriately compared with preciously born

daughter for the longing parents, who wished very much to have a

child for a long time.
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50. “AºiyÀk kÀlattuÒÒ¼ aÇmaikkaõ a¸pu ceyvittu aºiyÀ mÀ mÀyattu aÇiy¼¸ai

vittÀyÀl”   - TVM 2.3:3.

51. JðÀ¸ac celvar - The Commentator aptly mentions NammÀÞvÀr as jðÀ¸ac

celvar. This TamiÞ word means an individual, who enjoys an abundance

of knowledgeable aspects.

52. “NamperumÀÒ nammÀÞvÀr naðcÁyar nampiÒÒai e¸pa ravaravar tam ¼ººattÀl”

- Upadeœa RatnamÀlai 50.

53. Purushothama Naidu, B.R. (2012), op.cit., (The Necessary Evidences

of NammÀÞvÀr from His Texts [cila akaccÀ¸ºukaÒ]) p. 17.

54. Ibid.,

55. The ŒrÁvaiÈõava Scholars have to know that, except Vidvan

B.R. Purushothama Naidu’s work, there is no other authoritative text

to know about the life history of NammÀÞvÀr. For the °ÞvÀrs in general

and NammÀÞvÀr in particular, necessary information shall be got

from the book, ‘Viraka Bhakti’ by Friedhelm Hardy (PART FOUR:

May½¸ Mysticism: the °ÞvÀrs).

56. Purushothama Naidu, B.R. (2012), op.cit., (The Necessary Evidences

of NammÀÞvÀr from His Texts [cila akaccÀ¸ºukaÒ]) p. 17.

57. “Te¸¸a¸ kurukÂrc caÇak½pa¸” - TVM 4.3:11.

58. There are no historical records about PÀõçinÀçu and KurukÂr city.

Theinformations about these places are from the oral tradition and

from the introductory chapters written by VidvÀ¸ B. R. Purushothama

Naidu. Vide: Purushothama Naidu, B.R.  (2012), TiruvÀymoÞi ±ÇÇi¸

TamiÞÀkkam (Vol.1). (Hymn 1-110).

59. “NÀÒ kamaÞ makiÞ mÀlai mÀrpi¸a¸, mÀºa¸ caÇak½pa¸”    - TVM 4.10.11.

60. AntÀti meter - the verses in which the last letter, syllable or foot of the

last line of one stanza is identical with the first letter, syllable or foot

of the succeeding stanza, the sequence being kept on between the last

and the first stanza of poem as well.

61. If the reader wants to know about antÀti style of composing verses,

it is better to discuss with the traditional scholar, who is well versed

in prosody and poetry.

62. See the reference number 60.

63. The author of this monograph also wrote and published a book upon

TirumaôgaiyÀÞvÀr in TamiÞ. (TirumaôgaiyÀÞvÀri¸ Bhaktineºi ‘A Study
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upon the TirumaôgaiyÀÞvÀr’s Bhakti’(2006)). Please verify the

Bibliography.

64. “AºiyÀk kÀlattuÒÒ¼ aÇimaikkaõ a¸pu ceyvittu” - TVM 2.3 :3.

65. Purushothama Naidu, B.R. (2012) op.cit., (Necessary Evidence of

NammÀÞvÀr from His Texts [cila akaccÀ¸ºukaÒ]) p. 18.

66. “Uõõum c½ru parukum nÁr ti¸¸um veººilaiyum ellÀm kaõõa¸”- TVM 6.7:1.

67. Within NammÀÞvÀr’s texts, there are much of subject matters for the

bhakti and prapatti. In the ŒrÁvaiÈõava tradition, the concept of prapatti

is developed after ŒrÁ RÀmÀnuja and the period of ÀcÀryas, who

followed the religious path of ŒrÁ RÀmÀnuja. In this context, for the

development of prapatti, the ÀcÀryas took much of themes from all the

esoteric works of NammÀÞvÀr.

68. In this context, VidvÀ¸ B.R. Purushothama Naidu properly dealt with

the possibilities of gaining spiritual ecstasy from one’s own

consciousness. For further informations regarding this subject matters,

it is better to see the Wikipedia (https:// en. Wikipedia.org/wiki/

Religious ecstasy).

69. For further understanding of the spiritually oriented conscious state,

it is better to consult ‘Encyclopedia of the Unusual and unexplained

:: Religious Phenomena; Ecstasy (www. Unexplained stuff.com/

Religious - Phenomena/ Ecstasy. html).

70. PrajahÀti yadÀ kÀmÀn sarvÀn pÀrtha manogatÀn/

ÀtmanyevÀtmanÀ tuÈÇaÍ sthitaprajðas tadocyate//

‘When one discards all selfish demands and cravings of the indriyas

that torment the mind and becomes satisfied in the realization of the

self, such a person is said to be transcendentally situated’.

DuÍkheÈvanudvignamanÀÍ sukheÈu vigataspºhaÍ/

vÁtarÀgabhayakrodhaÍ sthitadhÁr munirrucyate//

’One whose mind remains undisturbed amidst misery, who does not

crave for pleasure and who is free from attachment, fear and anger,

is called a sage of steady wisdom’      - Bhagavad GÁtÀ 2:55-56.

71. Purushothama Naidu, B.R. (2012), op.cit., (NammÀÞvÀr’s Mode of Poetic

Composition [°ÞvÀr ceyyuÒ pÀÇiya murºai]) p. 19.

72. Ibid.,
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73. “Va¸ciraiyil ava¸ vaikkil, vaippuõÇÀl e¸ ceyyum½?” of the verse, amciºaiya

maÇanÀrÀy ‘Oh! Frail crane, compassionate’   - TVM 1.4:1.

74. Purushothama Naidu, B.R. (2012), op.cit., (NammÀÞvÀr’s Mode of Poetic

Compossition [°ÞvÀr ceyyuÒ pÀÇiya murºai]) p. 19.

75. “IÇukkaõ varuôkÀl nakuka ata¸ai aÇuttÂrvatu a¬toppa til” - TirukkuºaÒ 621.

76. “I¸¸Àmai i¸pam e¸akkoÒi¸ Àkunta¸ o¸¸Àr viÞaiyuð ciºappu”

- TirukkuºaÒ 630.

77. “T¼¸um pÀlum ka¸¸alum amutum Àkit tittippa, yÀ¸um em pirÀ¸aiy¼ ¼ttin¼¸,

yÀ¸ uyvÀ¸¼” - TVM 4.3.10.

78. See the reference number 66.

79. “UÒÒumt½ºum tittippÀ¸” - TVM 8.6:3.

80. “EppoÞutum nÀÒ tiôkaÒ ÀõÇÂ ÂÞi ÂÞitoºum, appoÞutaikku appoÞutu e¸ ÀrÀ

amutam¼”  - TVM 2.5:4.

81. For more informations about spiritual ecstasy, it is better to see the

article, ‘Alvars of South India: A psychiatric scanner’ by joint authors

- Ottilingam Somasundaram and Tejus Murthy (https://www. Ncbi.

Nih.gov/pmc/article/PMC 5659091/).

82. “VÀrÀ aruvÀy varum e¸ mÀyÀ mÀyÀ mÂrttiyÀy! ÀrÀ vamutÀy! aÇiy¼¸ Àvi

akam¼ tittippÀy”                                                - TVM 5.8:10.

83. “Vaõõam maruÒ koÒ aõi m¼ka vaõõÀ! mÀya ammÀn¼! eõõam pukuntu

tittikkum amut¼! imaiy½r atipatiy¼!” - TVM 6.10:3.

84. For necessary information about IÒaôk½vaÇikaÒ and and the epic,

‘CilappatikÀram’, kindly go through the  Wikipedia. (https://

en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Silappatikaram).

85. “KaõÇukoõÇu, eõ kaõ iõai Àrak kaÒittu

paõÇai vi¸aiyÀyi¸a paºº½Çu aºuttu

toõÇarkku amutu uõõac col mÀlaikaÒ co¸¸¼¸

aõÇattu amarar perumÀ¸ aÇiy¼¸¼” - TVM 9.4:9.

86. “Colle¸¸um pÂmp½tu t½¸ºip poruÒe¸¸um

nallirun tÁntÀtu nÀºutalÀl – mallikaiyi¸

vaõÇÀr kamaÞtÀma ma¸º¼ malaiyÀta

taõÇÀrÀ¸ kÂÇaº ºamiÞ?” - Independent verse.

87.    Verify the reference number 85.

88. “PanÇai vi¸aiyÀyi¸a paºº½Çu aººuttu”                          - TVM 9.4:9.
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89. “KaõÇa ÀººÀl ta¸at¼ ulaku e¸a ni¸ºÀ¸ ta¸¸ai

vaõ tamiÞ  nÂºka n½ºº¼¸ aÇiyÀrkku i¸pa mÀriy¼” - TVM 4.5:10.

90. “°rÀ amutak kaviyÀyiram” -CaÇak½parantÀti 45.

91. “ToõÇarkku amutam” - TVM 9.4:9.

92. “°ÇiyÀrkku i¸pa mÀri” - TVM 4.5:10.

93. “Mayarvu aºa matinalam aruÒi¸a¸” - TVM 1.1:1.

94. “E¸ neðcattu uÒ iruntu iôku irum tamiÞ nÂl ivai moÞinta”- TVM 10.6:4.

95. “Paõ Àr pÀÇal i¸kavikaÒ yÀ¸Àyt ta¸¸ait tÀ¸ pÀÇi” - TVM 10.7:5.

96. TVM 7.9:1-10.

97. “NÀvi¸Àl naviººu i¸pam eyti¸¼¸” - Kaõõinuõ CiºuttÀmpu 2.

98. “KurukÂr nampi pÀvi¸ i¸¸icai pÀÇit tiriva¸¼” - Kaõõinuõ CiºuttÀmpu 2.

99. “AÇalv¼õÇum ainta¸ pulattai viÇalv¼õÇum

v¼õÇiya vellÀm oruôku” - TirukkuºaÒ 343.

‘The essence of renunciation is scotching of the five indriyas and their

experience, as well as the eschewing of all desires at the same time’.

Controlling of the five indriyas and the scotching of all wants constitute

the core of renunciation. The message of this kuºaÒ ‘couplet’  is believed

to be primarily intended as the straight and narrow path for those

who seek to secure early release from births and achieve eternal bliss.

100. “°rÀ iyaºkai avÀ” - TirukkuºaÒ 370.

101.   “°rÀta kÀtal kurukÂrc caÇak½pa¸” - TVM 2.1:11.

102. “KÂvikkÂvi neðcu urukik kaõpaõi c½ra ni¸ºÀl

pÀvi nÁ e¸ºu o¸ºu collÀy pÀviy¼¸ kÀõa vant¼” - TVM 4.7:3.

103. It is the explanatory part of Commentator to the verse, TVM 4.7:3.

104. “Ciºappil  vÁÇu cuvarkkam narakam

iºappil eytuka eytaºka; yÀ¸um

piºappu il pal piºavip perumÀ¸ai

maºappu o¸ºu i¸ºi, e¸ºum makiÞva¸¼” - TVM 2.9.5.

105. “PÀvi nÁ e¸ºu o¸ºu collÀy pÀviy¼¸ kÀõa vant¼” - TVM 4.7:3.

106. “NacaiiyÀr nalkÀr e¸i¸um avarmÀÇÇu

icaiyum i¸iya cevikku” - TirukkuºaÒ 1199.

107. ApÃathaksiddhibhÀvaÍ - relationship of inseparable unity between an

attribute and the substance so qualified. Here substance so qualified

is ±œvara, The qualities or attributes are cit and acit.
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108. If the reader wants to have more information about the spiritual

œarÁra of the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa, it is better to read the article, Sri

Vaishnavism from Wikipedia (https://en.Wikipedia.org/wiki/Sri

Vaishnavism.

109. “NÂl¼ karakam mukk½l maõaiy¼

Àyuô kÀlai antaõark kuriya”

- TolkÀppiyam, PoruÒ: 9. Marapu Iyal, verse 625.

(IlakkuvanÀr (1963), Tolkapiyam English with Critical Study, KuraÒ

Neri Publishing House, Madurai-6 (p. 256)).

110. “Eºittaru katirtÀôki ¼ntiya kuÇainÁÞal

 uºittÀÞnta karakamum uraicÀ¸ºa mukk½lum

 neºippaÇac cuvalacaiÁ v¼º½rÀ neðcattuk

       kuºipp¼val ceyalmÀlaik koÒainaÇai yantaõÁr” - Kalittokai 9.

111. If the reader wants to know further information about mukk½l, it is

better to consult with the traditional scholars of TamiÞ studies.

112. Purushothama Naidu, B.R. (2012), op.cit., (ŒrÁvaiÈõava Philosophy in

TiruvÀymoÞi [camayak karuttukkaÒ]) p. 27.

113. In Tamil Nadu, even now all the chief ŒrÁvaiÈõava °cÀrya of MuÇhs

‘hermitages’ are carrying the mukk½l in their hands.

114. Purushothama Naidu, B.R. (2012), op.cit., (ŒrÁvaiÈõava Philosophy

[camayak karuttukkaÒ]) p. 27

115. “M¼vit toÞutu uymmi¸ nÁrkaÒ; v¼tap pu¸ita irukkai

nÀvil koõÇu accuta¸ ta¸¸ai jðÀ¸aviti piÞaiyÀm¼

pÂvil pukaiyum viÒakkum cÀntamum nÁrum malintu

m¼vittoÞum aÇiyÀrum pakavarum mikkatu ulak¼”  - TVM 5.2:9.

116. TVM 3.4:10.

117. °kupeyar - a name or word, which by long usage is secondarily applied

to denote something connected with the thing originally denoted by

it.

118. Suddha Satva - the pure satva guõa without the admixture of rÀjasa

and tÀmasa guõas.

119. “Malarmicai eki¸À¸ mÀõaÇi c¼rntÀr

nilamicai nÁÇuvÀÞ vÀr” - TirukkuºaÒ 3.
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120. “Ura¸e¸¸un t½ÇÇiyÀ¸ ½raintum kÀppÀ¸

vara¸e¸¸um vaippiºk½r vittu” - TirukkuºaÒ 24.

121. “YÀ¸e¸a te¸¸um cerukkaºuppÀ¸ vÀ¸½rkku

uyarnta ulakam pukum” - TirukkuºaÒ 346.

122. “Aiyatti¸ ¸Áôkit teÒintÀrkku vaiyatti¸

vÀ¸am nÀõiya tuÇaittu” - TirukkuºaÒ 353.

123. “Po¸ ulaku ÀÒÁr½, puvani muÞutu ÀÒÁr½” - TVM 6.8:1.

124. TVM 2.8:4.

125. “Antamil i¸pattu aÞivil vÁÇÂ” (TVM 2.8:4. This is the comment of

Parim¼laÞakar) Refer to Purushothama Naidu, B.R. (2012), op.cit.,

(ŒrÁvaiÈõava Philosophy [camayak karuttukkaÒ]) p. 29.

126. “Antam il p¼ri¸pam” - TVM 10.9:11.

127. “Vaikuntam pukuvatu” - TVM 10.9:9.

128. “Ni¸ainta ellÀp poruÒkaÇkum vittuÀy mutalil citaiyÀm¼

manam cey jðÀ¸atu u¸ perumai mÀcÂõÀt½? mÀy½¸¼!” - TVM 1.5:2.

129. “TÀ¸ ½r uruv¼ ta¸i vittuÀy, ta¸¸i¸ mÂvar mutalÀya

vÀ¸½r palarum mu¸ivarum maººum maººum muººum Ày”  - TVM 1.5:4.

130. “EpporuÇkum v¼r mutal Ày, vittu Ày, parantu ta¸i ni¸ºa kÀrmukil p½l

vaõõa¸”  - TVM 2.8:10.

131. TVM 1.5:2. In this verse, the word, ‘mutalir citaiyÀm¼’ shall be

commented as mutalir ‘at the first’ and citaiyÀm¼ ‘undiminishing’.

132. Purushothama Naidu, B.R. (2012), op.cit., (ŒrÁvaiÈõava Philosophy

[camayak karuttukkaÒ]) p. 31.

133. MÂlamantra is Tirumantra: aum namo nÀrÀyaõa ‘Aum, Homage to

NÀrÀrÀyõa’.

“aum” - “a” refers to the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa, who the master as

well as protector of animate and inanimate objects of the universe.

He is always understood  along with   ŒrÁ LakÈmÁ, the  embodiment

of lovable or blissful aspects of the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa.

- “u” means the relationship of the Lord and the animate and

inanimate objects of universe through ŒrÁ LakÈmÁ, the mediator of the

Àtmas and the Lord.

- “m” indicates the Àtma, the jðÀta ‘possessor of knowledge’ kartÀ

‘performer of activities’ bhoktÀ ‘enjoyer’ and œeÈa ‘subservient’ to the

Lord.
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“namo” - “na maÍ”. It means ‘not me/mine’.  It is a bhÀva ’conscious

reflection’ of the Àtma’s efforts without its svÀtantra ‘autonomous’,

ahaôkÀra ‘egoity’ and mamakÀra “self conceit’.

“nÀrÀyaõa” - The Lord as protector, upÀya ‘means’ and upeya ‘final

goal obtained through the upÀya’. He is understood with His status

of the paratva ‘supremacy’ and saulabhya ‘simplicity’.

“Àya” - It implies the sense of prayer for the kaiôkarya to no other

except the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa. It also denotes the total self

surrender. - Refer to ‘The   ŒrÁvaiÈõava Theological dispute’ by Patricia

Y. Mumme, p. 273.

134. For more information about the mÂlamantra of ŒrÁvaiÈõvism, it is better

to consult with the traditional scholars of ŒrÁvaiÈõava religion.

135. TVM 9.6:4.

136. “MÀnilam c¼vaÇi yÀkat tÂnÁr

 vaÒainaral pauvam uÇukkai yÀka

 vicumpumey yÀkat ticaikai yÀkap

 pacaôkatir matiyamoÇu cuÇarkaõ õÀka

 iya¸ºa ellÀm payi¸ºakat taÇakkiya

 v¼ta mutalva¸ e¸pa

  tÁtaºa viÒaôkiya tikiri y½¸¼” - Naººi¸ai verse of ‘Praises the God (kaÇavuÒ

vÀÞttu). In the content part, the last two lines are appropriately

explained.

137. It is the description given by VaÇakkuttiruvÁtippiÒÒai, the Commentator.

138. Dvayamantra: œrÁmÀn nÀrÀyaõa caraõau œaraõam prapadye/ œrÁmate

nÀrÀyaõÀya namaÍ// ‘I take refuge at the feet of the Lord NÀrÀrÀyõa

joined with ŒrÁ;

Homage to NÀrÀyaõa, the Lord of ŒrÁ LakÈmÁ’.

- œrÁmÀn: the Lord united with ŒrÁ LakÈmÁ, puruÈakÀram.

- nÀrÀyaõa: the Lord with the vÀtsalya, svÀmitva, saulabhya, jðÀna, sakti,

etc.

- caraõau: the tow feet, a reference to the Lord’s divine and auspicious

form, as shown in the arcÀvatÀra.

- œaraõam: as a refuge to submit the wholeness of the Àtma, i.e., upÀya.

- prapadye: faithfully I surrender to.
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The first sentence as a whole constitutes the prayer for the Lord to

be the upÀya for salvation.

- œrÁmate: to the Lord as husband of ŒrÁ.

- nÀrÀyaõÀya: to the Lord as upeya, the goal of upÀya.

- namaÍ: I request the destruction of all obstacles to do the kaiôkarya

to the Lord.

The second sentence as a whole constitutes the prayer for eternal

service to the Lord and  ŒrÁ LakÈmÁ, the upeya, the goal of salvation.

Caramaœloka: “Sarva dharmÀn parithyajya mÀm ¼akam œaraõam vraja/

aham tvÀ sarvapÀpebhyo mokÈayiÈyÀmi mÀ sucaÍ//”

‘Having relinquished  all dharmas, resort to Me alone as a refuge/

upÀya I will release you from all the sins. Do not despair.

- Sarva dharmÀn: all the upÀyas to mokÈa.

- parithyajya: to relinquish

- mÀm: to the Lord, who the protector

- ¼akam: alone

- œaraõam: as refuge/ upÀya

- vraja: to resolve firmly

The first sentence explains what is to be done by the Àtma.

- aham: the Lord.

- tvÀ: the Àtma.

- sarvapÀpebhyo: from all the sins obstructing attainment of Me.

- mokÈayiÈyÀmi: I will set you free (from), I will not punish you for.

- mÀ sucaÍ: do not despair/grieve/fear.

The second sentence describes what the Lord is to do.

Note: The entire religious texts of ŒrÁvaiÈõavism are the expanded

version of these three rahasya mantras. More specifically NammÀÞvÀr’s

TiruvÀymoÞi is the utmost the well elaborated interpretation of

Dvayamantra and his other works, Tiruviruttam, TiruvÀciriyam and

Periya TiruvantÀti are the expanded version of the Tirumantra and

Caramaœloka. - Refer to ‘The   ŒrÁvaiÈõava Theological dispute’ by Patricia

Y. Mumme, pp. 273-275.

139. TVM 2.7:1-12.
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140. Purushothama Naidu, B.R. (2012), op.cit., (ŒrÁvaiÈõava Philosophy

[camayak karuttukkaÒ]) p. 33.

141. Ibid.,

142. “Ciºappil vÁÇu cuvarkkam narakam

iºappil eytuka eytaºka; yÀ¸um

piºappu il pal piºavip perumÀ¸ai

maºappu o¸ºu i¸ºi, e¸ºum makiÞva¸¼” - TVM 2.9:5.

143. “OÞivu il kÀlam ellÀm” - TVM 3.3:1-10.

144. “E¸akk¼ ÀÇcey ek kÀlattum e¸ºu e¸

ma¸akk¼ vantu iÇaivÁÇu i¸ºi ma¸¸i

ta¸akk¼ Àka e¸aik koÒÒum Át¼;

e¸akk¼ kaõõa¸ai yÀ¸ koÒ ciºapp¼” - TVM 2.9:4.

145. “MuÒi tayir picainta kÀntaÒ mel viral

kaÞuvuºu kaliôkam, kaÞÀatu utÁik,

kuvaÒai uõkaõ kuy pukai kaÞumat

tÀ¸ tuÞantu aÇÇa tÁm puÒip pÀkar,

i¸ite¸ak kaõava¸ uõÇali¸,

nuõõiti¸ makiÞnta¸ºu oõõutal muka¸¼” - Kuºuntokai 167.

146. Vide: the references number 142 to 145.

147. “KÀla cakkaratoÇu veõ caôkam kai ¼nti¸Ày!

jðÀlam muººum uõÇu umiÞnta nÀrÀyaõa¸¼! e¸ºu e¸ºu

½lam iÇÇu nÀ¸ aÞaittÀl o¸ºm vÀrÀyÀkilum

k½lam Àm e¸ ce¸¸ikku u¸ kamalam a¸¸a kuraikaÞal¼” - TVM 4.3:6.

148. “TammuÇaiya taõõaÒiyum tÀmumtam mÀ¸t¼rum

emmai ni¸aiyÀtu viÇÇÀr¼ viÇÇakalka

amme¸ iõara aÇampukÀÒ! a¸¸aôkÀÒ

nammai maºantÀrai nÀmmaºakka mÀÇÇ¼mÀl”

- PukÀr kÀõça, kÀ¸al vari 32:84-187.

149. “Avarneðcu avarkkÀtal kaõÇum eva¸neðc¼

nÁemakku ÀkÀ tatu?” - TirukkuºaÒ 1291.

150. “±vu ilÀta tÁvi¸aikaÒ etta¸ai ceyta¸a¸kol?

tÀvi vaiyam koõÇa entÀy! tÀm½tarÀ! e¸ºu e¸ºu

kÂvikkÂvi neðcu urukik kaõpaõi c½ra ni¸ºÀl

pÀvi nÁ e¸ºu o¸ºu collÀy pÀviy¼¸ kÀõa vant¼” - TVM 4.7:3.
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151. “NÀºiõart tuÞÀy½¸ nalki ¸allatu, eºutal eÒt½ vÁÇupeºutuºakkam”

- ParipÀÇal 15:15- 16.

152. “E¸ nÀ¸ ceyk¼¸?yÀr¼ kaÒaikaõ? e¸¸ai e¸ ceyki¸ºÀy?

u¸¸Àl allÀl yÀvarÀlum o¸ºum kuºai v¼¸Ç¼¸;

ka¸ Àr matiÒ cÂÞ kuÇantaik kiÇantÀy! aÇiyÀ¸ aru vÀÞnÀÒ

cel nÀÒ en nÀÒ? an nÀÒ u¸a tÀÒ piÇitt¼ celak kÀõ¼” - TVM 5.8:3.

153. “Alaôku¸ai aõiivuÒi

nalaôkiÒÒi nacaipporunar¼m

piºarppÀÇip peºalv¼õt¼m

avaºpÀÇutum ava¸ºÀÒ vÀÞiyave¸a” - PuranÀnÂru 382.

154. “UõÇ½vai kÀci vicÀkattuk kopporunÀÒ?

uõÇ½ catak½park kopporuvar? – uõÇ½

tiruvÀy moÞikkoppu? te¸kurukaik kuõÇ½

orupÀr ta¸ilokkumÂr” - Upadeœa RatnamÀlai 15.

155. “PiÒÒÀ¸nað cÁyar periyavÀc cÀ¸piÒÒai

teÒÒÀr vaÇakkut tiruvÁtip – piÒÒai

maõavÀÒa y½kitiru vÀymoÞiyaik kÀtta

kuõavÀÒar e¸ºuneðc¼! kÂºu” - Updeœa RatnamÀlai 39.

156. Purushothama Naidu, B.R. (2012), op.cit., (History of Commentaries

of TiryvÀymoÞi [TiryvÀymoÞiyi¸ viyÀkkiyÀ¸a varalÀºu]) p. 38.

157. “VÁÇumi¸ muººavum” - TVM 1.2.

158. “²¸il vÀÞ” - TVM 2.3:1. The last line is “t¼¸um pÀlum neyyum ka¸¸alum

amutum ott¼”.

159. UpalakÈaõa - Implying something has not been made explicit by

expressing an other thing associated or connected with.

160. “AºiyÀk kÀlattuÒÒ¼ aÇimaikkaõ a¸pu ceyvittu

 aºiyÀ mÀ mÀyattu aÇiy¼¸ai vaittÀyÀl” - TVM 2.3:3.

161. Purushothama Naidu, B.R. (2012), op.cit., (History of Commentaries

of TiruvÀymoÞi [TiryvÀymoÞiyi¸ viyÀkkiyÀ¸a varalÀºu]), pp. 38-39.

162. Purushothama Naidu, B.R. (2012), op.cit., (History of Commentaries

of TirvÀymoÞi [TiryvÀymoÞiyi¸ viyÀkkiyÀ¸a varalÀºu]), p. 39.

163. Ibid.,

Note: Through the history of ŒrÁvaiÈõava order, starting from ŒrÁ

NÀthamuni and up to ŒrÁ RÀmÀnuja, the oral tradition of the
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commentary of TiruvÀymoÞi was gloriously contributed by

UyyaôkoõÇÀr (born 827 CE), MaõakkÀl Nambi (born 832 CE), ŒrÁ

°ÒavatÀr and Periya Nambi or TirumalaiyÀõÇa¸ (born 998 CE). Vide

Purushothama Naidu (2012), op.cit., p. 39.

164. “Uºupeºuð celvamum tantaiyum tÀyum uyar kuruvum

veºi taru pÂ makaÒ nÀta¸um mÀºa¸ viÒaôkiya cÁr

neºi tarum centamiÞ Àraõam¼ e¸ºu in nÁÒ nilatt½r

aºitara ni¸ºa irÀmÀ¸uca¸ e¸akku Àr amut¼” - RÀmÀnuja NÂººantÀti 19.

165. “Nitiyaip poÞiyum mukil’ e¸ºu nÁcar tam vÀcal paººit

tuti kaººu ulakil tuvaÒki¸ºil¼¸ i¸i tÂy neºi c¼r

etikaÇku iºaiva¸ yamu¸aittuºaiva¸ iõai aÇiyÀm

kati peººuÇaiya irÀmÀnuca¸ e¸¸aik kÀtta¸a¸¼”  - RÀmÀnuja NÂººantÀti 21.

166. Here, it is better to compare the meanings of following verses.

“Urikki¸ºa k½Çali ¸untukan tamme¸a vo¸ºum i¸ºi

virikkun toºumveºum pÀÞÀy viÇumpiºar pu¸kavimey

terikki¸ºa k½ccaÇa k½panta¸ teyvak kavipuviyil

curikki¸ºa  nuõmaõal Âººokkum t½õÇac curattali¸¼”

‘The chief ŒaÇhak½pa¸ is the poet who, like digging a spring gushing

in the sprawling sand, exposed the veracity of the pseudo-poets who

would merely ruin others exulting in scorching oppression’

- CaÇak½parantÀti 63.

      “TuºavÀ tavarkkun tuºantavark kuðcolla v¼curakkum

aºavÀ avaiyiôku½r Àyiram niºka ant½cilarp½y

maºaivÀtiyar co¸¸ a vÀcakamÀm malattÀvaipaººik

kaººÀk kiÇappar aôke¸apeºav½ taôgaÒkaivalapp¼”

‘‘When there is the pleasing ‘thousand’ gushing forth profusely for

both those that have renounced and not renounced towards their

final emancipation, why do some people stay put nibbing the discard’

said as gospel truths by aggressive disputants?’. - CaÇak½parantÀti 37.

167. “TeÒÒÀrum jðÀ¸at tirukkru kaippirÀ¸

piÒÒÀ¸ etirÀcar p¼raruÒÀl - uÒÒÀrum

a¸puÇa¸¼ mÀºa¸ maºaipporuÒai ya¸ºuraittatu

i¸pamikum ÀºÀ yiram”

‘TirukkurukaippirÀ¸ PiÒÒÀ¸, a disciple of ŒrÁ RÀmÀnuja and one with

spotless knowledge, with the special grace of his ÀcÀrya and out of his
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abounding devotion to NammÀÞvÀr, blessed us with his commentary

on TiruvÀymoÞi with all of its inner meanings in what is titled,

‘°ÃÀyirappaÇi VyÀkyanam’.    - Upadeœa RatnamÀlai 41.

168. For better understanding, the following statement of

YÀpparuôkalakkÀrikai shall be noted:  ‘If the book is measured, it

possesses three chapters, bears 44 poems and extends 90 granthas and

28 letters. In this measurement, a grantha refers to 32 vowels and

consonant vowels except the consonant’. - The commentary upon the

preface in YÀpparuôkalakkÀrikai. Vide: Purushothama Naidu, B.R. (2012),

op.cit., (History of  Commentaries of TirvÀymoÞi [TiryvÀymoÞiyi¸

viyÀkkiyÀ¸a varalÀºu]) p. 41. Note: ‘A grantha or paÇi means a prose or

verse containing 32 syllables (eÞuttukkaÒ)’. In it, ‘syllable’ means the

mixture of vowels (uyireÞuttukkaÒ) and consonant vowels

(uyirmeyeÞuttkkaÒ). In other words, ‘syllable’ refers to the unit of

pronunciation having one vowel sound with or without surrounding

consonants, forming the whole or a part of word; for example, there

are two syllables in ‘water’ and three in ‘inferno’ (https://

www.google.com/search?q=sylabl&oq=sylabl&aqs=chrome.

69i57j0l7.7740j0j8&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8). In the definition,

‘vowel’ is a sound having life in itself or its written character (uyirpol

ta¸ittu iyaôkakkÂÇiyatu). In it, ‘consonant vowel’ means the combination

of a consonant and a vowel in the written character of which the

vowel animates the consonant sound whose articulation always

precedes in pronunciation. It is one of the cÀrpelluttu (‘secondary letter’

as kuººiyal ukaram, kuººiyal ikaram, etc., three in number according to

TolkÀppiyam and ten in number according to Na¸¸Âl, SÂtra. 60).

(“UyireÞuttum uyirmeyeÞuttukkaÒumÀka muppattiraõÇu akÈraôkaÒ koõÇatu

oru grantham e¸appaÇum” Refer to BhagavadviÈayam, vol.1A (1999),

op.cit., p. II. & “Oººumu¸¸um uyirpi¸¸umÀyiõaintu olikkumeÞuttu.

oººumu¸¸ayvaru muyirmey” - Na¸¸Âl, SÂtra. 89). Vide: TamiÞ Lexicon

(vol., I, p. 39, 437, 541 & vol. II, p. 924).

169. “TaðcÁrai jðÀ¸iyarkaÒ tÀmpukalum v¼tÀnti

naðcÁyar tÀmpaÇÇar nalluruÒÀl – eðcÀta

ÀrvamuÇa¸ mÀºa¸ maºaipporuÒai Àynturaittatu

¼ro¸ pati¸À yiram”
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‘NaðjÁyar, the one with unparalleled  glory that people having

knowledge about (tattva) will acknowledged, by the grace of his °cÀrya

ParÀœara BhaÇÇar and with utmost devotion to NammÀÞvÀr’s

TiruvÀymoÞi, blessed us with his commentary which came to called as

O¸pati¸ÀyirappaÇi VyÀkyÀnam’.     - Upadeœa RatnamÀlai 42.

170. Purushothama Naidu, B.R. (2012), op.cit., (History of Commentaries

of TiryvÀymoÞi [TiryvÀymoÞiyi¸ viyÀkkiyÀ¸a varalÀºu]) p. 42.

171. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyÀõa as personal God to eat the food served

by VaradarÀja¸.

172. Kaus (darbha) - the botanical name of the this cross is ‘desmostachya

bipinnata’.

173. Purushothama Naidu, B.R. (2012), op.cit., (History of Commentaries

of TiryvÀymoÞi [TiryvÀymoÞiyi¸ viyÀkkiyÀ¸a varalÀºu]) p. 43.

174. It is the opinion of scholars of theo-philosophy of ŒrÁvaiÈõavism that,

after ŒrÁ RÀmÀnuja period, through the ages, this tradition is

thematically strengthened by these five commentaries of TiruvÀymoÞi.

If there are differences of views raised upon the themes and concepts

of the system, they are amicably settled by  a very frank discussion

on the subject matters of these commentaries.

175. Though Pa¸¸ÁrÀyirappaÇi is written after IrupattunÀlÀyirappati and ±Çu

MuppattÀºÀyirappaÇi, by considering the order of number of paÇi, they

are arranged as such.

176. “Anp½ ÇaÞaki yamaõavÀ ÒaccÁyar

pi¸p½ruô kaººaºintu p¼cukaikkÀt - tamperiya

p½tamuÇa¸ mÀºa¸ maºaiyi¸ poruÒuraittatu

¼tamilpa¸ ¸ÁrÀ yiram”

‘In order that, the people who follow him can practice and preach,

VÀdakesari AÒakiya MaõavÀÒa JÁyar, out of his abounding love and

erudition, offered to the people of the world the inner truths of

TiruvÀymoÞi in his Pa¸¸ÁrÀyirappaÇi VyÀkhyÀ¸am’.

- Upadeœa RatnamÀlai 45.

177. Mucala kicalayam means pestle’s sprout; kicalayam connotes the sprout.

178. Purushothama Naidu, B.R. (2012), op.cit., (History of Commentaries

of TiryvÀymoÞi [TiryvÀymoÞiyi¸ viyÀkkiyÀ¸a varalÀºu]) p. 45.
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179. “NampiÒÒai tammuÇaiya nallaruÒÀl ¼viyiÇap

pi¸periya vÀccÀ¸piÒ Òaiyata¸Àl – i¸pÀ

varupatti mÀºa¸ maºaipporuÒaic co¸¸atu

irupattu nÀlÀ yiram”

‘With his °cÀrya NampiÒÒai requesting with his causeless mercy,

PeriyavÀccÀnpiÒÒai, in obedience, blessed us with his commentary on

the divine utmost devotion to NammÀÞvÀr’s TiruvÀymoÞi, blessed us

with his commentary which came to be called as, ‘IrupattunÀlÀyirappaÇi

VyÀkyÀnam’.     - Upadeœa RatnamÀlai 43.

180. If NampiÒÒai himself commanded as such, it shall be inferred his

scholarship upon the subject matters of TiruvÀymoÞi. By minding his

speciality, the following independent verse explicated his greatness.

“Intira¸ vÀrttaiyum nÀ¸muka¸ vÀrttaiyum Áca¸uÇa¸

kanta¸col vÀrttaiyuô kaºpavar yÀr intak kÀci¸iyil!

nanti¸am mutt¼ºi nampÂr varadartam mÀÒikaiyil

cinti¸a coºkaÒkoõ Ç¼cila nÀÇu tiºaikoÒvar¼”

‘In the world, who is the competent authority to master the whole

subject matters of golden words of Indra, spiritual teachings of BrahmÀ

and the sacred mantras graciously showered by Œiva and Skanda. Like

that, out of few secret words specifically uttered during the lectures

delivered within the commentary of TiruvÀymoÞi in his bungalow by

Varadar NampiÒÒai of granting blessings, who got avatÀra in the

NampÂr city, where  snails are yielding pearls,  shall get few countries

as tribute’ - Independent verse.

In this verse the specified name ‘Varadar’ is NampiÒÒai. The city,

NampÂr is his birth place. In this place, the following lines of

NammÀÞvÀr, the Prapannaja¸akÂÇasta shall be remembered: e¸ appa¸

ta¸ mÀyaôkaÒ¼ ni¸aikkum neðcu uÇaiy¼¸ e¸akku i¸i yÀr nikar nÁÒ õilatt¼?

‘my heart remembers him in wonder, who in the world can equal

me?’ (TVM 6.4:7) and naõõi nÀ¸ vaõaôkappeºº¼¸ e¸akku Àr piºar nÀyakar¼?

‘through worshipping his feet alone, I have found a master without

peer’(TVM 6.4:10).

181. Purushothama Naidu, B.R. (2012), op.cit., (History of Commentaries

of TiryvÀymoÞi [TiryvÀymoÞiyi¸ viyÀkkiyÀ¸a varalÀºu]) pp. 45-46.
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182. “TeÒÒiyatÀm nampiÒÒai ceppu neºi ta¸¸ai

vaÒÒal vaÇakkut tiruvÁtip - piÒÒai inta

nÀÇaºiya mÀºa¸ maºaipporuÒai na¸kuraitatu

ÁÇumuppat tÀºÀ yiram”

‘The generous VaÇakkuttiruvÁtippiÒÒai, following the path shown by

his °cÀrya NampiÒÒai, blessed the people of this world with his

commentary on the inner truths of TiruvÀymoÞi in what came to be

hailed as, ‘MuppattÀºÀyippaÇi VyÀkyÀ¸am’.       - Upadeœa RatnamÀlai 44.

183. Muta¸ilai tirinta toÞiºpeyar - the verbal noun formed by modifying the

initial letter of a verbal root.

184. ‘Like the bright face of the noble hero of battles who bestow’

           - PuºanÀnÂºu 67.

185. ‘Oh! the Lord whose renown extends beyond the ability of poets’

- PuºanÀnÂºu 21.

186. ‘Victories brave soldiers who once worked for enemy kings who lost

to you, switched sides and implored you to hire them’

- Patiººuppattu 63.

187. °kupeyar - See the reference number 117.

188. For further information about the meaning of the word, ‘meymmaºai’,

it is better to consult with the traditional scholars of TamiÞ studies.

189. ‘You are a body shield to your warriors wearing many kinds of

garlands’     - Patiººuppattu 21.

190. ‘You are a body shield to the wise’    - Patiººuppattu 14.

191. Traditionally, the records of heritages bear the varied readings. This

is understood from the ParipÀÇal:

“Caôkam e¸¸um tuôkamali kaÇaluÒ

ariti¸ eÞunta paripÀÇ Çamutam

aracunilai tÁrÁiya aÒapparuô kÀlam

k½til co¸makaÒ n½takak kiÇattali¸

pÀÇiya cÀ¸ºavar pÁÇuna¸ kuõara

mikaipaÇu poruÒai nakaipaÇu pu¸coli¸

tantiÇai maÇutta kantita¸ piÞaippum

eÞuti¸ar piÞaippum eÞutturu vokkum

pakutiyil vanta pÀÇakar piÞaippum
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oruôkuÇa¸ kiÇanta ovvÀp pÀÇam

tiruntiya kÀÇciy½r cevimutal vettppali¸”

‘The meritorious ambrosia is hailed down from  the  greatest  ocean

of the Saôgham literature. Whenever there was political changes, the

mother of words suffered a lot because the meaning of text sorrowfully

kept aside without  the scholarly treatments to know its truthful

meanings. The greatness of traditional scholars shall be known through

the meaning of text. In spite of its greatness, the scholars worried

much because the so called KantiyÀr laughfully added so many

awkward words in between the original of ParipÀÇal. Through the

ages, who copied the manuscript also commits mistakes to the record.

Apart from these, the singers of verses also add mistakes to the

original. Thus, the glory of ParpÀÇal is polluted with much of varied

readings and they created heat to the ears of leaned scholars. To

eliminate the erroneousness of text and to lucidly understand the

meaning even by average, Paim¼laÞakar wonderfully contributed a

commentary to safeguard the originality’.

                           - ParipÀÇal uraicciºappu pÀyiram 4-14.

JÁvaka CintÀmaõi is the oldest epic of TamiÞ literarature.

Nacci¸Àrki¸iyar, the authentic Commentator of text, comments for

one of the verses starting “v¼ntoÇu mÀºu k½Çal” as, kÀntiyÀrum iÇaiyiÇay¼

pÀÇiyiÇÇa ceyyuÒkaÒilum apporuÒ tarak kaÇÇi w¸ºu ceyyuÒ ceytÀr e¸ºu koÒka

‘ka¸ÇiyÀr composed and inserted the verses in between the original.

The inserted verses bear the meanings, which apparently seem to be

the originals’.  Also, in another verse starting, “muõõÁr valapuri” asserts

as, “e¸av¼ t¼var aruÒicceyta ceyyuÒ 2700 e¸º¼ koÒka ‘so, take it for granted

that, Tiruttakkat¼var, author of the text, JÁvaka CintÀmaõi graciously

composed only 2,700 verses only’. It is of the scholars opinion that,

in the texts like KamparÀmÀyaõam, VillibhÀratam, there are so many

addition and omission of the verses as interpolation.

192. The commentary part of TVM 7.5:9: “M¼l¼ kÂºiya ceyalkaÒ aÇaôkaÒum ta¸

cuvÀtantiriyam kiÇakkacceyt¼ ceytavai aôº¼? ta¸¸aip pÀtukÀttuk koÒÒuvataºkut

tiru yukirÀlum uõÇ¼ aôku; avaip½la a¸º¼ iõku? ta¸¸ai aÇaintavarkaÇkup

paratantira¸Àyt ta¸¸ai aÞiya mÀºi, pÀõÇavarkaÒukkÀka uÇampukku ÁÇu iÇÀt¼
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etirikaÒ ampukku ilakku Àkki¸a innÁrmaikkup p½rum½ m¼le kÂriya kaõaôkaÒ’

e¸kiºÀr”. Vide: Purushothama Naidu, B.R. (2012), op.cit., (Part 7),

p. 240.

193. JÁvaka CintÀmamaõi  537.

194. Purushothama Naidu, B.R. (2012), op.cit., (History of Commentaries

of TiryvÀymoÞi [TiryvÀymoÞiyi¸ viyÀkkiyÀ¸a varalÀºu]) p. 49.

195. Ibid.,

196. TVM 1.6:3. In this line, the word ‘ÁÇu’ means the ‘equal’.

197. Purushothama Naidu, B.R. (2012), op.cit., (History of Commentaries

of TiryvÀymoÞi [TiryvÀymoÞiyi¸ viyÀkkiyÀ¸a varalÀºu]) p. 49.

198. Ibid.,

199. “CÁrÀr vaÇakkut tiruvÁtip piÒÒaieÞu

t¼rÀr tamiÞv¼tat tÁÇuta¸ait – tÀrume¸a

vÀôkimu¸ nampiÒÒai Áyuõõi mÀtavarkkut

tÀôkoÇuttÀr pi¸¸ata¸ait tÀ¸” - Upadeœa RatnamÀlai 48.

200. “TirumÀl ava¸ kavi” -Tiruviruttam 48.

201. “MaõõÀÇÁ¸a cahayajalam, t½tavatti caôkaõi tuºaiyil¼ tukilvaõõat teõõÁrÀy

antas stattaik kÀÇÇumÀp½l¼, alpacurutar kalakki¸a curuti, na¸ jðÀnattuºai

cerntu teÒivuººu ÀÞporuÒai aºivittatu” - °cÀryahÃdayam 71.

202. “RÀmÀyaõam nÀrÀyaõa katai e¸ºu toÇaôki gaôgÀ kÀôk¼ya sampavÀti

asatkÁrta¸am paõõi¸a eccilvÀy cutti paõõÀmal tirumÀlava¸ kavi e¸ºa

vÀy½laippaÇiy¼, mÀººaôkaÒ Àyntu koõÇÂ uriya col vÀytta itu, v¼tÀtikaÒil

pauruÈa mÀnava gÁtÀ vaiÈõavaôkaÒ p½l¼ aruÒicceyalil cÀram”

- °cÀryahÃdayam 63.

Here, it is to be remembered that, Kaviccakravarti KambanÀÇÀr

‘Monarch of composing verses’, felt uncomforted because, instead of

composing poems at the first for the °ÞvÀr, but utterly wasting the

time to compose the same upon the others. He sorrowfully utters as,

“PÀvait tiruvÀy moÞippaÞat taippacuô kaºpakatti¸

pÂvaip porukaÇaº p½tÀ amutaip poruÒ curakkum

k½vaip paõittaeô k½vaiyal lÀve¸¸aik kuººaôkaõÇe¸

nÀvaip paºippi¸um nallara¸ º¼maººai nÀvalar¼”

‘I feel guilty even to recite with my tongue the other poets as being

unworthy apart from the ripe poem TiruvÀymoÞi, the flower of Kalpaka
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tree, nectar not got from churning of the sea and the lovely garland

of essence indited by our chief’. - CaÇak½parantÀti 57.

203. These authoritative maõippravÀÒa scriptures of medieval theological

and philosophical treatises of South India constitute a treasure house,

which are esoteric in nature and exposure of credit scholarship. They

are, because of  the medium popularly famed for their dedicate

sensibilities, informing the intensity of imagination, underpinning of

aesthetics, lyrical richness and philosophical exactitude. These

unfailing works are authenticated by unimpeachable authorities, i.e.,

Sanskritized TamiÞ (TamiÞ being a blend of Sanskrit import with TamiÞ

Language) on NÀlÀyira Divya Prabandham.

204. Upadeœa RatnamÀlai focused this as,

“Muntuºav¼ piÒÒÀ¸ mutalÀn½r ceytaruÒum

anta viyakkiyaikaÒ a¸ºÀkil – ant½!

tiruvÀy moÞipporuÒait t¼rnturaikka valla

kuruvÀr ik kÀlam? neðc¼! kÂºu”     - Upadeœa RatnamÀlai 40.

205. In this place, the wonderful meaning of the following verse with its

background shall be remembered. In the war field at ŒrÁ LaôkÀ,

GaruçÀÞvÀr, without expecting anything as reciprocation through his

serpent noose helped the soldiers, who got unconsciousness, to regain

their Àtmas. By seeing the gracious act of GaruçÀÞvÀr, ŒrÁ RÀma praised

him.

“°riya¸ ava¸ai n½kki Àruyir utavi yÀtum

kÀriyam illÀ¸ p½¸À¸; karuõaiy½r kaÇamai ÁtÀl;

p¼riya lÀÒar ceykai Âtiyam piÇittum e¸¸Àr;

mÀriyai n½kkik kaimmÀºu iyaººum½ vaiyam?’ e¸ºÀ¸’.

‘Rama mused on him and said,

He had no need to give us our lives

And yet he did; the way of mercy!

The Noble seek no recompense.

Does the world requite the sky for rain’.

- Kamba RÀmÀyaõam, Yudha KÀõçam (Part-I), 18. The Serpent Noose.

271.

206. ŒrÁ MaõavÀÒamÀmuni himself through the following verse stated the

gracious incident as,
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“NÀmÀr periyatiru maõÇapamÀr namperumÀÒ

tÀmÀka nammait ta¸ittaÞaittu – ‘nÁmÀºa¸

centamiÞv¼ tatti¸ ceÞum poruÒai nÀlum iôku

vanturai’ e¸ºu ¼vuvat¼ vÀyntu” - Independent Verse.

207. “Uyarvaºa uyarnalam” - TVM 1.1:1.

208. “AvÀvaºac cÂÞ ariyai”  - TVM 10.10:11.

209. Purushothama Naidu, B.R. (2012), op.cit., (History of Commentaries

of TiryvÀymoÞi [TiryvÀymoÞiyi¸ viyÀkkiyÀ¸a varalÀºu]) p. 53.

210. “ŒrÁœaileœadayÀpÀtram dhÁbhaktyÀdiguõarõavam/

yatÁndrapravaõam vande ramyajÀmÀtaram munim//”.

211. The greatness of ±Çu 36,000 PaÇi Commentary is further glorified: This

authoritative commentary of ±Çu 36,000 PaÇi Commentary is esoteric

in nature and expressive of creditable  scholarship.  What are the

uniqueness and distinctiveness of this academic excellence are the

remarkable dexterity, within which, VaÇakkuttirvÁtippiÒÒai, the

Commentator, as an expert, who strung the garland with the very

many varieties of flowers, compresses into a single noble work a vast

varieties of metaphysical doctrines drawn from the mystical and

theological conceptions of traditional ŒrÁvaiÈõavism, which prevailed

through the ages within the TamiÞ Country, the dialectical and logical

views of VedÀntic discourses, the devotional ideas as represented in

the ItihÀsa purÀõas, the salient tenets related to the socio-cultural and

linguistic textures of Saôgham literatures of TamiÞ Country, oral

tradition and the age old aitihyas ‘evidences of authority from the

oral tradition’ that prevails even now within the religious perspectives

of South India from time immemorial. Besides, closely bearing the

anecdotal style while articulating the synthesized notions along with

appropriate sensitivities and the indigenous socio-cultural conditions

and need of the same in that time within the religious consciousness

are other very important features of this commentary. The debatable

TiruvÀymoÞi with its ±Çu 36,000 PaÇi Commentary is also time honored

in the sense that, it renders the comprehensive theistic trends of

ŒrÁvaiÈõavism in a manner that facilitates an easy comprehension of

meanings and process of attaining final emancipation and taking
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refugee within the merciful feet of the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa. Another

very significant attribute and rare quality of this commentary is that,

the author throughout the work, intelligibly and cautiously expands

the themes of  ŒrÁvaiÈõavism in the direction of TiruvÀymoÞi. They are

very pleasant to hear, advocating good manners and possessing

poignant languages as to tend to transform the mind of reader into

enlightened spiritual sphere.

212. “Te¸¸À e¸¸um e¸ ammÀ¸, tirumaliruðc½laiyÀn¼” - TVM 10.7:5.

213. “PÀÇÇÀya tamiÞ mÀlai ÀyirattuÒ ippattum k¼ÇÇu ÀrÀr vÀ¸avarkaÒ cevikki¸iya”

- TVM 10.6:11.

214. “ToõÇarkku amutu uõõac col mÀlaikaÒ co¸¸¼¸ aõÇattu amarar perumÀ¸

aÇiy¼¸¼”  - TVM 9.4:9.

215. “AÇiyÀrkku i¸pa mÀriy¼” - TVM 4.5:10.
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ŒrÁ LakÈmÁ, the Goddess of Fortune

Homage to ŒrÁ RÀmÀnuja, who is endowed with the grace of the

Goddess ŒrÁ LakÈmÁ

Long Live, the Flowery Feet of MÀºa¸

PART - II

INVOCATIONS (Ta¸iya¸kaÒ) OF TIRUV°YMOîI1

1. The Invocation by ŒrÁ NÀthamuni

“BhaktÀmÃtam viœvajanÀnu modanam sarvÀrtthadam srÁœaÇhakopavÀômayam/

sahasraœÀkhopaniÈatsamÀgamam namÀmyaham drÀviça vedasÀgaram //”.

Verbal Translation

BhaktÀmÃtam: that, which is nectarean for devotees;

viœvajanÀnumodanam: that, which pleases everybody; sarvÀrtthadam: that,

which can bestow all benedictions; srÁœaÇhak½pavÀômayam: filled with

NammÀÞvar’s divine words; sahasra: the thousands of; œÀkha: the branches;

upaniÈath: the UpaniÈads; samÀgamam: being equivalent to; namÀmyaham:

I am the servant worshipping; drÀviça: the TamiÞ; veda: the Veda; sÀgaram:

the ocean.

Translation

‘I am the servant of the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa, most humbly

prostrating at the ocean of the TamiÞ V¼da graciously composed by

NammÀÞvÀr, which is ambrosia to the servant of the Lord, making all the

people to be happy, bestowing essential things and being equivalent and

compendium of thousand branches of the UpaniÈads’.
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Commentary

Since it is claimed, ‘my heart has sung his songs that are delightful

to devotees!’2,  ŒrÁ NÀthamuni referred to the text, TiryvÀymoÞi as, ‘which

is ambrosia to the servant of the Lord’. As it is conveyed, ‘gives joy,

whichever way it is sung’3 and ‘ambrosia to the  devotees’4, he mentioned

the text as, ‘making all the people to be happy’. As placed, ‘the deep sense

of the Vedic thought’5, he glorified the text as, ‘bestowing essential things’.

In continuation, as averred, ’the ŒaÇhak½pa¸ of KurukÂr addresses the

wonder-Lord extolled by the Veda’6, he has noted the text as, ‘the ocean of

the TamiÞ V¼da graciously composed by NammÀÞvÀr’. As specified, ‘decade

of thousand’7, he pointed out this record as, ‘being equivalent and

compendium of thousand branches of the UpaniÈads’. Moreover, since as

expressed, ‘the SaÇhak½pa¸, who took birth on the earth for the sole purpose

of rendering the hard-to-comprehend the Vedas into a thousand sweet

TamiÞ songs’8, he mentioned the text as, ‘the ocean of the TamiÞ Veda’.

Finally, since as specified, ‘sweet songs that, the world praise‘9, ŒrÁ

NÀthamuni warm heartedly glorified by  saying himself as, ‘I am the servant

of the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa, most humbly prostrating at the ocean of the

TamiÞ V¼da (TiruvÀymoÞi)’.

2. The Invocation by ŒrÁ ±œvaramuni

“TiruvaÞuti nÀÇe¸ºum te¸kurukÂr e¸ºum

maruvi¸iya vaõporunal e¸ºum - arumaºaikaÒ

antÀti ceytÀ¸ aÇiyiõaiy¼ eppoÞutum

cintiyÀy neðc¼! teÒintu”.

Verbal Translation

TiruvaÞuti nÀÇe¸ºum: say as TiruvaÞuti NÀdu; te¸kurukÂr e¸ºum: utter

as Te¸kurukÂr; maruvi¸iya: it is pleasure to take bath; vaõporunal e¸ºum:

and pronounce as the beautiful TÀmraparõÁ river; arumaºaikaÒ: the rarity of

the Veda; antÀti: in antÀti meter; ceytÀ¸: one who composed; aÇiyiõaiy¼: the

two feet alone; eppoÞutum: for always; cintiyÀy: let you remember; neðc¼!:

Oh! Mind; teÒintu: after getting the comprehensiveness.
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Translation

‘O! My mind think as, ‘TiruvaÞuti NÀdu, as beautiful Te¸kurukÂr

and as the river TÀmraparõÁ, where to take bath is good’ and let you think

comprehensively for always upon the holy feet of NammÀÞvÀr, who

composed the TiruvÀymoÞi, which is content of the  rare Veda in antÀti

meter’.

Commentary

ŒrÁ ±œvaramuni, by thinking of the lines, ‘valuti-land-ŒaÇhak½pa¸’10,

‘te¸ kurukÂr ŒaÇhak½pa¸’11 and ‘through grace attained at the Lord’s feet

in groves of Porunal waters’12, which are mentioned then and there of the

text, TiruvÀymoÞi, averred as, ‘TiruvaÞuti NÀdu, as beautiful Te¸kurukÂr

and as the river TÀmraparõÁ’. He, by narrating as such and concluded the

verse as, ‘let you think comprehensively for always upon the holy feet of

NammÀÞvÀr who composed the TiruvÀymoÞi, which is content of the rare

Veda in antÀti meter’. If so, the meaning of intended object, the objects

related with that intended object and connected object with related object

are to be exactly understood. Here, the intended object is NammÀÞvÀr,

related objects are ‘Te¸kurukÂr and the river TÀmraparõÁ’ and connected

object with the related object is ‘TiruvaÞuti NÀdu’. In the verse, the statement,

‘‘Oh! My mind think as’ is self explicative.

3. The Invocation by ŒrÁ CoÇÇai Nambi

“Ma¸attÀlum vÀyÀlum vaõkurukÂr p¼õum

i¸attÀrai allÀtu iºaiðc¼¸ - ta¸attÀlum

¼tum kuºaivil¼¸ entai caÇak½pa¸

pÀtaôkaÒ yÀmuÇaiya paººu”.

Verbal Translation

Ma¸attÀlum: out of the mind; vÀyÀlum: out of mouth; vaõkurukÂr: a

commodious TirukkurukÂr; p¼õum: liked by; i¸attÀrai: to the community;

allÀtu: not the others; iºaiðc¼¸: wouldn’t be adored; ta¸attalum: out of the

wealth; ¼tum: not at all; kuºaivil¼¸: do not have shortages; entai: my father;

caÇak½pa¸: ŒrÁ Œathak½pa¸; pÀtaôkaÒ: the holy feet; yÀmuÇaiya: appropriately

to me; paººu: the wealth/destiny.
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Translation

ŒrÁ CoÇÇai Nambi observes, ‘except the community, who liked the

commodious TirukkurukÂr out of mind and mouth, I wouldn’t adore

others, though in wealth, I do not have shortages, my father ŒrÁ ŒaÇhak½pa’s

holy feet alone be the appropriate wealth’.

Commentary

Since NammÀÞvÀr gloriously avers as, ‘in KurukÂr temple town

with balconied mansions all around, let us all, ‘sing and dance and praise

him, roaming everywhere’’13, and ‘in KurukÂr surrounded by beautiful

fields. If you seek liberation, bear Him in your heart’14, ŒrÁ CoÇÇai Nambi

humbly asseverates as, ‘ŒrÁ CoÇÇai Nambi observes, except the community,

who liked the commodious TirukkurukÂr out of mind and mouth, I

wouldn’t adore others’. Since the  the °ÞvÀr affirms as, ‘spoken with feeling

by kurukÂr’15, ŒrÁ CoÇÇai Nambi asserts as, ‘though in wealth I do not have

shortages’. Since it is uttered as, ‘father, mother both in one, the ŒaÇhak½pa¸

now rules my days’16, Nambi praise as, ‘my father ŒrÁ ŒaÇhak½pa¸’. As it

comes as, ‘fix your heart on him’17, ŒrÁ CoÇÇai Nambi prays as, ‘I do not

have shortages, my father ŒrÁ ŒaÇhakopa’s holy feet alone be the appropriate

wealth’.

4. The Invocation by ŒrÁ A¸antÀÞvÀ¸

“¼yntaperuô kÁrtti irÀmÀ nucamu¸ita¸

vÀyntamalarp pÀtam vaõaôkuki¸r¼¸ - Àyntaperuð

cÁrÀr caÇak½pa¸ centamiÞv¼ tamtarikkum

p¼rÀta uÒÒam peºa”.

Verbal Translation

¼yntaperuô kÁrtti: the unrivalled fame; irÀma nucamu¸i: ŒrÁ RÀmÀnuja;

ta¸ vÀyntamalarp pÀtam: the cooled homely feet, which is destined;

vaõaôkuki¸r¼¸: I adore; Àyntaperuô cÁrÀr: the repository of all reverential

traits; caÇak½pa¸: ŒaÇhak½pa¸; centamiÞv¼tam: the chaste TamiÞ Veda, which

is free from all the blemishes; tarikkum p¼rÀta uÒÒam peºa: so as to acquire a

mind, which shall stand riveted.
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Translation

‘I adore the homely feet of ŒrÁ RÀmÀnuja of unrivalled fame. So, as

to acquire a mind which shall stand riveted to the chaste TamiÞ Veda yielded

by ŒaÇhak½pa¸, the repository of all auspicious qualities, absolutely free

from all blemishes’.

Commentary

As expressed, ‘the glorious Lord of celestials’18, ŒrÁ A¸antÀÞvÀ¸

pointed out as, ‘I adore the homely feet of ŒrÁ RÀmÀnuja of unrivalled

fame’. As mentioned, ‘great virtues is my subject’19 and ‘the Lord of limitless

glories’20, he, by observing, ‘the chaste TamiÞ Veda yielded by ŒaÇhak½pa¸,

the repository of all the auspicious qualities absolutely free from all

blemishes’, gave attribute to the chaste TamiÞ Vedas. Through the message

of NammÀÞvÀr’s line, ‘this decade of thousand’21, the importance of

TiruvÀymoÞi is remembered. Since as presented, ‘he worshipped the feet of

prolific poet MÀºa¸’22 and ‘who realized the message in MÀºa¸ ŒaÇhak½pa¸’s

Tamil Veda’23 and by prostrating at the holy feet of MÀºa¸, ŒrÁ RÀmÀnuja

gained his greatness. Since truthfully sensed the importance of the TamiÞ

Vedas and since as specified, ‘ŒrÁ RÀmÀnuja firmly established the bhakti

mÀrga, in which the famed TamiÞ Vedas, the sweet songs of South KurukÂr

city’s King are the means of union with divine’24, ŒrÁ  RÀmÀnuja followed

and developed the theology of the bhakti mÀrga, which is well treated in

the text, TiruvÀymoÞi. Since, ‘with the ichor of the sweet Paõ-based MÀºa¸’s

TamiÞ TiruvÀymoÞi’25, he strengthened the ŒrÁvaiÈõava tradition based on the

theology of text.  Since as revealed, ‘wherever the TiruvÀymoÞi is in fragrant

music is sung’26, wherever the verses of TiruvÀymoÞi are recited with music,

there the greatness of ŒrÁ RÀmÀnuja is remembered. Moreover, since as

uttered, ‘the TamiÞ Veda - TiuvÀymoÞi, sung by MÀºa¸ ŒaÇhak½pa¸ is the

proper path to enjoy the Lord’s bliss, it is the only wealth to be attained’27,

ŒrÁ RÀmÀnuja followed the supreme principles of  MÀºa¸ ŒaÇhak½pa¸ in

his life. As such, by understanding the glory of ŒrÁ RÀmÀnuja, ŒrÁ

A¸antÀÞvÀ¸ humbly praised him as, ‘so as to acquire a mind, which shall

stand riveted’.
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5. The Invocation by ŒrÁ ParÀœara BhaÇÇar

“VÀ¸tikaÞum c½lai matiÒ araôkar vaõpukaÞm¼l

À¸ºa tamiÞmaºaikaÒ Àyiramum - Á¸ºa

mutaltÀy caÇak½pa¸; moympÀl vaÒartta

itattÀy irÀmÀ nuca¸”.

Verbal Translation

VÀ¸tikaÞum c½lai: surrounded by luxurious orchards; matiÒ: enshrined

in the walled city of ŒrÁraôgam; araôkar: the Lord ŒrÁ RaôganÀthaswÀmi;

vaõpukaÞm¼l: by extolling the glory upon  Araôgar; À¸ºa tamiÞmaºaikaÒ

Àyiramum: the great TamiÞ Vedas in thousand stanzas; Á¸ºa mutaltÀy: the

beneficent foster mother; caÇak½pa¸: ŒaÇhak½pa¸; moympÀl vaÒartta itattÀy

irÀmÀnuca¸: ŒrÁ RÀmÀnuja, who sedulously nurtured these songs and made

them flourish in our midst.

Translation

‘The ŒaÇhak½pa¸ is the mother, who yielded the TamiÞ Veda, in

thousand stanzas, extolling the glory of Araôgar, enshrined in the walled

city of ŒrÁraôgam, surrounded by luxurious orchards, ŒrÁ RÀmÀnuja is,

however, the beneficent foster mother, who sedulously nurtured these

songs and made them flourish in our midst’.

Commentary

There are ten subject matters related with the grateful attributes of

the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrayaõa, which are beautifully discussed within the ten

centum28 of the TiruvÀymoÞi. They are: 1. Since by stating, ‘He is the first

cause’29, the nature of the paratva ‘superior of all entities’ is described. 2.

Since by expressing, ‘the radiant first-cause of all’30, the excellence of the

kÀraõatva ‘basic cause for all object’ is described. 3. Since by stating, ‘all

things you control and in you all subsist’31, the quality of the sarvavyÀpakatva

‘expanding everywhere and pervading within all the subjects’ is elucidated.

4. Since by pointing out, ‘the deathless Lord’32, the distinction of the

niyÀntratva ‘ordaining all realities’ is delineated. 5. Since by expounding,

‘shed unto me His grace’33, the value of the paramakÀruõyakatva ‘great

merciful personality’ is defined. 6. Since by praising, ‘pray tell him I too
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exist’34 and ‘other than his lotus feet, we have no refuge’35, the quality of

the œaraõyatva ‘asylum for all’ is described. 7. Since by defining, ‘mÀyÀ, the

matter of dimension unlimited’36, the prominence of the œakhtimattva ‘quality

of possessing unbounded power’ is explicated. 8. Since by averring, ‘your

spouse ŒrÁ and BhÂ command, and all the celestials serve’37, the dignity of

the satyakÀmatva ‘Omnisciently omnipotent possesses official consorts,

celestial beings and sweet things’ is explained. 9. Since by specifying, ‘the

Lord who swallowed the eight Quarters, Heaven, Hell and all else’38, the

prominence of the Àpatsakhatva ‘friend in need’ is commented. 10. Since by

saying, ‘curly locks, lotus eyes and coral lips, the Lord of lovely rain-

cloud’39, the superiority of the Àrtiharatva ‘eliminating births’ is described.

The above said ten features of the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrayaõa is

appropriately discussed in the decade of “kaôkulum pakalum”40, which more

specifically glorify the Lord ŒrÁ RaôganÀthaswÀmi of ŒrÁraôgam. Within

that decade, the ten qualities are delineated as follows: 1. since it is

expressed, ‘O King of the great celestial!’41, the grade of the paratva is

defined. 2. Since it is specified, ‘you made the earth’42 and ‘chief of celestial’43,

the worth of the kÀraõatva is elucidated. 3. Since it is presented, ‘Oh!

KÀkuÇÈthÀ (RÀma)’44 and ‘my soul’45, the property of the sarvavyÀpakatva is

defined. 4. Since it is delivered, ’the Lord who made both pain and

pleasure’46, ‘wheel of Time’47 and ’master of the three worlds’48, the attribute

of the niyÀntratva is clarified.  5. Since it is referred to, ‘grace this girl’49, the

mark of the paramakÀruõyakatva is commented. 6. Since it is delivered, ‘the

Lord, who loved even by the loveless’50, the nobility of  the œaraõyatva is

expounded. 7. Since it is reported, ‘rare ambrosia who churned the ocean’51,

the eminence of the œakhtimattva is analyzed. 8. Since it is declared, ‘my

Lord of lotus-dame LakÈmÁ, who rests on your chest’52, ‘O Spouse of Dame

Earth’53 and ‘the beloved Lord of cowherd-dame’54, the superiority of the

satyakÀmatva is professed. 9. Since it is averred, ‘you made the earth,

swallowed it, and brought it out’55, the quality of the Àpatsakhatva is

delineated. 10. Since it is affirmed, ‘who the cloud-hued Lord attained and

was by His grace salved’56, the distinction of the Àrtiharatva is commented.

Since NammÀÞvÀr affably expounded the above ten qualities of the Lord

ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa, ŒrÁ ParÀœara BhaÇÇar adores the Lord as well as
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NammÀÞvÀr as, ‘ŒaÇhak½pa¸ is the mother, who yielded the TamiÞ Veda in

a thousand stanzas, extolling the glory of the Araôgar, enshrined in the

walled city of ŒrÁraôgam, surrounded by luxurious orchards’. In this context,

among the °ÞvÀrs, NammÀÞvÀr is considered to be the great. Like that, it

is inferred that, among the Lords, who resides in various temples,

NamperumÀÒ, who resides at ŒrÁraôgam with the name, ‘the Lord ŒrÁ

RaôganÀthaswÀmi’ is indeed the great Lord.

DevakiprÀÇÇÁ got birth the prameya sÀram, i.e., nobody else, who is

the Lord KÃÈõa only, but, YaœodÀpirÀÇÇÁ with much of pride brought up

the Lord KÃÈõa to grow. Like that, NammÀÞvÀr got birth the pram¼ya sÀram,

i.e., the TiruvÀymoÞi, but, ŒrÁ RÀmÀnuja out of his intellectual strength

propagated the tenets of text. So, it is the duty of the ŒrÁvaiÈõava devotee

to grow up the paddy crop of the Lord, which is adoringly showering by

Him. Like that, as it is narrated, ‘he worshipped the feet of prolific poet

MÀºa¸’57, ŒrÁ RÀmÀnuja, as the devotees of the °ÞvÀr, it is his bounded duty

to propagate the magnanimity of the TiruvÀymoÞi graciously contributed

by NammÀÞvÀr. By pointing out these facts, ŒrÁ ParÀœara BhaÇÇar recited as,

‘ŒrÁ RÀmÀnuja is, however  the beneficent foster mother, who sedulously

nurtured these songs and made them flourished in our midst’. Based on

the above discussion, the truth shall be declared that, even from the period

of ŒrÁ RÀmÀnuja, the greatness of the text, TiruvÀymoÞi is flourished as the

light upon a hill.

6. One more Invocation by ŒrÁ ParÀœara BhaÇÇar

“Mikka iºainilaiyum meyyÀm uyirnilaiyum

takka neºiyum taÇaiyÀkit – tokkuiyalum

ÂÞvi¸aiyum vÀÞvi¸aiyum ½tum kurukaiyark½¸

yÀÞi¸icai v¼tat tiyal”.

Verbal Translation

Mikka iºainilaiyum: the nature of the Godhead; meyyam uyirnilaiyum:

the nature of Àtma; takka neºiyum: the appropriate path of worship; taÇaiyÀkit:

by becoming the obstacles; tokkuiyalum ÂÞvi¸aiyum vÀÞvi¸aiyum: the obstacles

and the way of overcoming them; ½tum kurukaiyark½¸: the expounded by
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the KurukÂr Lord; yÀÞi¸icai v¼tattiyal: as the music of yÀÞ and substance of

the Vedas.

Translation

‘The nature of the God, the nature of the Àtma, the path of worship,

the obstacles and means of overcoming them, these are all the five truths

expounded by the KurukÂr Lord as the music of yÀÞ and the substance of

Vedas’.

Commentary

Here, the essential meaning of this invocation is sharply placed. As

ŒrÁ ParÀœara BhaÇÇar said that, as the music of yÀÞ and the substance of

Vedas, the TiruvÀymoÞi, elaborately discusses the following five kinds of

subjects matters: i) the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa alone is morally chief. ii) the

inner essence of the Àtma is, ‘the servantship’ to the Lord. iii) the complete

surrender to His holy feet alone is the passage to attain Him. iv) ‘the lowly

state of faulty knowledge, wicked actions and filth-ridden body’58 are the

obstacles to realize the Lord. v) ‘at all the times and forever by his side,

we must perform the stint-less service’59 to the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa is

the puruÈÀrtha60.

The invocations of TiruvÀymoÞi NÂººantÀti by Saint MaõavÀÒamÀmuni

reverentially praise the glorified subject of TiruvÀymoÞi as, ‘the benevolent

MaõavÀÒamÀmuni indicted the NÂººantÀti as a substitute to MÀºa¸’s

scripture summarizing the words and contents for those who want to

enjoy it day by day’61 and ‘mind! Relish tasting unfailingly the honey, the

inner essence of TiruvÀymoÞi gracefully indicted as NÂººantÀti by Saint

MaõavÀÒamÀmuni, the confluence of all praiseworthiness’62.
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ŒrÁ LakÈmÁ, the Goddess of Fortune

Homage to ŒrÁ RÀmÀnuja, who is endowed with the grace of the

Goddess ŒrÁ LakÈmÁ

Long Live, the Flowery Feet of MÀºa¸

PART - III

THE INTRODUCTION1 GRACIOUSLY WRITTEN BY

VA×AKKUTTIRUV±TIPPIââAI IN HIS ±×U 36,000 PA×I

COMMENTARY

THE MAH°PRAVEŒAM2

The TirumakaÒ K¼Òva¸ - The First

1. THE LORD ŒR±MAN N°R°YAÕA’S GRACIOUS ATTITUDE

The Sarveœvara¸ as the ŒriyaÍpati, the husband of ŒrÁ LakÈmÁ3, as the

AvÀptasamasthakÀma¸, possesses self fulfilled wishes reside in Him and as

the SamastakalyÀõaguõÀtmaka¸, the holy form contains countless auspicious

qualities, always have much of affection towards NammÀÞvÀr. As stated,

‘through countless cycles of births and deaths, (I was shifting from one

shoulder to anther shoulder)’4, NammÀÞvÀr underwent countless births

and deaths as the nityasamsÀri ‘house holder’. According to the °ÞvÀr, ‘I

have found your feet. My heart is consoled and bathed in a flood of endless

joy’5, the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa showered His supreme grace upon

NammÀÞvÀr and at the first, prompted him out of his mouth as expert to

make an exposition of His love in the first line of TiruvÀymoÞi6.

The greatness of the Lord’s grace is as clearly as possible understood

through the Lord KÃÈõa’s play in the bÃndÀvanam7. The Lord KaõõapirÀ¸,
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who possesses holy name as, ‘Bhagavan’8 has potency to complete all the

tasks effortlessly, benevolently wished for the welfare of cows and out of

pure heart graciously thought as, ‘let the bÃndÀvanam be transformed into

forest with green grass’9. At the mere holy thought of Him, the bÃndÀvanam

became as such10. The place turned into land of abundant butterflies known

as, ‘intirakopam’ and the forest became a place studded with precious stones

of padmarÀkam and greenery of glittered marakatamaõi. As the bÃndÀvanam

got itself transformed, out of the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa’s grace, NammÀÞvÀr

has also attained divine consciousness in its entirety and clarity11.

2. THE THEOLOGY OF OTHER RELIGIONS AND

THE ŒR±VAIØÕAVISM

NammÀÞvÀr, due to the grace of the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa, perceives

the true essence of reality without any trace of delusion. To establish the

fact, VaÇakkuttiruvÁtippiÒÒai, the Commentator, at the first elucidates

different doctrines of other religions, then, distinctly explicates the greatness

of ŒrÁvaiÈõava’ doctrine.

2.1. The doctrines of the other religions

The other religions12 profess with different concepts as, ‘there are

sixteen tattvas or six tattvas and so on and so forth. They are explained

very sharply. According to LokÀyata philosophy13, except ÀkÀœa, there are

only four bhÂthas and together they form dharma named, ‘knowledge’,

pleasure and pain of it alone identified as svarka and naraka, separation of

bhÂthas results in the annihilation of knowledge and apart from this, there

is nothing’. The °rukatar14 professes, ‘the world, because of the form of

cause and effect exists as the nitya  ‘eternal’ and the anitya ‘transient’, the

bhinna ‘fraction’ and the abhinna ‘whole’ and the satya ‘truth’ and the asatya

‘false’. The Àtma possesses the size as that of its œarÁra, which is acquired

because of its law of karma and births and deaths are eternal’. According

to the °rukata sect, ‘the mokÈa shall be attained through the detachment

with world, eradication of malam ‘impurities’ and acquiring pure knowledge

of the Àtma’.

The VaibhÀsika15, one of the schools of Buddhism propounds, i.e., ‘the

world is nothing but, association of paramÀõus ‘atom, the invisible base of
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aggregate bodies and understood through pratyakÈha ‘perception’’. The

knowledge gained out of perception exists only at the time of a kÈaõa. To

them, there is no permanent Àtma16. They believe that, knowledge of

substance as permanent cause for birth and death and the knowledge of

substance destroys for each kÈaõa is the mokÈa17. The Sauthrantika, the other

school of Buddhism professes the philosophy as that of VaibhÀsika with a

difference, i.e., the world is understood through anumÀna ‘inference’.  The

Sauthrantika believes that, this difference is their individuality. YogÀcÀra,

the other school of Buddhism asserts that, the individual, who knows and

object to be known are only illusory experiences, but, behind them, there

is the jðÀna only. The mokÈa18 means realization of the jðÀna, which exists

only at the duration of kÈaõa. The MÀdhyÀmika, the fourth school of Buddhism

postulates, ‘objects are understood through pramÀõas ‘means of acquiring

knowledge’ and the subject, who perceived the objects are illusory

experience and the mokÈa is the realization of sÂnya within the sÂnya’.

The NyÀya as well as VaiœeÈika19 proclaim their philosophy, i.e., ’the

first cause of the world is paramÀõu, the God is nimitta kÀraõa ‘efficient

cause’, who is known by anumÀ¸a and births and deaths are anÀdi ‘time

immemorial’. Both of them emphasize that, prayer upon the God and

annihilation of pleasure and pain20 result the mokÈa. The PÀsupata puts

forward their philosophy, i.e., ‘the first cause of world is paramÀõu, Œiva,

adored by Àgamas is the nimitta kÀrana and births and deaths are anÀdi’. To

them, through performing the karmas recommended by the Àgamas, the

state of sÀrÂpya with Œiva shall be attained21. To them, this is the mokÈa. The

SÀôkhya and the Yoga22 jointly declare their philosophy, i.e., mÂlaprakÃti

‘prime source of the material object’ without getting help from outside

becomes as cause for the world and eternal association of the Àtma with the

mÂlaprakÃti causes births and deaths’. To them, realization of  the fact,

‘puruÈa and mÂlaprakÃti are entirely different’ results the mokÈa. ŒrÁ BhaÇÇar

and ŒrÁ PrabhÀkarar23 profess their philosophy that, the Àtmas are eternal,

innumerable, existing everywhere and they get birth and death due to the

anÀdi karma. According to them, the world ever exists as flow of water in

river24. They assert that, the karma apÂrva25 is cause for the Àtma to attain

the mokÈa. To them, there is no God separately.
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The MÀyÀvÀdi affirms that, as in the samsÀra, Brahmam, the reality is

perceived along with the mÀyÀœabalam ‘spiritual ignorance’ and the nirviœeÈa

cinmÀttiram ‘self luminous without bhedam ‘difference’. The jðÀna derived

out of the sentences like26 tat tvamaœi ‘you are becoming that’ annihilates

the spiritual ignorance. This state is the mokÈa. BhÀskarar professes his

philosophy, ’the samsÀra is illusory perception of the Saguna Brahmam

associated with the satya upÀdhi’. According to him, based on the truth

behind varõÀœramadharma27 and out of understanding the holy sentences

like, ‘tat tvamaœi’, the jðÀna emerges out. The destruction of the upÀdhi out

of the jðÀna is the mokÈa. To him, the ultimate reality is Suguõa Brahman.

YÀdavapprakÀœa28 elucidates that, Brahmam by itself illusorily explicates its

nature as cit, acit and ±œvara. To him, the samsÀra is the illusory perception

of Brahman as cit, acit and ±œvara with their innate differences. If the

differences are nullified out of the jðÀna and karma, then, this condition

results the mokÈa. The EkÀyanar29 emphasizes that, the God possesses certain

sakti viœeÈas ‘specified powers’. The followers strongly assert that, their

theology is better than the doctrine of Vaidika, i.e., ‘supreme reality is the

cause of world’. To them, it is identified that, their theology upon the God

expresses their individuality. Thus, it is asserted that, since the above

discussed seventeen sects and their theo-philosophy are against the tradition

of Veda30 and having different aim and scope, they are considered as,

‘practically useless’.

2.2. The doctrine of the ŒrÁvaiÈõavism

The ŒrÁvaiÈõava darœana31 accepts only three tattvas, i.e., cit, acit and

±œvara. If it is asserted, ‘all objects are Brahman, there is nothing the second’32,

then,  there is a question, ‘what is the meaning to realize the realities as

three?’. It is properly answered that, since the union as prakÀra and prakÀri33,

there is only one reality, but, due to the œvarÂpa bhedam34 ‘differences in the

inner form and content’, Brahman seems to be the three.

2.2.1. The svarÂpa of the acit, i.e., the prakÃti, i.e., acetanas

The acit possesses qualities as, ‘mixture of the three guõas, eternal,

exiting everywhere, being differentiated for always and an individual shall

be detached from it’. Since it has these qualities, those who think, ‘it
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possesses pleasure’ will be merged themselves within the samsÀra and

those who realize, ‘from it one has to detach from and attach with Almighty’

shall be surrendered to the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa. For the same,

VaÇakkuttiruvÁtippiÒÒai, by questioning, ‘why they should be surrendered

to the Lord?’ and by placing four references, properly answers. The

ŒvetÀœvatara UpaniÈad professes, ‘the Sarveœvara¸ is the cause for the samsÀra

a well as the mokÈa’35. In Bhagavad GÁtÀ, the Lord KÃÈõa asserts, ‘My divine

energy mÀyÀ, consisting of three modes of nature, is very difficult to

overcome. But, those who surrender unto me cross over it easily’36. Since

the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa makes the binding of jÁva with the samsÀra,

nobody shall untie the same except Him. So, the jÁva has to surrender to

Him and attain liberation. To reveal the truth, NammÀÞvÀr surrendered to

the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa as, ‘pray tell me how I may join your feet,

cutting asunder my bodily connections’37. In this context, appropriately

PiÒÒai TirunaºaiyÂr Araiyar advises, ‘as one shall not untie the nest, which

is entwined by a small bird38, so binding of everybody with respect to their

karmas will not be untied. Hence, everybody ought to surrender to the

Lord, who possesses sarvasakti39, to get rid of the karmic force and to obtain

the final emancipation’.

2.2.2. The svarÂpa of the cit, i.e., the Àtmas, i.e., cetanas

The cit is the eternal Àtma, aõu in size, possesses the jðÀna and Ànanda

as its qualities. It doesn’t have any kind of vikÀras ‘transformations’ and for

always it is spiritually slave to the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa. As reported,

‘those who take shelter in me, striving for liberation from old age and

death, come to know the Brahman, the Àtma and the entire field of karmic

action’40, those who wishes to realize himself, has to pray the Lord for the

same. Moreover, at the time of the Àtma leaving its œarÁra41, it has to

remember Him. Those who wish to realize the countless auspicious qualities

of the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa, also have to catch hold of His holy feet as

upÀya42.

2.2.3. The svarÂpa of the ±œvara, who is the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa

When discussing about the nature of three realities, if a question

raises, ‘by leaving out the exposition of ±œvara, what is the reason for
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describing the nature of acit and cit?’  For the answer, an explanation shall

be elucidated. When knowledge realizes the reality, as averred, ‘the Lord

of lotus-dame LakÈmÁ alone is the goal of realization’43, it ultimately ends

with realization of the Sarveœvara¸ only. Since it specifies as, ‘alone’,

knowledge arises except the ±œvara, then, all the other knowledges  become

as false.  So, ‘knowledge’ is to be understood as, ‘knowledge of the Lord

of lotus dame LakÈmÁ’. As affirmed, ‘knowledge, which realizes the

Bhagavan alone, is the knowledge’44, then, the knowledge, which is different

from it shall not be considered as knowledge at all.  Moreover, as indicated,

‘if business is not creating attachment, that is considered as true business

and education for attaining the mokÈa alone is perfect education, all other

businesses are creating only displeasure and all the other educations are

expressing their speciality only’45, except knowledge related with the ±œvara,

all other kinds of knowledge gained through education show only their

specialties in business46. So, the discussion delineates that, there is nobody,

who ably realizes the inner nature of cit, acit and ±œvara as such. Hence, it

apprehends that, among the great saints, who realized the realities

truthfully, NammÀÞvÀr is gratefully glorified as, ‘the chief’47.

3. NAMM°îV°R IS UNIQUE AND NOBODY IS EQUAL TO HIM

To NammÀÞvÀr48, either in the lÁlÀvibhÂti or in the nityavibhÂti, there

is nobody equal to him49. He is not identified as ordinary, because he is not

one to get fruit by following a sÀdhana50. Since he is not following any

sÀdhana for getting fruit, he is not aware of even himself. There is nobody

in the samsÀra equal to the °ÞvÀr. In other words, since the samsÀris are not

having chance to identify anybody as the °ÞvÀr, even the samsÀris may not

actually know him. Even the Sarveœvara¸ also may not know him, because

He previously didn’t have chance to observe anyone, who is in front of

Him with all His reverential attributes. Moreover, NammÀÞvÀr is different

from the nityasÂris as well as the samsÀris. If so, there is a question,’though

the °ÞvÀr is living in the lÁlÀvibhÂti, is it possible to mention him as, ‘he is

different from the nityasÂris?’. It is answered through an analysis. The

°ÞvÀr is not as one who realizes the auspicious qualities of the the Lord

ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa from appropriate world, but, he experiences the same
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from this world of the samsÀra, which is only dry land. It is, by all the ways

unfit to realize the Lord. In this context, the nityasÂris enjoy the auspicious

qualities of the Lord at the paramapada, which is the apt place for them. On

the other hand, NammÀÞvÀr enjoys the same promising nature of the Lord

from this world of the samsÀra, though it is unfit for the same. In short,

though NammÀÞvÀr is within the lÁlÀvibhÂti, but, as the nityasÂris, he enjoys

the spiritually oriented characteristic features of the Lord. In addition, as

mentioned, ’he is superior even to the gods’51, NammÀÞvÀr’s status is

superior to all and nobody is equal to him. So, it is appropriate to compare

NammÀÞvÀr with the nityasÂris and affirms, ‘he is different from them’.

Moreover, as NammÀÞvÀr himself says, ‘vaikuõÇha that devotees of the

ocean Lord prefer, or does it the earth?’52,  the °ÞvÀr’s glory is not equalized

with anybody, who is in the lÁlÀvibhÂti as well as the nityavibhÂti.

3.1. The status of the devotion towards the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa in

kaliyuga

The Commentator53, by considering the supremacy of the Lord

ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa, status of devotion to enjoy the spiritual ecstasy of the

Lord, devotees’ efforts to reach over the Lord and thinking of the

importance of the mortal œarÁra for the performing the devotion towards

Him, adores the ineffable saintliness  of NammÀÞvÀr. As ViÈõu PurÀõa

states, ‘Oh! Maitreya, in kaliyuga, people, who polluted by PÀÈÀõÇis54 have

not showed devotion to ±œvara, named the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa, who is

chief of the cosmos and pervading everywhere’55, in kalikÀla ‘period of

kalipuruÈa’, humankind is not have devotedness towards Bhagavan. Also,

about the status of the human œarÁra and condition of spirituality, BhÀgavatha

PurÀõa avers, ‘I am thinking that, it is rare to get the human œarÁra. Though

it is getting by, it perishes within a kÈaõa only. Though even if the œarÁra

is not perishable, it is rare to acquire spiritual knowledge that, the Lord of

VaikuõÇha alone is the refugee’56. As the statement,  it is inferred that, at the

first, there is no human œarÁra, though it has been given to the individuals,

nobody has the  devotional interest and sacred inclination to follow a

proper upÀya to reach over the holy feet of the Sarveœvara¸, who is alone

to be attained. In this background, by chance, if somebody follows the

proper upÀya to attain the final emancipation, but, it is observed that, he
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is not thinking  that, he is also a divine slave to his fellow devotees of the

Lord. In short, in the kaliyuga, the individuals are not having the expected

devotional attitude and subservience towards the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa

and also towards their fellow devotees of Him. So, by knowing the actual

status of devotees and inquisitiveness towards the enjoyment of inner

spiritual essence of supreme ecstasy,  the Lord KÃÈõa thought provokingly

condenses this devotional situation of the aspirants in the kaliyuga as,

‘amongst thousands of persons, hardly one strives for perfection and

amongst those who have achieved perfection, hardly one knows me in

truth’57. Hence, it shall be concluded that, in the current status, the

religiosity of humanity and the devotion towards the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa

are slowly diminishing and the religious atmosphere in the society is not

as the expected level.

3.2. The reasons for NammÀÞvÀr’s avatÀra

Though the world is just like dry land for spirituality and the people

are not following the proper bhakti towards the Lord in the  kaliyuga, it is

because of the good karmas of the cetanas only58, NammÀÞvÀr got avatÀra in

this world. In this regard, for the question, ‘how the °ÞvÀr got the avatÀra

in this world?, the Commentator with proper treatment answers well. As

ViÈõÂ PurÀõa avers, ‘after DevakÁ carrying way of Child KÃÈõa, for the

sake of lotuses of all the world to be blossomed, at the eastern corner of

DevakÁ, as abundance of  light, the Lord KÃÈõa, the sun rises’59, the

Sarveœvara¸  got avatÀra as the Lord KÃÈõa. If asked, ‘what would be the

reason for His avatÀra as such?’.  The answer is properly treated. Sun shall

eliminate external darkness60, as such the Sarveœvara¸ shall destroy the

inner darkness of humanity. Like that, as NammÀÞvÀr mentioned, ‘making

the town and country prate His names and symbols’61, ‘‘Oh! Maõivaõõa!’,

she calls, with a cry would melt a tree’62, ‘this decade of the thousand

songs of KurukÂr ŒaÇhak½pa¸, praised by musicians, devotees and poets

alike, fondly addresses the Lord of wonders’63, ‘this decade of  thousand

songs  is a sweet poetry, which will not satiate even the gods’64 and ‘my

Lord who sang his own praise in paõ based songs through me’65, he himself

got the avatÀra in this world to guide all the people and all the places for

getting good66.
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3.3. NammÀÞvÀr is compared with Saint VÀlmÁki, ŒrÁ LakÈmaõa, Arjuna,

etc.,

3.3.1. NammÀÞvÀr  with Saint VÀlmÁki

As expressed, ‘by virtue of his yogic powers, he clearly observed ŒrÁ

RÀma’s laughing talking and acting bearing themselves as in real life’67,

Saint VÀlmÁki, out of the blissful grace of BrahmÀ, realized all the things.

As that of the Saint VÀlmÁki, NammÀÞvÀr also, out of the glorious grace of

the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa, realized the svarÂpa rÂpa guna vibhÂtis of the

Lord68. In this context, though NammÀÞvÀr is compared with Saint VÀlmÁki,

his devotionally oriented knowledgeable aspects stand supreme and they

are beyond comparison. Besides, as the Lord KÃÈõa uttered, ‘indeed, all

those who are devoted to me are noble. But, those in knowledge, who are

of steadfast mind, whose intellect is immersed in me and who have made

me alone as their supreme goal, I consider as my very self’69, Saint

NammÀÞvÀr stands as superior to all the other jðÀnis, the spiritually

enlightened saintly personalities.

3.3.2. NammÀÞvÀr with ŒrÁ LakÈmaõa

As noted ŒrÁ LakÈmaõa, ‘even from early youth, that enhancer of

auspiciousness ŒrÁ LakÈmaõa was ever attached to his eldest brother ŒrÁ

RÀma, that delight of it’70, starting from younger days ŒrÁ LakÈmaõa slept

in one separate bed along with PerumÀÒ71. As that of the Younger Lord72,

as delivered, ‘my years of innocence, you crept into my heart and planted

the love for devotion’73 and ‘her breasts have not grown to the full, she is

always reciting the words, the Lord’s hill is Tiruv¼ôkaÇam’74, NammÀÞvÀr

also, even before his younger days, spiritually experienced the countless

auspicious qualities of the Lord as his lovable food. As ŒrÁ LakÈmaõa’s

report, ‘Oh! RÀghava, deprived of you neither SÁtÀ nor I can live for a

moment, like fish taken out of water, without you’75, as such, as averred,

‘neither their Gods nor their prayers will be of any avail’76 the Àtmas with

service attitude exist with the thinking of the God only. Like that, as

pronounced, ‘without you, I too am not’77, the Àtma of the °ÞvÀr also,

wouldn’t leave without the thinking of the Lord. As the expression of ŒrÁ

RÀmÀyaõa, ‘alienated from you I do not long for the abode of the celestials,
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nor for eternal life, nor for the wealth of the three regions’78 like the Younger

Lord, NammÀÞvÀr also, as quoted, ‘even if it comes with the wealth of the

lotus dame, the strength of abiding grace and kingship over the three

worlds? Those who do, let them’79, ‘I seek no heaven for myself’80 and

‘would you still destroy me with distractions?’81, if there was any discussions

of puruÈÀrtha apart from the God, he was getting afraid.

ŒrÁ LakÈmaõa, as conveyed, ‘fatherhood find I none in the monarch.

My brother and feeder and friend is even RÀghava’82, got relation with ŒrÁ

RÀma as father, brother and friend by all means surrendered to him. Like

that, NammÀÞvÀr also, as reported, ‘He is my Mother, my Father, my

children, my wealth, my fish-eyed women and all else’83, destined his

relation as, ‘the Lord is all the kinds of relations with him’. As said, ‘you

shall amuse yourself with VaidehÁ on the sides of the hill and shall perform

everything for you whether you are asleep or awake’84, ŒrÁ LakÈmaõa by

all the ways wouldn’t be able to live if he was not performing the kaiôkarya

to ŒrÁ RÀma. Like that, as revealed, ‘at all times and forever by his side, we

must perform stintless service’85 NammÀÞvÀr also was not able to live

without the kaiôkarya to the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa.

As uttered, ‘I am the younger brother of this one endowed with

gratitude and of  various lore. Subdued by his virtues, I, ŒrÁ LakÈmaõa by

name have dedicated myself to his service’86, by failing before the propitious

characters of ŒrÁ RÀma, ŒrÁ LakÈmaõa became devotional slave to ŒrÁ RÀmÀ.

Like that, as declared, ‘arise, O Heart, worship the holy feet of the Lord

ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa, who is higher than the highest good’87, by failing before

the auspicious qualities of the Lord, NammÀÞvÀr also do became as

spiritually oriented slave to Him. So, this overwhelmed divine words of

TiruvÀymoÞi are the outcome of the °ÞvÀr’s unbounded and absolute88

enjoyment of the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa’s spiritual wealth of His nature,

form, qualities and His extended spiritual explication of the world.

3.3.3. NammÀÞvÀr with Arjuna and Dasaratha

As Arjuna requested the Lord, ‘tell me again in detail about your

divine glories and manifestations, O JanÀrdana. I can never tire of hearing

your nectar’89, Arjuna made clear by the Lord Himself about His glories
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and the manifestations of animate and inanimate objects of the world. As

the information is related with Daœaratha, ‘as he (ŒrÁ RÀma) was

approaching, the Lord of men (Daœaratha) eyed him steadily, without

experiencing satiety’90, Dasaratha never satisfied by watching the Lordly

qualities of ŒrÁ RÀma. As that of Arjuna and Dasaratha, NammÀÞvÀr also,

as specified, ‘age after age, my insatiable ambrosia flows like fresh juice,

just made’91, though enjoyed the Lord‘s countless spiritually favourable

traits until the time exist, his love upon the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa

overwhelmed without the fulfilled spiritual satisfaction.

3.3.4. NammÀÞvÀr with PrahalÀtha

In the course of adoring the glory of NammÀÞvÀr, there is a question.

If the previous statement, ‘to NammÀÞvÀr, there is nobody equal’92 is

considered, there is an inconsistency, because over here, contradictorily

the °ÞvÀr is compared with VÀlmÁki, ŒrÁ LakÈmaõa, etc. For it, the

Commentator balanced the inconsistency. As declared, ‘there is PrahalÀtha,

who is the symbol of morality, reservoir of truth and disciple and eligible

to say an example for saints’93, PrahalÀtha stands as an ideal example to

compare him with all the other saints and sages. Like PrahalÀtha, since

NammÀÞvÀr also, out of his varied and multifariously specified spiritual

individualities bears the cosmopolitan values that, for each and every kind,

he is appropriately comparable with all the categories of saints.

4. THE GREATNESS OF NAMM°îV°R’S PRABANDHAS

4.1. TiruvÀymoÞi and its kinds of verses with authenticated parts like

eluttu, etc.,

When the devotional standard and trustworthiness of the °ÞvÀr’s

esoteric texts are evaluated,  there is a question, ‘how are the texts of

NammÀÞvÀr explicated as the kinds of verses with the authenticated parts

as eÞuttu, acai, cÁr, pantam, aÇi and toÇai?’94. For this, the Commentator properly

answers. Since these verses of texts are composed only out of the supreme

grace of the Lord, there is nothing else left out. In this place, it is to be

rightfully remembered about the composition of ŒrÁ RÀmÀyaõa. As the

worms in the fruit attikkÀy ‘country fig (ficus racemoso)’ and as that of the
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œloka, ‘macchandÀdeva’95, the œloka ‘mÀniÈÀda’96 is composed out of the sheer

love sickness. Like that, out of grace of BrahmÀ, who is one of the divine

forms of the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa, ŒrÁ RÀmÀyaõa is composed with all the

kinds of features as the greatest epic. So, as the greatness of ŒrÁ RÀmÀyaõa,

the prabandhas of NammÀÞvÀr are also composed out of the supreme grace

of the Lord.

4.2. The criticism upon the authoritativeness of TiruvÀymoÞi and its

treatments

Among the ignorants of worldly order, somebody, who do not have

the maturity and rightful knowledge may ask the following questions

about the texts of NammÀÞvÀr: ‘within the varied types of texts, the °ÞvÀr’s

texts belong to which type?’, ‘how the texts are composed?’, ‘what is the

source for these?’, ‘if the texts are source of spiritual knowledge, then, how

they are to be recognized?’, ‘in what ground, it is identified as pramÀõa?’,

‘who is the hero?’, who are all the authorities to learn these texts?’, ‘who

are all the bhoktas of these?’97 and ‘what for these texts are composed?’. For

these questions, the answers are authentically placed: NammÀÞvÀr’s texts

are the expanded description of ultimate realities. They are composed as

such, out of overwhelmed ecstasy experienced while enjoying the countless

auspicious qualities of the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa. Also, they are composed

by pure knowledge, which is mercifully showered by the Lord Himself.

These unquestionable views shall be understood from the sound and

meanings of words, which are occurred here and there of the entire texts98.

These texts are considered as the important pramÀõas because the scholars,

who know the meanings of Veda and VedÀnta are accepting them as such

and even those who are indulging in the samsÀra also getting the core

essential meanings and the knowledge of Veda from them. The Hero is the

Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa,  the husband of ŒrÁ LakÈmÁ99, the chief among the

attainable through all the possible ways. The devotees, who have no

attachment with the samsÀra and wish to  perform all the kinds of the

kaiôkarya as œeÈa to ŒeÈi, the Lord are the authorities. The mumukÈus, muktas

and even the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa are enjoying the spiritual ecstasy,

which is the essence of these texts100. These prabandhas are superbly

composed for the sake of delineating the nature of puruÈÀrtha of performing
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the kaiôkaryas101. Thus, as justified above, the core scholars, who are all

well versed within the subject matters of NammÀÞvÀr’s texts102 have

answered for the questions raised by the mentioned ignorants aforesaid.

4.3. The criticism against the TamiÞ language of TiruvÀymoÞi and its

treatments

To enlighten the greatness of NammÀÞvÀr’s  texts including

TiruvÀymoÞi103, to the following unworthy criticisms put forward by group

of ignorants, who are not at all aware of knowing the Vaidika tradition are

to be knowledgeably nullified. They are, based on the following reasons

criticizing the texts as, ‘these prabanthas do not have the values to consider

as the pramÀõas’: The language of these texts in the TamiÞ is prohibited

because it does not have the qualification to use during the Vaidika activities

like performing yakjða ‘ritual’. It is that, these texts are taught to certain

individuals, who are all prohibited to learn the Veda. These texts composed

in the period of KalipuruÈa and composer NammÀÞvÀr belongs to the fourth

varõa, who is unfit to possess the knowledge of Veda. These texts are used

and learned only in the TamiÞ countries and not in other places. They are

learned by the groups, who are all against the Vedic traditions. Also, these

texts are not giving values to the aiœvarya as well as the kaivalya, but, they

are merely considered as the important one by the œruti as well as smÃti.

The scholars, who truthfully follow the principles of the Vedas reject

the above criticisms with basic reasons. There is a famous incidence of

saying by Iyaman in the Macca PurÀõa. A king has sent out the scholar

devotees of the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa like Kaisika, because they composed

the stanzas to praise the Lord in an other language104. For this, to the king

Iyaman logically charged by the above said scholars as, ‘Oh! the great

king! A brahmaõa except the Lord TirumÀl could not sing the glory of

others by an another language, if so, since you sent out the devotees because

of using the other language, you incur a great sin’105. So, it is derived that,

the prohibition of using the other language is not for praising the God,

but, only to praise the others. Moreover, based on the language only if we

accept the prohibition of language, then practically we  study the texts in

Sanskrit also, which are all against the Vedas. So, NammÀÞvÀr, for the sake

of ladies and devotees of the fourth vaÃna who  are all not to be left out
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to know the inner meanings of the Vedas, out of overwhelmed grace and

empathy, based on the meanings of Veda, composed these texts in glorified

TamiÞ. Since the Lord Himself go behind the °ÞvÀr for so many births, he

possessed the great fortune to compose his texts in the TamiÞ language.

Hence from this analysis, altogether the greatness of the TamiÞ language

is gratefully recognized.

NammÀÞvÀr always gained the special cadre to receive the grace of

the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa. He is also, the expert in professing as well as

following the tattva, hita and  puruÈÀrthas. Though the devotees of the Lord

such as Vidura, Sapari belong to the fourth varõa as that of the °ÞvÀr, he

is different from them. It is because from him only the holy prabanthas took

birth. Since these texts are in the TamiÞ, the themes are followed by other

extended countries, where the great scholars and devotees of the Lord

ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa lived. All the more, the scholars of other countries, by

hearing the greatness of these texts, wished very much to take birth in this

TamiÞ country to specifically learn NammÀÞvÀr’s texts. The speciality of

texts is that, by realizing the goodness of them, the individuals of other

religions, which are not related to the knowledge of the VedÀnta are also,

with much of interest and learned these dictums oriented texts. These texts

are created by changing the vedana106 and the upÀsa¸a107 of the UpaniÈads

into the glorified bhakti, which is the attractive force towards the Lord

ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa. The °ÞvÀr’s prabandhas, by rejecting the kaivalya mokÈa,

which yields meager and temporary fruit are comparatively advocating

the greatness of beneficent  of the Lord ŒrÁman  NÀrÀyaõa and His blissful

paramapada.  It is to be known that, these sanctified theological records

comprehensively explicate the features of the Lord and facilitate and enrich

the sense of the bhakti towards Him. Another important feature of these

texts is that, while hearing and learning, they create boundless love and

pleasurable spiritual attraction toward the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa. In

addition, the subject matter and meaning of the verses of texts are placed

as examples for comprehending the thematic principles of Veda. Hence, it

is concluded that, among the texts, which are authentically explaining the

nature of realities, NammÀÞvÀr’s texts are considered as superb and

unparalleled. It is because they advocate that, the Lord is the sole cause for
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the creation of the world and realizing Him through the bhakti oriented

knowledge only, one can attain the mokÈa.

5. NAMM°îV°R’S DEVOTION TOWARDS

ŒR±MAN N°R°RYAÕA

5.1. NammÀÞvÀr’s spiritual experience in the union as well as in the

separation

Out of the supreme grace of the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa, NammÀÞvÀr

possesses the fulfilled bliss of Him. If so, there is a question, ‘why the

°ÞvÀr feels separation from the Lord? and why he calls upon Him for the

reunion?’. In this context, the °ÞvÀr mystically enjoys each and every quality

of the Lord. To him, because of the enjoyment in union with the Lord, the

interest upon it, as proclaimed , ‘those who have the intended bhakti to the

Lord, detached themselves from the other things’108 and ‘this will become

easy to understand if you give up the embrace of dames’109, developed the

detachment with worldly things and created indomitable urge to enjoy the

auspicious qualities of Him. Through the course of enjoyment in union,

because of the attachment with world and its impact upon the enjoyment

of the Lordly qualities, for sometime, naturally there is the chance for

NammÀÞvÀr not to have the ample opportunity to enjoy those auspicious

qualities properly. Along with this sad situation, whenever the °ÞvÀr’s

desire to enjoy the Lord’s qualities increases, due to the psychological and

societal disturbances he didn’t have the opportunities to enjoy the same.

Moreover, unfortunately out of the thinking of the material œarÁra, which

is against the experience of the Lord, for some time, he also lost the Lord’s

previous experiences. This is the state of separation. At that time, as quoted,

‘when to end this wretched life and join with you?’110, ’would you still

destroy me with distraction?’111, ‘cast me out into this deceptive wide

world’112 and ‘has the time not come for me to be united’113, NammÀÞvÀr

sorrowfully summons the Lord for reunion. Thus, while the °ÞvÀr enjoying

the spiritual union with the Lord, naturally the states of union, separation

and reunion with the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa will be taken place. At the

same time, when the °ÞvÀr enjoys pleasurable union of the Lord, as

asseverated, ’I have attained the Lord long ago’114, ‘I drank from it and
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rejoiced’115, ‘relishing this taste, now what do I lack hereafter?’116, ‘come

devotees, offer worship, praise and shut in joy’117 and ‘my kin through

seven generations before and after me, have become devotees’118, he

devotionally enjoyed the Lord’s auspicious qualities  along with his fellow

devotees.

In this background, NammÀÞvÀr’s generosity in enjoying the bliss of

the Lord is commendable. He showed a boundless bhakti upon the

multifaceted qualities of the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa and underwent pleasure

in union and pain in separation with Him. The °ÞvÀr, who knows nothing

else except the Lord, enjoyed Him as such and whenever the ecstasy

exceeds, he used to feel that, all the living and non-living objects also

delightfully enjoyed the bliss of the Lord like him. At that time of enjoyment,

he also feels that, there is no separation at all with the Lord and spent that

high time as the routine of worldly order. On the other hand, when he

suffers a lot due to the separation from the Lord, he feels that, there is no

chance for union with Him. Moreover, in separation, he empathetically

also senses that, all the other things of world invariably incur the pain due

to utmost separation with the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa. Though his

displeasure of separation is viewed in many places,  herewith one example

shall be quoted, i.e.,  ‘are you too, like me, forsaken by the Lord’119. Thus,

to the °ÞvÀr, the union and separation from the Lord are becoming as

never ending process. By observing this status, the traditional scholars of

ŒrÁvaiÈõavism compared him with the ideal spiritual character, CintayantÁ120,

who also underwent the same kind of spiritual experience with the Lord.

Due to it, they affectionately called NammÀÞvÀr as, ‘DÁrkgha CintayantÁ’.

5.2. To NammÀÞvÀr, the Lord is the dhÀraka, the boÈaka and the bhokya

The greatness of NammÀÞvÀr’s mode of existence is unique and

indifferent with other individuals. For the ordinary people, women, food,

water, etc., are necessary for living121. But, for the  °ÞvÀr, sheer gracious

qualities of the Lord themselves become essential for his existence. Based

on this fact, there is a question, ‘is it possible to live as such?’. The

Commentator aptly answers by giving incidents at AyodyÀ as well as

KosalÀ countries. According to ŒrÁ RÀmÀyaõa, in the AyodyÀ and KosalÀ

countries, animate as well as inanimate objects maintained their existence
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only out of the spiritual enjoyment of pleasing qualities of ŒrÁ RÀmapirÀ¸.

So, it is certainly possible for the °ÞvÀr to live only out of the devotional

experience of the Lordly qualities of  the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa.

5.3. NammÀÞvÀr’s status of devotion in union and in separation with the

Lord

The °ÞvÀr’s union as well as separation with the Lord and the verses

composed out of them are superb and excellent. To NammÀÞvÀr, union

with the Lord is direct perception through knowledge, separation with

Him is mental agitation of failure in perceiving the Lord through the

external indriya of eye. In this background, there is a question, ‘why the

Lord, who has fulfilled knowledge, omnipotence, omniscience and ordainer

of the universe, doesn’t fulfill the °ÞvÀr’s experience of the spiritual union?,

instead, why does He break the same?, if so, what is the use of separation?’.

The Commentator with proper treatments answered well. Here, the °ÞvÀr’s

separation is well compared with separation of SÁtÀ from RÀmÀ at AyodyÀ,

separation of the Lord KÃÈõa from GopÁs at MadhurÀ and separation of the

Lord KÃÈõa from GopÁs after the glorious kuravai dance122 at the bÃndÀvanam.

It is to be elucidated that, because of separation only, the spiritual longing

of SÁtÀ and GopÁs are overwhelmed. Like that, because of the separation,

NammÀÞvÀr123 also pleasurably remembered the previously delighted

experiences of the Lord and in that separation only His longing to get

reunion with Him has enriched and increased124. Thus, it is answered that,

the result of separation would be the remembrance and longing for union

with the Lord. If so, there is an another question, ‘what would be the

reason for the °ÞvÀr to possess sorrowfulness as well as lustfulness toward

the Lord?’. The Commentator answers that, since the love attraction of the

°ÞvÀr towards the Lord is not matured as he expected and also as the wish

of him, the result is not attained by, he felt sorrowfulness. In this context,

the valuable fact should be noted that, because of this glorified status of

union as well as separation of °Þvar125 with the Lord alone result the verses

with his esoteric speeches significantly known as, ‘anyÀpadeœa’126. Through

the ŒrÁvaiÈõava tradition the verses of the °ÞvÀr composed out of this

anyÀpadeœa, stand as highly commendable treatment of theo-philosophy

upon the supreme reality.
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6. THE SUBJECT MATTERS OF TIRUV°YMOîI

The arrangements and expressions of verses in TiruvÀymoÞi are

unique and theo-philosophically superb. They are systematically explicated

the arthapaðcaka ‘five subject matters’. That is, among the glorified verses

of Text, the four decades127 have defined the svarÂpa of the Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa, who is to be attained. The other four decades128 delineated the

nature of the Àtmas, which are attaining  the bliss of the Lord. The other

four decades129 transparently described the means to attain the fruit (phala).

The other four decades130 analyzed the nature of fruit. The  other four

decades131 analyzed the obstacles to attain the holy feet of the Lord and the

other remaining verses132 generally described the above cited truths. In

this context of subject matters, previously the °ÞvÀr’s texts are commented

as, ‘among the prabandhas, which are describing the well established realities,

his prabandhas stand the first’. But, here it is interpreted that, TiruvÀymoÞi

is explaining the arthapaðcaka. If so, there is a question, ‘based on the two

explanations, are there not the texts that possess contradiction?’. The

Commentator, by pointing out that, ‘utteciyam’133 of text is the fruit and the

other four subject matters are for the sake to reveal the fruit only, positively

nullified the contradiction.

6.1. The subject matters of the Tiruviruttam, TiruvÀciriyam and Periya

TiruvantÀti

If understood the subject matters gloriously expounded in the

prabandhas of NammÀÞvÀr, the intellectual philanthropy as well as spiritual

generosity of him shall be realized. Through Tiruviruttam, he  wished very

much to cut asunder the worldly attachment, which is an obstacle to follow

the way to enjoy the auspicious qualities of the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa134.

The °lvÀr, through his text, TiruvÀciriyam fully enjoyed the beatitude of the

Lord, who showed His unbounded adorableness to him. Here, the

Commentator with an analogy delineated the mode through which the

Lord showed His beatification. Virtually, the garland stringed with various

kinds of flowers sweetly exposed its beautifulness to others. As such, the

Lord in His paramapada showed His spiritual exquisiteness to the nityamuktas

and the muktas. Like that, while the Lord showed His elegance to the

°ÞvÀr, he, at the time of His expression, through the verses of TiruvÀciriam
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esoterically fully enjoyed His mystical form135. The °lvÀr, through his text,

Periya TiruvantÀti, esoterically enjoyed the Lord, who possesses blissful

form of unbounded sweetness136. At that time, as that of depth in the

sweetness of the Lordly qualities, to the °ÞvÀr, the eagerness to enjoy the

same also has overwhelmed. At that time, he, through the verses of the

Periya TiruvantÀti, as in response to the intenseness of his desire, he praised

the Lord and enjoyed Him out of sheer remembrance of His insatiate

charm137.

6.2. The subject matters of the first centum of the text, TiruvÀymoÞi

The Commentator, after elaborately elucidating the mode of

presentation of subject matter of NammÀÞvÀr’s first three texts and the

way through which the °ÞvÀr systematically enjoyed the countless merciful

qualities of the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa, he exhaustively described the subject

matters of the first centum of TiruvÀymoÞi. They shall be sharply placed as

follows. In it, he reported that, for the °ÞvÀr’s unbounded ambition to

enjoy Him, the Lord mystically exposed His grandeur spiritual status to

him. So, by following the esoteric outlook of NammÀÞvÀr’s glorified vision

and mode of presentation of the same, the supremacy of the Lord within

the upayavibhÂti are systematically described. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa

as the samastakalyÀõaguõÀtmaka¸ possesses the sacred features and having

the appropriate divine œarÁra beautified with divine ornaments and wearing

the divine weapons of conch and discus. He is gloriously sitting with ŒrÁ

LakÈmÁ upon the royal seat supported by curved line in the divine hall

decorated with gems at the paramapada and He graces and rules the seven

world of His sovereignty. Over here, to the Lord, the nityamuktas and the

muktas, who are all fearless with respect of place and doubt, always perform

the kaiôkarya upon His holy feet. Moreover, out of the Lord’s sheer

knowledge only, the svarÂpa of animate and inanimate objects, their

permanence, their activities as well as non-activities are ordained and

governed. As such, though He is immanent within these objects and their

activities, but, out of His svÀtantrya, He is also transcendental and different

from them. They are the divine œarÁra of Him and existing as spiritually

slave to Him. So, the Lord is the °tma to the knowledgeable and
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non-knowledgeable objects, but, He is always away from their errors of

these objects.

In continuation, the Commentator further adds the following subject

matters, which are discussed in the first centum.  The Lord, by having the

appropriate names such as, ‘NÀrÀyaõa’, controls the entire cosmos. As

announced, ‘the supreme Lord enshrined in the shining œruti’, He is the

supreme person, who is aptly identified by the UpaniÈads. Though He is

supreme, He is also different from His superior nature138. He, with the

quality of vÀtsalyam towards His devotees and with His unrivalled grace,

always takes avatÀras within the communities of humankind, celestials etc.,

and becomes an example to lead a religious life. He also forgives all the

errors of meager existences, which are not benefited out of His holy

avtÀras139. The Lord has saulabhyaguõa to accept the prayer performed simply

with available leaves and flowers. He, out of this simplicity becomes

pÀratantrya to His beloved devotees, possesses the bed, eats food in

accordance with their sheer wishes and having all the good qualities. He,

for the sake of His devotees, out of his simplicity, by shrinking His

supremacy, stands in the temples as arcai and always gracing His devotees

with lovably smiling face. Thus, by having the supremacy as the Sarveœvara¸

and as well as possessing the simplicity for His devotees as arcai, the Lord

ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa, out of His nirhetuka kÃpÀ140, cheerfully exposed His

spiritual form of ecstatic essence and existence to NammÀÞvÀr. The °ÞvÀr

engulfs the spirituality of the Lord and negating the obstacles of worldly

life, obtained the spiritual fullness and mystically merges with Him. As

such, the Commentator very sharply condensed the subject matters of

first hundred verses. After discussing the above subject matters,  in the

first centum, the Commentator throughout the verses of second to tenth

centum extensively discussed every themes, which are sharply expounded

in the first centum.

6.3. The subject matters of the first decade of the text, TiruvÀymoÞi

The subject matters discussed in the first decade of TiruvÀymoÞi are

sharply explained. As the entirety of immeasurable ocean filled with so

many kinds of rubies sighted in front141, NammÀÞvÀr through this decade
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with the grace of the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa has directly identified and

enjoyed Him, who is filled with the svarÂpa rÂpa guõa vibhÂti142, i.e., the

spiritual wealth such as His nature, form, qualities and the explication of

spiritualized entirety of the universe. He also through this decade visualized

the Lord as the Sarveœvara¸ and as the ŒriyaÍpati,  venerated by the well

established œrutis and unshakable by the BÀhya KudÃuÈÇi ‘short sighted

persons’.

The ecstatic experience of enjoyment of the boundless beauty of the

Lord always overwhelmingly overflows within the °ÞvÀr’s Àtma. As a result

of it, he personally realized the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa’s vibhÂtis and nobly

adored Him throughout His munificent verses. In this mystical situation,

NammÀÞvÀr, through the first centum, with specific intention, through his

first decade, appropriately advised his holy heart to surrender to the holy

feet of the Lord and thus, he attained the higher than the highest spiritual

status. Moreover, as an individual who directly perceives the entirety of

ocean143, where he saw every pearl, ruby, etc., separately and systematically,

as such, NammÀÞvÀr enjoyed all the divine qualities of the Lord.  The °ÞvÀr

also condensed the subject matters of the first centum within the first

decade. In continuation, he separately expanded the subject matters

discussed in the decade through each decade144 starting from the second

and up to the last centum of TiruvÀymoÞi. Here, it is to be noted that,

NammÀÞvÀr is not the exclusively one145, who used this methodology, but,

the saints like VyÀsa and VÀlmÁki have also composed their epics ŒrÁ

MahÀbÀratha and ŒrÁ RÀmÀyaõa with this technique of condensation and

expansion.

7. THE EXPANDED VERSION OF TATTVATRYA IN TIRUV°YMOîI

7.1. The essential nature of the ±œvara, who is the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa

The theo-philosophy of TiruvÀymoÞi expounded the divine form and

essential nature of the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa as the supreme reality. He

is opposite to all the kinds of errors146, possessing countless devotional

features and maintaining His individuality by differing from the other

various kinds of objects. Since He is all pervasive, he is immeasurable by
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particular place. Since the Lord is eternal, He is not measured by specific

time. Since all the objects of world are His œarÁra and since He is the °tma

to all the œarÁras of world and the °tma to Himself, He is not measurable

by any other object of the universe. Moreover, He Himself explicated as

the jðÀna as well as the Ànanda. As the ocean containing countless objects,

the Lord possesses immeasurable benign qualities like knowledge, strength,

wealth, good conduct, etc. The Lord, while pervading within the objects,

which are different from Him, He possesses the following qualities. Since

He, by also exists transcendentally and depends upon Himself only, has

no relation with prakÃti and as suddha satva pervades within the worldly

objects. This shall be understood through an anecdote. Just as blossomed

flower explicates its fragrance to all the directions so softly, the Lord out

of His divine fragrance fulfilled all the boundless directions of the  universe.

As such, He, with the divine form, stands as refugee supreme for all the

animate, inanimate, human and even celestials147. Thus, the Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa, as RakÈaka ‘protector’ and ŒeÈi ‘the master, that, to whom to

which one is subservient’, expands everywhere, possesses all the

knowledgeable and inert materials of the universe as His œarÁra and

supremely ordained the universe through His immeasurable spiritual

knowledge.

7.2. The essential nature of the acit, i.e., the prakÃti, i.e., acetanas

The prakÃti is the material cause and original source of the universe.

It possesses the transformed material forms like mahÀ¸148, exists eternally

and pervades everywhere as in the form of the three guõas with respective

colors of white, red and black. In this place, white refers to the satva guõa,

red means the rÀjasa guõa and black assigns the tÀmasa guõa of the animate

and inanimate objects of the world. From the Sarv¼svara¸, the œarÁras of

animate and inanimate objects of universe are emerging out. Since all

other objects are the œarÁra of the ŒeÈi, they, as the œeÈas always subservient

to the divine command of Him. When the Àtma gets rebirth with respect

to its law of karma and the divine wish of the Lord, it, with the association

of the prakÃti, bears the suitable œarÁra. Thus, in accordance with the wish

of the Lord, when the material world is creating, the prakÃti is transformed

into twenty four tattvas.
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7.3. The essential nature of the cit, i.e., the Àtmas, i.e., cetanas

The Àtma,  the basic principle of life is aõu in size, spiritual object

blooms by itself, having the capability of knowing the external object,

existing eternally and possessing the jðÀna and Ànanda as its inner qualities.

Since it is existing eternally, it shall not be measured by time and since it

is the object of knowledge, it also shall not be measured by any object. The

°tma does not have the qualification to separate or to isolate itself from

the Lord. It is sincerely and obediently a divine slave to the Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa and it truthfully enjoys only the Lord through the performance

of the kaiôkarya to holy feet of Him. More specifically, the Àtma gets its

existence only by showing the pÀratantrya and the œeÈatva to the gracious

feet of the Lord149. Thus, the Commentator, by sharply elucidating the

essential nature of the ±œvara, acit and cit, adores NammÀÞvÀr as, ‘among

the saints who know these tattvas, he is considered as the chief’150.

8. THE EXPANDED VERSION OF

ARTHAPAÐCAKA IN TIRUV°YMOîI

8.1. The svarÂpa of the ±œvara, who is the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa

8.1.1. The meaning of the nÀrÀyaõa sabda  and the viÈõÂ and the vÀsudeva

mantras

The Commentator, by raising a question, ‘what are all the subject

matters discussed in TiruvÀymoÞi?’151, at the first, start to interpret the

meanings of the ‘nÀrÀyaõa sabda’, the viÈõu and the vÀsudeva mantras’ and

the svarÂpa of supreme reality. NammÀÞvÀr, at the first verse of

TiruvÀymoÞi152, by starting as, ‘one who is higher than the highest’153,

continuing as, ‘He is pure consciousness, all goodness and eternal. He has

no peer or superior, he is in all our Àtmas’154, ‘He is the sentient and

insentient, in high and in low’155, ‘things that were, are and will be, all

these subsist in Him156 and ending as, ‘the Lord who exists in Fire, Earth,

Water, Sky and Air, subtly as heat, mass, coolness, strength and sound’157,

exhaustively described the meaning of the nÀrÀyaõa sabda and through it,

he confirmed that, this sabda means the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa alone as

the supreme reality.  According to the Commentator, in the first decade,
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theo-philosophically interprets the meaning of the sound, ‘nÀrÀyaõa’158. The

word, ‘nÀrÀyaõa¸’ refers to  the Lord, who is superior to all, possessing all

the benign qualities and leader of the nityavibhÂti as well as the lÁlÀvibhÂti.

In this context, the two decades starting, ‘bestower of heaven’159 and ‘then

when none of the gods’160 explain in detail about this first decade and deal

with the word, ‘nÀrÀyaõa’. In this background, NammÀÞvÀr appropriately,

by covering the meaning of supreme subject within the indepth meaning

of nÀrayaõa sabda161 aptly put the holy name of the Lord as, vaõ pukaÞ

naraõa¸ ‘the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa, the Lord of countless virtues, the

Lord of incomparable good’162.

Though the vyÀpaka mantras163 like, ‘viÈõu mantra’, ‘vÀsudeva mantra’

express the same meaning of holy word, ‘nÀrÀyaõa’, NammÀÞvÀr, by

studying his inner consciousness associated with divine and saintly qualities

of the Lord confirms that, the holy word, ‘nÀrÀyaõa’ alone is the proper

mantra appropriately related with Him. He to confirm the fact, describes

the essential form of the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa as, ‘ŒrÁ NÀrÀõa¸’164, ‘ŒrÁ

NÀrÀyaõa¸’165, ‘NÀrÀyaõa’ is the master of all  worlds’166 and ‘the Lord of

dark rain-cloud hue, He is our own Lord NÀrÀyaõa¸’167. He also ascertained

the truth through his uttering, ‘NÀrÀyaõa is the mantra’168 and concludes

as, ‘eternally-praised NÀrÀyaõa’169, at the place of discussion about the

arcirÀdigati170. Thus, through proper analysis, NammÀÞvÀr declared the

message to the ŒrÁvaiÈõava community that, ‘nÀrÀyaõa mantra’ alone is the

proper mantra to utter for the grace of the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa.

8.1.2. The svarÂpa of the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa

Though NammÀÞvÀr through proper treatment established the nature

of supreme reality in a multifarious dimension, in this context, he looks

into the svarÂpa of the ±œvara, the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa in a different

perspective. He through the lines, ‘eagerly sought MalarmakaÒ (ŒrÁ

MahÀlakÈmÁ), who emerged from the soft lotus flower and yet did not take

to it kindly’171, ‘radiant feet of the Lord, spouse of LakÈmÁ’’172, ‘He bears on

His chest the dark-eyed lotus-dame ŒrÁ LakÈmÁ’173, ‘the Lord of earthlings

and celestials, He is sweet to the lotus-lady ŒrÁ LakÈmÁ’174, ‘still should I for

long be apart from you and from your consort divine’175, ‘I swear upon’’176
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and ‘Oh! My love, you became the love of lotus-dame!’177, appropriately

comments that, the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa, the husband of ŒrÁ LakÈmÁ

alone is the supreme reality. From this, it is to be known that, based on the

treatment of NammÀÞvÀr only, the traditional ÀcÀryas178 of ŒrÁvaiÈõavism

derive the meaning for the two words of, ‘œrÁmat’ and ‘œrÁmate’ of the

dvayamantra179. Since the °ÞvÀr, while surrendering to the feet of the Lord,

praises as, ‘His feet are hard to get for others, even Lotus-dame ŒrÁ LakÈmÁ’180

and while enjoying His auspicious qualities, He speaks as, ‘Oh! my love,

you became the love of lotus-dame!’181, it is understood that, in the context

of surrendering to the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa and enjoying His reverential

qualities, He always maintains His individuality of being with the Goddess

ŒrÁ LakÈmÁ.

8.2. The svarÂpa of the  Àtma in relation with the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa

The Commentator, by asking, ‘what is the inner nature of the Àtma,

which has likeness of the inner nature of supreme reality?’182, describes it

in the direction of NammÀÞvÀr. When he explains the œarÁrÀtmabhÀva, at the

first, he, by stating as, ‘He is there in all the things made of these, hidden,

like life in the œarÁra, everywhere’183, delineates the same bhÀva as, ‘surrender

your Àtma to the maker’184. The °ÞvÀr, after defining the nature of the

œarÁrÀtmabhÀva, declares the fruit of the same as, ‘the Àtma is properly

belonging and existing as divine slave to none other than the Lord’185. He

describes its state of servitude as the slave to the Lord through the lines,

‘he has taken me as His own’186 and ‘the Lord in my heart is also in my

œarÁra’187. While expounding the nature of servitude, the °ÞvÀr further points

out the same status as, ‘the Àtma is not only slave to the Lord alone but,

it is also slave to His fellow devotees’. In this place NammÀÞvÀr avers that,

when the Àtma realizes its status of servitude to His devotees only, the

supreme level of slave to the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa shall be successfully

achieved. The °ÞvÀr delineates this theistic fact through the decades,

‘effulgent form’188 and ‘I would serve the Lord’189. Since NammÀÞvÀr, by

praying the Lord as, ‘Oh! when will I join His band of devotees!’190 and

attains the same status as, ‘the devotee then stood face to face’191, excellently

defined the svarÂpa of the Àtma as, ‘the Àtma performs the bhÀgavataœeÈatva
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‘subservience to the Lord’s devotees’ as the final ground, considered the

farthest extent of the bhagavataœeÈatva ‘subservient to the Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa’.

8.3. The svarÂpa of the puruÈÀrtha in appropriation with that of the

Àtma

The Commentator, by asking the question, ‘what is the puruÈÀrtha192

in appropriate with the inner nature of the Àtma?’ elaborately answers. As

recited, ‘He has taken me as His own’193, ‘we must perform stintless

service’194, ‘He has taken me into His service fully’195 and ‘I may serve’196,

the Commentator confirms NammÀÞvÀr’s heart that, performing the

kaiôkarya to the holy feet of the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa alone is the final

puruÈÀrtha. Along with this dictum, he, at the first, by stating the qualities

of the Lord, which are to be attained by as, ‘who is higher than the highest

good’197 and by averring the sweetness of qualities of the Lord as, ‘my

ambrosia, the taste of sweetness’198 and ‘I drank deep from the ambrosia

of my sweet Lord’199, declares the nature of puruÈÀrtha in tune of svarÂpa

of the Àtma. In this background, the final puruÈÀrtha is the service to  the

Lord is not for the sake just recommended by œÀstras and in tune with the

svarÂpa of the Àtma, but, it is naturally and destined to the Àtma to perform

the same. The Commentator further elaborates the nature of the puruÈÀrtha.

He, by stating the sweetness of puruÈÀrtha as, ‘every moment, every day,

every month, every year, every age, age after age, my insatiable ambrosia

flows like fresh juice, just made’200, ‘insatiable ambrosia’201, ‘You are my

ambrosia, still’202 and ‘my Lord. I have rendered joyful service and attained

your feet’203, confirmed that, out of enjoying the spiritual attributes of the

Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa only, the kaiôkarya should be performed to Him.

He also, by referring to the line, ‘this is all I asked for’204  proceeds. Regarding

this, he specifies that, until the existence of the Àtma, it ought to perform

the kaiôkarya.  Moreover, the kaiôkarya should be not for the pleasure of the

Àtma, but, for the pleasure of the Lord only. Thus, the Commentator, by

following the devotional path of NammÀÞvÀr, agreeably concluded that,

the eternal kaiôkarya performed out of unalloyed pure love by the Àtma

upon the Lord is the final puruÈÀrtha.
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8.4. The svarÂpa of the puruÈÀrtha viroti

8.4.1. The kaivalya and the aiœvarya are not the puruÈÀrthas

The Commentator, by asking a question, ‘what is the nature of

obstacles, which restrict to obtain the puruÈÀrthas?’, with proper treatments

answers well. He comments that, NammÀÞvÀr clarified the nature of obstacle

in the second decade, ‘give up everything’205 and in continuation, out of

the three succeeding decades, expanded the same. For this, the

Commentator, by placing a question, ‘what are all they?’, answered them

well. In the decade of, ‘it is hard to say’206, NammÀÞvÀr advises us, ‘it is

better not to obey the persons, who are all not qualified for the same’. In

the decade of, ‘as one empire’207, he recommends, ‘it is better to avoid the

aiœvarya ‘wealth’ and the kaivalya ‘absolute isolation’. In the decade of,

‘wife and children’208, he guides, ‘it is to be given up the things, which

have relation with the œarÁra’. After conveying the °ÞvÀr’s advise and

recommendation, the Commentator raises another question, ‘though the

aiœvarya as well as the kaivalya are recommended by the œÀstras, then, what

would be the reason for not considering them as the puruÈÀrthas?’. In his

answer he justified the nature of the aiœvarya and the kaivalya. Since, as

presented, ‘I have experienced the pleasure of seeing, hearing, touching,

smelling and tasting and the limited joy of heaven that lies beyond the

indriyas’209, aiœvarya is the material pleasure attainable through the five

indriyas. To the aspirant, who wishes very much to attain the mokÈa, this

material pleasure is considered to be lowly one. As such, though the kaivalya

is a significant position to attain and yields boundless ecstasy, when

compared the same with spiritual and blissful experience of the Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa at the paramapada, the cognitive content of kaivalya is valued as

lowly. So, the Commentator, by understanding the inner heart of

NammÀÞvÀr, categorically avers that, the aiœvarya and the kaivalya are ought

to be given up. Thus, the °ÞvÀr, through the above treatments, disclosed

the nature of the puruÈÀrtha viroti, which is opposite to puruÈÀrtha.
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8.4.2. The kinds of things to be given up to attain the puruÈÀrthas

After pointing out the nature of obstacle to attain puruÈÀrtha, the

Commentator wishes to describe the nature of means to give up things. To

it, there are questions, such as, ‘what are all the types of medium to give

up things?’, and ‘is there anything else?. The Commentator, before starting

to answer, put two more questions, ‘when things are given up, does one

has to, ‘bypass and forgo’ the things?, or ‘does one has to destroy things?’.

The Commentator in his answer positively comments that, both are

impossible to adhere. When there is, ‘bypass or forgo’, one has to undergo

the process of lÁlÀvibhÂti, if so, there is the possibility for worldly attachment.

On the other hand, if there is the possibility of, ‘destroying things’, then

there is the destruction of the lÁlÀvibhÂti, but, it is the sole property of the

Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa. Then, by leaving out these possibilities, there is

the third one to be given up. For it, there is a question, ‘is it possible to

leave the things as such and live in forest, where human beings are not

living?’. It is also not possible, because in the forest, °dibharata210 fell in

love with deer and though Saupari211 lived in water, by observing fishes,

he incurs mundane pleasure. So, it is concluded that, these are all not the

measures to give up things. If so, then, ‘what would be the other steps to

give up?’. For this, NammÀÞvÀr paves the ways for others as well as for his

own self. For the others, he, by stating, ‘uproots all thoughts of you and

yours. Merge with the Lord’212, avers as, ‘give up the things’. It reveals the

truth that, giving up of the knowledge of this œarÁra as the Àtma and giving

up the attachment of material things, which are associated with the œarÁra.

For his own self, he, by stating, ‘not knowing my true self. I thought I was

my own’213, directs himself to detach from the worldly things. So, as

expounded, ‘those who do not have passion, his living house itself is the

forest to perform the penance’214, it is derived that, those who are detached

with his desire, his native place itself is the isolated place to perform his

penance.  Again, the Commentator, by asking a question, ‘where we could

be witnessed this?’, answers that, the examples for  detachment are ŒrÁ

JanakarÀja¸ and ŒrÁ KulacekarapperumÀÒ215. Hence, the discussion is

concluded that, the detachment from knowledge of inclination alone is the

true means to give up things.
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8.5. The svarÂpa  of the upÀya

8.5.1. The prapatti upÀya to eliminate the obstacles to obtain the final

puruÈÀrtha

The Commentator, by asking a question, ‘What is upÀya to eliminate

the obstacle to obtain the final puruÈÀrtha?’216, answers as follows.  In the

VedÀnta, the bhakti, which is followed by the people of the first three varõas

and the prapatti, which is  followed by the individuals, who are all not

having capabilities to follow any means for emancipation, are recommended

to attain the puruÈÀrtha. Within these two, NammÀÞvÀr recommends prapatti

as the proper medium and with proper treatment, elaborately discusses

about its inner content. By stating, ‘I have not done penances’217, ‘you have

given me your feet as my sole refuge and path’218, ‘who found refuge at

the feet of KÃÈõa,who drank the ogress’s breast and dried her life to the

bones’219, ‘KurukÂr ŒaÇhak½pa¸ with knowledge and understanding,

addresses the Lord of thousand names’220, ‘worshipping with single mind

the feet of the serpent-couch Lord as sole refuge’221 and ‘I have no staff to

lean my Àtma upon’222, NammÀÞvÀr affirmatively confirms that, the holy

feet of the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa alone is the prapatti upÀya to attain the

puruÈÀrtha. When the °ÞvÀr teaches about the prapatti upÀya to others223, he,

by referring to the fact with, ‘exclusive ¼kÀram’ of TamiÞ expression, conveys

the importance of upÀya. In this regard, he by instructing, ‘contemplate,

quick, the feet of TirunÀrÀyaõa and arise’224, ‘You have given me your feet

as my sole refuge’225, ‘who found refuge at the feet of KÃÈõa’226 and ‘as sole

refugee to us’227, categorically asserts that, there is no other upÀya, except

the holy feet of the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa alone228 is the prapatti upÀya,

which shall shower all the necessary things.

8.5.2. The authorities to follow the prapatti upÀya

The Commentator, by asking a question, ‘who are all the authorities

to follow this prapatti upÀya?’, based on the aspirant’s Àkiðcanya ‘helplessness,

i.e., inability to perform any other upÀya’, nature of the aspirant’s

ananyagatitva ‘the status of having no other refugee except the Lord’ and

the ananyabhogatva ‘the state of enjoyment of fruit, but, the aspirant owns

nothing of himself except the delightfulness of,  the Lordly qualities’,
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answers that, all can become an authority to follow this upÀya. In this

context, a truth has to be realized. When NammÀÞvÀr tells as, ‘who dispels

all doubt and grants pure knowledge’229, he, by looking into the statement,

‘for me, the Lord grants pure knowledge’230, religiously felt that, while

getting pure knowledge from the Lord, he himself finds only nothingness

from his side. So, he unavoidably feels his position of akiðcanya231. Moreover,

when the aspirants of the first three varõas following the other upÀyas like

the bhakti except the prapatti upÀya, the °ÞvÀr very humbly avers as, ‘I have

no subtle intelligence’232. From this line, it is understood that, when he

discusses about the other upÀyÀs, he through the state of ananvayam233,

delineates his akiðcanya only. So, it is felt that, to follow any upÀyas,

particularly for the prapatti upÀya, the aspirant’s akiðcanya is very much

necessary. When aspirant gets attachment with the Lord, the °ÞvÀr asserts

as, ‘falling at your feet, this refugeless self has found his refuge’234. From

this, it is understood that, at the time of union with the Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa also, the aspirant has nothing in his side to offer Him. Apart

from these, while he mystically enjoys the countless auspicious qualities of

the Lord also, he says, ‘I am lowly and meritless’235 and excellently avers,

‘He liberates me from beginningless karma’236.  Hence, while following the

prapatti upÀya, the fact is realized that, as the follower, who is in union

with the Lord and as one, who enjoys the auspicious qualities of Him, the

prapanna has nothing as his own.  In this context, NammÀÞvÀr, by

considering the Àtma’s akiðcanya and the meritless status, affirmatively

supports the supreme dictum that, though the Àtma incurred with intended

demerits, through this prapatti, the prapanna shall attain the gracious feet

of the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa. So, it is concluded that, all shall become as

the authorities to follow this prapatti upÀya.

8.5.3. NammÀÞvÀr’s specific views upon the prapatti upÀya

The Commentator, after discussing about the nature of authorities,

who follow the  prapatti upÀya, by placing the fact, ‘if nobody follows the

upÀya, then there is no final emancipation’, begins to explain the views of

NammÀÞvÀr upon the essential quality of an aspirant, who follows the

upÀya and the status of the Lord’s grace, which associates with him. At the

first, the °ÞvÀr, by singing, ‘who found refuge at the feet of KÃÈõa’237
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elucidates the properties of following the upÀya. Then, while following it

with full swing, he, by saying, ‘who gives refugee to devotees at his feet’238,

convinces himself that, with the compassionate help of the Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa a only even to follow the upÀya is possible239. In this context, He

confirms this fact through the lines, ‘you have given me your feet as my

sole refuge and path’240 and ‘that too by His sweet grace’241. Along with

this, the °ÞvÀr also affirmatively defines the prapanna’s sense of servitude

as, ‘whether you end my despair or not, you are my sole refugee’242 and

‘worshipping everyday with single mind’243. When he also teaches the

greatness of the prapatti upÀya to others, he avers the easiness to follow it

as, ‘there is nothing else, I have said so, have no doubt, for all beings on

earth, even thinking of Him will do’244.

NammÀÞvÀr, while comparing the prapatti with the bhakti, he

ascertains that, this is not the part of the bhakti, it certainly stands as

independent upÀya and successfully yields the fruit, i.e., the final puruÈÀrtha.

The °ÞvÀr also confirms the glory of the prapatti as, ‘to all those who seek

Him, He gives refuge here and VaikuõÇha upon death’245. To add the dignity

of the upÀya, the Commentator, by raising a question, ‘to the prapanna, who

strongly believes this prapatti, what is the kind of kÀlakÈepa ‘‘passing the

time’ to him’?’, answers with the references of the °ÞvÀr as, ‘my heart has

sung his songs delightful to devotees!’246. Since the °ÞvÀr cheerfully conveys

as such, it is noticeably understood that, to the prapanna, for singing and

remembering the pleasurable verses of whole TiruvÀymoÞi themselves

become as the spiritually oriented passing time.

The Commentator, to add more reputation to the prapatti, places

one more question as, ‘what is the fruit to the prapanna, who is performing

the prapatti and purposefully passing on the time?’247. For this, NammÀÞvÀr

answers that, by performing the prapatti as fruit, the prapanna shall control

his five indriyas and attain the supreme state of performing the kaiôkarya

to the holy feet of the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa. To ascertain the necessity

of controlling the indriyas, the Commentator again raises a question, ‘as

the fruit of prapatti, how the indriyas shall be controlled by themselves?’.

For this, the °lvÀr pleasingly answers, ‘you made my heart pure’248 and

‘you made my heart serve you and worship your lotus feet’249. So, it is
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positively confirmed that, control of the indriyas also governed only by the

blissful favour of the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa.

Further, to enlighten the distinction of prapatti, the Commentator

once again raised a question, ‘if one controls his five indriyas, does the

experience of Bhagavan will commence out automatically through the

prapatti?’. For this, NammÀÞvÀr, by praising the Lord as, ‘who dispels all

doubt and grants pure knowledge’250, answers that, the Lord alone

pleasingly showers the indepth sense of the prapatti as the matured status

of the jðÀna. So, it is apprehended that, only out of the Lord’s grace, the

sense of prapatti with the experience of divinity of the Lord will be emerged

out. Again, there is a question, ’to that prapatti, who would be the target?’.

For it, the °ÞvÀr by singing as, ‘now my passion swells like the sea. Tell

me, is our KÃÈõa mean?’251, appropriately answers that, the Lord alone is

the target. In continuation, NammÀÞvÀr, for the question, ‘which is the end

for the maturity of the prapatti?’, by praying the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa,

‘Oh! Radiant flower! Knowledge-bliss! Expanding bigger than that’252

affirmatively answers as, ‘knowledgeable aspects of blissfulness of the Lord

alone is the end point for this prapatti’. He, for the same question, by

pleasantly averring, ‘you have mingled into me!’253, satisfactorily answers

in a different perspective as, ‘knowledgeable aspects of blissfulness of the

Lord alone is end point for it, which entirely covers the knowledge of the

tattvatraya’. Thus, the Commentator, by questioning in multiple ways and

answers the same through the glorified lines of NammÀÞvÀr concludes

that, as the result of the prapatti performed by prapanna, the Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa, by severing the attachment with the œarÁra and by cheerfully

bringing the prapanna’s Àtma up to the paramapada and make it to perform

the eternal kaiôkarya to His own gracious feet.

By considering all discussions cited above, it is consolidated that,

the subject matters of the arthapaðcaka are thoroughly discussed in the

entirety of the text, TiruvÀymoÞi and other subject matters are also clarified

in it as the ÀnuÈaôgika siddham254. To clarify the issue, the Commentator, by

putting a question, ‘how they are arranged?’, sharply answered. They are,

i) the svarÂpa of the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa, who is the supreme reality,

ii) the svarÂpa of the Àtma is the svabhÀva of the ananyÀrhaœeÈatva, iii) the
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svarÂpa of the puruÈÀrtha is performing the kaiôkarya,  iv) the puruÈÀrtha

viroti is the ahaôkÀra and the mamakÀra and v) the svarÂpa of the upÀya is

the prapatti. Moreover, starting from the control of the indriyas and up to

the attainment of the spiritual state of the performing the kaiôkarya to the

holy feet of  the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa are considered as the fruits of the

performance of the prapatti upÀya.

All the Vedas, the ItihÀÈa-purÀõas and the ãÈis, who know the Veda

explained the artthapaðcaka, i.e., the svarÂpa of the supreme reality, which

is to be obtained, the svarÂpa of the Àtma, which is attaining, the svarÂpa of

the prapatti upÀya which is to be followed, the svarÂpa of the puruÈartha,

which  is to  be  attained and the svarÂpa of the puruÈartha viroti which is

to be annihilated. In this context, Periyavaôkipurattu Nambi255, the great

scholar of ŒrÁvaiÈõava tradition affirmatively declared that, the subject

matters of the Vedas are the principles of the artthapaðcaka, which are the

vÀkyÀrtha ‘meaning of passages’ of this reverential text, TiruvÀymoÞi.

REFERENCES

1. Introduction is mentioned in TamiÞ as, ‘avatÀrikai’ or t½ººvÀy’. The

reader should not forget that, ±Çu 36,000 PaÇi Commentary is the

subject matters of NampiÒÒai’s kÀlakÈepa upon the text, TiruvÀymoÞi,

which is properly documented by VaÇakkuttiruvÁtippiÒÒai. So, in

this translatory project, VaÇakkuttiruvÁtippiÒÒai is honorably

mentioned as, ‘the Commentator’. Refer to PART I: 7.2.6.

±Çu MuppattÀºÀyirappaÇi ‘Commentary 36,000 PaÇi’ p. 430.

2. Praveœam - to enter upon. MahÀpraveœam - gratefully to enter upon.

The word, ‘mahÀ’ is derived from the root, ‘mahat’. It means,

‘gratefulness’. Since this ‘entrance’ as, ‘introduction’ begins to

explain the inner meanings of TiruvÀymoÞi, VaÇakkuttiruvÁtippiÒÒai,

the Commentator, by using this word, ‘mahat’ stated as,

‘mahÀpraveœam’. In following up, throughout the commentary,

whenever the Commentator starts to comment upon every

tiruppatikam or decade, he mentions, ‘introduction’ as praveœam.

Here, within the term  ‘tiruppatikam’  ‘tiru’ means sacred and

‘patikam’ refers to group of ten verses, i.e., decade.  Since this
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mahÀpraveœam  stands as the beautiful gate to the  big palace of a

great city, as the moon and sun in the immeasurable ÀkÀœÀ ’sky’

and as beautiful painting upon grandeur extended wall of a

bungalow, those who begins to study this commentary, at the first,

he has to master this introduction, the extensive unparalleled

intellectual exposition.

3. At the first sentence, the Commentator reveals the Lord’s viœeÈa

kaÇÀkÈa ‘specified grace showering upon the °ÞvÀr’. Through this

sentence, the particularized nature of NammÀÞvÀr’s divya jðÀna rÂpa

‘divine form of knowledge’ graced by the nirketuka kÃpÀ of the

Lord is delineated. From this divine act, the °ÞvÀr’s Àpta tamatvam

is well understood. °pta tamatvam refers to the status of

understanding the true object as it is, more specifically, the phrase

connotes his unparalleled capacity of explaining  the subject matters

of TiruvÀymoÞi to others. Here, Àpta¸ denotes, ‘the most reliable

person’ and tamatvam connotes his higher status. Since, to the Àtmas,

which are always nitya samsÀris within the worldly order, the Lord,

who is the svatantra ‘autonomous’ shall not shower His grace

without the recommendation of puruÈkÀram ‘mediatorship’ of ŒrÁ

LakÈmÁ, the PrÀÇÇÁ. In this context, the Lord is mentioned as the

ŒriyaÍpati i.e., TirumakaÒ k¼Òva¸ ‘husband of ŒrÁ LakÈmÁ’. Though

mediatorship of the PrÀÇÇÁ is there, if He possesses the erroneousness

of accepting the wrong things of these ÀtmÀs, then, His nirketuka

kÃpÀ is not showered upon them. So, to eliminate the drawback of

His erroneousness, He stands as, AvÀptasamastakÀma¸ ‘the Lord

without anything left out, possesses all the objects, which He

wished’. If we questioned, ‘though He possesses all the objects  as

He wished, in spite, if He sensed the doÈas ‘demerit’ of His devotees,

does He shower His grace to them on behalf of the PrÀÇÇÁ’s

compulsion as puruÈakÀratvam?’. It is certainly not. In this context,

since the Lord has the quality of vÀtsalyam ‘possesses love towards

His devotees as a cow to her calf’, as DoÈabhogya¸ ‘enjoyer of the

sins or faults of His devotees’, He showers His nirketuka kÃpÀ upon

His devotees, who are unavoidably possessing the doÈas . In this

background, the Commentator, by demonstrating the Lord’s
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qualities of vÀtsalyam and doÈabhoyam, also explains His

SamastakalyÀõaguõÀtmakam of possessing the countless auspicious

qualities. So, the Lord as ‘the Sarveœvara¸, out of His quality of

doÈabhokyam is having the firm relation with His devotees, who are

all having doÈams. Note: As the above commentation to describe

the thematic contents of these Lord’s four names, i.e., as, Œarveœvara¸,

ŒriyaÍpati, AvÀptasamasth KÀma¸ and SamastakalyÀõaguõÀtmaka¸, the

other traditional scholars with their own religious perspectives

give so many special meanings  to explain the qualities behind the

names in their own ways.

4. “MÀºi mÀºip pala piºappum piºantu” - TVM 2.6:8.

By referring to the quotation,  the Commentator appropriately

comments about the °ÞvÀr’s previous status, i.e., before to receive

the Lord’s glorious grace. From this, the greatness of the Lord’s

nirketuka kÃpÀ is understood. In this place, the phrase, ‘as shifting

the shoulder’ means that, when carrying the palanquin, if one

shoulder gets pain, the carriers usually shift the weight to another

shoulder. Like that, after leaving out one birth, the Àtma shifts to

another birth. Since NammÀÞvÀr is mentioned as the nityasamsÀri,

it is considered as, ‘one of the nityasÂris or muktas took birth as

NammÀÞvÀr’. This expression explicates the great reputation to the

°ÞvÀr.

5. “AÇiyai aÇaintu, uÒÒam t¼ºi Áºu il i¸pattu iru veÒÒam yÀ¸ mÂÞki¸a¸”

- TVM 2.6:8.

From the statement, ‘I have found your feet’ and upto, ’prompted

him out of his mouth as expert to make an exposition’, the

Commentator describes the greatness of birth. Since it is praised,

aÇiyai aÇaintu uÒÒant¼ºi ‘I have found your feet. My heart is consoled’

the remark refers to the fact that, there are differences among the

individuals, who realized the God through the purity of mind and

performing the karmas. Since through the word, uÒÒant¼ºi ‘my heart

is consoled’, greatness of the jðÀna and also, the authoritativeness

of the °ÞvÀr is realized. Since it is quoted, Áºu il i¸pattu ‘endless

joy’, it intends the differences in the status of enjoying pleasures
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like differences of enjoying the spiritual ecstasy at heaven. Since

it is expressed iru veÒÒam ‘in a flood’, it denotes  that, there is

difference in the state of pleasure in kaivalya. Since it is cited,

mÂÞki¸a¸ ‘bathed’, it points out the fact that, TiruvÀymoÞi is the

sound of words expressing the deep sense of the bhakti like the

sound produced when the water is drinking with its bubbles.

Since  it is averred, ‘iru veÒÒam’, the °ÞvÀr adds the word, ‘mÂÞki¸a¸’.

Here, by combining the two words, iru veÒÒam mÂÞki¸a¸ ‘bathed in

flood’ the proper meaning shall be derived, i.e., NammÀÞvÀr

indirectly through an anecdote gloriously elucidates the salient

features of the bhakti through the words of TiruvÀymoÞi. The

presentation, mutalil¼ ‘at the first’ refers to his first level of the

expression of his bhakti and explicates the progressive status and

continuity of advancements within the religious and spiritual life.

It implies that, the sense of the bhakti is emerging out only when

the °ÞvÀr is lived in the world with the material œarÁra. This word

also indicates the systematic arrangement and expression of the

themes expounded in TiruvaymoÞi. That is, the °ÞvÀr, at the first

revealed the theme about the bhakti, then, he consistently explicated

the themes of karma, jðÀna, bhakti, parapatti, parajðÀnam, paramabhakti,

arcirÀdigati, attainment of the paramapada, enjoyment of the

auspicious qualities of the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa and the

performance of  the kaiôkarya to the Lord. Here, it is to be noted

that, NammÀÞvÀr in the last part of TiruvÀymoÞi only described

about the arcirÀdigati, the paramapada and the kaiôkarya. At the first,

when NammÀÞvÀr possessed the œarÁra within the world, he

delineated about the karma, the jðÀna and the prapatti. In continuity

of his matured status in the spiritual order, he progressively

elucidated the themes starting from the parajðÀna up to the loftier

status of performing the kaiôkarya to the Lord. The utterance, ‘out

of his own mouth as an expert’ means the rarity of elucidating the

themes through words.

6. In the proclamation, ‘in the first line’ stands for expressing the

sense of, ‘without any reason’. The phrase, ‘showered His supreme
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grace’ designates the statement, mayarvaºa matinalam aruÒi¸a¸ ‘who

dispels all doubt and grant pure knowledge’ (TVM 1.1:1). It is to

be realized that, the God is thinking about the welfare of the °ÞvÀr

as, ‘let him be possessed the matured bhakti  through the fulfilled

jðÀna’.

7. From the declaration, ‘the greatness of the Lord’s grace is as clearly

as possible understood’, the Commentator answers, ‘yes’ to the

question, ‘is there any place, where the Lord’s grace fruited in

action?’. In this place, he explains the distinctive reason for the

blissful grace showered upon the °ÞvÀr. In addition, he also

elucidates his status of composing the spiritually loaded stanzas.

Here, the example related with the Lord KÃÈõa is added to interpret

the nature of divine knowledge, which is graced by the Lord to the

°ÞvÀr.

8. “BÃndÀvanam bhagavatÀ kÃÈõenÀkliÈÇakarmaõÀ/

œubhena manasÀdhyÀtam gvÀm vÃddhimabhÁpsatÀ//”

- ŒrÁ ViÈõu PurÀõam.

See the BhagavadviÈayam (1999) vol. 1A, ŒrÁ Sudarœa¸ar Trust

Publication, Tirucy, p. 86.

9. BÃndÀvanam – Forest with the thorny plants or thistle (tripulus

terrestris).

10. “UtpannanavaœaÈpÀçhyÀ œakrakopÀstruÃtÀmahÁ/

sthalÁ mÀratakÁvÀsÁt padmarÀkakÃtÀntarÀ//” - ŒrÁ ViÈõu PurÀõa. Refer

to BhagavadviÈayam vol. 1A, (1999), op.cit., p. 86.

11. The phrase, ‘divine consciousness in its entirety and clarity’ refers

to the knowing things without any trace of doubts to express the

same to others.

12. If NammÀÞvÀr possesses the intellectual capacity to perceive the

true object as it is with absolute clarity, then, there shall be a

question, ‘is there any illusion to know the knowledge of the real

object? As proper answer, the Commentator, starting from  the

statement , ‘the other religions’ describes the different doctrines of

other religions and finally concludes, ‘ŒrÁvaiÈõava darœana accepts

only three tattvas’ (covers the references 12 to 31). In this context,
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he points out that, NyÀya philosophy accepts sixteen tattvas and

Vaiœesika philosophy accepts only six.

13. LokÀyata philosophy possesses only the general outlook towards

the world.

14. °rukatar - the devotees of °ruka¸, i.e., Jainas.

15. Buddhism possesses four kinds of divisions. VaibhÀsika is one of

them.

16. To VaibhÀsika, ‘emerging of knowledge’ is considered as the Àtma.

17. In this context, the term, mokÈa denotes the fact, i.e., ‘the reason for

the mokÈa’.

18. Here, the word, ‘mokÈa’ connotes the jðÀna, the cause for the mokÈa.

19. Though there are doctrinal differences between NyÀya and Vaiœesika.

Since both the systems possess similarity upon the interpretation

of subject matters, in this place, Commentator jointly points out

the salient features of them.

20. ‘Annihilation of pleasure and pain’ means the status of the Àtma as

stone.

21. PÀœupatas are the follower of PÀœupati religion. They are generally

mentioned as Œaivas. Since, among them, some are professing the

fact as, ‘paramÀnus are the first cause for the world’, they do not

have the differences of opinion with ŒrutiprakÀsikai, which affirms

the prakÃti as the first cause of world. In this regard, an expert on,

‘Glossaries’ elucidates the following fact. That is, since some of

them are accepting the °gamasiddheœvara¸ is nimitta kÀrana, they do

not have differences of opinion with their people, who are accepting

the statement of VedÀnta DÁpa, i.e., °numÀnik¼œvara¸ is the nimitta

kÀrana. °gama - the Œiva Àgamas. SÀrÂpya - getting the divine form

as the God.

22. The followers of SÀôkhya, who accept the God as well as who reject

the God named as KapilÀgamaniÈÇhar. In the followers of Yoga, there

are two groups as PataðjalimataniÈÇhar and HiraõyagarbhamataniÈÇhar.

If the reader wants to know further about these two groups, it is

suggested to consult with the scholar, who are expert in the SÀôkhya

philosophy.
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23. From this sentence onwards, the Commentator exposes the religious

scholars and their philosophy, who are all not deriving  the true

meanings to the sentences of Veda, but, to them, they determine

different meanings.

24. The statement, ‘flow of water’ means that, though water in the

rivers like GaôgÀ continuously flows, apparently it is identified

that, the water in it remains stagnant. Like that, since people are

always dying and babies are permanently getting births, the world

seems to be permanent.

25. PÂrvam - the earlier, apÂrvam - the word elicits the fact, that, ‘at

earlier, there is nothing’. Karma apÂrvam - when the Àtmas perform

activities, as the fruit of the same, something new is evolved. It

does not prevail at earlier. In this context, the truth behind the

phrase, ‘something new’ is called karma apÂrvam.

26. ViœeÈa means speciality. It also means bheda ‘difference from other’.

That is sajÀtÁya, vijÀtÁya and svagata bhedas. The sajÀtÁya bheda signifies

the difference between Brahmam and jÁva, the vijÀtÁya bheda ascribes

difference between Brahmam and acit and the svagata bheda indicates

difference among Brahmam and His qualities like the jðÀna, the

sakti, etc. ‘NirviœeÈa’ points out the position, where there is absence

of said differences. MÀyÀvÀdi asserts that, reality is one, which does

not have these three kinds of differences. CinmÀttiram denotes the

reality exists as svayamprakÀœa ‘self illumined’. ‘MÀyÀœabalam’ means

mÀyÀ ‘spiritual ignorance’ is mixed along with perception of the

reality.  The phrase, ‘out of the sentences’ refers to   the sentences

like tat tvam asi ‘thou art that’, aham brahmÀsmi ‘I am Brahmam’,

ayam Àtma brahmam ‘the self is Brahmam’. ‘According to the mÀyÀvÀda,

‘mokÈa’ is in the view of, ‘one with reality’.

27. To BhÀskarar (8th and 9th centuries CE), supreme reality is not,

‘nirviœeÈa’. In the explanation, the phrase, ‘based on the truth behind

varõÀœramadhrma’ indicates the fact that, the condition of acquiring

the jðÀna is taken into consideration within the background of

varõa ‘possessing satva, rÀjasa and tÀmasa guõas’ and Àœrama

‘maintaining the status of life as brÀhmaõa, kÈatriya, vaiœya and sÂdra.
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If the reader wants more clarification, it is better to discus the

theme with the experts, who mastered the theo-philosophy of

BhÀskarar. (Refer to Chapter XV pp.1-11 of A History of Indian

Philosophy, vol.3 (2009) by Surendranath Dasgupta).

28. According to YÀdavaprÀkÀœa, the supreme reality through the

parinÀma rÂpa viœeÈa becomes as cit, acit and ±œvara.

29. ‘The EkÀyanar’ - those, who have particular stand. They belong to

ŒrÁ Madhva sect. ŒrÁvaiÈõavas accepts the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa

with ŒrÁ LakÈmÁ. Since this sect accepts ŒrÁ NÀrÀyaõa only, the

Commentator mentions them as, ‘EkÀyanar’. ŒrÁvaiÈõavism affirms

that, the God possesses all the kinds of sakti. But, this sect believes

that, the God has very few saktis. To them, reality is ŒrÁ NÀrÀyaõa

only.

30. In the series, the eleven religions starting from the LokÀyata to

Yogam are considered as external religion. The six religions starting

from ŒrÁ BhaÇÇar to EkÀyanar are not eliciting the direct meanings

for the sentences of Veda, but, indifferent meanings. The

Manudharma ŒÀstra asseverates that, smÃtis, which are against the

Veda and KudruÈÇi religions are not helpful to reach over the mokÈa.

Moreover, the truth behind them possess only the tÀmasa guõa.

31. Darœana - the looking into. It points out the religion, which deals

with the realities through the intellectual eye of our traditional

ÀcÀryas.

32. ‘Sarvam kalpitam brahma’, ‘¼kameva advidÁyam’. If the reader wants

to get more knowledge about this context, it is better to consult

with ŒrÁvaiÈõava traditional scholar, who knows the tradition with

the background of Sanskrit language.

33. PrakÀram - It refers to the TamiÞ word, aÇai ‘quality’. The words aÇai

in TamiÞ and viœeÈa in Sanskrit possess the same meaning. PrakÀri

- It means the TamiÞ word, aÇaikoÒi ‘that which is qualified’. AÇaikoÒi

and viœesiyam are conveying the same principle and meaning.

34. In this place, the following Na¸¸Âl sÂtra shall be remembered.

“Oººumai nayattiÒ o¸ºe¸at t½¸ºi¸um

v¼ººumai nayatti¸ v¼º¼ uÇaluyir”
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‘Since the œarÁra and the Àtma (consonantal vowel) are being

associated with each other, they apparently perceived to be as one.

But, both are distinctive realities. So, both are different from each

other.    - Na¸¸Âl sÂtra 450.

35. “PradhÀnakÈetrajðapatir guõeœaÍ samsÀrabandha sthitimokÈa hetuÍ//”

- ŒvetÀœvatara UpaniÈad 6.16.

36. “DaivÁ hyeÈÀ guõamayÁ mama mÀyÀ duratyayÀ/

mÀmeva ye prapadyante mÀyÀ metÀm taranti te//” - Bhagavad GÁtÀ 7:14.

37. “PollÀ Àkkaiyi¸ puõarvi¸ai aºukkal aºÀ;

collÀy yÀ¸ u¸¸aic cÀrvatu ½r cÂÞcciy¼”  - TVM 3.2:3.

38. Over here, the following independent verse shall be cited .

“VÀ¸kuruvi yi¸kÂÇu vallarakkut tolkaºaiyÀ¸

t¼¸cilampi yÀvarkkuð ceyyaritÀl” .

‘No one could possibly construct the cage of weaver bird (plocan

baya) flying in the sky, lac ball by hornet (vespa crabro), mound

constructed by white ant (termes bellicosus), as such, honey comb

and spider net. They could be built by the respective creature

only’

39. Sarvasakti - those who have all the ability, the God.

40. “JarÀmaraõamokÈÀya mÀmÀœritya yatanti ye/

te brahma tadviduÍ kÃtsnamadhyÀtmam karma cakhilam/ /”

- Bhagavad GÁtÀ 7:29.

41. Parim¼laÞakar, while commenting on TirukkuºaÒ 358 (Piºappe¸¸um

p¼tamai nÁôkac ciºappe¸¸um cemporuÒ kÀõpatu aºivu ‘when folly, cause

of births, departs and the Àtma can view, the truth of things, man’s

dignity- ‘tis wisdom true’), professes the following fact. Through

the Àgamas, it is deduced that, at what the sense if the Àtma is

feeling and thinking when it leaves out the œarÁra, at  the latter

birth,  it becomes as such. So, when the Àtma leaves the œarÁra, for

the sake not to get rebirth, it ought to think upon the God only. So,

before death, one has to learn, how to surrender to the God. This

is only the upÀya for the mokÈa. Except that, certainly there is no

other upÀya to attain the supreme state of the mokÈa.

42. UpÀya - the means.
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43. “Oõ tÀmaraiyÀÒ k¼Òva¸ oruva¸aiy¼ n½kkum uõarvu”

- Mutal TiruvantÀti 67.

44. “Tat jðÀnamajðÀnamatonyaduktam” - ŒrÁ ViÈõu PurÀõam 6.5:87.

45. “Tat karma yanna bandhÀya sÀ vidyÀ yÀ vimuktaye/

ÀyÀsÀyÀpÀram karma vidyÀanyÀ œilpanaipuõam//”

- ŒrÁ ViÈõu PurÀõa 1.19.41.

46. In this context, it is to be remembered the following verse of the

NÀlaÇiyÀr 140.

“°lakucÀl kaºpi¸ aºivunÂl kallÀtu

ulakanÂl ½tuva t¼llÀm – kalakala

kÂun tuõaiyallÀl koõÇu taÇumÀººam

p½on tuõaiyaºivÀ ril”.

‘Among books countless, devoid of learning

Spiritual treatise but browsing worldly wise works

Will make a hullabaloo but nobody seems to know

The way of weaning away from such susceptibilities’

- NÀlaÇiyÀr 140.

Professor Palani Arangasamy (tr.) comments: ‘Average men of a -

day world are susceptible to the books of material possessions and

physical comfort. They simply make a genial hullabaloo and keep

themselves satisfied with the contents of those ordinary texts. It is

a pity that nobody seems to know the importance of learning

spiritual treatises’. Refer to Arangasamy, Palani (2020)

NAALADIYAAR (An English Version with Commentary), Thanjavur,

p. 78.

47. The sentence, ‘who realized the realities truthfully’ mentions the

great saintly scholars such as the first three °ÞvÀrs, namely Poykai,

BhÂtam and P¼y.

48. The phrase, ‘to NammÀÞvÀr’ makes reference to the °ÞvÀr, who out

of truthful knowledge of tattvatraya immersed within the experience

as well as oceanic Ànanda of advantageous qualities of the Lord

ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa.

49. In this place, the following verses shall be quoted: e¸ appa¸ ta¸

mÀyaôkaÒ¼ kÀõum neðcu uÇaiy¼¸- e¸akku i¸i e¸¸a kalakkam uõÇ¼?
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‘my heart can see them all, now what can trouble me?’(TVM 6.4:8)

and colmÀlaikaÒ collumÀºu amaikka vall¼ºku i¸i yÀvar nikar akal vÀ¸att¼

‘I have sung his praise with poems, now who in the world can

equal me?’(TVM 4.5:8).

50. NammÀÞvÀr himself explains about his superior status as, varavu

Àºu o¸ºu illaiyÀl; vÀÞvu i¸itÀl ‘there is no way to return. Aho, this

new life is sweet!’ - Periya TiruvantÀti 56.

51. “ViõõuÒÀrilum cÁriyar¼” - Tiruviruttam 79.

52. “AÇyÀr nilÀki¸ºa vaikuntam½ vaiyam½num nilaiyiÇam¼”

- Tiruviruttam 75.

53. The Commentator from this sentence onwards starts to points out

that, due to the defects of land alone, the world is not only became

as dry land for devotion to the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa, but, it also

became as such because of the malicious attitude of people.

54. “KaÒau jagatpatim viÈõum sarvasraÈÇÀramÁœvaram/

nÀrccayiÈyanti maitreya pÀÈaõçopahatÀ janÀÍ//”

- ŒrÁ ViÈõÂ PurÀõa 6:41.

55. PÀÈaõÇçis - nÀstikas, those, who are creating pÀvam ‘demerit’.

56. “Durlabho mÀnuÈo deho dehinÀm kÈaõabhaôguraÍ/

tatrÀpi durlabham manye vaikuõÇhapriyadarœanam//”

- BhÀgavatham 11.2:22.

Here, the verse of Divya Kavi PiÒÒai PerumÀÒ AyyaôkÀr shall be

specified.

“MÀ¸iÇarÀka varalari t½rmaõ Çalatti¸eºi

mÀ¸iÇarÀka milÀtava rÀta¸ malaraya¸Àr

mÀ¸iÇarÀkamat tÀla¸pa rÀya araôkattuÒem

mÀ¸iÇarÀka malaraÇik kÀÇpaÇum vÀÞvarit¼”

‘It is rare to get birth as human in this incomparable world. Though

as such, it is still a problem to get a birth without suffering and a

œarÁra without deformity. Though getting the œarÁra without

deformity, it is unthinkable to lead a moral life. Though maintained

the morality in life, it is extraordinary to follow religious life as

servant to perform kaiõkarya to the holy feet of the Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa residing at ŒrÁraôgam, to whom, as directed by Àgamas,
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BrahmÀ, who got avatÀra at the lotus and Œiva, who bear deer in the

left hand are performing the eternal kaiôkarya’.

- TiruvaraôkattantÀti 15.

57. “ManuÈyÀõÀm sahasreÈu kaœcidyatati siddhaye/

yatatÀmapi siddhÀnÀm kaœcinmÀm vetti tattvataÍ //”

- Bhagavad GÁtÀ 7:3.

58. Cetanas - the Àtmas, the cetanam - the knowledge.

“PallÀ¸ºa k¼Òvip paya¸uõarvÀr vÁyavum

kallÀtÀr vÀÞva taºitir¼l - kallÀtÀr

c¼ta¸am e¸¸umac c¼ºuakattu i¸maiyÀl,

k½te¸ºu koÒÒÀtÀô kÂººu”

‘Know thou the reason for early demise of veterans

And longer life of illiterate idiots in the world?

Death greatly enamoured of acquiring geniuses

Neglecting the hollow men of illiteracy behind’    - NÀlaÇiyÀr 106.

Professor Palani Arangasamy (tr.) comments: Here the poet’s real

intention is to emphasis that either the longevity of life among the

illiterates or the short duration of geniuses is on the basis of what

deeds they have done in their previous birth. But actually his

reference to the God of death and his passion to snatch away the

life of versatile geniuses is to highlight the excellence of knowledge

and intelligence’. Vide: Arangasamy, Palani (2020), op.cit.,

p. 61.

59. “TatoakhilajagatpadmabodhÀyÀyutabhÀnunÀ/

devakipÂrvasandhyÀyÀmÀvirbhÂtam mahÀtmanÀ//”

- ŒrÁ ViÈõu PurÀõa 5.3:2.

60. In this place, the following verses shall be remembered.

“CuÇarira¸ Ç¼paõÇu mÂ¸ºÀ yi¸atukaÒ tÁrntulakat

tiÇariraõ ÇÀlvarum p¼riruÒ cÁppa¸ vempiºappai

aÇariraõ ÇÀmalart tÀÒuÇai yÀ¸kuru kaikkaraca¸

paÇariruô kÁrttip pirÀ¸tiru vÀymoÞip pÀvoÇum¼”

‘TiruvÀymoÞi of the chief of KurukÂr (NammÀÞvÀr) with his pair of

lotus feet which cuts short of our birth cycles, will sweep away the

ignorance arising from the two afflictions (rajas and tamas) in the

world eradicate the triple specks (TÀpattriyÀs - °dhyÀtmÁka,
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°dhibhautika and °dhidaivika) by making the two (Sun and Moon)

shine as of old’.                                      - CaÇak½parantÀti 2.

“°ditya rÀmadivÀkara acyutabhÀ¸ukkaÒukkup p½kÀta uÒÒÒiruÒ nÁôki,

c½ÈiyÀta piºavik kaÇalvaººi, vikasiyÀta p½tiº kamalam malarntatu;

vakuÒabhÂÈaõa bhÀskarodayattil¼”

‘Inner darkness is not eradicated but vanished; Sun-RÀma, having

rays of arrows not dried up the sea of asuras, who are not considered

Him as ŒeÈi but dries up; and lotus not flowered for AcyutabhÀnu,

but became blossom out of the rising Sun-BhÀskara, who wears

the garland made up of vakuÒa (mimusaps elangi) flowers’

- °cÀryahÃdayam 83.

“VeÒli viyÀÞa¸ viÒaôkiravi veõÇiôkaÒ

poÒÒe¸a nÁkkum puºaviruÒai; - teÒÒiya

vaÒÒuva ri¸kuºaÒ veõpÀ akilatt½r

uÒÒiruÒ nÁkkum oÒi”

‘The eternal darkness of the world shall be wiped out by  the

planets Venus,

Jupiter, brightest Sun and white rays of the moon. As such, the

sweet verses in veõpÀ meter of TiruvaÒÒuvar’s TirukkuºaÒ as dazzle

light shall crystal clearly wipe out the inner darkness of ignorance

of the people, who live in the world’. - TiruvaÒÒuvamÀlai 52.

61. “Urum, nÀÇum, ulakamum ta¸¸aipp½l ava¸uÇaiya p¼rum tÀrkaÒum¼

pitaººa”   -TVM 6.7:2.

62. “MaraôkaÒum iraôkum vakai maõivaõõav½ e¸ºu kÂvumÀl”

- TVM 6.5:9.

63. “PÀl ¼y tamiÞar icaikÀrar pattar paravum” - TVM 1.5:11.

64. “PaÇÇÀya tamiÞ mÀlai ÀyirattuÒ ippattum k¼ÇÇu ÀrÀr”    - TVM 10.6:11.

65. “Paõ Àr pÀÇal i¸kavikaÒ yÀ¸Àyt ta¸¸ait tÀ¸ pÀÇi te¸¸À e¸¸um e¸ ammÀ¸”

- TVM 10.7:5.

66. Starting from, ‘the Sarveœvara¸ as the ŒriyaÍpati, the husband of ŒrÁ

LakÈmÁ’ and up to,  ‘glorified as the ‘chief’’ (references 1 to 47), the

Commentator  delineated the fact that, TiruvÀymoÞi is composed by

NammÀÞvÀr to explain the knowledge of the tattvas, but, not for

the glory, material comfort and performing pÂja, etc. Moreover, he

with reasons ascertained that, this text shall be accepted by all.
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Starting from, ‘though the world is just like dry land’ and up to,

‘all the places for getting good’ (references 58 - 66), the

Commentator has confirmed that, the text is for all to attain the

final emancipation.

67. “Hasitam bhÀÈitam caiva gatiryÀ yacca ceÈÇitam/

tat sarvam dharmavÁryeõa yathÀvat samprapaœyati//”

- ŒrÁ RÀmÀyaõa BÀla-KÀõça 3:4.

From here onwards and throughout the commentary, the

Commentator is expanding the greatness of the jðÀna and the bhakti,

which are graciously pointed out in the first sentence. For better

understanding of the theme, verify the reference number 6. In this

place, it is better to get the idea of the theme by covering the first

eleven references.

68. SvarÂpa rÂpa guõa vibhÂtis – the God’s wealth such as His nature,

form, qualities and His extended transformation as the cosmos

69. “UdÀrÀs sarva evaite jðÀnÁ tvÀtmaiva me matam/

ÀsthitaÍ sahi yuktÀtmÀ mÀm evÀnuttamÀm gatim//”

- Bhagavad GÁtÀ 7:18.

70. “BÀlyÀt prabhruti susnigdho lakÈmaõo lakÈmivardhanaÍ”

- ŒrÁ RÀmÀyayaõa BÀla-KÀõça 18:27.

71. PerumÀÒ - ŒrÁ RÀmapirÀ¸

72. Younger Lord - ŒrÁ LakÈmaõa.

73. “AºiyÀk kÀlattuÒÒ¼ aÇimaikkaõ a¸pu ceyvittu”   - TVM 2.3:3.

74. “Mulaiy½ muÞu muººum p½ntila; malaiy½ tiruv¼ôkaÇam e¸ºu kaºki¸ºa

vÀcakam¼” - Tiruviruttam 60.

75. “Na ca sÁtÀ tvyÀ hÁnÀ na cÀhamapi rÀghava/

muhÂrttamapi jÁvÀv½ jalÀnmatsyÀ viv½ddhrutau//”

- ŒrÁ RÀmÀyayaõa AyodhyÀ-KÀõça 53:31.

76. “Et t¼var vÀlÀÇÇum evvÀºu ceykaiyum app½tu oÞiyum”

- NÀ¸muka¸ TiruvantÀti 38.

Since NammÀÞvÀr out of prapatti, has taken the auspicious qualities

of the Lord as food, to him, the realization of three tattvas also

become food.

77. “Ni¸ alÀl il¼¸kÀõ”  - TVM 2.3:7.
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78. “Na deva lokÀkramaõam nÀmaratvamaham vÃõe/

aiœvaryam vÀpi lokÀnÀm kÀmaye na tvayÀ vinÀ//”

- ŒrÁ RÀmÀyaõa AyodhyÀ-KÀõça 31:5.

VÀ¸avar nÀÇu ‘Indra’s kingdom’.  - TVM 3.9:9.

79. “TiruvoÇu maruviya iyarkai mÀyÀp peruviºal ulakam mÂ¸ºinoÇu nal vÁÇu

peºi¸um koÒvatu eõõum½”    - TiruvÀciriyam 2 .

80. “Em mÀ vÁÇÇÂt tiºamum ceppam” - TVM 2.9:1.

81. “PÀviy¼¸aip pala nÁ kÀÇÇip paÇuppÀy½?” - TVM 6.9:9.

82. “Aham tÀvanmahÀrÀje pitrutvam n½palakÈaye/

bhrÀtÀ bharttÀ ca bandhuœca ca pitÀ ca mama rÀghavaÍ//”

- ŒrÁ RÀmÀyaõa AyodhyÀ-KÀõça 58:31.

83. “C¼l ¼y kaõõiyarum perum celvam na¸makkaÒum

m¼lÀt tÀy tantaiyum avar¼” - TVM 5.1:8.

84. “BhavÀmstu saha vaidehyÀ kirisÀnuÈu ramsyate/

aham sarvam kariÈyÀmi jÀkgratas svapataœca te//”

- ŒrÁ RÀmÀyaõa AyodhyÀ-KÀõça 31:25.

See the Purushothama Naidu, (2012),  op.cit., p. 21.

85. “OÞivu il kÀlam ellÀm uÇa¸Ày ma¸¸i

vaÞu ilÀ aÇimai ceyya v¼õÇum nÀm” - TVM 3.3.1.

86. “AhamasyÀvaro bhrÀtÀ guõairdÀsyamupÀgataÍ/

kÃtajðasya bahujðasya lakÈmaõo nÀma nÀmataÍ//”

- ŒrÁ RÀmÀyaõa KiÈkindhÀ-KÀõça 4:12.

87. “Uyarvu aºa uyar nalam uÇaiyava¸ ....

tuyar aºu cuÇar aÇi toÞutu eÞu, e¸ ma¸a¸¼!” - TVM 1.1:1.

88. To express the unbounded absolute enjoyment of the Lord by

NammÀÞvÀr, the Commentator uses the phrase, “viœada viœadatara

viœadatamam ”. It connotes the parabhakti parajðÀna paramabhakti.

viœada - clearly, viœadatara - very clearly, viœadatamamÀka - absolutely

very clear. Parabhakti - pleasure in union and pain in separation,

parajðÀna - directly knowing the things very clearly, paramabhakti

- while in separation, even the existence will be disturbed. The

activities of the parabhakti etc., are the “viœada viœadatara

viœadatamam”. So, the Commentator refers to the enjoyment of the

parabhakti parajÀna paramabhakti as the enjoyment of viœada viœatara

viœadatamam.
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89. “VistareõÀtmano yogam vibhÂtið ca janÀrdana

bhÂyaÍ kathaya tÃiptirhi œÃõvato nÀsti meamÃtam”

                           - Bhagavad GÁtÀ 10:18.

90. “GharmÀbhitaptÀÍ parjanyam hlÀdayantamiva prajÀÍ/

na tatarpa samÀyÀntam paœyamÀno narÀdhipaÍ//”

- ŒrÁ RÀmÀyaõa AyodhyÀ-KÀõça 3:29.

91. “AppoÞutaikku appoÞutu e¸ ÀrÀ amut¼” - TVM 2.5:4.

92. Verify the subject matter of reference 48.

93. “DharmÀtmÀ satyaœaucÀdi guõÀnÀmÀkaras tathÀ/

upamÀnamaœeÈÀõÀm sÀdhÂnÀm yassadÀabhavat//”

- ŒrÁ ViÈõu Puraõa 1.15:15.

94. “Entam aÇikaÒ iõaiyaÇi etti eÞuttu acai cÁr, pantam aÇi toÇai pÀ i¸ô

kÂruva¸”.

‘By praising and the holy feet of my Lord, I shall explain the eÞuttu,

acai, cÁr, talai, aÇi, toÇai, pÀ, pÀvi¸am – the grammatical structures of

the verse’.     - YÀpparuôkalakkÀrikai 1.

95. “MacchandÀdeva te brahman pravÃtteyam sarasvatÁ/

rÀmasya caritam sarvam kuru tvamÃÈisattama//”

‘It is because I had intended so, that those verses had come out of

your lips. Do you now, O best old saints, compose the entire history

of ŒrÁ RÀma’     - ŒrÁ RÀmÀyayaõa BÀla-KÀõça 2:31-32.

96. “MÀniÈÀda pratiÈÇhÀm tvamagamaœ œÀœvatÁssamÀÍ/

yatkrauðcamithunÀdekamavadhÁÍ kÀmamohitam//”

NiÈÀda: O hunter; tvam: you; yat: out of a cause; krauðca mithunÀd:

among the two Crane birds are in union; kÀmamohitam: infatuated

out of sexual urge; ekam: to one male Crane; avadhÁ: you killed (so

that); œÀœvatÁ: within the sustenance; samÀ: among the years;

pratiÈÇhÀm: existence; mÀgama: wouldn’t be attained.

‘You may not have peace of mind for endless years, Oh! Fowler,

since you killed one of the pair of cranes, infatuated with passion’

- ŒrÁ RÀmÀya BÀla-KÀõça 2:15.

It means that, because a hunter killed one of the pair of cranes, he

would not have full fledged life as he is destined. This is only

external meaning, whereas the true meaning of verse follows:
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(MÀ niÈÀda: Oh! ŒrÁnivÀn¼; tvam: you; yat: out of a cause;

krauðcamithunÀd: among RÀkÈas of RÀvaõa and MaõÇotari, who are

in union; ekam: one person (RÀvaõa); avadhÁ: you killed (so that);

œÀœvatÁssamÀ: among the sustained years; pratiÈÇhÀm: existence;

akamaÍ: would be attained).

‘Oh! ŒrÁnivÀsa!, since you killed RÀvÀõa, who is infatuated with

Manmatha, the Lord of Mundane desire, so to add that, as you

killed RÀvaõa, one among the pair of his wife Maõçodari, you

may not enjoy full fledged life span as destined’.

97. Bhoktas: enjoyers of sound as well as meaning. As reported, k¼ÇÇu

ÀrÀr vÀ¸avarkaÒ cevikku i¸iya ceðcoll¼ ‘is sweet poetry which will not

satiate even the gods’ (TVM 10.6:11) and to¸Çarkku amutu uõõac col

mÀlaikaÒ co¸¸¼¸ aõÇattu amarar perumÀ¸ aÇiy¼¸¼ ‘I see the Lord before

myself. My heart has sung his songs delightful to devotees’ (TVM

9.4:9), the Commentator with a note, separately placed the bhoktas,

who out of knowledge to enjoy the texts of NammÀÞvÀr.

98. Refer to mayarvu aºa matinalam aruÒi¸a¸ ‘the Lord dispels all doubt

and grant pure knowledge’ (TVM 1.1:1), tirumÀlÀl aruÒappaÇÇa

‘blessed by TirumÀl’ (TVM 8.8:11), yÀ¸Àyt ta¸¸ait tÀ¸ pÀti ‘my Lord

who sang his own praise in Paõ-based songs through me’ (TVM

10.7:5), tÀ¸ ta¸¸aik kÁrttitta mÀya¸ ‘He with His, has sung his praise

(TVM 7.9:2).

99. Vide: the phrase, tirumÀlava¸ kavi ‘the Lord TirumÀl connives to

make me sing His praise’ (Tiruviruttam 48).

100. As delivered, toõÇarkku amutu uõõa ‘my heart has sung his songs

delightful to devotees’ (TVM 9.4:9), mumukÈus, as informed, k¼ÇÇu

ÀrÀr vÀ¸avarkaÒ ‘is sweet poetry which will not satiate even the

gods’ (TVM 10.6:11) muktas and as averred, te¸¸À e¸¸um e¸ ammÀ¸

tirumÀliruðc½laiyÀ¸¼ ‘my Lord who sang His own praise in Paõ

based songs through me stand in MÀliruðc½lai’(TVM 10.7:5) and

the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa are the bhoktas ‘enjoyer’ of sweetness of

NammÀÞvÀr’s texts.

101. The nature of purusÀrtha is explained through the line, ta¸akk¼yÀka

e¸aik koÒÒum Át¼ ‘He has taken me as His own’ - TVM 2.9:4.
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102. CiropÀsita sadvrudthar - the great scholars, who served the

Sadvruddhar for so many years. Sadvrudthar - eminent personalities

of knowledge, conduct and character.

103. Starting from, ‘to enlighten the greatness of NammÀÞvÀr’s texts

including TiruvÀymoÒi’, the Commentator wonderfully comments

that, because of the medium of scriptures, some ignorant may not

have confident to declare the texts as pramÀõa and taste to read

them. To enrich their confident and initiate the taste upon the texts

and to prove them as the important pramÀõas, the Commentator

follows the technical expression of objection and nullifying the

same.

104. From, ‘the scholars, who truthfully follow the principles of the

Vedas reject the above criticism’ and up to, ‘one can attain the

mokÈa’ (covers the references 104-107 and the end part of the para),

the Commentator appropriately treated the subject matters, which

are mentioned within the answers of questions which he raised in

the previous para.

105. “HarikÁrttim vinaivÀnyat brÀmaõena narottama/

bhÀÈÀgÀnam na gÀtavyam tasmÀt pÀpam tvayÀ kÃtam//”

- MÀtsya PurÀõa. See the BhagavadviÈayam, vol. 1A, (1999), op.cit.,

p. 146.

106. Vedana - the process of knowing.

107. UpÀsa¸a - the prayer. It is the previous state of the bhakti upon the

God.

108. “ParamÀtmani yo rakto viraktoaparamÀtmani/

sarveÈanÀ vinirmuktassa bhaikÈam bhoktumarhati//” - BÀrhaspatya smÃti.

Vide: BhagavadviÈayam, vol. 1A, (1999), op.cit., p. 152.

109. “MÀºpÀl ma¸am cuÞippa, maôkaiyar t½Ò kaiviÇÇu”

- MÂ¸ºÀm TiruvantÀti 14.

110. “En nÀÒ yÀ¸ u¸¸ai i¸i vantu kÂÇÂva¸¼?” - TVM 3.2:1.

111. “Pala nÁ kÀÇÇip paÇuppÀy½?” - TVM 6.9:9.

112. “P½ra vaittÀy, puºam¼” - TVM 5.1:5.

113. “KÂvik koÒÒum kÀlam i¸¸am kuºukÀt½?” - TVM 6.9:9.

114. “°Çiy¼¸ aÇainnt¼¸, mutal mu¸¸am¼” - TVM 2.3:6.
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115. “Parukik kaÒitt¼¸¼” - TVM 2.3:9.

116. “UõÇu kaÒitt¼ºku umpar e¸ kuºai?” - TVM 10.8:7.

117. “ToõÇÁr; ellÁrum vÀrÁr; toÞutu toÞutu ni¸ºu Àrttum” - TVM 5.2:2.

118. “KÁÞ m¼lemar ¼ÞeÞu piºappum; mÀ catir itu peººu nammuÇai vÀÞvu

vÀykki¸ºavÀ!” - TVM 2.7:1.

119. “NÁyum tirumÀlÀl neðcam k½ÇpaÇÇÀy¼?” - TVM 2.1:1.

120. See the commentary part of the verse 36 of TiruvÀymoÞi 1.4:4.

121. DhÀraka boÈaka bhogya. See the Purushothama Naidu, (2012), op.cit.,

p. 28.

122. Kuravai is a kind of dance performing by seven or eight or nine

individuals by handling each other and singing the songs which

contain themes related to love and bravery. AÇiyÀrkku NallÀr

commends about the dance as kuravai e¸patu kÂºuô kÀlaic, ceyt½r

ceyta kÀpamum viºalum, eyta uraikku miyalpiº ºe¸pa. ‘kuravai is a kind

of dance, in it, the dancers sing the songs, which are composed by

the poet, who expresses the hero’s love and bravery’ and kuravai

e¸patu eÞuvar maôkaiyar, cennilai maõÇalak kaÇakak kaik½ttu,

annilaikkoppani¸ ºÀÇa lÀkum ‘kuravai is a kind of dance.

In it, ladies, who wear bracelets, stand in circle and by handling

each other dancing to the melody of song’. Since this dance is

performed within the community of ayciyars, the name, ‘Àycciyar

kuravai’ is derived.

- CilappatikÀram: the commentary of poem 77 by AÇiyÀrkku NallÀr.

123. By considering the line, Àººa nalla vakai kÀÇÇum ammÀ¸ai ‘He patiently

discloses his good ways’ (TVM 4.5:5), the Commentator is

commenting as ‘NammÀÞvÀr also pleasurably remembered the

previously delighted experiences of the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa’.

124.  By remembering the line, kÀtal kaÇal puraiya viÒaivitta kÀr amar m¼¸i

nam kaõõa¸ ‘the dark Lord planted seeds of love in my heart’

(TVM 5.3:4), the Commentator specifies as, ‘in that separation only,

his (the °ÞvÀr’s) longing to get the reunion with the Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa has enriched and increased’.

125. Because of the union and separation with the Lord, the °ÞvÀr has

composed the stanzas with the subject matter of akapporuÒ ‘love

theme’.
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126. ‘AnyÀpadeœa’ is a style of expression. In it, the subject matter is

discussed directly without having the inner meaning. The example

for the style of anyÀpadeœa elucidated in the situation of union with

the Lord is the decades of karu mÀõikka malai ‘a gem mountain’

(TVM 8.9), v¼y maru t½Ò iõai ‘bamboo like arms’ (TVM 10.3), etc.

The example for the style of anyÀpadeœa defined in the condition of

separation is aðciºaiya maÇanÀrÀy ‘Oh! Frail crane’ (TVM 1.4), etc.

127.  The four decades are uyarvaºa ‘higher than’ (TVM 1.1), tiõõa¸ vÁÇÂ

‘bestower of heaven’ (TVM 2.2), aõaivatu ‘reclines’ (TVM 2.8) and

o¸ºum t¼vum ‘then, when none of the gods’ (TVM 4.10).

128. The four decades are payilum cuÇaroÒi ‘effulgent form’ (TVM 3.7),

¼ºu ÀÒum iºaiy½¸um ‘the bull-rider Œiva’ (TVM 4.8), kaõkaÒ civantu

‘red eyes’ (TVM 8.8) and karu mÀõikkam ‘a gem mountain’ (TVM

8.9).

129. The four decades are n½ººa n½¸pu il¼¸ ‘I have not done penance’

(TVM 5.7), ÀrÀ amut¼ ‘insatiable ambrosia’ (TVM 5.8), mÀ¸ ¼y n½kku

‘nallÁr ‘Oh! Fawn-eyed friends’ (TVM 5.9) and piºanta Àºum ‘the

wonders of your birth’ (5.10).

130.  The four decades are em mÀ vÁÇu ‘heaven’ (TVM 2.9), oÞivu il kÀlam

‘at all times’ (TVM 3.3), neÇumÀºkku aÇmai ‘I would serve the Lord’’

(TVM 8.10) and v¼y maru t½Ò iõai ‘slender bamboo – like arms’

(TVM 10.3).

131. The four decades are vÁÇumi¸ muººavum ‘give up everything’(TVM

1.2), co¸¸Àl vir½tam ‘it is hard to say’(TVM 3.9), oru nÀyakamÀy ‘as

one empire’(TVM 4.1) and koõÇa peõÇÁr makkaÒ ‘wife and children’

(TVM 9.1).

132. ‘The other remaining verses’ mean the rest of eighty decades of

TiruvÀymoÞi.

133. The announcement, ‘utteciyam of the text is fruit’ denotes the

performance of the kaiôkarya to the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa by the

Àtma. The other four subject matters are treated to understand the

theology behind the concept of the kaiôkarya. They  mean that,

when the Àtma performs the kaiôkarya perfectly, it has to know

(i) the nature of the Àtma, which performs the kaiôkarya,
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(ii) the nature of the God, upon Him, the kaiôkarya is to be

performed, (iii) nature of medium through which the kaiôkarya is

performed and (iv) nature of obstacle, which are restricting the

means.

134. The °ÞvÀr, by starting, in ni¸ºa nÁrmai i¸i yÀm uºavÀmai ‘we may

never again attain the lowly state of faulty knowledge’ (Tiruviruttam

1) and ending as, in nÂºum vallÀr aÞuntÀr piºappu Àm pollÀ aruvi¸ai

mÀya va¸ c¼ººu aÒÒal poyn nilatt¼ ‘those who master the hundred

verses will never stuck in the mysterious quagmire of births’

(Tiruviruttam 100), elaborately discusses about the cessation of

contact with the œarÁra. This truth is the exclusively important theme

of the text, Tiruviruttam.

135. The Commentator, by thinking of the verse starting, cekkar mÀ mukil

uÇuttu ’wearing the red clouds as vestment’ (TiruvÀciriyam1)

comments as such. The phrase, ‘esoterically fully enjoyed His

mystical form’ means the beautiful form of the Lord’s œarÁra (avaya

saundarya) and the graceful shining of ornaments, which He wore

(Àparaõa saundarya).

136. The Commentator, by thinking of verses like, nal pÂvaip pÂÁ¸ºa

vaõõa¸ ‘together let us weave the glories of the hue-of-Kaya-flowers-

Lord with the string of passionate words issuing from the tongue’

(Periya TiruvantÀti 1) praises the Lord as, ‘the Lord, who possesses

the blissful form of unbounded sweetness’. The comment, ‘the

eagerness to enjoy the same also has overwhelmed’ means the fact

that, after NammÀÞvÀr has enjoyed the beauty of the Lord, He

separated Himself with the °ÞvÀr. By thinking of the verse, a¸p¼

perukum mika ‘our love for you swells’ (Periya TiruvantÀti 8), the

Commentator expresses the °ÞvÀr’s position as, ‘the eagerness to

enjoy the same also has overwhelmed’. By minding the verses

“iyaººuvÀy emmoÇu nÁ kÂÇÁ; -nayappu uÇaiya nÀ Á¸ toÇaik kiÒaviyuÒ potiv½m

‘come join me in writing this poem. Together let us wave the

glories of the hue-of-Kaya-flower-Lord with the string of passionate

words’ (Periya TiruvantÀti 1), ¼tta muyal ‘strive to praise’ (Periya

TiruvantÀti  87) and nÁ kati Àm, neðc¼ ni¸ai ‘He is our protection

against being cast into terrible hell. Oh, Heart! contemplate Him’
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(Periya TiruvantÀti 46)’, the Commentator comments as, ‘he praised

the Lord and enjoyed Him out of sheer remembrance of His

insatiate charm’ (see sub-heading 6.1).

137. Starting from, ‘at that time, as that of the depth in the sweetness

of the Lordly qualities’ and up to, ‘negating the obstacles of worldly

life, obtained the siritual fullness and mystically merges with Him’

(references from 137-140), the Commentator sharply explained the

gist meaning of first one hundred verses of TiruvÀymoÞi. In it, after

discussing the subject matter as such, he concludes the same  with

the  meaning of the last verse, avÀ aººu vÁÇu peººa ‘found his

liberation’ (TVM  10.10:11). Starting from, ‘at that time, as that of

the depth in the sweetness of the Lordly qualities, to the °ÞvÀr, the

eagerness to enjoy the same also overwhelmed’ and up to, ‘the

Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa, out of His nirhetuka kºpÀ, cheerfully exposed

His form of ecstatic essence and existence to NammÀÞvÀr’ the

following subject matters are very sharply codified:

Starting from,‘the Sarveœvara¸ as the ŒriyaÍpati, the husband of ŒrÁ

LakÈmÁ’ and up to, ‘He is also different from His superior nature’

(References 1 to 138), the Commentator has gratefully glorified the

Lord’s quality of, ‘the paratva’. Starting from, ‘He, with the quality

of vÀtsalyam towards His devotees’ and up to, ‘becomes an example

to lead a religious life’, he has commented about the Lord’s

empathetic status of taking, ‘avatÀras’. VÀtsalyam - affectionate love

of the cow towards her calf, i.e., the Lord’s mercifulness of accepting

the errors as good. Vatsam - calf.  Stating from, ‘always takes avatÀra

within the communities of humankind, celestials etc., and becomes

an example to lead a religious life’ and up to, ‘stands in the temples

as arcai and always gracing His devotees with lovable smiling

face’, the Commentator graciously explained the glory of the Lord’s

‘arcÀvatÀra’.  The remark, ‘thus, by having the supremacy as the

Sarveœvara¸’ and the other statement, ‘possessing the simplicity for

His devotees as arcai’ are crystal clearly expressing the Lord’s form

of, ‘the paratva’ and ‘the arcÀvatÀra’. Here, the fact is to be stressed

that, in the both forms, the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa maintains His
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status of, ‘individuality’ and ‘fullness’. Starting from, ‘the

Sarveœvara¸ as the ŒriyaÍpati, the husband of ŒrÁ LakÈmÁ’ and up to,

‘He is also different from His superior nature’ (References 1 to

138) indicates the individuality of the Lord supreme as the

Sarveœvara¸. Starting from, ‘He is also different from His superior

nature. He, with the quality of vÀtsalyam towards His devotees’

and up to, ‘(He) stands in the temples as arcai and always gracing

His devotees with lovable smiling face’ refers to the Lord’s specific

nature of saulabhya for the sake to shower His grace to His lovable

and affectionate devotees (sub-heading 6.2).

The Commentator based on the original verses only has written

this avatÀrikai with sharpened descriptions. By thinking of the line,

uÒa¸ cuÇar miku curutiyuÒ ‘the Lord of the Veda’ (TVM 1.1:7), he

states as, ‘Œerveœvara as ŒriyaÍapati, the husband of ŒrÁ LakÈmÁ’. By

remembering, nalam uÇaiyava¸ ‘highest good’ (TVM 1.1:1), he points

out as, ‘samastakalyÀõa guõÀtmaka¸ possesses the sacred features.

By perusing the phrase, cuÇar aÇi ‘feet of the one’ (TVM 1.1:1), he

says as, ‘the divine œarÁra’, by covering the decade, an tÀmattu a¸pu

ceytu ‘in a beautiful spot he made love to me’ (TVM 2.5), he avers

as, ‘beautified with divine ornaments’. By remembering the line,

caôku, vil, vÀÒ, taõÇu cakkarak kaiyaºku ‘to the conch-bow-dragger-

mace-discus wielder’ (TVM 6.6:2), he mentions as, ‘wearing the

divine weapons of conch and discus´. By learning the phrase, ayarvu

aºum amararkaÒ atipati ‘ who is the Lord of the ever wakeful celestials’

(TVM 1.1:1), he mentions as, ‘gloriously sitting with ŒrÁ LakÈmÁ

upon the royal seat supported by curved line in the divine hall

decorated with gems at the paramapada and He graces and rules

the seven worlds of His sovereignty’, By thinking of the line, maººu

amarar ÀÇceyvar ‘all the celestials serve’ (TVM 8.1:1), he affirmed as,

‘who are all fearless with respect to place and doubt,  always

perform the kaiôkarya upon His holy feet’. He, by thinking of the

phrases nÀm ava¸ ‘He stands as, the ‘he’’ (TVM 1.1:4), avaravar ‘let

each one’ (TVM 1.1:5) and ni¸ºa¸ar ‘they stand’ (TVM 1.1:6) of the

first decade (TVM 1.1),  conveys as, ‘out of the Lord’s sheer

knowledge only, the svarÂpa of animate and inanimate objects,
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their  permanence, their activities as well as non-activities are

ordained and governed. As such, though He is immanent within

these objects and their activities, but, out of His svÀtantrya, He is

also transcendental and different from them’. He, by remembering

the phrase, uÇal micai uyir e¸a ‘He is there in all the things’ (TVM

1.1:7) points out the statement, ‘they are the divine œarÁra of Him

and existing as spiritual slave to Him’. He, by thinking of the

phrase, pula¸oÇu pula¸ ala¸ ‘He is in the indriyas, but, not of them’

(TVM 1.1:3) conveys as, ‘the Lord is °tma to the knowledgeable

and non-knowledgeable objects, but, He is always away from the

errors of these objects’. He, by remembering the phrase, vaõ pukaÞ

nÀraõa¸ ‘the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa, the countless virtues’ (TVM

1.2:10) declares as, ‘the Lord, by having the appropriate names

such as, ‘the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa’, controls the entire cosmos’.

By concentrating the line, aÒi poºaiy Ày ni¸ºa para¸ ‘the Lord who

exist in’ (TVM 1.1:11) the Commentator avers as, ‘He is also different

from His superior nature’. (See sub-heading 6.2.)

138.  “UÒa¸; cuÇar miku curutiyuÒ” - TVM 1.1:7.

139. The Commentator, by thinking of the decade, pattu uÇai aÇiyavarkku

eÒiyava¸ ‘the Lord is easy to reach by devotees’ (TVM 1.3), comments

as, ‘out of His holy avatÀras’. He, by remembering the decade,

amciºaiya maÇa nÀrÀy ‘Oh! Frail crane’ (TVM 1.4) elucidates

as, ‘He also forgives all the errors of meager existence’. He, by

concentrating the decade, parivatu ilÁca¸aip pÀÇi ‘sing of the faultless

Lord’ (TVM 1.6), reports as, ‘the Lord has the saulabhyaguõam to

accept the prayer performed simply with available leaves and

flowers’. He, by remembering the decade, oÇum puÒ ¼ºi ‘rides the

Garuça’ (TVM 1.8) avers as, ‘He (the Lord) out of this simplicity

becomes pÀratantrya to His beloved devotees’. He, by concentrating

the line, nampiyai te¸ kuºuôkuÇi ni¸ºa ‘he resides in Southern

KuruõkuÇi’ (TVM 1.10:9) of the decade, poru mÀ nÁÒ paÇai ‘war-

waging’ (TVM 1.10), states as, ‘(the Lord) stands in the temples as

arcai and always gracing His devotees with lovably smiling face’.

(Note sub-heading 6.2. The subject matter of first centum of

TiruvÀymoÞi).
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140. The Commentator, by remembering the lines like, varavu Àºu o¸ºu

illÀiyÀl ‘there is no way to return’ (Periya TiruvantÀti 56) and veºit¼

aruÒceyvar ‘the Lord graces for nothing (TVM 8.7:8) presents as,

‘the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa, out of His nirhetuka kÃpÀ, cheerfully

exposed His spiritual form of ecstatic essence and existence to

NammÀÞvÀr’. VaÇakuttiruvÁtippiÒÒai, by thinking of the lines like,

e¸ avÀ aºac cÂÞntÀy¼ ‘you did appease, in full, enclosing me in your

sweet embrace’ (TVM 10.10:10) and avÀ aººu vÁÇu peººa kurukÂrc

caÇak½pa¸ ‘KurukÂr ŒaÇhak½pa¸, by uprooting the desire, found his

liberation’ (TVM 10.10:11), comments as, ‘(the °ÞvÀr) negating the

obstacles of worldly life, obtained the spiritual fullness and

mystically merges with Him’ (sub-heading 6.2).

141. ‘The first decade of the text, TiruvÀymoÞi’ represents the first decade

starting uyarvu aºa uyar nalam ‘who is higher than the highest good’

(TVM 1.1:1). This decade is synopsis of the whole text, TiruvÀymoÞi.

By thinking of this fact, the Commentator from the description, ‘as

the entirety of immeasurable ocean filled with so many kinds of

rubies has been seen in front‘ (sub-heading 6.3) onwards,

accordingly begins to explain the subject matters.

142.  The Commentator, by thinking of phrases like yava¸ ‘who’, cuÇaraÇi

‘feet of the one’, uyaru vaºa uyarnalam ‘higher than the highest

good’ and  ayarvu aºum amararkaÒ atipati ‘the Lord of the ever-

wakeful celestials’ of the first verse (TVM 1.1:1), asserts as, ‘the

Lord who is filled with svarÂpa rÂpa guõa vibhÂti, i.e., the spiritual

 wealth such as His nature, form, qualities and the explication of

spiritualized entirety of the world’. He, by thinking of uyir mikunarai

ila¸¼ ‘he is in  all our Àtma’ (TVM 1.1:2), states as, ‘the Lord as the

Sarveœvara¸ and as the ŒriyaÍpati’.   Starting from the 3rd verse to

next four verses of the first decade are delineating the fact that, the

inner nature, existence, etc., of all the matters are under the control

of the Lord. So, the °ÞvÀr, venerates the Lord as, ‘the Sarveœvara¸’.

He, by thinking of uÒa¸ cuÇar miku curutiyuÒ ‘enshrined in the shining

œruti’ (TVM 1.1:7), declares as, ‘The Lord Sarveœvara¸ and as the

Œriyahapati venerated by the well established œrutis’. He, by thinking
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of the verse, curar aºivu aru nilai ‘propagator of knowledge’ (TVM

1.1:8) and uÒa¸ e¸il uÒa¸ ‘would you say he is, then he is’ (TVM

1.1:9) declares as, ‘(the Lord is) unshakable by the BÀhya KudÃuÈÇi

‘short sighted persons’. He, by thinking of the line, aÒi poºai Ày

ni¸ºa para¸ aÇim¼l ‘upon the holy feet of the Lord who exist’ (TVM

1.1:11) confirms as, ‘he personally realized  the Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa’s vibhÂtis’. By minding the phrase, toÞutu eÞu arise,

O  heart worship the feet’ (TVM 1.1:1), the Commentator speak of

NammÀÞvÀr’s status as, ‘advised his holy heart to surrender to the

holy feet of the Lord and thus,   he attained the higher than the

higher spiritual status’ (sub-heading 6.3).

143. In the first decade itself, the °ÞvÀr has explained the Lord’s svarÂpa,

rÂpa and  guõa. If so, there is a question, ‘what are all the subject

matters of other decades?’. The Commentator answers it starting

from the remark, ‘as an individual who directly perceive the entirety

of ocean’ (sub-heading 6.3).

144. The statement,  ‘Separately and systematically’ (sub-heading 6.3)

refers to each and every kind such as superiority, nature of prayer,

simplicity. etc.

145. For the question, ‘is there anybody, who has condensed and

expanded their texts?’, the Commentator, by starting, ‘’it is to be

noted that, NammÀÞvÀr is not the exclusively one, who used this

methodology, but, the saints like Saint VyÀsa and Saint VÀlmÁki’

properly answers.

146. Here, the Commentator affirmatively minds to expand the theology

of tattvatraya ‘three realities’. Since he previously did not define

the inner nature of supreme reality extensively, over here, starting

from, ‘He is opposite to all the kinds of errors’ and up to, ‘ordained

the universe through His immeasurable spiritual knowledge’

(sub-heading 7.1), describes the svarÂpa of supreme reality.

147. VaÇakkuttiruvÁtippiÒÒai, starting from, ‘since He by also exists

transcendentally and depends upon Himself only, has no relation

with prakÃti’ and up to, ‘He with the divine form stands as

refugee supreme for all the animate, inanimate, human and even

celestials’ delineates the divine form of the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa.
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148. The Commentator starting from, ‘it possesses the transformed

material form like mahÀ¸’ and up to, ‘transformed into the twenty

four tattvas’ graciously explains the nature of prakÃti. For the proper

comprehension of the explanation, ‘thus, in accordance with the

wish of the Lord, when the material world is creating, prakÃti

transformed into the twenty four tattvas’, it is better to consult the

fifth to eleven verses of the chapter, Sukamuni tattuvamuºaitta adyÀya

‘chapter dealing about the tattvas said by Saint Suka’ of

CevvaiccÂÇuvÀr BhÀgavadham (See the TiruvÀymoÞi ±Çu Uraiyi¸

TamilÀkkam (Hymns 1-110), (2012), op.cit., p. 36) and lines starting

from the seventy seventh line and upto eightieth line of third verse

of ParipÀÇal. The lines of cited ParipÀÇal and the translation of the

same are followed: JðÀyirum  tiôkaÒum aºa¸um aivarum titiyi¸ ciºÀrum

vitiyi¸ makkaÒum mÀcu il eõmarum, patinoru kapilarum, tÀ mÀ iruvarum,

taruma¸um maÇaôkaÒum, mÂ ¼Þ ulakamum ulaki¸uÒ ma¸patum, mÀy½y

ni¸vayi¸ parantavai uritt¼m ‘Oh Dark One!  Appearing from you

and sustained by you are the five elements of fire, wind, sky, land

and water, the sun, the moon, the Lord of rituals, the five planets:

Mars, Mercury, Jupiter, Venus and Saturn, the Asuras who are the

children of Thithi, the twelve °thityas who are the children of Vidhi,

the blameless eight Vasus, the eleven Rudras, the Aswin twins born

to a leaping horse, Yaman and his assistant, Death and the 21

worlds and all the lives therein’.

Parim¼laÞakar, in his commentary upon the 27th TirukkuºaÒ describes

about the twenty four tattvas of the SÀôkhya Philosophy:

Tattuvam irupatttainta¸aiyum teritalÀvatu, mÂlappakuti o¸ºil t½¸ºiyatu

a¸maiyi¸ pakutiy¼ Àvatallatu vikuti ÀkÀte¸avum, ata¸kaõ t½¸ºiya mÀ¸um

ata¸kaõ t½¸ºiya akaôkÀramum ata¸kaõ t½¸ºiya ta¸mÀttiraikaÒum Àkiya

¼Þum tattamakku mutalÀyata¸ai n½kka vikutiyÀtalum taôkaõ

t½¸ruva¸avaººai n½kkap pakutiyÀtalum uÇaiya e¸avum, avaººi¸kaõ t½¸ºiya

ma¸amum jðÀn¼ntiriyaôkaÒum karm¼ntiriyaôkaÒum bhÂtaôkaÒum Àkiya

pati¸Àrum taôkaõ t½¸ºuva¸a i¸maiyi¸ vikutiy¼yÀvatallatu pakutiyÀkÀ

e¸avum cÀôkiya nÂluÒ ½tiyavÀººÀ¸ ÀrÀytal ‘Since it is not created and

existed eternally, the prakÃti is the primordial matter (pakuti in
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TamiÞ). It stands as the cause from it as the effect, all the materials

of universe are emerging out. From prakÃti, mahÀ¸ is emerging out,

from mahÀ¸, ahaôkÀra is emerging out and from ahaôkÀra, the five

ta¸mÀtras are emerging out. Since these seven emerged out from

the previous one, they are considered as created objects (vikuti in

TamiÞ) and since from them all the other tattvas are emerging out,

they are also considered as pakuti. From the above, manas, five

jðÀ¸¼nriyas, five karm¼ntriyas and paðcabhÂtas are emerging out as

vikuti’.

149. Starting from, ’the Àtma, the basic principle of life is aõu in size’

and up to, ‘showing pÀratantrya and œeÈatva to the gracious feet of

the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa’ (sub-heading 7.3), the Commentator

describes the nature of the Àtma.

150. The Commentator continuously elucidates the °ÞvÀr’s views about

the tattvatraya. In this place, he explicates the fact that, the °ÞvÀr is

superior to all the saints and sages, who possesses the

knowledgeable aspects of these tattvas.

151. Starting from, ‘what are all the subject matters discussed in the

text, TiruvÀymoÞi?’, the Commentator expands the arthapaðcaka,

which is previously explained in nutshell (sub-heading 8.1.1).

152. The Commentator, at the first, confirms the fact that, the supreme

reality is the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa. To establish the truth only,

starting from, ’at the first verse of TiruvÀymoÞi’ and up to, ‘described

the meanings of nÀrÀyaõa sabda’ (sub-heading 8.1.1), he expanded

the meaning of the nÀrÀyaõa sabda.

153. “Uyarvu aºa uyar nalam” – TVM 1.1:1.

154. “Uõar muÞu nalam, etir nikaÞ kaÞivi¸um i¸a¸ ila¸, e¸a¸ uyir mikunarai

ila¸¼”   - TVM 1.1:2.

155. “Nila¸iÇai vicumpiÇai uruvi¸a¸ aruvi¸a¸”   - TVM 1.1:3.

156. “°m avai, Àyavai, Àyni¸ºa avar”                           - TVM 1.1:4.

157. “Kara vicumpu eri vaÒi nÁr nilam; ivaimicai vara¸ navil tiºal vali aÒi

poºai Ày ni¸ºa para¸”                                             - TVM 1.1:11.

158. To the question, ‘how the first decade establishes the meaning of

nÀrÀyaõa sabda?’, starting from, ‘the word, ‘nÀrÀyaõa¸’ refers to’
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and up to, ‘leader of the nityavibhÂti as well as the lÁlÀvibhÂti’

(sub-heading 8.1.1), the Commentator answers the question.

159. “Tiõõa¸ vÁÇu” - TVM 2.2.

160. “O¸rum t¼vum” - TVM 4.10.

Since the two decades starting, tiõõa¸ vÁÇu ‘bestower of heaven’

(TVM 2.2) and o¸rum t¼vum ‘then when none of the gods’

(TVM 4.10) elucidate the paratva of the Lord, the Commentator

comments that, these two are expanded meaning of the first decade.

161. The presentation, ‘the meaning of the supreme subject’ refers to

the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa.

162. TVM 1.2:10.

163. For the questions, ’is it not clear, when meaning of the word is

explained?’ and is it necessary to consider the language?’, the

Commentator, by starting, ‘though the vyÀpaka mantras’

(sub-heading 8.1.1), properly answers.

164. “Celva nÀraõa¸” - TVM 1.10:8.

165. “TirunÀraõa¸” - TVM 4.1:1.

166. “NÀraõa¸ muÞu ¼Þ ulakukkum nÀta¸” - TVM 2.7:2.

167. “KÀr Àyi¸a kÀÒa nalm¼¸iyi¸a¸ nÀrÀyaõa¸” - TVM 9.3:1.

168. ”Tõõam nÀraõam” - TVM 10.5:1.

169. “VÀÞ pukÀÞ nÀraõa¸” - TVM 10.9:1.

170. ‘ArcirÀdigati’ refers to the fact that, by giving importance to the

deity called, ‘arcis’, ‘gati’ is destined. The ‘gati’ means path. It is the

path of divine being moving towards the paramapada with the help

of the  arcis. It is the final way to the mukti. The arcis is the name

of deity met with the first by the released Àtma on the way to the

paramapada. In the way arcis with the released Àtma leads to the

next step who presides over the light.

171. “MalarmakaÒ virumpum nam arumperul aÇikaÒ”          - TVM 1.3:1.

Among the various reasons for supporting the quality of the paratva

of the Lord, being the husband of ŒrÁ LakÈmÁ is also one of the

reasons. The Commentator, starting from, ‘he through the lines,

‘eagerly sought MalarmakaÒ’ and up to, ‘appropriately comments

that, the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa, the husband of ŒrÁ LakÈmÁ alone

is the supreme reality’ (sub-heading 8.1.2) delineated the said fact.
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172. “Tiru uÇai aÇikaÒ” - TVM 1.3:8.

173. “Maiya kaõõÀÒ malar m¼l uºaivÀÒ uºai mÀrpi¸a¸” - TVM 4.5:2.

174. “Namakkum pÂvi¸micai naôkaikkum i¸pa¸” - TVM 4.5:8.

175. “K½lat tiru mÀ makaÒ½Çu u¸¸aik kÂÇÀt¼” - TVM 6.9:3.

176. “Tiru Àõai” - TVM 10.10:2.

177. “K½la malarppÀvaikku a¸pu Àkiya e¸ a¸p¼” - TVM 10.10:7.

178. The phrase, ‘traditional ÀcÀryas’ represents the ÀcÀryas starting from

ŒrÁ NÀthamuni.

179. The phrase, ‘derive the meaning’ refer to the fact that, the word,

‘œrÁmat’ related with the puruÈakÀram and the ‘œrÁmat¼’ related with

the prÀpya. The puruÈakÀram is referred to in the line, nÀÒum nam

tiru uÇai aÇikaÒ tam nalaôkaÞal vaõaôki ‘worship daily at the felicitous

feet of our Lord, the gracious consort of Tiru (ŒrÁ MahÀlakÈmÁ)

(TVM 1.3:8) and the prÀpya is referred to in the line, k½lat tiru mÀ

makaÒ½Çu u¸¸aik kÂÇÀt¼ ‘still, should I for long be apart from you

and your consort divine’ (TVM 6.9:3). PrÀpya – it is to be attained.

180. “MalarmakaÒ virumpum nam arumpeºal aÇikaÒ” - TVM 1.3:1.

181. “K½la malarppÀvaikku a¸pu Àkiya e¸ a¸p¼” - TVM 10.10:7.

182. The Commentator describes svarÂpa of the Àtma.

183. “UÇal micai uyir e¸ak karantu eôkum parantuÒa¸” - TVM 1.1:7.

Stating from, ‘when he explains the œarÁrÀtmabhÀva’ and up to, ‘the

farthest extend of bhagavataœeÈatva’, the Commentator elucidates

the svarÂpa of the Àtma. ŒarÁrÀtmabhÀva denotes the relation between

the God and the Àtma as the same between the œarÁra with the Àtma.

Refer to the Commentary part of the 7th verse of the final decade

TiruvÀymoÞi (TVM 1.1:7).

184. “Um uyir vÁÇu uÇaiyÀniÇai” - TVM 1.2:1.

185. This status is called, ‘ananyÀrhaœeÈatva’.

186. “Ta¸akk¼ Àka e¸aik koÒÒum Át¼” - TVM 2.9:4.

187. “AÇiy¼¸ uÒÒÀ¸; uÇal uÒÒÀ¸” - TVM 8.8:2.

188. “Payilum cuÇar oÒi” - TVM 3.7.

189. “NeÇumÀºku aÇimai” - TVM 8.10.

190. “AÇiyarkaÒ kuÞÀôkaÒai uÇa¸ kÂÇuvatu e¸ºu kol½” - TVM 2.3:10.

191. “AÇiyar½Çu iruntamai” - TVM 10.9:11.
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192. PuruÈÀrtha - the requirement of the puruÈa. It refers to the fruit.

PuruÈa means ‘one who is living within the œarÁra.

193.  “Ta¸akk¼ Àka e¸aik koÒÒum iÁt¼”                          - TVM 2.9:4.

Starting from ‘as recited, ‘He has taken me as His own’ and up to,

‘the final puruÈÀrtha’, the Commentator described the inner nature

of puruÈÀrtha (sub-heading 8.3).

194. “VaÞu ilÀ aÇmai ceyya v¼õÇum” - TVM 3.3:1.

195. “Paõi mÀ¸am piÞaiyÀm¼ aÇiy¼¸aip paõi koõÇa” - TVM 4.8:2.

196. “Mukapp¼ kÂvip paõikoÒÒÀy” - TVM 8.5:7.

197. ‘’Uyarvu aºa uyar nalam uÇaiyava¸” - TVM 1.1:1.

198. “Cuvaiya¸; tiruvi¸ maõÀla¸” - TVM 1.9:1.

199. “TÂya amutaip parukip paruki” - TVM 1.7:3.

200. “EppoÞutum nÀÒ tiôkaÒ ÀõÇu ÂÞi ÂÞitorum appoÞutaikku appolutu e¸ ÀrÀ

amut¼”  - TVM 2.5:4.

201. “°rÀ amut¼!” - TVM 5.8:1.

202. “°rÀ amutu À¸Ày¼” - TVM 10.10:5.

203. “Ukantu paõiceytu u¸ pÀtam peºº¼¸” - TVM 10.8:10.

204. “±t½ i¸¸am v¼¸Çuvatu e¸tÀy!” - TVM 10.8:10.

205. “VÁÇÂmi¸ muººavum” - TVM 1.2.

Starting from, ‘he commends that, NammÀÞvÀr clarified the nature

of obstacle in the second decade’ and up to, ‘which is opposite to

puruÈÀrthas’, the Commentator explains the svarÂpa of puruÈÀrtha

viroti ‘obstacle to puruÈÀrtha (sub-heading 8.4.1)’.

206. “Co¸¸Àl vir½tam” - TVM 3.9.

207. “Oru nÀyakamÀy” - TVM 4.1.

208. “KoõÇa peõÇir” - TVM 9.1.

209. “KaõÇu, k¼ÇÇu uººu, m½ntu uõÇu uÞalum aiôkaruvi kaõÇa i¸pam, terivu

ariya aÒavu illÀc ciººi¸pam” - TVM 4.9:10.

210. In the forest, °dibharata controlled his five indriyas and followed

strict penance. But, in his last age, he had the affectionate love

upon a deer, which he brought up all along with him. He died

with the remembrance of it. So, in his next birth, he took birth as

deer.

211. Refer to the following verse of the TaõÇalaiyÀr œatakam.
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“Pullaºivukku eÇÇÀta taõÇalaiyÀr vaÒantaÞaitta po¸¸i nÀÇÇil

collaºamÀ tavampuriyum caupariyun tuºavaºattait tuºantu mÁõÇÀ¸;

nallaºamÀm vaÒÒuvarp½l kuÇivÀÞkkai ma¸aiviyuÇa¸ naÇatti ni¸ºÀl

illaºam¼ peritÀkum; tuºavaºamum paÞippi¸º¼l iyaºkai tÀ¸¼”

‘In the Chola Kingdom, TaõÇalaiyÀrs are lived. Their knowledgeable

aspects shall not be understandable by lowly individuals. In the

Kingdom, Saupari returned back to the worldly life from the ascetic

life, which was great and beyond words to adore. In this world, it

is praiseworthy to lead the samsÀra with his lovable wife. On the

other hand, if the ascetic life without faults that also shall be

appreciable’.

(TiruvÀymoÞi ±Çu Uraiyi¸ TamilÀkkam (Hymns 1-110), p. 42.

212. “NÁr numatu e¸ºu ivai v¼rmutal mÀyttu iºai c¼rmi¸”   - TVM 1.2:3.

213. “YÀn¼ e¸¸ai aºiyakilÀt¼ yÀ¸¼ e¸ ta¸at¼ e¸ºu irunt¼¸” - TVM 2.9:9.

214. “NivºttarÀgasya gruham tapovanam” - ItihÀÈa samuccayam. Vide:

BhagavadviÈayam, vol. 1A, (1999), op.cit., p. 183.

215.  ŒrÁ JanakarÀja¸, the King of Mitila city, father of ŒrÁ SÁtÀpiraÇÇÁ, the

great ‘philosopher. He has completely detached from the

knowledge of considering the œarÁra as  the Àtma and the

apprehension of things, which are associated with the œarÁra.

KulacekarÀÞvÀr – King of C¼rÀ Kingdom. Though he is a King as

ŒrÁ JanakarÀja¸, he also has detached himself from the above said

two kinds of knowledge. His holy utterances are: p¼yar¼ e¸akku

yÀvarum; yÀ¸um ½r p¼ya¸¼ evarkkum; itu p¼ci e¸! ‘to me the world is

mad. Alas! What use dilating on this? (PerumÀÒ TirumoÞi 3:8) À¸Àta

celvattu arampaiyarkaÒ taº cÂÞa, vÀ¸ÀÒum celvamum maõ aracum yÀ¸

v¼õÇ¼¸ ‘I do not cherish this life of wealth, glory and power,

surrounded by dancing girls decked in gold and finery’ (PerumÀÒ

TirumoÞi 4:2).

216. Starting from, ‘in the VedÀnta, the bhakti, which is followed’ and up

to, ‘is the prapatti  upÀya, which shall shower all the necessary

things’, the Commentator explains svarÂpa of upÀya, i.e., prapatti

(sub-heading 8.5.1).

217. “N½ººa n½¸pu il¼¸” - TVM 5.7:1.
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218. “°ºu e¸akku ni¸ pÀtam¼ caraõ Àkat tantoÞintÀy” - TVM 5.7:10.

219. “UÞalai e¸pi¸ p¼ycci mulaiyÂÇu avaÒai uyir uõÇÀ¸ kaÞalkaÒ avaiy¼ caraõ

Àk koõÇa” -  TVM 5.8:11.

220. “NÀmaôkaÒ Àyiram uÇaiya nam perumÀ¸ aÇim¼l c¼mam koÒ te¸ kurukÂrc

caÇak½pa¸” - TVM 5.9:11.

221. “NÀku aõaimicai nam pirÀ¸ caraõ¼ caraõ namakku”  - TVM 5.10:11.

222. “°vikku ½r paººuk kompu ni¸ alÀl, aºiki¸ºil¼¸”       - TVM 10.10:3.

223. Since NammÀÞvÀr took birth in the fourth varõa, based on the

varnÀœramadharma He didn’t have the authority to follow the bhakti.

So, he became as prapatti niÈÇar. If so, there is a question, ‘does not

the bhakti stand as upÀya?’ and ‘does the prapatti alone seems to be

the proper upÀya?’. For these questions, the Commentator, by

starting as, ‘when the °ÞvÀr teaches about the prapatti upÀya to

others’ amicably  answers.

224. “TirunÀraõa¸ tÀÒ kÀlampeºac cintittu uymmi¸½”  - TVM 4.1:1.

225. “°ºu e¸akku ni¸ pÀtam¼ cara¸ Àkat tantoÞintÀy” - TVM 5.7:10.

226. “KaÞalkaÒ avaiy¼ cara¸ Àk koõÇa”  - TVM 5.8:11.

227. “Caraõ¼ caraõ namakku” - TVM 5.10:11.

228.  Through this sentence, it is specified about the fulfillment of prapatti

upÀya. Here, it should be borne in mind that,whenever and

wherever there is a phrase as, ‘the holy feet of the Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa’, the phrase refers to the most merciful and gracious

quality of the Lord. It is the accepted fact to the entirety of this

Book.

229. “Mayarvu aºa matinalam aruÒi¸a¸” - TVM 1.1:1.

230. Ibid.,                                                          - TVM 1.1:1.

231. °kiðcanya - lack of any other upÀya to follow except prapatti and

there is no other place to go as refuge except the Lord  ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa. Through the verses, n½ººa n½¸pil¼¸ nuõõaºivel¼¸ ‘’I have

not done penances’ (TVM 5.7:1), the lake of any other upÀya except

to follow prapatti is expounded. Through the verse, pukal o¸ºu illÀ

aÇiy¼¸ u¸ aÇikkÁÞ amarntu pukunt¼¸e ‘falling at your feet, this refugeless

self has found his refuge’ (TVM 6.10:10), anayagatitva ‘the status of

not having any other place to go as refuge’ is expressed.
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232. “N½ººa n½¸pu il¼¸ nuõ aºivu il¼¸” - TVM 5.7:1.

233. Ananvayam - the status of not having anything in hand.

234. “Pukal o¸ºu illÀ aÇiy¼¸ u¸ aÇikkÁÞ amarntu pukunt¼¸e” - TVM 6.10:10.

235. “NÁca¸¼¸; niºaivu o¸ºum il¼¸” - TVM 3.3:4.

236. “OppilÀt tÁvi¸aiy¼¸ai uyyakkoõÇu” - TVM 7.9.4.

237. “KaÞalkaÒ avaiy¼ caraõ Àk koõÇa” - TVM 5.8:11.

238. “AÇikkÁÞ amarntu pukunt¼¸” - TVM 6.10:10.

239. If it is delivered, caraõÀkak koõÇa ‘who found refuge’ (TVM 5.8:11)

amarntu pukut¼¸ ‘who gives refugee’ (TVM 6.10:10) (Vide: references

237 and 238), then, there is a question, ‘are these two observations

seem to be contrary to the fact that, the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa,

out of His nirketuka kÃpÀ showering the grace?’. For this, the °ÞvÀr

answers as, ni¸ pÀtam¼ caraõ Àkat tantoÞintÀy ‘You have given me

your feet as my sole refuge and path’ (TVM 5.7:10) atuvum ava¸atu

in aruÒ¼ ‘that too by His sweet grace’ (TVM 8.8:3). The inner meaning

of the verses (TVM 5.8.11 & TVM 6.10:10) are that, the first cause

for the initiation of aspirant’s desire is the nirketuka kÃpÀ of the

Lord.

240. “Ni¸ pÀtam¼ caraõ Àkat tantoÞintÀy” - TVM 5.7:10.

241. “Atuvum ava¸atu in aruÒ¼” - TVM 8.8:3.

242. “KaÒaivÀy tu¸pam; kaÒaiyÀtu oÞivÀy; kaÒaikaõ maººu il¼¸” - TVM 5.8:8.

243. “NÀÒ toºum ¼ka cintaiya¸Ày” - TVM 5.10:11.

244. “Maººo¸ºu illai; curuôkac co¸¸½m; mÀnilattu ev uyirkkum ciººa v¼õÇÀ;

cintipp¼ amaiyum” - TVM 9.1:7.

245. “Caraõam Àkum ta¸a tÀÒ aÇaintÀrkku ellÀm; maraõam À¸Àl vaikuntam

koÇukkum pirÀ¸” - TVM 9.10:5.

246. “ToõÇarkku amutu uõõac col mÀlaikaÒ co¸¸¼¸ aõÇattu amarar perumÀ¸

aÇiy¼n¼” - TVM 9.4:9.

247. Though the Commentator previously expounded the nature of fruit

(phalam),  then, the aspirant over here should know the reason for

the present question, ‘what is the fruit of the prapanna, who is

performing the prapatti and passing on time?’. In order to show

the difference, the previous statement is for the sake of devotees

of the Lord and the allied description over here is affirmed in the

interest of spiritual welfare of the prapannas.
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248. “E¸¸ait tÁ manam keÇuttÀy” - TVM 2.7:8.

249. “Maruvit toÞum manam¼ tantÀy” - TVM 2.7:7.

250. “Mayarvu aºa matinalam aruÒi¸a¸” - TVM 1.1:1.

251. “KÀtal kaÇal puraiya viÒaivitta kÀr amar m¼¸i nam kaõõa¸”

- TVM 5.3:4.

252. “Periya cuÇar jðÀna i¸pam¼! ½! cÂÞntu ata¸il periya e¸ avÀ”

- TVM 10.10:10.

253. “E¸ avÀ aºac cÂÞntÀy¼” - TVM 10.10:10.

254. °nuÈaôgika siddham – the subject matters discussed in the midst.

255. “PrÀpyasya brahmaõo rÂpam prÀptuœca pratyagÀtmanaÍ/

prÀptyupÀyam phalam prÀptestathÀ prÀptiviroti ca//”

vadanti sahalÀ vedÀs setihÀsa prÀõakÀÍ/

munayaœca mahÀtmÀno veda vedÀrtthavedinaÍ//” - HÀrita Samhitai.

See the BhagavadviÈayam, vol.1A, (1999), op.cit., p. 191. Starting from,

‘All the Vedas, ItihÀÈa-purÀõas and ãÈi, who know the Veda are

explaining the artthapaðcaka’, the Commentator makes references

to Periyavaôkipurattu Nambi’s view to support the testimony, ‘the

subject matters of the Vedas are the principles of artthapaðcaka,

which are the vÀkyÀrtha ‘meaning of passages’ of this reverential

text, TiruvÀymoÞi’.
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ŒrÁ LakÈmÁ, the Goddess of Fortune

Homage to ŒrÁ RÀmÀnuja, who is endowed with the grace of the

Goddess ŒrÁ LakÈmÁ

Long Live, the Flowery Feet of MÀºa¸

INTRODUCTION GRACIOUSLY WRITTEN BY

VA×AKKUTTIRUV±TIPPIââAI IN HIS ±×U 36,000 PA×I

COMMENTARY

THE MAH°PRAVEŒAM

The TirumakaÒ K¼Òva¸ - The Second

The Sarveœvara¸, as the ŒriyaÍpati, the husband of ŒrÁ LakÈmÁ, as

AvÀptasamasthkÀma¸ possesses self fulfilled wishes reside in Him and as

the SamastakalyÀõaguõÀtmaka¸, the holy form contains countless auspicious

qualities, always have much of affection for NammÀÞvÀr. As declared,

‘through countless cycles of births and deaths (I was shifting from one

shoulder to another shoulder), NammÀÞvÀr underwent so many births and

deaths as the nityasamsÀri. According to the °ÞvÀr, ‘I have found your feet.

My heart is consoled and bathed in a flood of endless joy’, the Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa showered His supreme grace upon NammÀÞvÀr and prompted

him as an expert to make an exposition of His love  in the first line of

TiruvÀymoÞi. In this circumstance, the Lord, out of His specified nirketuka

kÃpÀ, made NammÀÞvÀr as an expert to know the subject matter of the

artthapaðcaka comprehensively1.
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NammÀÞvÀr through his TiruvÀymoÞi, authoritatively explains the

meaning of the dvayamantra. In the text, within the first three decades, he

describes the meaning of second sentence of the  mantra, within the next

three decades, he interprets the first line of the mantra and in the next three

decades, he delineates the qualities required to follow the upÀya2. Also,

through these three decades, the °ÞvÀr clarifies his lack of desire towards

the Àtma along with the things associated with it and explains his nirupÀdhika

sambandha with the Lord3. In the tenth decade, by explicating the subject

matters, which he gained accordingly from the Lord, he completed his

TiruvÀymoÞi.

Among the ten decades, within the first decade, NammÀÞvÀr, by

praying, ‘Oh! My mind, to arise from the banks of great oceanic births, let

you worship the brightest brilliance of gracious feet of the Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa, who is being progressively possessing higher of the highest

excellent qualities, which surpasses all the greatness of the Devas ‘the

celestial gods’ and others. To nullify the sufferings and to dispel all sorts

of my ignorance, He mercifully showered vouchsafed divine wisdom and

love in the form of the bhakti  and the jðÀna’4 confirmed that, one ought to

perform the kaiôkarya to the holy feet of the Lord, who is with spiritual

form contained the countless auspicious and benign qualities and they are

distinguishably sweet to ever-wakeful celestials. He, by averring, ‘the

supreme Lord enshrined in the shining œruti’5, placed the faultless pramÀõas

for the explicated subject matters, which are delineated further. The °ÞvÀr,

to respond the question, ‘who has these kind of qualifications?’, sincerely

answers that, ‘He is the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa’ and confirmed the dictum

of his ‘sincere prayer’ through his verses, ‘the glorious NÀrÀyaõa’6, ‘radiant

feet’7 and  ‘ŒrÁ NÀrÀyaõa’8. Finally, since NammÀÞvÀr started his sincere

prayer as, ‘Oh! My mind, to arise from the banks of great oceanic births,

let you worship the brightest brilliance of gracious feet of the Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa!’9 and ended as, ‘I shall forever sit and praise, adore and worship

Him’10, he, through his mind,words and the œarÁra, successfully performed

the kaiôkarya to the Lord. Thus, the °ÞvÀr ascertained that, to the Àtma,

performing the kaiôkarya to the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa11 is the parama

puruÈÀrtha.
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Within the second decade, at the first, NammÀÞvÀr, by praising the

Lord, severed his  worldly attachment12, which is quite opposite to perform

the kaiôkarya. Next, as asserted, ‘they with radiant light, when I join His

band of devotees to perform the  kaiðkarya’13, he also prays the Lord to

give the opportunity to perform the kaiôkarya to His fellow devotees. As

such, the °ÞvÀr as affirmed, ‘enter the world of endless good’14 teaches the

others to perform the destined kaiôkarya. In this context, by realizing the

°ÞvÀr’s spiritual hunger, the Lord with gracious attention starts to show

him the gate of the paramapada. But, the °ÞvÀr, as said, ‘I seek no heaven

for myself’15, doesn’t wish to perform the kaiôkarya for the attainment of

the paramapada. But, as he recited, ‘He has taken me as His own’16, humbly

avers that, for the sake of the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa’s supreme pleasure

only, he wishes to perform the eternal kaiôkarya to the holy feet of Him.

Also, he asserts that, his existence is for the sake of the Lord only. Thus,

through it, the °ÞvÀr ascertained the svarÂpa of the puruœÀrtha.

In the third decade, it is pointed out that, the Lord, by sensing the

°ÞvÀr’s spiritual aspiration and speed to perform the kaiôkarya17, stands

lonely at the V¼ôkaÇam, i.e., Tirumalai and affectionately shows His holy

form to His beloved devotees18. By conceiving the Lord’s form, as explicated,

‘we must perform stintless service’19, the °ÞvÀr prepared to do the kaiôkarya

to Him. But, as already indicated, he, at the first, by the way of composing

verses, performed the kaiôkarya to the devotees20 of the Lord. Thus, through

the first three decades, the meaning of  second sentence of the dvayamantra

is well explained21.

In the subject matter of fourth decade, NammÀÞvÀr teaches others

that, ’feet of TirunÀrÀyaõa¸’22 is the upÀya for the puruÈÀrtha and he also

instructs them that, the aiœvarya and the kaivalya are the obstacles for the

puruÈÀrtha as, ‘enjoy a spell of heaven’23 and ‘giving up all else, do attain

the heaven’,24. He, by singing as, ‘pleasure of the five senses and the limited

joy of heaven’25, advised himself that, the pleasure of the five indriyas and

attainment of heaven are opposite factors for the puruÈÀrtha. Within the

fifth decade, he by praying, ‘you have given me your feet as my sole

refugee and path’26, declared that, for the sake of attainment of desired
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things and removing things, which the devotees heartfully not wished, the

Lord graciously gives His holy feet as the proper upÀya to his devotees.

Within the sixth decade, NammÀÞvÀr, by giving importance to PeriyapirÀÇÇÁ

(ŒrÁ LakÈmÁ), who acts as, the puruÈakÀram between the Lord and the prapanna

and as glorified, ‘Oh! the Lord, you bear the inseparable lotus-dame on

Your chest! Falling at your feet, this refugeless self has found his refugee’27,

explained the status of ÀcÀryas28, as well as ŒrÁ LakÈmÁ’s puruÈkÀratvam

‘mediatorship’ within the prapatti upÀya. Thus, within the 4th to 6th decades

of TiruvÀymoÞi, the meaning of the first line of the dvayamantra is explained29.

By considering the seventh decade, though NammÀÞvÀr has followed

the siddhopÀya, he suffered30 because the fruit of the upÀya is not gained all

of a sudden. So, he started to call upon the Lord as, ‘Oh! Bearer of the

lightening-discus, protector of earth and ocean!’31 and continued his call

by venerating the blissful qualities of the Lord, who is the supreme being

for the upÀya, which is followed by His devotees. At that time, the °lvÀr

requested the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa, ‘will you not come to this wicked

self, one day, with your conch and discus in hand’32. As in response to his

urge, as narrated, ‘holding the spiral conch white and the discus in hand’33,

the Lord appeared before him. In this circumstance, to the °ÞvÀr, the

appearance of  the Lord is only the blissful experience of his inner mind34.

But, out of overwhelmed desire, he wanted to have an external sensual

perception of the Lord. Since it is not materialized, he graciously explained

his separation35 of him with the Lord.

At the outset of the eighth decade, the following subject matters are

discussed. As it is previously mentioned, NammÀÞvÀr wished very much

to witness the divine form of the Lord through his naked eye. But, as

proclaimed, ‘you appear before devotees, - informs that they worship, -

and accept their offerings’36, the Lord didn’t appear before him. By sensing

the Lord’s holy wish, the °ÞvÀr doubtfully thought of himself as, ‘because

of his attachment with the Àtma and with things, which are associated with

it, the Lord, who has close attachment with His devotees hided Himself’37.

At the outset of this doubtful thinking and longing of the °ÞvÀr’s wishful

thinking to have direct sensual perception of the Lord’s glorious form, he
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through this decade, exhaustively explained his absence of attachment

towards his Àtma and the things associated with it38.

At the whole of the ninth decade, the omniscient Lord, out of His

supreme grace, by affectionately questioning NammÀÞvÀr, ‘why do you

have doubt upon Me?’39, showed His causeless relation with the °ÞvÀr.

Then, the Lord peacefully asserts, ‘I am the  Omnipotent ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa,

I will certainly fulfill your all the kinds of wishes’. By hearing the acclaimed

inner voice of the Lord, the °ÞvÀr as uttered, ‘the Lord of boundless great

virtues’40 joyfully immersed within His grateful auspicious qualities of

wisdom love.

Within the tenth decade, by sensing NammÀÞvÀr’s unbearable pain

of not mingling with Him, the Lord has affirmed, ‘the coolness as refuge

overwhelms at the city of fascination’41, the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa, for the

sake of overpowering coolness against the heat of holy city Tirum½kÂr, to

pacify the eagerness of the °ÞvÀr, hailed down and stationed over there.

There, the Lord with all the kinds of blessings, graciously showed the

arcirÀdigati to the °ÞvÀr42. Also, as NammÀÞvÀr himself requested and most

humbly uttered through his own holy mouth as, ‘you have mingled into

me’43, the Lord granted the final puruÈÀrtha of glorified chance of performing

the eternal kaiôkarya to him.

REFERENCES

1. Though the Commentator previously elucidated that, TiruvÀymoÞi

explains about the artthapaðcaka, here, he, by thinking that, the text

elaborates the meaning of dvayamantra in this second mahÀpraveœam,

once again starting from, ‘the Sarveœvara¸, as the ŒriyaÍpati, the

husband of  ŒrÁ  LakÈmÁ’ graciously adores NammÀÞvÀr’s greatness of

knowledgeable aspects. Also, it is to be agreed that, he, by thinking

that, the °ÞvÀr’s three prabandhas of Tiruviruttam, TiruvÀciriyam and

Periya TiruvantÀti explain the meanings of Tirumantra and carama œloka,

specified as, ‘NammÀÞvÀr through his TiruvÀymoÞi, authoritatively

explains the meaning of dvayamantra’. By perusing the mode of
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presentation, there is a question, ‘why the °ÞvÀr does not explain the

meaning of dvayamantra in order? why he explains the second sentence

of the mantra at the first and the first second sentence of it at latter?’.

For this, the following proper answer shall be placed. When following

the dvayamantra in practice, the upÀya stand at the first, then, the

phalam ‘fruit’ follows. But, while thinking the subject matter within

the knowledge, it is quite nature, the fruit proceeds the first, then,

the upÀya follows. So, NammÀÞvÀr, out of the first three decades

graciously explains the meaning of second sentence of dvayamantra

and out of the fourth, fifth and sixth decades, he describes the meaning

of the first sentence of mantra.

2. The Commentator, by thinking of the line, kaÇal jðÀlam kÀkki¸ºa mi¸¸u

n¼miyi¸Ày! ‘protector of the earth and ocean! O Bearer of the lightning-

discus’ (TVM 7.1:2) commented as, ‘he (NammÀÞvÀr) delineates the

qualities required to follow the upÀya’. The Commentator, by minding

the line, uôkal½Çu eôkaÒ iÇai illaiy¼ ‘you and I have nothing in common

hence-forth’ (TVM 8.2:7), profounds as, ‘his lack of desire towards

the Àtma along with the things associated with it’.

3. By thinking of line nÀrÀyaõa¸ naôkaÒ pirÀ¸ ava¸¼ ‘He is our Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa’ (TVM 9.3:1), the Commentator refers to NammÀÞvÀr’s

causeless relation with the Lord. The proclamation, ‘in the tenth

decade, by explicating the subject matters, which he gained

accordingly from the Lord, he completed his TiruvÀymoÞi’ means that,

at the first, as the °ÞvÀr requested, toÞutu eÞu ‘worship the feet of the

Lord’ (TVM 1.1:1)  and he, as reported, avÀ aººu vÁÇupeººa ‘by dispelling

the desire, he found liberation’ (TVM 10.10:11) attained the holy feet

of the Lord. NirupÀdhika sambandha - the relation without reason.

4. “Uyarvu aºa uyar nalam uÇaiyava¸ eva¸? ava¸ - - ayarvu aºum amararkaÒ

atipati eva¸? ava¸ tuyar aºu cuÇar aÇi toÞutu eÞu e¸ ma¸an¼!” - TVM 1.1:1.

5. “UÒa¸ cuÇar miku curutiyuÒ” - TVM 1.1:7.

6. “Vaõ pukaÞ nÀraõa¸” - TVM 1.2:10.

7. “Tiru uÇai aÇikaÒ” - TVM 1.3:8.

8. “Celva nÀraõa¸” - TVM 1.10:8.
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The Commentator, by thinking of the glorified phrases of vaõpukaÞ

nÀraõa¸ ‘the glorious Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa’ (TVM 1.2:10), tiru uÇai

aÇkaÒ ‘radiant feet’ (TVM 1.3:8) and celva nÀraõa¸ ‘the Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa’ (TVM 1.10:8), uses the phase, ‘sincere prayer’.

9. “ToÞutu eÞu, e¸ ma¸a¸¼” - TVM 1.1:1.

10. “Ayarppila¸ alaººuva¸ taÞuvuva¸ vaõaôkuva¸ amarnt¼” - TVM 1.3:10.

It is understood that, by stating, ayarppila¸, ‘forever’ through  his

mind, by stating, alaººuva¸ ‘praise’ through the words and taÞuvuva¸

‘adore’, through his  œarÁra, NammÀÞvÀr served the Lord through

mukkraõaôkaÒ, i.e., ‘‘mind’, ‘words’ and ‘the œarÁra’’.

11. VaÇakkuttiruvÁtippiÒÒai, the Commentator, by stating toÞutu eÞu ‘after

worshipping,   arise’ (TVM 1.1:1) and ending as colpaõi cey Àyiram

‘this decade of the Àyiram ‘thousand’ songs rendered in service’ (TVM

1.10:11), he ascertained the truth, ‘performing the kaiôkarya to the

holy feet of the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa is the parama puruÈÀrtha’.

12. By thinking as, kaÒippum kavarvum aººu, piºappup piõi mÂppu iºappu

aººu ‘getting rid pleasures worldly and the resultant sufferings, birth

and death, old age and pestilence’ (TVM 2.3:10), the Commentator

pronounces, ‘NammÀÞvÀr, by praising the Lord, severed his worldly

attachment’.

13. “OÒik koõÇa c½tiyumÀy uÇa¸kÂÇuvatu e¸ºu kol½” - TVM 2.3:10.

14. “Nalam antam illÀtu ½r nÀÇu pukuvÁr” - TVM 2.8:4.

15. “Em mÀ vÁÇÇut tiºamum ceppam” - TVM 2.9:1.

16. “Ta¸akk¼ Àka e¸aik koÒÒum Át¼” - TVM 2.9:4.

17. By thinking of the verse, Át¼ yÀ¸ u¸aik koÒvatu eððÀ¸ºum; e¸ mai t½y c½ti

maõvaõõÀ! entÀy! ‘Oh! my dark effulgent Lord, here is all I ask for at

all times’ (TVM 2.9:2), the Commentator points out the °ÞvÀr’s

aspiration to perform the kaiôkarya. By thinking of the verses, jðÀ¸ak

kai tÀ; kÀlak kaÞivu ceyy¼l¼ ‘grant me the hands of knowledge, that I

may grasp your precious lotus feet’ (TVM 2.9:2) and e¸¸ai; u¸ po¸ aÇi

c¼rttu ollai ‘bind me quickly to your golden feet’ (TVM 2.9.10), the

Commentator affirms, ‘the Lord, by sensing the °ÞvÀr’s spiritual

aspiration and speed to perform the kaiôkarya’. Here the °ÞvÀr’s speed

to perform the kaiôkarya’ is to be taken in to consideration.
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18. By thinking of the decade, kiÒar oÒi iÒamai ‘ere the radiance of youth’

(TVM 2.10) and oÞivil kÀlamellÀm ‘at all times’ (TVM 3.3), the

Commentator comments as, ‘stands lonely at Tirumalai and

affectionately shows His holy form to His beloved devotees’.

19. “VaÞu ilÀ aÇimai ceyya v¼õÇum nÀm” - TVM 3.3:1.

20. By thinking of the decade, payilum cuÇar oÒi mÂrttiyai ‘the Lord of

effulgent form’ (TVM 3.7), the Commentator praises NammÀÞvÀr as,

‘he at the first, by the way of composing verses, performed the

kaiôkarya to the devotees’.

21. ‘Thus, through the first three decades, the meaning of second sentences

of dvayamantra is well explained’ means the following fact. The first

two words i.e., ‘œrÁmat¼’ and ‘nÀrÀyaõÀya’ of the second sentence of

dvayamantra, i.e., œrÁmate nÀrÀyaõÀya namaÍ ‘homage to the Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa, the Lord of ŒrÁ’ are defined in the first decade of the

TiruvÀymoÞi. The third word, ‘namaÍ’ is described in the third

decade of text. Moreover, out of the first two decades, the fact,

‘performing the kaiôkarya to the Lord should be completed out of the

supreme tendency of servitude to the fellow devotees of the Lord’ is

well delineated. In continuation, as NammÀÞvÀr ascertained in the

first two decades, he through the third decade graciously expressed

his performance of religious austerities and daily duties to show his

servitudes towards the devotees of the Lord.

22. “TirunÀraõaõ tÀÒ” - TVM 4.1:1.

23. “KuÇi ma¸¸um i¸ cuvarkkam” - TVM 4.1:9.

24. “EllÀm viÇÇa iºukaÒ iºappu” - TVM 4.1:10.

25. “Aiôkaruvi kaõÇa i¸pam, terivu ariya aÒavu illÀc ciººi¸pam” - TVM 4.9:10.

In this verses covering the references  22-25, kuti ma¸¸um i¸ cuvarkkam

‘enjoy a spell of heaven’ denotes the wealth and  ellÀm viÇÇa iºukaÒ

iºappu ‘giving up all else, do attain the Heaven’ aims the kaivalya,

aiôkaruvi kaõÇa i¸pam ‘pleasure of five indriyas’ means the wealth and

terivu ariya aÒavu illÀc ciººi¸pam ‘limitless (aÒavu il) joy of heaven’ refers

to the kaivalya.

26. “°ºu e¸akku ni¸ pÀtam¼ caraõ Àkat tantoÞintÀy” - TVM 5.7:10.

27. “Alarm¼l maôkai uºai mÀrpÀ!, u¸ aÇikkÁÞ amarntu pukunt¼¸¼”

- TVM 6.10:10.
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28. PeriyapirÀÇÇÁ is ŒrÁ LakÈmÁ. ‘Status of ÀcÀryas’ refers to the greatness of

ÀcÀryas, which is delineated as in the mode of sending messengers

(tÂtu viÇutal in TamiÞ) to the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa for the reunion

of the Àtma with the ParamÀtma. In the TiruvÀymoÞi within the two

decades, i.e., vaikaÒ pÂô kaÞivÀy ‘Oh! Flocking egrets’ (TVM 6.1) and

po¸ ulaku ÀÒÁr½? ‘may you rule the heaven and earth’ (TVM 6.8), the

status of ÀcÀryas as messenger is well explained.

29. The conclusion, ‘thus, within the 4th to 6th decades of TiruvÀymoÞi,

the meaning of second line of dvayamantra is explained’ signifies the

following fact. To the first line of dvayamantra, i.e., ‘ŒrÁmÀn nÀrÀyaõa

caraõau œaraõam prapadye, the meaning of first two words of ‘œrÁmÀt’and

‘nÀrÀyaõa caraõau’  are explained in the 4th decade. The meaning of

third word ‘œaraõam prapadye’ is described in the 5th decade.

In continuation, as the °ÞvÀr ascertained in the fourth and fifth decades,

he  through the sixth decade expressed his performance of religious

austerities and daily duties, which include the status of ÀcÀryas and

ŒrÁ LakÈmÁ’s puruÈkÀratvam ‘mediatorship’. Here, it is appropriate to

have a look at the holy verse of Divyakavi PiÒÒai PerumÒ AyyeôgÀr’s

TiruvaraôkattantÀti 2.

“Ceyyava Òaikkuru vi¸aru ÒÀltirut tÀÒvaõaôki

ceyya vaÒaikkulað cÂÞaraô k¼ca¸ ciritamutu

ceyya aÒaikkum puvikkumaô kÀntacev vÀymukunta¸a

ceyya vaÒaikkuð celampaõi pÀtaôkaÒ c¼rnta¸ame”.

‘Out of the grace of ÀcÀrya, by prostrating the holy feet of ŒrÁ LakÈmÁ,

I have reached over the gracious feet of TirumÀl, who beautifully

wears bended anklets. He is the chief of Tiruvaraôgam, which is

surrounded by paddy fields, where conches are in abundance. He

has also the holy name Mukunta, who once slightly opened His

reddish mouth to engulf the world as well as the butter’.

30. SiddhopÀya - The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa Himself stands as the upÀya.

By thinking of the decade, uÒ nilÀviya aivarÀl ‘the five indriyas borne

on this œarÁra’ (TVM 7.1), the Commentator delivers as, ‘he

(NammÀÞvÀr) suffered’.

31. “KaÇal jðÀlam kÀkki¸ºa mi¸¸u n¼miyi¸Ày!” - TVM 7.1:2.
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32. “KÂr Àr ÀÞi veõ caôku ¼ntik koÇiy¼¸pÀl vÀrÀy”  - TVM 6.9:1.

33. “VeÒÒaic curi caôkoÇu ÀÞi ¼nti”  - TVM 7.3:1.

34. By grasping the °ÞvÀr’s experiences explicated in the decades ÀÞi eÞac

caôkum villum eÞa ‘the discus grew, the conch and the bow also grew

(TVM 7.4) and kaºpÀr irÀma pirÀ¸ai allÀl, maººum kaºpar½ ‘so would any

scholar study about a king other than ŒrÁ RÀma?’ (TVM 7.5), the

Commentator previously pointed out the experience of the °ÞvÀr as,

‘blissful experience of his inner mind’.

35. By minding the decades of pÀ maru mÂvulakum ‘who created the worlds

three’ (TVM 7.6) and ¼Þaiyar Àvi uõõÂm ‘are they two sentinels of

death’ (TVM 7.7), the Commentator refers to as, ‘graciously explained

NammÀÞvÀr’s separation’.

36. “Umar ukantu ukanta uruvam ni¸uruvam Àki u¸ ta¸akku a¸par À¸Àr

avarukantu amarnta ceykai u¸mÀyai” - TVM 8.1:4.

37. The intended truth shall be compared with ParipÀÇal 4:56: ma¸akk½Ò

ni¸akke¸a vaÇivu v¼ºu ilaiy¼ ‘you manifest in the form that your devotees

think of you, you have no special form that you desire’.

38. By minding the verse, uôkaÒ½Çu eôkaÒ iÇai illai ‘I have nothing in common

hence-forth’ (TVM 8.2:7), the Commentator comments as, ‘exhaustively

explains the °ÞvÀr’s absence of attachment towards the Àtma and the

things affiliated with it’.

39. By considering  of the decade, ½r ÀyiramÀy ulaku ¼Þ aÒikkum ‘the peerless

Lord protector of the seven worlds’ (TVM 9.3), the Commentator

question in the glorifies voice as, ‘why do you have doubt upon

Me?’. Here ‘Me’ refers to the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa.

40. “CÁlam ellai ilÀn” - TVM 9.3:11.

41. By realizing the subject matter of the decade, tÀÒa tÀmarai ‘lotus

blossoms’ (TVM 10.1),  the  Commentator refers to the sÂtra

“mÀrggabandhu œaityam, m½hanatt¼ maÇuviÇum” - °cÀryahÃdayam 182.

42. By comprehending the decade, cÂÞ vicumpu aõi mukil tÂriyam muÞaôki¸a

‘clouds in the sky played horns like heralds’ (TVM 10.9), the

Commentator states as, ‘showed the arcirÀdigati to the °ÞvÀr’.

ArcirÀdigati – the root to the paramapada.

43. “E¸ avÀ aºac cÂÞntÀy¼” - TVM 10.10:10.
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ŒrÁ LakÈmÁ, the Goddess of Fortune

Homage to ŒrÁ RÀmÀnuja, who is endowed with the grace of the

Goddess ŒrÁ LakÈmÁ

Long Live, the Flowery Feet of MÀºa¸

THE INTRODUCTION GRACIOUSLY WRITTEN BY

VA×AKKUTTIRUV±TIPPIââAI IN HIS ±×U 36,000 PA×I

COMMENTARY

THE MAH°PRAVEŒAM

The TirumakaÒ K¼Òva¸ - The Third

The Sarveœvara¸, as the ŒriyaÍpati1, the husband of ŒrÁ LakÈmÁ, as

AvÀptasamasthkÀma¸ possesses self fulfilled wishes reside in Him, as the

SamastakalyÀõaguõÀtmaka¸, the holy form contains countless auspicious

qualities, always have much of affection for NammÀÞvÀr. As declared,

‘through countless cycles of births and deaths (I was shifting from one

shoulder to another)2, NammÀÞvÀr underwent so many births and deaths

as the nityasamsÀri. According to the °ÞvÀr, ‘I have found your feet. My

heart is consoled and bathed in a flood of endless joy’3, the Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa showered His supreme grace on NammÀÞvÀr and prompted

him as an expert to make an exposition of His love  in the first line of

TiruvÀymoÞi.

At the first, NammÀÞvÀr didn’t have proper knowledge about the

inner essences of cit, acit and ±œvara. So, the Lord Himself appeared in the

heart of the °ÞvÀr and taught as, ‘the acit as the acetana, has to be eliminated,
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cit as the cetana, has to be realized by itself and among the acceptable

subject matters, the ±œvara, who is the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa is the supreme

subject’. When NammÀÞvÀr comprehends these realities, he has personally

understood that, relation with the œarÁra became as an obstacle for the

spiritual experience of the Godhood. So, he, in the text, Tiruviruttam4,

humbly prayed for the grace of the Lord to sever his relation with his

œarÁra to experience the countless auspicious qualities of Him. In this context,

if one detached his relation with the samsÀra and reached over the

paramapada, he shall perceive the supreme status as well as the affability

of the Lord and also enjoy His beautiful form. But, the Lord, out of His

grace made the °ÞvÀr’s acclaimed inner vision to experience His supreme

status and His spiritual qualities even within this worldly order and that

is even within his life span5. So, NammÀÞvÀr through the seven verses of

TiruvÀciriyam, without missing anything, joyfully enjoyed the beautiful form

of the Lord. Out of that enjoyment, intrinsically the °ÞvÀr’s desire

overwhelmed and undulated the shore of sea on par with the Lord’s

grandeur qualities6. NammÀÞvÀr peacefully expressed his aspiration as well

as  enjoyment through his another text, Periya TiruvantÀti. Moreover, as

one, who creates appetite, then kindling more and more of hunger and

also giving adequate food to appease it the hunger, the Lord initiated and

enriched the indomitable and unbounded desire of the °lvÀr to enjoy His

auspiciousness. In this context, his spiritual thirst matured more and more

and fruited as the parabhakti, the parajðÀna and the paramabhakti7 upon the

Lord. After that, to him, the relation of his œarÁra also is completely severed.

In turn, finally, NammÀÞvÀr attained the supreme order to perform the

eternal kiôkarya to the holy feet of the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa. So, he, in his

text, TiruvÀymoÞi cordially described the subject matters, i.e., how the

devotion intensified by the grace of the Lord, how it matured as the

paramabhakti, etc, how the œarÁra detached and how he has obtained the

final puruÈÀrtha.

When ŒrÁ BharatÀÞvÀ¸ with ever increasing passion attained the

supreme order to perform all the kinds of the kaiôkarya at the satisfaction

of ŒrÁ RÀma, his elder brother8, KaikeyÁ, his mother called him as, ‘Oh

King!’9. ŒrÁ BharatÀÞvÀ¸, by hearing the word, worried much because ŒrÁ
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RÀma alone possessed the for kingship. As that of Bharata, NammÀÞvÀr

also worried much. This situation is communicated by him through the

verses of  Tiruviruttam. ŒrÁ BharatÀÞvÀ¸, by hearing the information that,

ŒrÁ RÀma is mercifully stationed at TirucitrakÂÇa hill, as he expressed,

‘since he can’t bear the pain when seeing a drop of tear even in my eye,

if he perceives the burden of these people, does it not he returned back?,

since he is having the soft corner for me, does he deny my request, which

I am carrying on my head and places the same to his feet?, am I not

existing as his latter born little brother to him?, does it not bear the relation

of mantra with me?10 and as his disciple, am I not having the qualification

for kraya vikrayÀrham?11, if so, does not he shower his precious grace upon

me?’, he, by retaining the disturbed thinking with much of excitement,

rushed towards the hill to look ŒrÁ RÀmapirÀ¸12. Here, the Commentator

appropriately compared ŒrÁ BharatÀÞvÀ¸ with NammÀÞvar’s status of

overwhelmed ambition to enjoy the countless sacred qualities of the Lord

ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa. The °ÞvÀr courteously through the celebrated verses of

TiruvÀciriam expressed this status of exhilaration. As expressed, ‘Bharata,

finding his desire not fulfilled, touched ŒrÁ RÀma’a feet and began to rule

at NandigrÀma, expecting the return of ŒrÁ RÀma’13, ŒrÁ BharatÀÞvÀ¸ for the

fourteen years enriched the love for more and more to expect ŒrÁ

RÀmapirÀ¸’s return. As such, as that of ŒrÁ BharatÀÞvÀ¸, NammÀÞvÀr also

cultivated his love towards the Lord for more and more and expressed the

same in his Periya TiruvantÀti. ŒrÁ RÀmapirÀ¸ after retuning, finally did his

paÇÇÀbhiÈeka ‘coronation’. So, ŒrÁ BharatÀÞvÀ¸ in accordance with his svarÂpa14,

attained the p¼ru, i.e., performing the kaiôkarya to ŒrÁ RÀmapirÀ¸. As that

of ŒrÁ BharatÀÞvÀ¸, NammÀÞvÀr also through the spiritually loaded esoteric

verses of TiruvÀymoÞi, did the kaiôkarya to the holy feet of the Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa.

It is delineated that, ãg, YajÂr, SÀma and Atharvaõa, the smÃtis and

the other derived texts, the œruti in the form of sound shall be condensed

within the  Tirumantra of the eight syllables15. In other words, the condensed

version of the Vedas is ‘Tirumantra’, its condensed form is ‘praõava’ and its

abridged version is ‘akÀra’16. Like that, the first decade is condensed version

of thousand verses of TiruvÀymoÞi, the first three verses are the concised
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form of this decade, the first verse is summarized form of the said three

holy verses, the first line of TiruvÀymoÞi is still more precised explication

of the verse and the first word, uyarvu ‘higher of the highest’ is utmost

crux of superbly conveying the subject matter of the first line. In this

context, it is to be remembered17 that, the great ãÈis, who contributed the

excellent epics like ŒrÁ RÀmÀyaõa, ŒrÁ MahÀbhÀrata, etc., have also composed

within  the condensed as well as expanded versions and hence they shall

be authentically perused and transparently understood from their original

texts18.

REFERENCES

1. The different status of NammÀÞvÀr as described in his Tiruviruttam,

TiruvÀciriam, Perya TiruvantÀti and TiruvÀymoÞi are well compared with

that of ŒrÁ BharatÀÞvÀ¸. The Commentator, by thinking that,

TiruvÀymoÞi expressed the significant importance of the bhakti yoga,

he, in the third mahÀpraveœam starting as, ‘the Sarveœvara¸, as the

ŒriyaÍpati, the husband of ŒrÁ LakÈmÁ’, once again graciously explains

the greatness of the knowledgeable aspects of NammÀÞvÀr.

2. “MÀºi mÀºip pala piºappum piºantu” - TVM 2.6:8.

3. “AÇiyai aÇaintu, uÒÒam t¼ºi Áºu il i¸pattu iru veÒÒam yÀ¸ mÂÞki¸a¸”

- TVM 2.6:8.

4. Since starts as, in ni¸ºa nÁrmai i¸i yÀm uºavÀmai ‘grant that we may

never again attain lowly state’ (Tiruviruttam 1) and ends as, aÞuntÀr

piºappu Àm pollÀ aruvi¸ai mÀya va¸ c¼ººu aÒÒal poyn nilatt¼ ‘those who

master it will never get stuck in the mysterious quagmire of miserable

births’ (Tiruviruttam 100), it is evidently understood that, this truth

discussed in the text is the crux of Tiruviruttam.

5. The Commentator, by thinking of the verses like, cekkar mÀ mukil

uÇuttu ‘wearing the red clouds as vestments’ (TiruvÀciriyam 1), utters

as, ‘the Lord, out of His grace made the °ÞvÀr’s acclaimed inner vision

to experience His supreme status and His spiritual qualities even

within the worldly order that do is even within his lifespan’.

6. The meaning of the statement ‘the °ÞvÀr’s desire overwhelmed and

undulated the shore of sea’ shall be understood through the following

verse,
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“Arukum cuvaÇum terivu uõar½m; a¸p¼

perukum mika; itu e¸? p¼cÁr – parukalÀm

paõputaiyÁr! pÀr aÒantÁr! pÀviy¼m kaõ kÀõpu ariya

nuõpu uÇaiyÁr! nummai nummakku”

‘Oh! the Lord, sweet as ambrosia! You are too subtle to be seen by

our sinner-selves’ eyes. Nor do we know the clues by which to attain

you. Yet our love for you swells. How come? Pray speak!’

  - Periya TiruvantÀti 8.

7. Parabhakti is a devotional state that, when the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa

is visualized in consciouness, there is pleasure, if not, there is pain.

ParajðÀna means that, realizing the Lord directly through the eye of

knowledge. Paramabhakti refers to the supreme spiritual status, that,

in separation of the Lord, even ‘existence’ itself shall be obsoleted.

That is, paramabhakti is the state of the kaiôkarya, in it, the Àtma eternally

enjoys the countless auspicious qualities of the Lord. In this context,

the Commentator, by thinking of the verses like, ‘mayarvu aºa mati

nalam aruÒi¸a¸ ‘who dispels all doubt and grants pure knowledge’

(TVM 1.1:1) and ata¸il periya e¸ avÀ aºac cÂÞntÀy¼ ‘by dispelling my

desire, you have mingled into me!’ (TVM 10.10:10), affirmatively

comments as, ‘the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa initiated and enriched the

indomitable and unbounded  desire of the °lvÀr to enjoy His

auspiciousness’.

8. Starting from, ‘when ŒrÁ BharatÀÞvÀ¸ with ever increasing passion

attained the supreme order to perform all the kinds of the kaiôkaryas

at the satisfaction of ŒrÁ RÀma, his elder brother’ and up to, ‘as that

of ŒrÁ BharatÀÞvÀ¸, NammÀÞvÀr also, through the spiritually loaded

esoteric verses of the text, TiruvÀymoÞi, did the kaiôkarya to the holy

feet of the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa’, the Commentator compared the

varied attitudes and different status of the °ÞvÀr with that of ŒrÁ

BharatÀÞvÀ¸. The °ÞvÀr accordingly composed his prabandhas.

9. “UttiÈÇhottiÈÇha kim œeÈe rÀjan putra mahÀyaœaÍ/

tvadvidhÀ nahiœocanti santas sadasi sattamÀÍ//”

- ŒrÁ RÀmÀyaõa AyodhyÀ-KÀõça.

Refer to BhagavadviÈayam, vol.1A, (1999), op.cit., p. 201.
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10. ‘Relation of mantra’ touches the point that, ŒrÁ VaœiÈÇa taught the

mantras to ŒrÁ RÀma, as such, ŒrÁ RÀma taught the same to his brothers.

11. ‘Kraya vikrayÀrham’ means purchasing as well as selling things.

12. “Ebhiœca sacivaissÀrtdham œirasÀ yÀcito mayÀ/

bhrÀtuÍ œiÈyasya dÀsasya prsÀdam kartumarhati//”

 - ŒrÁ RÀmÀyaõa AyodhyÀ-KÀõça. 101:12.

13. “Sa kÀmamanavÀpyaiva rÀmapÀdÀvupaspruœan/

nandigrÀmeakarodrÀjyam rÀmÀgamanakÀôkÈayÀ//”

- ŒrÁ RÀmÀyaõa BÀla-KÀõça 1:38.

14. The phrase, ‘in accordance with his svarÂpa’ points out the spiritual

gesture of pÀratantra œeÈatva, i.e., the Àtma’s dependant subservience

status upon the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa.

15. “Ruco yajÂmÈi sÀmÀni tathaivÀtharvaõÀni ca/

sarvamaÈÇÀkÈarÀntasstham yaccÀnyadapi vÀômayam//”

- PÀôcarÀtra Agamam.

Vide: BhagavadviÈayam, vol.1A (1999), op.cit.,  p. 203.

16. Refer to TirukkuºaÒ:

“Akara mutala eÞuttellÀm Àti pakava¸ mutaºº¼ ulaku”

’A’, as its first of letters, every speech maintains, The ‘primal deity’

is first through all the world’s domains. As the letter ‘A’ is the first

of all letters, so the eternal God is first in the world’ - TirukkuºaÒ 1.

17. If voiced as, ‘the first line of TiruvÀymoÞi is still more precised

explication of the first verse’, in it, a question is raised, ‘where is the

vikgraha, i.e., svarÂpa ‘essential nature or inner essence’ and vibhÂti

‘greatness’ of the first verse are codified?’. Since these vikgraha as

well as vibhÂti are related with Ànanda, when it is graciously pointed

as nalam ‘good’ in the first verse (TVM 1.1:1), the  meaning of the

subject matters of vikgraha and vibhÂti are derived through tree

inference. Here it should be known that, when, ‘good (nalam)’ is

mentioned, there, the Ànanda is automatically derived.

18. In this context, it is to be noted that, the scholars like TolkÀppiyar also

followed the methodology of condensation as well as expansion within

their works.
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ŒrÁ LakÈmÁ, the Goddess of Fortune

Homage to ŒrÁ RÀmÀnuja, who is endowed with the grace of the

Goddess ŒrÁ LakÈmÁ

Long Live, the Flowery Feet of MÀºa¸

PART - IV

FIRST CENTUM (1)1

FIRST DECADE (1.1)

1.1:1. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa possesses the auspicious qualities

Transliteration

“Uyarvaºa uyarnalam uÇaiyava¸ yava¸ ava¸

mayarvaºa matinalam aruÒi¸a¸ yava¸ ava¸

ayarvaºum amararkaÒ atipati yava¸ ava¸

tuyaraºu cuÇaraÇi toÞutueÞue¸ ma¸a¸¼”.

Verbal Translation

Uyarvaºa: without the highest; uyarnalam: the exremely excellent;

uÇaiyava¸: the one who possesses; yava¸: the one, who He is; ava¸: He is;

mayarvaºa: by dispelling all the doubts; matinalam: the vouchsafed divine

knowledge; aruÒi¸a¸: he graciously showered; yava¸: the one, who He is;

ava¸: He is; ayarvaºum: without tiresomeness; amararkaÒ: the nityasÂris ‘the

ever freed Àtma’; atipati: the superior controller of the cosmos; yava¸: the

one, who He is; ava¸: He is; tuyaraºu: by dispelling all sufferings; cuÇar: the

brightest brilliance; aÇi: the holy feet; toÞutu: being worshipped forever; eÞu:

arise; e¸: mine; ma¸a¸¼: Oh! My mind.
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Translation

‘Oh! My mind, to arise from the banks of great oceanic births, let

you worship the brightest brilliance of gracious feet of the Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa, who is being progressively possessing higher of the highest

excellent qualities. To nullify the sufferings and to dispel all sorts of my

ignorance, He mercifully showered vouchsafed divine wisdom and love in

the form of the bhakti  and the jðÀna. Above all, He is the chief of the

nityasÂris, who possess not even the trace of forgetfulness’.

1.1:1.1. Introduction:

1.1:1.1.1. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa bestows the favours upon

NammÀÞvÀr

The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa, by showing His glorified existence as

the supreme centre2 of all the auspicious qualities, compassionately bestows

the favours upon NammÀÞvÀr. The Lord’s inner forms of spiritually oriented

prosperous attributes3 are different from Him because they get their essence

and meaning only by associating with Him. Though NammÀÞvÀr possesses

nothing to reciprocate for the Lord’s help, He, out of His nirketuka kÃpÀ4

helped the °ÞvÀr. He also, by expressing His supreme status of rarity to the

nityasÂris5, who are very close to Him, helped them. Whereas, the nityasÂris

mystically realize the Lord’s sanctified traits6, which are different and

pertain to transcendental state of His existence. Thus, NammÀÞvÀr, by

adoring the Lord’s supremacy and the  helps granted by Him  appropriately

advised his mind, ‘come out to perform the eternal kaiôkarya7 upon the

holy feet of the Lord’.

1.1:1.1.2. NammÀÞvÀr praises the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa’s auspicious

qualities

The °ÞvÀr’s condition of surrendering to the Lord shall be commented

in a different perspective. His sense of advising his mind shall be understood

through an anecdote. If water in the river8 overflows and run ferociously,

it swallows the tall trees that stand erect  and enters into the ocean. But,

creepers like nÁrvaðcikkoÇi9 make curves as the way of water flows in the

river and maintain their survival. Like that, by sensing the grandeur
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qualities of the Lord, the °ÞvÀr feels that, there would be no means for us

to live and stand erect before Him with the ahaôkÀra of thine and mine. So,

NammÀÞvÀr directs his mind to come out with the sense of servitude and

makes his head to bow down and prostrate upon the holy feet of the Lord

ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa with pÀratantryaœeÈatva.

Once HanumÀn asked ŒrÁ LakÈmaõa, ‘what would you be to ŒrÁ

RÀma?’, the Younger Lord10 answers, ‘ŒrÁ RÀma also thinks about one in

his own glorious manner, as I also feel him’. HanumÀn further asked, ‘in

what way, ŒrÁ RÀma would think about you?’. For that, ŒrÁ LakÈmaõa

conveys the supreme truth that, ŒrÁ RÀma with self content shall think of

him as his younger brother. In continuation, the Younger Lord submissively

proceeds, ‘I am his younger half brother ŒrÁ LakÈmaõa  by name, who has

been compelled by his virtues to become his slave, appreciating as he does

the services, rendered to him and making much of even small services’11.

As such, NammÀÞvÀr also proclaimed towards his mind, ‘to nullify the

sufferings, let you worship the brightest brilliance of gracious feet of the

Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa, who is being progressively possessing higher of

the highest excellent qualities’. If asked, ‘what would be the reason for the

°ÞvÀr to merge voluntarily upon these auspicious qualities of the Lord and

adored Him?’12, it is properly answered. That is, since it is naturally destined

that because of NammÀÞvÀr’s good karma, intuitively and inherently, he

himself realized his innate nature of the svarÂpayÀthÀtmyabhÀva ‘the Àtma’s

nature as it really is’, he beyond  reason expressed his pÀratantryaœeÈatva

‘subservient and dependent towards the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa’. As the

esoteric effect, the °ÞvÀr himself catchholds of the Lord’s holy feet and

mystically dissolves within the highest status of His supreme qualities. As

such his enjoyment with the Lord is overwhelmed and bursted out beyond

the boundaries. Moreover since the Lord possesses the ÀœtrtapÀratantrya

towards the °ÞvÀr, He gives the direction to him.  So, as the direction of

the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa, NammÀÞvÀr has venerated His auspicious

qualities. In this context, it is to be bore in mind that, the Lord willingly,

by making the °ÞvÀr to know His essential qualities, directs him to praise

His auspicious qualities. Thus, as the direction of the Lord, NammÀÞvÀr

also through the verse, praises His spiritually oriented auspicious qualities.
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1.1:1.2. Commentary

1.1:1.2.1. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa is the supreme

‘The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa, who is being progressively possessing

higher of the highest excellent qualities’. The Vedas, while beginning to

discuss the blissful nature of Bhagavan, they by starting from the bliss of

people, proceed further to converse about brahmÀnanda of the Lord. Though,

the Vedas praise the brahmÀnanda with the technique of utpr¼kÈittal13, they

are not helpful and adequate to praise the supreme position of Brahman.

So, as stated, ‘they are the words and sentences along with mind returned

back from the quality of bliss’14, the words of the Veda returned back to the

heart of  NammÀÞvÀr. In the heart, these pleasing words  have restrained

by themselves as the mystical base for the blissfulness of the divinity.

Therefore, the °ÞvÀr through this verse consciously asserts that, these blissful

qualities of the Lord are the basic ground for his spiritual as well as mystical

existence. So, he added the adjective ‘excellent’, which explicates the

meaning that, the God is superior from other differentiated objects15.

1.1:1.2.2. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa’s supremacy is the generous

In the statement, uyarvaºa uyarnalam ‘higher of the highest excellent

qualities’ of the verse, to the word, ‘uyarvaºa’, the suffix ‘aºa’ ‘by not the

superiority of other’ is positively expressed as, ‘higher’. It does not intend

that, the other celestial gods do not have the quality of superiority. On the

other hand, it means that, while comparing the grandeur qualities of the

Lord with other deities, it should not be as such of comparing the Sun to

other stars and the top of HimÀlaya to lower objects, which seem to be

very small like mustard etc. When comparing as above, though the other

objects like stars, mustard etc., are existing, but, not at all having the

importance as that of the Lord supreme. Therefore, the phrase, ‘higher of

the highest excellent qualities’ is not applicable to immaterial objects, but,

relevantly applicable to the incomparable highest position of the Lord.

There is another way of drawing meaning for the word, ‘uyarvaºa’16. Since

‘uyarvu’ also bearing the meaning ‘suffering’, it shall be commented as,

‘higher of the highest excellent qualities without bearing sufferings’. From

it, the meaning is derived as, ‘the Lord’s attribute of higher of the highest
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excellent qualities’ does not incur the sufferings of others. In other words,

for others, if there is superior dignity, certainly they may incur the sufferings

of others. But, if the Lord with higher of the highest excellent qualities,

they shall not be incurred any sorts of sufferings from any sides. So, to

explicate the truth only, ŒrÁ °lavantÀr asserts the Lord’s superiority as

‘svÀbhÀviham’17.

1.1:1.2.3. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa’s supremacy is His eternal status

The statement ,‘higher of the highest excellent qualities’ also be

commented in a different direction. The description does not aim that,

there is no superiority for others, instead, the Lord alone possesses the

same with the highest excellent qualities. If so, then, this explanation would

not meet His actuality. To exclude this mode of approach, the superiority

is asserted that, if one enjoys the qualities of the Lord with respect to the

superiority within the time factor, it may not be possible for Him because

the Lord’s superiority always remains beyond to identify Him through the

measures of words and thoughts. So, His supremacy shall not be realized

to enjoy His actuality of inner essence. Furthermore, as justified, ‘all

accumulations end in attenuation, all elevations end in degradation, all

unions end in separation, all life has its end in death’18, if it is assumed

that, the Lord’s highest excellent qualities may also get degraded for some

time. So, it shall be concluded that, this remark, ‘higher than the highest

excellent qualities’ is not applicable to His supreme status, but, it refers to

the unrestricted and unbounded eternal prominence of sovereignty of   the

Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa.

1.1:1.2.4. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa is the blissful

If the explanation of adjective word, ‘higher of the highest excellent’

is accepted, then, there are necessities of explaining the all pervasiveness

of the Lord’s auspicious qualities. If the Lord’s qualities are pervaded

throughout the world as the kÀv¼rÁ river is not controlled by dam19, there

is a criticism that, ‘among the qualities, do some qualities may go as waste

and prove utter uselessness?’. If the situation is as such, it shall be resolved

with the explanation of the phrase, ‘the highest excellent’. So, it is  described

that, if the Lord’s qualities are considered as the wholesome of entirety, in
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it, in any way, no one quality is left out. The content shall be explained in

a different way. As a fertile land expanded everywhere without leaving

out even a little place and cultivated as paddy field, so the qualities of the

Lord are considered as one whole entirety, in it, every quality appears to

be as equal with others, so to add, no quality is left out. Here specifically,

‘the highest excellent’ denotes the Lord’s quality of Ànanda ‘bliss’. Also, it

is nothing wrong to derive and comment that, the word assigns a single

class of association of all the qualities. Moreover, the bliss also points out

the Lord’s ‘vibhÂti’20, the prime cause and from it the Lord’s bliss is

associated and as a whole emerged out.

1.1:1.2.5. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa possesses innumerable benign

qualities

‘The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa, who is being progressively possessing

higher of the highest qualities’. The Lord is only identified with benign

qualities, but, His innate existence shall be differentiated with these qualities.

In this context, these qualities are not associated with Him, but, they are

always along with His inner essence. To explicate it, the following

quotations and references shall be realized. °ÞvÀ¸ by noticing PiÒÒaipiÒÒai

submissively asserts, ‘if somebody expresses, ‘the Lord is with no qualities’,

it is just like crushing the throat, did you note that, NammÀÞvÀr identified

Him as, ‘one, who is progressively possessing all the highest excellent

qualities’’21. To support the view, ŒrÁ ViÈõu PurÀõa affirms that, the God

naturally possesses all the excellent qualities22.

The VyÀsabhÀrata also endorses it as, ‘though declared about the all

pervasive grandeur qualities of the Lord Kaõõa¸, even if all the worlds

assembled and uttered His benign qualities, it may not be possible to

complete them even for 16,000 long years’23.

Regarding this, ŒrÁ RÀmÀyaõa also supports, ‘as the HimÀlaya, King

of mountains is a large storehouse of minerals, the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa

is a great repository of virtues’24 and ‘Oh! King, your eldest son ŒrÁ RÀma

possesses so many benign qualities’25. By realizing the truth, ŒrÁ °lavantÀr

endorses the same as, ‘the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa is the assemblage of

innumerable benign qualities, which are naturally beyond the boundaries
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and supreme of the supreme’26. So, it is the accepted fact beyond doubt

that, the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa is possessing all the higher of the highest

excellent and benign qualities’.

1.1:1.2.6. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa transcends His qualities

‘Who is’. If asked, ‘if the Lord possesses innumerable qualities, then,

does He specifically identify with the possession of qualities?’, then, it

shall be answered that, He is not as such. Instead, it is to be commented

that, the benign qualities have obtained their importance only by associating

with Him. So, it is confirmed that, the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa also maintains

His transcendental state that, He is above the venerated qualities. In this

context, by focusing the view of the BÃahadÀranya UpaniÈad, i. e., the

unbreakable relation of the Lord’s core of auspicious qualities with the

Lord shall be explained as,  ‘just as salt ball is internally as well as externally

saltiest, asserts the fact that, the Lord is also subjectively as well as

objectively explicating His quality of the  jðÀna’27. But NammÀÞvÀr with a

differentiated outlook explains the relationship between the Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa’s qualities  and His transcendental status to the qualities. So, he

through this word, ‘who is’, confirms the truth that, though the Lord is

immanently possessing all the magnanimous qualities, He is also

transcendental with the same. Moreover, it is to be transparently presumed

that, through this phrase, NammÀÞvÀr ably affirmed the glory of the Lord

that, He does not need the qualities to specifically identify Him. Thus, by

commenting this word, ‘who is’, the Commentator VaÇakkuttiruvÁtippiÒÒai

scholarly differentiated the Lord as one, who is always with these auspicious

qualities, but, He also transcends them28.

1.1:1.2.7. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa removed NammÀÞvÀr’s ignorance

‘The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa is’. NammÀÞvÀr placed the above part

of explanation as prelude and firm basis for forthcoming commentation

about the preeminence of the Lord29. To continue the discussion about the

specific quality of the Lord’s grace, the °ÞvÀr mentions Him as, ‘the Lord

is’ and proceeds further. ‘To dispel all sorts of my ignorance’. It entails the

truth, ‘even without the trace30 of the erroneous knowledge of the

jðÀnÀnudaya, the anyathÀjðÀna and the viparÁtajðÀna’, the Lord dispels the
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°ÞvÀr’s ignorance.  In this context, the jðÀnÀnudaya refers to knowledge,

which identifies the physical œarÁra itself as the Àtma. The anyathÀjðÀna

signifies possessing the faith upon the other celestial deities except the

Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa. The viparÁtajðÀna points out the knowledge, which

identifies one’s own self as his own and the bliss of realizing the same

would be the real. Here, it shall be codified that, this viparÁtajðÀna is aptly

means the kevalajðÀna of the kaivalyaniÈÇa¸31. Based on the explanation, this

phrase endorses the truth that, to NammÀÞvÀr , the Lord out of His grace,

has wiped out the above mentioned three kinds erroneous knowledge

with their vÀsanÀ.

1.1:1.2.8. The Lord graced vouchsafed divine wisdom and love to

NammÀÞvÀr

‘Vouchsafed divine wisdom and love in the form of the bhakti  and

the jðÀna’. It is of the scholars’ opinion32 that, this phrase specifies the fact

that, the Lord showers the jðÀna and the bhakti ‘divine wisdom and love’

to NammÀÞvÀr. ŒrÁ ParÀœara BhaÇÇar, by altering the original TamiÞ word

‘matinalam’ of the verse as nalam mati ‘good knowledge’, beautifully

professed the meaning of phrase. That is, as the subject which sprouts out

with hardness33, the Lord provided this divine  jðÀna in the form of the

bhakti to the °ÞvÀr. In this circumstance, the bhakti is differentiated into the

three states. They are as follows.

The bhakti in the form of karma as well as the jðÀna. This is the

ordinary bhakti. The bhakti conjoined with grace of the Lord. This is

considered as advanced and matured status in practical sense. The bhakti

with the grace of the Lord. It stands as prime one for the devotee to serve

the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa with pÀratantryaœeÈatva. It shall be specifically

particularized as the bhakti of NammÀÞvÀr. Once, the ŒrÁvaiÈõava scholars

questioned EmbhÀr, ‘whether NammÀÞvÀr as prapanna followed the prapatti

or follower of the bhakti as the bhaktiniÈÇar?34. To it, EmbhÀr appropriately

remarks, ‘NammÀÞvÀr is the prapanna but, his bhakti is like ‘d¼hayÀtraœeÈam’35.

EmbhÀr authentically interpreted this truth that, though we are the

prapannas and taking food daily, but, as in advance and for practicality, we

stored the food materials for an year or at least for six months’. The implied
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meaning of this remark shall be further explained. That is, for the spiritual

and religious life, the bhakti is practically oriented as storing food and the

prapatti is ideally ordained as the final fruit for emancipation. So, as

NammÀÞvÀr expressed, ‘my food, drink and betel I chew, are all my

Kaõõa¸’36, to him, the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa alone is the final goal as well

as the final puruÈÀrtha and he has attained it through the prapatti.

1.1:1.2.9. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa’s grace is for ever with NammÀÞvÀr

‘He mercifully showered’. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa showered his

causeless grace upon NammÀÞvÀr. Though as such, it does not mean that,

before the divine act of gracing, the °ÞvÀr thought of himself as the

individual bereft with the Lord’s grace and then averred, ‘the Lord

mercifully graced’. It means that, the Lord’s grace is always with him.

With this background, the merciful act of the Lord should be honestly

realized with an anecdote. Naturally from the mother’s breast more than

the required milk suffused for a new born child. But, due to the

overwhelmingly suffused milk, she may be suffered from the breast pain.

So, to avoid the pain, she used to squirt the excessive milk from her breast

to the flour. Like that, though NammÀÞvÀr is eternally possessing the grace

and does not wish to receive furthermore, but, the  Lord, out of His

svÀtantrya always showering the nirketuka kÃpÀ upon him. The TaitrÁya

UpaniÈad conveys this truth that, the supreme, who possesses great honour,

usually commands and ordains all the subject matter, but, when He looks

with causeless mercy upon an individual, his all the kinds of sufferings

will be evaded37. So, there is no equal in the universe as that of the greatness

of the Lord’s grace. Based on it, the truth is deduced that, though the

individuals are not thinking of the Lord’s grace, but, He showers His

nirketuka kÃpÀ upon them.

1.1:1.2.10. The Lord is superior than the celestial deities, nityasÂris and

muktas

‘Above all He is the chief of the nityasÂris, who possess not even the

trace of forgetfulness’. Through the phrase, the supremacy of the Lord is

ascertained. The Lord is chief of the paramapada, where the nityasÂris38 are

eternally associated with Him. Their existence is not for themselves, but,
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for the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa only. They are all not having the

forgetfulness39 and they as divine servants, always get association with the

Lord to carry out His holy wishes. They are differentiated from the muktas

’the released Àtmas’, who were once within the realm of forgetfulness in

the worldly order,  but, at present, out of the Lord’s grace, they do not

have the same. Here, the explanations upon the forgetfulness are not related

with the individuals, who don’t have mortality, but, to the nityasÂris and

the muktas. If there is restriction for them to enjoy the bliss of the Lord,

then, they are considered themselves as soulless and leading a life, which

is meaningless. In short, they at any cost, shall not bear to have the

separation from the Lord. ŒrÁ LakÈmaõa, the younger Lord points out this

state as, ‘bereft of you, O! Scion of Raghu, neither SÁÇÀ nor I myself can

survive even for a short while any more, like fish taken out of water’40. In

this phrase, the nityasÂris and the muktas are made reference as the amararkaÒ

in TamiÞ, where this termination of compound word, ‘kaÒ’ refers to the

glory and gratefulness of the worlds up to the satyaloka, i.e., one fourth of

universe, called as the lÁlÀvibhÂti and three fourth of universe, named as

the nityavibhÂti. Here, a note about the word, ‘amararkaÒ’ (last part of

1.1:1.2.10) has to be incorporated. To this word, ‘kaÒ’, ±Çu commentary states

as, (‘kaÒ’ of ‘amararkaÒ’) tripadvibhÂyogattaippaººac collukiºatu ‘‘kaÒ’ refers to

the lÁlavhÂti as well as the nityavibhÂti’. (Refer to BhagavadviÈyam (1999),

vol.1B, op.cit., p.238.) VidvÀ¸ B.R. Purushothama Naidu remarks about,

‘kaÒ’ of ‘amararkaÒ’ (the vikuti ‘termination, ending of the word’ as,

pakupatavuºuppi¸uÒ iºutinalaiyÀ¸a uºuppu (Na¸¸Âl sÂtra 133 (in TamiÞ) - Refer

to TamiÞ Lexicon vol., 6, p. 3636) as, ‘amararkaÒ’ enpatil kaÒ ‘vikutim¼lvikuti,

cattiya l½kam (Satya lokam) muÇivÀka uÒÒa ivvulakaôkaÒ ellÀm kÀºpaôkÀkavum,

mokÈa ulakam (the paramapadam) mukkÀº paôkÀkavum uÒÒa perumaiyi¸ai kuºikka

va¸tatu. (Vide: Purushothama Naidu (2012), op.cit., p. 64.) In the above

part, this statement of the TamiÞ is translated as such. In this context, as

above said, though the nityasÂris and the muktas are equal with the Lord

ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa, but, when He stands alone, He is differentially identified

as superior from them.

The Lord’s superiority shall be viewed in a different direction.

Instead of stating, ‘the Lord stands alone’, if asked ‘is there any other
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possibilities to know His supremacy?’, the following answer gives a new

dimension to the Lord’s dominance. By realizing Him with His consorts

along with the kaustuba garland in His neck and by spiritually perceiving

Him as ŒeÈi41, His supreme authority shall be identified. If the fact is as

such, there is a question, ‘since at the paramapada, the supreme Lord is

always associated with the nityamuktas and the muktas, does He maintains

His independent status as ŒeÈi to them?’. For it, the answer shall be derived

through the commentary of phrase, ‘the chief’. If the Lord, His consorts

and others are placed in a single series, then, as,  ‘by placing an elephant

nearby the horse for a running race, the horse always stands first’42, the

supremacy of the Lord is recognized. That is, if it is placed the other

deities with the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa, He stands as, ‘the chief of (all)’.

Apart from these explanation, the phrase, ‘the chief of (all)’ is also

commented in the TamiÞ as talaiva¸ ‘chief’. To mention the differentiated

transcendence of the Lord as, ‘chief’ and enjoy His Lordly qualities,

NammÀÞvÀr has specifically43 called Him as, ‘He is’. Thus, the °ÞvÀr very

closely differentiates the supreme status of the Lord from other celestial

deities, the nityasÂris and the muktas and understandably explains His

supreme form of blissful inner essence.

1.1:1.2.11. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa nullifies the sufferings of His

devotees

‘The brightest brilliance of gracious feet is to nullify the sufferings’.

The previous ‘ÀcÀryas’44 are commenting the Lord’s feet as, ‘brightest

brilliance of gracious feet is to nullify the sufferings of His devotees’. It

refers to the fact that, the holy feet shall destroy all the kinds of sufferings

of all types of His devotees. EmperumÀ¸Àr45 by quoting, ‘ŒrÁ RÀma feels

sorely distressed when he finds men in straits and rejoices like a father in

all their jubilations’46, praises the Lord that, He nullifies the sufferings of

His devotees. From this, it is inferred that, when His devotees are in joy,

He also rejoices as such. So, it is derived that,  the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa

is always making His devotees to distress their sufferings and granting joy

as that of Him. Moreover, for the clear cut comprehension, NammÀÞvÀr’s

statement ‘to dispel all sorts of my ignorance’ shall be changed as, ‘by

making him to leave the trace of ignorance, He has dispelled his suffering’47.
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Thus, through the above discussion, it is to be noted that, the glory of the

Lord’s simplicity is well delineated. ‘Brightest brilliance of gracious feet’.

Through the phrase, NammÀÞvÀr rightly explicated the beauty of the Lord’s

œarÁra as brightest brilliance. ‘Brilliance’. Through this word, the °ÞvÀr has

explained the Lord’s cloudy colour as the form and expansion of the paðca

saktis48. ‘Feet’. The word hinds the truth that, the devotees wish to attain

the Lord’s feet, i.e., His grace. Also, it is to be realized that, like child puts

his mouth upon his mother’s breast to suck milk, the °ÞvÀr also, by averring,

‘grant that, this hapless self attains your nectarous lotus feet49, placed his

mouth upon the holy feet of the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa for His grace50.

1.1:1.2.12. The devotees have to worship the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa

‘Let you worship’. It implies that, worshipping the Lord is the sincere

duty of the devotee to wipe out his sufferings of the samsÀra. In this context,

it is recommended that, while worshipping the Lord, the devotee has to

perform his prescribed duties in accordance with his Àtma’s inner nature.

‘To arise’. Through this word, the °ÞvÀr directs the devotees to think about

joining with religious groups, who are all by changing their imperfect

condition to perfect and following the good dharma to worship the gracious

feet of the Lord. So, by leaving out the status professed by the TaitrÁya

UpaniÈad, ‘if one, not realizing the inner essence of the God, then, he becomes

null, void and non-existent’, but, following the verdict, ‘if one attains the

higher level of understanding the Lord, he certainly becomes as true and

noble existent’’51, one has to worship the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa with

obedience. Thus, to the devotee, NammÀÞvÀr advises that, instead of

accumulating demerits by not worshipping the Lord, it is better to live

spiritually and happily by worshipping the holy feet of Him52.

1.1:1.2.13. NammÀÞvÀr’s intended relation with the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa

‘Oh! My mind to arise from the banks of great oceanic births’. Before

gracing NammÀÞvÀr by the Lord, he affirmed the situation as, ‘mercifully

showered’. But, at present, he, through this phrase declares as, ‘the Lord

has identified me’. Therefore, in this place, NammÀÞvÀr with full contention

uses the phrase, ‘Oh! My mind’. The indepth meaning of this phrase shall
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be grasped through an anecdote. If two students in an earlier period studied

at a school53, then, in a later period, if one of the two gets into a higher

position, then, the other one may approach him on the basis of his friendship

with him. Like that, as viewed, ‘mind, out of its desire stands as the cause

for the binding with the world and also becomes as the cause for breaking

the relationship with the same world’54 and as the student who approached

his friendly class mate,  the °ÞvÀr  also, by thinking of his intended relation

with the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa expressed, ‘Oh! My mind’. In the above

statement, the other part ‘to arise from the banks of great oceanic births’

is self explicative.

1.1:1.2.14. NammÀÞvÀr worshipped the Lord for so many times

NammÀÞvÀr, instead of composing this verse and end the same as

ava¸ ‘‘the Lord is’ (He is)’,  He uses the same word at the end of every line.

If so, there  is a question, ‘what would be the reason for the same?’. In this

decade55, since every line has focused on the specified quality of the Lord,

he ended every line as such. While explaining them, since every quality of

the Lord is self content and needs no support of other qualities, he, as such

scholastically used the word. By considering this mode of expression, this

verse may be changed into a single sentence as, ‘the Lord, who is being

progressively possessing the higher of the highest excellent qualities to

nullify the sufferings and to dispel all sorts of my ignorance, He pleasingly

showered upon me the vouchsafed divine wisdom love; since He is the

chief of the nityasÂris, ‘Oh! My mind, to arise from the banks of great

oceanic births, let you worship the brightest brilliance of gracious feet of

the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa’’.  For NammÀÞvÀr’s usages of the same word

at the end of every line, there is an another way of commentation, i.e., as

Arjuna worshipped the Lord KÃÈõa for so many times, ‘Oh! KÃÈõa, the

embodiment of all, my obeisance unto you from all sides as well, Oh!

Thou of unlimited potency and infinite power, you completely pervade

the entire universe, therefore, you are everything’56, so, by following the

mode of  expression of Arjuna, NammÀÞvÀr also worshipped the holy feet

of the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa for so many times.
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1.1:1.2.15. NammÀÞvÀr advised his mind to think about the Lord

The mode of expression of this verse in TamiÞ may also be viewed

in different order. At the first, by stating the qualities of the Lord, then His

actuality shall be elucidated as follows. ‘the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa is

progressively possessing higher of the highest excellent qualities, which

nullify the sufferings and dispels all sorts of my ignorance. He mercifully

showered vouchsafed divine wisdom and love. Above all, He is the chief

of the nityasÂris’. Instead, by gratefully thinking of His greatest help57,

NammÀÞvÀr at the first proclaims as, ‘the Lord, who is progressively

possessing higher of the highest excellent qualities’. Then, he says as, ‘to

nullify the sufferings and to dispel all sorts of my ignorance, He mercifully

showered vouchsafed divine wisdom and love’. Therefore, it is deduced

that, NammÀÞvÀr through the verse, very smoothly remembered the Lord’s

greatest help of gracing him. Also, thus,  he has advised his mind to think

about the gratefulness of the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa.

1.1:1.3. The crux meanings of the verse

Finally, the crux of this verse is placed. Through it, it is

authoritatively denies the opinion of religious thinkers, who are all

ascertaining that, the God is qualityless, formless and not expanding

everywhere. In this connection, there is no necessity of assuming them as

opponents. When strengthening the ŒrÁvaiÈõava concept of NammÀÞvÀr,

automatically the others’ religious views of ‘the God is not having qualities’

shall be weakened and nullified. That is, when we harvest paddy, inevitably

the growth of weed in the field will be certainly arrested58. Like that,

through the comments about the God, the opponents’ views are naturally

denied. Since the °ÞvÀr has confirmed, ‘the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa is the

chief of the nityasÂris and the Lord is being progressively possessing higher

of the highest excellent qualities, which nullifies my sufferings and dispels

all sorts of my ignorance’, the prÀpyaveÈam is ascertained59. Like that, by

stating ‘dispels all sorts of sufferings’, the view of getting perfect knowledge

is delineated. As such, by expressing, ‘mercifully showered’, it is confirmed

that, the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa alone is the sÀdhana as well as the sÀdya.

Also, by averring, ‘to arise from the banks of great oceanic births, let you

worship the brightest brilliance of gracious feet of the Lord ŒrÁman
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NÀrÀyaõa’, the final purusÀrtha, i.e., the kaiôkarya, i.e., the fruit is

appropriately realized60. Lastly, through proper explanation of ‘Oh! My

mind’, it is proclaimed that, those who possesses the pure antaÍkaraõa

‘inner sense organs’ alone shall be the real to the atikÀri ‘authority’ for the

performance of the bhakti and the prapatti upon the holy feet of the Lord

ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa.

1.1:2. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa is with the animate and inanimate

objects

Transliteration

“Ma¸a¸akam malamaºa malarmicai eÞutarum

ma¸a¸uõar vaÒavila¸ poºiuõar vavaiila¸

i¸a¸uõar muÞunalam etirnikaÞ kaÞivi¸um

i¸a¸ila¸ e¸¸uyir mikunarai ila¸¼”.

Verbal Translation

Ma¸a¸akam: in the mind; malam: blemishes such as kÀmam ‘lust’,

kr½dham ‘anger’, l½bham ‘avarice’, ‘miserliness’, ‘deficiency’, etc.,; aºa: being

completely removed; malar: being blossomed; micai: being upwardly;

eÞutarum: being blazing and growing further and further; ma¸a¸uõarvu: the

jðÀna of manas, i.e., the knowledgeable aspects of mind/heart; aÒavila¸:

immeasurable and distinct and not as such from the cit, i.e., the jÁvÀtma,

which is measurable; poºi uõarvu avai ila¸: the one, who is distinct from the

acit, i.e., matter, which is knowable by the indriyas like eye; i¸a¸: He is thus

distinct from the objects (vastus) like the cit and the acit; uõarmuÞunalam:

He is identified as the embodiment of fulfilled knowledge and supreme

rapturous bliss; etir: in future; nikaÞ: at present; kaÞivi¸um: even in the past;

i¸a¸ila¸: no one, who is equal or highest; e¸¸uyir/e¸a¸ uyir: the one as

such is my dharakan, who protects my Àtma; mikunarai ila¸¼: nobody else,

who is equal and higher.

Translation

‘The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa is not as the kind of the Àtma, which is

realized by the yogajðÀna of well blossomed mind by eliminating

itsblemishes, not as the nature of worldly object, which is known by the
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indriyas and does not have equal as well as higher in the past, present and

future. He is distinctively identified as the embodiment of full knowledge

and full bliss and He is my supreme °tma’.

1.1:2.1. Introduction: The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa possesses the good

qualities

The TaitrÁya UpaniÈad authentically avers about the supreme reality

as, ‘from whom these worldly objects are manifested, by whom these are

lived by, to whom, these are reached by after the destruction in the praÒaya,

you are aware of Him, He is the supreme reality’61. In this direction of

thinking, as informed, at the first, by describing the world, the effective

form, then, it shall be analyzed as, ‘the God is the cause for this worlds

and upon Him, one can perform meditation’62. It is one of the ways to

define the God. On the other hand, by mentioning the God at the first,

then, the world, which is created shall be delineated. Here a question has

arisen, ‘in the first verse, NammÀÞvÀr, without following any method, why

he joyfully merged with the countless auspicious qualities of the Lord?’.

The reason is that, since the Sarveœvara¸, by generously showing His

supreme qualities, captivated and fascinated the °ÞvÀr, he conveyed his

ecstatic experiences through the mystical state. In it, he is fully encompassed

with the grace of the Lord. In it, since the divine qualities of the Lord have

the meaning only when they are associated with Him and if not, they are

not considered as meaning, the °ÞvÀr in the first verse amicably mentioned

the Lord with those qualities as, ‘He’. Whereas he, through this verse, by

pointing out, ‘since the Lord is the HeyapratyanÁkata¸63 ‘who has no blemishes

with Him’ and the KalyÀõaguõaikata¸64 ‘possessor of all the kinds of good

and auspicious qualities’, describes His unique nature as He is extremely

different from the animate as well as inanimate objects of the world’65.

1.1:2.2. Commentary

1.1:2.2.1. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa is realized by the YogajðÀna

‘The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa is not as the kind of the Àtma, which is

realized by the yogajðÀna of well blossomed mind by eliminating its

blemishes, not as the nature of worldly object, which is known by the
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indriyas’. NammÀÞvÀr, through this declaration argues that, the nature of

the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa is entirely different from the nature of  the

Àtma. If so, what would be the reason for adding much of adjectives and

defining Him as such?  Since the °ÞvÀr wished very much to experience

the differentiated blissful qualities of the Lord, he pleasurably added this

much. Here, within the statement, since the phrase ‘well blossomed mind’

ascribes to the status of mind, which does not have external as well as

internal indriyas, it is pointed out in the tune of ‘in the mind’. Naturally

mind can travel internally as well as externally. Appropriately, over here,

the phrase is commented that, between the two ways of process, the mind

is not travelling externally, but, specifically internally alone. ‘Eliminating

its blemishes’. The phrase refers to the fact that, from the mind all the

kinds of blemishes should be eliminated. Since the ‘Àtma’ and the

‘knowledge’ are indestructible, these blemishes cannot be associated with

the Àtma as well as knowledge. But, these blemishes are associated only

with mind, which is the path way for expressive as well as inexpressive

situation of spreading out the knowledgeable aspects of the

dharmabhÂtajðÀna66. So, the meaning of the phrase, ‘eliminating its blemishes’

is that,  the blemishes, which are within the mind where knowledge is

spreading out, shall be eliminated by introverting the mind from its external

contact. This process can be done through the performance of the yÀma,

niyama67 of the aÈtÀôka yoga as recommended by the yogaœÀstras. In this

context, it is to be noted that, since the Commentator refers to the yogaœÀstras

with respect to purification of mind by eliminating the blemishes for perfect

knowledge, it is appropriately mentioned as, the yogajðÀna ‘knowledge

acquired by yoga’.

1.1:2.2.2. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa shall not be understood as that of

the Àtma

‘Well blossomed’. The phrase points out the quality of ‘rising up of

the luxuriance further and further’. ‘(The) yogajðÀna of mind’. It

contemplates upon the knowledge of mind. So, the combined phrase, ‘the

yogajðÀna of well blossomed mind’ connotes the nature of knowledge of
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mind and its luxuriance. ‘The Lord is not as the kind of the Àtma’. To this

statement, the Commentator, by asking a question, ‘what would be the

truth behind the averment, ‘the nature of the Àtma shall be realized through

the stated knowledge of the mind, but, the nature of the God shall not be

realized as such?’, as answer, beautifully  comments further. NammÀÞvÀr

declares that, the nature of the Àtma as well as the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa

shall not be known through a single indriya. Then, to answer the question,

‘how?’, he continues further. For it, the Commentator, by putting a question,

starts his arguments in the direction of the °ÞvÀr. ‘Though physical entities

like gold and charcoal are entirely different, does it not the eye, the single

organ see the both?’. But, since the Lord and the Àtma are not as that of

physical entities, but, metaphysical realities, there is no possibility of

knowing and confirming them through a single pramÀõa. If it is so, there

is the contradiction with the truth of scriptures. The Veda declares, ‘the

God is known through pure mind’68, but, the BÃahadÀranya UpaniÈad

recognize Him, ‘except one can know Him as, ‘He is not this much alone,

like Him there is nobody else’’69, He can’t be predicted as, ‘He is this and

He is this much’. So, the God is always beyond the possibilities of

measurement. If it is so, then, ‘what would be the wrong to comment the

line, ‘the Lord is not as the kind of the Àtma, which is realized by the

yogajðÀna of well blossomed mind’ as, ‘the God is not measured by the

knowledge of the Àtma’. Here, if there is absence of the subject matter for

knowledge, then, through the utterance, it will be inferred as, ‘there is no

subject at all’. In this context, if it is realized as such, then, from the

statement, there is the possibility to infer as, ‘the God doesn’t exist’. But,

beyond doubt, ‘He exists’. So, by including all the above discussed views

as the background, appropriately the realization of the God through

knowledge shall be placed through the following announcement . That is,

‘the Lord shall be understood not as that of realization of the Àtma, which

is aõu (atom) in size, whereas He as the metaphysical entity shall not be

known through the knowledgeable aspects, because He does not have any

locus to fix, but, He is omniscience and beyond the condition of

measurement.
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1.1:2.2.3. The Lord is understood not as the soulless and the soulful

objects

‘Not as the nature of worldly object, which is known by the indriyas’.

The word ‘indriyas’ single out the organs like eye. So, the explanation

means that, the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa is not known by the indriyas. The

TaitrÁya UpaniÈad defines the God as, ‘who the God, may not be known by

the Àtma, who the God may not be known by the earth’70. In the reference,

the ‘Àtma’ refers to animate objects and the ‘earth’ means the inanimate

objects. Moreover, in the statement, since the God is not knowable, the

animate and inanimate objects are mentioned as one group. With this

background, NammÀÞvÀr knowledgeably confirms that, the Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa is entirely different from the animate and inanimate objects. The

same fact shall be differently communicated that, the Lord is qualitatively

different from the soulful, i.e., animate objects and He is also qualitatively

as well as entirely different from the soulless objects, i.e., inanimate object

of the world. In this place, the explanation shall be correctly changed in

such a way and technically placed as, ‘to these (soulless objects), which are

not having clear vision, never have the possibility to perceive, those who

are with clear vision (soulful objects)  may also never have the possibility

to understand the things very clearly’. Since both are as such not perceiving

the things, they are considered as similar. As such, since soulless objects

and soulful objects are qualitatively different from the inner essence of the

Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa, both are categorized as entirely one group. So, as

the one group, they shall not be perceived the inner essence of the Lord.

1.1:2.2.4. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa is the embodiment of knowledge

and bliss

If the Lord is different from the animate and inanimate objects,

then, what is the expectations to know Him?’. For the proper answer, the

Commentator, by mentioning as i¸a¸ ‘He is thus distinct from the objects

like the cit and the acit’, starts to explain the nature of the Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa. In this background, if asked, ’how He is?’, then, he is the

uõarmuÞunalam ‘the embodiment of full knowledge and full bliss’. Here
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‘uõar’ hints the  knowledge and  ‘nalam’ means the goodness. In this context,

whenever the adjective ‘goodness’ is added with the Àtma, through inference,

it shall be derived that, there is the Ànanda ‘bliss’, which is always associated

with the Àtma. So, here nalam (goodness) is representing the quality of

blissfulness. Then, the word muÞu ‘full’ has to be added with ‘uõar’ and

‘nalam’. Then, through the combined phrase,  ‘unarmulunalam’, the nature

of the Lord is derived that, He is the embodiment of full knowledge and

full bliss. So, through this intellectual possibilities of deriving the truth, it

could not be unnecessarily assumed that, the nature of the Lord is not

explainable or there is no favourable situation to justify the nature of Him.

Through the logical analysis of the above discussion and by realizing

interrelationship between the knowledge and bliss, the nature of the Lord

ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa shall be understood. Since ‘bliss’ is also, the specified

qualities of ‘knowledge’, when ‘bliss’ is mentioned, then, it is realized that,

‘knowledge’ is also mentioned. So, NammÀÞvÀr’s elucidation , ‘He is

distinctively identified as the embodiment of full knowledge and full bliss’

shall be delineated as, ‘since He is not directly apprehend through

knowledge, He could be sensibly understood as full bliss’. In this verse,

‘i¸a¸ ‘He is thus distinct from the objects like the cit and the acit’ is

demonstrated through an analogy. As inside and outside of salt ball possess

taste of salt, the inside and outside of the holy œarÁra of the Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa are the embodiment of knowledge71. It is also to be transparently

visualized and expressed that, the nature of the God is to be expounded

through the holy phrase as, ‘the God is bliss’72 and also as, ‘the God is

embodiment of bliss’. In this circumstance, NammÀÞvÀr described the nature

of the Lord as, ‘the glory of eternal joy, he has the nature of pure fragrant

dew-fresh flowers’73. From this discussion, it is confirmed that, the nature

of the God shall be realized through the proper analogy only and not as

such through the direct knowledge. Here, the crucial point is also to be

stressed that, as the follow up of discussion in the previous para, between

two kinds of explanation for the phrase, ‘uõarmuÞunalam’, the first one, ‘the

Lord is the embodiment of full knowledge and full bliss’ is considered as

the specified one and acceptable explanation. For this, the Commentator,
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by raising a question, ‘what is the reason for this specification?’, answers

as, ‘though in the religious texts, the knowledgeable aspect of goodness is

favourably expressed as bliss, but practically, knowledge is different as

well as bliss also is different and they used to discuss separately’. But to

NammÀÞvÀr, though practically knowledge and bliss are separately viewed,

to delineate the inner nature of the Lord, He is positively identified through

intuitive understanding of the theistic declaration, i.e., ‘the Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa is distinctively identified as the embodiment of full knowledge

and full bliss.

1.1:2.2.5. The Lord is realized not by comparing the different kinds of

objects

‘The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa does not have equal as well as higher

in the past, present and future’. As ŒrÁvaiÈõavism accepts three eternal

realities as the cit, the acit and the ±œvara, the Commentator generously

explained that, the nature of ±œvara is entirely different from nature of the

cit and the acit. In this context, he, by putting a question, ‘though entirely

there is no equal with the Lord, at least, does there any kind of physical

as well as metaphysical aspect to be  equal with Him?’ and sincerely

responds as, ‘there is no fraction of the possibility to equalize the Lord

with anybody and anything’. Here, he asserts the truth by saying, ‘there

are other scholars also emphasize and confirm this truth’74. By averring

this actual fact, he theo-philosophically treated the subject matter in a

different direction. In this context, to elucidate the fact, the Commentator

points out ŒrÁ ParÀœara BhaÇÇar’s observation, ‘previously there is no

possibility of equalizing the Lord with other things through

sÀdharmyadÃÈtÀntam75, as such, there is no possibility to apply the

vaidharmyadÃÈÇÀntam to know the inner nature of Him’. Here, the example

for the vaidharmyadÃÈÇÀntam is, the good soldiers wouldn’t do any mischief

against their enemies as thieves, but, this particular group thieves are

doing mischief to their direct enemies’76. Thus, the truth is derived that,

the Lord is not realizable by comparing Him with other objects, possessing

the same kind of dharma ‘nature’ and also not realizable by comparing

Him with the objects possessing different kind of dharma.
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1.1:2.2.6. The Lord does not have anything as the equal or the higher

being

‘He is my supreme °tma’.  The meaning of this description shall be

explained through an upalakÈaõa. Logically from the statement, ‘to whom

all the Àtmas are becoming His œarÁra’, the meaning shall be derived that,

the Lord is the refugee or supporter for all the Àtmas. So, it is assumed that,

this affirmation interprets the nature of the Lord in relation with the Àtma.

In this circumstance, the Commentator, by raising a question ‘in the place

of explanation about the Lord, ‘what would be the reason to utter, ‘my

supreme °tma?’’, proceeds his commentation. When disclosing the nature

of the Lord, necessarily His one of the qualities, i.e., ‘He has all the Àtmas

as His œarÁra and to them, He is the supreme Àtma and the dhÀraka¸’ is also

to be delineated. So, NammÀÞvÀr, by thinking of this elucidations,

appropriately uses the phrase, ‘my supreme °tma’. ‘The Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa does not have equal as well as higher’. By raising a question

from the side of the Lord, the statement shall be clarified. If asked, ‘as the

Lord, who bears all the Àtmas as His œarÁra and stands as refugee and

commander of all the worldly animate and inanimate objects, does there

anybody superior to command Him?’, the answer would be, ‘the Lord

ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa stands supreme, where, nobody is as Him’. So, as the

command of the ŒvetÀœvatara UpaniÈad, ‘there is nobody seen as equal as

well as higher than the God’77, NammÀÞvÀr also magnanimously venerate

Him as, ‘the Lord does not have equal as well as higher in the the past,

present and future’.

1.1:2.3. The essential meanings of the verse

So, with the back ground of commentation, by changing words in

such a way, the proper meaning of the verse shall be derived. That is, ‘the

Lord is not as the kind of the Àtma, which is realized by the yogajðÀna of

well blossomed mind, not as the nature of worldly object, which is known

by indriyas and not having equal as well as higher in the past, present and

future. So, He is distinctively identified as the embodiment of full

knowledge and full bliss. He is as such my supreme °tma’. Also, by adding

the subject, ‘e¸a¸ ‘my Àtma’’ of this verse and adding the subject matter of

the previous verse, the proper meaning shall be derived as, e¸a¸ tuyaraºu

cuÇaraÇi toÞutueÞue¸ ma¸an¼ ‘arise, Oh! Heart, worship the feet of my Àtma,

who is the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa’.
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1.1:3. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa as the antarÀtma

resides in the lÁlÀvibhÂti

Transliteration

“Ila¸atu uÇaiya¸itu e¸ani¸aivu ariyava¸

nila¸iÇai vicumpiÇai uruvi¸a¸ aruvi¸a¸

pula¸oÇu pula¸ala¸ oÞivila¸ parantaan

nala¸uÇai oruva¸ai naõuki¸am nÀm¼”.

Verbal Translation

Ila¸atu: (He is) even beyond and difficult to think that, He owns

nothing; uÇaiya¸itu: also, even beyond and difficult to answer that, He

owns this; e¸a: thus limiting by certain calculation; ni¸aivu: to think; ariyava¸:

He is beyond to think and judge and understood (about Him); nila¸iÇai:

within the earth even up to the lowest subterranean; vicumpiÇai: in the sky

and the realms of celestial worlds except paramapada, the abode of the

Lord; uruvi¸a¸: He is possessor of the œarÁra as form; aruvi¸a¸: He is

possessor no form and size; pula¸oÇu: the things which could be seen and

heard and they are well established and recognized through pramÀõas;

pula¸ala¸ (pula¸ ala¸): He is existing and shall be realizable, but, detached

with all the things; oÞivila¸ paranta: He is existing within all the objects and

pervading everywhere; an: those; nala¸uÇai: one, who is possessing good

qualities; oruva¸ai: one, who is; naõuki¸am: to become united with; nÀm¼:

we blessed with.

Translation

‘He cannot be thinkable as, ‘this’ and ‘not that’. He is in the form

of sentient and insentient of the perceived world and unperceived world

of celestials. Though along with His senses, He is with them, He is away

from their qualities and errors. We attained the unparalleled God, who is

endless and everywhere’.

1.1:3.1. Introduction: The lÁlÀvibhÂti is property of the Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa

NammÀÞvÀr in the first verse78, enjoyed the supremely benign

qualities of the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa, His paramapada and His vigraha,

‘auspicious form consisting of the countless sanctified qualities’. In the
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second verse, he firmly asserted that, the Lord, the supporter of the worldly

objects stands as superior and He is entirely different from the animate

and inanimate objects of the universe.  In this third verse, the °ÞvÀr enjoys

the Lord along with His tadÁyatvÀkÀra79, i.e., the lÁlÀvibhÂti80. As in the

direction of this verse, when the Commentator deals with °ÞvÀr’s outlook

towards the Lord along with the lÁlÀvibhÂti, he, by comparing the Lord

with mukta, differentiated Him with the latter. As the ChÀndogya UpaniÈad

asseverates, ‘that is the highest person, there he moves about, laughing,

playing and rejoicing, be it with women, or conveyances, or relatives and

not minding the œarÁra in which he was born’81 and ‘mukta perceives all the

objects of the world’82, to the mukta, because of the tadÁyatvÀkÀra, the

lÁlÀvibhÂti seems to be as the property of the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa. Here

the Commentator, by raising a question, ‘if mukta’s vision is as such, does

NammÀÞvÀr be the mukta?’, asserts that, though due to law of karma, he

acquired the œarÁra, but, because of the vouchsafed divine wisdom and

love, kind heartedly showered by the Lord, he is equated with mukta. So,

NammÀÞvÀr also as that of mukta, perceives the lÁlÀvibhÂti as tadÁyatvÀkÀra

and enjoys it along with the countless spiritual qualities of Him. In this

context, the Commentator, for the question, ‘though the °ÞvÀr enjoys the

lÁlÀvibhÂti along with the Lord, how do we know that, the world is the

property of the Lord?’, with a proper anecdote explains the world as the

Lord’s property. To the king, though his commands control his entire

country, he, for the sake of playfulness with his consort, creates flower

garden and destroys the same. Like that, as praised, ‘the Lord is in

Tiruviõõagar, fortified by walls. See, He laid out this garden world and all

the good in it’83, the worlds becomes playground for the Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa and His consort ŒrÁ LakÈmÁ’s pleasure. In this playful activities,

when they blissfully look at the world, it exists and if not, the world will

disappear. So, from this playful activity of the Lord and His consort, it is

certainly comprehended that, the lÁlÀvibhÂti is property of them.

1.1:3.2. Commentary

1.1:3.2.1. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa is not thinkable through the mind

‘He cannot be thinkable as, ‘this’ and ‘not that’’. This part foretells

the fact that, the Lord shall not be even thought of as, ‘He is not that’ and
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‘He possesses this’. By pointing out a particular one within the perceivable

objects and if stated, ‘he is not having that’, then, it refers to the fact that,

except that one, he has all the other things. By pointing out  some other

thing and if argued, ‘he has this’, then, it indicates that, except this thing,

he is not having any other thing. In other words, if specifies as, ‘he not

possesses that aiœvarya ‘wealth’’, it means that, he has some amount of the

aiœvarya. If expresses as, ‘he possesses this’, it means ‘he has the few aiœvarya’.

If it is applied to measure the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa, the both expressions

are erroneous and not at all applicable. So, to give full fledged meaning,

NammÀÞvÀr defines the Lord as, ‘He shall not be thinkable as, ‘this’ and

‘not that’’. Over here, at the first, the Commentator gives the possibilities

of mental thinking as, ‘there is the possibilities of mixing the things, which

are basically will not mix with the other’ and ‘there is erected needle, upon

it, there is pot, upon the pot, there is large water pot and upon the water

pot, there is Himalaya’ etc. Like that, there is the mental possibilities to

think that, there is the union of objects, but, certainly they shall not unite

with each other. Then, he raises a question, ‘does there the subject matter

related with the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa to think as above? If it is thinking

as such about Him, the °ÞvÀr gives the proper definition for Him as, ‘since

He is not measurable through mind, He shall not be thinkable’.

1.1:3.2.2. The Lord’s œarÁra of the perceived as well as the unperceived

worlds

If asserted as, ‘the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa cannot be thinkable’, then

‘what is the means to define the nature of Him?’ For this question,

NammÀÞvÀr answers, ‘He is in the form of sentient and insentient of this

perceived world and unperceived world of celestials’, It connotes that, the

Lord is chief of the world84. The phrase, ‘perceived world’ means up to the

inferior regions under earth. The phrase, ‘unperceived world of celestials’

refers to the entirety of sky and celestial worlds below the paramapada. The

phrase ‘He is in the form of’ expresses the truth that, the Lord is with the

œarÁra. So, from this analysis, it is defined that, the Lord possesses the

sentient and insentient objects of this perceived world and unperceived

world of celestials. So, the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa is chief of all and

possessing the objects of perceived and unperceived worlds as His œarÁra.
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As such, it is to be learned that, in one of the verses, the °ÞvÀr declares,

‘indeed, each name of the cloud-hued Lord of exquisite form’85. In the

verse, the TamiÞ word, m¼¸iyi¸a¸ ‘exquisite form’ means the ‘possessor of

the œarÁra’. As that of the expression, in this verse ‘uruvi¸a¸ ‘possessor of

the œarÁra as form’ means possessing the entirety of the acit as His œarÁra

and aruvi¸a¸ ‘possessor of no form’ indicates the specific fact of possessing

the entirety of the Àtmas, the cetanas and the acetanas as His œarÁra. In other

words, the God possesses His œarÁra, which is made up of the cit ‘sentient

objects’ and the acit ‘insentient objects’ of the perceived and unperceived

worlds.

1.1:3.2.3. The aspirants with the perfected knowledge has obtained the

Lord

After describing the essential nature of the Lord, the Commentator

raised the question, ‘the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa, as such, by having all the

things, by concentrating upon His pleasure, by standing incomparably, by

swearing sandal paste, is He within His paramapada, which is indestructible

and does He possesses endless joy and seated  in his golden chair along

with His consort ŒrÁ LakÈmÁ? The Commentator, by explaining upon the

phrase, ‘along with His senses, He is with them’ theistically with proper

treatment, accurately answers. In this context, NammÀÞvÀr beautifully

explains that, the Lord as uÇan k¼ta¸’86, participates along with all the kinds

of sufferings of the Àtma. Here, the TamiÞ word of the verse, pula¸½Çu

‘along with His senses’, as informed ‘things which are perceived by and

as such, things, which are heard by’87 refers to the things, which are

identifiable through the proper pramÀõas. In the above statement, the phrase,

½Çu ‘along with’ of ‘pula¸½Çu’ is indicating the fact that, the Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa exists as antaryÀmi within all the objects of the perceived and

unperceived world. In this context, the °ÞvÀr  beautifully conveys this

truth as, ‘by entering into the consciousness of all the cetanas and by

becoming as their Àtmas, commanding them’88, i.e., the Lord, by creating

the world and as the antaryÀmi pervades within the Àtmas all the immaterial

objects, direct them to get their individual forms and names. In this

circumstance, again there is a question, ‘If He is the antaryÀmi for all the

Àtmas and all the objects, does it not the factors of growth and decreases
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of the œarÁra and the pleasure and pain of the Àtma affect the purity and

superiority of the Lord?’, For it, the °ÞvÀr answers, pula¸ ala¸ ‘he is away

from their qualities and errors’89. Also, as the pramÀõa avers, ‘the two

named as the ParamÀtma and the jÁvÀtma, by having the wings in the form

of knowledge and by having relationship of, ‘possessor and object being

possessing’ have been stationed upon the œarÁra. Between them, the jÁvÀtma

enjoys law of karma of good as well as bad, whereas the ParamÀtma, the

other one, stand ideal without indulging within the law of karma’90, the

Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa is away from the nature of changeableness and

pleasure and pain of the worldly things. ‘The God who is endless and

everywhere’. The Lord, by expanding everywhere, exists within the animate

and inanimate objects of the universe. By adding the time factor, His quality

shall be asserted as, ‘the Lord eternally exists within all the subjects for

always’. In this context, the °ÞvÀr, by sensibly remembering the grateful

qualities of the Lord, who is gloriously venerated out of the two previous

verses, reveals as, ‘we attained the unparalleled God, who is the Lord

ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa’.  ‘Attained’. In this place, NammÀÞvÀr asserts his position

with utmost humbleness that, we, the devotees are not only getting the

pure knowledge which is granted by the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa, but also

attained the holy feet of Him to do the eternal kaiôkarya.

1.1:3.2.4. The Lord grants the grace for the Àtma’s pÀratantryaœeÈatva

‘We’. In TamiÞ, it is mentioned as, ‘nÀm¼’. For this word, with the

background of union with the Lord, the Commentator, by putting a doubtful

question, ‘does it be falsehood?’, with the anecdotes form the grateful epic,

ŒrÁ RÀmÀyaõa, elaborately comments and appropriately stresses the

importance of spiritual union of the Àtma with the ParamÀtma. As the drastic

state of SÁtÀprÀÇÇÁ’s mental flux ascertained as, ‘or is it mental derangement?

or have I been possessed by a devil? or have I run mad? or is it the sultry

vapour coating over sands and appearing at a distance like water’91,

NammÀÞvÀr with much of doubt, mental derangement and the sense of

dream, expresses the word along with the another word as, ‘we attained’.

The °ÞvÀr, through these devotional feelings of doubt, but with positive

attitude, mystically merged with the superior qualities of the Lord. In this

context of union, the Commentator, by raising a question, ‘What is the
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reason for the °ÞvÀr to possess the doubtfulness within the unification of

his ÀtmÀ with the ParamÀtma?’, elaborately elucidates the glorious status of

the °ÞvÀr. In this place, the Commentator, by putting the word, ‘Áœvaroham’92,

explains the theo-philosophical importance of the spiritual union. If the

ÀtmÀ with the svÀtantryÀbhimÀna, ‘sense of self autonomy’ and the

dehÀtmÀbhimÀna ‘sense of thinking the œarÁra as the Àtma’ surrenders to the

Lord, then, He with his own svÀtantrya, by not showering His grace to it,

shall be left the place immediately. So, the Commentator, by putting the

word, ‘Áœvaroham’, asserts that, if the Àtma surrenders to the Lord with the

attitude of pÀratantryaœeÈatva, He without reservation grants His grace to

the Àtma.

1.1:3.2.5. The similar statuses of Bharata, SÁtÀprÀÇÇÁ and HanumÀn

1.1:3.2.5.1. NammÀÞvÀr and Bharata

The Commentator, by analyzing the background of doubtfulness,

but with much of astonishment upon ŒrÁ BharatÀÞvÀ¸, comments the phrase,

‘we’. Naturally, the Àtma should reach over the holy feet of the Lord with

sense of pÀratantryaœeÈatva. Instead, it should not think it’s œarÁra as its own

Àtma. By comparing this theme with the status of ŒrÁ BharatÀÞvÀn, the

Commentator evaluates the union of the Àtma with the ParamÀtma. At the

first, when her mother KaikeyÁ called him as, ‘Oh King!’, as delivered, ‘but

do you go after RÀma of energetic acts with some evil intention? This vast

force of yours raise my apprehension’93, ŒrÁ BharatÀÞvÀ¸, sensed the pain

caused by the hardened concretion in the lower part of inner stomach and

stood with all the kinds sufferings. This painful condition of Bharata also

made him to think his œarÁra as the Àtma. But as informed, ‘as he proceeded,

the intelligent and mighty armed Bharata with a cheerful heart remarked

to Œatruhna and all the courtiers. I conceive, we have reached the tract that

was mentioned by BharadvÀja. Hard by this spot, I fancy, is the river

MandÀkinÁ’94, at the first ŒrÁ Bharata worried because of his mother’s word,

‘Oh King!’. Then, he doubted himself as, ‘am I reached over the Àœrama as

directed by the Saint BharadvÀja?’. Here, this incident of reaching over the

Àœrama made him to think that, he is in the right path towards ŒrÁ RÀma

to get his grace. From this incident of ŒrÁ Bharata, it is delineated that,

though he is rightfully reaching over the Àœrama to see ŒrÁ RÀma, but,
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because of his mother’s word, he unavoidably sensed the pain and doubt

of his œarÁra as his Àtma. This situation of ŒrÁ Bharata to reach over the

Àœrama is aptly resembled with NammÀÞvÀr’s background of doubtful union

with the Lord. So, by a comprehensive analysis of ŒrÁ Bharata and

NammÀÞvÀr, the fact is realized that, though there is union with the Lord

is certain, but, the impact of worldly sufferings make the status of union

of the Àtma with the ParamÀtma as doubtful.

1.1:3.2.5.2. NammÀÞvÀr and SÁtÀprÀÇÇÁ

NammÀÞvÀr’s doubtful condition of union is compared with

SÁtÀprÀÇÇÁ’s status of astonishment. As reported, ‘where didst you meet ŒrÁ

RÀma, how didst you come to know ŒrÁ LakÈmaõa? How did the monkeys

and men meet on terms of brotherhood?’95, SÁtÀprÀÇÇÁ with much of

astonishment asked HanumÀn, ‘how it is possible to become as brotherhood

between the monkeys, who have lived in the forest and the sons of

monarch?’. For this HanumÀn answered, ‘destroying VÀli by his prowess

in battle, ŒrÁ RÀma made SugrÁva king over all monkeys and bears. In this

way, O dame, the alliance between ŒrÁ RÀma and SugrÁva was made. And

know me as HanumÀn, their messenger who has come to you’96. Thus, the

Commentator well compared the SÁtÀprÀÇÇÁ’s sense of astonishment about

the Monarch ŒrÁ Rama’s and ŒrÁ LakÈmaõa’s union with monkeys as of

brotherhood with above cited NammÀÞvÀr’s doubtful union with the Lord.

1.1:3.2.5.3. NammÀÞvÀr and HanumÀn

In the epic ŒrÁ RÀmÀyaõa, an incident is theologically sanctified. Once

ŒrÁ RÀma and ŒrÁ LakÈmaõa were together, HanumÀn very personally did

kiôkarya to them. At the time, HanumÀn with much of surprise thought

himself as, ‘how I am having the chance to stand along with them?’97. So,

realizing the HanumÀn’s unbelievable order of mystical union with ŒrÁ

RÀma, the Commentator beautifully compared HanumÀn’s status of

astonishment with NammÀÞvÀr’s position of union. Moreover, the

Commentator with this background of union with the Lord, for the word,

‘we’ wonderfully remarked as, ‘we are all away from the experience of the

Lord’. At the same time, he, by scrutinizing and comparing the status of

Bharata, SÁtÀprÀÇÇÁ and HanumÀn, more intelligibly and humorously with
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the thinking of himself, interpreted the word, ‘we’ as, ‘we don’t have even

smell about the name of the Lord ŒrÁ RÀma, the glorified avatÀra of the

Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa’.

1.1:4. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa controls the objects of the

lÁlavibhÂti

Transliteration

“NÀm ava¸ iva¸uva¸ avaÒivaÒ uvaÒevaÒ

tÀmavar ivaruvar atuitu utuetu

vÁmavai ivaiuvai avainalam tÁôkavai

Àmavai Àyavai Àyni¸ºa avar¼”.

Verbal Translation

NÀm: we, i.e., the self, which stands as context for the meaning of

other words to follow; ava¸: the male, who is far away; iva¸: the male, who

is nearby; uva¸: the male, who is neither far away nor nearby, but, in

between and wherever;  avaÒ: the female, who is far away; ivaÒ: the female,

who is nearby; uvaÒ: the female who is neither far away nor nearby, but,

in between; evaÒ: (being questioned as) which female?; tÀm: the respectable

person, who is in front; avar: the respectable person, who is far away; ivar:

the respectable person, who is nearby; uvar: the respectable person, who

is neither far away nor nearby, but, in between and wherever; atu: an

animal/bird/insentient, that is far away; itu: an animal/bird/insentient,

that is nearby; utu: the insentient that is neither far away nor nearby, but,

in between and wherever; etu: (being questioned as) which animal/bird/

insentient?; vÁmavai: the temporary objects that are perishable; ivai uvai

avai: such temporary objects that are nearby, neither far away nor nearby

but, in between and wherever and far away; avainalam/ nalam avai: the

virtuous aspects as well as good quality; tÁôkavai: the bad aspects and bad

quality; Àmavai: the future aspects; Àyavai: all such past aspects; Àyni¸ºa

avar¼: He, who subsists all these things within Him.

Translation

‘We, the masculine beings over here, as well as at a distance, near

at hand and in between, the feminine gender similarly situated, all things

collectively seen here, there and everywhere, which can be individually
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pointed out as this, that and the other, the non-sentient things, good, bad,

perishable, things that were, are and will be, all these subsists in Him’.

1.1:4.1. Introduction:

1.1:4.1.1. The lÁlÀvibhÂti is the property of the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa

Since this lÁlÀvibhÂti, as the Lord’s quality implies to be the object of

consideration, NammÀÞvÀr experienced the same in the previous verse. In

this following verses, he discusses about the subject matters related with

the lÁlÀvibhÂti. If so, ‘why NammÀÞvÀr, out of one verse only amiably

venerates the paramapada, which gives the eternal bliss and exists for ever,

but, out of many verses congenially discusses about the glory of this

lÁlÀvibhÂti?’. As presented, ‘only you and the fair-bangled ŒrÁ LakÈmÁ are

permanent’98, since the nityamuktas and muktas are possessing vouchsafed

divine knowledge, by following the principles of the Lord and to them,

with a just hint will do, they shall understand everything and lead a spiritual

life. Moreover, since they directly enjoy the auspicious qualities of the

Lord, furthermore, there is nothing else for them to teach further99. On the

other hand, the people of this world possess law of karma and go behind

the divine will of the Lord. Also, they falsely feel as slave to the other gods

except the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa and they also feel themselves  as the

Àtmas of their own existence. For their redemption, they ought to surrender

to the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa and with the knowledge of that only, to

them, the world shall resemble to be the property of the Lord. So, to teach

these things to them, the °ÞvÀr composed so many verses.

1.1:4.1.2. The subject matters of the eight verses

Hereafter, by including this and out of following the eight, through

the first three verses, NammÀÞvÀr beautifully delineates the fact, i.e., svabhÀva

of the world100, its protection, performing activities and not performing the

same are perfectly controlled by the will of the Lord. In the seventh verse,

He points out that, the relation between the Lord and the world is just like

as that of the Àtma and the œarÁra. Along with it, out of the eighth verse, the

°ÞvÀr logically refutes the ideology of KudÃÈÇis101, he, by covering the ninth

verse, theistically refutes the SÂnyavÀtis102, within the tenth verse, he

describes the Lord’s vyÀpti saukarya103 and through the last verse,
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NammÀÞvÀr, by mentioning the ’fruit’ gained by the aspirants, who learn

the subject matter of this decade, ends this decade.

1.1:4.1.3. At praÒaya, all the subject matters are with the Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa

NammÀÞvÀr, through this verse, authentically confirmed that, all

the subject matters of world are the property of the Lord. To delineate the

fact, the Commentator, by putting the question, ‘how?’ elaborates the

discussion. When creation starts, the Lord ordains the Àtmas to get

appropriate stÂla deham, enters through and becomes as their antaryÀmi

and makes them to get their forms and names. At praÒaya, He commands

and bears all the objects to return back to His abode in the form of sÂkÈma

state, as kÀrya turns back kÀraõa and He makes all the things to be with

Him only as ashes around fireball. In this context, the Commentator

VaÇakkuttiruvÁtipiÒÒai authentically places the °ÞvÀr’s view that, the God

through His supreme command, makes all the animate and inanimate

objects to be within Him without differentiated phases of kÀraõa ‘cause’

and kÀriya ‘effect’ and maintains their  svarÂpa and stiti, etc104. Moreover,

since the Àtmas are infinite, the categorization shall be extended beyond

the count. If it is delivered in a nutshell, then, it is tough to comprehend.

So, when defining these as the Lord’s property, the °ÞvÀr, by including all

the subject matters along with the Devas and by combining together as,

‘four and three kinds’ (‘four and three kinds’ means’ strÁpunnapumsakam

(three),  pÂjyapadÀrttham (one), naœvarapadÀrttham (one), good and bad (one),

kÀlabhedam (one) and totally there are seven), asserts that, all the subject

matters are the property of the  Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa.

1.1:4.2. Commentary

1.1:4.2.1. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa becomes the subject of the world

‘We, the masculine beings over here, as well as at a distance, near

at hand and in between’. Here, for better understanding of the subject

matter, the actual TamiÞ words and phrases of the verse within the

background of the ‘Verbal Translation’ and ‘Translation’ are utilized for

commentation. If the reader side by side peruse the verbal translation of

this verse, then, the subject matter will be easily understandable.  In TamiÞ,
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nÀm ‘we’ could be designated as, yÀm ‘we’, nÀ¸ ‘I am’ and yÀ¸ ‘I am’ and

they are subjectively called themselves by the individual variation. In TamiÞ,

it is referred to as, ‘tantammai’. Since the objects are present over here, as

well as at a distance, near at hand and in between, for clearcut apprehension

of them, at the first, one has to fix the place, where the individual subject’s

presence for the clearcut understanding of the context. So, NammÀÞvÀr

intelligibly starts the verse as, nÀm ‘we, the masculine beings over here’.

Then he, by putting the words, ‘ava¸ iva¸ uva¸’ refer to the individuals in

masculine gender as, ‘the masculine beings over here, as well as at a

distance, near at hand and in between’. Then he, by putting the words,

‘avaÒ ivaÒ uvaÒ evaÒ’ speak about ‘the feminine gender, which are similarly

situated’. As such, ‘tÀm avar ivar uvar’ refers to the individuals, who are all

in higher position. As such, ‘atu itu utu etu’ connote the object which are

made mention of all the things collectively seen here, there and everywhere

and they mentioned the singular of the impersonal class (a¬ri¸ai orumaippÀl

in TamiÞ). Then, the words ‘vÁmavai ivai uvai’ connotes the non-sentient

things, which can be individually pointed out as this, that and the other.

Over here, this particular phrase designates the destructible objects. Then

the words, ‘avai nalam tÁôkavai’105 mean the non-sentient things of good and

bad. As such, the words, ‘ÀmÀvai Àyavai’ mean the perishable things that

were, are and will be. Within this phrase, since in TamiÞ language, the

‘presence’ is within the time factors of  ‘past’ and ‘future’, in this context,

the time factor for ‘presence’ is not mentioned. Then the phrase, ‘Àyni¸ºa’

indicates the entirety of the above stated objects. If these objects are

considered individually106, they wouldn’t have aikyam ‘union’ with the Lord.

So, this particular word107, Àyni¸ºa ‘the entirety of above mentioned objects’

specifically denotes the single combination of the œarÁras, all the Àtmas,

which are willfully sustained within the œarÁras and even within the God,

i.e., the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa, who is existing within the Àtmas as,

‘antaryÀmi’. The last word, avar ‘He’ points out the God, who becomes as

these subject matters, which are mentioned as above. Over here, if the

meaning of word is compared well with the holy testimonies of the

UpaniÈads, i.e., ‘these are all BrahmÀ’108, ‘’this’, exists as, ‘you are’’109, etc.,

the indepth meaning of above  cited all the TamiÞ words and phrases  shall

be well understood.
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1.1:4.2.2. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa is the controller of all the subjects

NammÀÞvÀr, in the first verse110, graciously puts forward the message

that, the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa possesses all the good qualities, owner of

the paramapada, which is the final resort of the Àtmas to enjoy endless bliss

and bears differentiated holy form consists of the sat-cid-Ànada ‘existence,

consciousness and bliss’. He, in the second verse graciously delineates

that, the Lord is entirely different from the subject matters of the cosmos.

He in this verse, delineates that, ‘a‘ (akÀram), the TamiÞ syllable within the

word avar ‘He’, means ‘the Lord with the auspicious qualities’. Along with

this, he  explains the significant phrase, ‘all these subsists in Him’ within

the background of sÀmÀnÀdhikaraõa aikyam as, ‘the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa

exists always within the œarÁra and the Àtma’. Thus, NammÀÞvÀr, based on

the differentiation of masculine gender, feminine gender and neutral gender,

i.e., strÁpunnapumsakam ‘singular of the impersonal class’, pÂjyapadÀrttham

‘differentiation of eternal objects’ and naœvarapadÀrttham ‘destructible object’,

differentiation of qualities as goodness and badness and the kÀlabhedam

‘differentiation based on time, i.e., past, present and future’, combines and

grouped the above mentioned knowledgeable as well as knowledgeless

subject matters. Finally, he, by including all the content of the subject

matters also theo-philosophically asserts as, ‘the Lord is the supreme

controller for their inner nature of these entire subject matters’.

1.1:5. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa is the antrÀtma to the lÁlÀvibhÂti

Transliteration

“Avaravar tamatama taºivaºi vakaivakai

avaravar iºaiyavar e¸aaÇi aÇaivarkaÒ

avaravar iºaiyavar kuºaivilar iºaiyavar

avaravar vitivaÞi aÇaiyani¸ ºa¸ar¼”.

Verbal Translation

Avaravar: the aspirants/the Àtmas, who/which are desireless and

possessing multifarious grades/qualities; tamatama: their differential

attitudes based on their possessed qualities; aºivaºi/ aºivu aºi: the

differentiated knowledge based on their attitude; vakaivakai: the aspirants/
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the Àtmas, who/which are different grades because of their different tastes,

means and goals; avaravar: those Devatas ‘deities’ with respect to the

devotees’ desire; iºaiyavar e¸a: assumed as the masters, who will fulfill

their desires; aÇi: feet of the Devatas; aÇaivarkaÒ: the one who reached over

and take shelter; avaravar: those Devatas; iraiyavar: the  masters who fulfills

the desires of their devotees; kuºaivilar: by all the means deserved and

appropriate; iºaiyavar: the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa, the Sarveœvara¸ of all

Devatas; avaravar: such aspirants/the Àtmas, who/which approached their

own Devatas; vitivaÞi: based on their fate whom they propitiate as their

Devatas; aÇaiya: being attained the goals; ni¸ºa¸ar¼: the Sarveœvara¸, who

stays inside these Devatas as inner controller.

Translation

‘Different grades of aspirants with impact of three guõas and with

their varying degrees of spiritual knowledge and caliber and with varying

degrees of taste, seek favours from minor deities, whom they propitiate as

their gods, catch hold the feet of them. The deities, whom they pursue, do

not have demerits as the Lord. If questioned, ‘what is the reason?’, those

deities, as destined by their Àgamas, bestow boons sought by their devotees

to the extent wishes of them. It is because, the supreme Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa, the husband of ŒrÁ LakÈmÁ as antaryÀmi, stays inside these deities

as the inner controller and graciously showers His grace’.

1.1:5.1. Introduction: The Lord is the akÀra of the bÁjÀkÈra mantra

As the fourth verse authorized that, the Lord is owner of subject

matters of the world, so in this verse, NammÀÞvÀr emphasizes that, He

also owns the right to protect them. Somebody may be owner of a house,

somebody may be owner of a small village and somebody else may also

be owner of a city. As such, some to the three worlds and like that,

somebody may be owner of the fourteen worlds. But, the Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa, as the Sarveœvara¸ invariably stands as the °tma to all the Àtmas

and even to the owners of 14 worlds. If the Lord has not ordained them

as their Àtmas, then, there shall not be the relationship as protectorship as

well as the objects, which are protected by. In other words, if the Lord

does not stand as antaryÀmi, they will not be enjoying the proprietorship.
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As the pramÀõas report, ‘there is nobody else except PuruÈottama, the God

for the condition of earning wealth and to eliminate dangers’111 and ‘ability

for protection is to ViÈõu only and except Him, there is nobody else’112, the

proprietorship for the protection is justified only upon the Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa, who is capable of doing good and eliminating the bad. With

this background, the TaitrÁya UpaniÈad appropriately praises the Lord as,

’like getting jewel present in the casket and wears the same, then, put it

in the same casket, there is bÁjÀkÈram113, which is pronounced at the beginning

as well ending of reciting the Veda. Within the bÁjÀkÈra114, the akÀra is

concealed and this single out the Lord.

1.1:5.2. Commentary

1.1:5.2.1. The Lord is perceived by the various degrees of knowledge and

tastes

‘Different grades of aspirants’. This phrase means the absence of

NammÀÞvÀr’s desire and explicates the different grades of people. ‘With

impact of three guõas and with their varying degrees of’. This long phrase

denotes the differences of benefits derived due to the different guõas.

‘Spiritual knowledge and caliber’. It refers to the difference of spiritual

knowledge and caliber due to the difference of benefits, which are acquired

by. ‘With varying degrees of taste’. Like peoples are in different grades

due to different means, which they are following, the taste of them also

will be in different kinds. So, the °ÞvÀr, by using the repetition of words,

tamatama taºivaºi vakavakai ‘with varying degrees of spiritual knowledge

and tastes’ emphasizes the fact that, there are different kinds of tastes. In

this context, if questioned, ‘what is the reason for the different kinds of

taste?’,  it is answered that, the people are different kinds because some

are with rÀjasa guõa,  perhaps some are with tÀmasa guõa and as such, some

are with satva guõa. They are also in different kinds due to their differences

in possession of knowledge and caliber with respect to their varied guõas.

So, the fact is realized that, the aspirants with respect to their possessed

guõas are differentiated into two kinds as the aspirants, ‘who obtain’ and

‘who are to be obtained’115. Here ‘knowledge’ specifically means the

knowledge in relation with the ‘benefit’, which is desired by through taste.
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For the phrase, ‘tamatama taºivaºi vakavakai’, the Commentator also

comments in a different direction. Based on the different kinds of

inclinations of aspirants towards the benefit, they follow the different kinds

of possible ways to acquire the same. Here, ‘knowledge’ particularly points

out the knowledge in relation with ‘means’, which are followed to acquire

the benefit. Since, there are so many means to obtain the benefit, NammÀÞvÀr

used the phrase aºivaºi vakavakai ‘with varying degrees of spiritual

knowledge and caliber with varying degrees of tastes’.

1.1:5.2.2. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa’s grace is the great

‘Minor deities whom they propitiate as their gods’. The sentence

refers to the truth that, the devotees, by thinking of their minor deities like

Agni, Indra etc., as their gods, approach them for favours. ‘Seek favours

from minor deities’. The phrase means that, the aspirants shall reach over

the feet of their deities. Though as it is, except the prayer to the Lord

ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa, the method of prayer other minor deities are so hard

and tough. It is because to the minor deities, it is prayed by through so

many unworthy means and methods. Moreover, they ask their devotees

like, ‘by cutting your son and give’, ‘by cutting the goat and give’116. Since

the activities of deities and the method of prayer are as such, NammÀÞvÀr,

instead of mentioning the method of prayer as, ‘praising their gods in the

form of ‘perfect prayer’ but, causally stating, ‘catch hold of the feet of them

(deities) and take shelter. If questioned, ‘what is the reason to state it as

lowly activities?’, NammÀÞvÀr, by comparing his fellow devotees of the

Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa with the devotees of minor deities, appropriately

answers as, ‘the devotees do not have that much of perfect relationship

with their minor deities even to bend down towards the feet of them’.

After stating it as such, the °ÞvÀr glorifies the method of prayer upon the

Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa. As quoted, ‘the grand hand pose in worship by

joining the two hands and performing the prayer at instant makes the God

to shower His grace’117, NammÀÞvÀr placed the truth that, his entirety of

knowledge of prayer is only upon the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa, who bestow

the benefits as His devotees’ spiritualized ambition. In this context, he

also, asserts as, ‘since the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa is superior in possessing
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merciful qualities and easily approachable, His devotees certainly reach

over the merciful feet of Him’.

Moreover, as affirmed, ‘worshipping you with flowers, water, lamp

and incense is superfluous’118, the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa feels happy if

His devotees use very simple activities and method of worshipping Him

with easily available flowers, water, etc. So, here, the Commentator praises

NammÀÞvÀr as, ‘his God, the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa is so simple with His

devotees’. By thinking about the simplicity of the Lord, the Commentator,

through an anecdote from ŒrÁ RÀmÀyaõa, appropriately expounds the

accessibility of the Lord. Once, by hearing the bowstring of ŒrÁ LakÈmaõa

and his jyÀghoÈam ‘sound made because of the victory’, MahÀrÀjar (ŒrÁ

JaÇÀyuÍ), did some unwanted activities as that of the monkey’s natural

habits. Then by returning back to his  normal condition, MahÀrÀjar, by

seeing HanumÀn very humbly, requested him as, ‘though I did awkward

activities, in this time, what I have to do?’. As cited, ‘you with these

demerits, while seeing ŒrÁ LakÈmaõa, you with joined hand pray upon him

and except getting his holy grace, there is no other way to pacify him’119,

HunumÀn reacted as, ‘after the wrong activities, we are not so simple to

escape with curtsy, perhaps though we commit wrong things, don’t we

get the time to pray and get excuses from the Lord’. The incident of getting

the grace from ŒrÁ LakÈmaõa is applicable to ŒrÁ RÀma and so as to also

with the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa.  Through this anecdote from the great

epic, it is understood about the simplicity and greatness of the Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa’s grace towards His devotees.

1.1:5.2.3. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa as antaryÀmi commands the minor

deities

‘Those deities as destined by their Àgamas, bestow the boons sought

by their devotees to the extent wishes of them’. It is the undeniable fact

that, these deities are all not the second to bestow the boons sought by

their devotees. For the phrase ‘those deities’, if it is recognized as, ‘deities,

who are prayed by their devotees’, then, the fact is also generously

acceptable. In this background, the statement,  ‘the deities, whom they

pursue, do not have demerits as the Lord’ is self explicative. If so, ‘if
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questioned, ‘what is reason for the same?’, it is answered as, ‘their gods’.

In this context, NammÀÞvÀr, generally with relevance to the different grades

of people mentions the minor deities as, ‘their gods’. Since, as asseverated,

‘the ParamÀtma is the God for all’120, without the variations, to the devotees

of minor deities, to the minor deities and even to the °ÞvÀr, as the antaryÀmi,

the ParamÀtma, who is the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa stands as the God. ‘It is

because the supreme Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa, the husband of ŒrÁ LakÈmÁ as

antaryÀmi stays inside these deities as the internal controller and graciously

showers His grace’. The statement means that, the Lord, by standing as,

‘antaryÀmi’ within the Àtmas of minor deities, controls them. The minor

deities also as in the direction of the Lord and in accordance with their

Àgama’s statement, ‘you did upÀsanÀ ‘service’ upon me’, bestow the boons

to their devotees as they wished.

The above statement of the verse shall be commented in a different

direction. As the Lord KÃÈõa specified in Bhagavad GÁtÀ, ‘whatever celestial

form a devotee seeks to worship with faith, I enrich the faith of such a

devotee in that form’121, ‘endowed with faith, the devotee worships a

particular celestial god and obtains the objects of desire. But in reality, I

alone arrange these benefits’122, the supreme Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa stands

as antaryÀmi, i.e., as the °tma of the Àtmas within the minor deities bestow

the boons to their devotees. From these exposition of the Bhagavad GÁtÀ, the

ultimate truth is delineated that, the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa, as the food

provided at irÀmaÇam123, without showing the face indifferently, but as the

antarÀtma, provides facilities and controls every things. So, under the

guidance of the Lord only, the minor deities have bestowed the benefits to

their devotees. In other words, if the God is not within them, the devotees

wouldn’t get the benefits. Also, the minor deities wouldn’t have the capacity

to bestow the benefits. The Commentator, by referring to an anecdote

explains the derived truth. That is, except the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa, the

independent capability of the minor deities to bestow the benefits to their

devotees is just like the elephants statues at Aiyya¸pÀÞi ‘shrine of Ayya¸Àr’,

that are not useful in the battle field. Thus, the  °ÞvÀr concludes that,

without the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa’s grace, these minor deities are mere

statues and they shall not have the ability to bestow boons to their devotees.
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1.1:6. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa controls the worldly activities

Transliteration

“Ni¸ºa¸ar  irunta¸ar kiÇanÇa¸ar tirinta¸ar

ni¸ºilar iruntilar kiÇantilar tirintilar

e¸ºum½r  iyalvi¸ar e¸ani¸aivu ariyavar

e¸ºum½r iyalvoÇu ni¸ºaem tiÇar¼”.

Verbal Translation

Ni¸ºa¸ar  irunta¸ar kiÇanta¸ar tirinta¸ar: the aspirants, who are all

the abode of activities such as standing, sitting, lying down and walking,

which are exercised under the command and control of the Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa; ni¸ºilar iruntilar kiÇantilar tirintilar: the aspirants, who are all the

abode of activities such as not standing, not sitting, not lying down, not

walking, which are exercised under the command and control of the Lord

ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa; e¸ºum: for always/ for the extent of endless time; ½r

iyalvi¸ar: as such, there are so many kinds; e¸a: as such, the aspirants are

possessing the varied kinds/qualities; ni¸aivu ariyavar: they are rare even

to think; e¸ºum: for always; ½r iyalvoÇu: by possessing with a distinct kind/

quality from others; ni¸ºa: by maintaining the status; em tiÇar¼: our supreme

Lord, who is firmly glorified with the authority of the VedÀs.

Translation

‘The  Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa controls and sustains  His postures,

which are different from each other as standing, sitting, presence, absence,

lying, not lying, waking, wandering and not wandering. So, it is not possible

to think that, He possesses the permanent nature. He always maintains

Himself being undergoing no change whatsoever. Based on the firm

authority of the Veda, He is perfectly glorified as supreme reality, the chief

of mine’.

1.1:6.1. Introduction: The Lord controls the activities and the non-activities

In the fifth verse, NammÀÞvÀr affirmed that, the Lord, out of His

divine wish, protects the worlds. In continuation, through this verse, He

asserts that, the activities as well as non-activities of the worldly things are

also controlled by His divine wish.
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1.1:6.2. Commentary

1.1:6.2.1. The Lord associates with the performing and not performing

activities

The statement, ‘the  Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa controls and sustains

His postures’ is self explicative and needs no further commentation. ‘(His

posture), which are different from each other as standing, sitting, presence,

absence, lying, not lying, wandering and not wandering’. The statement

means the performing activities as well as not performing the same. By

remembering the counter pair words such as, ‘standing’ and ‘sitting’ etc.,

NammÀÞvÀr mentioned the performance of activities as well as absence of

the same by all the subject matters, which are different from the Lord. All

the more, like the word, which mentions the ‘attribute common to a class’,

these twin words, out of the ‘aparyavasÀna vÃtti’124 shall show all the objects

of that class and as well, these above mentioned twin words, which shall

extend up to the subject matter of the God.

The sentence, ‘get a cow with red colour’, particularly refers to,

‘cow, which is in red color’. In this context, this sentence gives prime

importance to ‘red color’. In other words, though there is, ‘subject with the

quality’125, i.e., cow with red color, but, for the sake of understanding

within the tune of this verse, the prime importance shall be given to the

quality only, i.e., ‘red color’. As that of this treatment, the fourth verse of

this decade professes the following truth. That is, as above stated, like the

quality of red colour is getting importance, for the subject of undergoing

activities and the subject of not undergoing activities, the Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa alone controls the activities and inactivities and gets the specified

importance. Based on this explanation, a group of the ŒrívaiÈõava scholars

with their own conception is having the opinion that, this verse gives

prime importance  only to the ‘activities’ as well as the ‘inactivities’,

whereas, in this particular context, the role the Lord is not having much

of importance126. If so, and if it is the accepted truth as the final, the

sÀmÀnÀdhikaraõa aikyam would not be applicable and cannot be derived127.

In this background, it is to be understood that, the truth content of the

fourth verse is entirely different from the factual conception of this sixth

verse.
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Moreover, if the content and treatment of this verse is accepted,

then the above said sÀmÀnÀdhikaraõa aikyam will be certainly applicable to

this explanation. So, in accordance with this sixth verse, the words, which

express the meaning of performing activities and not performing activities

are firmly related and reached up to the Àtma, which is the basic cause for

the claimed activities. Also, since the Àtma is not independent and it eternally

depends upon the Lord, the implied meanings of the words expressing the

performance activities and not performing the activities are even extending

up to Him. In short, since these ultimate meanings of the  words are

always associated with the Lord, it is to be accepted beyond doubt that,

they are extending up to the subject matter of the Lord ŒrÁman  NÀrÀyaõa.

In this context, some of the traditional ŒrívaiÈõava scholars asked EmbhÀr,

‘for performing activities, the Lord’s grace is necessary, then, does the

same is necessary for not performing the same? EmbhÀr affirmatively

answered as, ‘while Triœaôku falling down from svarga128, the SaktimÀn

asked to stop. As such, Triœaôku didn’t fall down, but, stationed in the

midst only. So, from the incident of  Triœaôku, it is inferred that, for the

nivÃtti ‘not performing the activities’ also the Lord’s grace is necessary’.

So, the twin form of the words such as, ‘standing, sitting’ and their

connected meanings of ‘performing activities’ and ‘not performing activities’

are always associated with subject matter of the Lord ŒrÁman  NÀrÀyaõa.

1.1:6.2.2. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa’s nature is not possible to think

‘So, it is not possible to think that, He possesses the permanent

nature’. Since the Lord maintains different kinds of statures, if we do

research upon Him until the existence of time, it is not possible even to

think that, His nature is as such. ‘He always maintains Himself with no

change whatsoever’. The Commentator, by putting a question, ‘what would

be the reason for the Lord to maintain Himself with no change whatsoever

like viÃÈalavivÀhamantra?’129 and with the words of the °ÞvÀr answers well.

That is, NammÀÞvÀr substantially affirms the truth that, it is rare  even to

think that, the Lord eternally maintains Himself with His permanent nature.

‘Based on the firm authority of the Veda,  He is perfectly glorified as

supreme reality, the chief of mine’. That is, since He is glorified by the firm
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authority of the Veda, which is not composed by human being, NammÀÞvÀr

affirms the glorified said truth about the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa. Since the

Lord is positively venerated by the truthful pramÀõas, the °ÞvÀr feels that,

he gains a lot from Him. By considering the overall discussion of the

commentary of this verse, it is concluded that, NammÀÞvÀr possesses much

of affinity towards the Lord. So,  he humbly says, ‘(the Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa is) the chief of mine’.

1.1:7. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa’s œarÁrÀtmabhÀva

Transliteration

“TiÇavicumpu erivaÒi nÁrnilam ivaimicaip

paÇarporuÒ muÞuvatum Àyavai avaitoºum

uÇalmicai uyire¸ak karantueôkum parantuÒa¸

cuÇarmiku curutiyuÒ ivaiuõÇa cura¸¼”.

Verbal Translation

TiÇam: (drudha), the strength, vigour, power, firm etc.,; vicumpu: the

ÀkÀœa ‘ether’; eri: t¼yu/agni  ‘fire’; vaÒi: vÀyu ‘air’; nÁr: appu/jalam ‘water’;

nilam: pruthivi/ bhÂmi the ‘earth’; ivaimicai: by having them as the basic/

primary source; paÇar: being pervaded; poruÒ muÞuvatum: all the worldly

elements of up and below; Ày: being as upÀdÀna kÀraõa ‘material cause’,

created all the cosmic elements; avai avaitoºum: within those each and every

elements; uÇalmicai: in the œarÁra; uyire¸a: as the Àtma, which is pervading

throughout the œarÁra; karantu: unperceived/hidden/invisible; eôkum

parantu: being pervaded in and out and everywhere; uÒa¸: being exist as

essence; cuÇar: radiant because of self evident; miku: abundant much;

curutiyuÒ: in the œruti; ivaiuõÇa: the one, who consumed everything; cura¸¼:

the one, who is the supreme Lord.

Translation

‘The supreme Lord, enshrined in the shining œruti is material cause

of the elements of firm ether, air, fire, water and earth. He pervades them

all, in and out like unto the Àtma inside the œarÁra and remains invisible, He

contains them all inside His stomach’.
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1.1:7.1. Introduction: The realization of the Lord’s œarÁrÀtmabhÀva

NammÀÞvÀr, by cheerfully thinking to deal with the œarÁrÀtmabhÀva

at latter, at the first, through this verse demonstrates the sÀmÀnÀdhikaraõa

nyÀya. The mode of presentation shall be treated in a different direction.

The °ÞvÀr, in the previous verses (TVM 1.1:3 to 1.1:6), explained the

sÀmÀnÀdhikaraõaaikya as well as the vaiyathikaraõa aikya. Since the

œarÁrÀtmabhÀva is cause for this two aikyas, the °ÞvÀr through this verse

describes the œarÁrÀtmabhÀva130. As averred, ‘I, who bear all the Àtmas as my

œarÁra, by entering in to the Àtmas as the Àtma, have been creating the name

and form’131, the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa enters through the Àtmas of the

œarÁras, which are made up of the paðjabhÂtas and makes them as objects

and bear names and forms. Though the Lord is as the worldly objects, but,

He is not as, ‘pot is nothing but, the clay’. On the other hand, as cited, ‘by

pervading within the Àtma, He is commanding it as the supreme Àtma of

all the Àtmas’132, ‘as the particular °tma is the DhÀraka¸ ‘the one who is the

cause for the sustenance’, the NiyÀmaka¸ ‘controller’ and the ŒeÈi ‘master’

to its œarÁra, while ordaining the worldly objects, as informed, ‘to whom,

the world becomes the œarÁra?’133 and ‘to whom these Àtmas exists as the

œarÁra’134, the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa is the DhÀraka¸ of both the œarÁras and

the Àtmas. So, the Lord as the NiyÀmaka¸ ‘controller’ as well as  ŒeÈi ‘the

master’ who ordains the animate as well as inanimate objects of the world135.

In this place, the Commentator points out, that, this relation between the

God and worldly things is identified as the sÀmÀnÀdhikaraõa aikya and cause

for this aikya is the œarÁrÀtmabhÀva. Then, he continues his comments on the

œarÁrÀtmabhÀva. If mentioned as, ‘Devadatta is standing on the tree’, there is

no œarÁrÀtmabhÀva. If conveyed, ‘class and guõas are exist with a form’,

then, there is also no œarÁrÀtmabhÀva. So, if mentioned within the subject,

who exists as the dhÀrakam ‘sense of sustenance’, as the NiyÀmakam ‘holy

act of ruling’ as the œeÈitvam ‘expressing the mastership’, there, the ÀtmabhÀva

shall be distinctively realized. As such, within the object, which is associated

with the dhÀrakam, the niyÀmyam and the œeÈam136, there the œarÁrÀbhÀva shall

be transparently realized. If both the bhÀvas, i.e., the ÀtmabhÀva and the

œarÁrabhÀva are occurred as the God exists within the individual Àtma as the

dhÀraka¸, as the niyÀmaka¸ and as the ŒeÈi, then their œarÁrÀtmabhÀva is

crystal clearly delineated.
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1.1:7.2. Commentary

1.1:7.2.1. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa individually exists within the all

subjects

‘Material cause of the elements of firm ether, air, fire, water and

earth’. As elucidated, ‘from the supreme reality, the ether is created’137, the

ether is established even before the other four elements, then, while they

are in involutions, since it retains its existence for some time more and at

finally destroying, NammÀÞvÀr, by adding the adjective, ’firm’ points out

it as, ‘firm ether’. It is also taken for granted that, to refute the Jaina’s

doctrine, which alone cited as, ‘four bhÂtas, such as, air, fire, water and

earth are in causal state’138, the °ÞvÀr adds the adjective ‘firm’ to the ether.

‘He pervades them all’. Based on these five bhÂtas, the Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa constituted  all the materials, which are extended throughout

the cosmos. In this context, as affirmed, ‘I am extending into various

objects’139 and the mantra, ‘vaidika nirdeœam’140 explicating the meaning as,

‘the expression of blooming of the God as flower is the world’, the God

designed the universe as such. ‘In and out’. It means, ‘within the all objects’.

That is, the God individually exists not as many pillars bearing a single

beam, but, as, ‘the nature of attributive common to class’, i.e., as antaryÀmi,

filled within the each and every object of that class.

1.1:7.2.2. The Lord is master, protector and controller of the œarÁras of all

Àtmas

‘Like unto the Àtma inside the œarÁra’. Like the °tma as master, protects

and controls the individual œarÁra, the Lord mercifully stands as the master,

protector and controller of œariras of all the Àtmas of the universe. ‘Remains

invisible’. As cited, ‘who, he is not understandable by the Àtmas’141, the

God is not visible to them. ‘He pervades them all, in and out’. The statement

is self explicative. If it is asked for the pramÀõa for this assertion,  the

answer would be, ‘the supreme Lord, enshrined in the shining œruti’. The

shining œruti means that, He is praised by the Veda. Since the Lord shall

not be denied with any reason, except the pramÀõa like the pratyakÈa, He

is glorified with the word, ‘shining’ and since the previous ŒrívaiÈõava

scholars are announcing as such, the °ÞvÀr also, by following the tradition
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satisfactorily uses the word as, ‘œruti’. So, ‘shining œruti’ means that, the

Lord is praised by the Vedas.

1.1:7.2.3. The refutation of the doctrines of KudÃÈÇis and LokÀyatas

‘He contains them all inside His stomach’. The statement has in

view that, the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa, who destroys all the objects, i.e., He

changes all the objects from sthÂla to sÂkÈma state. In this context, it is to

be considered that, in this verse, previously the °ÞvÀr pointed out that, the

creation and protection are under His control142. If the creation is destined

with others, there is a question, ‘if it is not under the control of Lord, does

it not His aiœvarya be decreased?’. So, over here, he discloses that, destruction

also is under His command. Thus, the °ÞvÀr refutes the KudÃÈÇis’ affirmation

that, creation and destruction are in the hands of BrahmÀ and Œiva143. He,

by stating as, ‘firm ether’, He also refutes LokÀyatas, who are all against the

Vaidika tradition. The °ÞvÀr also, by stating, ‘like unto the Àtma inside the

œarÁra’, refutes the supporter of aikya which exists within the svarÂpa ‘innate

nature’, i.e., this aikya needs no superior or external agency either of the

Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa or anything else. Moreover, since he affirms the

Lord through the phrase, ‘the supreme Lord, enshrined in the shining

œruti’, the °ÞvÀr recognizes the statements expressed by the texts like

NÀrÀyaõa AnuvÀka, which are venerating the Lord’s supremacy  as, ‘He is

the superior of all’ and ‘He is the consort of ŒrÁ LakÈmÁ’.

1.1:8. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa performs the creation and the

destruction

Transliteration

“Curaraºivu arunilai viõmutal muÞuvatum

vara¸muta lÀyavai muÞutuuõÇa parapara¸

puramoru mÂ¸ºuerittu amararkkum aºiviyantu

ara¸aya¸ e¸aulaku aÞittuamaittu uÒan¼”.

Verbal Translation

Curar: the Devas stating from BrahmÀ; aºivu aru: difficult to realize;

nilai: by possessing such/status; viõmutal: from ÀkÀœa, etc.,; muÞuvatum: all
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the entities; vara¸mutalÀy: being the greatest cause; avai: those; muÞutu:

entire; uõÇa: by eating/consuming; parapara¸: the Lord supreme, who is

greater than great; puramoru mÂ¸ºuerittu: the three unique flying citadels

burnt by; amararkkum: also to all the Devas; aºiviyantu/aºivu iyantu: by

being taught the knowledge; ara¸: Œiva; aya¸: BrahmÀ; e¸a: as such; ulaku:

the cosmos; aÞittu: by annihilating; amaittu: by ordaining; uÒan¼: He is being

an authority exists.

Translation

‘The supreme Lord is beyond the comprehension of even BrahmÀ

and other Devas, He, the excellence is material cause of primordial matter,

the other elements and all that exist and swallow them all inside His

stomach during the period of deluge. He, as Œiva, destroyed the three

unique flying citadels. He is the propagator of knowledge to the Devas

through BrahmÀ, then, at a period, the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa creates the

world and dissolves them through Aya¸ and Ara¸ standing within them’.

1.1:8.1. Introduction: The Lord alone discharges the creation and

destruction

The Commentator, at the first introduced the subject matter as,

‘supreme reality superbly venerated by the  Veda is the Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa only and He is the Àtma for each and every objects of the universe’.

Then, to NammÀÞvÀr, the aspirant raises the appropriate questions, ‘does

it not the others being performing their activities inventively?’, ‘does it not

BrahmÀ being performing creation, as such, Œiva for destruction?’ and if

you assert, ‘these activities are performed by the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa

only’ then, ‘does it not the statement uttered by you with pakÈapÀta

‘partiality’?’. For these questions, the °ÞvÀr authoritatively asserts as, ‘I do

not present the fact out of the pakÈapÀta, but, if it is searched in the mode

of presentation within pramÀõas, thereby this truth is delineated that, the

activities of creation and destruction are not with BrahmÀ and Œiva144. So,

I firmly declare that, ‘these activities are performed by the Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa only’.
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1.1:8.2. Commentary

1.1:8.2.1. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa is the cause and the effect of the

prakÃti

‘The supreme Lord is beyond the comprehension of even BrahmÀ

and other Devas. He, the excellence is the the material cause of primordial

matter, including the other elements and all that exists’. The Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa is having the nature, that is not  be realized even by the Devas

like BrahmÀ and He, the excellence is the material cause of primordial

matter, including the other elements and all the things that exist. As

expounded in the KÀrkki Vittai of the BrhadÀrya UpaniÈad, ‘to whom the

prakÃti, stated as ÀkÀœa is intertwined as small pieces as well as long

pieces?’145, since the prakÃti is mentioned in  the sound of ÀkÀœa, NammÀÞvÀr

also uses the term, ‘ÀkÀœa’ to point out the prakÃti. If it is so, there is a

question, ‘in the verse, how it is possible to decide that, the word ‘ÀkÀœa’

is pointing out the prakÃti?’. For it, the Commentator places a pramÀõa in

Brhma SÂtra, ‘since He controls the prakÃti, which is the cause for the ‘ÀkÀœa’146.

So, it is to be asserted that, the °ÞvÀr, in order to compliment the greatness

of Brhma SÂtra, over here uses the word, viõ ‘ÀkÀœa’, i.e., ether, which is the

effect of the prakÃti. Since the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa is without difference

controlling and regulating the causal condition of prakÃti and its effective

form of mahÀn, ahaôkÀra, etc., which are in the form of avyakta147, NammÀÞvÀr

aptly uses the phrase, ‘the material cause of primordial matter, including

the other elements and all that exists’.

1.1:8.2.2. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa is the superior than the Devas

‘Swallow them all inside His stomach during the period of deluge’.

At the time of destruction, the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa alone transforms

the sthÂla status, i.e., the material cause of primordial matter, including the

other elements and all that exists into sÂkÈma state. Regarding this, the

KaÇakavalli UpaniÈad conveys the message, ‘to whom, the brÀhmaõa and

kÈatriya castes become food?, to whom, the Yamadharma becomes pickles?,

it is not possible to know His ground reality’148. Since the background of

the Lord’s status is noted as food, NammÀÞvÀr also uses the word, ‘swallow’,

which is also related with food, conveyed the Lord’s duty of destruction.
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‘He, the excellence’. Since DevÀs like BrahmÀ are having their own

responsibilities, when they are compared with the human beings with

them, they have indeed maintained their higher position. As quoted, ‘the

God is superior to all the superiors’149, the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa is excellent

and superior to all the Devas. The text, TiruvÀymoÞi also venerates Him as,

‘what gods are to men, you are to the gods’150.

‘He, as Œiva, destroyed the three unique flying citadels’. Here, the

statement is self explicative. ‘He is the propagator of knowledge to the

Devas through BrahmÀ’151. In the celestial world of the Deva, there is the

glory that, BrahmÀ provides knowledge to the Devas and out of it, theirs’

fame is adored by. In this background, at the first, the expression, ‘Œiva,

destroyed the three unique flying citadels’ is to be described. Saint VyÀsa,

who knows the basic reality conveys the message, ‘since ViÈõu, the Lord

ŒrÁman  NÀrÀyaõa stands as the °tma of the Œiva’s Àtma, who possesses

much of splendor, whereas Œiva obtained the ability to touch the

bowstring’152. As such, TirumaôgaiyÀÞvÀr, to whom, the Lord dispels all

doubt and grants pure knowledge, also adores Him as, ‘given to the fiery

red glowing Œiva, - aiming his hot arrows over the three cities, burning the

eastern ashes in yore!’153. So, when bowstring is stretched by Œiva, for the

sake of not cutting his neck, ViÈõu stands as the AntarÀtma to Œiva154. Hence

it is realized that, the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrayaõa as Œiva, destroyed the three

unique flying citadels. As the Second, the proclamation, ‘He is the

propagator of knowledge to the Devas through BrahmÀ’ is commented. If

it is analyzed the observation with pramÀõa, ‘even before creating the world,

the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa, at the first, created BrahmÀ, then, He taught the

Vedas’155, it is derived that, the Lord is propagator of knowledge to the

Devas.

1.1:8.2.3. The refutation of the doctrines of the KudÃÈÇi’s arguments

‘Then, at a period, the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa creates the world and

dissolves them through Aya¸ and Ara¸ standing within them’. Here, the

statement is self explicative. There is the testimonies such as, ‘these two,

BrahmÀ and Œiva are the superiors to the Deva, it is assumed that, when

ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa with pure consciousness and in angry mood, they are

created and they are, as the direction showed by the Lord, performing the
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activities of creation and destruction’156. From this, it is perceived that, in

view of pramÀõas, the Sarveœvara¸, who is the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa by

standing as the antatÀtma to the BrahmÀ and the Œiva, is performing the

activities of creation as well as destruction. So, with these arguments,

NammÀÞvÀr refutes the KudÃÈÇis’ arguments as, ‘so, based on the

authoritative pramÀõas only, I am firmly declaring the truth that, these

activities are performed by the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa only and I am not

stating these unquestionable dictum, out of pakÈapÀta’. Thus, the questions

raised in the introductory part are authoritatively well answered.

1.1:9. The refutation of the doctrines of the Sarva SÂnyavÀdins

Transliteration

“UÒa¸e¸il uÒa¸ava¸ uruvamiv vuruvukaÒ

uaÒa¸ala¸ e¸ilava¸ aruvamiv varuvukaÒ

uÒa¸e¸a ila¸e¸a ivaikuõam uÇaimaiyil

uÒa¸iru takaimaiyoÇu oÞivuila¸ parant¼”.

Verbal Translation

UÒa¸e¸il: be it said, ‘He is’; uÒa¸: He exists; ava¸: He; uruvam

ivvuruvukaÒ: the form and this worldly forms; uaÒa¸ ala¸ e¸il: be said, ‘He

is not’; ava¸ aruvam: He is formless; ivvaruvukaÒ: these kinds of forms; uÒa¸:

He is; e¸a: as stated; ila¸: He is not; e¸a: stating as such; ivai: these statements;

kuõam uÇaimaiyil: since there is attribute; uÒa¸iru takaimaiyoÇu: He is with

these two qualities; oÞivuila¸: not deduced that, ‘He is not existing’ i.e., He

is; parant¼: He is pervading everywhere.

Translation

‘Be it said as the thesis states, ‘He is’ or as the thesis, states, ‘He is

not’, both ways His existence is established. When ‘He is’, these objects

with forms become the sthÂla œarÁra to Him.  Though ‘He is not’, then also,

His existence is established. At that time, these objects without names and

forms become the sÂkÈma œarÁra to Him. Since these statements, ‘He is’ as

well as, ‘He is not’ are His qualities, He possesses the worldly object,

which are with form and without form and pervades all things and

everywhere for ever’.
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1.1:9.1. Introduction:

1.1:9.1.1. NammÀÞvÀr and Sarva SÂnyavÀdins

In this verse, NammÀÞvÀr refutes the arguments of Sarva SÂnyavÀdins.

If asked, ‘what is the method?’, he answers. The °ÞvÀr is refuting them as

the method followed by ŒrÁ RÀmÀnuja in his ŒrÁbÀÈya157. If so, by following

the °ÞvÀr, as predecessor, ŒrÁ RÀmÀnuja refuted the Sarva SÂnyavÀdins,

then, what would be the reason for the °ÞvÀr to refute as such? There is

also proper reason for him. There are somebody, based on some pramÀõas,

averred  that, the Devas like BrahmÀ are considered as the God. In this

circumstances, from the first verse and up to eighth verse, by supporting

his ŒrÁvaiÈõava religion, NammÀÞvÀr asserts that, based on the Veda,  the

Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa alone is superior to animate and inanimate objects

and they are all His œarÁras and they as the divine slave depending upon

Him158. In the commentary of this verse, when the arguments of  Sarva

SÂnyavÀdins are discussed, the phrase, ‘the God’ is used and when

NammÀÞvÀr’s arguments are placed, the phrase, ‘the Lord (ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa)’ is utilized.

1.1:9.1.2. The treatment of ‘existence’ and ‘non-existence’ of the God

In this place, before refuting Sarva SÂnyavÀdins, at the first, it is

necessary to figure out the vicÀra of NammÀÞvÀr, i.e., the unbiased

examination with a view to arrive the truth. If the Sarva SÂnyavÀdins argue159

against the view of the °ÞvÀr, at the first, as pÂrvapakÈa ‘the first part of an

arguments, containing the views of opponent’, they should recognize the

pramÀõas and the prameyas, which support the °ÞvÀr’s stand, then, they

have to reject the same with proper arguments160. In this background, if

the Sarva  SÂnyavÀdins, at the first accept the pramÀõas  and the prameyas,

then, they shall not refute the same. Simultaneously, if they, at the first

altogether reject the pramÀõas and the prameyas, then, the philosophy behind

the Sarva SÂnyavÀda shall not be accomplished for further argument. With

this background, to his opponent, NammÀÞvÀr placed the question as, ‘I

am asking you, are you going to refute the existence of the God by using

the phrase, ‘He is’ or  are you going to refute His existence by using the

opposite phrase, ‘He is not’,?’ For it, the Sarva SÂnyavÀdins react as, ‘what
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would be the truth behind this discriminative question?’ For this,

NammÀÞvÀr gives detailed answer to them, i.e.,  ‘as it is with the remark,

‘He is’, you will not have your wishful thinking that, the God does not

exist. As such, if it with ‘He is not’, from it also, you will not have your

wishful thinking that, the God does not exist. Then, I am going to prove

His existence with your own words, ‘He is not’. In the world, if we realize

the actual meaning of the word, ‘existence’ and ‘non-existence’, then, you

can’t get your expected meaning, further more, if you are not accepting

this argument, then, you are not the authority to proceed the further

arguments’. Herewith, NammÀÞvÀr’s arguments are elaborated in the

following commentary part.

1.1:9.2. Commentary

1.1:9.2.1. The existence of the God is proved through the logical arguments

‘Be it said, as the thesis states, ‘He is’. If one pronounces, ‘I am

existing’, then only from the statement, the sense of ‘existence’ shall be

derived. Since the opponent basically rejects the existence of the Lord, to

them, NammÀÞvÀr technically proposes his argument as, ‘be it said, as the

thesis states ‘He is’. ‘When ‘He is’, these objects with forms become the

sthÂla œarÁra to Him’. If so, the phrase, ‘He is’ connotes the fact that, He

must be always with His ordained world. In the state of, ‘He is’, as averred,

‘to whom, these Àtmas are the œarÁra?, and to whom, the world is the œarÁra?’,

thereby it is answered that, since the Àtmas (the cit) and world (the acit) are

His œarÁra, He is the owner of the world.  So, the Lord exists. Then, to his

opponent, NammÀÞvÀr, by asking, ‘do you say ‘He is not?’, even to the fact

also, He with this nature appears as, ‘He is not’. ‘Though ‘He is not’, then

also,  His existence is well established’. That is, ‘at that time, these objects

without names and forms become the sÂkÈma œarÁra to Him’. In this situation

of ‘He is not’, the Lord makes His appearance in the sÂkÈma form with the

subjective  meaning of this word, ‘He is not’. Here, the status of the Lord

ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa along with the cit and the acit in the sthÂla as well as the

sÂkÈma œarÁra with the background of ŒrÁvaiÈõava theology should be

realized. Then only, the arguments placed over here will be understood.

In this context, NammÀÞvÀr’s presentation shall be delineated through an

anecdote. If there is a ‘pot’, it appears with its actual form. If there is ‘no
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pot’, then, it also appears all along with the different nature as ‘clay’. In

another way of argument, that is, though the pot is not here, then, it is

definitely present in some other place within this specific time. Since, it is

not possible to assert that, nowhere and at no time there is ‘no pot’, there

is no ‘nirupÀdhikaniÈedham’161. Thus, the statement, ‘Be it said as the thesis

states, ‘He is’ or as the thesis, states, ‘He is not’, both ways His existence

is established’ is well commented.

1.1:9.2.2. The logical arguments of, ‘God with form’ and ‘God without

form’

‘Since these statements, ‘He is’ as well as, ‘He is not’ are His qualities’.

Based on the above delineated arguments, it is derived that, since the Lord

is being endowed with the qualities of ‘He is’ as well as, ‘He is not’, these

two are considered as His innate nature. ‘He possesses the worldly object,

which are with form and without form’. From the above observation along

with the explanation of the concept, ‘nirupÀdhikaniÈedham’ in the reference

part, it is affirmed that, with these two words as, ‘He is’ and ‘He is not’

and also with these two natures as, ‘with form’ and ‘without form’, the

Lord becomes as, ‘He is’. ‘He pervades all things and everywhere for

ever’. For this assertion, the meaning shall be derived from the side of

NammÀÞvÀr as well as from the side of the Sarva SÂnyavÀdins. The °ÞvÀr,

by using the word, ‘He is’, established the truth that, the Lord exists. As

such, by applying the Sarva SÂnyavÀdin’s word, ‘He is not’ also confirmed

the same fact that, the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa exists. It is because, based

on the acceptable and reliable pramÀõas and prameyas, NammÀÞvÀr has

ascertained the truth that, in the sthÂla ‘gross’ state, the Lord along with

the cit and the acit. In this state, the cit and the acit are having their specified

names and forms. Hence in this sthÂla state, the Lord is pointed out as, ‘He

is’. On the other hand, in the sÂkÈma state, the cit and the acit exist within

the spiritual content of the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa but they prevail without

names and forms. In this state, the Lord is referred to as, ‘He is not’. In this

context, the truth is intelligibly pointed out that, since the Sarva SÂnyavÀdins

with the proper pramÀõas and prameyas  not able to logically reject the

°ÞvÀr’s arguments till now, it shall be taken into account that, they also

indirectly confirmed the fact, i.e., ‘the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa exists’. So,
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the Commentator, by commenting the verse more intelligibly concluded it

as, ‘when the Lord is existing in the sthÂla state with the cit and the acit

along with their names and forms, He remains with His vibhÂti  ‘nature of

pervading all the things and all the places of in and around of the cosmos’.

Also, when the Lord is subsisting in the sÂkÈma state along with the nameless

cit and the acit, He is also all inclusive of the cosmos, whereas, His vibhÂti

also maintains its same nature’.

1.1:10. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa exists in every objects

of the universe

Transliteration

“Parantataõ paravaiyuÒ nÁrtoºum parantuuÒa¸

parantaaõÇam itue¸a nilamvicumpu oÞivaºak

karantacil iÇantoºum iÇantikaÞ poruÇoºum

karantueôkum parantuuÒa¸ ivaiuõÇa kara¸¼”.

Verbal Translation

Paranta: being spread everywhere; taõ: the coolness; paravaiyuÒ: in

the extended ocean; nÁrtoºum: within each and every paramÀõu of water

drop of the oceanic water; parantuuÒa¸: He is being existing extensively

without limitation; parantaaõÇam: the huge sphere shaped universe; itu:

this; e¸a: as such; nilam: in the earth; vicumpu: the sky; oÞivaºa: without

omission; karanta: in the most minute bodies; cil iÇantoºum: in the most

minute places; iÇam: in these places; tikaÞ: to be visible;  poruÇoºum: all the

entites; karantu: by hiding inside in such a way; eôkum parantu uÒa¸: He

exists everywhere; ivaiuõÇa: though ate with full of stomach; kara¸¼: out of

the strong pramÀõas.

Translation

‘The Lord, pervades every little bit of the extended oceanic waters

cool and sprawling. Either on earth or upper regions, there is no place,

where He is not immanent, dwelling as He does secretly, in the heart of

all things and being however minute and in all the places  He is the Lord,

who contains them all within Himself, during the period of deluge’.
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1.1:10.1. Introduction: The Lord with comfort pervades the entire universe

In the previous verse, NammÀÞvÀr graciously asserts that, in view

of the world as the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa’s œarÁra, He is the proprietor of

it and He, by pervading everywhere becomes as Ruler, Ordainer and ŒeÈi

to the animate and inanimate object of the universe. Based on this assertion,

there shall be doubts as, ‘if He is pervading within all the objects as their

Àtmas162, is He  limited because of His association with its œarÁra?’ and ‘as

the Lord, is He limited because of His association with this world?’. For

this, the °ÞvÀr, by stating ‘as the Lord there is no limitation’ nullified the

doubts.  So, he, through this verse, pleasingly explains the truth that, the

Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa without any limitation comfortably pervades

throughout the cosmos.

1.1:10.2. Commentary

1.1:10.2.1. The Lord comfortably resides within the paramÀõus and

paðchabhÂtas

‘The Lord, pervades in every little bit of the extended oceanic waters

cool and sprawling’. It foretells the truth that, the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa

without any limitation pervades within the paramÀõu of extended cool

oceanic water. Since assemblage of the paramÀõus of water is the ocean, the

°ÞvÀr conveys it as, ‘every little bit of the extended oceanic water’. If asked,

‘how the paramÀõus are looking as one?’, it is answered that, they, because

of density and assemblage as group looked as the ocean. Here water refers

to the paramÀõus. If asked, ‘if the supreme reality, which is bigger than

ÀkÀœa and pervades within the paramÀõus of water, does He tightly exists

within the small place?’163 To it, NammÀÞvÀr answers as, ‘either on earth

or upper regions in the whole universe, there is no place, where He is not

immanent’. It means that, the Lord, while pervading within the extended

universe,  also pervades within the each and every paramÀõu. Here each

and every paramÀõu is considered as the separate universe. It further

signifies that, like creating an universe and a person alone is sitting in it,

the Lord used to sit within the every paramÀõu. In this context, there is a

question, ‘if so, does the Lord pervades within the paramÀõus only?’. For

this, the °ÞvÀr answers, ‘either on earth or upper regions, there is no place,
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where He is not immanent’. It glorifies the fact that, as He is in the paramÀõu,

He also pervades within the earth and ÀkÀœa. Here it shall be noted that,

among the paðcabhÂtas, since he is mentioned only three, i.e., water, earth

and sky, the other two are considered as the upalakÈaõa. Thus, the °ÞvÀr

wonderfully referred to the universe, which is made out of the paðcabhÂtas.

1.1:10.2.2. The Lord without any limitation pervades within the Àtmas

Hereafter, the Commentator appropriately  points out the presence

of the Lord within objects, which are the effective condition of paðcabhÂtas.

‘Dwelling in all things being however minute’. At the movement of air

collusion, when two eyelids are instinctively come into contact, naturally,

very minute body of the object may be destroyed.  It means that, the Lord

ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa is existing even within that very minute objects. ‘In the

heart of all things’. The Lord exists as the antarÀtma within the Àtmas,

associated with the jðÀna and the Ànanda of each and every œarÁra. ‘Dwelling

as He does secretly’. The Lord dwells secretly within the objects, but, they

may not know His presence. ‘The Lord, pervades in all the places’. When

the Àtma is existing within the œarÁra, it, through its jðÀna starting from one

point fulfills the whole œarÁra, i.e., pervades everywhere of the œarÁra. The

Lord is not as such, but, out of His svarÂpa, pervades and fulfills throughout

the bodies of animate and inanimate objects of the universe and exists in

all the places. In this place, a question arises, ‘if so, by stating that, the

Lord exists everywhere and also by stating that, the form of the Àtma is

aõu, does it possible to report that, the Lord without any limitations

pervades within the Àtmas?’. For this, NammÀÞvÀr appropriately answers

as, ‘He is the Lord, who contains them all within Himself, during the

period of deluge’.  As TirumaôgaiyÀÞvÀr avers, ‘yes, but the golden stomach

that filled itself with braided-hair dames, curds swallowed these seven

worlds and still had space for more, so tally’164, the Lord after taking small

form, if He swallowed very big things, even then, His stomach will have

wider space for loading more things. Over here, NammÀÞvÀr praises the

mystical power of the Lord as, ‘does it not possible for the Lord, who

possesses infinite power to exist even within the small objects without

limitation?’. ‘He is the Lord’. It elucidates the truth that, He is ascertained

as the Lord by the truthful pramÀõÀs like the Veda.
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1.1:11. The aspirants obtain the spiritual benefits as that of

NammÀÞvÀr

Transliteration

“Karavicumpu165 erivaÒi nÁrnilam ivaimicai

vara¸navil tiºalvali aÒipoºai yÀyni¸ºa

para¸aÇi m¼ºkuru kÂrccaÇa k½pa¸col

niralniºai Àyirattu ivaipattum vÁÇ¼”.

Verbal Translation

Karavicumpu: the vigorous ÀkÀœa, i.e., the ether; eri: the fire; vaÒi: the

air; nÁr: the water; nilam: the earth; ivaimicai: by becoming upon these;

vara¸: the excellent; navil: the sound; tiºal: the heat, i.e., the quality of fire;

vali: the strength, i.e., the quality of air; aÒi: the coolness, the quality of

water; poºai: by forbearing; Àyni¸ºa: by being with dharmi ‘elements’ and

dharmas ‘qualities’; para¸: the supreme God; aÇi m¼l: upon the holy feet;

kurukÂr: °ÞvÀr Tirunagari; caÇak½pa¸: ŒaÇhk½pa¸; col: by sayings; niralniºai:

the systematic arrangement of words and sentences; Àyirattu: in this

thousand; ivaipattum: these ten verses; vÁÇ¼: the result is the mokÈa.

Translation

‘The foregoing ten stanzas, out of systematically arranged thousand,

rich alike in sound and substance, sung by ŒaÇhak½pa¸ of KurukÂr, in

adoration of the glorious feet of the supreme Lord, the great contriver and

controller of five elements, the vigorous ether, air, fire, water and earth,

with their respective basic qualities of sound, force, heat, coolness and

endurance, shall lead to the mokÈa, which yield endless bliss’.

1.1:11.1. Introduction: The short note of this decade and phala of the

same

NammÀÞvÀr, in the first verse, wonderfully elucidates the auspicious

qualities of the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa, who is proprietor of the eternal

paramapada, which yields endless bliss. He in the second verse, thought

provokingly reveals that, though the Lord has close relation with His

auspicious qualities, His innate nature is above that qualities  and He is

entirely different from the animate and inanimate objects of the universe.

In the third verse, the °ÞvÀr experienced the lÁlÀvibhÂti yoga166, where the
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Lord is the antarÀtma for each and every things. They are His property as

that of the paramapada. In the fourth verse, he venerates the Lord that, He

controls the svarÂpa of all the things of the lÁlÀvibhÂti. In the fifth verse, he

proclaims that, the Lord controls the sustainability of all  said things. In

the sixth verse, he asserts that, He controls the activities and inactivities of

the worldly things. In the seventh verse, since the Lord has the relation

with world as that of relation between the œarÁra and the Àtma, the °ÞvÀr

conveys that, the œarÁrÀtmabhÀva is the cause for His asserted relation with

the world. In the eighth verse, he has authoritatively refuted the KudÃÈÇis.

In the ninth verse, he logically refuted the Sarva SÂnyavÀdins. In the tenth

verse, he explains about the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa’s vyÀpti saukarya, i. e.,

comfortably pervading throughout the cosmos without any limitations.

Thus, NammÀÞvÀr upto this portion, authoritatively ascertained the Lord’s

quality of the paratva ‘supremacy’. In continuation, he within this concluding

verse, satisfactorily points out that, those who associates and follows the

subject matters of this decade shall obtain spiritual benefits as he benefited.

1.1:11.2. Commentary

1.1:11.2.1. The nature of the lÁlavibhÂti and the nityavibhÂti

‘The vigorous ether’. It means the inflexible vigorous ether. In TamiÞ,

the meaning of the world ’accha’ is ‘exactly’. So, along with vicumpu ‘ether’,

the predicate ‘accha’ shall be appropriately added. If so, ether shall be

mentioned in the TamiÞ as, acchamÀ¸a vicumpu ‘ether exists exactly’.  If

asked ‘how ether indeed exactly exists?, then, it shall be verified through

the observation that, ‘eagle flies in the ether’167. That is, since without a

medium, the eagle shall not fly over there, then, it is verified that, there the

ether exactly exists. Eri denotes fire. ‘The supreme Lord, the great contriver

and controller of five  elements, the vigorous ether, air, fire, water and

earth, with their respective qualities of sound, force, heat, coolness and

endurance’. The statement is self explicative. Since NammÀÞvÀr has

described about the paðcabhÂtas and their nature,  it shall be concluded

that, the Lord covers with the inner nature of the lÁlÀvibhÂti. Here, it is to

be assumed that, the °ÞvÀr also said about the nityavibhÂti, which is made

out of niÈkÃÈÇa satva guõa168, without the admixture of the rÀjasa and tÀmasa

guõas as the upalakÈaõa169.
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1.1:11.2.2. NammÀÞvÀr, out of the grace of the Lord composed this

TiruvÀymoÞi

‘In adoration of the glorious feet of the supreme Lord’. It indicates

that, within the  holy feet of the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa who is always

associated with the lÁlÀvibhÂti as well as the nityavibhÂti.  ‘Sung by ŒaÇhk½pa¸

of KurukÂr’. As the statement, ‘worshipful sage, VÀlmÁki’170, for the sake

of trustworthiness, NammÀÞvÀr by himself specified as such. ‘Rich alike in

sound and substance’. As confirmed, ‘this speech that I have uttered is of

equal bound with meter and accents, it has rhythm and is capable of being

chanted according to measure to stringed accompaniment. Let it therefore

go forth as a  œloka’171, in this TiruvÀymoÞi also there is the sufficient

characteristic features as, eÞuttu, acai, cÁr, taÒai, aÇi and antÀti. ‘Out of

systematically arranged thousand’. Like VÀlmÁki, after getting holy grace

from BrahmÀ, as announced, ‘I have to compose RÀmÀyaõa with these kind

of œlokas’172, NammÀÞvÀr also graced by the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa with

divine knowledge and he with the effect of His grace composed the text,

TiruvÀymoÞi with the subject matters, which as he comprehensibly visualized

through his knowledgeable aspects. Though the term,’thousand’ is

numerically self explicative, there is also  a different way to comment.

That is, since the °ÞvÀr is at a stretch not able to convey all the subject

matters, he conveyed the same step by step through the thousand verse

with proper methodology.

1.1.3. By following the subject matters of this decade, one leads to the

mokÈa

‘The foregoing ten stanzas shall lead to the mokÈa173, which yields

endless bliss’. The statement means that, these ten stanzas have to place

upon the holy feet of the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa to obtain the mokÈa. If

expressed, ‘there is full of paddy in the paddy field’, it shows that, the

cultivation of paddy seems to be maximum. Like that, if stated, ‘these ten

lead to the mokÈa’174, then, it points out that, these will certainly effect the

final emancipation. That is, if one follows the subject matter of this ten

stanzas, he will certainly obtain the spiritual status of the mokÈa. Thus,

NammÀÞvÀr through this verse, graciously asserts that, he has gained the
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supreme divine knowledge out of the ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa sheer grace, which

results the highest status of the mokÈa as its fruit. In this place, the

Commentator adds that, if an  aspirant follows the subject matters of this

decade in life, he will certainly obtain the mokÈa as NammÀÞvÀr obtained.

1.1.4. The Saint MaõavÀÒamÀmuni praises this decade

As such, by realizing the greatness of NammÀÞvÀr’s utterances, the

Saint MaõavÀÒamÀmuni through His TiruvÀymoÞi NÂººantÀti adores this

decade as, ‘salvation will sprout from the roots of MÀºa¸’s utterance,

indicted directly as per the lofty Vedas as envisioned fully of the exalted

nature of the transcendental Lord, making humans thrive without being

overtaken by wariness’175.

REFERENCES

Note: It is to be known by the reader of this Commentary of translated

version in English. The original Commentary in maõippravÀÒa

language by VaÇakkuttiruvÁtippiÒÒai didn’t follow the mode of

presentation with the linguistic pattern of questioning and

answering. But, while Pançita VidvÀ¸ B.R. Purushothama Naidu

translated the same into standard TamiÞ, he, by having an indepth

study of the original along with the two Glossaries of the

Commentary by AÇaiya VaÒaintÀ¸ (AÇaiya VaÒaintÀ¸ Arumpatavurai)

and KuõakarampÀkkam RÀmÀnuja JÁyar (JÁyar Arumpatavurai), for

the sake to understand the subject matter even by the ordinary

scholar, used this technique of questioning and answering about

the subject matter along with the pattern of introduction, expansion

and condensation including the conclusion of deriving the each

and every thematic principle of the ŒrÁvaiÈõavism. The Author of

this monograph of English Translation followed the Pançita VidvÀ¸

B.R. Purushothama Naidu’s method of expressions. The Author

strongly believes that, indeed this methodology helps the reader

to easily grasp the entirety of subject matters  of text, TiruvÀymoÞi

without fail. Moreover, In this ±Çu Commentary, the name, ‘ŒrÁ

BhaÇÇar’ always refers to ‘ŒrÁ ParÀœara BhaÇÇar’.
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1. The group of hundred verses is mentioned as pattu ‘decade’ and

patika ‘cluster of ten verses’ is called ‘TiruvÀymoÞi’. It is better to

look at the verse, pattup pÀÇÇu oru tiruvÀymoÞiyÀy, pattut tiruvÀymoÞi

oru pattÀy, ippaÇip pattÀ¸a Àyiram ‘ten verses are considered as one

TiruvÀymoÞi,  ten  TiruvÀymoÞis are  termed  as  one decade, as such

of the same, there is thousand’ (±Çu Commentary, in the part of

TVM 2.3:11). In the series, mutarpattu  ‘first decade’ means the first

100 pÀcuraôkaÒ ‘verses’ and the first TiruvÀymoÞi points out the first

decade. Since the term ‘TiruvÀymoÞi’ also refers to the title of text,

for clear cut understanding, in this monograph, decade denotes

the ten verses and centum means the hundred verses.  Though

each decade contains 10 verses, in it, there is also one more verse

as colophon, i.e., each decade comprises  of 11 verses. As such, the

first ten decades, i.e., the  first centum possesses 100 verses with

10 more verses as colophon. See the Purushothama Naidu, B.R.,

vol.,II, (2012), op.cit., p. 86.

2. The first five statements with respect to the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa

(See 1.1:1.1.1. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa bestows favours upon

NammÀÞvÀr) are sharply  expressing the importance of five words.

They are uyarnalam uÇaiyava¸ ‘(He is) progressively possessing the

higher of the highest good qualities’, yava¸ ‘one, who He is’, aruÒi¸a¸

‘(One who) mercifully has showered’ amararkaÒ atipati ‘chief of the

nityasÂris’ and cuÇaraÇi ‘(One who possesses) the brightest brilliance

of gracious feet’. In this context, the phrase, “uyarnalam uÇaiyava¸”

means that the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa is the supreme holy centre

of possessing all the auspicious qualities. The word, ‘yava¸’ connotes

that, all these auspicious qualities are getting their essence only by

associating with the Lord. The word, ‘aruÒi¸a¸’ refers to the fact

that, the Lord out of His nirketuka kÃpÀ bestows favours upon

NammÀÞvÀr. The phrase, ‘amararkaÒ atipati’ indicates the truth that,

the Lord expresses His supreme status to the nityasÂris. The fifth

word, ‘cuÇaraÇi’ explicates the truth that, the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa

showed His gracious feet to NammÀÞvÀr and mercifully advised

him to perform the nityakaiôkarya upon them for his parama

puruÈÀrtha.
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3. In this place, the following verse shall be remembered.

“Kuõaôkalai e¸ kÂºuvatu kompi¸aicc¼rn tavaiyuyyap

piõaôkuva¸a aÞaku ivaÒait tavaðceytu peººatukÀõ!”

‘What I have to tell about the pleasing qualities of the lady? I can’t

be because they are quarreling each other to reach over SÁtÀprÀÇÇÁ,

the tender lady of flower bud, to get good life. Apart from these

so called beauty is by performing penance obtained her’.

- Kampa RÀmayaõam, KÀrmukapppaÇalam 18.58.

4. Nirketukam - the causelessness.

5. The nityasÂris are the celestials without any trace of the samsÀra,

fully enjoy the bliss of the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa without any

restrictions. They are °diœeÈa, Garuça, C¼naimutaliyÀr, etc.

6. The status of not having the demerits of kÀrmic forces.

7. Kaiôkarya - the eternal service to the holy feet of the Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa at the paramapada.

8. The situation is explained through the word kiõõakam ‘floods of

the river’.

9. Common rattan of the South India (calamusrotang).

10. In the ŒrÁvaiÈõava tradition, ŒrÁ LakÈmaõa is IÒaiyaperumÀÒ ‘the

Younger Lord’ and ŒrÁ RÀma is PerumÀÒ.

11. See the reference number 86 of ‘THE MAH°PRAVEŒAM: The

TirumakaÒ K¼Òva¸ - The First’.

12. There are two kinds of introductions to this verse. First one is,

‘Oh! My mind, let you worship the brightest brilliance of gracious

feet of the Lord, who has helped in so many ways’. The second

one is, ‘since the Lord possesses the oceanic auspicious qualities,

as that of the  Younger Lord ŒrÁ LakÈmaõa, who failed before the

promising qualities of ŒrÁ RÀma, you also worship Him’. The second

one is acceptable because it gives prime importance to the Lord’s

qualities as, ‘the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa, who is being progressively

possessing higher of the highest excellent qualities’ and ‘to arise

from the banks of oceanic births, let you worship the brightest

brilliance of gracious feet’.

  13. UtprekÈittal - as one’s own thinking, the subject matter is introduced

with ornamental words. It is taºkuºipp¼ººam, a kind of alaôkÀra
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‘beatifying the phrases for the sake of attracting in pronouncing

the subject matter’. Also, it is one of the thirty five rhetorical figures

of speech, a fanciful kind of metaphor: as trees, flourishing after a

rain, extend as it were, their arms to return fruits to the clouds. In

it, the qualities and functions of an object are ascribed to another

object entirely different in nature. BrahamÀnanda - rapturous joy of

merging with the felicitous quality of Brahmam, supreme bliss of

salvation.

14. “Yato vÀco nivarttante aprÀpya manasÀ saha/

Ànantam bhramaõo vidvÀn napipeti kutaœcaneti//”

- TaitrÁya UpaniÈad 9:1.

15. VaÇakkuttiruvÁtippiÒÒai comments that, NammÀÞvÀr, by giving a

special importance to the line uyarvaºa uyarnalam uÇaiyava¸ ‘who

is being progressively possessing the higher of the highest good

qualities’, pointed out the Lord’s supremacy.

16. In TamiÞ, the word, uyarvu ‘highest’ does not directly means the

sufferings. It refers to the fact that, one has to suffer suitably to

attain the higher position. In this place, ‘suffering’ is cause, whereas,

‘to attain higher cadre’ is effect. So, the Commentator, by

mentioning the effect instead of the cause, commented the word,

‘uyarvara’. ParimelaÞakar also while commenting TitukkuºaÒ (254),

‘aruÒalltiyÀte¸il’ (AruÒalla tiyÀteniº kollÀmai k½ºal poruÒalla tavvÂ¸ ti¸al

‘what’s grace, or lack of grace’? ‘To kill’ is this, that ‘not to kill’, to

eat dead flesh can never worthy end fulfill), commented the word

Âõti¸kai ‘eating meat’. In the expression, ‘eating meat’ is cause and

it incurs pÀvam ‘demerit’ is effect. The Commentator, by giving

importance to effect, instead of referring to the cause, he points

out the effect.

17. SvÀbhÀvikam - ‘that which is natural, peculiar or inherent’.

- Stotra Ratna 11.

18. “Sarve kÈayÀntÀ nicayÀÍ patanÀntÀssamucchrayÀÍ/

samyogÀviprayogÀntÀÍ maraõÀntaðca jÁvitam//”

- ŒrÁ RÀmÀyaõa, AyodhyÀ-KÀõça 105:16.
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19. It is to be noted that, once there are no banks constructed to the

kÀv¼rÁ river. But, at a later period, the banks were constructed by

the King KarikÀº Ch½Þa¸.

20. VibhÂti – the material world. It is a kind of wealth in the world.

21. °ÞvÀ¸ - KÂrattÀÞvÀ¸.

22. “SamstakalyÀõa guõÀtmakoasau” - ŒrÁ ViÈõu PurÀõa 6.5:84.

23. “VarÈÀyutair yasya guõÀ na œakyÀ vaktum sametairapi sarvalokaiÍ/

mahÀtmanaœ œaôkhacakrÀsipÀõer viÈõor jiÈõor vasudevÀtmajasya//”

- ViyÀsabhÀratam, ViÇumanparuvam. Vide: BhagavadviÈayam, vol. 1A,

(1999), op.cit., p. 227.

24. “JðÀnavijðÀnasampanno nideœe nirataÍ pituÍ/

         dhÀtÂnÀmiva œailendro guõÀnÀmÀkaro mahÀn//”

- ŒrÁ  RÀmÀyaõa KiÈkindhÀ-KÀõça 15:21-22.

25. “Te tamÂcurmahÀmÀnam paurajÀnapadaissaha/

bahavo nÃpa kalyÀõaguõÀÍ putrasya santi te”//”

- ŒrÁ RÀmÀyaõa, AyodhyÀ-KÀõça 2:26.

26.     “SvÀbhÀvikÀnavadhikÀtiœayÀsaôkhyeya kalyÀõaguõagaõaÍ”

- Stotra Ratna 11.

27. “Sa yathÀ saindhavaghanoanantaroabÀhyaÍ kÃtsno rasaghana eva/

evam vÀ areayamÀtmÀanantaroabÀhyaÍ kÃtsnaÍ prajðÀnaghana eva//”

- BÃahadÀranya UpaniÈad 6.5:23.

28. VaÇakkuttiruvÁtippiÒÒai comments the word yava¸ ‘who is’ into two

different directions. As the first, yava¸ uyarnalamuÇaiyava¸ ‘who is

being progressively possessing higher of the highest good qualities’,

he commented that, the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa does not need the

qualities to expose His supremacy. For the second order, it means

the direct meaning as explicated in the commentary part.

29. Through the word, ‘TolpaÇikoÒÒalÀvatu’, the Commentator clarifies

the magnanimity of the Lord.  When King wishes to sit on the

elephant’s back, he can use the shoulder of his cÀmantar ‘minister’

as step to climb. By mentioning the lower state, the Commentator

explains the higher position of the Lord.

30. The  TamiÞ word, ‘vÀca¸ai’ means samÈkÀra, i.e., initiation of

performing action, which is subtly stored in past births. But, at
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present, once again it, as the subtle residue of karmic force of past

birth as cause, initiates the activities.

31. KaivalyaniÈÇa¸ is considered as kevalar ‘individual who exit

independently’. Kaivalya directly refers to the individual experiences

of his own Àtma. A lady should join with her husband and

experience her husband’s handsomeness, quality, wealth etc. But,

if she enjoys her beauty by herself without the association of her

husband, then, that condition could be compared as kevala. Like

that, if the Àtma instead of not in the paramapada with the Lord

ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa, but, at the side of viraja river bank and enjoys

by itself, then, this state is identified as the kevala.

32. ‘Scholars’ refer to the intellectuals of ŒrÁvaiÈõavism, who lived in

the earlier period before ŒrÁ RÀmÀnuja.

33. ‘Hard subject’ means karuôkÀli (diospyrostupru) tree, etc.

34. Prapanna is one, who follows the prapatti. The prapatti is one of the

means to attain the Lord through His causeless grace without the

part of devotee’s self effort.

35. DehayÀtraœeÈam. It is the basic cause for the Àtma to be within the

œarÁra. The food is very much important to live along with the

œarÁra. But, to NammÀÞvÀr, the bhakti is the essence to live with his

material œarÁra. In this place, ‘the bhakti’ essentially stands as cause

for the activities related with the performing the kaiôkarya to the

holy feet of the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa.

36. If questioned, ‘does the bhakti and its activities become as cause for

the dehayÀtra like food for survival?’, VaÇakkuttiruvÁtippiÒÒai

expresses NammÀÞvÀr’s word, ”uõõum c½ºu parukum nÁr ti¸¸um

veººilaiyum ellÀm kaõõa¸” (TVM  6.7:1).

37. “Tamakratumpaœyati vÁtaœoko dhÀtuÍ prasÀdÀnmahimÀnamÁœam” - Refer

to BhagavadviÈayam, vol. 1A, (1999), op.cit., pp. 236-237.

38. The nityasÂris. At the paramapada, if they do not enjoy the auspicious

countless qualities of the Lord, they feel that, they are living without

cattai ‘being or existence with essence’.

39. The ayarvarum ‘ever alert’ codifies that, the nityasÂris are not having

the forgetfulness. It is iyaºkkaiyaÇai ‘natural quality’. Here natural

qualities are aÇai. The nityasÂris are aÇaikoÒi, who possesses the aÇai.
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40. See the reference number 75 of ‘THE MAH°PRAVEŒAM: The

TirumakaÒ K¼Òva¸ - The First’.

41. ŒeÈi - the chief, the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa.

42. YÀnaikkukkutirai vaittal ‘by placing an elephant near the horse’. It

represents that, at the first, it is assumed as such, then, it will be

accepted. In fact, finally it is not accepted. That is, to calculate the

running speed of an elephant, by making the horse to go first and

place the elephant behind the horse to catch it with its trunk.

Frequently, the elephant may go nearby the horse to touch it, but,

really it may not be possible. Like that, the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa

is always away from the understanding of His inner nature even

for the nityasÂris.

43. Kulukkutal - it is the making chance to experience the sweetness

of blissful condition of the Lord’s spiritual form.

44. In this context, the previous ÀcÀryas are mentioned as mutalikaÒ.

MutalikaÒ - the great Thinkers of ŒrÁvaiÈõavism.

45. EmperumÀ¸Àr - ŒrÁ RÀmÀnuja.

46. “VyasaneÈu manuÈyÀõÀm bhruœam bhavati duÍkkhitaÍ/

             utsaveÈu ca sarveÈu piteva parituÈyati//”

- ŒrÁ RÀmÀyaõa AyodhyÀ-KÀõça 2:42.

 47. Here, ‘He’ is the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa and ‘him’ points out

NammÀÞvÀr.

 48. Paðca Saktis ‘five kinds power’. They are parameÈÇhi ‘dazzling power

of supreme being, i.e., ‘the Lord  ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa’, pumÀ¸ ‘supreme

power of the Lord’, viœvam ‘power of the Lord to expand as the

universe’, nivÃtti ‘power of release’ and sarvam ‘entirety’. This

lÁlÀvibhÂti is made up of paðcabhÂtas ‘five elements’ and the

nityavibhÂti, i.e., the paramapada is made up of the above mentioned

paðca saktis.

 49. “U¸ t¼¸¼ malarum tiruppÀtam” - TVM 1.5:5.

 50. TiruvaÒÒuvar also in his TirukkuºaÒ’s first decade, praise the holy

feet of the God. In it, he has devoted seven couplets (2, 3, 4, 7, 8,

9 & 10) to glorify Him.
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 51. “Asanneva sa bhavati asat brahmeti veda cet/

asti brahmeti cetveda santamenam tato viduriti//”

- TaitrÁya À¸a 6. See  the

 BhagavadvaÈayam, vol. 1A, (1999),  op.cit., p. 243.

 52. In TamiÞ, ‘ÀÇiyil’ means at the earliest period, here aÇyil¼ points out

the holy feet.

 53. In this place, the glory of friendship between two students, who

studied in a school is referred to. Note: In the commentary part,

for better understanding of the content, the references 51 & 52 are

placed as such.

54. “Mana eva manuÈyÀõÀm karaõam bandhamokÈayoÍ/

bandhÀya viÈayÀsaôgi muktyai nirviÈayam manaÍ/ /”

- ŒrÁ ViÈõu PurÀõa 6.7:28.

55. This decade speaks of the ten verses starting from, “uyarvara”

(TVM 1.1:1-10).

56. “Namo namastestu sahasrakÃtvaÍ punaœca bhÂyoapi namo namaste/

namaÍ purastÀdatha pÃÈÇhtaste namostu te sarvata eva sarvaÍ//”

- Bhagavad GÁtÀ 11:40.

57. The gracious help extended by the Lord could be learned from the

introductory part of this verse.

58. In this place, the following reference shall be remembered.

Neºceyyap puºº¼yntÀr p½la neÇumpakai taºceyyat tÀ¸¼ keÇum ‘if paddy

crop (oryza sativa) is cultivated, the entirety of unnecessary grass

as weed shall be destroyed. Like that, if one strengthens his status

of life in all the ways, his deep rooted enmities from his enemies

will be vanished’                                - PalamoÞinÀ¸uºu 53.

59. PrÀpyaveÈam – the spiritual level of the Lord to be attained.

60. Kaiôkarya is the prÀptiphalam

61. “Yato vÀ imÀni bhÂtÀõi jÀyante yena jÀtÀni jÁvanti/

Yatprayantyabhisamviœanti tadvijiðjasasva tatbrahma//’’

- TaitrÁya. bhruku. 1 Refer to BhagavadviÈayam, vol. 1A, (1999), op.cit.,

p. 251.

62. It is better to see the commentary of Parim¼laÞakar on TirukkuºaÒ

(1): ‘ Since the truth of the God, who is not known by, shall be

delineated with the help of the truth of world as, Àtipakava¸ mutaºº¼
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ulaku ‘the eternal God is first in the world’, the derived meaning

shall be ‘the eternal God is the cause for the world’’.

63. In the verse, there is no mention as, ‘the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa is

beyond all  the kinds of errors’. If so,  there is a question raised as,

‘what would be the reason to state as such?’. Since in the verse

(TVM 1.1:2), it is declared as, ‘full bliss (muÞunalam))’, automatically

through inference, the meaning is derived  as, ‘the errors which

are not incurred upon the the Lord’. So, the Commentator, by

mentioning as, ‘HeyapratyanÁkata¸’, explained the nature oft he Lord.

Here, it shall be noted that, if bliss is there, certainly the error will

not be over there.

64 The inner meaning of KalyÀõaguõaikata¸ is that, the Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa possesses the quality of ‘full bliss’.

65. Here, it is to be remembered as, ma¸a¸ uõarvu aÒavu ila¸ poºi uõarvu

avai ila¸ ‘the supreme the Lord is realized by the yogajðÀna of well

blossomed mind and not known by the indriyas’.

66. DharmabhÂtajðÀnam - the knowledge in the form of dharmam,

i.e., knowledge in the form of ‘I am reading’, ‘I am experiencing’.

67. Eight components of aÈÇÀôgayoga are yÀma, niyama, Àsana, praõÀyÀma,

pratyÀkÀra, dhÀraõa, dyÀna and samÀdhi. See the following

independent verse.

“Poykolai kaÒave kÀmam poruõacai ivvakai aintu maÇakkiya tiyamam

peººataº kuvattal piÞampuna¸i veºuttal, kaºpa¸a kaººal kaÞikaÇuntÂymai,

pÂca¸ai peºum payam ÀcÀº kaÒittaloÇu, naya¸uÇai marapi¸ niyamam aint¼.

niººal iruttal kiÇattal naÇattale¸ºu otta nÀ¸ki¸olkÀnilaiyoÇu,

i¸pam payakkuð camaya mutaliya, antamil ciºappi¸ Àca¸amÀkum.

untiyoÇu puõarnta iruvakai vaÒiyum tanta miyakkan taÇuppatu vaÒinilai.

poºiuõar vellÀm puºatti¸ vaÞÀmai oruvaÞip paÇuppatu tokainilai yÀm¼.

ma¸atti¸ai oruvaÞi niºuppatu poºainilai niºuttiya amma¸am

nilaitiri yÀmal

kuºitta poruÒoÇu koÒuttutal ni¸aiv¼.

Àôôa¸am kuºitta ammutaº poruÒoÇu tÀ¸piºa ¸ÀkÀt takaiyatu camÀti”.

‘YÀma controls the five kinds of desires, i. e., falsehood, killing,

thieving, fascination towards wealth and passion towards women.
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Niyama is getting five things, i.e.,  pleasure out of earned wealth,

aversion towards the things which are not possible to acquire,

learned the necessary subject matters, maintain purity and giving

respect to one’s own guru. °sana is controlling the œarÁra as well as

mind through the postures of standing, sitting, lay down and

walking, etc. PraõÀyÀma refers to the controlling the two kinds of

breathing air which are connected with naval. PratyÀkÀra means

controlling the five indriyas and direct them towards single

direction. DhÀraõa is single minded concentration. DyÀna means

the higher level of mental focus upon the specified object (towards

divinity) where sense upon the locus of mind shall be evaded as

nothing. SamÀdhi is absolute union with the God, the ultimate

reality’.

- Verify: TiruvÀymoÞi ±Çu Uraiyi¸ TamilÀkkam (Hymns 1-110) p. 70.

68. “Na cakÈuÈÀ gºhyate nÀpi vÀ cÀ, manasÀ tu viœuddhena”

- V¼tavÀkkiyam. (TiruvÀymoÞi ±Çu Uraiyi¸ TamilÀkkam (Hymns 1-110)

p. 70.

69. ”AthÀta adoœo neti neti na hyetasmÀditi netyanyat paramasti”

- BÃahadÀranya UpaniÈad 4.6:62.

70. “YamÀtÀma na veda, yam pÃthivÁ na veda” - TaitrÁya bhruku. 6:1.

Refer to BhagavadviÈayam, vol. 1A, (1999), op.cit., p. 261.

71. See the reference number 27 of this decade.

72. “°nandobrahmeti vyajÀnÀt” - TaitrÁya UpaniÈad. See the

BhagavadviÈayam, vol. 1A, (1999), op.cit., p. 262.

73. TVM 8.8:2. In TamiÞ, the two words, ‘kaÇi’ and ‘nÀººam’ refer to the

‘fragrance’. ‘°lai’ means ‘honey’. These words ‘fragrance’ and

‘honey’ are the upalakÈaõam for all the kinds of fragrance and sweet

essence.  By taking fragrance from the flower, mix it with the taste

of the honey and removing the errors of alpam and asthiratvam

with that mixture, a sweet residue can be prepared. This example

is only an allegory. But, out of it, the truth alone shall be referred

to with NammÀÞvÀr’s view about the blissfulness of the God. Alpam

- the meanness. Asthiratvam - the subject, which does  not have

fullness.
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74. In the statement, ‘there are other scholars also emphasize and

confirm this truth’, the other scholars refer the traditional scholars

of ŒrÁvaiÈõavism, who are all the predecessors to ŒrÁ RÀmÀnuja.

75. SÀdharmyadÃÈÇÀntam - otta tarmaôkaÒyuÇaiya poruÒkaÒai eÇuttukkÀÇÇÀkak

kÂrutaÒ/ cÀta¸acÀttiyaôkalait tavarÀmaº koõÇuÒÒu tiÇÇÀntam ‘giving

example from the subject matters, which are possessing the same

kind of dharma ‘nature’. In other words, atup½l irukkum itu ‘this is

as that is’. Example - As Agastiyar, TolkÀppiyar also wrote the

book related with the grammar. VaidharmyadÃÈÇÀntam - v¼ºupaÇÇa

tarmaôkaÒaiyuÇaiya poruÒkaÒai eÇuttukkÀÇÇÀkak kÂrutal ‘giving example

from the subject matters which are possessing entirely different

kinds of dharma ‘nature’, i.e., atup½l alla itu ‘it is not as that one’.  In

other words, vaidharmyadÃÈÇÀntam means cÀthiyameytÀvitÇattil

¼tuvumi¸maiyaik kurikkum tiÇÇÀntam ‘dissimilar example in which

both cÀthyam ‘that which remains to be proved or concluded, i.e.,

major term’ and ¼tu ‘cause, the statement of reason, the second

member of Indian syllogism, i. e., middle term are absent. Example,

“na pareÈu mahauÒajasaœ jalÀdapakurvanti malimlucÀ iva” (Sanskrit) -

‘duÈÇa c½ra¸ukku aiœvaryam uõÇÀ¸Àl eppaÇi parahimsai paõõuv¸½, appaÇi

mahÀtejasvikaÒukku balamuõÇÀ¸Àl pararakÈaõam paõõuvar’

(MaõippravÀÒa) - ‘If a cruel thief gets wealth, he will disturb others

badly. Like that, if the dignified personalities get strength, they, by

all means used to protect others. Vide: TamiÞ Lexicon (1982), vol., 3,

p. 1365 & vol., 6, p.3853; Purushothama Naidu, B. R. (2012), op.cit.,

p. 72 and BhagavadviÈayam, (1999), op.cit., pp. 265, 266.

76. “Na pareÈu mahaujasaœ ÈalÀdapakurvanti malimlucÀ iva” - MÀgham

16:53. Refer to BhagavadviÈayam, vol. 1A, (1999), op.cit., pp. 225-266.

77. “Na tasya kÀryam karaõaðca vidyate na tatsamaœcÀbhyadhikaœca dÃœyate/

 parÀsya œaktivividhaiva œruyate svÀbhÀvikÁ jðÀnabalakriyÀca//”

- ŒvetÀœvatara UpaniÈad. Vide: BhagavadviÈayam, vol. 1A, (1999), op.cit.,

p. 267.

78. For the question, ‘though out of two verses, NammÀÞvÀr has praised

the higher subject matters, but, why through this verse he discussed

about the lowly standard of world?’, the Commentator starting

from, ‘NammÀÞvÀr in the first verse’ generously answered.
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79. ‘TadÁyatvÀkÀra’ means the quality of an object, i.e., the  lÁlÀvibhÂti,

the divine property of the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa.

80. The lÁlÀvibhÂti - the material worlds  as exhibiting the divine

sportiveness in their creation, preservation and destruction, the

world for play. They are: 7 Vyarthis, i.e., seven upper worlds: BhuÍ,

BhuvaÍ, Svar, Mahar, JanaÍ, TapaÍ and Satya lokas. 7 PÀtÀla Lokas, i.e.,

seven lower worlds: Atala, Vitala, Sutala, RasÀtala, TalÀtala, MahÀtala,

and PÀtÀta Lokas. Vide: Surendranath Dasgupta (1952), A History of

Indian Philosophy, vol., I, Cambridge p. 76. KambanÀÇÀr also

addressed about the lÁlÀvibhÂti as, ulakam yÀvaiyun tÀmuÒa Àkkalum,

nilaiperuttalum nÁkkalum nÁôkalÀ, alakilÀ viÒaiyÀÇÇuÇaiyÀravar, talaiva

re¸¸avarkk¼ caraõÀôkaÒ¼ ‘He alone is our head, out sole refuge who,

by himself, creates preserves and puts an end, to all the worlds in

ceaseless sports’ - Kamba RÀmÀyaõam, the verse in praise of the

God (kaÇavul vÀÞttu).

81. The ChÀndogya UpaniÈad announces as, ‘that is the highest person,

there he moves about’. It is the answer for the question, ‘does the

lÁlÀvibhÂti also seems to be as object of consideration, just as that

of the nityavibhÂti?’      - ChÀndogya UpaniÈad 8.12:13.

82. “Sa uttamaÍ puruÈaÍ sa tatra paryeti jakÈat krÁçan ramamÀõaÍ strÁbhirvÀ

yÀnairvÀ jðÀtibhirvÀ nopajanamsmarannidam œarÁram”

                      - ChÀndogya UpaniÈad 7:26.

83. “Tiruviõõakar c¼rnta pirÀ¸ peyta kÀvu kaõÇÁr perum t¼vu uÇai mÂvulak¼”

- TVM 6.3:5.

84. “Patim viœvasya Àtmeœvaram œÀœvatam”

- TaitrÁya NÀrÀyaõÀnuvÀkam 6.1:11.

85. “KÀr Àyi¸a kÀÒa nalm¼¸iyi¸a¸” - TVM 9.3:1.

86. UÇan k¼ta¸ - the God, for the sake of the Àtma suffers a lot.

87. “Druœyat¼ œruyat¼api vÀ” - TaitrÁya. À¸a. 6. Refer to BhagavadviÈayam,

vol. 1A, (1999), op.cit., p. 274.

88. “TatsÃÈÇvÀ tadevÀnuprÀviœat, tada¸upÃaviœya sacca tyacca abhavat”

- TaitrÁyam. See the BhagavadviÈayam, vol. 1A, (1999), op.cit., p. 274.

89. KampanÀÇÀr observes as, t½yntum poruÒ a¸aittun t½yÀtu ni¸ºa cuÇar¼

‘Oh! flame immanent and transcendent, kinsmen to those who
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have no kin’ – KamparmÀyaõam: Araõya - KÀõça: Carapaôka¸ pirappu

nÁkku paÇalam 27.

90. “DvÀ suparõÀ sayujÀ sakhÀyÀ samÀnam vÃkÈam pariÈasvajÀte/

tayoranyaÍ pippalam svÀdvattyanaœnannanyo abhicÀkaœÁti//”

- ãg Veda. Vide: BhagavadviÈayam, vol. 1A, (1999), op.cit., p. 275.

91. “Kinnu syÀccittamohoayam bhavedvÀtagatistviyam

 unmÀdajo vikÀro vÀ syÀdiyam mÃgatÃÈõikÀ//”

- ŒrÁ RÀmÀyaõa Sundara-KÀõça 34:23.

92. The meaning of the sentence with the word, ‘Áœvaroham’ means the

svÀtantryÀbhimÀna ‘sense of self autonomy’ and dehÀtmÀbhimÀna

‘sense of thinking the œarÁra as the Àtma’. ‘±œvaroham’ means ‘I am

becoming the God’. Aham - the sense of mine. The truth discussed

over here is that, the Àtma, without the sense of svÀtantryÀbhimÀna

and dehÀtmÀbhimÀna, but, with the sense of pÀratantryaœeÈatva has to

surrender to the holy feet of the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa.

93. “Kaccinna duÈto vrajasi rÀmasya akliÈÇa karmanaÍ/

iyam te mahatÁ senÀ œaôkÀm janatÁva me//”

- ŒrÁ RÀmÀyaõa Ayodya-KÀõça 85:7.

94. “Œatrughnað cÀbravÁddhÃÈÇastÀnamÀtyÀmœca sarvaœaÍ/

manye prÀptÀs sma tam deœÀm bharadvÀjo yambravÁt//”

- ŒrÁ RÀmÀyaõa AyodhyÀ-KÀõça 99:8-9.

95. “Kva te rÀmeõa samsarkgaÍ katham jÀnÀsi lakÈmaõam/

vÀnarÀõÀm narÀõÀðca kathamÀsÁt samÀgamaÍ//”

- ŒrÁ RÀmÀyaõa Sundara-KÀõça 35:2.

96. “SarvarkÈa harisainyÀnÀm sugrÁvamakarot patim/

rÀmasugrÁvayoraikyam devyevamsamajÀyata//”

- ŒrÁ RÀmÀyaõa Sundara-KÀõça 35:31.

97. In this context, ‘how I  am having the chance to stand along with

them?’ means that, HanumÀn did not realize the reason of his

union of him with ŒrÁ RÀma.

98.  “Oõ toÇiyÀÒ tirumakalum nÁyum¼ nilÀniºpa” - TVM 4.9:10.

99. In this context, the Commentator starting from, ‘since the

nityamuktas and muktas are possessing vouchsafed divine

knowledge’ and up to the statement, ‘there is nothing else for

them to teach further’ comments the view of NammÀÞvÀr.
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100. ‘SvabhÀva of the world’ - the nature of the world.

101. KudÃÈÇis - they have different notion towards the reality, i.e., they

wouldn’t look into the sentences of the sabda pramÀõa in a direct

sense, but, to the sentences they only derive different meanings.

102. SÂnyavÀtis - they are arguing that, there is nothing as reality.

103. VyÀpti saukarya - with all the kinds of comfort, expanded and

fulfilled.

104. SvarÂpa and stiti, etc., mean the status of subject matters.

SvarÂpa: sva - its, rÂpa - the nature.

105. In this context, ‘the words, ‘avai nalam tÁôkavai’ mean  ‘Good and

bad’ refers to the qualities. The truth, ‘non-sentient things of good

and bad’ points out the subject matters, which possess the qualities.

106. ‘If these objects are considered individually, they wouldn’t have

aikyam ‘union’ with the Lord’ refers to the fact that, if said as, ‘we’

without relating its subject matters with the Lord, there wouldn’t

be the sÀmÀnÀdhikaraõa aikyam.

107. For the question, ‘why the word, Àyni¸ºa ‘all these things subsists

in Him’ is not only showing its meaning, but, its indepth meaning

extends even up to the level of the God?’, the Commentator, by

starting as, ‘so, this particular word, Àyni¸ºa ‘the entirety of above

said objects’, specifically denotes the single combination of œarÁris,

all the Àtmas, which are willfully sustained within the œarÁras and

even within the God, who is existing within the Àtmas as, ‘antaryÀmi’’

answered well.

108. “Sarvam khalvidam brahma tajjalÀniti œÀnta upÀsÁta”

- ChÀndogya UpaniÈad  3.4.

109. “Tatsatyam sa ÀtmÀtattvamasi” - ChÀndogya UpaniÈad  6.12.

110. For the question, ‘in this verse, what is the meaning of avar ‘He’?’,

the Commentator answered as, ‘NammÀÞvÀr, in the first verse,

graciously  puts forward the message that, the Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa possesses all the good qualities’.

111. “Na sampadÀm samÀhÀre vupadÀm vinivarttane/

samarttho dÃœyate kaœcit tam vinÀ puruÈottamam//”

- PurÀõavacanam. See the BhagavadviÈayam, vol. 1A, (1999), op.cit.,

p. 292.
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112. “Nahi pÀlanasÀmarthyam Ãte sarveœvaram harim/

sthitau sthitam mahÀtmÀnam bhavatyanyasya kasyacit//”

- ŒrÁ ViÈõu PurÀõa 1.22:19.

113. “YadvedÀdau svaraÍ prokto vedÀnte ca pratiÈÇhitaÍ/

tasya prakÃtilÁnasya yaÍ parasya maheœvaraÍ//”

- Taitriya Narayana 6:10.

114. BÁjÀkÈram - aum, the praõava mantra.

Refer to ½m e¸¸um ½reÞuttu ata¸i¸ uÒÒuyir, Àmava¸ aºivi¸ukku aºivum

Àyava¸ ‘the life of that sacred syllable aum, He is the very sense of

sense’ - Kamba RamÀyaõa: Iraõiya¸ vataipaÇalam 76.

115. From this discussion, it is derived that, there is different kinds of

tastes with respect to the guõas, the different kinds of benefits with

respect to the tastes  and there is different kinds of sÀdhanas ‘means’

with respect to the benefits.

116. The phrase , ‘by cutting your son and give’ refers to the story that

CiruttoõÇa NÀya¸Àr, who by cutting his son and gave as food to

ŒivaperumÀn. The Phrase, ‘by cutting the goat and give’ refers to

the story of the Lord Muruga¸. Vide: to “maºikkural aºuttut

ti¸aippirappu irÁi” (Kuºuntokai 263), “ciºuti¸ai malaroÇu viraii

maºiyaºuttu” (TirumurukÀººuppaÇai 218).

117. “AðjaliÍ paramÀmudrÀ kÈipram devaprasÀdinÁ” - BharatvÀja œamhitai.

Refer to BhagavadviÈayam, vol. 1A, (1999), op.cit., p. 295.

118. “ToÞutu mÀ malar nÁr cuÇar tÂpam koõÇu eÞutum e¸¸um itu mikai”

- TVM 9.3:9.

119. “KÃtÀparÀdhasya hi te nÀnyat paœyÀmyaham kÈmam/

antareõÀðjalim baddhvÀ lakÈmaõasya prasÀdanÀt//” - ŒrÁ  RÀmÀyaõa

KiÈkindhÀ-KÀõça. Refer to BhagavadviÈayam, vol. 1A, (1999), op.cit.,

p. 296.

120. See the reference number 84 of this decade.

Note: For the assertion, avvatt¼varkaÒ tattam ÀkamaôkaÒil¼ ‘e¸¸ai

upÀca¸ai cey’ e¸ºu vitittu vaitta vaÞikaÒÀl ‘in accordance with their

Àgama’s statement, ‘you did upÀsanÀ ‘service’ upon me’ (1.1:5.2.3)

Vide: Purushothama Naidu (2012), op.cit., p.85.
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121. “Yo yo yÀm yÀm tanum bhaktaÍ œraddhayÀrccitumicchati/

tasya tasyÀcalÀm œraddhÀm tÀmeva vidadhÀmyaham//”

- Bhagavad GÁtÀ 7:21.

122. “Sa tayÀ œraddhayÀ yuktastasyÀrÀdhanamÁhate/

labhate ca tataÍ kÀmÀn mayaiva vihitÀn hi tÀn//”

- Bhagavad GÁtÀ 7:22.

123. The statement, ‘food provided at irÀmaÇam’ means that, in the

choultry of South India during night the concerned persons feed

food to the people, who resides over there. In ŒrÁvaiÈõavism, this is

the merciful activity of TÀyÀr (ŒrÁ LakÈmÁ’s puruÈakÀtvam). For more

information, it is better to consult with the book, ‘ŒrÁvacanabhÂÈaõam

of PiÒÒai LokÀcÀya’ (2006) translated by the author of this book. (First

Chapter pp.90 to 148).

124. The meaning of sentence is that, the word, which is referring to

the ÀkÃti, i.e., jÀti ‘attribute common to a class’ shows the object of

particular jÀti. If it is mentioned as, ‘jÀti of the king’, the word

wouldn’t stand alone, but, shows the person, who belongs to that

particular jÀti, i.e., a particular king. The ‘aparyavasÀna vÃtti’ is that,

a word wouldn’t end by showing the object, but, it shall proceed

further and further.

125. In the phrase, ‘subject with the quality’ and with the statement,

‘get a cow with red color’, though there is the meaning as, ‘cow

with red color’, one need not give importance to ‘cow, i.e., guõi,

the subject, which possessed guõa ‘quality’’, instead, the sentence

gives importance to  the guõa only. So, in the sentence, it is better

to take the quality only, i.e., the ‘redness’.

126. If it is viewed this particular fact along with the commentary part

of fourth verse, the necessary truth will be easily understood.

127. ‘Then, sÀmÀnÀdhikaraõa aikyam would not be applicable and cannot

be derived’ refers to the truth that, the meaning of statement of

this verse, ‘based on the firm authority of the Veda, He is firmly

glorified as supreme reality, the chief of mine’ wouldn’t be

associated with the meaning of other part of the verse.
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128. ‘Falling down from svarga’ is the ‘performance of activity’ and the

other form, ‘not falling down from svarga’ indicates the ‘non-

performance of activity’.  The meaning of proposition is that, though

Triœaôku not desired to fall down, he was not able to do that, for

it, there is the necessity of grace of the Saint SaktimÀ¸.

129. VÃÈalavivÀhamantra is a mantra, which is uttered during the marriage

of a particular community. It should be uttered only during the

occasion of the marriage occasion. If it is uttered after marriage,

then, it wouldn’t be acceptable and applicable.

130. The Commentator appropriately gives two kinds of Introduction.

1. ‘NammÀÞvÀr, by cheerfully thinking to deal with the

œarÁrÀtmabhÀva at later, at the first, through this demonstrates the

sÀmÀnÀdhikaraõa nyÀya’. In this verse, he describes about the

œarÁrÀtmabhÀva, which is derived out of the sÀmÀnÀdhikaraõa nyÀya.

Here, ‘in the previous verses, explained’ refers to the verses,

“nÀmava¸” (4th verse) and “ni¸ºa¸ar” (6th verse). 2. The °ÞvÀr, in

the previous verses of this decade, revealed the sÀmÀnÀdhikaraõa

aikya and vaiyathikaraõa aikya. Since the œarÁrÀtmabhÀva is cause for

this two aikyas, the °ÞvÀr through this verse explains the

œarÁrÀtmabhÀva. In this context, ‘the previous verses’ means the

following verses, “nÀmava¸” (4th verse) and “ni¸ºa¸ar” (6th verse)

Ila¸atu (3rd verse) and avaravar (5th verse). The sÀmÀnÀdhikaraõa is

possessing the one kind of adhikaraõa. Vaiyathikaraõa is possessing

different kinds adhikaraõas. SÀmÀnamÀnÀ - one adhikaraõa, i.e., a place.

In the Veda, there are three kinds of sentences as bheda œÃuti and

abheda œÃuti and kaÇaka œÃti: the sentence shows the reality as  bheda

‘difference’, the sentence shows the reality abheda ‘absence of

difference’ and the sentence shows the reality as kaÇaka, i.e., bheda

as well as abheda. The meaning of the verses, “nÀmava¸” (4th verse)

and “ni¸ºa¸ar” (6th verse) refer to the abheda œÃti, the meaning of

the verses, “Ila¸atu” (3rd verse) and “avaravar” (5th verse)  refers

to the bheda œÃuti. This verse, “tiÇavicumperi” means the kaÇaka œÃuti.

Though the Author of this monograph wishes very much to

elaborate the above said concepts, he is most humbly doubting his
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position to submit the project in time.  So, for the further

understanding of the œarÁrÀtmabhÀva and the sÀmÀnÀdhikaraõa nyÀya,

etc., it is better to consult with the traditional ŒrÁvaiÈõava scholars.

131. “Anena jÁvenÀtmanÀnupraviœya nÀmarÂpe vyÀkaravÀõi”

 - ChÀndogya UpaniÈad  6:3.

132. “AntaÍ praviÈÇaœœÀstÀ janÀnÀm sarvÀtmÀ” - Taittriyam. Vide:

BhagavadviÈayam, vol. 1A, (1999), op.cit., p. 314.

133. “Yasya prathivi œarÁram” - BÃahadÀranya UpaniÈad. Verify:

BhagavadviÈayam, vol. 1A, (1999), op.cit., p. 314.

134. “YasyÀtmÀ œarÁram” - BÃahadÀranya UpaniÈad. Vide: BhagavadviÈayam,

vol. 1A, (1999), op.cit., p. 314.

135. DhÀraka¸ - one, who is the cause for sustenance, NiyÀmaka¸ -

controller. ŒeÈi - the master, who is accepting the serviceability

from his servant according to his wish.

136. DhÀriyam - the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa , out of His svarÂpa and

saôkalpa bears and protects the animate and inanimate objects. If

His divyÀtma svarÂpa and saôkalpa are not expressing and orking

upon the objects of the universe, then, they shall lost their essence

and existence. NiyÀmyam - Like all the activities of the œarÁra are

under the control of the knowledge of its Àtma, all the activities of

the Àtma are under the control of the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa. ŒeÈam

- Like sandal, flower, petal to the people, the Àtma possesses the

qualification to serve the  Lord as in accordance to His wish.

137. “°tmana ÀkÀœassambhÂtaÍ ÀkÀœÀdvÀyuÍ” - TaittirÁ, À¸an.1 Refer to

BhagavadviÈayam, vol. 1A, (1999), op.cit., p. 318.

138. “CatvÀryeva bhÂtÀni” - BhÀrkaspattiya SÂtra. See the BhagavadviÈayam,

vol. 1A, (1999), op.cit., p. 318.

139. “BahÂ syam prajÀyeyeti” - Taitriya. À¸a. 6:3. Vide: BhagavadviÈayam,

vol. 1A, (1999), op.cit., p. 319.

140.  Vaidika nirdeœam - maºaimoÞi ‘a valid testimony of the scriptures’.

141. “YamÀtmÀ na veda” - BÃahadÀrnyaham. Verify: BhagavadviÈayam, vol.

1A, (1999), op.cit., p. 319.

142. In this verse, through the phrase, paÇar poruÒ muÞuvatum Ày, ‘He

pervades them all’ NammÀÞvÀr asserts that, the Lord performs the

duty of creation and through the phrase, karantu eôkum parantuÒa¸
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‘in and out and remains invisible’ the Lord also performs the duty

of protection.

143. In this place, it is to be noted the portion of the ParipÀÇal 1:46-50:

“aintalai uyariya aõaôkuÇai arun tiºal, maintuÇai oruva¸um maÇaôkalum

nÁ! nalam muÞutu aÒaiiya pukar aºu kÀÇcip pulamum pÂva¸um  nÀººamum

nÁ” and also its commentary, “aintu talaiyait t½ººuvitta aõaôkuÇai

aruntiºalaiyuÇaiya Áca¸”. MaÇaôkaÒ - Àva¸i¸Àya ulakuyirkaÒi¸ oÇukkam.

“pÂvil nÀ¸muka¸um ava¸i¸Àya ulakuyirkaÒi¸ t½ººamum nÁ. aÞippum

paÇaippum kÂºiyavÀºu” - ‘You are Œiva with five heads who has the

ability to kill and great strength that cannot be surpassed! You are

the end of all lives! You have the faultless learning of the Vedas!

You are BrahmÀ who appeared on a flower! You are creation that

was created by BrahmÀ’. Vide: Purushothama Naidu, B.R. (2012),

op.cit., p.92.

Note: The statement, ‘the °ÞvÀr also, by stating, ‘‘like unto the Àtma

inside the œarÁra’ refutes the supporter of aikya which exists within

the svarÂpa’ (last para of the commentary of 1.1:7.2.3) needs further

clarification. For this, VaÇakkuttiruvÁtippiÒÒai states the fact as,

“uÇalmicaiyuyir” e¸kiºa ittÀl svarÂpeõa tadÀtmyam (identity, unity,

sameness) collukiºavarkaÒai nirasikkiºÀr” (BhagavadviÈayam,   vol. 1A,

(1999), op.cit., p. 321). For this original, JÁyar in his Glossary expands

it into two ways. The first expansion runs as, “svarÂpeõa

tadÀtmyamyavÀdinaÍ - yÀdavÁyaÍ: (pÂrvapÂrvoccÀraõattaip paººi) e¸kiºa

iÇattil¼ 1. “¼tadeva ca vedasya apauÃÈeyatvam nityatvaðcayat

pÂrvapÂrvoccÀraõakramajanitasamskÀreõa tameva kramaviœeÈam smÃtvÀ

tenaivakrameõa uccÀryamÀõatvam” e¸kiºa bhÀÈyavÀkyam anusandheyam.

The second expansion runs as, (svarÂpeõa tadÀtmyam collukiºavarkaÒai)

e¸kiºa iÇattil¼  2. sÀmanÀdhikaraõyasya svarÂpaikyanibandhanatve

pravÃttinimittabhedÀbhÀvÀt ÀmanÀdhikaraõyalakÈõahÀniÍ,

padÀntaraprayogavaiyarthyam, padÀnÀm paryÀyatvaðca syÀt;

brahmaõaÍ satyasaôkalpatvÀdi kalyÀõaguõaikatÀnata

akhilakeyapratyanÁkatÀ ca bÀdhyeta” e¸kiºa [ji-a] bhÀÈyavÀkyam

anusandheyam” (BhagavadviÈayam, vol. 1A, (1999), op.cit.,

pp. 320- 322). Though the Author of this manuscript wishes to
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explain the concept in detail, he positively hesitates to do so,

because of the excessive usages of pages and the time factor to

complete the manuscript in time. So, he very humbly requests the

reader with the above note to consult with the traditional ŒrÁvaiÈõava

scholar who knows about the sÀmÀnÀdhikaraõa aikya, vaiyadhikaraõa

aikya and the œarÁrÀtmabhÀva of ŒrÁvaiÈõava theo-philosophy.

144. In this place, it is better to refer to the verses of ParipÀÇal.

1.40-45: Viºal miku viÞuc  cÁr antaõar kÀkkum aºa¸um Àrvalarkku aÒiyum

nÁ! tiºa¸ il½rt tiruttiya tÁtu tÁr ciºappi¸ maºa¸um mÀººalarkku aõaôkum

nÁ! am kaõ ¼r vÀ¸attu aõi nilÀt tikaÞtarum tiôkaÒum teºu katirk ka¸aliyum

nÁ! ‘You are the justice protected by great, sublime brahmins!  You

are gracious to your devotees! You have kindness for the ignorant

whom you bring to the right path!  You are terror to enemies! You

are the bright, gleaming moon!  You are the sun with hot rays!

You are Œiva with five heads who has the ability to kill and great

strength that cannot be surpassed!  You are the end of all lives!

You are the faultless learning of the Vedas!

You are BrahmÀ who appeared on a flower!  You are creation that

was created by Brahman!’.

3:1-14: MÀayoy¼! mÀay½y¼! maºu piºappu aºukkum mÀcu il c¼vaÇi, maõi

tikaÞ urupi¸ mÀay½y¼! tÁ vaÒi vicumpu nila¸ nÁr aintum, jðÀyiºum

tiôkalum, aºa¸um aivarum, titiyi¸ ciºÀrum, vitiyi¸ makkaÒum mÀcu il

eõmarum, pati¸oru kapilarum, tÀ mÀ iruvarum, taruma¸um maÇaôkaÒum

mÂ ¼Þ ulakamum ulaki¸uÒ ma¸patum, mÀy½y ni¸vayi¸ parantavai

uraitt¼m mÀyÀ vÀymoÞi uraitara valantu; vÀymoÞi ½Çai malarnta tÀmaraip

pÂvi¸uÒ piºant½¸um tÀtaiyum nÁ e¸a moÞiyumÀl, antaõar arumaºai‘

Oh! Dark One,  Oh! Dark One,  Oh! the Lord with faultless, fine

feet that rids future births of your devotees.  Oh! the Lord with the

complexion of bright sapphire! Oh! Dark One. Appearing from

you and sustained by you are the five elements of fire, wind, sky,

land and water, the sun, the moon, the lord of rituals, the five

planets:  Mars, Mercury, Jupiter, Venus and Saturn, the asuras who

are the children of Thithi, the twelve °thityas who are the children

of Vidhi, the blameless eight Vasus, the eleven Rudras, the Aswin
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twins born to a leaping horse, Yaman and death and the twenty

one worlds and all the lives therein. This is the truth of the perfect

Vedas that, we chant imperfectly. The precious Vedas of the Brahmins

state that, you are Brahman born in a lotus blooming in a pond and

that, you are also his father’.

3:71-72: Mutal muºai iÇaimuºai kaÇaimuºai toÞilil piºavÀp piºappu ilai;

piºappitt½r ilaiy¼ ‘You perform the work of creation, sustenance and

destruction!  There is not a birth that you have not been through!

There is none who gave birth to you!’.

4:66-70: AÞal purai kuÞai koÞu niÞal tarum pala ci¸ai Àlamum kaÇampum

nal yÀººu naÇuvum, kÀl vaÞakku aºu nilaik ku¸ºamum, piºavum, avvavai

m¼viya v¼ºu v¼ºu peyar½y! ev vayi¸½yum nÁy¼! ni¸ Àrvalar ‘You are in

the Àlam and kaÇampam trees with flame-like sprouts, many branches

and thick shade! You are in islands in the midst of fine rivers!  You

are in the mountains with no wind!  You are in many desirable

places!  You exist with various different names!’.

13:37: MÂvuru Àkiya talaipiri oruva¸ai ‘You are the primal source for

the three’.

145.  “AkÈramambarÀntadhÃteÍ”   - BrahdÀraya UpaniÈad 5:8.

146. “Kasminnu khalvÀkÀœa otaœca protaœca” - SÀrÁraka MimÀmsai: SÂtra 9.

147. Avyaktam - it indicates the point that, the eye, which is perceiving

the vessel, printed cloth , etc., can’t see this form.

148. “Yasya brahma ca kÈatraðca ubhe bhavata odanaÍ/

mrutyuryasyopasecanam/

ka itthÀ vedayatra saÍ//” - KaÇakavalli UpaniÈad 1:2.

149. “ParaÍ parÀõÀm paramaÍ paramÀtmÀtmasamsthtaÍ/

rÂpavarõÀdi nirdeœaviœeÈaõavivarjitaÍ//”  - ŒrÁ ViÈõu PurÀõa 1.2:10.

150. “Ma¸icarkkut t¼var p½lat t¼varkkum t¼vÀ” - TVM 8.1:5.

151. In this verse, the word ‘aºivyantu’ shall be parted as, ‘aºivu+iyantu’.

Here iyantu is changed version of ‘Ántu’.  ‘±ntu’ means ‘giving’.

152. “ViÈõurÀtmÀ bhagavato bhavasyÀmitatejasaÍ/

tasmÀddhanurjyÀsamsparœam sa viÈehe maheœvaraÍ//”

- MahÀbÀratam Karõaparvam . See the BhagavadviÈayam, vol. 1A,

(1999), op.cit., p. 330.
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153. “TaÞal niºa vaõõa¸ naõõÀr nakaram viÞa, na¸i malai cilai vaÒaivu ceytu,

aôku, aÞal niºa ampu atu À¸ava¸e”     -  Periya TirumoÞi 6.1:3.

154. Refer to ParipÀÇal 1:76-78 (ParipÇal TiraÇÇu): CelviÇaip pÀka¸ tiripuraô

ceººuÞik, kalluyar ce¸¸i imayavil nÀõÀkit, tolpukaÞ tantÀrun tÀm ‘when

Œiva, who firmly possesses the walking bull, destroying the three

citadel, He bend down the highest mountain HimÀlaya as bow. At

that time, AdiœeÈa, by becoming as string to the bow, bestow great

honour to Him’.

155. “Yo brahmÀõam vididhÀti pÂrvam yo vai vedÀmœca prahiõoti tasmai/”

- SvedhÀœvataram. Vide: BhagavadviÈayam, vol. 1A, (1999), op.cit.,

p. 331.

156. “Etau dvau vibudhaœreÈÇhau prasÀdakrodhajau smÃtaÒa/

tadÀdarœitapanthÀnau sÃÈÇisamhÀrakÀrakau//”

- MahÀbhÀratam SÀntiparvam 169.

157. See the commentary of sÂtra, “sarvatÀnupa patteœca” of the second

pÀdam of second chapter of Branma SÂtra. While reading the

commentary part of the verse (1.1:9), the reader, side by side has

to peruse the references of th verse. Then only the inner meaning

of it shall be crystal clearly realized.

158. NammÀÞvÀr also refutes the supremacy of other Devatas such as

BrahmÀ and establishes the truth that, the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa

alone is the superior to all the other Devadas.

159. Starting from, ‘if the Sarva SÂnyavÀdins argue’ and up to,

‘philosophy behind the Sarva SÂnyavÀda shall not be accomplished

for further argument’ shows the vicÀra ‘unbiased examination’ of

NammÀÞvÀr.

160. If stated, ‘exist’, then, it refers to the fact that, there is existence.

Then, if asserted, ‘not exist’, then, the statement also points out the

fact that, there is existence. In this circumstance, through the

elaboration of the argument, the doctrine of Sarva SÂnyavÀdins is

refuted. If it is analyzed the statements, ‘there is existence (uÒÒatu)’

and ‘there is no existence (illatu)’, it is confirmed that, the substance

stating ‘there is existence’ alone has the differentiated state of

‘appearance (t½¸ºukiºa)’. For example, if expressed, ‘there is pot’,
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then, there alone, ‘the differentiated form of clay’ shall be appeared.

In other words, the previous state of clay (cause) appeared at

present in a differentiated form as pot (effect). If said as, ‘pot is

destroyed’, then, it means the effective state of pot is changed into

its causal state, i.e., clay. In this context, the above arguments should

be realized within the background of the  ŒrÁvaiÈõava theo-

philosophy of sthÂla as well as sÂkÈma states of the animate and

inanimate objects of the universe and the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa

as the supreme controller of the states. So, there is certainly no

way to express the absolute non-existence. If it is argued in the

statements, ‘there is no rabbit horn’ and ‘there is no sky lotus’,

there ‘absence of existence‘ is fully explicated and in them, ‘absence

of differentiated form of appearance’ is absolutely delineated.   If

it is properly analyzed the truth, ‘there is no absolute non-existence’

shall be realized. In the following arguments, it is very clearly

explained. If it is averred, ‘there is no rabbit horn’, actually it does

not mean, there is no rabbit’ and ‘there is no horn’. If it stated, ‘no

sky lotus’ actually it does not indicate, ‘there is no sky and ‘there

is no lotus’. But, in the above statements, the truth is obtained that,

there is no relation between ‘rabbit’ and ‘horn’, as such no relation

between ‘sky’ and ‘lotus’. In short, it is rightly argued that, in

between the two objects, there is no logical relation at all. On the

other hand, the proclamation wouldn’t point out that, basically

there is absence of substance at all and at any time. So, the fact is

understood that, based on the above arguments, the doctrine of

Sarva SÂnyavÀdins wouldn’t be established.

Note (1.1:9.2.1): For the fruitful argument to support NammÀÞvÀr,

the statement, ava¸ uÒanÀmiÇattil, ‘yÀva¸ oruva¸ukku uyirkaÒ ellÀm

carÁram? yÀva¸ oruva¸ukku ivvulakamÀ¸atu carÁram?’ e¸kiºapaÇiy¼,

ivvulakam ava¸ukkuc carÁramÀy iruppati¸Àl urimaippaÇtatÀy uõÇÀm ‘in

the state of ‘He (the Lord) is’, as averred, to whom these Àtmas (the

cit) are the œarÁra?, and to whom, the world (the acit) is the œarÁra?,

thereby it is inferred that, since the Àtmas and world are the Lord

ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa’s œarÁra, He is the Owner as well as controller of
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the universe’ (Vide: Purushothama Naidu (2012), op .cit., p.98)is to

be remembered. So, it is asserted that, the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa

is eternally beyond doubt existing. This argument against the Sarva

SÂnyavÀdins is very much necessary and it is the base for the further

arguments. If the reader wants to have further clarification, it is

better to discuss this theme with the traditional ŒrÁvaiÈõava scholars.

161. NirupÀdhikaniÈedham - Exception, which shall not be restricted by

time and place.

162. Cetana - the Àtma possesses the knowledge.

163. “EÈa ma ÀtmÀantarhÃdaye jyÀyÀn prathivyÀ jyÀyÀnantarikÈÀt jyÀyÀ¸ divo

jyÀyÀnebhyo lokebhyaÍ” - ChÀndogya UpaniÈad. Refer to

BhagavadviÈayam, vol. 1A, (1999), op.cit., pp. 345-346.

164. “Tayir uõÇa po¸ vayiºu iv ¼Þ ulakum uõÇum iÇam uÇaittÀl”        - Periya

TirumoÞi 11.5:3.

165. The subject matters of the first two lines of this verse (TVM 1.1:11)

are comparable with the following verses.

PuºananÂºu 2: maõ tiõinta nila¸um, nila¸ ¼ntiya, vicumpum, vicumpu

taivaru vaÒiyum, vaÒittalaiiya tÁyum, tÁmuraõiya nÁrum e¸ºÀôku,

aimperumpÂtattu iyaºkai p½lap, p½ººÀrp poºuttalum cÂÞcciya takalamum,

valiyun teºalum aÒiyu muÇaiy½y

‘Your nature like five elements – the earth filled with sand. The

sky raised above the earth, wind that blows in the sky, fire that

sweeps up the wind and water that encounter that fire. You tolerate

your enemies and your deliberation is broad. You are strong,

destructive and merciful’.

ParipÀÇal 4:25-31: ni¸ vemmaiyum viÒakkamum jðÀyiººu uÒa; ni¸

taõmaiyum cÀyalum tiôkaÒuÒ uÒa; ni¸ curattalum vaõmaiyum mÀriula;

ni¸, purattalum n½¸maiym jðÀlattu uÒa; ni¸ nÀººamum vaõmaiyum pÂvai

uÒa, ni¸ t½ººamum akalamum nÁri¸ uÒa, ni¸ uruvamum oliyum ÀkÀyattu

uÒa ‘Your warmth and light are in the Sun! Your cool nature is in

the moon! Your clarity and generosity are in the rain! Your

donourship and great patience are in the world! Your fragrance

and luster are in the kÀ flower! Your appearance and stature are in

the ocean! Your form and sound are in the sky!’.
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166. Yogam - the union.

167. “Atra gÃdhraÍ patati” - Verify: BhagavadviÈayam,   vol. 1A, (1999),

op.cit., p. 350. Also, see the TamiÞ Lexicon (1982) vol.1, p. 24.

168. NiÈkÃÈÇam - the very pure.

169. UpalakÈaõa - It is a kind of uddhi ‘(literary) technique’ through

which the nature of a thing is realized with the help of known

thing (o¸ºi¸a muÇittal ta¸¸i¸a muÇittal).  Another way of explanation:

‘Implying something that has not been made explicit by expressing

another thing associated or connected with it. Secondary or

unessential mark which helps the recognition of a thing, as the

branch of a tree is pointed out to enable one to see through it a

constellation or the crescent moon’.

170. “PrÀptarÀjyasya rÀmasya vÀlmÁkir bhagavÀn ÃÈiÍ/

 cakÀra caritam kÃtsnam vicitrapathamÀtmavÀn//”

- ŒrÁ RÀmÀyaõa BÀla-KÀõça 4:1.

171. “PÀÇhye geye ca madhuram pramÀõaistÃbhiranvitam/

 jÀtibhissaptabhirbaddham tantrÁlayasamanvitam//”

- ŒrÁ RÀmÀyaõa BÀla-KÀõça 2.18.

By comparing subject matters of the œloka with that of TiruvÀymoÞi,

the following technical terms related to the verse are explained:

EÞuttu - letter, acai - expletive, cÁr - gracefulness, taÒai - metrical

connection of the last syllable of any foot with the first of the

succeeding, aÇi - metrical line  and antÀti - poems in which the last

letter, syllable or foot of the last line of one stanza is identical with

the first letter, syllable or foot of the succeeding stanza, the sequence

being kept on between the last and the first stanza of the poem as

well.

172. “Tasya buddhriyam jÀtÀ vÀlmÁk¼rbhÀvitÀtmanaÍ/

kÀvyam rÀmÀyaõam kÃtsnamÁdÃœai karavÀõyaham//”

- ŒrÁ RÀmÀyaõa BÀla-KÀõça 2.41.

173. There are two meanings to the TamiÞ word, vÁÇu ‘the mokÈa’. The

first meaning is viÇuppaÇÇa¸a ‘detached with’. The second meaning

is an upacÀra ‘figurative application of the attribute of one thing

upon another, mentioning the cause in the form of effect.
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The expression ‘these ten stanzas’ means the cause and if mentioned

as, ‘ten stanzas lead to the mokÈa’, then, the statement signifies the

connotation with the mention of effect.

174. NammÀÞvÀr through this verse (TVM 1.1:11), starting from,

‘karavicumpu ‘the vigorous ether’’ and up to, ‘Ày ni¸ºapara¸ ‘the

supreme Lord, the great contriver and controller of the five

element’, points out the acquisition of the paratvajðÀna ’supreme

knowledge’. The °ÞvÀr, in this context, by stating vÁtu, i.e., the

mokÈa, mentions the final state of emancipation. He, by referring to

‘these foregoing ten stanzas’, elucidates the fact, i.e., ‘if one follows

the subject matter of this decade in life, he will certainly obtain the

mokÈa’.

175. “Uyarv¼ para¸paÇiyai uÒÒatellÀm tÀ¸kaõÇu

 uyarv¼tam n¼rkoõÇu uraittu – mayarvu¼tum

vÀrÀmal mÀ¸iÇarai vÀÞvikkum mÀºa¸col

v¼rÀka v¼viÒaiyum vÁÇu” - TiruvÀymoÞi NÂººantÀti 1.
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ŒrÁ LakÈmÁ, the Goddess of Fortune

Homage to ŒrÁ RÀmÀnuja, who is endowed with the grace of the

Goddess ŒrÁ LakÈmÁ

Long Live, the Flowery Feet of MÀºa¸

SECOND DECADE (1.2)

INTRODUCTION

NammÀÞvÀr recommends the sÀdhya bhakti

There are two kinds of  the mokÈa œÀstras1 such as explaining the

nature of the God and describing the means to attain Him. Between these

two, in the first decade, NammÀÞvÀr wonderfully clarified the auspicious

qualities of the God, who is the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa. Subsequently,

through this decade, he describes the means to attain Him. If asked, ‘what

is the means?’, it is explained as follows. TirumalaiyÀõÇÀ¸, by following ŒrÁ

°ÒavantÀr’s gracious path, handles this TiruvÀymoÞi as the text, recommends

to follow the prapatti mÀrga. ŒrÁ RÀmÀnuja, who is traditionally known as

EmperumÀ¸Àr also, by following ŒrÁ °ÒavantÀr’s approachable path and

accordingly completed his ŒrÁbhÀÈya. After completion of the text, he

considered this as the subject matter for the bhakti2. Then, EmbhÀr also

followed EmperumÀ¸Àr’s approach3. In this context, naturally a question is

raised, ‘if they followed as such and if they do not consider this text,

TiruvÀymoÞi as the subject matter of the bhakti, then, shall it be otherwise

granted for the prapatti?’ and ‘is it acceptable to comment this text in

accordance with the prapatti?’. If so, after an indepth study, as an answer,
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it is delineated that, NammÀÞvÀr’s bhakti as well as the prapatti are expressed

within the spiritual state of vikalpa4. If so, there is a question, ‘between the

two kinds of the bhakti, which is accurately recommended by NammÀÞvÀr?’5.

For the proper answer, his divine status with the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa

is to be realized. As he asseverated, ‘the Lord, who dispels all the doubts

and grants pure knowledge’6, his knowledgeable aspects have matured in

the form of the sÀdya bhakti. In this context, the  °ÞvÀr never said that, he

gained one, but, expressed as such is a different. If he conveyed as such,

then, he will be considered in the side of vibralambha7. So, it is properly

answered that, NammÀÞvÀr taught the bhakti, which he himself spiritually

realized it from the Lord8.

NammÀÞvÀr’s bhakti is not as that of the bhakti envisaged by the VedÀnta

To know the actual truth, his nature of the bhakti is to be further

delineated. If he taught so, then, there is a question, ‘those who have a

mind, which is embedded with the karma as well as the jðÀna’9, does it not

the bhakti obtained by mind, which is purified by the karma as well as the

jðÀna?’. Again, if asked, ‘what would be the medium, through which he

obtained this bhakti?’. The answer is that, when the God’s grace flourished

at the mental junction of the  karma as well as the jðÀna, his bhakti emerged

out. Even then, if it is questioned, ‘does this bhakti appears to be

recommended by the VedÀnta, if it is not, then, what is the speciality of

NammÀÞvÀr’s bhakti?’  In this regard, it is elucidated that, NammÀÞvÀr is

unequivocally praised with, because he obtained this bhakti only out of the

sheer Sarveœvara’s nirketuka kÃpÀ10. Moreover, if his bhakti is considered as

that of the bhakti expressed by the VedÀnta, then, there shall be the

contradiction of apaœÂdrÀdhikaraõanyÀya11. So, the °ÞvÀr’s bhakti is unique

and certainly not as that of the bhakti revealed in the VedÀnta. In this

context, VaÇakkuttiruvÁtippiÒÒai, the Commentator, by observing the nature

of the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa as expounded in the first decade and the

sÀdhya bhakti, i.e., the prapatti as the means to attain Him as recommended

in this second decade, beautifully elucidates the harmonious outlook of

the first and the second decades.
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NammÀÞvÀr’s teachings are not as the outcome of his virakta

There is also another kind of harmony between these two decades12.

In the first decade, the °ÞvÀr enjoyed countless auspicious qualities of the

Lord and through this, he, for others, teaches the subject matters, which he

obtained from Him. If so, there is a question, ‘in the previous decade, he

took much of his time to enjoy the paratva of the Lord, then, in this decade,

to others, how he teaches the subject matters, which are stored within his

holy heart?’. The Commentator answers the question in detail. For it, he

raised a question, ‘does the °ÞvÀr did the same, either because of fulfillment

of his spiritual experience of subject matters or because of his virakta13

towards the experience of subject matters?’. The answer for the first part

of question is elucidated. As asserted, ‘He does not know His own nature’14

and ‘faultless - uncontainable-flood-of-joy’15, since the subject matters, which

he experienced are beyond his limit and flood of joy, he did the teaching

certainly not because of his fulfillment of spiritual experience. The second

part of the question is answered. As expressed, ‘my love swells like the

ocean’16, ‘beyond the earth its peripheral ocean seven and

ultra-mundane regions afar’17 and ‘you did appease, in full’18, since the

subject matters, which he enjoyed are immeasurable and spiritually

overwhelmed beyond the limit, he did the teaching certainly not because

of his virakta towards the experience of subject matters.

NammÀÞvÀr’s teachings possess the special significances

For the second part of question, raised in the previous para, there

is a sub question, ‘if it is not because of virakta, then, is there any other way

of dealing with the subject?’.  But, suppose there may be love upon the

particular subject, but, for some other time there is the possibility of the

virakta upon the same thing. So, based on this reason, to the °ÞvÀr’s love

upon the subject may be changed into the virakta for some other time.  But,

as affirmed, ‘every moment, every day, every month, every year, every

age, age after age, my insatiable ambrosia flows like fresh juice, just made’19,

since the Lord is afresh for always, it shall not be averred that, the °ÞvÀr

experienced the virakta for some other time. In the line of thinking it shall

be asserted that, the °ÞvÀr disliked himself to become as  ÀcÀrya. Moreover,
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while he taught his divine experience to others he also altogether rejected

the fame and things and even to worship him by others20. In addition, the

°ÞvÀr not even followed any rules as, ‘I wouldn’t teach to the œiÈya, who

didn’t spent an year as life of a œiÈya in his guru’s house21. Thus, by

exhausting all the possibilities of questioning and answering and criticism,

finally it is understood that, the cause for NammÀÞvÀr’s teaching to others

is unique and bearing some special significant.

The noble cause of NammÀÞvÀr’s teachings

The Commentator continues to comment about the noble cause for

the °ÞvÀr’s teachings to others. Since his ineffable spiritual experience with

the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa is overflowing beyond normalcy, uncontrollably

he starts his teachings. In other words, since the nature of his different

kinds of obtained divine experiences are not to be enjoyable all alone and

since the wishes to  enjoy the same with fellow devotees, NammÀÞvÀr

started his teachings to others. So, with the thinking, ‘to whom, we each

other shall feel and share the esoteric experience’, he focused his courteous

eye upon the samsÀrÁs ‘one involved within the worldly activities along

with the cycle of births as the result of karma’. At that time, the °ÞvÀr

sorrowfully felt that, like he is having the indomitable love upon the Lord,

these samsÀrÁs are deluded with the wrong knowledge because of their

indomitable desire towards the sensual pleasures. So, he attained the higher

state that, unless to eradicate their nature of destituteness, he shall not be

a humane and not to have his essence with meaning of existence. Thus,

NammÀÞvÀr with humanistic tendency started his teachings to the samsÀrÁs.

The nature of the vaiÈõavadharmam

In this context, the Commentator, by putting the questions, ‘what is

the cause for his empathy upon the samsÀrÁs? and why the °ÞvÀr becomes

as such?’, graciously answers that, a true VaiÈõava should have the

vaiÈõavadharmam. In continuation, he perspicuously defines the nature of

the vaiÈõavadharmam. The Commentator, by referring to the glorious

statement of JÁyar22, i.e., ‘‘to one, who knows himself whether he is

possessing the vaiÈõavatvam or not‘, authoritatively explains the nature of

it. If a true ŒrÁvaiÈõava happens to watch the  other’s painful situation, he
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should have grief. If so, then only he has the prÀpta ‘destiny’ to think as,

‘I am having the bhagavatsambandham ‘the relation with the Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa’’. In this place, the fact is to be remembered that, since practicing

the bhÀgavataœeÈatvam as the proper means to gain the bhagavadsambandham,

the ŒrÁvaiÈõava gratefully thinks about the bhagavadœeÈatvam,  the ultimate

destiny  of  him.  Instead,  while  he  is  witnessing the other’s painful

situation and if he thinks as, ’let him suffer with that grief’, he will not

have the destiny to think as, ‘I am having the bhagavatsambandham’. In this

background, since the °ÞvÀr had the merciful eye upon the samsÀris, he is

considered to be superior and pioneer as a true VaiÈõava.

The aspirant, by performing the bhakti has obtained the Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa

‘If  the °ÞvÀr is respected as the true VaiÈõava and he followed the

vaiÈõavadharmam, then, what shall be the means for him to redeem the

samsÀrÁs?’. It is answered that, for them, he did the paropadeœa ‘supreme

teachings to them’. At the first, he sympathetically considers them with

much of piteousness, i.e., since these samsÀrÁs possess the knowledgeable

aspects and have the discriminative knowledge about the degrading

malicious activities and valuing  of the meritorious deeds, to them, if

properly  points out about their lowliness of attachment with the worldly

objects and greatness of attachment with divine aspects, they shall follow

the religious adherence towards the Lord.  In this regard, NammÀÞvÀr

hopefully teaches them about the goodness of the Lord, nature of ruination

of their attached objects, which possess the errors like the meanness and

instability and the nature of means to remove the obstacles23, while getting

attachment with supreme reality. He adds his teachings that, while attaching

himself with reality, for the aspirant, there is nothing new to perform fresh

activities, but, remembering the eternal relation of the Àtma with the Lord

ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa will enough. In this context, the °ÞvÀr also guides the

devotees by giving the proper mantra to get union with the Lord and

explains about nature and method of performing prayer upon Him. Thus,

he superbly concludes his preaching that, the devotees have to fully detach

themselves with other things except the Lord and through performing the

bhakti24 upon Him, they shall easily reach over the gracious feet of Him.
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1.2:1. Give up the other things and surrender to the

Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa

Transliteration

“VÁÇumi¸ muººavum, vÁÇuceytu ummuyir

 vÁÇuÇai yÀ¸iÇai, vÁÇucey mi(¸)¸¼”.

Verbal Translation

VÁÇumi¸: give up the desire; muººavum: in total; vÁÇuceytu: by giving

up thus; um: your; uyir: the Àtma; vÁÇuÇai yÀ¸iÇai: the custodian of the mokÈa;

vÁÇucey mi(¸)¸¼: you surrender your Àtma unto Him.

Translation

‘Give up totally and giving up thus, surrender your Àtma unto Him,

the custodian of the mokÈa’.

1.2:1.1. Introduction: NammÀÞvÀr advises to the samsÀris

NammÀÞvÀr through this verse, advises the householders to give up

all other things except the destined object, which is to be caught hold of.

‘Give up’. At the first, it is to be known that, what are all the things should

be given up. When a small child is holding a snake, the mother or elder,

at the first, out of fear will shout , ‘drop’, then, he or she will say, ‘the

snake’. Like that, when somebody is sleeping in the house and if it is on

fire, the on looker, at the first, screams as, ‘come out’, then, he or she will

convey that, the house is on fire. As such, the °ÞvÀr, at the first

empathetically instruct as, ‘give up’. If so, within this context, if asked,

’what is the demerit of these Àtmas?’, then, the answer is, ‘these Àtmas are

suffering out of births and deaths’. As declared by VibhÁÈaõa, ‘being reviled

by him and treated harshly like a menial, I have come to seek RÀghava’s

shelter, renouncing my children and wife’25 and ‘I am RÀvaõa’s younger

brother and have been greatly insulted by him. I have therefore come to

seek your shelter, the refuge of all creatures, abandoning LaôkÀ and

renouncing my friends and riches. My kingdom, life and happiness are all

at your disposal’26, the pioneers, who attained the grace of the Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa27, have at the first gave up everything, then surrendered to His

holy feet. If so, it has to be known that, what is the import behind the
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plural context of word, ‘give up’?’. For this, the Commentator gives proper

answer. NammÀÞvÀr does not advise the individual, who controlled the

five indriyas, but, to one, among the people, who suffer out of the heat of

the samsÀra. In other words, the °ÞvÀr, by thinking that, among the people,

atleast somebody may have the genuine interest towards the Lord, in

general advises the humanity as, ‘give up’.

1.2:1.2. Commentary

1.2:1.2.1. One has to give up the desire totally

‘Give up totally’. When caõçÀÒa’s settlement is changed into

bhrÀhmaõas’ settlement, there will not be anything left out and accepted

few things as such. Like that, if somebody is polluted out of the ahaôkÀra

of mine and thine, then, it is not possible for him to acquire certain good

qualities. So, NammÀÞvÀr advises us, ‘give up totally’. ‘Giving up thus’.

The °ÞvÀr, at the first asserted, ‘give up totally’, then, once again uttered

as, ‘giving up thus’. If so, what is the intention? The Commentator gives

proper answer. If a son of a king is in jail28 and if he has to crown as full

fledged king and rule the country, at the first, he has to give up the jail.

In this context, ‘give up or coming out of the jail’ is considered as significant

result. Like that, if one obtains the higher dignity, he has to give up the

previous position. So, the phrase, ‘giving up thus’ denotes the ‘obtaining

the reputation of act of giving up’.

1.2:1.2.2. One has to surrender to the holy feet of the Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa

‘Your Àtma unto Him, the custodian of the mokÈa’. As expressed, ‘to

whom, all the  Àtmas are the œarÁra, to whom, the world is the œarÁra’29, this

sentence signifies as, ‘to whom, who possesses your Àtma and your œarÁra,

that is the house of it’. To this sentence, three kinds of meanings in question

form shall be given. They are, ‘who possesses your Àtma as his œarÁra’?, ‘to

whom, your Àtma has to be submitted?’ and ‘who is the custodian of the

mokÈa?’. In this place, NammÀÞvÀr advises us as, ‘I do not say to investigate

the goodness to the œarÁra, which is destroyable, but, I am guiding to try

to find at goodness to the Àtma, which is eternal’. He also, adds as, ‘the

goodness is not for my Àtma, but, to your Àtmas’. By including the above
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contents only, the °ÞvÀr appropriately uses the phrase, ‘your Àtma’. In this

context, he also, by thinking the greatness of the Lord, generously uses the

phrase, ‘unto Him’. If one wishes to know the glory of the God and asks

the °ÞvÀr as, ‘who, He is?’. For this, he certainly answers as, ‘the glorious

Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa’30. So, by realizing NammÀÞvÀr’s advise and by

understanding the truth contents of questionings raised above, it is properly

answered that, the Àtma ought to surrender to the holy feet of the Lord for

its attainment of the mokÈa.

1.2:1.2.3. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa is the master and proprietor of the

world

‘Surrender your Àtma unto Him, the custodian  of the mokÈa’. The

°ÞvÀr advises us as, ‘the Lord is, by having all the things and apabilities

compassionately looking at your Àtmas. So, you also without having the

egoistic tendency of mine and thine, surrender your Àtma to His holy feet.

That is, after becoming yourself as His property, without any question and

doubt, you have to surrender your Àtma unto Him’. In this situation, if

asked, ‘what is the reward for this surrender?’, then, there is no necessity

of prÀyaœcitta31 to be performed. If so, what would be the reason? For this

question, the Commentator elaborates the answer. If performs the prÀyaœcitta

with the egoistic tendency, then, it is just like putting lowly things and

covers the same with wax. So, there should be proper prÀyaœcitta in between

the Lord, who is the master and proprietor and the Àtma, who is the servant

and property of Him. Moreover, since the Àtma is the glorified spiritual

object, it has to submit its wholesome to the holy feet of the Lord and since

there is nobody else as authority, the °ÞvÀr affably advises us as, ‘surrender

your Àtma unto Him, the custodian of the mokÈa’.

1.2:1.2.4. The Àtma has to accept the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa’s protection

The word, ‘surrender’ also refers to the mode of submission. That

is, the °ÞvÀr advises us to submit our Àtma to the Lord. In other words,

‘surrender’ also intends the mode of acceptance. That is, as the °ÞvÀr, we

have to accept the Lord’s gracious protection by the way of gaining the

mokÈa, which is granted by Him. In this place, the illustrious declaration of

ManusmÃti, ‘the Lord ViÈõu is specifically appointing somebody only, also

appointing Yama, He is at the region of Sun, He is not harsh as Yama, He
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used to grace only good things to the all, He is gratefully adored by the

antaryÀmibhrÀhmaõa. He, the Lord of these much glories also dwells within

your heart,  if you are not arguing with Him, that will be enough, that

alone could grant boons as reward and you needn’t neither visit the GaôgÀ

nor the holy cities’32 shall be remembered for comprehension of the Lord

ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa’s saulabhya ‘accessibility’, the highest quality of making

Himself available to all the Àtmas.

1.2:2. Perceiving the demerits of the worldly things lead to the

detachment

Transliteration

“Mi¸¸i¸ nilaiila, ma¸uyir ÀkkaikaÒ

e¸¸um iÇattuiºai, u¸¸umi¸ nÁr¼”.

Verbal Translation

Mi¸¸i¸: as the lightning; nilai: the status of appearing and

disappearing; ila: not having; ma¸: the state of permanence; uyir: the self;

ÀkkaikaÒ: the œarÁras; e¸¸um: as said; iÇattu: in the place; iºai: the God; u¸¸umi¸:

you think upon; nÁr¼: yourself.

Translation

‘You will do well to pause and think about for a while and discover

for your selves that, the stableless bodies the eternal selves get into, last no

more than the fleeting of lightening’.

1.2:2.1. Introduction: One has to detach himself from the worldly things

In the first verse of this decade, NammÀÞvÀr advises us, ‘by leaving

out the things, which are different from the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa and

surrender33 yourself to the holy feet of Him, who is the Sarveœvara¸’. The

°ÞvÀr through this verse, for the question raised by the aspirant, ‘you are

advising us to detach the things, which are different from  the Lord, well,

in this context, it is to be borne in mind that, since from time immemorial,

we firmly attached with these things. if so, does it possible to do the

detachment immediately?, answers as, ‘if you perceive the demerits of

them, then, it is possible to detach from them with immediate effect’.
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1.2:2.2. Commentary

1.2:2.2.1. The stableless nature of the œarÁra

‘Last no more than the fleeting of lightening’. It represents, ‘it is not

even as the time of lightening’. ‘Lightening’. It is meanness and stableless.

Though the œarÁra is stableless, it creates stable knowledge and ends with

destruction. While sleeping, if somebody assuming the smell of sandal and

coolness, may place his hand upon a snake. If somebody else notices the

sight and informs about the snake, certainly he shall withdraw his hand

from the snake. Like that, the aspirant may involve with the things, related

with the œarÁra, which are different from the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa. If

somebody instructs him about the demerits of the œarÁras as, ‘they are

meanness and stableless’, certainly he will leave out those things.

1.2:2.2.2. The Àtma, based on its karma takes the œarÁras

‘The stableless bodies the eternal selves get into’. The assertion means

the Àtma, which is associated with the œarÁra. It also refers to the eternal

Àtma34, which takes the œarÁra. With this ideological stand point, the

Commentator comments the statement as follows. Like a wandering object35

just enters into all the opened doors,  the Àtma takes so many œarÁras.  To

express this point only, NammÀÞvÀr specifies, ‘the stableless bodies the

eternal selves get into’. As revealed, ‘to shake of births cyclically like the

magil seed beads in the abacus’36, like a seed37 grows as a small tree and

the same seed grows as bend or curved tree, the Àtma because of its law

of karma takes so many œarÁras like the Deva œarÁra, etc. Here this treatment

for a single Àtma is also applicable to all the Àtmas.

1.2:2.2.3. The demerits of the Àtmas are not measurable

‘You will do well to pause and think about for a while and discover

for yourself’. NammÀÞvÀr through this, graciously conveyed the message,

‘though the God’s qualities are delineated, the demerits of the Àtma are not

measurable’. ‘You’. It signifies that, for the realization of this truth, there

is no need of any pramÀõa, also no necessity of teachings of great ÀcÀrya.

The truth is self explicated. That is, since the œarÁra is not permanent and

yields demerits, it has to be severed. If so, the Àtma without the œarÁra and

without having demerits shall pursue the holy feet of the Lord for its final

emancipation.
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1.2:3. The means to eliminate the karmas

Transliteration

“NÁrnumatu e¸ºivai, v¼rmutal mÀyttuiºai

 c¼rmi¸ uyirkkuata¸, n¼rniºai illai”.

Verbal Translation

NÁr numatu e¸ºivai: by stating as, ‘you and yours’; v¼rmutal mÀyttu:

by uprooting all the things; iºai: by the master; c¼rmi¸: you join; uyirkku: for

the Àtma; ata¸: to it; n¼rniºai: the equal and superior; illai: there is nothing.

Translation

‘Cutting out the root with its side branches of ahaôkÀra of mine and

thine, join with the Lord, if so, to the Àtma, there shall be no equal and

greater felicity’.

1.2:3.1. Introduction: The means to eradicate the karmas

The aspirants question NammÀÞvÀr, ‘in the previous verse, you

advise us that, by mere observing the demerits of lowly things, it is possible

to detach from them. But, the Àtma exists from time immemorial. In the

span of extended time, its earned karmas are virtually endless. Hence, to

eliminate the same, does it not require enough time as that of the equal

time we earned the karmas?’. As answer to this question, the °ÞvÀr

appropriately illustrates the means to eradicate the karmas. He also states

about the cause for the samsÀra and prescribes the appropriate medicine to

eliminate it.

1.2:3.2. Commentary

1.2:3.2.1. The egoism and the delusion of the Àtma have to be eliminated

‘AhaôkÀra of mine and thine’38. It means the fact that, the ahaôkÀra of

mine and thine is the destructive factor for the Àtma. Since the °ÞvÀr

authoritatively teaches the aspirants, who are all present in front of him,

he used the phrase, ‘mine and thine’. These words represent ‘the first

person’ as, ‘you and yours’ of representing ‘the second person’. It shall be

also commented in a different sense. The °ÞvÀr, by getting fear to pronounce

the words indicating the sense of ahaôkÀra, he says as, ‘you and yours’. It
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elucidates the fact that, if one by chance pronounces the words, his tongue

will be overboiled39.

After this explanation, the Commentator criticizes about the

elimination of egoistic thinking of one’s œarÁra as his own and the demerit

of thinking of one’s own Àtma as an independent entity. In this context,

one shall question, ‘I can eradicate the thinking of my œarÁra as mine, but,

how it is possible not to think of my existence of the Àtma as mine?’. For

this, it is answered that, one should not think like RÀvaõa, who with

egoism, thought of his Àtma as his own and an independent entity. In this

context, the eternal truth has to be remembered. That is, the Àtma is œeÈa to

the ŒeÈi. Moreover, if one points out himself as aham ‘I’, he should not

think that, his œarÁra as his own. Here ‘I’, the first person represents the

œarÁra. In short, possessing the ahaôkÀra indicates the two aspects. That is,

the egoistic thinking of the Àtma as an independent entity and the mental

delusion of the Àtma with the œarÁra. Here, both the aspects need to be

necessarily eliminated to rectify the defect of the Àtma40.

1.2:3.2.2. The ahaôkÀra and the mamakÀra have to be nullified

‘Cutting out the root with its side branches’. The proposition

indicates that, by thinking that, these are all not the real objects and they

shall be renounced along with their vÀsanÀs like cutting out the root with

its side branches. If two trees bound together and if one tree is poisoned

with peruôkÀyam, the commercial resinous product of ferula (asafoetida),

after some day, both the trees will be dead. Like that, if one constantly

thinks that, the ahaôkÀras of mine and thine have to be  detached because

both are not the realities, if so, in course of time, the samsÀra by itself will

be automatically rooted out. ŒrÁ ViÈõu PurÀõa describes the root cause for

birth as, ‘there are two seeds as wrong knowledge of perceiving the Àtma

within the soulless œarÁra and possessing the wrong knowledge of the objects,

which are not belonging to him  for the growth of ignorant tree’41. It also

expounds the knowledge of the Lord as, ‘Oh Achyutha, who does not let

His devotees slip! I am being your servant’42. In this context, the divine

knowledge  is the proper means to eradicate the root cause of birth. So,

since  the Lord is ‘always ready to protect His devotees’ and also expects

the apt time to do so, if the aspirants not have the sense of rejecting the
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Lord’s protection, certainly the negative factors of the ahaôkÀra of mine

and thine will be totally annihilated.

1.2:3.2.3. One has to catch hold of the Lord’s feet for the final emancipation

‘Join with the Lord’. NammÀÞvÀr through this expression advises us

as, ‘by removing the things, which are not to be obtained, catch hold of the

holy feet of ŒeÈi43, who is destined for the final emancipation’. Since the

state of attainment of samsÀri to the holy feet the Lord is like the ruined

ship reaching over the sea shore, the °ÞvÀr beautifully specified this

attainment as, ‘join with the Lord’. ‘If so, to the Àtma, there shall be no

equal and greater felicity’. One should think that, as for the Àtma’s status

of joining with the Lord, there is no superior, no equal and no other

position as fulfilled one to compare. Here, it is to be averred that, to the

Àtma, which is identified with the jðÀna  as well as the Ànanda, at the first,

this greatness of attainment feels to be divine bliss and eventually it enjoys

the supreme pleasure of the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa. So, it is to be revered

that, for the Àtma, there is no equal and superior to this nobleness of

joining with the Lord. As such, the Commentator concludes with the

references from ViÈõu Dharma, ‘for the one who has the mind, which is

attached to the worldly pleasures and is immersed in the ocean of the

samsÀra and tracking down by the five indriyas of animal lived in the

ocean, there is no medium other than the boat of ŒrÁ ViÈõu, who is all

pervading’44. Since, to reach over the shore of the final emancipation ŒrÁ

ViÈõu is the boat of all pervading to atta it45, it mystically connects both

the materialistic and spiritualistic realms of the universe.

1.2:4. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa is the limitless bliss

Transliteration

“Illatum uÒÒatum, allatu ava¸uru

ellaiyil annalam, pulkupaººu aºº¼”.

Verbal Translation

Illatum: the non-existent (fleeting and ever changing) material things

and; uÒÒatum: the ever existing (non-changing) sentient beings and; allatu:

the very different from; ava¸uru: He is with the form; ellaiyil: limitless;
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annalam: by having the quality of bliss; pulku: you look for Him; paººu aºº¼:

without attachment renounce the all.

Translation

‘Renouncing the all desire, seek Him. He is with the limitless bliss,

very different from seemingly non-existent material things and ever existing

sentient beings’46.

1.2:4.1. Introduction: The sweetness of the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa

Through this verse, NammÀÞvÀr affirmatively explains about the

sweetness of the Lord, who is looking for the object, which is not as that

of the objects to be given up47 because they are blissless and possessing

demerits.

1.2:4.2. Commentary

1.2:4.2.1. The ever existing Àtma and non-existing œarÁra

‘Non-existent material things’. At the first, the °ÞvÀr describes the

nature of two kinds of non-existing objects. The first kind is not

understandable through pramÀõas48.  Example, rabbit’s horn. The second

kind is like the delusion of brilliance shell as silver49. When looking into

them, they may appear as objects, but, if crossed with the pramÀõas and

ground reality, they shall not be really existing. In this context, the °ÞvÀr

is not referring to this two kinds of objects as non-existing material things.

But, he, by delineating the nature of non-existence, through the phrase,

‘seemingly non-existent material things’ refers to the œarÁra, which is

destructible like appearing and disappearing of fleeting light. ‘Ever existing

sentient beings’. Since the Àtma is different from the objects, which are

destroyable, he mentions it as, ‘ever existing sentient beings’. In this place,

the report of ŒrÁ ViÈõu PurÀõa, ‘the Àtma, which is stated as, ‘existing’ and

the œarÁra, which is identified as, ‘non-existing’’50 and the proclamation of

TaitrÁya UpaniÈad, ‘‘the Àtmas, which are mentioned with the words, truth’

and ‘the œarÁras, which are pointed out with the  word, ‘false’’51 are to be

compared with the above said °ÞvÀr’s views. There is another way of

commentation for the words ‘non-existence and ever existence’. That is,

‘the œarÁra, which is house for the Àtma and the Àtma, which resides at the
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house of the œarÁra’. It elucidates the truth that the non-existence is the

œarÁra and ever existence is the Àtma.

1.2:4.2.2. The enjoyment of the bliss of the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa

‘He is with the limitless bliss, very different’. The Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa’s inner nature is not as that of the œarÁra, which is destructive

and not as that of the Àtma, which is due to the association with the œarÁra

feels as, ‘I possess the sense of pleasure’. ‘If so, what is the Lord’s inner

nature?’.  For that, NammÀÞvÀr answers His nature as, ‘He is with the

limitless bliss’. The following pramÀõas are affirming the Lord’s nature as,

‘filled with bliss’52, ‘He is pure consciousness’53, ‘the glory of eternal joy’54,

‘Oh!, radiant knowledge-bliss’55 and ‘the Lord naturally possesses all the

good qualities’56. ‘Seek Him’. Since to the individual, who has  the quality

of knowledge, to him, the enjoyment of the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa is to be

as, ‘aôganÀpariÈvaôgam’57. ‘Renouncing all the desire’. The °ÞvÀr through

this phrase advises the aspirants that, when experiencing the Lord, they

have to eliminate all the kinds of attachments with the œarÁra and the

external objects of the world. In this context, aspirant shall not be as

irukarayar ‘holding on both the worldly pleasure as well as devotion with

the Lord. So, the °ÞvÀr advises them to renounce all the kinds of urge with

exterior attachments and experience the auspicious qualities of the Lord

completely. Since the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa is glorified as, ‘the Lord who

loved even by loveless’58, the aspirants have to pursue the Lord without

any kind of attachment with the worldly pleasure.

1.2:5. The elimination of the obstacles to obtain the

status of the mokÈa

Transliteration

“Aººatu paººuenil, uººatu vÁÇuuyir

ceººatu ma¸¸uºil, aººuiºai paºº¼”.

Verbal Translation

Aººatu enil: if freed from; paººu: attachment; uººatu: seek/obtained;

vÁÇu: the mokÈa; uyir: the Àtma; ceººatu: by destroying; ma¸¸uºil: firmly; aººu:

by giving up; iºai: the God; paºº¼: the exclusive devotion unto Him.
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Translation

‘If freed from the worldly attachments, the Àtma obtains the final

emancipation, however destroying that self enjoyment at the kaivalya mokÈa,

seek firmly the Lord with exclusive devotion unto Him’.

1.2:5.1. Introduction: The status of the obstacles to attain the mokÈa

NammÀÞvÀr, in this verse, amiably utters the method of destroying

obstacles to attain the Lord59.  Here obstacle indicates the menacing domain

of self enjoyment known as the kaivalya mokÈa. If so, if the kaivalya mokÈa

is considered as obstacle, then, in what way it is considered as such? It is

answered. If one wishes to obtain the rank of Indra, he wouldn’t wish to

degrade himself to attain aiœvarya. If one wishes to obtain the position of

BrahmÀ, he wouldn’t wish to attain the lower category  of Indra. If one

wishes to obtain self enjoyment at the kaivalya mokÈa, he wouldn’t wish to

attain the lower status of enjoying the aiœvaya, etc. If one wishes to obtain

the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa, who possesses all the kinds of auspicious

qualities, he wouldn’t wish to attain the above mentioned other lower

prominences. So, it is understood that, among the above cited stages, there

are much of obstacles for each and every standing.

1.2:5.2. Commentary

1.2:5.2.1. The attachment with the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa for spiritual

enjoyment

‘If freed from the worldly attachments the Àtma obtains the final

emancipation’. The statement means, ‘if the desire from the œarÁra and the

objects related with the same are to be given up’. If so, then, the Àtma

attains emancipation. The remark shall be slightly changed as, ‘the Àtma

obtains the final emancipation’. The Àtma, which has the differentiated

knowledge and inner nature, forgets itself due to the relation with the

œarÁra. If it practices the yoga and eliminates forgetfulness, its inner nature

shall be resplendent. Since the Àtma is eternal with the form of the jðÀna

and the Ànanda, it may feel enjoying by itself and eventually, it deeply

enjoys by itself alone. Over here, the °ÞvÀr specified this state of

emancipation as, ‘the kaivalya mokÈa’. ‘However destroying that self

enjoyment at the kaivalya mokÈa’. It refers to the principle that, one has to
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destroy the self enjoyment at the kaivalya mokÈa altogether without even a

trace of it. After destroying, if he firmly attaches with the Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa, he shall enjoy the highest spiritual pleasure within Him and

beyond that, there shall not be the higher position to enjoy.

1.2:5.2.2. The surrender to the holy feet of the Lord for the enjoyment of

Him

‘Seek firmly the Lord with exclusive devotion unto Him’. The Àtma,

at the time of obtaining the Lord, it has to firmly surrender to the holy feet

of Him, who is ŒeÈi. It shall be commented in a different direction. As

specified, ‘if you give up the embrace of dames. Set your heart on the

Lord’60, NammÀÞvÀr advises us as, ‘let you seek firmly the Lord with

exclusive devotion unto Him’ and altogether destroy the self enjoyment at

the kaivalya mokÈa. To get this meaning, the finite word paººu ‘attachment’

has to be changed with the  TamiÞ grammatical principle of eccam ‘the

noun or verb that completes the sense of case endings, participles and

finite verb’. Out of this change, the word ‘aººu’ will be derived. Here, ‘aººu’

means to cease completely or destroy altogether. Then, the truthful

implication shall be derived. It elucidates that, if one destroys self enjoyment

at the kaivalya mokÈa and surrenders to the holy feet of the Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa, then, the door of the paramapada will be opened to him for the

enjoyment of the supreme pleasure of Him.

1.2:6. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa is the embodiment of the

spiritual love

Transliteration

“Paººila¸ Áca¸um, muººavum ni¸ºa¸a¸

  paººilai yÀyava¸, muººil aÇaôk¼”.

Verbal Translation

Paººila¸: the Lord, with love, which is His residence; Áca¸um: the

Lord supreme; muººavum: by exceedingly; ni¸ºa¸a¸: one, who stands

steadfastly; paººilaiyÀy: the Lord too with attachment, but, don’t have

partiality; ava¸: ±œa¸; muººil: He is All-in-One; aÇaôk¼: hold on to Him and

get absorbed in serving Him exclusively.
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Translation

‘The supreme Lord, being solely attached with His devotees, ’He is

All-in-one worldly things’. And so, hold on to Him and get absorbed in

serving Him exclusively’.

1.2:6.1. Introduction: The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa is the supreme

NammÀÞvÀr, in the previous verse, satisfactorily clears up about the

elimination of  obstacles to obtain the holy feet of the Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa. If so, for the question, ‘does the Lord, who is the

avÀptasamastakÀma¸, the ŒeÈi with the saulabhyaguõa becomes as our

prÀyaœcitta and redeemer?’, the °ÞvÀr through this verse answers that, in

His side, there is nothing for rectification and He is the supreme to get

attachment.

1.2:6.2. Commentary

1.2:6.2.1. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa’s supreme quality is His sausÁlyam

‘The supreme Lord, being solely attached with His devotees’. It

expresses that, the supreme Lord, who, out of the pure love solely attached

with His beloved devotees. The word, ‘paººila¸’ is transformation of the

word, ‘paººilÀ¸’. It is just as, ‘akattilÀ¸’. The term, ‘akattilÀ¸’ refers to the

one, who is within the house. If asked, ‘though He is with the love, is He

not the God?’, the °ÞvÀr answers,  ‘He is ±œa¸ with all promising excellences

and by all means qualified as, ‘the God (Áca¸)”. Here, the Commentator, by

putting a question, ‘though the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa is with the

auspicious qualities, are they in still fear to others?’, clarifies the Lord’s

nature of the sauœÁlya ‘the ability to mingle with those inferior to Him

without strain’. In other words, since the intimate love toward His devotees

is basic attribute among His all other qualities, they are not for creating

fear, but, they are to attract His devotees towards Him. In short, though

the Lord with the Godly qualities, but, ‘being easily approachable’ is His

distinctive nature. The Commentator once again by putting a question,

‘where we witness His distinctive character?’, further elaborates the

greatness of the Lord’s quality of the sausÁlya. ŒrÁ ViÈõu PurÀõa authentically

describes the God’s distinctive quality through MÀlÀkÀrar’s statement as,
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‘BalarÀma and KÃÈõa, who are naturally most compassionate have come to

my home. I most humbly worshipped them. Though MÀlÀkÀrar lived by

selling flowers without attachment with the beauty upon them, he had the

divine darœana of BalarÀma and KÃÈõa’61. The Commentator as the words

of MÀlÀkÀrar elaborately unfolds the quotation without changing the content

and sense as, ‘you both are benevolent and easily approachable. This quality

looks very rare for such supreme personalities. At the time of great masters

are served by their sincere servants, your charitable quality is evidently

visible by your visit to this humble and simple residence in a narrow lane.

Being most fortunate like someone finds a great treasure in the same street,

where he passes by every day. I will engage in what is natural servitude

resides in me’62. From this, it is perceived that, though the Lord possesses

the supreme as well as gracious features , but, from the MÀlÀkÀrar’s incident,

it is delineated that, His merciful quality of the sausÁlya alone stands superb.

1.2:6.2.2. The aspirant has to be absorbed in serving the Lord exclusively

’He is All-in-One worldly things’. As pronounced in the Bhagavad

GÁtÀ, ‘I am equal to all the creatures, nobody is enemy to me, no lover also,

those who attained me through the bhakti, I am also expressing my love to

them’63, the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa stands as equal to them, who have

attained Him. So, through the words, the °ÞvÀr beautifully asserts that,

while all the Àtmas maintain their natural status as such with respect to

their births, conduct and the jðÀna, the Lord maintains His equal dignity

to them without any variation64. ‘Being solely attached’. This asseveration

advises the aspirant as, ‘you also attach yourself with the Lord’. ‘So, hold

on to Him and get absorbed in serving Him exclusively’. This affirmation

signifies the following truth. As uttered, ‘I shall perform everything for

you’65, the aspirant has to be absorbed in serving the Lord exclusively.

1.2:6.3. The commentary by ŒrÁ ParÀœara BhaÇÇar

1.2:6.3.1. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa is all-in-one, who protects His

devotees

ŒrÁ BhaÇÇar also mercifully wrote a wonderful commentary to this

verse. It is as follows: ‘The supreme Lord, being solely attached to His

devotees’. As adored, ‘since present everywhere, possesses all the fulfilled
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desires, you are being VÀsudeva’66, though the Lord is self contended with

all the good qualities, possesses the jðÀna and the Ànanda as His inner

form, bears no demerits, exists with the nityasÂris to command them and

stands in the paramapada, which is looking as the sea with different waves.

But, He is not all attached with anything. More specifically, the Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa has no attachment even with the nityasÂris. In this context, there

is a question, ‘if the Lord does not have attachment with the nityasÂris,

then, is it not the demerit to Him?’. The answer follows. ’He is All-in-one

worldly things’. The Lord gratefully pleases while accepting His devotees,

who approach Him. In this place, ŒrÁ BhaÇÇar gives more importance to the

Lord’s merciful quality of accepting His devotees, who approached Him.

It represents that, the Lord possesses more attachment with His devotees

than the nityasÂris. So, in this context, His quality of not having attachment

with the nityasÂris need not be considered as His demerit. ‘If so, is there

any place, where the Lord stands as such?’. ŒrÁ BhaÇÇar answers from the

incident related with SugrÁva in the ŒrÁ RÀmÀyaõa as, ‘but, O! Hero,

henceforth, do not act so. O! Subduer of enemies, if you come by any

mischance, what shall SÁtÀ avail me’67. For the sake of SugrÁva, ŒrÁ RÀmÀ

is cheerfully willing even to give up his nityÀœrÁ68, who is SÁtÀ. When a cow

gives birth a new calf, to protect the new calf, though the cow with the

vÀtsalyaguõa, it kills even her earlier born calf. From this, the Lord’s nature

of accepting and protecting His devotee is very clearly understood.

1.2:6.3.2. The Lord is the mother, the father, the brother and the final

goal

‘Being solely attached with His devotees’. Here,  ŒrÁ BhaÇÇar

comments this proclamation in a question form as, ‘the Lord is ready even

to ignore the nityasÂris, if so, why can’t you give up everything else to get

attachment with the Lord?’. From this, it is comprehensibly delineated

that, the supreme Lord is always at the disposal of His sincere devotees.

‘So, hold on to Him and get absorbed in serving Him exclusively’. It

reveals that, the devotees have to attach with Him entirely. If asked ‘does

He be entirety?’. From the following pramÀõas, it shall be derived that, He

is solely the entirety for His solely devotees: ‘all the things are VÀsudeva

only’69, ‘mother, father, brother, residence, protector, well wisher, goal are
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only the Lord  ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa only’70 and ‘when attaining father, mother,

etc., they fulfill one particular purpose, when attaining Keœava, all purposes

will be solved’71.

1.2:7. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa is protector and

proprietor of all Àtmas

Transliteration

“AÇaôkeÞil campattu, aÇaôkakkaõÇu Áca¸

  aÇaôkeÞil a¬tue¸ºu, aÇaôkuka uÒÒ¼”.

Verbal Translation

AÇaôkeÞil: by exceedingly enchanting; campattu: the cosmic wealth;

aÇaôka: the state of everything without leaving an entity; kaõÇu: by realizing;

Áca¸: ±œa¸; aÇaôkeÞil: with this sense of belonging; a¬tue¸ºu: it behoves you;

aÇaôkuka: to blend yourself; uÒÒ¼: into it.

Translation

‘Realize that all the exceedingly enchanting cosmic wealth, you

behold, is that of ±œa¸, it behoves you to blend yourself into it’.

1.2:7.1. Introduction:

1.2:7.1.1. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa is the protector

NammÀÞvÀr, in his previous verse, has described that, the Lord

naturally has firm attachment with His devotees. Though He naturally has

the attachment, He possesses the two kinds of great mahÀvibhÂtis, i.e., the

lÁlavibhÂti as well as the nityavibhÂti. The aspirant who approaches Him is

very simple and possesses the inferior senses. If so, how it is possible for

him to approach the Lord. It is answered through an anecdote. A bit of

straw in the midst of ocean, though not remembering its simplicity and

inferior senses, but,   does it not naturally reach the shore through the

continuous waves? Like that, the Lord’s gracious waves of divine wealth

shall push the aspirant towards the ultimate goal. In this context, the

aspirant has to think that, the great wealth is the property of his destined

ŒeÈi, then, he though possesses simplicity and inferior sense, automatically
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reaches over the sea shore of the ultimate goal of performing the nitya

kaiôkarya upon the holy feet of Him.

1.2:7.1.2. The realization of sambandhajðÀna of the Àtma with ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa

If the above mentioned situation is as such, here the need of aspirant

is only to remember his sambandhajðÀna ‘knowledge of the relationship

with the Lord’. ‘If so, how the sambandhajðÀna shall be realized?’. The

Commentator, through the following anecdote explicates this relationship.

A merchant, while his wife was pregnant, travelled to a distant country to

earn wealth. In the meantime, she gave birth to a baby boy and grew well.

After grown up, to follow up the family tradition, he also travelled in the

same country to earn money. The father and son, not knowing their blood

relationship, stayed under the same tent with their earned goods.

Unfortunately, since the place to store the goods was not enough, they

ferociously fought with each other. At that time one, who knew them,

reached over there and conveyed the truth, ‘he is your father and he is

your son’. Then, they felt grief and  they realized their unbreakable relation

and stored their goods in the same tent. Then the father becomes the

protector and his son becomes the subject to be protected. Like that, as

delivered, ‘jÁvÀtmÀ and the ParamÀtma exist in the same tree of the œarÁra,

while the jÁvÀtmÀ enjoys the fruits of its actions, the ParamÀtma remains

shining and overseeing the activities of the first one’72, if we realize the fact

behind the intimate relation between the Lord and His devotees, then, it

is learned that, the Lord is controller and His devotees are the objects to

be controlled by Him. So, by realizing the relationship as such, then, we,

the devotees shall easily approach and mingle with the Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa.

The above expressed relationship also will be presumed through

the following anecdote. A prince, while crossing a beautiful garden, due

to the fear, hesitates to enter into it. Over there, if somebody says, ‘this

garden is your father’s property’, then, the prince shall use the garden as

he wishes.  Like that, if one possesses the in depth thinking of himself as

the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa’s property, then, he shall blend himself into

His glorious spiritual wealth.
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1.2:7.2. Commentary

1.2:7.2.1. The lÁlÀvibhÂti is the divine property of the Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa

‘Realize that all the exceedingly enchanting cosmic wealth, you

behold, is that of ±œa¸, it behoves you to blend yourself into it’. One, by

identifying the exceedingly enchanting cosmic wealth of the lÁlÀvibhÂti and

thinking that, these are all the wealth of the the Lord, who is master and

refugee, he with the sense of belonging, behoves to blend himself within

the wealth of the Lord. ‘If he merged with the Lord’s property, then, what

is fruit for the same?’. The answer for the question is that, the Lord will

be pleased by acquiring His own spiritual wealth. Here, it is to be realized

that, the devotee is the divinely property of the Lord. Again there is a

question, ‘if ŒeÈi pleases, then, what is the fruit for the devotee’s Àtma?’. If

it is so, the devotee’s Àtma will be realized its inner nature, then, it will

exist very nearby the ŒeÈi as the sincere  spiritual slave. In other words, the

fruit of devotee is that, he within the supreme state, realized its inner

nature of œeÈa, i.e., knowing of the œeÈam itself is fruit of blending himself

into the sacred wealth of the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa. Again there are

questions, ‘is it acceptable to consider this lÁlÀvibhÂti as the exceedingly

enchanting cosmic wealth?, and  does it not this vibhÂti possesses the

inferior qualities when comparing with the auspicious qualities of the

Lord?’. For the question, there is a proper answer. The nityavibhÂti is the

bhogabhÂmi. But, the lÁlÀvibhÂti binds by law of karma and exists under the

Lord’s control. On the other hand, if this lÁlÀvibhÂti is considered as the

Lord’s sole property, then, the nature of thinking it as, ‘binds with the

karma’ will not be emerged out. It is because the Lord’s own property will

not possess any kind of demerit. So, this lÁlÀvibhÂti will be gratefully

acknowledged as the divine property of Him.

1.2:7.2.2. The glories of the svasvÀmibhÀva

If asked, ‘if the above mentioned situation is accepted, why today

only the devotee blends himself within the property of the Lord?, does it

not he from time immemorial considered himself as His property?’. The

answer is that, though the devotee’s Àtma is eternal property of the Lord
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ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa, but due to the accumulated karma, the devotee was not

realized the same. But mystically due to the Lord’s nirketuka kÃpÀ, now

only the devotee has realized his svasvÀmibhÀva with Him.  So, based on

possession of the knowledge of relation as, svasvÀmibhÀva ‘property and

owner of the property’, the devotee blends himself within the spiritual

wealth of the Lord. In this context, the realization of the svasvÀmibhÀva, by

the devotee is specifically stressed through the following anecdotes. Though

the ocean is immeasurable, the aquatic creatures like fish can very freely

swim within it73. Like that, by knowing his relationship with the Lord, the

devotee shall easily approach Him. Here, it is to be understood that, a

grass, which does not know its relation with the ocean is pushed out by

the waves toward the shore. If so, the devotees, who certainly know the

svasvÀmisambandhajðÀna with the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa, need not have

the doubt to cross the oceanic births under the supreme control of Him. If

so, there is a question, ‘who would be the in charge to teach the knowledge

of relation to the Lord’s devotee?’. The answer is that, it is the sincere duty

of the ÀcÀrya, who unites the devotee with the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa.

1.2:8. The surrender to the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa to get union

with Him

Transliteration

“UÒÒam uraiceyal, uÒÒaim mÂ¸ºaiyum

uÒÒik keÇuttuiºai uÒÒil oÇuôk¼”.

Verbal Translation

UÒÒam: the mental apprehension; urai: the speech; ceyal: the bodily

action; uÒÒa: already at your command; im mÂ¸ºaiyum: these triple faculties;

uÒÒi: with the true awareness; keÇuttu: by duly divested of all their erstwhile

misplaced attachment and inhibition; iºai uÒÒil: solely dedicated to Iºai, the

Lord; oÇuôk¼: you place them at His exclusive service.

Translation

‘With true awareness that, the triple faculties of mental apprehension,

speech and bodily action, already at your command are meant to be solely
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dedicated to the Lord, place them at His exclusive service, duly divested

of all their erstwhile misplaced attachment and inhibition’.

1.2:8.1. Introduction: The sense faculties have to be dedicated upon the

Lord

If all are attached with the wealth of the Lord, then, ‘is there

‘differentiated individual and individual faculties from Him?’. Then, there

is also another question, ‘if there is differentiated faculties alone, then,

does the process of  worshipping  possible?’. For these questions,

NammÀÞvÀr wonderfully answers, ‘the worship means that, the individual

faculties, which are given by the Lord for personal uses, have to be

dedicated to Him for His command’.

1.2:8.2. Commentary

1.2:8.2.1. The three sense faculties are provided by the Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa

‘Mental apprehension, speech and bodily action already at your

command’. The mind naturally desires to enjoy the external objects. If it is

directed towards inside, then, it spiritually thinks about the Lord. When

that ‘thinking’ matures and overwhelms, as expressed, ‘I sing His glories’74,

it becomes the cause for emerging out as words, which praise the Lord.

Then as noted, ‘subdued by his virtues’75, the œarÁra becomes to prostrate

upon the holy feet of the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa and performs all the

kinds of services to Him. ‘The triple faculties’.Though these three faculties

existing already, but, they are given by the ŒeÈi to serve Him only. So, the

Àtma need not look for the other tools to worship Him. To know the truth,

the following pramÀõas could be remembered. ‘You have devotees here’76

and ‘when a tongue is there in every mouth’77.

1.2:8.2.2. The dedication of the three faculties for the Lord’s exclusive

service

‘With true awareness’. If analyzed, ‘why the Lord created these

three human faculties?, and  how they are at  present?’, then, it is understood

that, they are attached with the worldly object, but truthfully the aspirant
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should not go behind the attachment. ‘Duly divested of all their erstwhile

misplaced attachment and inhibition’. This statement is self explicative.

‘Meant to be solely dedicated to the Lord, place them at His exclusive

service’. As pointed out, ‘like diverting the water from the waste land of

rising ground into low land and crop land’, the devotee has to solely

dedicate these three faculties to the Lord, who is the one, to be obtained

and place them for His exclusive service.

1.2:9. When surrender to the Lord, the hurdles will be vanished

Transliteration

“OÇuôka ava¸kaõ, oÇuôkalum ellÀm

  viÇumpi¸¸um Àkkai, vÇtumpoÞutu eõõ¼”.

Verbal Translation

OÇuôka: to dedicate (yourself); ava¸kaõ: to Him; oÇuôkalum: all your

sins; ellÀm: all; viÇum: will cease; pi¸¸um: even then; Àkkai: the physical

œarÁra; viÇumpoÞutu: falls of; eõõ¼: you think.

Translation

‘Once you dedicate yourself to Him, all your sins will be ceased,

await then, the day when the physical œarÁra falls of’.

1.2:9.1. Introduction: To get the help, approach the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa

NammÀÞvÀr, in his previous two verses, justified that, one, by

delineating his eternal relation with the Lord,  shall not think of his lowliness

and go away from Him, instead,  he ought to worship Him by dedicating

his indriyas, given by Him at His service. In this context, the Lord’s devotees

have raised questions, ‘does this land independently governed?’ and ‘are

we not worshipping Him due to lack of knowledge about Him?’. Then,

with much of shortages, they placed their grievance as, ‘since there are

much of hurdles in life, we are all unable to worship Him’. For this, the

°ÞvÀr through this verse, guides them as, ‘if you approach the Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa, all the hurdles will be automatically vanished’.
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1.2:9.2. Commentary

1.2:9.2.1. The dedication of the Àtma to the Lord ceases the unacceptable

things

‘Once you dedicate yourself to Him’. It points out that, aspirant, the

prakÀra ‘property’ has to dedicate himself to the prakÀri ‘proprietor’78. In

other words, the Àtma as, œeÈa with the quality of subservience has to

obtain the ŒeÈi, the Lord. ‘All your sins will be ceased’. By performing the

activities of acceptable, all the things, which are unacceptable and unwanted

will be ceased. In other words, by performing the acceptable activities,

which are appropriate to the  svarÂpa of the Àtma, then, the unacceptable

things, which are opposite to it shall be automatically ceased. Since it is

indicated as, ‘the unacceptable things, which are opposite to the svarÂpa of

the Àtma will be automatically ceased’, it is derived that, they are all not

with the Àtma, but, they are all vant¼ºi, ‘that which are introduced from

outside of the spatio-temporal  context’ and enemy to it. It is also to be

viewed that, by applying the melittal vikÀram of TamiÞ grammar79, the word

oÇuôku ‘dedicate’ shall be commented as, ‘the unacceptable things, which

are opposite to the svarÂpa of the Àtma will cause demerit to the devotee’.

The statement ‘all your sins will be ceased’ shall be commented in a different

direction. If the Àtma obtains the ŒeÈi, its ignorance, law of karma, vÀsanÀ80

and longing for the sensual pleasure will be ceased. In this place, the

meanings of verses, ‘we offered worship at the feet of the Lord who threw

a calf against a wood-apple tree and felled its fruits. Lo! All our terrible

miseries have left us without a trace. Wonder where they went?, - into the

sky, or into the ocean, or into the winds, or into the fire!’ and ‘the Lord

reclines on a serpent in the middle of ocean lapped by splashing waves.

Even as we think of Him, our terrible karmas leave us, but, they do not go

away to the forest or elsewhere. They remain close by, so that they can

enter again’81 shall be remembered.

1.2:9.2.2. By removing the œarÁra, a devotee waits for the union with the

Lord

In continuation, the Commentator, by raising a question, ‘if the

ignorance, law of karma, etc., are ceased, then, what are all the activities
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followed by the devotee?’, as answer proceeds his commentary. ‘Await

then, the day when the physical œarÁra falls of’. After the sins are ceased,

the devotee, instead of peacefully staying with the thinking, ‘being confident

with the bhakti upon the Lord, automatically the fruit of devotion will be

obtained’, he shall anxiously think that, if the cause of ignorance, etc., are

ceased, when will the œarÁra, the effect falls of and the Àtma attains its

ultimate state without the further blockages82. If the devotee’s position is

as such, if asked ‘why the devotee wants to remove his œarÁra like kevala¸?’83.

It is answered that, like a wife, who wish to remove the dirts from her

œarÁra and waits for the time to get physical pleasure with her husband, the

devotee wishfully waits to remove the œarÁra to attain the final goal. In this

context, °õçÀl’s words should be remembered, She beautifully presents

as, ‘if only He will give this serf of His bliss of union one day, erasing off

the kuôkumam  smeared on her breast’84. As such, she blissfully removed

the dirt from her œarÁra and waited for union with the Lord. Like that, as

affirmed, ‘the filth-ridden œarÁra’85, the devotee also eagerly waits to remove

the œarÁra to attain the mokÈa.

1.2:9.2.3. The devotee eagerly awaits for the final emancipation

If the devotee’s eagerness is as such, then, there is a question, ‘since

the Yama, the god of death is there, how it is appropriate for the devotee

to expect the final goal?’. The answer follows. Since man possesses the

demerits, he, by thinking of Yama, the Lord of death, gets fear. But, the

devotee of the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa who have successfully completed

the required things, wishfully await Yama as his guest86. So, though the

Lord is ideal, the devotee’s expectation to remove the œarÁra for the final

emancipation is truly appropriate. There is also another question ‘if so, it

is possible for the devotees, who have fulfilled their required things to

expect their mokÈa, but, how it is possible for the devotee who has not

fulfilled the required things?’. For this, it is beyond doubt answered that,

it is absolutely presumed that, all the devotees of the Lord successfully

completed their required things for the attainment of final goal. This fact

is delineated in ŒrÁ MahÀbhÀrata as, ‘he, who knows KÃÈõa truly as, ‘He is

the Veda with all the kinds of œÀstras, He is the glorified object to be known

by, He is all the yajðÀs and He is all the Devas, who are all revered in yajðÀ
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is the one, has fulfilled the required activities’’87. So, all the devotees will

be successfully obtained the holy feet of the Lord. In this respect, they

shall be truthfully considered as the genuine devotees, who successfully

completed their required activities. In this regard, the devotees’ expectation

to remove the œarÁra for the final emancipation shall be considered as

appropriable. In this place, EmperumÀ¸Àr’s words should be remembered.

Once, at the time of ayaõam ‘time of the Sun’s course’, Ku¸ºattu JÁyar

approached EmperumÀ¸Àr and prostrated upon his holy feet. EmperumÀ¸Àr,

by seeing him conveys, ‘Oh! SingapirÀ¸, today is ayaõam’. But, JÁyar is

unable to understand his holy heart, but, he looked him curiously.

EmperumÀ¸Àr reacted, ‘once it is assured that, at the end of this life, the

final goal will be achieved, also waiting for an year is completed, does it

not for you to be happy and to celebrate!’88.

1.2:9.2.4. The removal of the œarÁra is the appropriate

In another occasion, EmbhÀr, the great Saint of the ŒrÁvaiÈõava order

gave an unique view for the removal of the œarÁra and the expectation for

his attainment of the mokÈa. He logically professed that, once the cause of

the samsÀra arrested, then, the effect of the œarÁra will be automatically

ceased. So, eventually, the mokÈa as a result will be accomplished. In this

context, EmbhÀr wonderfully remarked that, the devotee of the Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa need not worry to eliminate his œarÁra because the merciful Lord

certainly will take care of it89. Thus, it is concluded that, to a true devotee

of the Lord, the removal of the œarÁra for the attainment of the mokÈa is

certainly the appropriate.

1.2:10. The Tirumantra is the appropriate mantra to worship the Lord

Transliteration

“Eõperukku annalattu, oõporuÒ Áºuila

  vaõpukaÞ nÀraõa¸, tiõkaÞal c¼r¼”.

Verbal Transliteration

Eõperukku: the countless; annalattu: the vast excellence of the jðÀna;

oõporuÒ: the eternal Àtmas; Áºuila: the countless; vaõpukaÞ: the glory of
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innumerable everlasting auspicious qualities; nÀraõa¸: the Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa; tiõkaÞal: the mighty merciful feet; c¼r¼: seek ye.

Translation

‘Seek ye, the mighty feet  of the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa, who is the

abode of the countless eternal Àtmas of vast excellence of the jðÀna, the

repository of innumerable everlasting auspicious qualities’.

1.2:10.1. Introduction:

1.2:10.1.1. The value of the nÀrÀyaõa mantra

If asked, ‘Oh!, it is beautiful, we accept to worship the Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa, if so, what is the suitable mantra for it?’. The °ÞvÀr through this

verse, specifies the suitable mantra, i.e., the Tirumantra and avers that, the

meaning of it shall also be remembered. If questioned, ‘does it not the

Tirumantra alone enough for prayer?, does it necessary to comprehend the

content of the same?’. The questions are answered with proper treatment.

The aspirants of other religious orders use this Tirumantra for the

performance of japam, homam, etc., to obtain their ulterior benefits. But, the

ŒrÁvaiÈõava °cÀryas, by meditating themselves as, ‘remembering the meaning

of Tirumantra, which is apt for the realization of the svarÂpa of the Àtma

and the proper sÀdhana to attain the mokÈa’, taught the same to others, who

approached them to know the truth of the reality. Since, both the Vedas

and all the °ÞvÀrs’ texts recognize this Tirumantra, the followers, by accepting

the same, observed two kinds of practices. For sometime, they at the first

utter the mantra, then realize the meaning of the same. Otherwise, , they

at the first, by remembering the meaning of it, then, pleasurably utter the

same. As such, they followed this practice because the truth value of

Tirumantra is very much important. The TamiÞ sources adores this mantra

as, ‘the Lord NÀrÀyaõa¸ contains the gods and the living, and the lifeless’90

and ‘the Lord NÀrÀyaõa¸ is master of all the worlds’91. The Sanskrit sources

also praise the Tirumantra as, ‘the Lord NÀrÀyaõa¸ is being pervaded inside,

outside and everywhere’92 and ‘the Lord NÀrÀyaõa¸ alone is supreme light

and the ParamÀtma’93.
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1.2:10.1.2. This verse is the explanation of the Tirumantra

NammÀÞvÀr, through this verse appropriately analyzes the

Tirumantra with its inner implication. Once, Saint KÂrattÀÞvÀ¸ taught the

inner meaning  of TiruvÀymoÞi to his two sons, named, ŒrÁ ParÀœara BhaÇÇar

and ŒrÁ ŒrÁrÀmapiÒÒai BhaÇÇar. When elucidating the meaning of this

particular verse, °ÞvÀ¸ tells his two son, ‘you, through your ÀcÀrya learn

the inner meaning of this verse’. They start to move from the place. But,

°ÞvÀ¸, by changing his mind and mercifully tells them as, ‘who knows,

who will survive even for a moment, let you be here and listen the meaning

of this verse’. At that time, he, by teaching the Tirumantra to his sons,

conveys the truth, ‘remember this verse is the proper explanation for

Tirumantra’94.

1.2:10.2. Commentary

1.2:10.2.1. The Àtma is the abode and the essence of the jðÀna

‘The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa, who is the abode of the countless eternal

Àtmas’. Here, the °ÞvÀr says that, there are infinite number of the Àtmas.

‘Vast excellence of the jðÀna’. Through  this phrase, he points out that, the

Àtmas are abode of the jðÀna as well as its qualities. ‘(The) Eternal Àtmas’.

Through this phrase, he graciously avers that, the Àtmas also possess the

jðÀna as their inner essence and through it, they know the things. Here, it

is to be remembered that, ‘makÀra’, the third syllable of praõava mantra

interprets that, the Àtma is the abode of the jðÀna as well as the essence of

the jðÀna95. In the midst of explanation, the Commentator, by raising

questions, ‘why the °ÞvÀr uses the two attributes, the nalam ‘vast excellence

of the jðÀna’ and the oõmai  ‘the eternal Àtmas’, for the explanation of

nature of the Àtma?, does it not the one expression will do?’, he continues

his commentation. Since the œarÁra is place of ignorance, it does not know

the other objects. Moreover, since it does not have the knowledge, it shall

not be understood its own nature. On the other hand, since the Àtma is the

abode of knowledge, it realizes itself and also the other objects including

its œarÁra. Above the all, since the Àtma possesses knowledge as its quality
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and inner essence, it realizes its inner nature. So, it is to be discerned that,

in order to differentiate the two conditions of the Àtma, i.e., it realizes itself

and also the other objects, the °ÞvÀr has added two attributes to the Àtma.

1.2:10.2.2. Better to surrender and merge with the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa

For better understanding of the commentary, the TamiÞ phrase, ’Áºu

ila’ shall be added with ‘oõporuÒ’ as, ‘Áºu ilavÀ¸a oõporuÒ’. As such, the

phrase, ’Áºu ila’ shall be added with vaõpukaÞ as ‘Áºu ilavÀ¸a vaõpukaÞ’ shall

be derived. Then, the explanation for the word/name, ‘nÀraõa¸’ shall be

elucidated as nÀraõa¸ is ‘Áºu ilavÀ¸a oõporuÒ’ as well as, ‘Áºu ilavÀ¸a vaõpukaÞ’.

So, the meaning of the adjoined statement is, ‘the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa,

who is the abode of the countless eternal Àtmas of vast excellence of the

jðÀna and the repository of innumerable everlasting auspicious qualities’.

In other words, the meaning for the glorified name, ‘NÀrÀyaõa is, ‘the

abode of the countless eternal Àtmas of vast excellence of knowledge and

an inexhaustible fountain of bliss’. Here, the word ‘bliss’ refers to the

repository of innumerable everlasting auspicious qualities of the Lord’. In

TamiÞ, the phrase, ‘oõporuÒ Áºu ila vaõpukaÞ’ is a metaphor, i.e., eÇuttukkÀÇÇu

uvamai ‘figurative speech containing a statement in a sentence with an

illustration of forming another sentence, the two sentences standing

contiguously without any sign of comparison between them’. Through

this explanation, as quoted, ‘the qualities of the God stand as examples to

us’96, it is delineated that, as the good qualities of the Lord, so the Àtmas

are eternal as well as splendorous. Thus, it is learned that, the Lord possesses

three kinds of the eternal cetanas97 and unchanging countless auspicious

qualities. ‘Seek ye, the mighty feet of the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa’. Since the

Lord is by all the possible ways protecting His devotees, NammÀÞvÀr affirms

His holy feet as, ‘mighty feet’. Hence, it is asseverated that, the Lord always

protects His devotees, who  have the supreme knowledge of eternal

relationship with Him. ‘Seek ye’. It declares, ‘let you surrender to the holy

feet of the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa’. In this context, the °ÞvÀr directs the

devotees in the first person as, ‘since the Lord is yours98 and destined for

you only, you speedily merge with Him.
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1.2:11. This decade is for the goodness and the well being

of the Àtma

Transliteration

“C¼rttaÇat te¸kuru, kÂrccaÇa k½pa¸col

 cÁrttoÇai Àyirattu, ½rttaip patt¼”.

Verbal Translation

C¼r: abundance of; taÇa: the ponds; tenkurukÂr: TirukkurukÂr (with

lovely ponds); caÇak½pa¸: ŒaÇhak½pa¸; col: appropriately stringed out of the

glories of the Lord in accurate metrical composition; cÁrttoÇai: the accurate

metrical composition; Àyirattu: out of the thousand; ½rttai: well-thought-

out; ippatt¼: these ten stanzas.

Translation

‘These ten stanzas, out of the thousand, which are appropriately

stringed based on the glories of the Lord in accurate metrical composition

by ŒaÇhak½pa¸, who got the avatÀra at beautiful TirukkurukÂr with lovely

ponds, convey his well-thought-out message’.

1.2:11.1. Introduction: A short note of this decade

NammÀÞvÀr, in the first verse stressed that, after giving up the

attachment with other objects, one has to agree to submit his Àtma to the

holy feet of the Lord. He, in the second verse, advised us as, ‘by examining

the demerits of different things except the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa, one can

easily give up other things’. He, in the third verse, very sharply pointed

out the method of giving up the things. He, in the fourth verse,

knowledgeably asserted the goodness of thing, which is to be obtained.

He, in the fifth verse, described the means to eliminate the obstacles while

obtaining the stated thing. He, in the sixth verse, delighted to announce

that, the Lord is the embodiment of love. He, in the seventh verse, conveyed

that, by knowing the relationship with the Lord, one shall certainly mingle

with Him. He, in the eighth verse, conveyed the message that, one need

not search other instruments, but, if he surrendered his own sensual

instruments to the Lord, then, this will do for the union with the Lord. He,

in the  ninth verse, as such, if one surrenders to the holy feet of the Lord
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ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa, then, the drawbacks to worship the Lord will be

automatically vanished. He, in the tenth verse, specified the appropriate

mantra for the worship. In the end, NammÀÞvÀr, through this verse claims

that, in this decade, the above stated views are not uttered without analyses,

but, they are professed with proper examinations only. So, the °ÞvÀr

composed this decade only for the sake of goodness of the cetanas. In other

words, since this decade is for the well being99 of the Àtmas, the devotees

have to be meditated upon it and followed it for ever.

1.2:11.2. Commentary

1.2:11.2.1. This subject matters of this decade are for the goodness of

humanity

‘TirukkurukÂr with lovely ponds’. The phrase is commented with

three directions. As the first, it means that,  TirukkurukÂr is encircled

with ponds, which are together with the city. Secondly, by considering the

phrase as, ‘adjective’ it is commented that, the beautiful TirukkurukÂr is

surrounded  with many ponds. Thirdly, by assuming the TamiÞ word, c¼r

‘combine’ as finite verb, the phrase shall be assumed as predicate, so that,

it shall be commented as, ‘these ten stanzas are well combined’.

‘Appropriately stringed based on the glories of the Lord by ŒaÇhak½pa¸,

who got the avatÀra at beautiful TirukkurukÂr’. This sentence conveys the

truth that, the words of NammÀÞvÀr are the words of Àpta tamar100, who

conveyed the message for the sake of goodness to the humanity.

1.2.3. The ten stanzas are composed out of the grace of the Lord

‘Out of thousand, which are appropriately stringed based on  the

glories of the Lord in accurate metrical composition’. There are certain

parts for poetic composition as, “eÞuttu acai cÁr pantam aÇi toÇai”101. But, the

°ÞvÀr, by not minding these parts for the poetic composition, completed

these thousand verse. In this context, it is to be understood that, NammÀÞvÀr

with the grace of the Lord only  stringed the glories of the Lord into

thousand verse. ‘These ten stanzas convey his well-thought-out message’.

These ten stanzas, out of thousand are properly examined and ascertained

as such and they also stand as cause for goodness to all the cetanas. Thus,

it is aptly delineated that, this decade is to be constantly meditated upon
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because it reveals the best instruction for the religious  life. In this verse,

the word ‘c¼r’ is a singular indication denoting the group of people. In this

place, it is to be constantly remembered that, this kind of expressions also

shall be taken into consideration for the entirety of TiruvÀymoÞi.

1.2.4. The Saint MaõavÀÒamÀmuni glorifies this decade

The Saint MaõavÀÒamÀmuni through his TiruvÀymoÞi NÂººantÀti

praises this decade as, ‘people of this sprawling world are blessed to thrive

by singing earnestly the benign utterance of praiseworthy MÀºa¸ of fertile

KurukÂr for the benefaction of resorting to the feet of exalted NÀrÀyaõa

after giving up everything else’102.

REFERENCES

1. The statement, ‘two kinds of the mokÈa œÀstras’ infers the authenticity

that, VedÀnta SÂtra is possessing the four chapters, within them,

the first two chapters explain the nature of supreme reality and

the  last two chapters describe the means to attain it. As the VedÀnta

SÂtra, this text, TiruvÀymoÞi is also a mokÈa œÀstra. Its first decade

deals with the nature of supreme reality and this decade as the

second describes the upÀya to attain it.

2. The description, ‘this as the subject matter for the bhakti’ refers to

the sÀdhya bhakti. Since the prapatti is the hidden rahasya upÀya of

the Vedas, EmperumÀ¸Àr magnanimously thinking that, it is not

appropriate to state at the first. So, he specified the sÀdhya bhakti,

which is synonymous with the prapatti.

3. The report, ‘EmbhÀr also followed EmperumÀ¸Àr’s approach’

indicates that, EmbhÀr also considered this decade as the subject

matter of the sÀdya bhakti.

4. ‘NammÀÞvÀr’s bhakti as well as the prapatti are expressed within

the spiritual state of vikalpa’ means the following fact. When it is

looked into his theo-philosophy behind the upÀya, which is graced

to the °ÞvÀr by the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa, seems to be only prapatti

and there is no place for the bhakti. When it is looked into his

performance of praptti, it is the result of his Àrtti ‘affliction’ with

the Lord, then, while observing his anuÈtÀ¸am ‘observance of
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religious rites’, it looks that, the °ÞvÀr follows the bhakti and nothing

else.

5. There are two kinds of the bhakti as the sÀdhana bhakti and the

sÀdhya bhakti. The sÀdhana bhakti is the means to attain the mokÈa.

The sÀdhya bhakti refers to the principle   that, in it, the spirituality

of the bhakti itself is the fruit (phala).

SÀdhyam - phala ’fruit’. It expresses that, the bhakti is attained

throught the Lord as sÀdhana, i.e., in it, the intended thinking of

the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa Himself is sÀdhyam.

6. “Mayarvaºa matinalam aruÒi¸a¸” - TVM 1.1:1.

7. ‘Side of vibralambha’ - a group of people who hide the truth and

not conveying the same as it is.

8. ‘The bhakti, as such, which he himself obtained from the Lord’

spells out the truth that, NammÀÞvÀr has taught to the others about

the sÀdhya bhakti, i.e., the prapatti, which is graced by the Almighty.

9. “UbhayaparikarmitasvÀntasya jakÀntikÀtyantikabhaktiyogaikalabhyaÍ”

- °tma siddhi. Vide: BhagavadviÈayam, Vol. 1A, (1999), op.cit., p. 366.

10. ‘the Sarveœvara’s nirketuka kÃpÀ’ means the °ÞvÀr’s testimony,

mayarvaºa matinalam aruÒi¸a¸ ‘the Lord, who dispels all doubts and

grants pure knowledge’   - TVM 1.1:1.

11. The proclamation, ‘there shall be the contradiction of

apaœÂdrÀdhikaraõanyÀya’, unveils the subject matter that, there shall

be opposition to the apaœÂdrÀdhikaraõanyÀya. The nyÀya emphasis

that, the people who belong to fourth varõa should not follow the

sÀdhana bhakti.

12. In this place, the Commentator authentically elucidates harmony

between the first two decades.

13. Virakta - those who do not have ambition.

14. “Ta¸akkum ta¸ ta¸mai aºivu aºiyÀ¸” - TVM 8.4:6.

15. “KoÒÒa mÀÒÀ i¸pa veÒÒam” - TVM 4.7:2.

16. “KÀtal kaÇali¸ mikap peritÀl” - TVM 7.3:6.

17. “Maõ tiõi jðÀlamum ¼ÞkaÇalum nÁÒvicumpum kaÞiyap peritÀl”

- TVM 7.3:8.

18. “CÂÞntu ata¸il periya e¸ avÀ” -TVM 10.10:10.
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19. “EppoÞutum nÀÒ tiôkaÒ ÀõÇu ÂÞi ÂÞitoºum appoÞutaikku appoÞutu e¸ ÀrÀ

amutam¼” - TVM 2.5:4.

20. “Since NammÀÞvÀr affirms as, ‘¼ pÀvam! param¼! ‘what a pity! none

can describe His  glory’ (TVM 2.2:2), the Commentator comments

as, ‘the °ÞvÀr disliked himself to become ÀcÀrya’ , since NammÀÞvÀr

expresses as, nÁca¸¼¸; niºaivu o¸ºum il¼¸ ‘fondles me, the lowliest of

the lowly’(TVM 3.3:4), koÒ e¸ºu kiÒarntu eÞunta perum celvam neruppu

Àka koÒ e¸ºu tamam mÂÇum; ivai e¸¸a ulaku iyarkai ‘great wealth

kindles raging fires of desire, then wraps the world in a cover of

darkness all around’ (TVM 4.9:4), po¸ ÀÞik kai e¸ ammÀ¸ nÁkkam illÀ

aÇiyÀr tam aÇiyÀr aÇiyÀr aÇiyÀr em k½kkaÒ ‘my masters, the servants of

the servants of the Lord, who has a discus to weild’ (TVM 8.10:10)

and ivai ÀyirattuÞ ip pattum ½ta valla pirÀkkaÒ nammai ÀÒuÇaiyÀrkaÒ paõÇ¼

‘those who can sing this decade of the faultless thousand will be

our eternal masters’ (TVM 9.1:11), the Commentator comments as,

‘he (the °ÞvÀr) also altogether rejected the fame and things and

even to worship him by others’.

21. “NÀsam vatsaravÀsine prabrÂyÀt” - Muõçaka UpaniÈad 1.2:3. Since

NammÀÞvÀr  performing paropadeœa to the group of devotees  as,

‘vÁÇumi¸’, the Commentator describes the same from the statement,

‘the °ÞvÀr not even followed any rules as, ‘I wouldn’t teach to the

œiÈya, who didn’t spent an year as life of a œiÈya in his guru’s house’.

22. JÁyar - NaðjÁyar.

23. The Commentator, by minding the verse, ellai il an nalam, ‘attain

that infinite good’ (TVM 1.2:4), comments as, ‘goodness of the

Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa’. He, by thinking the verse, mi¸¸i¸ nilai ila

‘fleeter than lightning’ (TVM 1.2:2), comments as, ‘nature of

ruination of their attached objects, which possess the errors like

meanness and instability’. He, by remembering the phrase of

verse, ceººu atu ma¸ uºil ‘cut all attachment’ (TVM 1.2:5) utters as,

‘the nature of means to remove the obstacles’.

24. The Commentator, by thinking, aÇaôkuka uÒÒ¼ ‘merge into Him’ (TVM

1.2:7), comments as, ‘remembering the time immemorial and eternal

relation’. He, by remembering, vaõ pukaÞ nÀraõa¸ ‘the glorious
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NÀrÀyaõa’ (TVM 1.2:10), comments as, ‘guides the devotees by

giving the proper mantra’. He, by minding the verse, iºai c¼rmi¸

‘merge with the Lord’ (TVM 1.2:3), comments as, ‘nature and

method of performing prayer’. He, by remembering the verse,

vÁÇumi¸ muººavum ‘give up everything’ (TVM 1.2:1), comments as,

‘detach themselves’. He, by thinking, an nalam; pulku ‘attain that

infinite good’ (TVM 1.2:4), specifies as, ‘through performing the

bhakti’.

25. “Soaham paraÈitastena dÀsavaccÀvamÀnitaÍ/

tyaktvÀ putrÀmœca dÀrÀmœca rÀghavam œaraõaôagataÍ//”

- ŒrÁ RÀmÀyaõa Yuddha-KÀõça 17:16.

26. “ParityaktÀ mayÀ laôkÀ mitrÀõi ca dhanÀni ca/

bhavadgatam me rÀjyaðca jÁvitaðca sukhÀni ca//”

- ŒrÁ RÀmÀyaõa Yuddha-KÀõça19:5.

27. The statement, ‘the pioneers, who attained the grace of the Lord’

indicates the personalities like VibhÁÈaõa.

28. The Commentator points out jail as, ‘aÞku ciºai’. It means jail, which

is the cause for rotten the œarÁra. He avers that, instead of stating

‘aÞku ciºai’, if it be as, ‘oÞku ciºai’, then the context shall be

appropriate. The phrase, ‘oÞku ciºai’ specifies the jail, which is

maintained in accordance with the law.

29. See the reference numbers 133 and 134 of the first decade.

30. “Vaõ pukaÞ nÀraõa¸” - TVM 1.2:10.

31. PrÀyaœcitta - the expiation.

32. “Yamo vaivasvato rÀjÀ yastavaiÈa hrudi sthitaÍ/

tena cedavivÀdaste mÀ gaôgÀm mÀ kurÂn gamaÍ//”- Ma¸u smÃti 8: 92.

33. Surrender - giving up completely without even the vÀsanÀ and

surrender to the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa.

34. For the TamiÞ word ‘ma¸’, there are two kinds of meaning as,

‘associated (poruntutal)’ and ‘eternal (nilaiperutal)’.

35. ‘Wandering object’ means the dog.

36. “MakiÞ alaku o¸r¼ p½l, mÀºum pal yÀkkai”   - Mutal TiruvantÀti 49.

37. In the commentary, the seed is mentioned as, ‘½r alaku’.
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38. In this context it is to be added that, ‘ahaôkÀra of mine and thine’

is seed for the samsÀra and ‘cutting out the root with its side

branches of ahaôkÀra  (1.2:3.2.2)’ is the medicine to eliminate the

same.

39. Here the following words of Asuraguru in Kamba RÀmÀyaõa,

Iraõiya¸vataipaÇalam 37 shall be remembered: araca¸ a¸¸avai uraicey,

maºaiyava¸ aðci, ciratalam karam c¼rttiÇÀ, “cevittolai c¼rnta urakam a¸¸a

col yÀ¸ u¸akku uraiceyi¸, urav½y; narakam eytuve¸; nÀvum ventu ukum”

e¸a navi¸ºÀ¸ ‘hearing the king, that Brahmin afraid clasped his palms

above his head and said ‘Sir, that saying which entered my ears

like a ‘cruel snake, if repeated by me, will lead me to hell and my

tongue will burn’.

40. ‘I can eradicate the thinking of my œarÁra as mine, but, how it is

possible not to think of my existence of the Àtma as mine?’. The

statement, sharply intends the question that, how to rectify the

defects of the Àtma? For this, the Commentator gives two kinds of

answers. 1. All the Àtmas are slaves to the God. They didn’t have

autonomy. Since as such, one should not add the sense of autonomy

upon the Àtma. For example, if someone mentions as, ‘I have

performed the job’, there implies the sense of ahaôkÀra. The

individuals like RÀvaõa have ruined themselves, because he, by

negating the autonomy of the God, acted independently by stating

as, ‘I’. Moreover, since possessing autonomy of the Àtma as, ‘I’

leads to destruction, one ought not to think as such with autonomy.

PiÒÒai PerumÀl AyyaôkÀr also pleads as, paõÇ¼ u¸ toõÇÀm paÞavuyirai

e¸¸atu e¸ºu, koõÇ¼¸ ‘I felt my eternal Àtma as mine. But, it is eternally

slave to you’ (NÂººeÇÇÂttiruppatiyantÀti 12). The Commentator

pointed out this as, ‘one should not think like RÀvaõa, who with

deep rooted egoism, thought of his Àtma as his own and

independent entity’. 2. The Commentator, by stating as, ‘if one

points out himself as aham ‘I’, he should not think that, his œarÁra

as his own. Here ‘I’ the first person represents the œarÁra. In short,

possessing ahaôkÀra indicates the two aspects. That is, ‘the egoistic

thinking of the Àtma as an independent entity and the mental

delusion of the Àtma with its œarÁra. Here, both the aspects need to
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be necessarily eliminated to rectify the defect of the Àtma’. So, one

should not utter as, ‘I’ with the ahaôkÀra and also he should not

speak as, ‘I’ with the œarÁra.

41. “AnÀtmanyÀtmabuddhiryÀ asve svamitiyÀ matiÍ/

avidyÀtarusambhutibÁjametad dvidhÀ sthitam/”

- ŒrÁ ViÈõu PurÀõa 6.7:11.

42. “AcyutÀham tavÀsmÁti saiva samsÀra bheÈajam”

                          - ŒrÁ ViÈõu PurÀõa 6.7:11.

43. ŒeÈi - the master.

44. “SamsÀrarõava magnÀnÀm viÈayÀkrÀnta cetasÀm/

viÈõupotam vinÀ nÀnyat kiðcidasti parÀyaõam//”

- ViÈõu Dharma 122.

45. The Commentator previously cited as, ‘boat of ŒrÁ ViÈõu’. Since

ViÈõu means omniscience, he over here affirms as, ‘boat of all

pervading’. In this context, the following TirukkuºaÒ (10) shall be

remembered: piºavip peruôkaÇal nÁntuvar nÁntÀr iºaiva ¸aÇic¼rÀ tÀr

‘none can swim the great sea of births, but, those who are united

to the feet of the God’.

46. Up to the last stanza of this decade , the °ÞvÀr teaches as, vÁÇumi¸

‘give up’, u¸¸umi¸ ‘ponder a while’, c¼rmi¸ ‘merge with’ to many

individuals. But, in this verse, by stating pulku ‘seek Him’,

graciously points out to a single person. What would be the reason?

The answer follows. The receivers of teachings appoint an

individual as their chief. While the chief stands closely before

NammÀÞvÀr, he, for the sake of all others, teaches him. If so,

naturally his teachings reach all the receiver. This mode of teaching

to the chief is also applicable to the forth coming verses.

47. The statement, ‘objects to be given up’ are the cit and the acit. The

acit is blissless entity and possessing demerits. The cit is also

possessing demerits.

48. The declaration, ‘two kinds of non-existing object are not

understandable through pramÀõas’ is proclaimed by SÂ¸yavÀdi.

49. The statement ‘delusion of brilliant shell as silver’ is uttered by

MÀyÀvÀdi. Herewith the following commentary of Parim¼laÞakar shall
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be compared: mayaôkiya vaÞip p¼ytt¼riºpu¸alp½lat t½¸ºi

meyyuõarntavaÞik kayiººil aravup½lak keÇutali¸ poyye¸pÀrum, nilai

v¼ºupaÇÇu varutalÀl kaõant½ºum piºantu iºakkume¸pÀrum e¸ap poruÇpeººi

kÂºuvÀr palatiºattarÀvar ‘mÀyavÀdi claims that, out of delusion, like

feeling the mirage as real water, then, realizing it as false and

believing rope as snake, then, through perfect knowledge realizing

it as false. Like that, there are so many kinds of people, who says

that, the world is false. But, eventually, they are also averring that,

since the worldly objects are changing for every kÈaõa, they are

only false’. Vide: Purushottama Naidu, (2012) TiruvÀymoÞi ±Çu

Uraiyi¸ TamilÀkkam, vol. I (Hymns 1-110), op.cit., p. 116.

50. “JyotÁmÈi viÈõur bhuvÀnÀni viÈõur vanÀni viÈõur girayo diœaœca/

nadyas samudrÀœca sa eva sarvam yadasti yannÀsti ca vipÃvarya//”

- ŒrÁ ViÈõu PurÀõa 2.21:93.

51. “SatyaðcÀnÃtaðca satyamabhavat” - TaitrÁya UpaniÈad 6.

52. “°nandamayaÍ” - ŒÃuti. See the BhagavadviÈayam, vol. 1A, (1999),

op.cit., p. 397.

53. “Uõar muÞunalam”   - TVM 1.1:2.

54. “OÇiyÀ i¸pap perumaiy½¸” - TVM 8.8:2.

55. “CuÇar jðÀna i¸pam” - TVM 10.10:10.

56. “SamastakalyÀõaguõÀtmakoasau” - Stotraratna . Refer to

BhagavadviÈayam, vol. 1A, (1999), op.cit., p. 397.

57. AôganÀpariÈvaôgam - the sexual contact with woman.

58. “PaººilÀr paººa ni¸ºa”  - TVM 7.2:7.

59. In this context, ‘obstacle’ denotes the announcement of this verse,

aººatu paººuenil, uººatu vÁÇuuyir ‘if freed from worldly attachments,

the Àtma attains emancipation’. Here, ‘vÁÇu’ connotes the kaivalya

mokÈa. The Commentator, by thinking of TamiÞ word,  ‘atuceººu’,

comments as, ‘nature of removing things/destruction’.

60. “MÀºpÀl ma¸am cuÞippa, maôkaiyar t½Ò kaiviÇÇu”

- MÂ¸ºÀm TiruvantÀti 14.

 61. “PrasÀtada paramau nÀthau mama gehamupÀgatau/

 dhanyoahamarccayiÈyÀmÁtyÀha mÀlyopajÁvanaÍ//”

- ŒrÁ ViÈõu PurÀõa 5.16:21.
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62. ‘Being most fortunate like someone finds a great treasure in the

same street, where he passes by everyday’. The meaning of sentence

referred to through the words of MÀlÀkÀrar is, ‘when my inner

nature is existing as helpless, at present, without any effort, I have

realized it’.

63. “Samoaham sarvabhÂteÈu na me dveÈyoasti na priyaÍ/

ye bhajanti tu mÀm bhaktyÀ mayi te teÈu cÀpyaham//”

- Bhagavad GÁtÀ 9: 24.

Here, the following ParipÀÇal lines, “kaÇunavai aõaôkum kaÇuppum

nalkalum cemmaiyum vemmaiyum taõmaiyum uÒvaÞi uÇaiyaiil vaÞi ilaiy¼

p½ººÀr uyirinum p½ººunar uyiri¸um mÀººu ¼mÀººÀl ilaiy¼ ni¸akku

mÀºº½rum ilark¼Òirum ilar e¸um v¼ººumai i¸ºu atup½ººunar peri¸¼”(4:

49-55) and their commentary shall be compared with the specified

theme: kaÇunavaiyu¸ÇÀka varuttum vekuÒiyum aruÒum k½ÇÇamum

ceppamum Àkiya ivai maºamum aºamum uÇaiyÀriÇattu uÇaiyaiyÀy

illÀriÇattu illÀyÀy iruttal allatu mÀººÀruyiri¸kaõõum k¼Òiruyiri¸kaõõum

ata¸ai mÀººutaººoÞilum ataºkku ¼maðceytaººoÞilum uÇaimaiyallai; ni¸akku

mÀºº½rum k¼Òirum ilarÀtalÀ¸. e¸ºatu, kuºamÀkiya maºamuÇaiyÀriÇattu

illaiyÀtalum, kuõamÀkiya aºamuÇaiyÀriÇattu aruÒum

cemmaiyumuÇaiyaiyÀy a¬tillÀriÇattu illaiyÀtalumallatu  ni¸akkup

pakaiyÀyi¸Àruyiri¸kaõ ataºku ¼maðceytaººoÞilum uÇaiyaiyallai, avviru

tiºattÀrum ni¸akku i¸maiyÀ¸ e¸ºavÀºu ‘You are in the ruthless who

cause great distress and terror.  You are in those who shower

graces, fairness, warmth and coolness.   To those without rage,

you are without rage.  To those without graces, you are without

fairness.  You will not take the lives of enemies who do not praise

you and will not protect the lives of those who praise you.  That

is because you do not have enemies or friends.  You manifest in

the form that, your devotees think of you and you have no special

form that you desire’.

64. The statement is self explicative.

65. See the reference number 84 of ‘The MAH°PRAVEŒAM: The

TirumakaÒ K¼Òva¸ - The First’.

66. “VÀsudevoasi pÂrõaÍ” - Bhagavad GÁtÀ. Vide: BhagavadviÈayam, vol.

1A, (1999), op.cit., p. 409.
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67. “IdÀnÁm mÀ kruthÀ vÁra evamvidhamacintitam/

tvayi kiðcit samÀpanne kÀryam sÁtayÀ mama//”

- ŒrÁ RÀmÀyaõa Yuddha-KÀõça 41:4.

68. NityÀœrÁ - as stated, “akalakill¼¸ iºaiyum”, the name points out Periya

PrÀÇÇiyÀr, who resides in the chest of the Lord ViÈõu.

69. “BahÂnÀm janmanÀmante jðÀnavÀn mÀm prapadyate/

vÀsudevas sarvamiti sa mahÀtmÀ sudurlabha//”

- Bhagavad GÁtÀ 7.19.

70. “MÀtÀ pitÀ bhrÀtÀ nivÀsaÍ œaraõam suhrud gatir nÀrÀyaõaÍ//”

- SubÀÒa UpaniÈad. Verify: BhagavadviÈayam, vol. 1A, (1999), op.cit.,

p. 411.

71. “PitÃmÀtÃsutabhrÀtÃdÀramitrÀdayoapi vÀ/

ekaikaphlalÀbhÀya sarvalÀbhÀya keœavaÍ//” - œÃuti. Refer to

BhagavadviÈayam, Vol. 1A, (1999), op.cit., p. 411.

72. See the reference number 90 of the first decade.

73. The sentence, ‘though the ocean is immeasurable, the aquatic

creatures like fish can very freely swim within it’ is answer for the

question, ‘a bit of straw in the midst of ocean, though not

remembering its simplicity and inferior senses, but, does it not

naturally reach the shore through the continuous waves?’ raised

in the introduction of this verse. So, from the anecdote along with

proper analysis, the necessity of realizing the svasvÀmibhÀva and

the duty of the ÀcÀrya of the devotee are transparently expounded.

74.  “Poôku ¼Þ pukaÞkaÒ vÀya Ày” - TVM 8.10:4.

75. “GuõairdÀsyamupÀgataÍ”  - ŒrÁ  RÀmÀyaõa KiÈkindhÀ-KÀõça 4:12.

76. “TÀm uÒar¼; tam uÒÒam uÒ uÒat¼; tÀmaraiyi¸

pÂ uÒat¼; ¼ttum polutu uõÇ¼; vÀma¸

tiru maruvu tÀÒ maruvu ce¸¸iyar¼ cevv¼

aru narakam c¼rvatu aritu”

The implicit meaning of the verse: tÀm uÒar¼: the devotees shall not

find themselves, tam uÒÒam uÒ uÒat¼: to think about the subject matter

of the Lord, one need not get help from others. It expresses the

matter that, if someone exists, he himself possesses the heart.

tÀmaraiyi¸ pÂ uÒat¼: the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa provides flowers,
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which are very nearby. Here flower is the upalakÈaõa for all kinds

of flowers. ¼ttum poÞtu u¸Ç¼: since the Lord also created the time,

one need not get it as debt from others, vÀma¸: VÀma¸a¸, to get

His property asked alms, tiru maruvu tÀÒ: the Lord’s holy feet of

splendorous aiœvarya, maruvuce¸¸iyar¼: the Lord made us to get

these holy feet, aritu: though His feet is as such, why these people

are searching the samsÀra?     - IraõtÀm TiruvantÀti 21.

77. “NÀ, vÀyil uõÇ¼; nam½ nÀrÀõÀ e¸ºu

 ½vÀtu uraikkum urai uõÇ¼;- mÂvÀta

 mÀk katikkaõ cellum vakai uõÇ¼: e¸ oruvar

 tÁk katikkaõ cellum tiºam?”

The subject matter of the quoted verse: nÀ vÀyil uõÇ¼: when tongue

is there in every mouth, nam½ nÀraõÀ e¸ºu ½vÀtu uraikkum urai uõÇ¼:

not as the mantra, which   has thousand words, but, made a holy

name, which is made out of eight syllables without any division,

mÂvÀtamÀk katikkaõcellum vakai uõÇ¼: He made the mokÈa, from there

and there is no return, e¸oruvar tÁk katikkaõcellum tiºam?:

wonder how anyone can fall into the abyss of evil?.

- Mutal TiruvantÀti 95.

78. PrakÀra - the viœeÈaõa, prakÀri- the viœeÈi.

79. By applying the TamiÞ grammar, melittal vikÀram means ‘to be

softened as a hard consonant into the corresponding soft or nasal

consonant’. The word, vikÀram is ‘transformation’. The word,

‘oÇukkal’ transformed into ‘oÇuõkal’. In the commentary the word is

accordingly translated.

80. VÀsanÀ. It is the predisposition in the present life due to the

experiences of a former births (samskÀra). It is due to the hetu bheda

‘difference with the nature of the Àtma’, there are so many kinds.

Desire (ruci in TamiÞ) - it would not be arrested with different kind

of inclinations, but, involves within the single direction. This is

also due to the viÈaya bheda ‘difference with matter’ and there are

different kinds. For better understanding of the subject matter, the

reader has to consult with the traditional ŒrÁvaiÈõava scholar.
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81. Periya TiruvantÀti 54:

“VÀ¸o maºi kaÇalo, mÀrutamo, tÁyakamo,

 kÀ¸o oruôkiººuk kaõÇilamÀl - À¸ Á¸ºa

ka¸ºu uyara, tÀm eºintu kÀy utirttÀr tÀÒ paõint½m

va¸ tuyarai ÀÀ! maruôku”.

Periya TiruvantÀti 59:

“MÀÇ¼ varappeºuvarÀm e¸º¼ valvi¸aiyÀr

kÀÇÀ¸um ÀtÀ¸um kaikkoÒÒÀr - ÂÇ¼ p½yp

p¼r ½tam cintu tiraik kaõvaÒarum p¼rÀÒa¸

p¼r ½tac cintikkap p¼rntu”.

82. The Commentator, while explaining the fact ‘ultimate state without

the further blockages’, uses the phrase in TamiÞ as, ‘taõõÁr turumpu

aººu’. The phrase means, ‘without further blockages’. It also means,

‘after leaving out the blockages’.

83. Kevala¸ refers to kaivalya niÈÇa¸.

84. “Koôkai m¼l kuôkumatti¸ kuÞampu aÞiyappukuntu orunÀÒ taôkum¼l, e¸

Àvi taôkum”       - NÀcciyÀr TirumoÞi 8:7.

85. “AÞukku uÇampu” - Tiruviruttam 1.

86. “PrÀyaœaÍ pÀpakÀritvÀt mÃtyorudvijate janaÍ/

kÃtakÃtyÀÍ pratÁkÈnte mÃtyum priyamivÀtithim//” - BhÀratham.

Vide: BhagavadviÈayam, vol. 1A, (1999),  op.cit., p. 430.

87. “Sarve vedÀs sarvedyÀs saœÀstrÀs sarve yaðjÀs sarvaijyÀœca kÃÈõaÍ/

viduÍ kÃÈõam brÀhmaõÀs tatvato ye teÈÀm rÀja  ̧sarvayajðÀs samÀpatÀÍ//”

- BhÀratham. Refer to BhagavadviÈayam, vol. 1A, (1999), op.cit.,

p. 430.

88. This aitihyam is ascribed to the thinking of time to depart the Àtma

from the œarÁra.

89. Ibid.,

90. “YÀvaiyum yÀvarum tÀ¸ Àm amaivu yuÇai nÀraõa¸”    - TVM 1.3:3.

91 “NÀraõa¸; muÞu ¼Þ ulakukkum nÀta¸” - TVM 2.7:2.

92. “Antar bahiœca tat sarvam vyÀpya nÀrÀyaõas sthitaÍ/”

- TaitrÁya NÀrÀyõa UpaniÈad 11:8.

93. “NÀrÀyaõaparo jyotirÀtmÀ nÀrÀyaõaÍ paraÍ//”

- TaitrÁya NÀrÀyõa UpaniÈad 11:8.
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94. It is the aitiÍyam that, this verse is the message of Tirumantra and

it should be listen through one’s own ÀcÀrya only. Here, ŒrÁ °ÞvÀ¸’s

first statement shows his generacity and the second one means his

sense of pleasure.

95. Praõava is ‘aum’. It possesses the three syllables, i.e., akÀra, ukÀra

and makÀra. The makÀra is derived from the root words of “mana-

jðÀne” as well as “manu-avabodhane”. The makÀram indicates the

jðÀna. Here, this jðÀna does not have specification as particular

kind of the jðÀna and it is dharma-dharmi rÂpa jðÀna. In the

commentary (B.R. Purushothama Naidu, p. 130), the usage, the

jðÀnattirkku paººukk½ÇÀka ‘the abode of this knowledge’ means the

‘dharmarÂpa jðÀna’, ‘the essence of the knowledge’. Also, in the

commentary of the usage, the jðÀnamayamÀkavum ‘the essence of

knowledge’ means the  ‘dharmi rÂpa jðÀna’. The reader can

understand the theme with help of glossary part. If he needs

thorough knowledge about them, it is better to consult with the

traditional ŒrÁvaiÈõava scholar, who knows the themes with Sanskrit

background.

96. “Nityam tvadeka paratantra nijasvarÂpÀ bhÀvatkamaôgaÒaguõÀ hi

 nidarœanam naÍ//”

- ŒrÁ VaikuõÇhastavam 35.

97. ‘Three kinds of the eternal cetanas’ refers to the nitya, mukta and

baddha. Baddha is the samsÀris.

98. The statement, ‘the Lord is yours and destined for you only’ needs

further clarification within the background of three rahasya mantras

of ŒrÁvaiÈõavism (Tirumantra, Dvayamantra and Caramaœloka). The

essence of name/word, ‘nÀrÀyaõa’ shall be delineated in the modes

of a¸moÞittokai ‘elliptical compound’ as well as v¼ººumaittokai ‘a

compound in which the case ending is elliptical’. The Commentator,

by minding two modes of meaning of the word/name, ‘nÀrÀyaõa’

uses the following word and phrase as, u¸¸uÇaiyatÀy ‘the Lord is

yours’ and u¸¸akku vakuttatÀy ‘destined for you only’ ‘Seek ye

(c¼r)’ is the meaning of word ‘namaÍ’. In this place, ‘namaÍ’ means

the prayer for the kaiôkarya ‘eternal service to the holy feet of the
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Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa’. Vide: BhagavadviÈayam, vol.,1A (1999),

op.cit., p. 438.

99. The phrase, ‘for wellbeing’ is mentioned as, ‘hitatamam’. It points

out the higher good. Refer to, BhagavadviÈayam, vol.,1A (1999), op.cit.,

p. 440.

100. ‘°pta tamar’ is the superior among the individuals who are all

qualified to believe without doubt.

101. ‘By praising and praying the holy feet of my Lord, I shall explain

the eÞuttu, acai, cÁr, talai, aÇi, toÇai, pÀ, pÀvi¸am - the grammatical

structures of the eight parts of verse’   - YupparuôkalakkÀrikai 1.

102. “VÁÇuceytu maººevaiyum mikkapukaÞ nÀraõa¸tÀÒ

nÀÇunalat tÀl aÇaiya na¸kuraikkum – nÁÇupukaÞ

vaõkurukÂr mÀºa¸ inta mÀnilatt½r tÀmvÀÞap

paõpuÇa¸¼ pÀÇiyaruÒ pattu”  - TiruvÀymoÞi NÂººantÀti 2.
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ŒrÁ LakÈmÁ, the Goddess of Fortune

Homage to ŒrÁ RÀmÀnuja, who is endowed with the grace of the

Goddess ŒrÁ LakÈmÁ

Long Live, the Flowery Feet of MÀºa¸

THIRD DECADE (1.3)

INTRODUCTION

The greatness of the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa’s saulabhyaguõa

The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa is the simple to His devotees

NammÀÞvÀr, in the first decade has declared that, the Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa is supreme for all. He, in the second decade advised that, since

the Lord is supreme, we, the sincere devotees have to worship Him. The

°ÞvÀr, by proceeding, through this decade affirmatively explains the Lord’s

saulabhyaguõa ‘quality of easily approachability’1.  If asked the °ÞvÀr, ‘you

are cheerfully guiding us to worship, shall it be possible for a lame person

of two hands to climb an elephant?’, and ‘is it possible for an insignificant

samsÀri cetana2 to approach the Sarveœvara¸, who is the avÀptasamastakÀma¸?’.

It is answered that, like an elephant itself facilitates the lame person of two

hands, it is possible for him to claim. Like that, if the Lord, out of His

saulabhyaguõa becomes simple to this cetana, shall it not be possible for him

to worship the Lord? So, to substantiate this argument, the °ÞvÀr through

this decade amiably delineates the greatness of the Lord’s saulabhyaguõa.

If  the argument is accepted, there is a question, ‘why all the cetanas do not

attain the Lord by means of worshipping Him?’. It is answered that, the

avatÀras like ŒrÁ RÀma, ŒrÁ KÃÈõa, etc., are common to both unfortunates,

such as those with bad karmas and those fortunate with good karmas.
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The unfortunates treat the avatÀra as the normal human being and get

ruined their life and the most fortunate, such as the great personalities,

astonishingly thinking of the avatÀra as, ‘we gained the supreme as simple

and achieved the higher dignity in life and gained all the things to obtain

the Lord!’. In this context, to understand His saulabhyaguõa, UÇaiyavar’s

statement3 to EmbhÀr4 is to be remembered. UÇaiyavar piously affirmed, ‘if

we emphasize the Lord’s supremacy, out of fear many people may go

away from Him. On the other hand, if we describe the Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa’s saulabhyaguõa to them, they may give up the worldly things

and go behind Him. Anyhow, you only, by realizing the Lord’s simplicity,

appropriately approached the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa’.

The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa is the lake and the lamp to guide His devotees

Some kind hearted persons dig a lake5 for the goodness of public.

But, some may drown into the lake and commit suicide by themselves. On

the contrary, out of it, somebody may quench their thirst. When a lamp is

lit, some fire flies may fall into the flame and die, but, somebody may

benefit out of the light. If so and if asked, ‘does the Lord become as lake

and light?’. As praised, ‘lotus pond’6, ‘with lakes and lovely groves’7, ‘the

Lord who shines like a beacon in the  Vedic chants’8, ‘the light of the

cowherd clan’9 and ‘beacon of the lineage of kings of the solar race’10, the

Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa is referred to as lake and lamp. If so, ‘is there any

place, where the people with bad karma become ruined and people with

good karma attained the higher status?’. It is answered. As venerated, ‘then

in the yore to vanquish the thousand-armed BÀna, he wielded His gold

discus’11, the Lord took very simple avatÀra as the Lord KÃÈõa and killed

the bad people. Like that, ŒiœubÀla, PÂtanÀ, ŒakaÇÀsura, doubled maruta

tree, etc., are fought with the Lord’s appropriate the avatÀras and were

destroyed. But, many good people like, AkrÂrar, MÀlÀkÀrar, etc., were

uplifted to superior position by the avatÀras of the Lord.

The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa takes the avatÀras to show Himself to His

devotees

If someone asked NammÀÞvÀr, ‘you frequently12 guided me to

worship the Lord, unless by identifying Him through eye, ‘does it possible
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to worship Him?’ and ‘unless by worshipping Him, we shall not see Him,

then, within the contradictory situation, how it is possible to obtain Him?’.

As quoted, ‘through the parabhakti, by perceiving the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa,

who possesses BrahmÀ and Œiva, who are all the higher than human beings

as the Lord’s spiritual slaves, the passion, etc., from the mind has evaded’13

and ‘one shall comprehend the supreme personality as, ‘He is’ only through

his devotional service and when one is in full consciousness of the supreme

Lord with such devotional service, he shall enter into the kingdom of the

God’14, the °ÞvÀr does not recommend the sÀdhana bhakti, which is difficult

one to follow. But, he asserts that, if one has the negligible desire to see

Him, the Lord, very simply appears before him. In this background, there

is a question, ‘is it possible for the Lord supreme to become so simple for

His devotee, who has the slightest aspiration to see Him?’15. Here, it is to

be known that, if the Lord wishes to become simple, nobody would stand

before Him. If so, again, there is a question, ‘is it true that, the supreme

descends to the world and gets avatÀra?’. It is answered. As the Lord KÃÈõa

announced, ‘both you and I have had many births, O Arjuna. You have

forgotten them, while I remember them all, O Parantapa’16, it is discerned

that, as the birth of Arjuna, so the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa also in His

capacity took the avatÀras. As well as the avatÀra of the Lord KÃÈõa is

acceptable, so the birth of Arjuna is also an accepted truth. So, the God

takes avatÀras for the aspirant, who have even the slightest ambition to

recognize Him. Hence, it is concluded that, since the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa

is so simple, by all means it is very much easy for the devotee to worship

Him.

The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa’s avatÀra is easy to approach

If asked, ‘Arjuna took birth because of his law of karma, then, what

would be the reason for the avatÀra of the Lord?’. The answer is that, He

takes the avatÀra, out of His supreme desire only. In the text, AvatÀra Rahasya,

the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa Himself conveyed this  message through His

own words as, ‘He also’17 As the Lord KÃÈõa declares, ‘those who

understand the divine nature of my birth and activities’18, the Lord’s births

and His activities are divine in nature. In other words, the Lord’s avatÀra

is not out of  karma, but, out of His sheer desire only. In this context, it is
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to be recognized that, even when the Lord takes births with simplicity,

they do not make Him change, i.e., even within the simple forms, His

supremacy remains with Him only19. Moreover, the Lord takes avatÀra by

making the aprÀkÃtasamasthÀnam into different sajÀtÁyam20. In this aspect, it

is to be realized that, if one knows the secret of the God’s avatÀra, he will

not take birth within the material world. In this place, the Commentator

humorously avers the words of the Lord, ‘does it necessary for them to

take births, even after my birth, because My birth is only to eradicate their

births and there are no two kings’21. Thus, the °ÞvÀr sincerely advises us

as, ‘the Lord, out of His simplicity descends into avatÀra as ŒrÁ RÀma, ŒrÁ

KÃÈõa, etc., and, since it is easy for the aspirants to approach, you also, by

accepting the facts of Bhagavad GÁtÀ as supreme principles as well as reliable

means for the final emancipation, just approach and obtain the Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa’.

NammÀÞvÀr merges with the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa through His

saulabhyaguõa

The Commentator, after elaborately delineated the above said truth,

by critically questioning, ‘when does the °ÞvÀr start to teach others? and

what would be the reason for his mental agitation?’, further proceeds his

commentation. NammÀÞvÀr, at the first, by thinking of the generosity of

avatÀras22 and by enjoying the KÃÈõÀvatÀra as the pinnacle of saulabhya23, he

pleasurably stated that, KÃÈõÀvatÀra is superior to the Lord’s paratva. Then

the °ÞvÀr, by not giving much importance to the Lord’s supremacy, but, to

the saulabhyaguõa of KÃÈõÀvatÀra, he has fully focused his attention on

nagarakÈobhÀ due to His navanÁtacaurya24. While thinking of the incident,

NammÀÞvÀr with tender heart25, became mesmerized within the act of the

Lord KÃÈõa’s butter theft. Eventually he became speechless. Finally, there

is a question to the °ÞvÀr, ‘if it is accepted the discussion, does the Lord’s

saulabhyaguõa attracts the devotee than His paratva?’. As answer, in the

first decade, he enjoys the paratva of the Lord and in the second decade,

he with clearcut thinking, taught about the greatness of the Lord’s paratva

quality to others. Then, while he starts to think about the Lord’s

saulabhyaguõa through this decade, immediately he bewildered and fainted.

It implies that, by thinking of the Lord’s saulabhya as, ‘what wounder it is!’,

he absolutely infatuated with the qualities themselves26.
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1.3:1. The Lord KÃÈõa showed His saulabhyaguõa

Transliteration

“PattuÇai aÇiyavarkku eÒiyava¸ piºarkaÒukku ariya

 vittaka¸ malarmakaÒ virumpumnam arumpeºal aÇikaÒ

mattuºu kaÇaiveõõey kaÒavi¸il uraviÇai yÀppuõÇu

ettiºam urali¸oÇu iõaintiruntu ¼ôkiya eÒiv¼!”.

Verbal Translation

PattuÇai: in utter devotion; aÇiyavarkku: those who go unto Him;

eÒiyava¸: the Lord is easily accessible; piºarkaÒukku: to others;  ariya  vittaka¸:

what a marvel, the Lord is mystic; malarmakaÒ: ŒrÁ MahÀlakÈmÁ; virumpum:

eagerly sought; nam: ours; arum: difficult; peºal: to attain; aÇikaÒ: the holy

feet of our Lord; mattuºu: the churning rod; kaÇai: the churning; veõõey: the

butter; kaÒavi¸il: while stealing; uraviÇai: by the chest; ÀppuõÇu: fastened;

ettiºam: what a marvel; urali¸oÇu: to a mortar; iõaintiruntu: reduced to the

abject position/staying together; ¼ôkiya: by weeping; eÒiv¼!: the paragon of

simplicity galore!

Translation

‘Those who go unto Him turn their minds in utter devotion, He is

easily accessible, but, it is mystic, difficult to attain by others. Eagerly

sought MalarmakaÒ, who emerged out from the soft lotus flower and yet

did not take it kindly, but, winsome chest of the Lord, what a marvel, our

Lord, difficult to attain, was seen reduced to the abject position of a weeping

child, fastened by the chest to a mortar for stealing the butter off the

churning rod, a paragon of simplicity galore!’.

1.3:1.1. Introduction: The glory of stealing the butter by the Lord KÃÈõa

NammÀÞvÀr, through this verse, by starting to teach about the Lord

KÃÈõa’s saulabhyaguõa, mystically immersed his mind upon the history of

stealing butter.

1.3:1.2. Commentary

1.3:1.2.1. The prime status of the emerging the bhakti

‘Turn their minds in utter devotion (pattu)’. If asked with the phrase

of verse, eÇÇinoÇu iraõÇu e¸um kayiººi¸Àl ma¸anta¸aik kaÇÇi ‘the joy of that
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only the bhakti brings through thinking of you constantly’27,  ‘does the

TamiÞ word, ‘pattu’ denotes the devotion?’. As asserted,  it certainly refers

to the bhakti. Over here, it is not dealing with the parabhakti28, but, it

delineates the state of emerging of the bhakti29. If asked, ‘unless and

otherwise showing the end of the bhakti, then, who decides it to claim the

emerging of the bhakti?’. In this context, it is not possible to answer this

pertinent question. It is because, since this portion deals with

guõaprakaraõam30 and since the °ÞvÀr’s aim is not to praise the Sarveœvara¸,

here, he discusses only about the prime state of the emerging of the bhakti.

Moreover, as declared, ‘VibhÁÈaõa has come here as a friend so I cannot

forsake him by any means. And even if he has come with any evil intent

it is not culpable for the pious to afford him shelter’31, since the Lord is so

kind to VibhÁÈaõa and even to all His devotees, who have come to Him,

here, it is discussed about the starting of the bhakti only. In addition, since

the Lord’s holy word32 is, ‘those who  have the slightest thirst to obtain

Me, I can give My entirety to them’ and as asserted, ‘He came before me’33

and ‘before I could, he deceived me and hastily drank my all’34, the Lord

is one, who always helps others, who does not reject Him. So, it is concluded

that, here the °ÞvÀr discusses about the prime status of emerging of the

bhakti only.

1.3:1.2.2. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa is the reservoir of the spiritual wealth

‘Those who go unto Him’. This phrase signifies the state of, ‘not

rejecting the Lord’ by His devotees. Here, the °ÞvÀr gives special importance

to the TamiÞ word, ‘uÇai’, i.e., uÇaimai ‘possessing the  (spiritual) wealth’. If

asked, ‘does it be pointed out the intended spiritual wealth?’, it is answered.

As expressed, ‘superior even to the nityasÂris’35, according to the Lord’s

opinion that, in this material world, those who are having the dedicated

bhakti upon Him are superior to the nityasÂris. If asked, ‘does the Lord

think as above mentioned?’, the answer follows. The Lord’s intention is

that, if the devotees possess the bhakti36, then, the Lord declares as, ‘I will

take care of their burdens’. Moreover, as reported, ‘there upon, rising up

in the welkin, the graceful brother VibhÁÈaõa, worked up with ire, addressed

the Lord of rÀkÈasas’37, ŒrÁ VibhÁÈaõa was glorified the antharikÈa gathas

œrÁmÀ¸, i.e., the most wealthy person, who after giving up the wealth of
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LaôkÀ started his airborne journey towards ŒrÁ RÀmÀ. As glorified,

‘LakÈmaõa furnished with auspiciousness was in everything attentive to

RÀma’s wishes’38, ŒrÁ LakÈmaõa was glorified by ŒrÁ RÀma as, ‘he is in

abundance with the kaiôkaryaœrÁ’. So, with these discussions of  incidents

and the glorifications of the Lord, the °ÞvÀr mentions the Lord as, ‘possessor

of uÇaimai ‘(the spiritual) wealth’.

1.3:1.2.3. The devotees enjoy the auspicious qualities of the Lord

‘Those who go unto Him’. The unique commentary of this part

starts with a question, ‘by having the qualification as true devotee, is it

possible to mention the aspirants as the aÇiyavarkaÒ ‘devotees?’. Here also,

by understanding the Lord’s opinion only, the °ÞvÀr states them as,

‘aÇiyÀvarkaÒ’. As averred, ‘but, O hero, henceforth, do not act so. O subduer

of enemies, if you came by any mischance, what shall SÁtÀ avail me’39, the

Lord considers that, those who have basic urge to obtain Him, then, though

he is a monkey40, the Lord considers them as equivalent to SÁtÀprÀÇÇÁ. From

this, it is accepted that, not only the TiruvaÇi, Tiruva¸antÀÞvÀ¸, etc., who

positioned the prominence as, ‘devotees of the Lord’ and adding glory to

Him, but those who possess the quality of ‘not rejecting the Lord’ also

considered as the true devotees of the Lord of the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa.

Though as to the Lord’s opinion, the latter possess the greater value, if

asked, ‘why?’, it is answered that, this kind of  devotees only truthfully

enjoyed the innumerable felicitous attributes of the Lord. Moreover, from

these devotees only, the Lord’s qualities shall be supremely glorified.

1.3:1.2.4. The Lord unconditionally associates with His devotees

‘He is easily accessible’. The Lord is not as that of eradicating

devotees’ demerits, showering the grace and becoming so simple for them

to obtain Him, but, He purposefully becomes as so simple in accordance

with their noble desires. That is, to His devotees, He wouldn’t give anything

other than Himself and certainly He wouldn’t call them to His place and

just offer  things for their material satisfaction. That is, as announced,

‘these servants of yours, O best of ascetics, have come before you. Do you

command, Oh! chief of anchorites, what command of yours’ are we to

execute’41,  the Lord humbly reached over and stands before His devotees
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and stating, ‘I am your slave, you command anyway and let the activities

be happened’. In addition, as stated, ‘You are a supreme divine personality,

supreme abode, supreme purifier, the eternal God, primal being, the unborn

and the greatest’42, as an example, Arjuna heard the greatness of the Lord

uttered by great Saints like VÁÇuma¸. In this context, Arjuna asked the

Lord KÃÈõa, ‘even though You are supreme Brahman, but, how it is possible

for You become so simple before the bhakti?’. For it, the Lord KÃÈõa reacted,

‘Oh! Arjuna, by unalloyed devotion alone can I be known as I am, standing

before you. Thereby, on receiving my divine vision, Oh!, scorcher of foes,

one can enter into union with me43. Here, the Lord adds, ‘you have seen

somebody as black and some as red. Like that, I possess this status’. So, it

is concluded that, the Lord is so simple before His devotees. If so, a question

is raised, ‘though the Lord is so simple, since He is the svatantra

‘autonomous’, does it not the Lord beyond the human perception?’. The

Lord’s status shall be understood through an example. If a prince of a

great kingdom, who gives some commitments for a lowly objects during

a specific time to others, but, he will not take back his commitments by

showing his wealth. Like that, if the Lord becomes so simple for His

devotees, then, He will never be left out by showing His greatness. Instead,

He, by becoming as servant to His devotees, for the sake of them shall go

as a messenger for the good cause. Here, the famous quotation shall be

remembered. That is, ‘because of the performance of the bhakti by the

people, the Lord JanÀrdana unconditionally places Himself to them. So,

He is the Lord always being associated with them as their trustworthy

servant’44.

1.3:1.2.5. The Lord is accessible and naturally associates with His devotees

‘Those who go unto Him turn their minds, in utter devotion, He is

easily accessible’. ‘If so, does the Lord, not simple to the people, who are

all not showing the bhakti to Him?’. For the question, NammÀÞvÀr

categorically asserts as, ‘no’ and further clarifies the same. ‘But it is mystic,

difficult to attain by others’. Here the  term, ‘others’, refers to the people,

who are all not expecting the Lord’s personal benefits. ‘Mystic’. It points

out that, He is one with astonishment. If it is asked, ‘what is the reason for

this astonishment?’. It is answered. Though the Lord KÃÈõa is simple to
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YaœodÀ, but, He didn’t bear the insult from PÂtanÀ, SahaÇÀsura, double

maruta trees etc. Further, at the time of resting45 before the KurukÈetra

battle, the Lord KÃÈõa gave Himself to Arjuna, but, to Dhuryodhana gave

only paôkaÒa46. The ÀcÀryas as the case of Arjuna, follow the Lord Himself

as trustworthy means for their final emancipation, but, the others as the

case of Dhuryodhana follows the karma, jðÀna, bhakti, yoga, etc., as the

upÀya for their materialistic comforts. In ŒrÁ RÀmÀyaõa47, when ŒrÁ LakÈmaõa

hurt and fainted, though RÀvaõa came with the troops of soldiers, he can’t

pick up him because RÀvaõa possessed that much of enmity upon the

Lord ŒrÁ RÀma. But, TiruvaÇi48, though single, easily lifted him up as the

garland made  out of Malabar jasmine (karumukai) because he possessed

that much of the bhakti towards ŒrÁ LakÈmaõa as well as ŒrÁ RÀma. If

asked, ‘why RÀvaõa sensed the heaviness, but, to TiruvaÇi, ŒrÁ LakÈmaõa’s

œarÁra bears only lightness?’. The answer follows, i.e.,  ŒrÁ LakÈmaõa didn’t

trick RÀvaõa, but, to Tiruvati, it is natural devotion with him, so that, he

lifted. It is because, whatever applicable to ŒrÁ LakÈmaõa, it is the same to

ŒrÁ RÀmÀ. Here, the following sanctified testimonies of ŒrÁ RÀmÀyaõa shall

be remembered. That is, ‘but, he that could with his arms wield Himavan

or Mandra or Meru or the triple world itself along with the immortals,

could not for all his strength lift up Bharata’s younger brother’49 and ‘albeit

incapable of being moved by the foes (RÀvaõa)’, (ŒrÁ LakÈmaõa), on account

of the friendship  of the wind-god’s offspring as well as the high reverence

in which he was held by HanumÀn, became extremely light to the monkey’50.

Appropriately as that of the lines of ŒrÁ RÀmÀyaõa, Kamba RÀmÀyaõa also,

beautifully explained the same incident with proper elucidation of the

intended facts51.

1.3:1.2.6. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa is the supreme as well as the simple

‘Eagerly sought MalarmakaÒ, who emerged out from the soft lotus

flower’. Because of the association with MalarmakaÒ only, the Lord possesses

His qualities of the supremacy as well as the simplicity. Here, it should be

noted that, the Lord KÃÈõa took birth out of the eagerness like fragrance

of MalarmakaÒ52, who is in the form of fragrance of flower and seated on the

lotus as its fragrance, which is liked by the great religiously oriented people.

‘What a marvel, our Lord, difficult to attain’. The statement is self
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explicative. Since the Lord is very much dear to ŒrÁ MahÀlakÈmÁ, He

possessed His supreme quality. In this aspect, ŒrÁ RÀmÀyaõa glorifies the

Lord as, ‘incomparable in His power, daughter of Janaka is His wife and

lives in the forest confiding in the mighty strength of His bow, you shall

not be able to carry her away’53.

1.3:1.2.7. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa is eagerly sought by ŒrÁ LakÈmÁ

NammÀÞvÀr, in the first decade stated as, ‘the Lord of the Vedas’54,

which is also endorsed by the œÃuti, called NÀrÀyaõa AnuvÀka. In it, it is

indicated that, the Lord possesses two wives as BhÂdevÁ as well as ŒrÁdevÁ.

So, the °ÞvÀr, by endorsing  the relation of ŒrÁ LakÈmÁ with the Lord as

expressed in the NÀrÀyaõa AnuvÀka, averred as, ‘eagerly sought MalarmakaÒ,

who emerged out from the soft lotus flower and yet did not take it kindly,

but, winsome chest of the Lord, what a marvel, our Lord, difficult to

attain’.

1.3:1.2.8. The Nature of the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa’s simplicity

1.3:1.2.8.1. The Lord KÃÈõa as Kaõõa¸ accepts the punishment

The °ÞvÀr, graciously interprets the nature of the Lord’s simplicity.

‘What a marvel, our Lord was appear reduced to the abject position of a

weeping child, fastened by the chest to a mortar for stealing butter off the

churning rod’. NammÀÞvÀr, through this expression explicated the Lord’s

simplicity as, ‘He is the same valiant Lord with great shoulders, which

churned the milky ocean and gave ambrosia to the Devas. But, at present

being caught and fastened by the chest to a mortar by YaœodÀ, as a

punishment for stealing butter off the churning rod in this cow-herd

community and looked as utter helpless’.

1.3:1.2.8.2. The Lord KÃÈõa as Kaõõa¸ ate the butter under the shadow of

the light

‘The butter off the churning rod’. Churning butter means within the

thick curd, out of churning rod churned tightly and finally got butter. In

TamiÞ, the word, kaÇai veõõey ‘churned butter’ is the finite verb applicable

to the past, present and future. ‘If so, is there the practice to churn for said

three span of time?’. As reported, ‘butter churned all the day long’55, it is
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observed practically. Though there is three span of time, its meaning for

present tense has special importance. Appropriately, TirukkurukaippirÀ¸

PiÒÒÀ¸56 comments that, when the curd is being properly churned and even

the before butter is fully formed, the Lord KÃÈõa as Kaõõa¸ quickly grabs

the butter and eats like a hungry person along with that half boiled rice57.

‘For stealing butter’. It represents the situation that, while stealing butter,

since the Lord Kaõõa¸ caught hold, the °ÞvÀr aptly puts the word kaÒavi¸il

‘for stealing butter’. ‘How it is possible to steal the butter, while it is

churning?’. The Lord KÃÈõa , while churning and at the time of inattention

of YaœodÀ, by picking up the butter and so quickly ate the same under the

shadow of light58.

1.3:1.2.8.3. The Lord KÃÈõa as Kaõõa¸ simply obeyed YaœodÀ’s command

‘Fastened by the chest to a mortar’. The TamiÞ word, ‘uraviÇai’ shall

be understood as follows. ‘Uravu’ means chest, ‘iÇai’ refers to seventh case

ending. It is like, po¸ peyar½¸ ta¸atu uram piÒantu  ‘by tearing  into his

chest’59, where the word, ‘uram’ touches upon the same meaning, i.e., chest.

To this, NammÀÞvÀr’s report that, there is another way of commentation.

The statement is commented as, ‘the chest of the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa,

which is tightly aroused by the PeriyaprÀÇÇÁ, i.e., ŒrÁ LakÈmÁ, was tied up

tightly with mortar’. In another way also the statement shall be commented

as, ‘the Lord KÃÈõa  as Kaõõa¸, who the strengthened/killed the bulls was

tied up’. The TamiÞ word, ‘uraviÇai’ shall be commented as, ‘uram ‘strength’

and  viÇai ‘bull’’. In another way also it shall be commented. By getting

‘utaram’ as transformed word of ‘uram’, it shall be commented as, ‘tied up

in the stomach’. In this context, ‘utaram’ means stomach. In this context,

the Lord KÃÈõa is named as, ‘DÀmodara’. The name ‘DÀmodara¸’  means,

one who is bound by rope in the stomach area. There is also another way

of commentation of this declaration. As expressed, ‘when caught while

stealing butter, YaœodÀ, without the mercy as mother, to control His mischief

binds him with the mortar out of a rope and threatens Him as, ‘if capable,

you can release yourself’’60, at that time, the Lord KÃÈõa also maintains

idealness with obedience. Over here, the pramÀõa, ‘the supreme Lord, who

possesses full ability  is heard in so many ways’61 is the root for YaœodÀ’s
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utterance, ‘if capable, you can release yourself’ to the Lord, who is

possessing the boundless capabilities. Here, it is to be remembered that,

since the Lord possesses the saulbhyaguõam, YaœodÀ uttered the above

statement. Moreover, from this statement, ‘fastened by the chest to a mortar’,

the following truths shall be derived. That is, the Lord, who is the root

cause for being bound in the samsÀra, sustenance, liberation etc., is being

bounded with mortal. Also, the Lord, who controls even BrahmÀ, Œiva, etc.,

out of His sheer will, bounded as such by a simple cowherd girl. In this

context, there is a question, ‘if so, what is the reason for this state of tied

up?’. As asseverated, ‘those who understand the divine nature of my birth

and activities, O Arjun, upon leaving the œarÁra, do not have to take birth

again, but, come to my eternal abode’62, the answer is that, to untie the

bond of the samsÀra of humankind only, the Lord KÃÈõa  is fastened by the

chest to a mortar.

1.3:1.2.8.4. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa’s saulabhya is greater than His

paratva

‘Fastened by the chest to a mortar’. It refers to the fact that, the Lord

KÃÈõa  didn’t react, but, He ideally bounds with the mortar, which is also

so ideal. In other word, He keeps ideal like mortar without any physical

movement. ‘Reduced to the abject position of a weeping child’. It refers to

the situation of the Lord Kaõõa¸ before crying, i.e., being helplessness, lip

quivering etc. At that time, except crying, helplessness, etc., there is no

difference between the Lord Kaõõa and the ideal mortar. ‘A paragon of

simplicity galore!’. It denotes the utter simplicity. ‘What a marvel’. In this

context, the Commentator further expands the phrase as, ‘Oh!, the Lord

KÃÈõa! What a simplicity, you can little pit raise from the state of idealness,

in any way, you are not reacting, but, beyond this, for you, there is no

simplicity at all’. The Commentator expands the Lord’s simplicity even

further. The Lord is, ‘one, who is higher than the highest’63. But, while

bounds with mortar, He seems to be so simple. Though the Lord is in

commanding  position of all the cadres, but, over here, He stands as one

who follows the command of YaœodÀ. In this context, it is to be remembered

that, the Lord in the situation of obeying order is well glorified than His
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commanding status. As glorified, ‘beyond the reach of words’64, even the

Veda glorified the Lord’s paratva state only. But, at present, He showed His

utter simplicity only. Here, if asked, ’does there any other place, where

this much of simplicity shall be appear?’. Then, the °ÞvÀr’s answer is that,

there is nobody in the samsÀris as this much and even in the status of the

Lord’s paratva, one shall not be viewed this much. Moreover, if asked,

‘does there nobody in the world, who stole and tied up, then, why should

we give this much of importance for this Lord’s activity?’. Since the supreme

Lord, out of His saulabhyaguõam, mercifully degraded Himself with utter

simplicity as helpless child, but, by examining the situation, the °ÞvÀr with

all the kinds of astonishment, is not able to bear these much of the Lord’s

merciful status. So, the °ÞvÀr gives this much of importance to the incident

of  the Lord KÃÈõa’s stealing the butter. But, beyond all the kinds of

expressions, the °ÞvÀr overwhelmingly possessed the sense of astonishment

and immersed his entirety of mind within this history of stealing the butter.

1.3:2. The systematic exposition of Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa’s

saulabhyaguõa

Transliteration

“EÒivarum iyalvi¸a¸ nilaivarampu ilapala piºappÀy

 oÒivarum muÞunalam mutalila k¼Çuila vÁÇÀm

 teÒitaru nilaimaiyatu oÞivila¸ muÞuvatum iºaiy½¸

 aÒivaru maruÒi¸½Çu akatta¸a¸ puºatta¸a¸ amaint¼”.

Verbal Translation

EÒivarum iyalvi¸a¸: the very personification of simplicity; nilaivarampu:

the restriction of manner of birth and place of descent; ila: without

restriction; pala: innumerable; piºappÀy: the manner of birth and place of

descent; oÒivarum: shine forth; muÞunalam: the auspicious qualities; mutalila

k¼Çuila: without beginning or end; vÁÇÀm: the mokÈa; teÒitaru: cleansed and

clarified; nilaimai: the state; atu: that; oÞivila¸: it is always; muÞuvatum:

completely; iºaiy½¸: the Lord, the master; aÒivaru: the sweet spontaneity;

aruÒi¸½Çu: with the unlimited grace; akatta¸a¸: unto the devotees; puºatta¸a¸:

He is beyond the reach of others,  the inimical; amaint¼: by shedding with.
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Translation

‘The Lord is the very personification of simplicity, which helps all

His numerous auspicious qualities, without beginning or end, shine forth,

having made innumerable descents without restriction of manner of birth

and place of descent, it is always the Lord’s prerogative right to grant that,

cleansed and clarified state known as the mokÈa. Shedding with sweet

spontaneity, His unlimited grace unto the devotees, He is beyond the

reach of others, the inimical’.

1.3:2.1. Introduction:

1.3:2.1.1. NammÀÞvÀr remained fainted and unconscious

Traditionally it is a well known fact that, as stated ettiºam ‘how it

is possible?. i.e., NammÀÞvÀr for six months, out of infatuation with spiritual

love upon the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa, remained fainted and unconscious.

At that time, like the birds thronging a well-ripen-fruit-bearing tree,

Madhurakavi along with his associates circled around the °ÞvÀr and took

care of him. It resembles like ŒrÁ GuhapperumÀÒ watched the PerumÀÒ and

the PrÀÇÇÁ while both were sleeping when they visited his place65. At that

time of watching, ŒrÁ BharatÀÞvÀ¸ reached over, ŒrÁ GuhapperumÀÒ, like

sharing his food with the hungry persons, showed the place, where PerumÀÒ

was sleeping. ŒrÁ BharatÀÞvÀ¸, as expressed, ‘seeing Bharata in that

condition, Œatrughna who was near, taking the former on his lap, begun

to cry, almost deprived of his and oppressed with grief’66,  out of much

affection upon PerumÀÒ67 became unconscious, then, he regained his

consciousness.  As described, ‘after a long time, the PrÀÇÇÁ, who has big

eyes, regained her consciousness and started to think’68, the °ÞvÀr also, out

of the good karmas of great personalities, in right time, regained his

consciousness.

1.3:2.1.2. NammÀÞvÀr regained consciousness and started to teach

After waking up, the °ÞvÀr asked, ‘over here, what I have delivered?’.

In this context, if asked, ‘does there the great people, who enjoyed the

°ÞvÀr’s teaching?’ As informed, ‘good devotees in KurukÂr city’69, the good

devotees astonishingly70 without any word, looked the °ÞvÀr. Then, they
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responded as, ‘you explained the phrases like, ‘those who go unto Him

turn their mind in utter devotion, He is easily accessible’, ‘fastened by the

chest to a mortar for stealing butter off the churning rod’, then, you

astonished as, ‘what a marvel’ and in continuation, out of the infatuated

love upon the Lord Kaõõa¸, you have unconsciously fainted’. For that, the

°ÞvÀr through this verse reacted as, ‘I did the wrong thing71, I have enjoyed

the bliss of the Lord, but, I have to teach you about the glories of the Lord’.

That is, the °ÞvÀr, through the first verse, though started to teach others,

instead, he enjoyed the greatness of the Lord by himself. Then, he, by

realizing the mistake, over here, he committed himself to start his teaching

to others. As such, He, through this verse, systematically justifies the Lord’s

saulabhyaguõa, which is delineated in the previous verse.

1.3:2.2. Commentary

1.3:2.2.1. Within the Lord’s saulabhyaguõa, His status of the paratva is

expressed

‘The Lord is the very personification of simplicity’.  In the previous

verse, NammÀÞvÀr adores the Lord as, ‘those who go unto Him turn their

mind in utter devotion, He is easily accessible’. In this context, the °ÞvÀr

avers that, if one shows love towards somebody, then, if he reciprocates

the same to him, then, this is not at all considered as the specified guõa.

But, it is quite natural. So, by refuting the previous idea, NammÀÞvÀr, in

this verse asserts afresh as, ’the Lord is the very personification of

simplicity’. For the all, the simplicity will not be for always, but, invariably

periodical, but, to the Lord, it is for ever and always. In order to show that

only, the °ÞvÀr has confirmed as, ‘the Lord is the very personification of

simplicity’. ‘Without restriction of manner of birth and place of descent’.

To the Lord, there is no restriction for avatÀras as well as the activities. In

TamiÞ, “nilai varampu ila” is transformed as, “nilai ila” as well as, “varampu

ila”, then, over here, the proper definition of the phrases has to be derived.

ŒrÁ BhaÇÇar, by consolidating the two phrases and derived the different

meaning for, “varampu ila”.  He comments it as, ‘though the Lord is with

simplicity, but, within it, His paratva also is expressed’. This shall be noticed

in His following activities. Though the Lord KÃÈõa was a chariot driver for
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Ajuna, but, showed His viœvarÂpa to him72. As such, when the Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa was going to meet Rudra at KailÀsa for the offspring, but, on the

way, He, as the Lord KÃÈõa granted the mokÈa to GhaõÇÀkarõa. Like that,

at the age of seven, He lifted the Govardhanagiri. So, it is concluded that,

for  the Lord, there are no rules and regulations for His avatÀras and

activities, but, His only aim is to protect His devotees.

1.3:2.2.2. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa alone possesses all the glories

‘Having made  innumerable descents without restriction of manner

of birth and place of descent’. The Lord Himself avers as, ‘many births’73

and the truthful Veda points out as, ‘He takes births in  so many castes’74.

By considering the expression only, the °ÞvÀr, himself out of the pure

knowledge stated as, ‘many births’75. Since the Lord takes avatÀras for the

sake of others without minding His simplicity and also acts in accordance

with the nature of avatÀras, the °ÞvÀr does not declare it as mere, ‘birth’,

but, expressed it as, ‘innumerable descents without restriction of manner

of birth and place of descent’. In this context, if asked, ‘how it is possible

to know that, during the avatÀras, he does not know His paratva?’. The

truth is derived, when ŒrÁ RÀmÀ avers as, ‘I am thinking myself as human

being’76 and the Lord KÃÈõa proclaims as, ‘I born as your relative’77. ‘Which

helps all His numerous auspicious qualities, shine forth’. Though the Àtmas

possess the eliminated bad karmas (nÁôki¸a tÁvi¸aikaÒaiyuÇaittÀy iruttal mutaliya

ta¸maikaÒ uyirkaÇku iruppi¸um - Purushothama Naidu, B.R. (2012), op.cit.,

pp. 147 &148) but, due to the births, they shall have forgetfulness, etc., but,

whenever the Lord takes births with simplicities, His grandeur good

qualities will be shine forth. If so, ‘though avatÀras to the Lord and births

to the Àtmas are same for both, what is the reason for the Lord’s good

qualities possess the shining feature?’. As praised, ‘He takes births and

possesses the goodness’78, if the births are caused by the law of karma,

through the births, the glory of the same will be diminished. On the other

hand, since the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa’s avatÀras are taken place due to

His holy wishes and grace, the glories of same will be enriched further and

further. Here, it shall be appropriately remembered that, the Lord alone

possesses all the kinds of these glories.
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1.3:2.2.3. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa’s avatÀras are to grant the mokÈa

If asked, ‘how the Lord’s qualities exist?’, the °ÞvÀr resolves it as,

‘without beginning or end’. The Lord’s qualities are not appearing for one

day and disappearing for an another day, but, they are eternal and always

associated with His inner nature. ‘Cleansed and clarified state known as

the mokÈa’. The statement crystal clearly means the Lord’s paramapada. It

also points out the fact that, the Lord provides the paramapada to the Àtmas.

Though the Lord takes avatÀras in the world, though the worldly life creates

feeble sensitivities such as love, aversion, etc., but, if His disciple reached

over the paramapada, the holy abode will make him into cleansed and

clarified state. So, the °ÞvÀr rightfully mentions this order as, ‘cleansed

and clarified state known as, ‘the mokÈa’’. He also avers it as, ‘Oh! Radiant

clouds’79. If so, does it not the quality of cleanliness is expressed through

the phrase, ‘numerous auspicious   qualities, shine forth?’. The answer

follows. Since the Lord’s quality of granting the mokÈa shall be mentioned

separately with much of glorification, the °ÞvÀr with specification,

particularizes the same separately. Also, since the Lord takes avatÀra only

for the sake of granting the mokÈa to His devotees, the °ÞvÀr specifically

mentions it as such.

1.3:2.2.4. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa is humble to His devotees

‘The Lord’. Previously, the °ÞvÀr proclaims as, ‘it is always the Lord’s

prerogative right to grant the cleansed and clarified state known as, ‘the

mokÈa”. Since the Lord alone grants the mokÈa, in order to express the same,

he averred as, ‘the Lord’. Moreover, by combining the two kinds of

commentation as expressed in the reference part 80, it shall be explained in

different way. Since NammÀÞvÀr declares about the Lord as, ‘innumerable

descents without restriction of manner of birth and place of descent’, in order

to specify the fact that, though there are many avatÀras, His Lordship wouldn’t

be diminished, the °ÞvÀr over here specifically states Him as, ‘the Lord’.

‘Shedding with sweet spontaneity, His unlimited grace unto the devotees’.

It means, ‘with the grace of cooled and matured’. In this context, the phrase,

“aÒivaru maruÒi¸½Çu” shall be changed as aruÒÀl varumaruÒi¸½Çu ‘mercy

showered out of the grace’, then, the phrase is commented as, ‘showering of
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grace to the devotee is caused by the Lord’s nirketuka kÃpÀ. ‘Unto the devotees’.

It refers to the truth that, for His devotees, as example, PÀõçavÀs, the Lord

becomes like a humble messenger, who ties the message envelope in His

neck and goes to the destination. It elucidates His supreme saulabhyaguõa.

‘He is beyond the reach of others, the inimical’. It signifies the truthfulness

that, though the Lord is so humble as to the PÀõçavÀs, but, for others like

Kauravas, He shall not be approachable and attainable. ‘Shedding with’. It

means that, the Lord is so humble to His devotees, but, not approachable for

others.

1.3:3. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa’s avatÀras are beyond comprehension

Transliteration

“AmaivuÇai aºaneºi muÞuvatum uyarvaºa uyarntu

amaivuÇai mutalkeÇal oÇiviÇai aºanilam atuvÀm

amaivuÇai amararum yÀvaiyum yÀvarun tÀ¸Àm

amaivuÇai nÀraõa¸ mÀyaiyai aºipavar yÀr½?”.

Verbal Translation

AmaivuÇai: by having led to the result; aºaneºi: by virtue of a high degree

and mental perfection; muÞuvatum: completely; uyarvaºa uyarntu: the

outstanding eminance; amaivuÇai: by having the position of; mutalkeÇal: creates

and destroys; oÇiviÇai: the annihilation that happens between the two (creation

and destruction); aºanilam: appropriate abode; atuvÀm: the appropriate place;

amaivuÇai: being possessed; amararum: including the amarars ‘celestials’;

yÀvaiyum: all the non-sentient things; yÀvarum: all the sentient beings; tÀ¸Àm:

being Himself; amaivuÇai: by having the position; nÀraõa¸: the Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa; mÀyaiyai: the wonderful secret; aºipavar: those who can

comprehend; yÀr½?: who indeed?

Translation

‘Who indeed can comprehend the wonderful secret of the avatÀras of

the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa, who leads to the result creation, destruction and

play between the two and the appropriate abode of all the sentient beings as

well as nonsentient things including the amararkaÒ, the exalted BrahmÀ and

other celestials of the outstanding eminence by virtue of a high degree and

mental perfection, as well as the non-sentient things?’.
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1.3:3.1. Introduction: The Lord’s avatÀras are secret to understand

NammÀÞvÀr, in the first verse points out the Lord’s simplicity81 and

in the second verse, systematically explains the nature of His simplicity. He,

through this verse describes that, nobody shall understand the Lord’s

wonderful secrets of avatÀras.

1.3:3.2. Commentary

1.3:3.2.1. The Lord possesses the countless auspicious qualities

‘The outstanding eminence by virtue of a high degree and mental

perfection’. Naturally. when a dharma is performed, even at the time of

starting the activity, that may lead to useless without its fruit or in the

midst there may be obstacles. On the other hand, the dharma will be fruited

well as the Monarch Daœaratha82, who performed yaðjÀ and benefited four

gems. Like that, as narrated , ‘the Lord, who is higher than the highest

good’83, by all means of the dharmas, the Lord supremely possesses all the

countless auspicious qualities. In this context, nobody is equal as that of

the Lord, who possesses the supreme dharma of the sanctified qualities as

His innate nature.

1.3:3.2.2. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa commands all the Amarars

‘The creation, destruction and play between the two and the

appropriate abode of all the sentient beings including the Amarars, the

exalted BrahmÀ and other celestials’. When BrahmÀ creates the world,

everybody may doubt as well as wonder as, ‘does the creation done by the

Sarveœvara¸, the Lord!’. So, the Lord is so meticulous. This kind of

astonishment is applicable to avÀntara samhÀra ‘intermediate destruction’

also. From this, it is understood that, though creation is exercised by BrahmÀ,

he does not have the independent authority, but, he is superbly controlled

by the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa. This is also applicable to all the AmararkaÒ.

Here, the Commentator, by using the word, ‘vidheyam’84, beautifully explicits

the supremacy of the Lord.

1.3:3.2.3. Nobody knows the secret of the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa’s

avatÀras

‘All the sentient beings as well as the non-sentient things’. The

statement is self explicative. ‘The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa, who leads to the
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result. Since the Lord is the antaryÀmi to all the sentient beings as well as

the non-sentient things and prakÀri ‘object’, which possess  prakÀras

‘attributes’, He possessed the name, ‘the Lord ŒrÁman  NÀrÀyaõa’. ‘Who

indeed can comprehend the wonderful secret of the avatÀras of the Lord

ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa’. This glorified remark means the astonishment as,

‘nobody could comprehend the Lord’s grandeur gratefulness and His

avatÀras’. If asked, ‘why’?, the Commentator properly answered.  Since the

Lord is prakÀri then, nobody indeed shall comprehend the wonderful secret

of the avatÀras of Him. If asked, ‘does it nobody knows?’. Since the nityasÂris

are enjoying only the paratva, they may not know the secret of His avatÀras.

Since samsÀris are nÀstika85, they may not know it. Though the Devas like

BrahmÀ are knowing themselves through their own knowledge, they also

may not know it. As such, since all the °ÞvÀrs are in the tranquilized

condition and uttering, ettiºam ‘how it is’ and because of infatuated spiritual

love upon the Lord, they also may not know the secret of His avatÀras.

Moreover, since the Lord by Himself declares as, ‘those who understand

the divine nature of my birth and activities, O Arjun, upon leaving the

œarÁra, do not have to take birth again, but, come to my eternal abode’86

and because His avatÀras and their activities are divine in nature, actually

nobody in the material world knows the secret of His avatÀras.

1.3:3.2.4. The greatness of the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa’s avatÀras

In the line of NammÀÞvÀr’s thinking, there is another way of

commenting the phrase, ‘the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa, who leads’. If

somebody asked a person, ‘how much you need for your monthly

livelihood?’, he may come with His family members and ask, ‘I need paddy

of one kalam’87. Like that, if asked the same question to the Lord, He shall

show Himself with all sentient beings as well as the non-sentient things of

the universe as, ‘I am (aham)’. In that situation, nobody would have the

capacity to know the Lord’s totality as well as His entirety. Moreover,

within the situation, since the cosmic things are within the Lord, to them,

He stands as apimÀõi ‘honorable personality’. So, it is impossible to aware

of His cosmic nature. This expression indirectly refers to the fact that, the

divine activities of the Lord  are always beyond comprehension by the all.

Hence, the commentary shall be concluded as, ‘nobody indeed can

comprehend the wonderful secret of avatÀras of the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa’.
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1.3:4. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa’s avatÀras shall be comprehensible

Transliteration

“YÀrum½r nilaimaiya¸ e¸a aºi variyaem perumÀ¸

 yÀrum½r nilaimaiya¸ e¸a aºi veÒiyaem perumÀ¸

 p¼rum½r Àyiram piºapala uÇaiyaem perumÀ¸

 p¼rum½r uruvamum uÒatuillai ilatuillai piõakk¼”.

Verbal Translation

YÀrum: the ungodly who bear no love for the Lord; ½r nilaimaiya¸:

by having a state; e¸a: thus; aºivariya: cannot be comprehended; em perumÀ¸:

our Sire; yÀrum: the devotees, however meager, their intellect and poor,

their parentage; ½r nilaimaiya¸: by having a state; e¸a: thus; aºiveÒiya: can be

comprehend as such; emperumÀ¸: our Sire; p¼rum½r Àyiram: bearing a

thousand names; piºa: the other forms; pala: many; uÇaiya: bearing; em

perumÀ¸: our Sire; p¼rum½r: a name; uruvamum: and the form; uÒatuillai: He

has none of these; ilatuillai: the Lord goes by several names and forms;

piõakk¼: the perennial debate.

Translation

‘Our Sire, bearing a thousand  names and forms cannot comprehend

His names and forms. There is a perennial debate between these two sets

of people, one group affirms that, the Lord goes by several names and

forms and the other group asserts that, He has none of them’.

1.3:4.1. Introduction: The Lord’s avatÀras are comprehensible by His

devotees

NammÀÞvÀr glorified the Lord’s avatÀra in the previous verse as,

‘who indeed can comprehend the wonderful secret of the Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa’. If asked, ‘does it possible to delineate the avatÀras by anyone?’,

the °ÞvÀr, through this verse answers as, ‘the simplicity of His avatÀra shall

be easily comprehensible by His sincere devotees only, but, shall not be

possible to understand the same for others’.

1.3:4.2. Commentary

1.3:4.2.1. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa is the simple to His devotees

‘Our Sire, cannot comprehend His names and forms’. The inner

nature of the Lord shall not be comprehended by the ungodly personalities,
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who wish to see Him, out of his own effort, however He exalted by their

knowledge and parentage.  If asked, ‘where we spot Him as such?’. He

showed His simplicity to the monkey, women of hunter tribe and lady of

cow-herd community88. The fact should be known that, ‘the simplicity of

the Lord’ stands as the spiritual target to the perception of the devotee

who is mentioned as, yÀrum ‘the devotee of the Lord who ever he may be’.

The Commentator, by referring to the NammÀÞvÀr’s expression, ‘EmprumÀ¸

‘our Sire’’ means to  venerate the Lord as, ‘NÀya¸’89. He, by using this

word, astonishingly expressed the Lord’s inner nature as, ‘the simplicity

of His avatÀra shall be easily comprehended by the Lord’s devotees, but,

can’t be possible to comprehend the same for others’. For this, ŒrÁ °ÒavantÀr

with same intention also venerates the Lord as, ‘I offer my obeisance to

you who is beyond the mind and words, I offer my obeisance to you who

is in the reach of mind and words’90.

1.3:4.2.2. The Lord possesses the thousand names and the innumerable

œarÁras

‘Bearing a thousand names’. It conveys the truth that, the Lord

possesses innumerable names, within which, the devotee shall chose any

one in accordance with his individual taste and temperament. Since there

is no limit to represent the Lord’s qualities as well as His guõas, the °ÞvÀr

adores the Lord as, ‘bearing a thousand names’. BhÀratham also venerates

Him as, ‘that radiant worshippable Lord has thousands of names’91.

‘Thousand forms’. The Lord is bearing innumerable holy œarÁras with

appropriate names and through which, He shall be specifically identified

His greatness. Here, the TamiÞ word piºa ‘other’ suggests the many œarÁras

of the Lord. In this context, if asked, ‘does this word mean the Lord’s

œarÁras?’, it is answered as follows.  As specified, ‘BrahmÀ created names,

forms and activities for entities such as the Devas, etc.,’92 and ‘I (Brahmam)

enter through the jÁvÀtmas as the antaryÀmi and give them names and

forms’93, since the names and forms are referred to in a single unit, here

the word, piºa certainly denotes the Lord’s œarÁras.  In order to refer to the

same identification, in the latter part, the °ÞvÀr uses the phrase, ‘the Lord

goes by several names and forms’.
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1.3:4.2.3. The Lord eternally possesses so many holy names and forms

‘Bearing a thousand names and forms’. This announcement means

the fact, ‘among the many, specifically one holy name and one holy form’.

‘He has none of them’. For the other group, who are not as devotees to the

Lord, He has none of these names and forms and to them, He is beyond

their mental capability to identify Him in the sthÂla form. ‘The Lord goes

by several names and forms’. This proclamation means that, the devotees

of the Lord shall perceive all the features of the Lord, there is nothing to

be left out. ‘There is a perennial debate between these two sets of people,

one group affirms that, the Lord goes by several names and forms and the

other group asserts that, He has none of them’. If asked, ‘is there any

variation between these two groups as, ‘opinion of the devotees of the

Lord and others?’. It is answered, ‘no’. Moreover, since the devotees identify

and enjoy all the auspicious qualities of the Lord, they are used to be

always performing the maôgaÒÀsÀsanam to Him. On the other hand, the

others do not recognizing anything from Him.  For the °ÞvÀr, since he is

different from these groups,  he is always happy to witness the entirety of

the Lord and eternally enjoys the bliss of Him. There is another way of

commenting to this sentence. In this place, the statement, ‘the Lord goes

by several names and forms’ will do for commentation. The Lord eternally

possesses holy names and holy forms and in Him, there is no state that,

he is not having anything and there is no variation. So, there is no necessity

of further arguments against the other group, because they know nothing

about the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa.

1.3:5. Through the bhakti mÀrga, one can obtain the

Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa

Transliteration

“Piõakkaºa aºuvakaic camayamum neºiuÒÒi uraitta

  kaõakkaºu nalatta¸a¸ antamil Àtiyam pakava¸

  vaõakkuÇait tavaneºi vaÞini¸ºu puºaneºi kaÒaikaÇÇu

  uõakkumi¸ pacaiaºa ava¸uÇai uõarvukoõÇu uõarnt¼”.
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Verbal Translation

Piõakkaºa aºuvakaic camayamum: set at naught the six heretical

philosophical doctrines; neºi: the Vedic teachings; uÒÒi: analysed; uraitta: by

setting forth; kaõakkaºu nalatta¸a¸: possessing the countless auspicious

qualities; antamil: endless; Àtiyam pakava¸: the eternal Lord, the bodily

primate; vaõakku: by worshipping; uÇai: by possessing; tavaneºi vaÞi: the

bhakti mÀrga; ni¸ºu: being stable in it; puºaneºi: the heretical philosophical

doctrines; kaÒaikaÇÇu: set at naught; uõakkumi¸: by drying up, at the same

time, the erstwhile springs of bodily pleasure in toto; pacaiaºa: by drying

up; ava¸uÇai: in His; uõarvukoõÇu: the cream of the Vedic teachings in His,

‘Song Celestial (Bhagavad GÁtÀ)’; uõarnt¼: through the knowledge.

Translation

‘The eternal Lord, the bodily primate possesses countless auspicious

qualities has set at naught the six heretical philosophical doctrines by

setting forth the cream of Vedic teachings in His, ‘Song Celestial’. By

imbibing the quintessence of those teachings through knowledge, stick to

the path of loving surrender to His Sweet Grace to the exclusion of all the

other paths of disciple, drying up, at the same time, the erstwhile springs

of bodily pleasure in toto through knowledge’.

1.3:5.1. Introduction: The bhakti margÀ is the means to obtain the Lord

Since an aspirant requests NammÀÞvÀr, ‘you insist for so many times

to worship the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa, it is better to instruct the method

of the same’, he through the verse, advises him as, ‘does it necessary to

teach today? It is apt for you to follow the bhakti mÀrga delineated by the

Lord Himself in the Bhagavad GÁtÀ and follow the same to obtain Him’.

1.3:5.2. Commentary

1.3:5.2.1. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa is the supreme

‘Set at naught the six heretical philosophical doctrines’. This utterance

means that, it is to be set aside the internal philosophical variations in

between the Vaidika religion with that of six heretical philosophical

doctrines. ‘By setting forth the cream of Vedic teachings’. Though the

teachings are the subject matter of the Vedas, but, the Lord cleared up the
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subject matters to an individual who analyzed the same out of the clear

cut examination. ‘What is the truth to comment as such?’. Though without

thinking and if the advice  is for the sake of goodness to people, it has to

be well analyzed and it has to give pleasure to them. If advised something

all of a sudden, then, it may bear the demerits and lack of truth value. So,

after a thorough verification only, the advice ought to be set forth. ‘The

eternal Lord possesses countless auspicious qualities’. The statement is self

explicative. Otherwise, it shall be commented as, ‘the Lord possesses

countless vÀtsalyaguõas’94. If questioned, ‘to whom, the Lord is teaching

with kindness? It is answered that, the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa favourably

teaches the same out of His sheer vÀtsalyaguõa to all. If asked, ‘does the

teaching uttered shall be the truthful?’. Since He is antamil Àti ‘the eternal

Lord, the bodily primate’, He is, ‘apta tama¸’95. So, the Lord’s teachings are

truthful and valuable.

1.3:5.2.2. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa is the primate in the œarÁra

For all the people, the knowledge may be incurred with demerits

because of the births and deaths, which are caused by the law of karma.

But, since the Lord is not controlled by the law of karma, all the teachings

of Him shall be the subject matters expressing only the truth values. ‘The

eternal Lord, the bodily primate’. Since, it is the tradition that, those who

are possessing the knowledge, strength, sovereignity96 with little bit of

high value, he may be designated as, ‘bhagavan’, but, categorically the title

would be rightfully appropriate to the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa only and for

others, the title would be for the sake of aupacÀrikam ‘a kind of metonymy

by which the attributes of one are spoken of as those of something or

someone connected with it’. So, the °ÞvÀr, with all the kinds of authority

titled the Lord as, ‘Am bhagavan’. This title means the explanation, i.e., ‘the

Lord, the bodily primate’.

1.3:5.2.3. The bhakti mÀrga as envisaged by the Bhagavad GÁtÀ

‘By setting forth the cream of Vedic teachings in His, ‘Song Celestial’.

By imbibing the quintessence of those teachings through knowledge, stick

to the path of loving surrender to His Sweet Grace’. For praying the Lord,

the bhakti mÀrga is truthfully appropriate and one has to follow the same.
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In Bhagavad GÁtÀ, at the first, the bhakti mÀrga is interpreted as, ‘they

constantly worship me in loving devotion’97, then, it is expressed as, ‘always

think of me, be devoted to me, worship me and offer obeisance to me’98.

By following the order of Bhagavad GÁtÀ, NammÀÞvÀr also averred as, ‘by

setting forth the cream of Vedic teachings in His, ‘Song Celestial’’. Since

the bhakti is so pleasurable like the personal union with lover99, the °ÞvÀr

refers to the bhakti as, ‘the path of loving surrender to His Sweet Grace’.

Since the bhakti is the matured state of the jðÀna, the °ÞvÀr points out it as,

‘the path of loving surrender to His Sweet Grace’. Also, as communicated,

‘to Him, tapas is the nature of the jðÀna’100, since the lovable aspects of

devotee is considered by the Lord as tavam ‘the path of loving surrender’,

the °ÞvÀr mercifully uses the same word as ‘tavaneºi’.

1.3:5.2.4. ‘The surrender to the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa’ eliminates all

other mÀrgas

‘The exclusion of all the other paths of disciple’. It means that, like

removing the weed, all the other mÀrgas should be eliminated. For this

report, it is to be commented as follows. If the path of loving surrender is

considered as, ‘the bhakti’, it shall be done for the kaiôkarya and except this,

it shall not be for any other results. Moreover, if the path is considered as

the prapatti, one has to avoid all other upÀyas101. ‘Drying up, at the same

time, the erstwhile springs of bodily pleasure in toto’. As specified,

‘however, even this taste ceases for those who realizes the supreme’102, the

statement means that, except the subject matters with the Lord supreme,

one has to eliminate all the other things with their taste and vÀsanÀ. In this

context, if asked, ‘how it shall be eliminated?’ the °ÞvÀr answers as, ‘through

knowledge’. It implies that, by the means of knowledgeable aspects of the

Lord supreme, one has to eliminate all the other things with their taste and

vÀsanÀ. Indeed it refers to the truth that, by imbibing the quintessence of

those teachings through knowledge and stick to the path of loving surrender

to His sweet grace, i.e., the bhakti mÀrga, one has to eliminate all the other

things. In another way also, the proper implication shall be derived. That

is, by following the truthful meaning of caramaœloka103, one has to eliminate

all the other things.
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1.3:6. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa is known by the

discriminative inquiries

Transliteration

“Uõarntuuõarntu iÞintuaka¸ºu uyarntuuru viyantuin nilaimai

uõarntuuõarntu uõarilum iºainilai unarvuaritu uyirkÀÒ!

uõarntuuõarntu uraittuuraittu ariaya¸ ara¸e¸¸um ivarai

uõarntuuõarntu uraittuuraittu iºaiðcumi¸ ma¸appaÇÇatu o¸º¼”.

Verbal Transliteration

Uõarntuuõarntu: through the discriminative inquiry and the

contemplation to know their inherent nature of the Àtma, which is aõu in

size; iÞintuaka¸ºu uyarntu: the pure knowledge pervading all the ten

directions; uru: different from the œarÁra; viyantu: by sensing its distinctness;

in nilaimai: this status; uõarntu: through the discriminative inquiry; uõarntu:

further through the contemplation; uõarilum: though know; iºainilai: the

divine nature; unarvuaritu: it is impossible to know; uyirkÀÒ!: Oh! The Àtmas;

uõarntu: if realize the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa through yogic perception;

uõarntu: even then if realized the Lord through the yogajðÀna; uraittu: it is

very difficult to explain His inner nature; uraittu: it is as the same; ari  aya¸

ara¸ e¸¸um ivarai: these Gods named Hari, BrahmÀ and Rudra;

uõarntuuõarntu: by critically analyzing; uõarntuuõarntu: do research upon

the authoritative scriptures; ma¸appaÇÇatu o¸º¼: in your mind the supreme

being shall be revealed; uraittuuraittu: by having understood constantly

and meditate upon Him; iºaiðcumi¸: you perform the worship.

Translation

‘Though the eternal Àtmas, through discriminative inquiry and

contemplation we know their inherent nature are consciousness, aõu in

size, pure knowledge pervading all the ten directions and different from

the œarÁra, it is impossible to know the divine nature. If asked, ‘is it possible

to know Him?’, better critically analyze and do research upon the

authoritative scriptures dealing with Ari, Aya¸ and Ara¸ for so many times,

if so, in your mind the supreme being shall reveal, having understood

constantly meditate upon Him and worship’.
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1.3:6.1. Introduction: The bhakti is the medium to realize the Lord

The  followers of NammÀÞvÀr ask, ‘Oh! the great saint!, you advise

us to worship the avatÀras, but, as delineated, ‘as the first avatÀra is in

between the BrahmÀ and Œiva’104, these three are performed their equally

respective duties. Since as such, are they all stand primary? or does the

one among them to be superior? or does someone else superior to these

three? Moreover, since we are unable to differentiate them, does it be

possible to discriminate them and establish the supreme God, so that, we

can approach and worship Him accordingly?’. To them, NammÀÞvÀr

compassionately responds, ‘by not considering the œarÁra as the Àtma, it is

difficult to know that, the Àtma is different from the œarÁra. Though it is

conceived out of hard effort, it is not possible to know the Sarveœvara¸,

who possesses the BrahmÀ, Œiva and others as His holy œarÁra. So, through

the means, which is explained in this verse, let you understand His inner

nature and approach with intended devotedness’105. As such, the °ÞvÀr,

through this verse, pleasingly describes the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa as the

supreme object to be devoted and the mode of performing devotion upon

Him.

1.3:6.2. Commentary

1.3:6.2.1. The refutation of the doctrines of the YogÀcÀra and the KriyÀvÀdi

‘Though the eternal Àtmas, through discriminative inquiry and

contemplation we know their inherent nature are consciousness’. The °ÞvÀr

technically uses the word, uõarntu ‘knowing’, instead of uõarvu ‘knowledge’.

Here, the °ÞvÀr categorically gives specification to the ‘knower’.  Through

the way of expression, he refutes the YogÀcÀra’s philosophy of, ‘there is

only knowledge, but, there is no knower’. Through the aÇukkuttoÇar

‘repetition of word for emphasis’ as, ‘uõarntu uõarntu’, he, by refuting the

NaiyÀyika/VaiœeÈika philosophy of, ‘knowledge/consciousness is acquired

in the middle, in the mokÈa, it will be as stone’, asserts that, the knowledge

is eternal. He, by stating, ‘nature of knowing is eternal’, refutes the

philosophy of KriyÀvÀdi’s philosophy of, ‘the jðÀnakÃyÀkartÃtvam jðÀtÃtvam,

that is not eternal’106.
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1.3:6.2.2. The inner nature of the Àtma and the Lord ŒÁman NÀrÀyaõa

‘The inherent nature of the eternal Àtmas are consciousness, aõu in

size and pure knowledge pervades all the ten directions’. Through this

statement, NammÀÞvÀr informs that, the Àtma is aõu in size and it, as the

Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa pervades everywhere, the knowledge of it also

overspreads everywhere. Here, the °ÞvÀr thematically describes this

explanation, i. e., ‘my legs are paining andthere is also pain in my head’107.

‘Different from the œarÁra’. It means that, the nature of the Àtma is different

from the œarÁra. If the TamiÞ word, ‘uruviyanta’ is separated as, ‘uru’ and

‘viyanta’, then, the statement, ‘the nature of the Àtma is beyond the form of

the œarÁra’ shall be derived108. From the above two analysis, the proper

nuance shall be deduced. That is, ‘the inner nature of the Àtma is different

from the œarÁra and the œarÁra does not have the knowledgeable aspects.

‘Though the eternal Àtmas through discriminative inquiry and contemplation

we know their inherent nature’. The statement is self explicative.  It also

expresses the fact, i.e., ‘though the inner nature of the Àtma is realized

through the method of discriminative inquiry and contemplation as

expounded in Yoga œÀstras’. This presentation should be added along with

the next remark, so that, the expected meaning shall be derived. ‘It is

impossible to know the divine nature’. The report explains that, it is not

possible to know the inner nature of the Sarveœvara¸, who is the Lord

ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa, who stands as the antarÀtma to BrahmÀ and Œiva and as

well, it is also not possible to know the fact that, they are the holy œarÁra

of the Lord.

1.3:6.2.3. The realization of the Lord and meditation upon Him

‘The eternal Àtmas’. The °ÞvÀr, by calling as, ‘the Àtmas’, with much

of exclamations, avers as, ‘Oh! the Àtmas, you lost your consciousness to

know the truth like the acit, which lacks knowledge, being a cit, you have

to achieve the objectives of your existence through knowledge, otherwise,

possessing it is worthless’. In this context, if the Àtmas asked NammÀÞvÀr,

‘let the knowledge as well as the ignorance of us be as such, since you

know it, please teach us about the things to be devoted’. Then, the °ÞvÀr

affably proceeds further and advises them as, ‘better critically analyze and
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do research upon the authoritative scriptures dealing with the Ari, Aya¸

and Ara¸ for so many times’. Ari gained the name as such because He

destroys the bad and protects the good people. Ayan got the name as such

because he directly got birth from the naval of the Lord ViÈõu. Since Aran

is performing only destruction, he gained the name as such. In this back

ground of the verse, the first, ‘uõartti’ derived from the  first part of the

word, ‘uõarntuuõarntu’ indicates svarÂpa of Ari, Aya¸ and Ara¸ and the

second, ‘uõartti’ derived from the second part of the word, ‘uõarntuuõarntu’

means the svabhÀva of these three dignitaries. In this context, in order to

decide the final truth, one has to critically analyze and do research upon

the authoritative scriptures dealing within them. ‘If so, in your mind the

supreme being shall reveal’. As narrated, ‘please compose a text, which

has to glorify the Liôgam’109, by not having the side with the one God, one

has to do research upon the svarÂpa as well as the svabhÀva of Ari, Aya¸

and Ara¸ for so many times. Then out of k½lvilukkÀÇÇu110, the supreme being

shall reveal in one’s own mind. ‘Having understood, constantly meditate

upon Him and worship’. It intimates that, as such, visualizing the supreme

being, by having the clear cut understanding, constantly meditate upon

Him and by pronouncing His glorified name for so many times and do

worship Him. Here, the supreme being is nobody else, but, the Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa. Thus, NammÀÞvÀr advises his followers to pronounce the Lord’s

names for so many times and worship Him.

1.3:7. Within the lifespan, one has to surrender to the

Lord ŒrÁman NÀrayaõa

Transliteration

“O¸ºue¸ap palae¸a aºivaru vaÇivi¸uÒ ni¸ºa

  na¸ºueÞil nÀraõa¸ nÀ¸muka¸ ara¸e¸¸um ivarai

  o¸ºanum ma¸attuvaittu uÒÒinum irupacai aºuttu

  na¸ºue¸a nalaðceyvatu ava¸iÇai nammuÇai nÀÒ¼”.

 Verbal Translation

O¸ºue¸ap palae¸a: by considering whether they are one or more;

aºivaru: it is difficult to comprehend; vaÇivi¸uÒ: over the rare forms; ni¸ºa:
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by residing; na¸ºu: the good; eÞil: of radiant; nÀraõa¸: NÀrÀyaõa; nÀ¸muka¸:

NÀ¸muka¸, BrahmÀ; ara¸: Rudra/Œiva; e¸¸um ivarai: as they are; o¸ºa:

dispassionately; num ma¸attuvaittu: by ponder your mind; uÒÒi: by

investigating; num irupacai aºuttu: by giving up your allegiance to BrahmÀ

and Rudra; na¸ºue¸a: good to perform the bhakti; nalam: attach yourself

firmly; ceyvatu: by performing the same; ava¸iÇai: to NÀrÀyaõa; nammuÇai:

our/yourself; nÀÒ¼: the lifespan.

Translation

‘By ponder your mind dispassionately over the rare forms of radiant

NÀrÀyaõa, BrahmÀ and Rudra, who look so much alike that, it is difficult

to comprehend whether they are one or many. With this investigation, by

give up your allegiance to BrahmÀ and Rudra and within your lifespan

attach yourself firmly to NÀrÀyaõa and perform the bhakti upon Him’.

1.3:7.1. Introduction: It is better to surrender to the Lord immediately

Though the aspirants heard the °ÞvÀr’s instructions and assured,

‘we will do as you said’, but, they, by not following the instructions

maintained their usual patience. But, the °ÞvÀr positively worried and

through the verse, advised them as, ‘Oh! Though you gave assurance, but,

instead of worshipping the Lord, you are all keeping your unusual patience,

let you be within your lifespan specify yourself to perceive the ultimate

subject matter through proper means and devote yourself upon the Lord

supreme, who is the specified subject matter to be obtained’. Further, he

proceeds, ‘since your lifespan is short, you have to worship Him

immediately’. But, they still keep ideal by saying as, ‘we are worshipping’.

In this circumstance, the °ÞvÀr stresses them as, ‘you should not be patience

and immediately starts to worship the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa’. In this

context, the last description and its extensive exposition are the speciality

of this verse. The subject matter of this verse is the continuation of the

previous one.

1.3:7.2. Commentary

1.3:7.2.1. The duties of the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa (ViÈõu), BrahmÀ and

Rudra

‘Over the rare forms, who look so much alike that, it is difficult to

comprehend whether they are one or many?’. It is commented as, ‘since
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these three equally seem as primary and possess three individual œarÁras,

it is difficult to comprehend the rareness of forms’. So, the following

question is raised, ‘whether, are there one only within the three œarÁras? or

are there three cetanas stationed within that three œarÁras?’. The statement

shall be commented in different indriyas as, ‘does it the state of a single

Àtma?, or the status of many Àtmas?’. ‘Radiant NÀrÀyaõa’. Since He is referred

to in the TamiÞ word as, na¸ºu ‘good’, it glorifies the beauty of the Lord.

Here,  the °ÞvÀr is remembered the testimony named NÀrÀyaõa AnuvÀkÀ111,

which specifically praises the Lord’s glories. Since, NammÀÞvÀr also

indicates in the TamiÞ as eÞil ‘radiant’, it shall be commented that, the word

points out the Lord’s glory as, ‘He alone is the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa,

who without demerits, possesses the mokÈa and radiant in form’112.

Moreover, the phrase, ‘na¸ºu eÞil’ shall be commented in a different direction.

As informed, ‘standing apart and enjoying His beautiful creation’113, by

observing the Lord’s beauty, it explicates the fact that, He is the supreme

Lord, who cordially provides the whole world as well as all the Àtmas. In

this background NammÀÞvÀr with special implication names the Lord as,

‘NÀrÀyaõa’, because the grandeur status of Him appears that, He is the

prakÀri, who gloriously holds all the comic matters as His prakÀras. ‘BrahmÀ’.

He is the one, who at the time of creation possesses the four faces to utter

the four Vedas and stands as the specified authority for creation of the

cosmos. ‘Rudra’. He is the one, who stands as the authority for destruction

of the universe.

1.3:7.2.2. The dispassionate investigation upon the BrahmÀ and the Rudra

‘They are’. The phrase refers to the matter that, they possess the

varied nature. As ŒrÁ ViÈõu PurÀõa  affirmed, ‘the independent JanÀrdana,

gloriously named as Bhagavan assumes as the BrahmÀ, ViÈõu (the Lord

ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa) and the Rudra, who accordingly perform the duties of

creation, protection and destruction’114,  since the similarity seems to be in

name and since the verse of PurÀõa ends with the name, ‘JanÀrdana’, which

is similar to the viÈõu œabda, the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa alone appears as

superior, the master. Thus the phrase, ‘they are’ means the three

personalities with varied inner nature. ‘By ponder your mind

dispassionately over the rare forms of radiant NÀrÀyaõa, BrahmÀ and Rudra’.
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It is balanced attitude of the °ÞvÀr. Except the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa, by

not giving importance to one between the other two and by not giving

importance to the Lord only before to arrive at conclusion for certainty,

the °ÞvÀr asks us, ‘ponder the three personalities in your mind

dispassionately’. ‘With this investigation’. When investigating the svarÂpa

and the svabhÀva of these three personalities through the œrutis and the

nyÀyas, quite naturally the mind shall perceive the ‘one’ as superior and

the other two personalities are not perceivable as the superiors.

1.3:7.2.3. Since the Lord is the supreme, perform of the bhakti towards

Him

After dispassionately arriving the conclusion as such, the °ÞvÀr

directs us as, ‘by give up your allegiance to BrahmÀ and Rudra’. Here,

through this important proclamation, he categorically asserts that, there is

naturally no superiority vested upon BrahmÀ and Rudra, but, realistically

it destines that, the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa alone is venerated as the Lord

supreme. ‘Perform the bhakti upon Him’. The °ÞvÀr advises us, ‘thus, having

established the supremacy of the Lord, with the thinking that, He came to

your heart, for the upheaval of your Àtma, then, without expecting anything

from Him, let you perform the bhakti yoga upon Him’. Though, the advice

is as such, but, the aspirants, though stating, ‘we will do it in time’, but,

they keep quite patiently.  By examining that, the °ÞvÀr proceeds as, ‘within

your lifespan attach yourself firmly to NÀrÀyaõa’. Here, the statement is

self explicative. By seeing them, He specifies as, ‘Oh! The people don’t

degrade yourself, you all may know the reality of our life! Let you obtain

the Lord at the earliest’. In this context, since the °ÞvÀr advises, ‘within

your lifespan attach yourself firmly to NÀrÀyaõa’, there is an implication

as, ‘how the listeners know the distinction of the lifespan?’. For this,

NammÀÞvÀr previously answered as, ‘fleeter than lightning is the life of

the œarÁra’115.

1.3:7.2.4. Within the lifespan, one has to attach with the Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa

ŒrÁ RÀmÀyaõa also endorses the importance of lifespan as, ‘people

rejoice on rising of the Sun, they feel delighted at the approach of night,
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but, they do not understand that, like water is taken out from the pot, its

fullness will be reduced, as such, their lives have been shortened’116.

Moreover, for the phrase, ‘within your lifespan’, there is another way of

commentation. Here, VaÇakkuttiruvÁtippiÒÒai, by placing an anecdote

explains the status of lifespan. When somebody sleeping by closing the

back door and front door of the house and if the house is on fire, at the

time, if he with comfort responses, ‘I will extinguish the fire’, then, does

it possible to accept? Certainly, it is not possible. So, the °ÞvÀr properly

advises us as, ‘within your lifespan attach yourself firmly to the Lord

ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa’117.

1.3:8. ‘The act of surrender to the Lord’ eliminates the demerits

Transliteration

“NÀÒumni¸ºu aÇumnama paÞamaiam koÇuvi¸ai yuÇa¸¼

  mÀÒum½r kuºaivillai ma¸a¸akam malamaºak kaÞuvi

  nÀÒumnam tiruvuÇai aÇikaÒtam nalaôkaÞal vaõaôki

  mÀÒum½r iÇattilum vaõakkoÇu mÀÒvatu valam¼”.

Verbal Translation

NÀÒum: for daily;  ni¸ºu: for always being with us; aÇum: tormenting;

nama: stored by us; paÞamai: for all times (existing); am koÇuvi¸ai: all our

cruel sins; uÇa¸¼: at once; mÀÒum: will be vanished; ½r kuºaivillai: we shall

not want/no chance to worry; ma¸a¸akam: our mind; mÀlam: dirt of

misconceived notion of parity; aºa: cleansing; kaÞuvi: by cleansing through

the knowledge; nÀÒum: daily; nam: our; tiruvuÇai: by having TirumakaÒ, i.e.,

ŒrÁ LakÈmÁ; aÇikaÒtam: to the feet; nalam: gracious; kaÞal: felicitous feet; vaõaôki:

by worshiping; mÀÒum½r iÇattilum: the last minute, passing the Àtma from

the œarÁra; vaõakkoÇu: to worship Him; mÀÒvatu: to die; valam¼: it is better.

Translation

‘By cleansing our mind of dirt of misconceived notion of parity

through knowledge, worship daily at the felicitous feet of the Lord, the

gracious consort of TirumakaÒ, then, all our cruel sins, which are tormenting

us for all the times will be vanished at once, after that, we shall not want,

worship Him until the last minute, passing the Àtma from the œarÁra’.
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1.3:8.1. Introduction: The surrender to the Lord for the final emancipation

One of the aspirants, asked NammÀÞvÀr, ‘Oh! The great! You are

guiding that, atleast one day before of dying, surrender to the Lord. Since

the demerits accrued with me for a long time, do they not the obstacle to

surrender the holy feet of the Lord?, if so,  is there time for me to surrender

to Him?’. The °ÞvÀr wonderfully through this verse answers as, ‘Oh! Dears!

When you wish to surrender, instantly the obstacles will be vanished, you

know!, you are surrendering to the holy feet of the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa.

The husband of TirumakaÒ, don’t think and ideal as, ‘the time is passed’.

As informed, ‘dragging your weight slowly with a staff in hand’118, you

can fall down to His holy feet even with that staff. Yes!, the final

emancipation is yours’.

1.3:8.2. Commentary

1.3:8.2.1. ‘The act of surrendering to the Lord’ destroys the devotees’ sins

‘Tormenting us for all the times’. It means that, it is tormenting us

for all the times without break. The Commentator extra ordinarily

comments this remark. He avers that, like the paramÀõus are eternally

existing and they are subservient to pÀrimaõçala119, the Lord’s svarÂpa, His

guõas and His other qualities are permanently existing and they are eternally

subservient to Him only. Like that, the Àtmas are also immortal and they

are eternally subservient to the Lord. Though the inner nature of the Àtmas

is as such, but, they, from time immemorial, due to the association with

the œarÁras is eternal120, but, suffer a lot out of law of karma. Here, the °ÞvÀr

makes mention of the law of karma as, ‘tormenting us for all the times’. ‘All

our’. As delivered, ‘within the somebody’s karmas, his friends received the

good karmas and his enemies received his bad karmas’121, one’s karma is not

received from others but, indeed, they by themselves realistically earned

by themselves only122. It is also endorsed by the reference, ‘what

unprecedented calamity has not already fallen on me? I always suffer.

Suffering has become second nature to me. O, the Lord, it is not right that,

they who have taken shelter of you be defeated in this way’123.  ‘Cruel’.

The °ÞvÀr, by sensing the cruelty of karma, comments as, ‘cruel’. ‘All our

cruel sins’. He avers as such, because the cruel sins are ought to be

experienced and eliminated. ‘Will be vanished at once’. It expresses that,
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all our cruel sins will be eliminated all of a sudden, even at the time of

incurred. Here, the following pramÀõas  shall be remembered: ‘like the

cotton gets burnt in fire fully, as such, all his sins are fully annihilated’124

and ‘though the cluster of demerits are like the size of m¼ru mountain,

mandara mountain, etc., sudden after obtained Keœava’s grace, it will be

destroyed like the bad diseases’125.

1.3:8.2.2. ‘The act of worshipping the Lord’ vanishes the devotees’ cruel

sins

‘We shall not want’. It represents that, since we are worshipping the

Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa,  all our cruel sins, which are tormenting us for all

the times will be vanished at once. ‘After that, we shall not want’. It means

that, after worshipping the Lord, the aspirant as he wishes will attain all

the necessary things. As the Lord KÃÈõa advises, ‘quickly they become

virtuous and attain lasting peace. Oh! son of KuntÁ, declare it boldly that,

no devotee of mine is ever lost’126, if one attaches himself with the Lord,

like things burnt with fire, his demerits will be destroyed. Then, the devotees

of the Lord shall not be suffered because of the karmas. Appropriately the

BhÀratham also narrates as, ‘if one, who previously possessed the bad

conduct, ate the food, which is not to be eatable, did wrongs things to

another, who did only good to him, rejected the Vedic principles, etc.,

surrendered to the holy feet of the Lord, who awaits the time for that

individual to show devotion to Him, then, he should be considered as one,

who is not sinned’127. In this context, if asked, ‘why the aspirant is considered

as such?’, it is answered. If one sees his sin after his surrendering to the

Lord, then, it sorrowfully elucidates that, the accuser is degrading the

greatness of the Lord. Here, the statement of the BhÀratam, ‘at no time,

there will be destructions to the devotees of the Lord VÀsudeva’128 shall be

remembered.

1.3:8.2.3. The devotee has to worship the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa

After discussing the above facts, by following the gracious feet of

NammÀÞvÀr, the Commentator proceeds further. After commenting the

above facts, as a fresh look, he avers, ‘for you, there is one thing to do’. ‘By

cleansing our mind of dirt of misconceived notion of parity through
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knowledge’. If the Sarveœara¸ (the Lord ViÈõu) stands in the midst of BrahmÀ

and Œiva, by giving up the doubt, the purified mind shall perceive Him as,

‘the Sarveœara¸ alone is the master’. If so, if asked, ‘does it be the wrong

to think that, the other Devas are the gods?’, as informed, ‘the Lord’s

devotees may even forget His name, but, they will never stoop to worship

the god-lings’129, to think as such is wrong. ‘Worship daily’. One has to

worship the Lord for everyday. To it, there is no rules and regulation just

like, forbidden to touch the sea except the parva kÀlam130. ‘At the felicitous

feet of the Lord, the gracious consort of TirumakaÒ (ŒrÁ LakÈmÁ)’. It specifies

that, daily one has to worship the holy feet of the Lord, who is the husband

of TirumakaÒ. In this context, it is to be noted that, NammÀÞvÀr, through

this explanation noticeably avers the eternal relationship of the Lord with

TirumakaÒ. Once NanjÁyar asked BhaÇÇar, ‘if one obtains Œarveœvara¸, He

will give the boon, then, why should one obtain the PrÀÇÇÁ (ŒrÁ LakÈmÁ) as

companion to the Lord?’. ŒrÁ ParÀœara BhaÇÇar responded, ‘it is because,

when the devotee surrenders to the holy feet of the Lord, the PrÀÇÇÁ will

keep him under Her protection. When the Lord turns up towards her, She,

out of her puruÈakÀratvam, makes the Lord to accept the devotee without

seeing his demerits’. So, it is envisaged that, daily we have to worship the

holy feet of the Lord, who is the husband of TirumakaÒ.

1.3:8.2.4. ‘The act of worshipping the Lord’ leads to the final emancipation

‘Felicitous feet of the Lord’. The compassionate  feet of the Lord are

as such that, when His devotee approaches Him through the PrÀÇÇÁ’s

puruÈakÀratvam, He always accepts him without minding his demerits.

‘Worship daily’. So, if we worship daily at the felicitous feet of the Lord,

then, all our cruel sins which are tormenting us for all the times will be

vanished.  ‘At once’. Even at a kÈaõa of surrendering to the holy feet of the

Lord, out of His sheer grace, all our cruel sins will be vanished. ‘Worship

Him until the last minute, passing the Àtma from the œarÁra’. As stated,

‘better that, I should be riven in twin, but, I never will. This is my native

fault and nature is incapable of being overcome’131, one shall not be as

RÀvaõa with ahaôkÀra. But, if one is worshipping Him until the last minute,

passing the Àtma from the œarÁra, even if he dies when he is upon the

cÁraippÀy ‘cloth mat’132 with the posture of turned bottom upward, without
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doubt, he will attain the holy feet of the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa. The °ÞvÀr

proceeds his advice that, if one at the last minute surrenders to the other

gods, he will gain nothing. But, if one surrender to the feet of the Lord at

the last moment and even if he die immediately, he will obtain the Lord.

So, NammÀÞvÀr very strongly asserts as, ‘worship daily at the felicitous

feet of the Lord, the gracious consort of TirumakaÒ until the last minute,

passing the Àtma from the œarÁra’. From this, it is clearly comprehended

that, if one throughout his life surrendered to the other deities, except the

Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa, finally he gains nothing, but, if one surrenders to

the holy feet of the Lord at the last minute even before his death, without

doubt, the final emancipation of the mokÈa will be certainly accomplished.

The TamiÞ word, “valam” of the verse means the sense of speciality. The

word, “valam” indicates the strength. Also, the word, “valam” is the

transformed version of the another word, “varam”. It refers to, ‘boon’. So,

it shall be commented that, by surrendering to the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa,

the aspirant shall get all the kinds of strength and boons.

1.3:9. The Lord’s avatÀras are for the annihilation and the

reestablishment

Transliteration

“Valatta¸a¸ tiripuram erittava¸ iÇampeºat tuntit

 talattueÞu ticaimuka¸ paÇaittanal ulakamun tÀ¸um

 pulappaÇap pi¸¸umta¸ ulakattil akatta¸a¸ tÀ¸¼

 colappukil ivaipi¸¸um vayiººuÒa ivaiava¸ tuyakk¼”.

Verbal Translation

Valatta¸a¸: gets place to the right; tiripuram erittava¸: Œiva, the

destroyer of three citadels; tuntittalattu iÇampeºa: by having the place in the

lotus naval; eÞu ticaimuka¸: the great BrahmÀ who raised; paÇaitta: created

by; nal ulakamum tÀ¸um: the lovely worlds and himself; pulappaÇa: to visible;

pi¸¸um: even after; ta¸ ulakattil: in His world; akatta¸a¸: descents during

His avatÀras; tÀ¸¼: by Himself; colappukil: if starts to utter; ivaipi¸¸um: even

they are; vayiººuÒa: hidden in His stomach; ivaiava¸ tuyakk¼: the Lord makes

you bewildered.
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Translation

‘His lotus naval is the place of great BrahmÀ, the creator of lovely

worlds, while Œiva, the destroyer of three citadels gets place to the right,

He descents Himself visible in His world during avatÀras. If starts to utter

His great qualities, it is impossible to count, but, even they are kept hidden

in His stomach, with these, the Lord makes you bewildered’.

1.3:9.1. Introduction: The Lord through His avatÀras, creates the spiritual

taste

NammÀÞvÀr, in the sixth, seventh and eighth verses graciously

glorified the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa’s supremacy and averred the absence

of the same to the BrahmÀ as well as the Œiva. In this verse, he affirmatively

delineates that, they obtained their svarÂpa only in association with the

Lord. In this context, there is a question, ‘though the Lord is the supreme

cause and protector of the BrahmÀ and the others and they are not even

descending to the world, but, what would be the specified reason for the

Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa’s gracious act of charmingly descending and taking

avatÀras to His own world?’.  For this, the Lord Himself answered as, ‘to

protect the righteous, to annihilate the wickedness and to reestablish the

principles of the dharma, I appear on this earth, age after age’133. For more

clarity of the Lord’s avatÀra, the Commentator comments further. That is,

‘for the sake to speed up the process of obtaining Him by the devotees and

through it, He by Himself personally creates the spiritual tastes within

their heart. In this circumstance, the Lord’s devotees, by enriching and

fulfilling their spiritual tastes with the help of the Lord’s avtÀras, finally

through the prapatti mÀrga reached over His abode, i.e., the paramapada. So,

the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa periodically takes avatÀras among His sincere

devotees. Moreover, the Lord’s avatÀras are religiously as well as practically

oriented from the stand point of His devotees. In this context, regarding

the Lord’s avatÀra, there is a question, ‘what is the result for the Lord to

annihilate the wickedness and to reestablish the principles of the dharma?’.

For this, the Lord Himself answered as, ‘‘annihilating the wickedness and

reestablishing the principles of the dharma’ are the fruits (phala) of the

avatÀras’.
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1.3:9.2. Commentary

1.3:9.2.1. The Lord provides the appropriate status to the Œiva and the

BrahmÀ

‘While Œiva, the destroyer of three citadels gets place to the right’.

The °ÞvÀr proceeds the subject matter, which he discussed it in the sixth

and seventh verses. Œiva, who possesses greatness out of destruction of the

three citadels, by getting the right side of the Lord, obtained his svarÂpa.

The MokÈa Dharma also endorses this fact as, ‘let see the eleven Rudras in

my right side’134. ‘His lotus naval is the place of great BrahmÀ, the creator

of lovely worlds’. It mentions that, the great BrahmÀ along with his created

worlds are without any degradations of status, stationed upon the lotus

naval of the Lord. Appropriately Arjuna in the Bhagavad GÁtÀ declares as,

‘I see BrahmÀ seated on the lotus flower’135. These announcements  expressed

over here for the Œiva and the BrahmÀ are the upalakÈaõa for all the other

deities and their activities. Moreover, here the greatness of the BrahmÀ

refers to the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa’s spiritual wealth, i.e., the BrahmÀ’s

supremacy upon his fourteen worlds. In this context, the °ÞvÀr uses the

word, nallulakam ‘lovely world’. It means that, since the Lord, out of His

holy saôkalpa takes the avatÀras within this world, it is declared as, ‘lovely

world’.

As expounded, ‘the bull-rider Œiva, the four-faced BrahmÀ and the

lotus-dame LakÈmÁ reign on His peerless frame’136, if the Lord gives equal

place, i.e., the private quarter of ŒrÁ LakÈmÁ, it will be the embarrassing

situation to all of them, so that, He allocates the different parts of His holy

œarÁra to the BrahmÀ, Œiva and ŒrÁ LakÈmÁ. The °ÞvÀr, to specify the truth

only, gloriously specifies it as, iÇam peºa ‘having the place’. If so, if asked,

‘why the Lord allots separate parts to them?’. It is because, the Lord’s

œarÁra is the abode of all of them. The °ÞvÀr also uses another appropriate

word, untit talatta¸a¸ ‘lotus naval is the place of the great BrahmÀ’. It refers

to the following truth. If the milk sucking child is away from the mother’s

breast, then, the child’s tongue will be dried. Like that, if BrahmÀ is not

sitting upon the lotus naval of the Lord, then he will lose his essence. If so,

then, there is another question, ‘are they present upon the Lord’s œarÁra for

ever?’. It is the Lord’s grandeur quality that, at the time of danger for
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them, He gives His œarÁra to them. Since this is His great quality, all the

°ÞvÀrs enjoy this and do the maôgalÀsÀsanam upon it. The Commentator

gives another anecdote to glorify the Lord’s authority. Though the small

kings have their own respectability, they indeed enjoy the honours only at

their Emperor’s palace137. Like that, these gods also enjoy while they are

placing themselves upon the Lord’s œarÁra. Thus, it is proclaimed that,

since they are with the Lord, they will not miss their prÀpti138. In this

situation, if asked, ‘why?’, as answer, the Commentator proceeds further.

In ŒrÁraôgam, when there is danger from other kings, the people have

sheltered themselves inside the place called AÇaiyavaÒaintÀ¸139 and when

the danger disappear, they used to return back to their own residence.

Like that, when these gods being in danger reside in the divine œarÁra of

the Lord for some time, then, when the danger disappears they used to

return to their own places.

1.3:9.2.2. The Lord’s avatÀras show His desires towards the humanity

‘Even they are’. It means, ‘even after giving the Lord’s œarÁra to the

BrahmÀ and the others’. ‘He descents in His own world during avatÀras’. It

intends that, He descents Himself as the avatÀras to His world, which is

created by the BrahmÀ, who is guided to do as such by Him. If so, there

is a question,‘though the BrahmÀ and Œiva, who possess parts of the Lord’s

œarÁra and gained their svarÂpas, they feel uneasy to descend themselves

within the  samsÀra of this world, but, what would be the reason for the

Lord to take the avatÀra within this world?’. For this, the °ÞvÀr answers as,

‘Himself visible’. As stated, ‘I call and look everywhere, with parched

lip’140, to the devotee, the Lord wouldn’t give boons, out of His saôkalpa,

but, by showing His holy form to their indriyas like eye and gives the

things for their spiritual satisfaction, which they very much need of. In this

circumstance, if asked, ‘what will happen, if He gives the boons out of His

saôkalpa?’. For this, the °ÞvÀr answers, ‘what if all your devotees became

illumined, would that exhaust your glory?’141. So, as such the Lord takes

the avatÀra and becomes visible to His devotees. In this context, if asked,

‘does the Lord take the avatÀra due to His karma?’. For this, the °ÞvÀr

answers as, ‘Himself’. It is explained through the Lord’s proclamation,

‘out of My sheer desire alone I am taking avatÀras’142. So, the Lord ŒrÁman
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NÀrÀyaõa takes avatÀras not because of His karma, but, out of His unalloyed

desire and love towards the humanity.

1.3:9.2.3. The Lord’s activities of protecting His devotees are countless

‘If starts to utter His great qualities, it is impossible to count, but,

even they are kept hidden in His stomach’. It concerns that, if one who

starts to utter the Lord’s activities of protection through words, certainly

it is not possible to complete the same. Though as such to count, they will

extend further and further, but, it wouldn’t end. As such, the Lord is so

wonderful because He himself becomes child as they conveyed, ‘my son’

to Daœaratha, Nandagopa etc., but, they were created by the BrahmÀ under

the control of the Lord Himself. Moreover, what a marvellous!, once

Dasaratha announced, ‘I give the kingdom’ then, he commented, ‘no

kingdom, you have to go to the forest’, but, the Lord in His avatÀras as ŒrÁ

RÀma accepted the both the kingdom and forest equally. Like that,

Nandagopa, by giving a stick directed the Lord, ‘go and feed the cattle’,

for that also the Lord with simplicity, graciously accepted his command.

To the above statement of the verse, there is another way of commentation.

That is, though the Lord is so simple, if there is any danger to His devotees,

He, by putting them in His stomach and by all means will protect them.

1.3:9.2.4. The Lord’s simplicity makes the devotees bewildered

In this context, if somebody, out of doubt stated, ‘if the meaning is

described by you as such, it is comprehensibly understood, but, if nobody

is delineated it, then, the glory of the Lord’s simplicity will not be known!’.

To him, NammÀÞvÀr conveys as, ‘with these, the Lord makes you

bewildered’.  It is commented in the direction of °ÞvÀr. As affirmed by

Bhagavan Himself, ‘My divine energy mÀyÀ, consisting of the three modes

of nature is very difficult to overcome. But, those who surrender unto me,

cross over it easily’143, those who are with  misfortune out of mÀyÀ, the

Lord wouldn’t allow them to approach Him and even when they go away

beyond His kind look, He permits them to do it as such. So, to the doubter,

the °ÞvÀr affirmatively responds, that, since the Lord is indifferent (utÀcÁ¸a¸)

to you, it is not at all possible for you to realize His grandeur glories. Here,

the TamiÞ word, ‘tuyakku’ also connotes the other word, aiyam ‘doubt’.
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So, it is transparently delineated that, for their protection, the devotees

ought to surrender to the holy feet of the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa.

1.3:10. The enjoyment of the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa’s holy feet

Transliteration

“Tuyakkaºu matiyilna¸ jðÀ¸attuÒ amararait tuyakkum

 mayakkuÇai mÀyaikaÒ vÀ¸ilum periya¸a valla¸

 puyaºkaru niºatta¸a¸ perunilaô kaÇantanal aÇipp½tu

 ayarppila¸ alaººuva¸ taÞuvuva¸ vaõaôkuva¸ amarnt¼”.

Verbal Translation

Tuyakkaºu: with the clarity of apprehension and understanding

without doubt and altered knowledge; matiyil: in the mental attitude; nal

jðÀ¸attuÒ: within the knowledgeable aspects; amararrai: to the celestials;

tuyakkum: to make them baffle; mayakkuÇai: by having aberrations; mÀyaikaÒ:

the amazing aspects; vÀ¸ilum: than the sky; periya¸a valla¸: the one who is

having much of ability; puyaºkaru: the cloud hued; niºatta¸a¸: the one who

is having cloud hued; perunilam: the entire universe; kaÇanta: spanned; nal

aÇipp½tu: the lovely lotus feet; ayarppila¸: without forgetfulness; alaººuva¸:

the one who is extol them through mouth; taÞuvuva¸: the one who embraces

out of the œarÁra; vaõaôkuva¸: the one who bows before the Lord; amarnt¼:

by wholly detached from all else.

Translation

‘If aberrations are noticeable in the mental attitude of even those

Amarars noted for clarity of apprehension and understanding without doubt

and altered knowledge towards the supreme Lord, that is because of

wonders of His incarnations exceed the bounds of expansive sky and thus

baffle them all. I shall unremittingly bow before the lovely lotus feet of the

cloud hued Lord, which spanned the entire universe, embrace out of the

œarÁra and extol them through the mouth with an unforgettable mind and

wholly detached from all else’.

1.3:10.1. Introduction: The devotees follow the bhakti mÀrga

The °ÞvÀr through this verse, with intended heart, invites his fellow

devotees and asserts with second person as, ‘leave aside the attitude of
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vimukhar144. Since we are following the bhakti mÀrga shown by the Lord, let

us enjoy the holy feet of Him, who measured the world to saturate our

devotional thirst through mind, words and deeds’.

1.3:10:2. Commentary

1.3:10.2.1. The Lord’s avatÀra makes the aberrations within the mind

‘In the mental attitude without doubt and altered knowledge’. The

statement is self explicative. ‘Even those Amarars noted for clarity of

apprehension and understanding’. In this context, the TamiÞ word, ‘uÒ’

shall give many meanings such as manam ‘mind’, iÇam ‘place’ and m¼l

‘great’. In this place, the word, ‘uÒ’ means the greatness. Here, the expression

means the Amarars, who gratefully possess the clarity of apprehension and

understanding. ‘If aberrations are noticeable in the mental attitude because

of wonders of His incarnations’. The comment clarifies that, the Lord’s

avatÀra makes aberrations within the mind through its qualities and

activities.

1.3:10.2.2. The Lord’s inner nature is immeasurable even by the Amarars

‘Exceed the bounds of expansive sky and thus baffle them all’.

Though the sky can be measured, but, the Lord’s inner nature is not possible

to measure. In this context, the Tamil word, ‘tuyakkaru’ points out the

mental attitude, i.e., ‘without doubt and altered knowledge’. In this place,

the phrase, ‘without doubt and altered knowledge’ refers to the

knowledgeable aspects of the Amarars. Amarars are the Devas like Indra. If

asked, does it have a right to think about the Devas with rÀjasa and tÀmasa

guõas as, ‘Amarars noted for clarity of apprehension and understanding?’.

If one possesses the rÀjasa, the tÀmasa guõas and even the satva guõa, to

them, the qualities with respect to their guõas alone will be excessively

explicated. So, here, the °ÞvÀr states that, the Amarars have satva guõa only.

If the Amarars with the satva guõa, they think that, their activities are not

completed by them, but, the Lord alone used to do the fulfilled and

completed activities. Unfortunately if they falsely feel that, they are

performing the fulfilled and completed activities, suddenly the Lord appears

before them and graces them. Then only with the grace of the Lord, the

Amarars will successfully complete the activities. In this place, if asked, ‘is
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there any place, where the Lord appears before them?’. It is answered as

follows: Once the Devas were in trouble from NarahÀsura. they prayed the

Lord. Though they fought with the asura, but, they lost their wealth, women

folks being captured and all were insulted by him. Indra with meanness

submissively approached the Lord for help. Then, the Lord KÃÈõa went to

the battle and won over NarahÀsura. Then, He rescued all and brought the

glory to Indra. In this regard, once Priya TiruvaÇi out of his specified

knowledge declares as, ‘I have carried the Lord and His consorts’145. His

words seem to be as the words of civikaiyar146. So, the remark, ‘Amarars

noted for clarity of apprehension and understanding’ also shall be referred

to the nityasÂris. This fact is endorsed as follows: “Civikaiyar collum vÀrttaiyaic

co¸¸À¸ Àtali¸, ‘na¸jðÀttuÒ amarar’ enºatarkku nittiyacÂrikaÒai er¸ºu poruÒk½Çalum

amaiyum”(This statement is translated in the above part of the commentary).

(Refer to Purushothama Naidu (2012),  op.cit., p. 173). In this place, for

contextual clarity, ŒrÁman  Sarathy Thothathri’s explanation about the

statement, ‘amarars also shall be referred to as the nityasÂris’ shall be

remembered. ŒrÁ Sarathy Thothathri, while commenting the phrase of the

verse, nal jðÀ¸attuÒ amarar ‘Amarars noted for clarity of apprehension and

understanding without doubt and altered knowledge’ explains as, ‘Here,

Amarar can mean the nityasÂris also. Periya TiruvaÇi (GaruçÀÞvÀr) once argued

with KÃÈõa (when sumuka (a snake he was chasing) went under KÃÈõa’s

protection) and told him ‘I am the one who carried you and your consorts’

similar to someone who carries the palanquin will argue for wages’ (Vide:

http: divyaprabandham.koyil.org/index.php/2015/07/thirumaimozhi-1-3-

10- thuyakkara - mathiyil/). Over here, by thinking of the Lord’s above

said inexhaustible eminences, the °ÞvÀr concludes that, whatever may be

the incidents, to us it is impossible to measure the greatness of the Lord

ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa.

1.3:10.2.3. The devotee adores the Lord’s simplicity through his mind,

etc.,

After elucidating the immeasurable glories of the Lord, NammÀÞvÀr

invites the devotees to enjoy the Lord’s holy form, which He cheerfully

showed. ‘The cloud hued Lord’. It explains that, the Lord is blue in color

as that of cloud setting the rain. ‘I shall unremittingly bow before the
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lovely lotus feet of the cloud hued Lord, which spanned the entire universe,

embrace out of the œarÁra and extol them through the mouth with an

unforgettable mind and wholly detached from all else’. To this long

statement, TirukkurukaippirÀ¸ PiÒÒÀ¸ comments as, ‘I have enjoyed the

Lord through my mind, words and deeds’. For this, NaðjÁyar147 comments

as, ‘thus the way, the °ÞvÀr wishes very much to enjoy the Lord’. ‘Lovely

lotus feet of the cloud hued Lord, which spanned the entire universe’. It

points out that, when measuring wider area of the world, the Lord placed

His lotus feet upon His devotees without differentiating as the VasiÈÇa or

caõçÀÒa. It means that, the Lord looks  purity as well as impurity from

them, but, He makes them all to be benefited out of His own purity. As

praised, ‘may your lotus feet-that-measured-the-earth decorate our head’148,

His lovely feet is wished very much by His devotees. Here, the °ÞvÀr uses

the apt word, nallaÇip½tu ‘lovely lotus feet’. ŒrÁ °ÞavantÀr also adores Him

as ‘Oh!, the Lord Trivikrama, when will Your lotus feet, which bear the

marks of conch shell, disc, kalpaka vÃkÈa tree, flag, lotus, elephant goad and

thunderbolt, adorn my head?’149.  It is well compared that, the Lord’s

devotees wished the Lord’s feet as they wish to wear the flower called,

cevvippÂ. In this context, the TamiÞ  word, ‘ayarppila¸’ means other equivalent

word,  maºav¼¸ ‘I wouldn’t forget’. I this context, ‘maºav¼¸’  refer to the

devotee’s attitude that, he will not forget the Lord at any odds. ‘Extol them

through mouth’. It refers to the truth that, the devotees speak without

order to glorify the Lord. ‘Embrace out of the œarÁra’. It specifies that, as

stated,‘he very tightly embraced’150, NammÀÞvÀr tightly embraced the Lord.

‘Bow before the lovely lotus feet’. It means, ‘I will bow before the lovely

lotus feet without ahaôkÀra’. ‘Wholly detached from all else’. The phrase

indicates the fact, ‘I will do it as such without expecting any other fruit

except the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa’. So, through the above said expressions,

the spiritually oriented truth contends are crystal clearly explicated.

1.3:11. The aspirant raises to the level of the nityasÂris

Transliteration

“AmararkaÒ toÞutueÞa alaikaÇal kaÇaintava¸ ta¸¸ai

 amarpoÞil vaÒaôkuru kÂrccaÇa k½pa¸kuº º¼valkaÒ
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 amarcuvai Àyirattu avaººi¸uÒ ivaipattum vallÀr

 amarar½Çu uyarviºce¸ºu aºuvartam piºaviað ciºaiy¼”.

Verbal Translation

AmararkaÒ: the Devas; toÞutueÞa: worshipped by; alaikaÇal: the ocean

with its surging waves; kaÇaintava¸ ta¸¸ai: the one, who churned the milky

ocean; amar: well fit; poÞil vaÒam: beautified by gardens; kurukÂr:

TirukkurukÂr; caÇak½pa¸: ŒaÇhak½pa¸; kuºº¼valkaÒ: the divine service;

amarcuvai: sweetly; Àyirattu avaººi¸uÒ: within the thousand; ivaipattum: these

ten songs; vallÀr: those that are conversant with; amarar½Çu: with the

nityasÂris; uyarviºce¸ºu: rise to the great level of; aºuvar: will get released;

tampiºavi: from their births; aðciºaiy¼: the cruel prison.

Translation

‘Those that are conversant with these ten songs, out of thousand

sung sweetly with their inner meanings as divine service by ŒaÇhak½pa¸

of TirukkurukÂr, which is beautified by gardens and resourceful of

knowledge in adoration of the supreme Lord, who churned the milky

ocean with its surging waves, worshipped by the Devas like Indra, will get

emancipation from their births of cruel prison and rise to the great level

of the nityasÂris’.

1.3:11.1. Introduction: The fruit of this decade

NammÀÞvÀr through this end verse of the decade  asserts that, those

who are conversant with this decade will raise to the great level of the

nityasÂris and get release from their samsÀra of cruel prison151.

1.3:11.2. Commentary

1.3:11.2.1. The act of churning the ocean of milk for the ambrosia

‘In adoration of the supreme Lord, who churned the milky ocean

with its surging waves, worshipped by the Devas like Indra’. All the Devas

were waiting to get the essence of salt, i.e., ambrosia. Here, it is to be noted

that, the ambrosia yields prolonged life in comparison to human life, but,

not the final emancipation for anybody. In spite, they by standing one

shoulder with that of another churned  the milky ocean like the one ocean
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is churning the another ocean. As said, ‘worship the feet’152, since even for

the Devas are impressed with the beauty and promising noble features of

the Lord, they adored the Lord. So, to specify this situation, here, the °ÞvÀr

glorifies the Lord as, ‘the supreme Lord, who churned the milky ocean

with its surging waves, worshipped by D¼vas like Indra’.

1.3:11.2.2. ‘The performance of the kaôkarya out of words’ is better

‘Beautified by gardens’. It expresses that, TirukkurukÂr is beautified

with gardens. ‘TirukkurukÂr, which is resourceful of knowledge’. The

statement is self explicative. ‘Divine service by ŒaÇhak½pa¸’. It announces

that, ŒaÇhak½pa¸, the chief of city did the kaiôkarya to the Lord through his

prosperous golden words. In this context, if asked, ‘does the kaiôkarya out

of words will do for the Lord?’. It is answered as, ‘there is no other kaiôkarya

better than the kaiôkarya out of words’. As informed, ‘even the nityasÂris

at the paramapada also pray the Lord out of words’153, since the nityasÂris

also perform prayer with words as their duties, it is elucidated that, there

is no other kaiôkarya better than the kaiôkarya out of words.

1.3.3. This decade is the full of sweetness in content

‘Thousand sung sweetly with their inner meanings’. It indicates

that, these thousand filled with sweetness154. Over here, the Commentator

directs the devotees that, the °ÞvÀr shall not be glorified by them as he

composed these songs out of duty bound with mere words, but, by all the

means, he has to be glorified as, ‘he did the same out of sheer desire

towards the Lord’. ‘These ten songs, out of thousand’. As outlined, ‘gave

the ambrosia to the gods and you retained Lady Ambrosia to wed in your

arm’155, these ten songs, out of thousand possess abundant sweet.

1.3.4. This decade elevates the devotees to the state of the nityasÂris

‘Will get emancipation from their births of cruel prison and rise to

the great level of the nityasÂris’. The sentence expresses that, those who

have the capacity to learn this ten verses, they will be released from their

births of cruel prison and rise to the great level of the nityasÂris. For this,

if asked, ‘does it not to think that, they, by not having further birth, rise

to the level of the nityasÂris?’. To the question, it is answered that, even at
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the time of leaning these ten verses, the aspirant will be identified as the

nityasÂris156, then, after leaving the œarÁra, he rises to the great level of the

nityasÂris and he will be with them. That is, if the prince is imprisoned for

some reason, then, when he needs to be released, at the first, he has to be

crowned and after that, he will be freed. Like that, the God, by giving the

status of the nityasÂris, then, He makes the devotee to be freed from the

prison of the samsÀra. If asked, ‘what is wrong if the Lord grants the

separation of the œarÁra immediately?’. It is not possible and not acceptable.

If a country is given to a king, he has to get the crown as king only in a

proper way. So, the individual has to follow the rules and regulations. For

the remark, ‘will get emancipation from their births of cruel prison and

rise to the great level of the nityasÂris’, there is a different way of

commentation. That is, when the devotee goes along with ÀtivÀhikas157 and

by enters into virajÀ river, then, his sÂkÈma œarÁra will be freed158. As Bhagavad

GÁtÀ specified,’ those who understand the divine nature of my birth and

activities, O Arjuna, upon leaving the œarÁra, do not have to take birth

again, but, come to my eternal abode’159, NammÀÞvÀr also gloriously asserts

as, ‘those that are conversant with these ten songs, out of thousand, sung

by ŒaÇhak½pa¸, will get emancipation from the cruel prison of their births

and rise to the great level of the nityasÂris.

1.3.5. The summary of this decade

The commentary sharply condensed this whole decade. In the first

verse, NammÀÞvÀr confirmed that, the Lord possesses saulabhyaguõa. In

the second verse, he systematized His saulabhyaguõa. In the third verse, he

averred that, it is not possible to know His secret of avatÀras. In the fourth

verse, he established the fact that, the Lord’s devotees shall aware of His

secret of avatÀras, but, for others, it is not possible. In the fifth verse, he

guided the devotee to attain the Lord through the bhakti mÀrga, which the

Lord Himself wonderfully explained in the Bhagavad GÁtÀ. In the sixth

verse, he delineated the truth that, the Lord is supreme subject to be

obtained and the prapatti is the upÀya for the same. In the seventh verse,

he advised that, there may be like diseases and since the human beings

live for some time only, they shall not waste their time160. In that verse, he

added that, they shall immediately  surrender to the holy feet of the Lord
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ŒrÁman NÀrÀyÀõa for their final emancipation. In the eighth verse, he

pacified the devotees that, suddenly after surrendering to the Lord, the

obstacle to attain Him shall vanish. In the ninth verse, he analyzed the

reason for the avatÀras of the Lord, who is the cause for the duties of

BrahmÀ and Œiva. In the tenth verse, he loved to enjoy the simplicity of the

Lord through his mind, words and deeds. At the end, NammÀÞvÀr

graciously specified the fruit of those, who learned and practiced the subject

matters of this glorified decade.

1.3.6. The Saint MaõavÀÒamÀmuni venerates this decade

The Saint MaõavÀÒamÀmuni, by realizing the content of this decade

to obtain the mokÈa, aptly glorifies the magnanimity of NammÀÞvÀr as, ‘the

soothing words of MÀºa¸ who said, “people of the sprawling worlds! The

transcendental Lord, of easy access by taking birth in these worlds, grants

salvation to those who are devoted to Him. Engross yourselves in devotion

to Him” will release the bonds (of the samsÀra) in this birth’161.

REFERENCES

Note: The readers of this book have to bear in mind that, the Lord

KÃÈõa is the avatÀra of the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa and younger

days of the Lord KÃÈõa is named as the Lord Ka¸¸aõ. The names

are used in accordance to the background, situation and the context

as codified in the text, TiruvÀymoÞi and its ±Çu Commentary.

1. Saulabhyaguõa - the quality of simplicity.

2. SamsÀri cetana - the Àtma, which is revolving within the cycle of

births and deaths.

3. It is the aitihya ‘tradition’ for the fact that, the Lord’s simplicity is

cause for both degrading the life as well as achieving the higher

status. The explanation starts from the sentence, ‘to understand

His saulabhyaguõa’.

4. EmbhÀr - the œiÈya of ŒrÁ RÀmÀnuja, UÇaiyavar - ŒrÁ RÀmÀnuja.

5. It is the example for the truth, ‘simplicity is cause for both degrading

the life, as well as achieving the higher status’.

6. “VÀcat taÇam” - TVM 8.5:1.
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7. “Marakata maõittaÇam” - TVM 10.1:8.

In this context, KambanÀÇÀr’s following line shall be remembered.

MarukkiÒar tÀmarai vÀca nÀõmalar nerukkiÇu taÇame¸a irunta nÁtiyÀ¸

‘like a fragrant pool full of lotuses was ŒrÁ RÀma with his lotus

feet’    - KambarÀmÀyaõam: yuddha-kÀõda 475.

8. “V¼ôkaÇa malaim¼l m¼viya v¼ta nal viÒakkai” - Periya TirumoÞi 4.3:8.

9. “°yar kulatti¸il t½¸ºum aõiviÒakkai”  - TiruppÀvai 5.

10. “Veô katir½¸ kulattukku ½r viÒakkÀyt t½¸ºi” - PerumÀÞ TirumoÞi 10:1.

11. “A¸ºiya vÀõa¸ Àyiram t½Òum tuõiya ÀÞi toÇÇÀ¸ai” - Periya TirumoÞi 4.3:8.

12. The word, ‘frequently’ means the verses that appear in the previous

decade: “vÁÇu ceymi¸” (TVM 1.2:1), “iºai c¼rmi¸” (1.2:3), “an nalam

pulku” (1.2:4) and “iºai paºº¼” (TVM 1.2:5).

13. “Bhidyate hÃdaya granthiœ chidyante sarvasamœayÀÍ/

 kÈiyante cÀsya karmÀõi tasmin dÀÈÇe parÀvareÍ//” - MuõÇaka UpaniÈad.

Vide: BhagavadviÈayam, vol. 1B, (1999),  op.cit., p. 451.

14. “BhaktyÀ mÀmabhijÀnÀti yÀvÀn yaœ cÀsmi tattvataÍ/

  tato mÀm  tattvato jðÀtvÀ viœate tadanantaram//”

- Bhagavad GÁtÀ 18:55.

15. The Commentator, by thinking of the verse, pattu uÇai aÇiyavarkku

eÒyava¸ ‘the Lord is easy to reach by devotees through love’ (TVM

1.3:1) points out as, ‘who has the slightest aspiration’.

16. “BahÂni me vyatÁtÀni janmÀni tava cÀrjuna//

 tÀnyaham veda sarvÀõi na tvam vettha parantapa//”

- Bhagavad GÁtÀ 4:5.

17. In the phrase, ‘he also’, the word, ‘also’ (tÀ¸um)’ represents the

great saints like ŒrÁ ParÀœara, etc.

18. “Janma karma ca me divyamevam yo vetti tattvataÍ/

 tyaktvÀ deham punarjanma naiti mÀmeti soarjuna//”

- Bhagavad GÁtÀ 4:9.

19. Here, the following line of ParipÀÇal shall be compared. Muta¸muºat

iÇaimuºai kaÇaimuºai toÞili¸ piºavÀp piºappilai, piºappitt½ rilaiy¼ ‘You

perform the work of reation, sustenance and destruction! There is

not a birth that you have not been through! There is none who

gave birth to you’    - ParipÀÇal 3:71-72.
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20. AprÀkÃtasamasthÀnam - the holy œarÁra which is not having the

relation with prakÃti. SajÀtÁya - the state of association with other

classes of the existence.

21. In this context, the phrase, ‘there are no two kings’ refers to the

fact that, for a nation, there is only one king and there wouldn’t be

two kings. The phrase stresses the specialty of the Lord’s avatÀra.

22. In this place, ‘by thinking of the generosity of avatÀras’ means the

mode of approach of, ‘analyzing the importance and the

background of avatÀras’.

23. The description, ‘by enjoying the KÃÈõÀvatÀra as the pinnacle of

saulabhya’ elucidates the end point of the Lord’s simplicity.

24. ‘NagarakÈobhÀ - the disturbance in the town. NavanÁtacaurya - the

butter theft.

25. The Commentator, by putting the TamiÞ word, ‘ iÒamaõaºpÀytal ‘the

state of possessing the kind heart’ specifies the °ÞvÀr’s tender heart’.

26. In the context, it is accepted that, saulabhya will be attractive force

than the paratva for the aspirants to obtain the Lord.

27. “EÇÇinoÇu iraõÇu e¸um kayiººi¸Àl - Tiruccanta viruttam 83.

28. Parabhakti - the love, which is the cause for pleasure in union with

the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa and pain in separation with Him.

29. The remark,  ‘emerging  of the bhakti’ mentions the truths, i. e.,

vilakkÀmai ‘not to give up the thinking of the Lord’  and pakaiyÀmai

‘not to have enmity’ with the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa, etc.

30. Since it is the place to explain the Lord’s quality of simplicity, the

Commentator points out as, ‘guõaprakaraõam’.

31. “MitrabhÀvena samprÀptam na tyajeyam kathaðcana/

doÈo yadyapi tasya syÀt satÀmetadagarhitam//”

- ŒrÁ RÀmÀyaõa Yuddha-KÀõça 18:3.

32. ‘The Lord’s holy word’ means the caramaœloka.

33. “Etir cÂÞal pukku” - TVM 2.7:6.

34. “E¸¸il mu¸¸am pÀrittu” - TVM 9.6:10.

35. “ViõõuÒÀrilum cÁriyar” - Tiruviruttam 79.

36. The announcement, ‘if the devotees possess the bhakti’ points out

the truthfulness of, ‘not to give up (vilakkÀmai), ‘not to have enmity’

(pakaiyÀmai),  etc. This observation, ‘I will take care of their burdens’
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refers to the statement, ‘I shall liberate you from all sinful reactions,

do not fear’ of caramaœloka.

37. “AbravÁcca tadÀ vÀkyam jÀtakrodho vibhÁÈaõaÍ/

antarikÈagadaœœrÁmÀn bhrÀtÀ vai rÀkÈasÀdhipam//”

- ŒrÁ RÀmÀyaõa Yuddha-KÀõça 16:17.

38. “LakÈmaõo lakÈmi sampannobahiÍ prÀõa ivÀparaÍ//”

- ŒrÁ RÀmÀyaõa BÀla-KÀõça 18:28.

39. “Tvayi kiðcit samÀpanne kim kÀryam sÁtayÀ mama//”

- ŒrÁ RÀmÀyaõa BÀla-KÀõça 41:4.

40. In this place, ‘monkey’ means the SugrÁva.

41. “Imau sma muniœÀrtdÂla kiôkarau samupasthitau/

ÀjðÀpaya yatheÈÇam vai œÀsanam karavÀva kim//”

- ŒrÁ RÀmÀyaõa BÀla-KÀõça 31:4.

42. “Param brahma param dhÀma pavitram paramam bhavÀn/

puruÈam œÀœvatam divyamÀdidevamajam vibhum//”

- Bhagavad GÁtÀ 10:12.

43. “BhaktyÀ tvananyayÀ œakya ahamevamvidhoarjuna/

jðÀtum draÈÇuðca tatvena praveÈÇuðca parantapa//”

- Bhagavad GÁtÀ 11:54.

44. “BhrÀmyatÀmatra samsÀr¼ narÀõÀm karmadurgame/

hastÀvalambano hyeko bhaktikrÁto janÀrdanaÍ//” - VaiÈõava Dharmam.

Refer to BhagavadviÈayam, vol. 1B, (1999), op.cit., p. 463.

45. This story is elaborately discussed in the “VÀcut¼va¸aip

paÇaittuõaiyaÞaitta carukkam of BhÀratam (in TamiÞ).

46. PaôkaÒam - the husk.

47. See the Kamba RÀmÀyaõam, “Mutaºp½rppaÇalam” (200-214 verses). In

the reference 51, the three important verses provide the necessary

informations about ŒrÁ LakÈmaõa’s accessibility to HanumÀn.

48. TiruvaÇi - HanumÀn. In the ŒrÁvaiÈõava tradition, HanumÀn is

mentioned as ‘Ciriya TiruvaÇi’, Garuça is referred to as, ‘Periya

TiruvaÇi’. Since carrying the holy feet of the Lord, the vehicle is

mentioned as, ‘tiruvaÇi’.

49. “HimavÀn mandaro merus trailokyam vÀ sahÀmaraiÍ/

œakyam bhujÀbhyÀmuddharttum na saôkhye bharatÀnujaÍ//”

- ŒrÁ RÀmÀyaõa Yuddha-KÀõça 59:111.
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50. “VÀyusÂnossuhrÃttvena bhaktyÀ paramayÀ ca saÍ/

œatrÂõÀmaprakampyopi laghutvamagamat kapeÍ//”

- ŒrÁ RÀmÀyaõa Yuddha-KÀõça 59:20.

51. The following verses of “Mutaºp½rppatalam” of Kamba RÀmÀyaõam

shall be noted.

“UÒÒi vempiõat tutiranÁr veÒÒatti¸ ½Çi aÒÒi yaôkaika Òirupatum paººippaõ

ÇÀ¸mÀ veÒÒi yaôkiri eÇutta¸a¸ veÒki¸À ¸e¸¸a eÒÒip po¸malai eÇukkaluº

ºÀ¸e¸a eÇuttÀ¸”

‘So thinking and wading through the blood, he seized him with

his twenty hands and as he once in part had lifted the silver

mountain of Œiva, tried to lift this mountain of gold!’ (209).

“AÇutta nalluõar voÞintila ¸amparað cempo¸ uÇutta nÀyaka¸ tÀ¸e¸a

uõartali¸ oruôk¼ toÇutta eõvakai mÁrttiyait tuÒakkiveõ porupp½Çu eÇutta

t½ÒkaÒukku eÞuntila¸ irÀma¸uk kiÒaiyÀ¸”

‘ŒrÁ RÀma’s brother ever aware of his identity with VÁÈõu, could

not be lifted even by one who had raised KailÀsa the white

mountain with on its top the Eightfold God’ (210).

“Tokavo ruôkiya jðÀ¸ame¸ ºevari¸un tÀyÀ¸ takavu koõÇat½ ra¸pe¸un

ta¸ittuõai yallÀl akavu kÀtalÀl ÀõÇakai e¸¸i¸u ma¸uma¸ makavu koõÇup½y

marampuku mantiyai nikarttÀ¸”

‘It was the love and devotion of that purest among the wise, which

enabled him to carry so lightly ŒrÁ  LakÈmaõa, the supreme God

though he was as a monkey mother carries its young’ (213).

52. MalarmakaÒ is TirumakaÒ (ŒrÁ LakÈmÁ).

53. “Aprameyam hi tattejo yasya sÀ janakÀtmajÀ/

na tvam samartthas tÀm harttum rÀmacÀpÀœrayÀm van¼//”

- ŒrÁ RÀmÀyaõa °raõya-KÀõça 37:18.

54. “UÒa¸; cuÇar miku curutiyuÒ” - TVM 1.1:7.

55. “Mupp½tum kaÇaintu ÁõÇÇiya veõõey” - PeriyÀÞvÀr TirumoÞi 3.1:5.

56. TirukkurukaippirÀ¸ piÒÒÀ¸ is the author of 6000 PaÇi Commentary

of TiruvÀymoÞi.  He is the son of Tirumalai Nambi

(https://guruparamparaitamil.wordpress.com/2015/12/29/

periya-thirumalai-nambi/).

57. The statement in the commentary part is self explicative.
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58. In the cow-herd community, the ladies are churning milk during

early morning with lamp. The Lord Kaõõa¸ ate the butter at the

shadow of light.

59. “Uram piÒantu” - Periya TirumoÞi 4.2:7.

60. “DÀmnÀ caivodare baddhvÀ pratyabadhnÀdulÂkhle/

kÃÈõamakliÈÇakarmÀõamÀha c¼damamarÈitÀ//”

“Yadi œaknoÈi gaccha tvamaticaðcalaceÈÇita/

ityuktvÀtha nijam karma sÀ cakÀra kuÇumbinÁ//”

- ŒrÁ ViÈõu PurÀõa 5.5:14 - 15.

61. See the reference number 77 of first decade.

62. See the reference number 18 of this decade.

63. “Uyarvu aºa uyar nalam uÇaiyav¸” - TVM 1.1:1.

64. “Yato vÀco nivarttante” - Vide: BhagavadviÈayam, Vol. 1B, (1999),

op.cit., p. 471.

65. In ŒrÁ RÀmÀyaõa, there are no references about ŒrÁ GuhapperumÀÒ,

who watched the place, where PerumÀÒ and the PrÀÇÇÁ were sleeping.

But, there is an authority as Bharata‘s remarks, ‘I think that, the

graceful SÁtÀ adorned with ornaments slept in this bed and there

are scattered particles of gold’ (“Tatra tatra hi druœyante saktÀÍ

kanakabindavaÍ - ŒrÁ RÀmÀyaõa - AyodhyÀ-KÀõça 88:14).There are

twenty two days in between the PerumÀÒ left from the ŒrÁ

GuhapperumÀÒ’s aœrama and the arrival of ŒrÁ BharatÀÞvÀ¸ to the

place. Since it is still the scattered particles of gold were seen in the

place of they left, from this it is inferred that, ŒrÁ GuhapperumÀÒ

would seriously protected the place. So, the act of watching of

place is acceptable.

66. “Tadavasthamtu bharatam œatrughnoanantarasthitaÍ/

pariÈvajya rurodoccair visamjðaœœokakarœitaÍ//”

- ŒrÁ RÀmÀyaõa AyodhyÀ-KÀõça 87:4.

67. In this place, the following verse of Kamba RÀmÀyaõam shall be

compared:

“KÀr¼¸ak kaÇitu ce¸ºÀ¸; kalliÇaip paÇutta pullil

vÀrcelait taÇakkai vaÒÒaÒ vaikiya paÒÒi kaõÇÀ¸;

pÀrmicaip pataittu vÁÞntÀ¸; paruvaraº paravai pukkÀ¸;

vÀrmaõip pu¸alÀl maõõai maõõunÁ rÀÇÇuô kaõõÀ¸”.
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‘fleeting like cloud he saw, the bed of grass among these rocks on

which the bowman must have rested, then, plunged in a sea of

sorrow, fell down and bathed that place clean with his tears’

- Kamba RÀmÀyaõam, Ayodya KhÀõda, KaõkaikÀõ PaÇalam 39.

68. “SÀ tam samÁkÈyaiva bhruœam visamjðÀ khatÀsukalpeva babhÂva sÁtÀ/

cireõa samjðÀm pratilabhya caiva vicintayÀmÀsa viœÀlanetrÀ//”

- ŒrÁ RÀmÀyaõa Sundara-KÀõça 38:8.

69. “NallÀr navil kurukÂr” - Tiruviruttam 100.

70. Here, the Commentator uses the TamiÞ word, ‘paÇukÀÇu kitattal’. It

means the forest, where all the trees were cut and fell down. Like

that, the people were standing  in recumbent posture around the

°ÞvÀr with sorrowful faces because of the sorrowfulness.

71. Here, the Commentator uses the TamiÞ word, ‘tappacceyt½m’.

Tappacceyt½m - the performance of the wrong thing.

72. ŒrÁ viœvarÂpa - the total cosmos is visualized externally in a single

form.

73. See the reference number 16 of this decade.

74. “AjÀyamÀno bhahÂdhÀ vijÀyate’ - YajÂr Veda. Refer to BhagavadviÈayam,

Vol. 1B, (1999), op.cit., p. 480.

75. “Pala piºappu” - TVM 1.3:2.

76. “AtmÀnam mÀnuÈam manye rÀmam daœathÀtmajam/

yoaham yasya yataœcÀham bhagavÀmstat bravÁtu me//”

- ŒrÁ RÀmÀyaõa Uaddha-KÀõça 120:11.

77. “NÀham devo na gandharvo na yakÈo na ca dÀnavaÍ/

aham vo bÀndhavo jÀto naitaccintyamatonyathÀ//”

’I am not D¼va, not Gandarva, not YakÈa and I am not asura, I have

become as your relative. Since I have become as your relative, I

may not be considered as a different person’.

- ŒrÁ ViÈõu Puraõa 5.13:12.

78. “YuvÀ suvÀsÀÍ parivÁta ÀgÀt sa u œreyÀn bhavati jÀyamÀnaÍ/

tam dhÁrÀsaÍ kavaya unnayanti svÀ dhiyo manasÀ devayantaÍ//”

- YajÂr Veda 3.6:9.

79. “TeÒi vicumpu” - TVM 9.7:5.

80. ‘By combining the two kinds of commentation’ indicates the phrase

of this stanza, ‘numerous auspicious qualities, shine-forth (oÒivarum
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muÞunalam)’ as well as, ‘cleansed and clarified state (vÁÇÀm teÒitaru

nilai)’. So, both the expressions convey the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa’s

qualities as, ‘possessing all the good qualities’ and  ‘possessing the

Lordship to grant the mokÈa’.

81. In this verse (TVM 1.3:3), the introduction has properly introduced

the commentary part.

82. Four gems means the four children.

83. “Uyarvu aºa uyar nalam uÇaiyava¸” - TVM 1.1:1.

84. Vidheyam - the personal right, it is the right of individuals.

85. NÀstika - one, who is not having faith in the God.

86. See the reference number 18 of this decade.

87. The Commentator, by taking the tokai ‘compound word’, of

‘nÀrÀyaõa¸’ as v¼ººumaittokai ‘a compound in which the case ending

is elliptical’ gives the meaning. By taking the sentence, ‘since the

Lord, who is prakÀri’ (1.3:3.2.3), the Commentator, over here,

through a¸moÞittokai appropriately gives the explanation of the

word, ‘nÀrÀyaõa¸’. A¸moÞittokai - an elliptical compound in which

any one of the five tokai-nilai, i.e., that precede this in the

enumeration, is used figuratively so as to signify something else of

descriptive attribute as, ‘golden bracelets’ which signifies a woman’.

If the reader wants to have thorough knowledge about this

expression, it is better to consult with the TamiÞ grammarian.

88. Monkey - SugrÁva, also TiruvaÇi (HanumÀn), women of hunter tribe

- Sapari, lady of cow-herd community - YaœodÀprÀÇÇÁ.

89. NÀya¸ means the Lord - ‘the commander’, ‘the master’ etc.

90. “Namo namo vÀômanasÀtibhÂmay¼ namo namo vÀômanasaikabhÂmaye”

-Stotra Rat¸a 21.

91. “SahasrabÀhus sarvajðo devo nÀmasahasravÀn//” - BhÀratam. Vide:

BhagavadviÈayam, Vol. 1B, (1999), op.cit., p. 493.

92. “NamarÂpaðca bhÂtÀnÀm kÃtyÀnÀðca prapaðcanam/

vedaœabdebhya evÀdaudevÀdÁnÀm cakÀra saÍ//

- ŒrÁ ViÈõu PurÀõa 1.5:6.

93. “Anena jÁvena ÀtmanÀnupraviœya nÀmarÂpe vyÀkaravÀõi”

- ChÀndogya UpaniÈad 6.3:178.
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94. VÀtsalya - the Lord’s quality of accepting the demerits of His

devotees as merits. VÀtsam - the calf of a cow.

95. Apta tama¸ - the supreme among individuals, who are trustworthy.

96. Bhagavan - the one who is having the following qualities: the jðÀna

‘knowledge’, œakti ‘strenth’, celvam ‘sovereignty’, vÁryam ‘valour’

pukaÞ ‘fame’ and tejas ‘splendour’. Note the names as, RudrabhagavÀn,

VaœisÇabhagavÀn.

97. “Satatam kÁrttayanto mÀm yatantaœca dÃçhavratÀÍ/

  namasyantaœca mÀm bhaktyÀ nityayuktÀ upÀsate//”

- Bhagavad GÁtÀ 9:14.

98. “ManmanÀ bhava madbhakto madyÀjÁÍ mÀm namaskuru/”

  mÀmevaiÈyasi yuktvaivamÀtmÀnam matprÀyaõaÍ//”

- Bhagavad GÁtÀ 9:34.

99. Bhagavan means one, who possesses six grandeur qualities: (full

fledged knowledge (the jðÀna),  total dispassion (vairÀgya), the

capacity to create, sustain, and resolve (vÁrya); absolute fame(yaœas),

all wealth, (œrÁ); and over the Lordship (aiœvarya). The act of

expressing love upon the Lord will be so pleasurable. It is like

personal union with his/her lover.

100. “Yassarvajðassarvavit yasya jðÀnamayam tapaÍ”

- MuõçakopaniÈad 1.1:10.

101. Tavaneºi ‘the path of loving surrender to the Lord’ mentions the

bhakti mÀrga as well the prapatti mÀrga.

102. “ViÈayÀ vinivarttante nirÀhÀrasya dehinaÍ/

          rasavarjam rasopyasya param druÈÇvÀ nivarttat¼//”

- Bhagavad GÁtÀ  2:59.

103. ‘Give up all (the other) dharmas and seek Me alone as My refuge.

I will absolve you of all sins and liberate you. Do not despair’ is

meaning of the caramaœloka.

104. “Madhyeviriðcagiriœam prathamÀvatÀras tatsÀmyataÍ sthagayitum

tava cet svarÂpam/

kim te paratvapiœunairapi raôgadhÀman satvapravarttana

krupÀparipÀlanÀdyaiÍ//

- RaôgarÀjastavam 2:8.
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105. In the verse, by considering the portion upto “uõarntuuõarntu

uõarilum”, the Commentator observes as, ‘by not considering the

œarÁra as the Àtma’. By considering the phrase, “iºainilai unarvu aritu”,

he comments the sentence starting as, ‘who possesses the BrahmÀ,

Œiva and others as His holy œarÁra’. By minding the part of the

verse, “ariaya¸ ara¸e¸¸um ivarai uõarntuuõarntu uraittuuraittu”, he

starts his commentary as, ‘let you understand His inner nature

and approach with intended devotedness’. By minding the phrase,

“ma¸appaÇÇatu o¸º¼”, he interprets as, ‘the supreme object to be

devoted’ and the Commentator, by minding the phrase,

“uõarntuuõarntu uraittuuraittu”, comments as, ‘the mode of

performing devotion upon Him’.

106. The statement, ‘the jðÀnakÃyÀkartÃtvam jðÀtÃtvam, that is not eternal’

means the following truth. The nature of knowing is to know (jðÀna

rÂpamÀ¸a) something. While knowing something there is a cause

of action by an individual (kaÃta). For the cause of action, there is

a beginning and an end. So, it is not permanent. Since the ‘action’

is not permanent, the ‘knowledge’, i.e., the act of ‘knowing’, i e.,

the cause for the particular action is also not permanent. It is the

philosophy expounded by KriyÀvÀdi. Since ŒrÁvaiÈõavism affirms,

‘nature of knowing is permanent’, this system refutes the

philosophy of KriyÀvÀdi.

107. The statements, ‘here, he thematically describes the explanation,

‘my legs are paining and there is pain in my head’ means the

following truth. The Àtma is aõu in size and its jðÀna pervades

throughout the œarÁra. If the Àtma is not pervading throughout the

œarÁra, it is not possible to accept the above remark. This explanation

is the secondary note of the phrase, “iÞintu aka¸ºu” of the verse.

108. In this context, the commentary part of the phrase aºiviyantu ‘He

is the propagator of knowledge to the Devas’ of the stanza,

curaraºivu ‘the supreme Lord is beyond the comprehension of even

BrahmÀ’ (TVM 1.1:8) and the commentary part of phrase, aÞaviya¸ºa

‘immeasurable’ of the stanza, aÞaviya¸ºa (TVM 1.4:11) shall be

remembered.
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109. By mentioning the important name of a Deva and for the request,

‘let you say the glories of him’ by the Saints, the other PurÀõas

were written by accordingly. But, when the Saints request, ‘who is

supreme reality? and let you tell His glories to us’, result the ŒrÁ

ViÈõu PurÀõa and ŒrÁ RÀmÀyaõa by the concerned authors. The

Commentator, by remembering this incidents, graciously wrote

the sentence as, ‘please compose a text, which has to glorify the

Liôgam’. Refer to Purushothama Naidu, B.R. (2012), op.cit., p. 160.

110. K½lvilukkÀÇÇu - the state of automatically fall down.

111. NÀrÀyaõÀnuvÀkÀ - It is the part of the UpaniÈad. Here, the TamiÞ

word, na¸ºu ‘good’ is Àkupeyar ‘a name or word, which by long

usage is secondarily applied to denote something connected with

the thing originally denoted by it’ to the UpaniÈad. Vide:

Purushothama Naidu, B.R. (2012), op.cit., p. 162.

112. “EÈa sarvabhÂtÀntarÀtmÀ apahatapÀpmÀ divyo deva eko nÀrÀyaõaÍ”

- SubÀla UpaniÈad. Verify: BhagavadviÈayam, Vol. 1B, (1999), op.cit.,

p. 515.

113. “KaõÇa ÀººÀl ta¸at¼ ulaku e¸a ni¸ºÀ¸” - TVM 4.5:10.

114. “SrÃÈÇisthityantakaraõÁm brahma viÈõu œivÀt mikÀm/

sa samjðÀm yÀti bhagavÀneka eva janÀrdanaÍ//”

- ŒrÁ ViÈõu PurÀõa 1.2:23.

115. “Mi¸¸i¸ nilai ila ma¸ uyir ÀkkaikaÒ” - TVM 1.2:2.

116. “Nandantyudita Àditye nandantyastamite ravau/

Àtmano nÀvabudhyante manuÈyÀ jÁvitakÈayam//”

- ŒrÁ RÀmÀyaõa AyodhyÀ-KÀõça 105:24.

 117. The Commentator, for the phrase, nammuÇai nÀÒ¼ ‘within your life

span’ gives two kinds of meanings as, ‘impermanence of the life

span’ and ‘there is much of destructions within the life span’. Note:

The consolidated report is derived by covering the sub titles 1.3:7.2.3

& 1.3:7.2.4.

118. “TaõÇu kÀlÀ Â¸ºi Â¸ºi, taÒÒi naÇavÀmu¸” - Periya TirumoÞi 1.3:5.

119. PÀrimaõçala - the size of the paramÀõus.

120. Since the œarÁras  are from time immemorial, the Commentator

specifies them as, ‘association with the œarÁras is eternal’.
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121. “SuÍÃdassÀdhukÃtyÀm dviÈantaÍ pÀpakÃutyÀm” - ŒÀÇyÀya¸a sÀkai. Refer

to BhagavadviÈayam, Vol. 1B, (1999), op.cit., p. 523.

122. Here, the Commentator uses the phrase, ‘acal piÞant¼ºiÇa vanta¸a

alla’. It signifies that, the laws of good and bad karmas of somebody

are not transferred to others, but, they are earned by themselves

only.

123. “AbhÂtapÂrvam mama bhÀvi kim vÀ sarvam sahe me sahajam hi duÍkham/

kimtu tvadagre œaraõÀgatÀnÀm parÀbhavo nÀtha na teanurÂpaÍ//”

- Stotra Ratnam 25.

124. “YatheÈÁkatÂlamagnau protam pradÂyeta/

           evam hÀsya sarve pÀpmÀnaÍ pradÂyant¼”  - ChÀndogya UpaniÈad 5:25.

Here, the following verse shall be noticed:

“TÀyaik kuÇal viÒakkam ceyta tÀm½tara¸ait

tÂy½mÀy vantu nÀm tÂmalar tÂvit toÞytu,

vÀyi¸Àl pÀÇi, ma¸attinÀl cintikka ,

p½ya piÞaiyum pukutaruvÀ¸ ni¸ºa¸avum

tÁyi¸il tÂcu Àkum”.

‘DÀmodara¸, the prince of Northern Mathura who haunts the clean

banks of the great river YamunÀ, who was born as the light of the

cowherd clan and who was the  jewel of His mother’s womb, he

will forgive our past misdeeds and even what remains will

disappear like cotton unto fire’ - TiruppÀvai 5.

125. “MerumandaramÀtroapi rÀœiÍ pÀpasya karmaõaÍ/

keœavam vaidyamÀsÀdya durvyÀdhiriva naœyati//” - ViÈõu Dharmam.

Vide: BhagavadviÈayam, Vol. 1B, (1999),  op.cit., p. 524.

126. “Kaunteya pratijÀnÁhi na me bhaktaÍ praõaœyati//”

- Bhagavad GÁtÀ 9:31.

127. “DurÀcÀroapi sarvÀœÁ krutaghno nÀstikaÍ purÀ/

samÀœrayedÀdidevam œraddhayÀ œaraõam yadi/

nirdoÈam viddhitam jantum prabhÀvÀt paramÀtmanaÍ//”

- ŒrÁ MahÀbhÀratam, SÀnti parvam. See the BhagavadviÈayam, vol. 1B,

(1999), op.cit., pp. 525-526.
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128. “Na vÀsudevabhaktÀnÀmaœubham vidyate kvacit /

janmamÃtyujarÀvyÀdhibhayam vÀpyupajÀyate//”

- ŒrÁ MahÀbhÀratam, AnuÀœana parvam. Refer to BhagavadviÈayam,

vol. 1B, (1999), op.cit., p. 526.

129. “Tiºamp¼¸mi¸ kaõÇÁr; tiruvaÇi ta¸ nÀmam

maºantum puºam toÞÀ mÀntar - iºaiðciyum

cÀtuvarÀyp p½tuimi¸kaÒ e¸ºÀ¸ nama¸um - ta¸

tÂtuvaraik kÂvic cevikku”

‘Even Yama the god of death called his messengers aside and

whispered, “make no mistake. The Lord’s devotees may even forget

his names, but, they will never stoop to worship the god-lings. If

you see them, bow to them with courtesy and leave’.

- NÀ¸muka¸ TiruvantÀti 68.

130. hhttp://divyaprabandham.koyil.org/index.php/2015/07/-

thiruvaimozhi-1-3-8-nalum-ninradu/))]

131. “DvidhÀ bhajyeyamapyevam na nameyam tu kasyacit/

eÈa me sahajo doÈaÍ svabhÀvo duratikÃmaÍ//”

- ŒrÁ RÀmÀyaõa Uaddha-KÀõça 36:11.

132. CÁraippÀy - mat made by cloth.

133. “ParitrÀõÀya sÀdhÂnÀm vinÀœÀya ca duÈkÃtÀm/

dharmasamsthÀpanÀrtthÀya sambhavÀmi  yuge yuge//”

- Bhagavad GÁtÀ 4:8.

The meaning of the phrase, ‘to protect the righteous’ is, ‘for the

sake to speed up the process of obtaining the Lord by His devotees

(viraivu uõÇÀkkutal), He protects His righteous devotees’, The

explanation of the phrase, ‘to reestablish the principles of dharma’

is, ‘He by Himself personally creates the taste within the devotee’s

heart (ruciyai t½ººuvippava¸ Àkai)’.  If asked, what would be the

message of, ‘to annihilate the wickedness?’. The Commentator, by

stating, ‘to annihilate the wickedness and to reestablish the

principles of dharma’ are the fruit of avatÀras’, conveys the truth

that, it is not important for the avatÀras, because it can be done out

of the Lord’s saôkalpa. At the same time, ‘for the sake to speed up

the process of obtaining Him by the devotees’ and ‘He by Himself
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personally creates the taste within the devotee’s heart’ are possible

only out of the devotee’s direct perception of the Lord through

His avatÀra. So, it is very much important.

134. “PaœyaikÀdaœa me rudrÀn dakÈiõam pÀrœvamÀœritÀn”

- MokÈadharmam 36, 11.

135. “PaœyÀmi devÀmstava deva dehe sarvÀmstathÀ bhÂtaviœeÈasaôghÀn/

brahmÀõamÁœam kamalÀsanastham ÃÈÁmœca sarvÀnuragÀmœca divyÀn//”

- Bhagavad GÁtÀ 11:15.

136. “¼ºu ÀÞum iºaiyo¸um ticaimuka¸um tirumakaÞum, kÂºu ÀÞum ta¸i

uÇampa¸” - TVM 4.8:1.

137. For the proper discernment of the context, the proper anecdote is

referred to.

138. PrÀpti - the attainment.

139. AÇaiyavaÒaintÀ¸ - the one of the streets at ŒrÁraôgam.

140. “KÀõa vÀrÀy e¸ºu e¸ºu, kaõõum vÀyum tuvarntu”       - TVM 8.5:2.

141. “MaÞuôkÀta jðÀnam¼ paÇai Àka malar ulakil toÞumpÀyÀrkku aÒittÀl u¸

cuÇarcc½ti maºaiyÀte?” - TVM 3.1:9.

142. “Ajoapi sannavyayÀtmÀ bhÂtÀnÀm Áœvaroapi san/

  prakÃtim svÀm adhiÈthÀya sambhavÀmi Àtma mÀyayÀ//”

- Bhagavad GÁtÀ. 4:6.

143. See the reference number 36 of ‘The MAH°PRAVEŒAM: The

TirumakaÒva k¼Òva¸ - The First’.

144. Vimukhar - the individuals who turned their faces.

145. Refer to the following lines of ParipÀÇal (3:59-61) and their

commentary of Parim¼laÞakar:

         “Àyira vaõartalai yaravuvÀyk koõÇa

          c¼val Ârtiyuð ceôkaõ mÀal

          oe¸ak kiÒakkuô kÀla mutalva¸”

‘°diœeÈa with thousand heads with his break! O, the Lord with red

eyes, I am ruined due to my ignorance, O one who existed before

time! We understand your nature’.

146. Civikaiyar - the individuals who carry. Civikai - palanquin.

147. NaðjÁyar - the œiÈya of ŒrÁ ParÀœara BhaÇÇar. NaðjÁyar is the author

of Onpati¸ÀyirappaÇi Commentary to TiruvÀymoÞi.
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148. “PaÇikku aÒavÀka nimirnta ni¸ pÀta paôkayam¼ talaikku aõiyÀy”

- TVM 9.2:2.

149. “Trivikrama tvaccaraõambhujadvayam madiyamÂrdhÀnam alaôkariÈyati//”

- Stotra Rat¸a 31.

150. “Sopyenam dhvajavajrÀbjakÃta cihnena pÀõina/

 samspÃœyÀkrÃya ca prÁtyÀ sugÀçham pariÈasvaj¼//”

                  - ŒrÁ ViÈõu PurÀõa 5.18:2.

151. When referring to the prison, the Commentator uses the proper

TamiÞ word, ‘aºavaic ciºai’. It means, ‘tayanÁyama¸a ciºai’. These two

words mean that, ‘the surrendering of prison seems to be only

sorrowfulness’.

152. “ToÞutu eÞu” - TVM 1.1:1.

153. “TadviprÀso vipanyavaÍ jÀkÃvÀmsaÍ samindhate viÈõoh yatparamam

padam”

- ãg Veda. Verify: BhagavadviÈayam, vol. 1B, (1999), op.cit., p. 548.

154. In this place, VaÇakkuttiruvÁtippÒÒai, the Commentator glorifies the

thousand songs that, the verses of TiruvÀymoÞi are fully filled with

spiritual sweetness.

155. “Viõõavar amutu uõa, amutil varum peõ amutu uõÇa”

- Periya TirumoÞi 6.1:2.

156. In this place the following TirukkuºaÒ shall be compared.

“VaiyattuÒ vÀÞvÀôku vÀÞpava¸ vÀ¸uºaiyum teyvattuÒ vaikkap paÇum”

‘One who lives worldly life the way it ought to be lived will be

treated on par with the Gods inhabiting the heavens’

- TirukkuºaÒ 50.

157. °tivÀhi - the one, who carries. VirajÀ - a river, which exists below

the paramapada.

158. SÂkÈma œarÁra - It specifies the manas ‘mind’, with five kinds of

jðÀnendriyas, with five kinds of karmendriyas, with five kinds of

gases and the effects of lustful urges and activities. The five kinds

of jðÀnendriyas or ‘cognitive sense organs’ or ‘organs of knowledge’

or ‘‘internal senses’ as they impart knowledge from inside the

œarÁra’ are  the organ of hearing (strota), touch (tvak), sight (cakÈus),

taste (rasana) and smell (ghrÀõa). The five karmendriyas or ‘conative
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sense organs’ or ‘organs of action of the œarÁra’ are the organs of

speech (vÀk), prehension (pÀõi), movement (pÀda), exertion (pÀyu)

and generation (upastha). (Vide: John Grimes (1989), A concise

Dictionary of Indian Philosophy (Sanskrit terms defined in  English),

State University of New York, Albany. p. 161& p. 172). The five

kinds gases are (i). PrÀõa. It is located at heart. The prÀõa’s

responsibilities are talking, laughing, singing, dancing, fighting,

etc. (ii). ApÀna. It is the downward breath and located at  anus.

When food and drink enter the œarÁra, the waste move down and

out of the œarÁra. (iii). UdÀna. It is upward breath and located at

throat. The udÀna’s responsibilities are sneezing, hiccuping,

vomiting, coughing. (iv). SamÀna. It is located at navel. The  samÀna

mixes what is eaten and drunk and (v). VyÀna. It is located at all

the joints of the œarÁra. The vyÀna’s responsibilities are horripilation,

sweating, stomach pain, bending of limbs, indriya of touch etc.

(Vide: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prana). Effects of lustful

desires and activities: longing and the fruits of activities. For better

understanding, it is better to go through the evolution of prakÃti by

Saôkhya Philosophy.

159. See the reference number 18 of this decade.

160. Over here, the Commentator uses the word, ‘viÒampikka oõõÀtu’. It

means tÀmatikka oõõÀtu ‘don’t wait to waste the time’ and do it

immediately and don’t postpone it.

161. “’PattuÇaiy½rkku e¸ºum para¸eÒiya ¸ÀmpiºappÀl;

muttitarum mÀnilattÁr! mÂõÇuava¸pÀl - patticeyyum’

e¸ºuraitta mÀºa¸ºa¸ i¸collÀº p½mneÇukac

ce¸ºapiºap pÀmað ciºai” - TiruvÀymoÞi NÂººantÀti  3.
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ŒrÁ LakÈmÁ, the Goddess of Fortune

Homage to ŒrÁ RÀmÀnuja, who is endowed with the grace of the

Goddess ŒrÁ LakÈmÁ

Long Live, the Flowery Feet of MÀºa¸

FOURTH DECADE (1.4)

INTRODUCTION

The distinct approach of this decade

NammÀÞvÀr, within the previous three decades, due to separation

of the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa delighted the spiritual pleasure through the

enjoyment of the saulabhyaguõa as well as the paratvaguõa of Him. But,

within this decade, instead of joyfulness of personal union with the Lord,

he, out of the desperation with much of distress1, by destroying his

individuality, transformed into the state of the PrÀÇÇÁ, the ParÀôkuœa NÀyakÁ,

i.e., lover lady and composed the verses. As it is mentioned, ‘it is another

kind of kÀrakam’2, the mode of presentation of the previous decades is

different from this one. This is realized from the following incident. Once,

a scholar with poor intellect listened NampiÒÒai’s lectures and commented

the text, TiruvÀymoÞi as, ‘the meaning of verses are highly appreciable and

all the higher intellects also appreciate the same and they elucidate the

reality of subject matters as they are without error and ambiguity’. But,

while starting to comment about this verse by NampiÒÒai, the average

scholar by stating, ‘these words are like the words of lustful personality’,

immediately left out  NampiÒÒai’s lecture. As declared , ‘the God is reserved

to hear, He is eligible to think, He is center for meditation, He is great to

perceive’3, he is unfortunate to aware of this lofty principle of the bhagavad
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kÀma. Since the average scholar didn’t possess good karma, he left neglecting

the thought provoking intellectual lecture of NampiÒÒai.

NammÀÞvÀr as the ParÀôkuœa NÀyakÁ, out of desperation composed this

decade

NaðjÁyer, within the third decade, for the verse, ‘I shall forever sit

and praise, adore and worship him’4, commented as, ‘the °ÞvÀr wished

very much to enjoy the Lord out of the mind, word and the œarÁra’. It is

fully applicable to this decade. For the same verse, TirukkurukaippirÀ¸

PiÒÒÀ¸ also comments as, ‘I have enjoyed the Lord through the mind, words

and deeds’. Since starting from this verse and up to, ‘Oh! Bard, brahmÀ’5,

the subject matters reflect NammÀÞvÀr’s spiritual experiences with the Lord

ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa, the gracious words of TirukkurukaippirÀ¸ PiÒÒÀ¸ are

aptly applicable to the content of above part of TiruvÀymoÞi. In this context,

VaÇakkuttiruvÁtippiÒÒai, raises a question, ‘if so, what is the reason to specify

that, these verses are the expressions of the °ÞvÀr’s desperation?’. It is

answered that, he, at the end of previous decade, wished to delight the

holy feet of Trivikrama, who measured the universe within His three holy

feet. Since the avatÀra was in a different era, he failed to physically enjoy

Him. So, due to the palpitation of heart through fear, NammÀÞvÀr lost his

sense of own subjectivity and transformed into the condition of the PrÀÇÇÁ.

Then, he as the PrÀÇÇÁ, composed these verses out of desperation, instead

of conveying the delightfulness with the Lord.

NammÀÞvÀr agitated much out of separation with the Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa

In the context said above, there is a question, ‘NammÀÞvÀr enjoyed

the Lord, who graciously expressed as, ‘though the enemy is the ÀrttÀ or

the dÃpta, after the surrender to my feet he is eligible to protect’6. If so,

what is the reason for him, who is close to the Lord, to get desperation out

of separation with Him?’. When there is no hunger, food becomes piousness.

So, physician to identify the cause of disease, advises the patient not to

take food. Like that, for the °ÞvÀr to  passively bear the spiritual experiences,

which he goes to gain from this decade onwards, the Lord  ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa

made him not to delight the joy of Him in union and as well, He by going
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away from the side of the °ÞvÀr eliminated all kinds of experiences which

he acquired at the present as well as in the past. So, the °ÞvÀr unbearably

agitated out of the separation with the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa. If so, there

is a question, as above said, ‘is the Lord a physician?’. As quoted, ‘Oh!, the

dark gem hued Lord who appeared as the healer Dhanvantri’7, the Lord is

so identified as true Physician. Again the Commentator makes an inquiry,

‘since the °ÞvÀr is superior among the knowledgeable personalities, is it

acceptable for him to agitate?’. If the °ÞvÀr is mere knowledgeable only, he

need not be agitated. But, as averred, ‘the Lord dispels all doubts of the

°ÞvÀr and grants pure knowledge’ (TVM 1.1:1), since he is graced by the

Lord with pure knowledge, unavoidably he bewildered and agitated much.

So, though he possesses the divine knowledge and though he, as a faithful

and true devotee bears vailakÈaõya ‘speciality’, he agitated as such, because

he became the akiðcitkÀra8 and unavoidably separated himself with the

Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa.

The ParÀôkuœa NÀyakÁ of NammÀÞvar is compared with SÁtÀprÀÇÇÁ

In this place, to explicate the drastic status of the °ÞvÀr, the helpless

condition of SÁtÀprÀÇÇÁ shall be remembered. As asseverated, ‘RÀma has to

come and rescue me properly, if so, that alone shall be appropriate for

Him’9, SÁtÀprÀÇÇÁ, by not having the psychical strength to bear the separation

from ŒrÁ RÀma, she thought to commit suicide herself by hanging out of

her own matted hair. In this background, there is a question, ‘shall it be

the traditional mode of sending the birds as messengers?’. It is answered

with two quotations related with SÁtÀprÀÇÇÁ and ŒrÁ RÀma.  SÁtÀprÀÇÇÁ avers,

‘I invoke you, GodÀvarÁ, having swans and cranes sporting in your stream,

to tell RÀma that, RÀvaõa has stolen away SÁtÀ’10. ŒrÁ RÀma told, ‘Oh!

Aœoka, who does remove sorrow, do you make good your name by making

me, who am exercised with grief, see instantly my beloved (spouse)’11.

Hence, it is accepted that, in the olden days the habit of sending birds as

messengers is considered as the traditional practice.

NammÀÞvÀr became as the divine consort of the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa

‘How the °ÞvÀr gained the status as the supreme authority of the

PrÀÇÇÁ, i.e., the divine consort of the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa?’. Since the
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°ÞvÀr possessed the ananyÀrhaœeÈatvam and ananyÀrhaœaraõatvam12, he

controlled himself when he associated with the Lord but, at present, not

able to bear the pain when he lost the association with Him. Also, he

maintained his existence for the sake of pleasure of the Lord alone and

considered Him as his only protector and he became the subject matter for

the command of Him. So, it is nothing wrong for the °ÞvÀr to become as

the supreme status of the PrÀÇÇÁ. If so, ‘what is the reason for the °ÞvÀr as

the PrÀÇÇÁ to speak by herself?’. As praised, ‘to be united to your lotus-

feet’13, since the lotus is considered as the Lord’s holy feet itself, NammÀÞvÀr

himself fully assumed as the PrÀÇÇÁ and speak by herself. Here, in TamiÞ

grammar it is accepted that, the example mentioned over here is the

muººuvamai ‘fully matching example’14. If asked, ‘though the °ÞvÀr possessed

manliness and since he became as the PrÀÇÇÁ, ‘is it not possible for him to

regain the status of manliness?’. It is answered that, as claimed, ‘after the

RÀja ãÈi became as Brahma ãÈi, the rank of kingship is not for His country’,

to the °ÞvÀr, after became as the PrÀÇÇÁ, he does not desire to pursue the

manliness. It is because the beatitude of the Lord as PuruÈottama made the

manliness of the °ÞvÀr  to wear the lady’s dress as the PrÀÇÇÁ to enjoy His

manliness15.

NammÀÞvÀr as the PrÀÇÇÁ went to the flower garden

The Commentator, after explained NammÀÞvÀr’s position as the

PrÀÇÇÁ, i.e., the ParÀôkuœa NÀyakÁ, started to describe her meeting with the

Lord at the flower garden. In this context, it is to be learned that, in order

to explain or express the overwhelmed desire of the ParÀôkuœa NÀyakÁ of

NammÀÞvÀr to the public, the Commentator theoretically created a situation

as the NÀyakÁ went to the flower garden to meet her beloved, who is the

Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa. It is one of the literary techniques followed in

TamiÞ literature to express the hero’s or heroine’s mental status. It is the

kind of expressing the truth content through an allegory, i.e., a story or a

scene, in it, the message is represented symbolically. Here, the phrase,

‘queen’s quarter’  mentioned below is also an allegory. In this place, the

Commentator, at the first raised a question, ‘are there the birds for the

PrÀÇÇÁ, who lives in queen’s quarter to send them as messengers to the

Lord?’. It is answered. The place for lovers personal union is kuºiðci ‘hilly
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tract’. Its element is ÀkÀsa. The place of lover’s separation is pÀlai ‘desert

tract’. Its element is fire. The place of lovers’ quarrel of love is marutam

‘agricultural tract’. Its element is vÀyu ‘air’. The place of lover’s cry because

of separation is neytal ‘maritime tract’. Its element is water16. Since the

‘lovers state of crying’ is in the place of neytal with its element water, the

place of flower garden is appropriate for the PrÀÇÇÁ’s cry due to the

separation with the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa. For the above cited question,

it is answered that, since birds are in the flower garden, they are assumed

as the messengers to the Lord.

NammÀÞvÀr as the PrÀÇÇÁ mystically had physical union with the Lord

KÃÈõa

In the above cited circumstance, the PrÀÇÇÁ with her friends went to

the flower garden. After having reached over there, all her friends with

the intention of collecting flowers isolated her lonely. In this place, to give

importance to the spiritual union of the °ÞvÀr with the Lord KÃÈõa, the

Commentator has indirectly pointed out the Lord’s avatÀra at the cow-herd

community and His mysterious union with the PrÀÇÇÁ in the flower garden.

In the context of gÀndharva vivÀha, i.e., a form of marriage and personal

union which results entirely from love which has no ritual whatever is

common among Gandarvas, the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa as KÃÈõa/Kaõõa

along with His one thousand companions took avatÀra in the cow-herd

community. Here, the Lord’s avatÀra as such is connected with the

background of the PrÀÇÇÁ, who is in the flower garden. The Commentator

appropriately conveyed that, the Lord KÃÈõa along with His companion

went for hunting. But, the animal with its pierced arrow falls down in the

flower garden and the situation made the Lord KÃÈõa to reach over there17.

At that time, due to the good karma earned in the previous births,

supernaturally the PrÀÇÇÁ got the physical union with the Lord. But,

unfortunately due to the fate of the PrÀÇÇÁ, the Lord KÃÈõa left her alone

and disappeared. At that time, the PrÀÇÇÁ out of desperation decided by

herself that, even by destroying her good as well as bad karmas, wanted to

attain the supreme order of union with the Lord.  In this circumstance, as

referred to, ‘my trusted companions are dying before me’18, the PrÀÇÇÁ by

thinking of her friends non-consolable and absence of nobody to give
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proper company, she focused her attention towards the birds, which are

her near as her good companions. Though they do not have the capacity

to talk, the PrÀÇÇÁ with specific intention thought about them. That is, since

they are having pakÈapÀta19, they can speedily reach over the Lord’s place

and convey her message to Him. So, the PrÀÇÇÁ, by giving importance to

their pakÈapÀta and not having the delusion as ŒrÁ RÀma by seeing the

golden deer, used to send the messages through the birds. In this context,

it is better to remember the glorified words of ŒrÁ BhaÇÇar. That is, just as,

after ŒrÁ RÀma  got the avatÀra, the monkey clan became glorified, so after

the avatÀra of NammÀÞvÀr, the birds have earned the names and fames.

The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa’s aparÀdhasahatvam is to accept NammÀÞvÀr

If asked, ‘what is the reason to send birds as messengers by thinking

that, the Lord shall return back her for reunion?’, the answer follows. The

Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa  out of His svÀtantryam, by not considering His

status of the Lordship, came down and got union with the °ÞvÀr. He, after

the union, by observing the demerits of the °ÞvÀr, separated from him.

After it, the Lord pointed out his demerits as the objection to have reunion.

Within this sad situation, NammÀÞvÀr with the thinking of the Lord’s

aparÀdhasahatvam sent the birds as messengers. The aparÀdhasahatvam means

that, though the Lord notices demerits of His devotees, He also bears the

same and forgives them. Thus, NammÀÞvÀr as the PrÀÇÇÁ, by realizing the

Lord’s above noted noble quality, with strong faith that, the Lord will

certainly come to him to show His saulabhyaguõa for the reunion, sends

messengers to the Lord.

The crux Meaning of ‘union’ as well as ‘separation’

From time immemorial, The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa  awaits for the

time to get union with NammÀÞvÀr. Since he possesses absence of aversion

towards the Lord, He dispels his doubts and grants pure knowledge to the

°ÞvÀr. This status is called, ‘union’. When the pure knowledge is not helpful

to attain the final end of performing the kaiôkarya to the holy feet of the

Lord’s feet, then, that position is mentioned as, ‘separation’20. So, with this

background of union and separation of NammÀÞvÀr as the ParÀôkuœa NÀyakÁ,

the subject matter discussed within this decade is to be realized.
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1.4:1. The ParÀôkuœa NÀyakÁ sends male crane as the messenger to

the Lord

Transliteration

“Aðciºaiya maÇanÀrÀy! aÒiyattÀy! nÁyumni¸

aðciºaiya c¼valumÀy ÀÀe¸ºu e¸akku aruÒi

veðciºaippuÒ uyarttÀºkue¸ viÇutÂtÀyc ce¸ºakkÀl

va¸ciºaiyil ava¸vaikkil vaippuõÇÀl e¸ceyum½”.

Verbal Translation

Aðciºaiya: by having beautiful wings; maÇanÀrÀy!: the compassionately

beautiful crane; aÒiyattÀy!: one, who with the characteristic feature of bless

or possesses the quality of showering grace!; nÁyum: you along with; ni¸

aðciºaiya c¼valumÀy: your male partner with shining wings; ÀÀe¸ºu: with

pitiful crying out as, ‘alas! alas!’; e¸akku aruÒi: by showering grace on poor

me; veðciºai: in the cruel prison of not listening my plea/prayer; puÒ: the

Garuça/Periya TiruvaÇi; uyarttÀºku: the Lord on whose banner is the Garuça

bird with formidable plumes; e¸ viÇutÂtÀyc ce¸ºakkÀl: while going as a

messenger on behalf of myself and if you reach over; va¸ciºaiyil: in the

cruel prison; ava¸vaikkil: if the Lord keeps you; vaippuõÇÀl: if you accept;

e¸ceyum?: what is the wrong with that?; ½: does it even possible?

Translation

‘She conveys, ‘Oh! Compassionate female crane with beautiful wings

and graceful male partner with shining wings!, by showering your blessings

and taking pity on poor me with pitiful crying out, ‘alas! alas!’ and while

going as a messenger on behalf of myself and if you reach over and deliver

my message to the Lord on whose sacred beacon is the Garuça bird with

formidable plumes, if per chance, He puts you in a cruel prison of not

listening my plea by seeing your face, though, what is to blame, if you

agree to suffer on my behalf?’.

1.4:1.1. Introduction: NammÀÞvÀr calls male crane for the help

If one wants to get service from the male crane, at the first, he has

to give prime importance to the female crane. So, NammÀÞvÀr as the

ParÀôkuœa NÀyakÁ, by following the custom, requests the help of a male
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crane as messenger to express her helpless situation to the Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa and to make a chance to get reunion with Him. So, as stated,

‘worship the radiant feet of the Lord’21 by the °ÞvÀr and based on the

Commentator’s remark to it, over here it is realized that, he, by giving

prime importance to female crane calls the male crane for help.

1.4:1.2. Commentary

1.4:1.2.1. NammÀÞvÀr as the PrÀÇÇÁ conveys her message to the beautiful

crane

‘With beautiful wings’. Though the mother has other bodily parts,

but, her toddler puts her mouth to her breast to suck milk. Like that, the

ParÀôkuœa NÀyakÁ concentrates her eyes upon the wings of crane. As the

paddy field gets its water, it  appears so fresh. the happiness out of their

copulation of male crane with its female partner, they seem to be so happy22.

So, the PrÀÇÇÁ praises them as, ‘with beautiful wings’. Her act of concentrating

upon the cranes shall be commented in a different direction. Due to the

knowledgeable aspects of guru, his œiÈyas respect and prostrate before him.

Like that, the PrÀÇÇÁ with much of respect puts her eyes upon the wings of

cranes23. ‘She conveys, ‘Oh! compassionate (maÇam) female crane’. The

phrase denotes the fact that, since the cranes express their sincerity and

obedience, somebody gets service from them. The phrase also elicits the

truth that, since they satisfied their personal physical union, they act to be

ready to go as messenger for the sake of the ParÀôkuœa NÀyakÁ. Here, it

shall be commented that, among the specific qualities of ladies, i.e., jðÀõam

‘shyness’, maÇam ‘humility’, accam ‘fear’ and payirppu ‘delicacy’, the PrÀÇÇÁ,

by pointing out the particular quality of ‘maÇam’ of the beautiful female

crane, conveys her message. In this context, the female crane  awares the

pain of the PrÀÇÇÁ’s sufferings of  separation from the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa.

1.4:1.2.2. Just like the child looks his mother, the PrÀÇÇÁ looks female

crane

‘Oh! Crane’. Just like calling, ‘Oh!, mother’, the PrÀÇÇÁ calls the crane

as such. ‘Compassionate female crane’. The PrÀÇÇÁ, by seeing the crane

astonished herself that, though after having the satisfied spiritual union,

the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa mystically left her lonely, but, the crane pitifully
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stands before the PrÀÇÇÁ to hear the words, which are revealing her

desperation caused by the separation. In this circumstance, the word,

‘compassionate’ explicates the female crane’s quality of gracefulnesses24.

Also, the Commentator, by mentioning the quotation, ‘RÀma, the son of

Daœaratha, highly honored by Œabari. Then, he met with HanumÀn on the

banks of the PampÀ’25, points out the meeting between the PrÀÇÇÁ and the

cranes. He also beautifully depicts the meeting that, it is just like the mother

is looked by her son with agony, while he caught by the crooked who does

highway robbery. Here, the son represents the ParÀôkuœa NÀyakÁ NammÀÞvÀr

and the mother refers to the female crane.

1.4:1.2.3. The PrÀÇÇÁ waits to see the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa for the reunion

‘You’. The word indicates the female crane. As quoted, ‘LakÈmaõa

took hold of his brother’s feet and spoke thus to that greatly renowned

SÁtÀ and RÀghava’26, just like ŒrÁ LakÈmaõa approached RÀghava through

SÁtÀprÀÇÇÁ, in order to get help from the male crane, the PrÀÇÇÁ, at the first,

approaches the female crane. ‘Graceful male partner with shining wings!’.

The PrÀÇÇÁ, by learning the mutual understanding of crane partner, as

announced ‘husband of ŒrÁ LakÈmÁ’, she cajoles the male crane as, ‘the

cause for my love upon you is because of your female partner’. In this

context only, the PrÀÇÇÁ calls as, ‘graceful male partner’. Moreover, since

the male crane aroused its female partner and had the personal union, the

PrÀÇÇÁ calls the male crane, ‘with shining wings!’. ‘With pitiful crying out

‘alas! alas!’’. The Commentator aptly comments this phrase that, since the

PrÀÇÇÁ assumes the reason for the crane partner, which always in pair for

the sake to remove her sufferings of separation, she calls them as, ‘Oh!

Compassionate female crane with beautiful wings and graceful male partner

with shining wings!’.‘Taking pity on poor me (e¸akku)’. As referred to,

‘come and behold the bodies of innumerable ascetics of pure hearts that

have in various ways been slaughtered RÀkÈasas in the forest’27, the PrÀÇÇÁ,

by stating, ‘on poor me’, showed her œarÁra, which is with tiresome out of

the fire of sorrowfulness caused by separation to the crane partners. To

this phrase, there is also another way of commentation. That is, the PrÀÇÇÁ,

by stating, ‘on poor me’ thinks by herself as, ‘I am in separation after the

enjoyable union, though as such, I am with much of eagerness and waiting

for the arrival of the Lord to get reunion’.
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1.4:1.2.4. ‘Help to pave the way to get the Lord’ has no reciprocation

‘By showering your blessings’. It is commented as, ‘the blessing is

not for the sake of the PrÀÇÇÁ’s request, but, the blessings shall be showered

upon her out of the cranes’ glorious wishful thinking’. In this context, the

Commentator, by comparing the status of crane partner and the PrÀÇÇÁ’s,

reveals the glory of blessings upon the PrÀÇÇÁ by the crane partner. Since

there is male as well as female crane together, there is no limitedness of

gracing the blessings upon the PrÀÇÇÁ28. Moreover, since the PrÀÇÇÁ is in

separation and having no place to surrender as refuge, she puzzled and

struggled a lot. So, she, because of her situation, depends herself to request

the crane partner to go to the Lord as messenger. In this situation, the

Commentator, by realizing the affirmative status of crane partner, conveys

an important truth. That is, those who helps others for the sake of the

Lord’s grace, he does the same not for expecting something as reciprocation.

On the other hand, since they possess the overwhelmed supreme grace of

the Lord, they help others to get the benevolence and mercy of Him. In

this context, the Commentator, by raising a question, ‘why?’, as answer

comments the greatness of the Lord. If somebody helps the others to pave

the way for others to get the Lord, who is the owner of this upayavibhÂti29,

then, naturally there shall not be equal thing in the world to return to the

helper as reciprocation. Thus, by including all the subject matter of above

discussion, with the gracious attitude of cranes, NammÀÞvÀr as the PrÀÇÇÁ

appropriately uses the phrase, ‘showering your blessings (aruÒi)’.

1.4:1.2.5. The NÀyakÁ of NammÀÞvÀr is compared with SÁÇÀprÀÇÇÁ

NammÀÞvÀr as the ParÀôkuœa NÀyakÁ, by all means praises the crane

partner. The Commentator aptly compares the same with SÁtÀprÀÇÇÁ’s

praising of words upon HanumÀn. She praises him as, ‘Oh!, foremost of

monkeys, you are brave, powerful and wise, since you had alone smitten

this abode of RÀkÈasas’30. By accepting the ParÀôkuœa NÀyakÁ’s praises, the

crane responds as, ‘why you are praising us as such, your Lord left you

in desperate condition, if so, does He have the passion to hear our words?.

The PrÀÇÇÁ piously received the crane’s observation and remembered the

Lord.
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1.4:1.2.6. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa is differentiated with the Garuça

bird

To glorify the Lord’s greatness, the Commentator, by raising a

question within the background of the PrÀÇÇÁ and crane explains the

supremacy of the Lord. As  stated, ‘becoming pure, without having contact

with prakÃti, as parama sÀmya, obtains same qualities of the Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa’31, at the paramapada, all the divine dignitaries look like the Lord,

then, ‘how it is possible for us to differentiate the Lord from the nityasÂris

and muktas?’. By realizing the crane’s conditions to identity the Lord,

NammÀÞvÀr proceeds further. ‘The Lord on whose sacred beacon is the

Garuça bird with formidable plumes’. For the question of crane, she guides

it that, since at the paramapada, all looks as equal with others, to differentiate

His supremacy, the Lord possesses the Garuça bird within His sacred

beacon. The NÀyakÁ also adds that, while in the samsÀra, after winning over

our enemies for the final emancipation as Refugee, He stands over there

to accept us. In this context, she also glorifies the Garuça bird with apt

adjective as, ‘with formidable plumes’. In this place, NammÀÞvÀr uses the

word, ‘formidable’ with the reason. Since the Garuça bird without mercy

separated the Lord with NammÀÞvÀr and carries away Him, the °ÞvÀr with

heavy heart uses word, ‘formidable’.

1.4:1.2.7. The NÀyakÁ is compared with GopÁs and the status of the Garuça

In the above said context, the Commentator, by placing a quotation

from ŒrÁ ViÈõu PurÀõa elucidates the ParÀôkuœa NÀyakÁ’s desperate condition.

ŒrÁ ViÈõu PurÀõa expresses, ‘Akrurar without mercy speedily carry away

the Lord KÃÈõa with the chariot and separated the GopÁs from KÃÈõa’32. The

Commentator appropriately compares the separation of GopÁs and the Lord

KÃÈõa with that of the ParÀôkuœa NÀyakÁ and the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa .

In this context, the Commentator for the statement, ‘the Lord on whose

sacred beacon is the Garuça bird’ gives two kinds of commentation. As

the  first, the assertion means that, the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa is carried by

the Garuça bird and as the second, the Lord raises His beacon with the

symbol of the Garuça bird in it.
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1.4:1.2.8. ‘The act of going as messenger’ is to obtain the final

emancipation

‘While going as a messenger on behalf of myself’. When the

messenger comes to His place, the Lord shall always receive him. So, the

°ÞvÀr requests the crane to go as messenger to Him. ‘As a messenger on

behalf of myself’. It is commented that, the messengership for the NÀyakÁ

is not as the Lord KÃÈõa, who went as messenger for the sake of PÀnçavas,

who are all the great personalities, but, this role of a messenger is for the

sake of the ParÀôkuœa NÀyakÁ, who is in all the ways weak. To the phrase,

there is another way of commentation. As ŒrÁ LakÈmaõa conveyed, ‘Oh!

KÀkuÇÈtha, even if I were to stay with you for hundred years, I shall

remain your servant. Thyself selecting some beauteous spot do you tell me

- Construct (as asylum)’33, the NÀyakÁ affirms as, ‘Oh!, crane partner, you

are going to the Lord as messenger because I command as such’. Like ŒrÁ

LakÈmaõa expects the command from RÀma, here, NammÀÞvÀr as the

ParÀôkuœa NÀyakÁ commands the crane to go as messenger. ‘If you reach

over and deliver my message’. It is commented that, if one goes as a

messenger for others, then, it shall be a good fortune for that messenger.

In this respect, the NÀyakÁ praises the crane partner as, ‘if you go as a

messenger, even before me, you are alone going to obtain the phala ‘fruit’34.

In this context, it shall also be commented that, if the cranes go as a

messenger for the sake of the NÀyakÁ, then to the crane, it shall be considered

and valued as, ‘unequalled chance in life’35. That is, because of the role of

a messenger, the crane partner shall obtain the final emancipation of

performing the kaiôkarya to the holy feet of the Lord.

1.4:1.2.9. For the goodness of others, the imprisonment is the noble gesture

‘If per chance, He (the Lord) puts you in a cruel prison of not

listening my plea by seeing your face’. If somebody comes from the lover

side as messenger, nobody shall wish to put him into jail. In this context,

the word, ‘jail’ specifies the particular fact that, the Lord, by ignoring the

messenger, concentrates upon the other work. If so, ‘is it acceptable to

mean this act as jail?’. If the attendant does not attend the princes such as

giving petal leaves in time36, normally they shall become upset. Like that,
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if the Lord ignores the messenger, that will create pain to the messenger.

Here, the ParÀôkuœa NÀyakÁ mentions this pain of ignoring messenger as

prison. It is a well known fact that, if there is suffering to people, the Lord

also suffers more than them. If the situation is as such, ‘does He put the

messenger in jail?’. The NÀyakÁ asserts that, the Lord shall not put the

messenger in jail, but, He will embrace them37. ‘Though, what is to blame,

if you agree to suffer on my behalf?’. The Commentator, by raising a

questions, ‘the Lord, instead of embracing, if He puts the messenger cranes

in the prison, is it a painful one?, and is it not the prison giving pain?’,

continues his commentary. If somebody is imprisoned for the goodness of

others, it is certainly acceptable one38. In this background, the Commentator

directly asked a question to NammÀÞvÀr as, ‘is there a motive for you to

be put the crane within the prison?’. For that, the Commentator, by giving

an example, glorify the noble cause of imprisonment. SÁtÀpirÀÇÇÁ, for the

sake to release the celestial women, allowed herself to be imprisoned by

RÀvaõa. So, for the goodness of others, imprisonment is a noble gesture.

It is applicable to the crane partner as the messenger.

1.4:1.2.10. The status of the Lord’s embrace is the gift of the messengership

The Commentator, to the utterance, ‘if you reach over and if per

chance He puts you in a cruel prison’ comments in a different direction.

The ParÀôkuœa NÀyakÁ condoles and pacifies the crane partner as, ‘while

going as messenger, don’t confuse yourself like, ‘by putting prison, if the

Lord insults and gives troubles, what we have to do?’ and you need not

worry39. On the other hand, as stated, ‘embrace express the all (of the

deities) and finding this occasion, I extend my embrace to high-souled

HanumÀn’40, like the Lord embraced HanumÀn, when he went to LaôkÀ as

messenger, He will certainly embrace you like anything. Don’t you know!

Embracing the holy chest of the Lord is the gift for your messengership,

though I wished very much to embrace His chest, but, likely you are going

to embrace Him’. Thus, the ParÀôkuœa NÀyakÁ requests the crane partner to

go as messenger to the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa to explain her desperate

condition of separation from Him.
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1.4:2. The ParÀôkuœa NÀyakÁ sends koels to the

Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa

Transliteration

“E¸ceyya tÀmaraikkaõ perumÀ¸Àrkku e¸ tÂtÀy

e¸ceyyum uraittakkÀl i¸akkuyilkÀÒ! nÁralir¼

mu¸ceyta muÞuvi¸aiyÀl tiruvaÇikkÁÞk kuºº¼val

mu¸ceyya muyalÀt¼¸ akalvatuv½ vitiyi¸am¼?”.

Verbal Translation

E¸: mine; ceyya tÀmaraikkaõ perumÀ¸Àrkku: my holy lotus eyed Lord;

e¸ tÂtÀy: going as my messenger; e¸ceyyum uraittakkÀl?: would it be wrong

if you convey my message?; i¸akkuyilkÀÒ!: Oh Flocking koels!; nÁralir¼: you

are all the embodiment of simplicity; mu¸ceyta: the deeds, which are

performed in the past; muÞuvi¸aiyÀl: the complete law of karmas; tiruvaÇikkÁÒ:

at the holy feet; kuºº¼val: the confidential service; mu¸ceyya: in the past

births to perform; muyalÀt¼¸: never try to perform; akalvatuv½: is it better

to go away; vitiyi¸am¼?: is it justice?

Translation

‘Oh Flocking koels! Would it be wrong if you go as the messenger

to convey my message to my holy lotus eyed Lord? Come, are you not my

good pets? Due to the accumulated sins of the past births, by standing

near Him I never try to perform His service for long! Still, is it better for

me to go away from Him?’.

1.4:2.1. Introduction: In separation, the Lord’s greatness shall be degraded

In the previous verse, NammÀÞvÀr as the ParÀôkuœa NÀyakÁ

requested some of the cranes to go as messengers to the Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa. But, in this verse, the NÀyakÁ requests koels to go as messengers

to the Lord. At the first, she starts with the crane, but, over here, ends with

the koels41. In the worldly order, when someone is separated from the

usual matters, they shall get upset and naturally bewilder much. With

reference to the world, the separation is normal. On the other hand, how

much of pain sensed out of bewilderment by the NÀyakÁ when she separated
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with the most distinguished Lord?. As in response to the NÀyakÁ, if the

Lord does not bewilder like her, then, the greatness of His auspicious

qualities shall be somewhat degraded42. This fact is delineated through

the commentary of this stanza.

1.4:2.2. Commentary

1.4:2.2.1. The NÀyakÁ experiences the union and the separation with the

Lord

‘My Lord’. The phrase is commented in two different ways. As the

first, though the Lord separated with the NÀyakÁ, but, she called Him as,

‘my Lord’. In this respect, when the Lord is in union with the NÀyakÁ, He

showed His aœritapÀratantrya ‘the quality of indulgent love for and

dependence on her as His true devotee’. As the second, when the Lord

separated from her, for the sake of sustenance of the NÀyakÁ until His

reunion, the Lord at the time of separation avers as, ‘what is matter, if  she

be somewhere?, what is matter, if she goes anywhere? Is it not that, her c

is her property? etc.,’. To this context, the NÀyakÁ in order to show her

pÀratantryaœeÈatva, calls the Lord as, ‘my Lord’. ‘The Lotus eyed Lord’. If

asked, ‘when separation, does the Lord’s eye be in red color?’. The answer

is that, His eyes shall be red in color because of His aiœvarya. It shall be as

such, because of His love upon the subject matters, which are nearby.

Moreover, the Lord’s eye in red color is as that of the toddy drunker,

because He had the union with the NÀyakÁ. On the other hand, the Lord’s

eye shall be partially red43, because He separated Himself with the NÀyakÁ

of NammÀÞvÀr. If asked, ‘how the NÀyakÁ knows this in separation with the

Lord?, does she enjoy these? and where she enjoys the same?’. For these

questions, it is answered that, in the first decade, she enjoyed the aiœvarva

of the Lord, in the third decade, she enjoyed the Lord’s vÀtsalya. Like that,

the NÀyakÁ through this decade experiences the union as well as separation

with the Lord44.

1.4:2.2.2. The Lord with the PrÀÇÇÁ possesses the doubled aiœvarya

‘My holy lotus eyed Lord’. It is commented that, when the Lord is

separated with the NÀyakÁ, He looked her and made her as His own
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property. It also points out the Lord’s supreme status as, ‘Hero’. The phrase

shall be commented in a different direction. Since the Lord as Hero along

with His own aiœvarva, He at present took another aiœvarva, i.e., pleasurable

qualities of the NÀyakÁ. As such, He owned the doubled aiœvarva. So, it is

also commented that, by including the above said view, the NÀyakÁ of

NammÀÞvÀr calls the Lord as, ‘the holy lotus eyed Lord’.

1.4:2.2.3. The fruitful conversation between the NÀyakÁ and the koels

‘(My) messenger’. It means the NÀyakÁ’s situation as the plain ground

just like the place of flooding and receding of the sea . The anecdote aptly

expresses the NÀyakÁ’s helpless situation. ‘Would it be wrong if you go as

messenger to convey my message?’. The NÀyakÁ, through this statement

expresses the Lord’s response, which is realized from koels after their

messengership. That is, after receiving the message from the NÀyakÁ, the

Lord may ask the koels as, ‘does the NÀyakÁ sent you to bring back me to

her place?, if I claimed as such, then, what you are going to do’. There is

another commentation. After receiving the NÀyakÁ’s message, in return, the

Lord may give the upayavibhÂti as gift to the koels. ‘Oh Flocking koels!’. It

implies the NÀyakÁ’s expression, ‘Oh! You the koels are not as me alone,

but, moving here and there as group’. ‘Come, are you not my good pets?’.

The presentation clearly expresses the truth that, all the koels possess the

quality of simplicity. In the verse, the TamiÞ word, ‘nÁr’ of ‘nÁralir¼’ is

transformed version of the word, ‘nÁrmai’. Here, this word, ‘nÁrmai’ means

the simplicity. There is also another way of commentation of this word,

‘nÁr’. It specifies the statement, i.e., ‘Oh Flocking koels! You hear everything

when myself with My Hero ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa in union, but, in separation

with Him, you become indifferent and not hearing my words’.

1.4:2.2.4. The holy disc of the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa eradicates devotees’

sins

‘Due to the accumulated sins of the past births’. Here, the NÀyakÁ

points out that, in her past births she accumulated the sins without

limitation. In this context, by covering the entirety of her past births, she

has claimed as such. The NÀyakÁ also points out the fact that, these

accumulated sins, which are earned are not just planted in her, but, they
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are earned out of her past activities of the œarÁras, whereas within the

accumulated sins, there is nothing to be reduced45. It also refers to the

truth that, though the past time of births was under control, but, the

accumulated sins within the time span are beyond her control. So, it is not

possible for the NÀyakÁ to eradicate the accumulated sins. ‘How it is possible

to depend upon the Lord with this much of accumulated sins?’. Since the

accumulated sins shall be eradicated out of the Lord’s grace, it is possible

for the NÀyakÁ to get reunion with Him. In this place, at the bank of bathing

ghat of Tirukk½ÇÇiyÂr, the following words uttered by TeºkÀÞvÀ¸ to

K½ÒariyÀÞvÀ¸ shall be remembered. The fact behind the TeºkÀÞvÀ¸ is that,

it is certainly not possible to eradicate the sins by taking baths46 over here,

but, the holy discus of the Lord of TeºkÀÞvÀr47 alone shall eradicate the

accumulated sins.

1.4:2.2.5.  NammÀÞvÀr in his past births never did divine service to the

Lord

‘By standing near Him to perform His service for long!’. The

averment means the act that, by standing very near the holy feet of the

Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa, NammÀÞvÀr performs the confidential divine

service. VaÇakkuttiruvÁtippiÒÒai raises a question, ‘since the NÀyakÁ of

NammÀÞvÀr is desperately suffering because of the separation with the

Lord, naturally she may be wished to get union with the Lord. On the

other hand, what is the reason for her wish to stand near Him to perform

His divine service for long?’. Just like a bhrÀmaõa, though becomes retarded,

recites the Veda only, though NammÀÞvÀr in the state of the ParÀôkuœa

NÀyakÁ shall not wish very much to embrace the Lord with her chest, but,

longs to embrace the holy feet of the Lord to perform the confidential

divine service. It is realized that, the °ÞvÀr’s inner nature is to serve the

Lord’s holy feet only. ‘I never try to perform His service for long!’. It

concerns the fact that, the °ÞvÀr in his past births didn’t try to perform the

service to the holy feet of the Lord. As the statement proclaimed by ŒrÁ

LakÈmaõa, ‘Oh! KÀkuÇÈtha, even if I were to stay with you for one hundred

years, I shall remain your servant. Thyself selecting some beauteous spot

do you tell me - Construct (as asylum)’48, NammÀÞvÀr didn’t do the service
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to the Lord. That is, though the Lord ordered as, ‘do it as I say’ NammÀÞvÀr

in his past births never tried to perform the divine service to the Lord.

1.4:2.2.6. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa fulfills NammÀÞvÀr’s wishes

‘I never try to perform His service for long! Still, is it better for me

to go away from Him?’. NammÀÞvÀr thought of himself as, ‘in the past

births, I never tried to serve the Lord, if it is so, even not engaging the self

efforts in the past births, would it be better to miss out the chance to

follow the sÀdhana to serve Him even in this present birth?’. In this context,

NammÀÞvÀr’s status of longing for the divine service shall be comprehended

through the utterance of PiÒÒai TirunaºaiyÂr Araiyar. Araiyar, by thinking

of the Lord’s saulabhyaguõa venerates Him as, ‘though we do not have any

goodness in our side to acquire our desired objects, the Lord out of His

lovable quality of saulabhyaguõa shall grant the same’49. This expression

beautifully explicates NammÀÞvÀr’s condition that, though NammÀÞvÀr is

not exerting efforts to get union with the Lord, but, He out of His

saulabhyaguõa and nirketuka kÃpÀ, certainly fulfill the wishes of the °ÞvÀr.

1.4:2.2.7. Naturally the devotees of the Lord reserved to get His union

Apart from the original translation of verse and its commentation,

there is the special commentation of the statement, akalvatuv½ vitiyi¸am¼

‘miss out the chance to follow the sÀdhaõa to serve the Lord’. The assertion

shall be changed as vitiyi¸am akalvatuv½ ‘chance to follow the sÀdhaõa to

serve Him shall be missed’. The changed version of the expression is

commented. In the worldly order, there is the dictum, ‘individuals who do

not have assets and property alone incur the loss of gaining in the

businesses. On the other hand, since the Lord Himself stands as asset and

property to His devotees, they shall not incur the loss of His bliss in their

religious order’50. Naturally, it is the religious belief that, the devotees of

the Lord are entitled to gain and acquire His fulfilled grace and bliss

because the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa is only means for their final

emancipation. The fact of acquiring the Lord’s grace by the devotees shall

be endorsed by following words of the °ÞvÀrs. They are, ‘you are my sole

refugee’51, ‘I have no refugee but, you only’52, ‘Oh!, the Lord of
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Vittuvakk½ÇÇu! Even if you do not save me from despair I, this devotee-

self, will place my heart on you alone, just as even if the monsoon fails to

deliver rain, the withering crops look to the grey clouds alone’53, ‘realized

you as their only path to freedom!’54, ‘other than you, I have none that

would look over me’55 and ‘there are others who shave their heads and

live at your portals as idlers’56. In this verse, the TamiÞ word, ‘vitiyi¸am’

expresses as, ‘is it better and justifiable?’. This word is transformed version

of TamiÞ word ‘vitiyi¸a¸’. If it is taken for granted, the word, ‘vitiyi¸a¸’

indicates the fact  that, one who possesses demerit. If so, for the word

vitiyi¸a¸, it shall be commented through the words of the °ÞvÀr as, ‘since

I possess demerits, shall I leave from the site of the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa’.

In this context, the root of TamiÞ word, ‘vitiyi¸a¸’ is ‘viti’. Then the TamiÞ

root, ‘viti’ specifically means the demerits. So, this meaning shall be

appropriately added with the trend set and continuity of the commentation

of the verse, and as such, accordingly the entirety of commentary has to

be understood.

1.4:2.2.8. The Lord certainly grants the final emancipation to His devotees

The Above said message of this verse is analyzed over here. The

NÀyakÁ of NammÀÞvÀr through the third line of this verse uses the amiÞ

word, muÞuvi¸aiy¼¸ ‘alas! I am bearing the accumulated sins’ and the last

TamiÞ word of verse, ‘vitiyi¸am’ (vitiyi¸a¸) with the content of demerits. If

so, a question raises, ‘is it not the repetition?’. But, the Commentator answers

that, for the sake to stress the negative side of demerits only NammÀÞvÀr

uses the technique of repetition of the words as, tÁvi¸aikaÒaic ceyta tÁvi¸aiy¼¸

‘person possesses demerits because he did the bad activities’. In this place,

TirumaôgaiyÀÞvÀr’s usage of repetitive TamiÞ words in his verse as, pÀvam¼

ceytu pÀvi À¸¼¸ ‘while doing wrong I became a sinner’57 shall be remembered.

Through the analysis of repetitive usage of words and deriving the

theological theme, NammÀÞvÀr proclaimed the following ŒrÁvaiÈõava truth:

‘though the devotee thinks of his accumulated sins and stored demerits,

he need not worry much. It is because, the Lord, out of His nirketuka kÃpÀ

with saulabhyaguõa certainly grants the final emancipation of the mokÈa to

His devotees’.
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1.4:3. The devotee has to earn the grace of the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa

Transliteration

“Vitiyi¸Àl peÇaimaõakkum me¸¸aÇaiya a¸¸aôkÀÒ!

matiyi¸Àl kuºaÒmÀõÀy ulakuiranta kaÒvarkku

matiyil¼¸ valvi¸aiy¼ mÀÒÀt½ e¸ºuorutti

matiellÀm uÒkalaôki mayaôkumÀl e¸¸Ár¼”.

Verbal Translation

Vitiyi¸Àl: out of the great fortune; peÇaimaõakkum: by enjoying with

the company of spouses; me¸¸aÇaiya: the gentle walk; a¸¸aôkÀÒ!: Oh! Swan;

matiyi¸Àl: out of the cleverness; kuºaÒ: the dwarf (the Lord VÀmaõa); mÀõÀy:

as brahmacÀri; ulaku: the earths; iranta: by begging; kaÒvarkku: to the covetous;

matiyil¼¸: I, the ignorant; valvi¸aiy¼: this cruel karma; mÀÒÀt½: will it be never

end?; e¸ºu: as the way of; orutti: this girl; matiellÀm: whole consciousness;

uÒkalaôki: out of the inner confusion; mayaôkumÀl: unknowingly lost; e¸¸Ár¼:

Go and tell.

Translation

‘Oh! Swan, great fortune has showered you, i.e., the togetherness of

your lady bird with gentle walk. The clever dwarf brahmacÀri has covertly

taken the earths by asking for alms. Go tell Him, ‘this ignorant girl out of

confusion has lost her whole consciousness and thinking that, her cruel

karma will never end’.

1.4:3.1. Introduction: NammÀÞvÀr’s committed sins are not to be eradicated

As the reflection of the second verse of this decade, NammÀÞvÀr

thinks the following truth as the direction of the holy thinking of the Lord

ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa, i.e., one ought to experience the result of his own

demerits and earn the grace of Lord for his emancipation. The °ÞvÀr, by

minding the same, through this stanza, requests the swan, the messenger

to convey the truth to the Lord as, ‘though my committed sins are

experienced through the births, yet, they shall not be eradicated’.
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1.4:3.2. Commentary

1.4:3.2.1. The ParÀôkuœa NÀyakÁ gives importance to the union of swan

partner

‘Oh! Swans, great fortune has showered you, i.e., the togetherness

of your lady bird’. NammÀÞvÀr as the ParÀôkuœa NÀyakÁ conveys, ‘Oh! Swans,

since you get union in the direction of holy text, you are not having the

separation, but, since I am trying to get union with the Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa without any disciplinary observations like marriage, I am in

separation with Him’. In this place, the term, ‘fortune’ is explained. Fortune’

means the ‘swans’ fortune’. In another context, the word refers to the truth

that, the result of fortune is union of lovers and the result of misfortune

is separation of them. So, the NÀyakÁ intelligibly uses the statement, ‘Oh!

Swans, great fortune has showered upon you, i.e., the togetherness of your

lady bird’. By giving importance to the NÀyakÁ, the term ‘fortune’ shall be

commented as ‘the ParÀõkusa NÀyakÁ’s fortune’. To this commentation, there

is a question, ‘how the swans are in unioun out of the fortune of the

NÀyakÁ?’. The answer follows with the citation  from ŒrÁ RÀmÀyaõa. When

ŒrÁ RÀmÀ was searching SÁtÀprÀÇÇÁ through the oceans and mountains, he

met SugrÁva, who had also lost his wife and kingdom. At that time, ŒrÁ

RÀmÀ cheerfully ensured SugrÁva that, after the proper settlement of him

only, he will think about the efforts to solve his own sufferings. So, it is

commented that, as ŒrÁ RÀmÀ to SugrÁva, the NÀyakÁ of NammÀÞvÀr’s

gracious intention is focused for the sake of the union of the swans. ‘Why

ŒrÁ RÀmÀ at the first eradicate the sufferings of SugrÁva?’. Those who are

having nÁrmai ‘compassion’58, certainly he will not think about his sufferings,

but, gives prime importance to settle the others’ sufferings. So, through

the commentation of, ‘the NÀyakÁ’s fortune’, it is specified that, NammÀÞvÀr,

by not minding his sufferings of separation, gives special importance to

the union of swan partner. In another words, by realizing the tune of lady

swan’s heart only, the °vÀr uses the statement, ‘Oh! Swans, great fortune

has showered you, i.e., the togetherness of your lady bird’.

1.4:3.2.2. The swan’s tender walk is compared with TÀrÀ’s walk

‘Oh! Swans with gentle walk’. The phrase refers to the NÀyakÁ’s

blissful statement about the swans as, ‘are you going to fulfill my desire
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of union along with the Lord with such tender walk?’. The Commentator

beautifully compares this swans’ tender walk with TÀrÀ’s’ walk as depicted

in ŒrÁ RÀmÀyaõa. As quoted, ‘thereupon TÀrÀ, with faltering feet and eyes

wild with wine, the golden chains of her zone flowing (about her hips), -

graced with auspicious marks, sought ŒrÁ LakÈmaõa’s presence with

downcast look’59, after VÀli was vanquished and forgetting the help of ŒrÁ

RÀmÀ as personally committed with him, SugrÁva was enjoying the physical

union with TÀrÀ. ŒrÁ RÀmÀ sent ŒrÁ LakÈmaõa to check the condition of

SugrÁva.  ŒrÁ LakÈmaõa arrived at the place of SugrÁva with great anger

with  roaring. By hearing ŒrÁ LakÈmaõa’s roar and sound of the string of

his arrow, SugrÁva trembled and realized that, his wife TÀra alone can

pacify ŒrÁ LakÈmaõa’s anger. So, SugrÁva sent her wife to ŒrÁ LakÈmaõa.

TÀra approached ŒrÁ LakÈmaõa as after having enjoyed the sensual pleasure

with SugrÁva and had a staggered walk with dress in irregular manner

and blurred vision due to the consumption of wine. Thus, the Commentator

beautifully compares the swan’s walk with staggered walk of TÀrÀ. ‘Is it

acceptable to send TÀrÀ, the queen of the kingdom of SugrÁva to face ŒrÁ

LakÈmaõa?’. According to ŒrÁ RÀmÀyaõa, it is the well known fact that,

TÀrÀ has a motherly affection towards ŒrÁ LakÈmaõa. So, though TÀrÀ is

the queen, SugrÁva sent her to ŒrÁ LakÈmaõa60 to pacify his angry mood

out of her motherly affection upon him.

1.4:3.2.3. All the °ÞvÀrs glorified the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa’s act of

brhmachÀri

‘The clever dwarf brahmacÀri has covertly taken the earths by asking

for alms’. Unlike RÀvaõa, who ought to be killed, MÀvali had the quality

of giving donation. Once, Indra lost his kingdom. For the sake of not

having opposition to RÀvaõa’s status to be killed and Indra’s status of

lasting the kingdom, as described, ‘the donor of thousand kine’61, as the

one who has hands, which are greatly known the generosity, i.e., the Lord

in dwarf form received the world as donation. Moreover, the NÀyakÁ,

through this endorsed the Lord’s grandeur foresight as well as the

pleasingly justifiable and balanced attitude as, ‘cÀla dhÂradarœi’62. ‘Dwarf’.

For the sake of enjoying the divine darœana, the Lord as transformed a

crore into single unit (k½Çiyai kÀõiyÀkki¸Àºp½¸ºu), changed His very big œarÁra
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into small form. ‘BrahmacÀri’. The Lord took the form of brahmacÀri, the

celebrated one, who equally smiled when somebody gave food as alms as

well as some denied the same by shutting the door. ‘Covertly taken the

earths by asking  for alms’. For this statement, the ŒrÁvaiÈõava scholar,

TirumaliyÀõÇÀ¸ comments as follows. As informed, ‘Oh!, the Wicked Lord

who begged three steps and took the earth!’63, the Lord covertly got the

earths, which are created out of His own  saôkalpa. But, EmperumÀ¸ar

graciously commented this act as, ‘by thinking of something, He did

something else’. It expresses that, the Lord cheated MÀvali and through

the glorified action, He attracted the NÀyakÁ’s spiritual attraction towards

Him. If asked, ‘is the NÀyakÁ submitted herself to this Lord’s cheating?’.

The answer is, ‘yes’. As mentioned, ‘His lotus feet measured the earth’64,

it is endorsed through her own words. This truth of ‘asking alms’ is

gloriously accepted by the NÀyakÁ of NammÀÞvÀr as, ‘may be He is a world-

grabber and hard to understand. Pity, my wicked heart still longs for Him

alone’65 and ‘the Lord who measured the earth then shall not come’66.

TirumaôgaiyÀÞvÀr also pleasurably accepted the Lord’s activity as,

‘infatuated by the bachelor king, who came in the yore and measured the

earth in three strides, I lost my rough to Him’67. Thus, it is inferred that,

all the °ÞvÀrs have glorified the Lord’s act of clever dwarf brahmacÀri who

has covertly taken the earths by asking for alms.

1.4:3.2.4. The NÀyakÁ of NammÀÞvÀr is the dÁrgha CintayantÁ

‘This ignorant girl’. The NÀyakÁ of NammÀÞvÀr thought of herself as

ignorant girl because while the Lord left her, she should have requested

Him not to leave her. Perhaps, if she requested the Lord, she may not

suffer out of the separation with Him. Since she not requested Him, at

present she suffers. So, she thought of herself as, ‘I am not intelligent’.

‘This ignorant girl is thinking that, her cruel karma will never end’. This

announcement positively explicates the true meaning that, since the girl is

intelligent and intensely thinking as such, definitely her cruel karma will be

altogether nullified. So, the Commentator positively compared the NÀyakÁ

as, ‘dÁrgha CintayantÁ’68. Here, the story of CintayantÁ is sharply placed.

CintayantÁ was a GopÁ and wanted to see the Lord KÃÈõa. But, she caught
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in a tight situation at her house, where her mother-in-law and others were

at the hall way. So, she was unable to go to the Lord KÃÈõa’s place. But,

she heard the flute music of the Lord KÃÈõa and wanted to go to Him

immediately. But, due to the restriction of situation, she deeply meditated

upon the blissfulness of the Lord KÃÈõa and because of it her entire virtues

as well as vices were nullified. Moreover, since her good and bad karmas

were nullified, suddenly her œarÁra at once gave up and her Àtma attained

the mokÈa. If so, ‘how the NÀyakÁ nullified the both karmas?’. ŒrÁ ViÈõu

PurÀõa declares, ‘since she put her heart with the Lord KÃÈõa, she enjoyed

good karma, since she is not able to experience the bliss of the Lord as that

of her thinking, she also enjoyed bad karmas. So, she has experienced the

both karmas within a half kÈaõa’69. So, based on this statement, it is delineated

that, the NÀyakÁ of NammÀÞvÀr also experienced the good as well as bad

karmas. In this context, since the NÀyakÁ’s state is as that of CintayantÁ, she

is aptly named as, ‘dÁrkgha CintayantÁ’.

1.4:3.2.5. It is identified that, the NÀyakÁ of NammÀÞvÀr is ignorant girl

‘This ignorant girl’. To this remark, if asked, ‘how it is possible to

identify the NÀyakÁ by the Lord through this general proclamation?’. As

answer, the Commentator proceeds his commentary. If a deer is hunted by

a particular hunter’s bow and if it is told by somebody as, ‘a deer is

hunted through an arrow and it is in the forest’70, then, the hunter can

easily identify the hunt. In this situation, it is not necessary to ask the

hunter as, ‘do you hunted the deer?’. Like that, if it is stated as, ‘this

ignorant girl suffers because of separation’, then, the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa

certainly will grasp the NÀyakÁ of NammÀÞvÀr, who suffers so much because

of the separation with Him. Moreover, she will be identified in another

way also. It is delineated that, within the samsÀra vibhÂti, the NÀyakÁ alone

suffered for the union with the Lord. If asked, ‘why, is it not there somebody

else suffer out of separation?’. In this world, all the samsÀris are thinking

about other things except the Lord. Also, there is no separation for the

nityasÂris. As well, all the °ÞvÀrs71 are assumed as the parts of the NÀyakÁ

of NammÀÞvÀr. So, it is inferred that, if stated as, ‘this ignorant girl’, then

definitely the specification points out the NÀyakÁ of NammÀÞvÀr.
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1.4:3.2.6. The Lord gives divine knowledge to the NÀyakÁ, but there is

separation

‘Out of confusion has lost her whole consciousness and thinking

that, her cruel karma will never end’. The word, ‘consciousness’ signifies

the knowledgeable aspects. In this situation of the NÀyakÁ, the Lord may

think that, though she lost herself, but, she possesses the divine knowledge.

In this place, it is to be properly analyzed about this mode of thinking of

the Lord and the confused state of divine knowledge of the NÀyakÁ of

NammÀÞvÀr. As announced, ‘if blocking up LaôkÀ with his army, that

afflictor of hostile hosts KÀkutstha took me (hence), that would be worthy

of him’72, as SitÀpirÀÇÇÁ stayed at LaôkÀ, the NÀyakÁ also stayed in the flower

garden with intended thinking of the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa. The above

statement, specifies the truth that, the whole extended divine knowledgeable

aspects of the NÀyakÁ without the trace of ignorance has totally confused

altogether.  It is realized through the response of the NÀyakÁ towards swans,

‘this divine knowledge, which I possessed is given to me by Him only’73.

The NÀyakÁ further proceeds, ‘Oh! Swans, if you conveyed this message,

then, the Lord may respond as, ‘though the knowledge is externally

disturbed and confused, even then, that special knowledge is given by me

only. If so, ‘how it is possible to confuse by itself?’’. The NÀyakÁ, as in

response of the Lord, again requests swans to convey the message as,

‘though He grants the pure knowledge, which dispels all the doubts, but,

mystically that knowledge has totally confused without the trace of residue’.

As in response to the message, the Lord may argue as, ‘is it the matter as

such!, though the knowledge, which I gave has lost, she may wait and

when I reached over her place, I will give the divine knowledge to her’.

Even then, she requests the swan to convey the message to the Lord as, ‘it

is not possible to wait for His arrival, but, I altogether lost myself’. Thus,

the part of the statement,’her cruel karma will never end’ is crystal clearly

self explicated.

1.4:3.2.7. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa wouldn’t bear the sufferings of the

NÀyakÁ

In the above mentioned background, again she requests the swan

as, ‘if you convey the message as such, the Lord may respond as, ‘since it
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is pure knowledge given by Me, does she totally confused?, for this, I

think that, she may have some confusion because of her suffering of the

separation made by Me’. Without the end, again she requests the swans,

‘if He conveyed His message to me as such, then tell Him that, the

unblemished divine knowledge, which He given is totally lost and she is

already died’. Furthermore, she placed the further message to the swans

as, ‘if you convey this message as such, He may think as, ‘if I reached over

her, what I have to do?’. So, till again you pass the message, ‘she somehow

and anyhow, totally bewildered and confused and if You have not reached

over her place, then, soon she will die’’. Finally, the NÀyakÁ pacified the

swan as, ‘Oh! Dears, please do your duty well as messenger and inform

Him all the matters. After receiving all the matters, if He does not come

to me, then, it is realized that, He alone is going to bear all the faults and

mistakes’. In this context, the NÀyakÁ uses the apt word, ‘go tell Him (e¸¸Ár¼)’,

which covers the above cited conversations between the NÀyakÁ and the

swans. In this circumstance, to the phrase, ‘go tell Him’, the Commentator

uniquely comments in the words of the NÀyakÁ as, ‘Oh! Swans, when the

Lord hears your words, which are aptly expressing my sufferings, certainly

He will not bear the sufferings of mine! Definitely He will recognize my

sufferings!, and without further delay He will come to me. So, Oh! Swans,

please convey all the messages to the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa’.

1.4:3.2.8. The NÀyakÁ of NammÀÞvÀr gets the eternal union with the Lord

Finally the Commentator, by praising the Lord as, ‘embodiment of

the oceanic grace (aruÒÀÞi ammÀ¸)’ comments that, since He is as such,

definitely He fulfills the desire of the NÀyakÁ of NammÀÞvÀr to get her

union with Him. At the end of commentary part of this verse, for the

phrase, ‘go and tell Him (e¸¸Ár¼)’ the Commentator comments in a different

direction. That is, the NÀyakÁ by requesting the swans as ‘go and tell Him’,

explicates the supreme truth that, the svarÂpa of swans is  possessing the

courtesy of passing the message to the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa, the Lord’s

inner nature is accepting the message of swans and the inner nature of her

(the NÀyakÁ of NammÀÞvÀr)  is getting the eternal union with the Lord

ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa.
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1.4:4. The ParÀôkuœa NÀyakÁ sends a¸ºil birds to the

Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa

Transliteration

“E¸ nÁrmai kaõÇuiraôki itutakÀtu e¸¸Àta

 e¸nÁla mukilvaõõarkku e¸colliyÀ¸ colluk¼n½

 na¸¸Ármai i¸iyavarkaõ taôkÀtue¸ ºoruvÀycol

 na¸¸Ála maka¸ºilkÀÒ! nalkutir½ nalkÁr½?”.

Verbal Translation

E¸: my; nÁrmai: plight; kaõÇu: by seeing; iraôki: by taking pity; itu: it

is; takÀtu: it is unjust; e¸¸Àta: does not think/noticing?; e¸: my; nÁla mukil:

the cloud hued; vaõõarkku: the cloud hued Lord; e¸colli: what the matter?;

yÀ¸ colluk¼n½: what I have to tell?; na¸¸Ármai: positively good, i.e., fare state

of the NÀyakÁ;  i¸iyavarkaõ: to the fared one; taôkÀtu: wouldn’t be with it;

e¸ºu: as such; oruvÀycol: a kind word; na¸: beautiful; ¸Ála: sapphire hue;

maka¸ºilkÀÒ!: Oh! A¸ºil birds; nalkutir½: would you convey?; nalkÁr½?: would

you not?

Translation

‘Oh! A¸ºil birds of beautiful sapphire hue! Go tell the Lord that, I

am about to die. Would you convey or would you not? What I have to tell

my cloud hued Lord, who does not notice my plight, nor does He take

pity on me, though having seen how I fared well and He has no good left

in Him. It is most unjust from me to depart’.

1.4:4.1. Introduction: The NÀyakÁ possessed demerits, that cannot be

eradicated

In the second verse of this decade, the ParÀôkuœa NÀyakÁ has stated,

‘I possessed much of demerits and though by enjoying the same, they

cannot be eradicated’. If asked, ‘due to the demerits did she experience the

sufferings?’. The answer is, ‘yes’. In this context, even for a kÈaõa, when the

Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa turned His face away from her, the NÀyakÁ deeply

experienced all the kinds of sufferings because of the accumulated demerits

through her past births. At the time of sufferings, some of the a¸ºil birds,

came near her and asked, ‘since it is the appropriate time to extend the
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help, in what way it is possible to help you?’. At that time, she feels

dejected and tells them, ‘though the Lord saw my condition and never had

pity on me, but, left my place’. But, at the same time, since the desire of

getting union is overwhelmed from her heart, like telling the things for so

many times to someone, who does not listen the same, she requests the

a¸ºil birds as, ‘would you convey all the things to the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa

or not’.

1.4:4.2. Commentary

1.4:4.2.1. The Lord knows that, the NÀyakÁ suffers because of His

separation

‘The Lord, who does not notice my plight, nor does He take pity on

me. It is most unjust’. ‘The Lord, who does not notice my plight’. Though

the Lord saw the tenderness of the NÀyakÁ, he didn’t show compassion and

decided to be with her, but, He left her. In this context, a TamiÞ scholar

asks ŒrÁ ParÀœara BhaÇÇar, ‘is it not to be k¼ÇÇu iraôki (having compassion by

hearing her sufferings) instead of kaõÇu iraôki (having the compassion by

seeing her sufferings)?’. To this question, ŒrÁ BhaÇÇar as renowned scholar

in TamiÞ literature and grammar replies, ‘when the Lord relaxes His

embrace, her œarÁra becomes pale and suffers out of separation’. Again the

scholar asks him, ‘is it possible?’. As answer, ŒrÁ BhaÇÇar appropriately

places two quotations to the scholar as, ‘I who was in close embrace just

turned aside and the moment I did so, sallowness came on me like

something to be seized on’74 and ‘it vanishes whenever he touches me. It

spreads all over whenever he leaves’75. ‘What I have to tell my cloud hued

Lord’. Since the Lord in union faces the NÀyakÁ with much of affection, she

called Him as, ‘my cloud hued Lord’. At the same time, by thinking of the

Lord, who without minding her separation, she with dejection mourns

and utters as, ‘what I have to tell?’. ‘Why she is uttering as such?’. Though

witnessing her sufferings, the Lord didn’t show His pity on her, if so, ‘is

it possible for Him to show the pity by hearing her suffering?  or not

having the same?’. In this place, there is one more question, ‘is the Lord,

perceived her suffering?’. At the time of embracing in union with her,

when the Lord’s hands are loosening, He saw the paleness at the places of

loosening her œarÁra. Moreover, her œarÁra gets the paleness because of the
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sense of sufferings with thinking of separation. So, it is realized that, the

Lord knows that, the NÀyakÁ is undergoing the sufferings because of His

separation.

1.4:4.2.2. The NÀyakÁ doesn’t have chance to see the Lord’s beauty

‘What I have to tell my cloud hued Lord, who does not notice my

plight, nor take pity on me. It is most unjust’. The statement is differently

commented through the words of the NÀyakÁ as, ‘the Lord, though by

sensing my sufferings, He is not coming to my place for union, but, He is

going to listen the same from your (a¸ºil birds) message’. For the phrase,

‘my plight (en nÁrmai)’ shall be commended in a different direction. Though

the NÀyakÁ previously enjoyed the bliss of the Lord in her union with Him,

but, here, she, by stating as, ‘my plight’ sincerely expressed her status of

separation. ‘It is most unjust from me to depart’. Since her status of

separation and the explanation of sufferings caused by it through words

are not at all considered by the Lord, she with utmost confusion of her

knowledgeable aspects pathetically avers as, ‘it is most unjust’. In

continuation, the NÀyakÁ adores, ‘my cloud hued Lord’. At the first, the

Lord, by showing His beautiful holy œarÁra to her, made her as His own

property, but, at present, she doesn’t have any means to watch the beauty

of His face. To reveal this fact only, the NÀyakÁ, out of much affection says

as, ‘my cloud hued Lord’.

1.4:4.2.3. The NÀyakÁ starts to send a¸ºil birds as the messenger

If the above stated background is as such, then there is question,

‘does the Lord’s mind not having any kind of merciful quality towards

her?’. For this, the NÀyakÁ through her own words reveals as, ‘alas! he has

a heart of stone’76. In this context, she also avers, ‘what I have to tell’. So,

through this verse, the NÀyakÁ of NammÀÞvÀr interprets her fate of separation

to a¸ºil birds. In this background, a¸ºil birds remarked the NÀyakÁ that, if

we go and conveyed her message, certainly He will come to her place. For

it, she responded, ‘just like, if one declines king’s letter, does he accept the

accountant’s letter, since the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa, though once had

union with me, but, without mercy denied my request. So, He will not

mind your message’77. Initially the NÀyakÁ does not rely upon sending the
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message through a¸ºil birds because even after witnessing the suffering of

her, the Lord left her alone. But, later, out of personal overwhelmed desire

for reunion with the Lord, she again started to send the a¸ºil birds as

messenger.

1.4:4.2.4. Like the Lord KÃÈõa’s separation with GopÁs, NÀyakÁ is with the

Lord

Though the Commentator, after commending the NÀyakÁ’s sufferings

as above, but through the following direction also, comments her condition

in a different way. He, by giving example of the Lord KÃÈõa’s relation with

GopÁs, describes the NÀyakÁ’s separation. In it, he compares the changed

behavior of sending the messenger with the same kind of behavior of

GopÁs. The lovable behavior of GopÁs towards the Lord KÃÈõa is revealed

by ŒrÁ ViÈõu PurÀõnam as, ‘there is no use of speaking with the Lord KÃÈõa

because he is not speaking the truth but, only incoherent talk. Though he

mingled with us, he didn’t take care of us. At least once, would he not

come to visit his mother?’78. Though the GopÁs are not having the direct

chance of getting union with the Lord KÃÈõa, but, while he visited his

mother, they had the chance for union with him. In another words, at the

first, GopÁs did not have the interest upon the Lord KÃÈõa, but, later, while

he visited his mother, they wished very much to get union with him. In

this context, the Commentator, by comparing the status of the GopÁs and

the NÀyakÁ, expounds the following truth. That is, though  at the first, the

NÀyakÁ is not having interest upon the Lord, but, later, out of the

overwhelming interest for reunion with Him, she had the interest to send

a¸ºil birds as messenger.

1.4:4.2.5. The NÀyakÁ with the Lord is compared with SÁtÀprÀÇÇÁ with

ŒrÁ RÀma

‘How I fared well (na¸¸Ármai) and He has no good left in Him’. The

phrase specifies the good Àtma of the NÀyakÁ79. ‘Though having seen’. It

points out the status of the separation of the NÀyakÁ with the Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa. That is, though she waited for the arrival of the Lord for reunion

and since He is not turned up, she is not able to bear the separation. ‘I am

about to die’. Since the Lord is not turning up, the NÀyakÁ’s Àtma shall be

rested upon the custodian of the Lord as ŒeÈi, the master, if not, the Àtma
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of the NÀyakÁ wouldn’t be within the œarÁra of her. The Commentator explains

the position of the NÀyakÁ with similar conversation between SÁtÀprÀÇÇÁ and

HanumÀn. At aœokavanam, SÁtÀprÀÇÇÁ was upset about ŒrÁ RÀmÀ because he

didn’t rescue her in time. At that time, HanumÀn asked SÁtÀprÀÇÇÁ, ‘if you

are so attached with ŒrÁ RÀmÀ, how have you sustained yourself instead

of immediately giving up your life?’. As quoted in ŒrÁ RÀmÀyaõa, ‘his love

for his mother, father or any other person is not greater than or equal to

his love for me. O! Messenger, I shall keep my life so long I do not hear

anything about my dear one’80, SÁtÀprÀÇÇÁ responded,  ‘ŒrÁ RÀmÀ showed

his deep love81 towards me. While he is searching me without sleep and

food82, if he saw me dead, then his heart will be broken like the thirsty

person, who finds the broken pot without water. So, in order to protect

him only, I sustained my life without dead’. So, as the statement uttered

by SÁtÀprÀÇÇÁ to HanumÀn, the NÀyakÁ avers as, ‘my Àtma shall be rested

upon the custodian of you as ŒeÈi’.

1.4:4.2.6. The NÀyakÁ expressed her doubtfulness towards a¸ºil birds

‘Oh! A¸ºil birds of beautiful sapphire hue! Go tell the Lord, I am

about to die’. By stating her position, the NÀyakÁ asked the a¸ºil birds as,

‘the Lord is in the colour of cloud hued, as such, you also sapphire hue,

if so, are you be similarly acted as He?’. The other part of statement is self

explicative. In this context, the NÀyakÁ, in order to express her doubtfulness

upon the a¸ºil birds avers as, ‘would you convey (the message to the

Lord) or would you not?’. The Commentator, like someone denies even

the first word of one’s request, with all kinds of sorrowfulness, utters the

above said statement.

1.4:5. The ParÀôkuœa NÀyakÁ sends heron to the

Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa

Transliteration

“NalkittÀ¸ kÀttaÒikkum poÞil¼Þum vi¸aiy¼ºk¼

nalkattÀ¸ ÀkÀt½ nÀraõa¸aik kaõÇakkÀl

malkunÁrp pu¸alpaÇappai irait¼rvaõ ciºukuruk¼!

malkunÁrk kaõõ¼ºku½r vÀcakaôkoõ ÇaruÒÀy¼”.
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Verbal Translation

Nalki: desirably; tÀ¸: by Himself/NÀrÀyaõa; kÀttu: by protecting;

aÒikkum: fulfills the desires and eliminates the hurdles of the people;

poÞil¼Þum: the seven garden worlds; vi¸aiy¼ºk¼: to the performer of the

activities; nalkattÀ¸ ÀkÀt½: does it not possible to deny showering the grace?;

nÀraõa¸aik kaõÇakkÀl: when behold NÀrÀyaõa; malkunÁr: pure water logged;

pu¸alpaÇappai: the beautiful flower gardens; irait¼r: the searching fishes; vaõ

ciºukuruk¼!: Oh! Strong lovely little heron; malkunÁrk kaõõ¼ºku: to the one

with filled tearful eyes; ½r vÀcakam: any reply; koõÇu: by bringing; aruÒÀy¼:

sympathetically do it.

Translation

‘Oh! Strong lovely little heron, searching fishes in pure water logged

beautiful flower gardens! When behold the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa, the

sole wishful creator and sustainer of the seven garden worlds and desirably

protects, who fulfills the desires and eliminates the hurdles of people.

Graciously give Him my message that, here is one with filled tearful eyes.

Does it not possible for me to deny His showering of the grace? You,

sympathetically bring back every reply He chooses to send on’.

1.4:5.1. Introduction: The NÀyakÁ conveys the Lord  to preserve His dignity

The ParÀôkuœa NÀyakÁ reports the Lord, ‘since let you forget us, we

are any way going to die, but, you are trying to live’. By stating as such,

she tells the heron to convey the message to the Lord as, ‘He has to preserve

the dignity83 of His name, ‘the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa (nÀrÀyaõatvam)’’.

1.4:5.2. Commentary

1.4:5.2.1. The Lord protects the seven worlds and eliminate the hurdles

‘The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa the sole wishful creator and sustainer

of the seven garden worlds and desirably protects, who fulfills the desires

and eliminates the hurdles of people’. ‘Desirably protects’. When the Lord

protects the world, He does the duty not for the sake of duty only, but, He

did the same as His p¼ºu ‘destiny’. It is, in another way commented that,

like the NÀyakÁ has much of attachment towards the Lord, He also has the

same kind of attachment with His subjects of the world.  ‘the Lord ŒrÁman
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NÀrÀyaõa’. Without the expectation of anybody, the Lord Himself out of

His own interest protects the world. ‘Who fulfills the desires and eliminates

the hurdles of people’. The Lord while protecting His subjects, He wishfully

eliminates the hurdles of people and fulfills the wishes of His subjects and

provides the necessary things to them. In this context, the ParÀôkuœa NÀyakÁ

avers, ‘the seven garden worlds’ because it is divided as seven islands84.

The phrase, shall be commented in another way. By stating this perceived

world and the lower worlds as one, and along with this, by adding the

other upper six worlds, the totality shall be mentioned as the seven worlds85.

These seven worlds are nothing else, but, the divine œarÁra of the Lord

Himself. So, the Lord loves His œarÁra. The statement, ‘the Lord loves His

œarÁra’ shall be commented in the following direction. That is, naturally

some takes care of his œarÁra with great will. Like that, the Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa also takes care of His œarÁra of the world with much of care. So,

by adding this fact, it shall be also pointed out as, ‘the sole wishful creator

and sustainer of the seven garden worlds and desirably protects, who

fulfills the desires and eliminates the hurdles of people’.

1.4:5.2.2. The NÀyakÁ requests the Lord to shower His grace upon His

devotees

‘Does it not possible for me to deny to shower the grace?’. This

question is commented as, ‘Oh, the Lord, since you are protecting your

people, why not you deny to shower your grace upon me?  Because I am

your spouse!’. In this context, the status of the NÀyakÁ is made clear in a

different direction. Someone with the help of picottah (¼ººam), i.e.,  ‘long

lever or yard pivoted on an upright post in an irrigating machine as the

well sweep’ tried to get water from the ocean86. But, unfortunately he

didn’t get the water. Like that, though the NÀyakÁ, by all means wished

very much to get union with the Lord, but, because of her demerits, she

didn’t get the chance of getting union with Him, who is the protector of

all. So, by including this sense of commentation, the condition of the NÀyakÁ

conveyed through the words of her as, ‘does it not possible to deny to

shower the grace?’.
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1.4:5.2.3. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa fulfills the desires of His devotees

The Commentator, after describing the status of the NÀyakÁ as such,

theo-philosophically starts to comment the following statement, ‘the Lord

ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa, the sole wishful creator and sustainer of the seven garden

worlds and desirably protects, who fulfills the desires and eliminates the

hurdles of people’. The assertion, ‘fulfills the desires and eliminates the

hurdles of people (nalki)’ shall be commented with sense of, ‘the Lord’s

desire’ as well as, ‘the Lord’s creation’. As the direction of, ‘the Lord’s

desire’, when the entire creation was in sÂkÈma state, i.e., ‘subtle form’,

they are with the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa without the differentiated form

of names and forms like ash around the fireball. In this condition,  there

is a question, ‘who, out of desire87 requested the Lord to transform the

sÂkÈma to sthÂla state, i.e., ’gross form?’. The Lord out of His own divine

will only transformed the world into the gross status. As in the direction

of, ‘the Lord’s creation’, the statement is commented that, after the

transformation of world in to the gross status, the Lord protects it. To

protect the world, He also at mahÀpraÒayam, transforms the world in to

subtle form. Apart from these two kinds of commentation, the statement,

‘fulfills the desires and eliminates the hurdles of people’ shall be uniquely

commented in the direction of, ‘the Lord’s creation’. Though the world

was not present, but, the Lord out of His own divine will created the same.

But, after the creation, the people by doing right and wrong things

accumulated their good as well as bad karmas. In this context, there is two

kinds of observations as, ‘does the Lord, by considering their karmas, going

to negate the people for their final emancipation?’ or ‘does He protects

them because they are His dependents?’. But, it is delineated that, out of

His vÀtsalyaguõa, inspite of all the invariable circumstances protects them

all. Though the Lord’s position is as such, over here, the NÀyakÁ pathetically

questions the Lord as, ‘is it possible for me to deny to shower your grace?’.

As the end of the commentation of this observation, it shall be taking into

granted that, like the Lord protecting everybody, He also protects his

spouse, who is nobody else, but,  the NÀyakÁ of NammÀÞvÀr.
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1.4:5.2.4. The Lord is the supreme controller of the universe

‘When behold the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa’. The holy name,

‘NÀrÀyaõa’ indicates the following truths. The inner nature of Lord is

ultimate control of the essence and existence of all the jÁvÀtmas. He is the

prakÀri ‘substratum’ of the prakÀras, i.e., each and every objects of the

universe. Above the all, if any jÁvÀtma is not protected, then He, out of the

lovable affection towards it,  used to feel it as His great loss. Moreover,

this name ‘NÀrÀyaõa’ is identified with the principle of yaugika ‘bearing

the etymological meaning and the grammatical combination’ as well as the

rÂdhi, ‘general prevalence and general denotation’. This name also possesses

the quality of puÈkalam, i.e., the name exactly as well as comprehensibly

points out Him only. Moreover, the name, ‘NÀrÀyaõa’ also possesses quality

of asÀdhÀraõam, i.e., the name is most distinct and extraordinarily fixing

the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa. Though the God Maheœvara refers to Rudra by

rÂdhi, but, out of the yaugika ‘in accordance with its derivation or the

etymological meaning’, the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa alone verdicts as

supreme controller of the universe. In other words, the name alone possesses

the qualities of yaugika as well as rÂdhi. For example, The tree cactus bears

the name mahÀvÃkÈka ‘great tree’. The name, mahÀvrukÈka possesses only

quality of rÂdhi but, it does not possess the quality of yaugika.  (The ±Çu

Commentary comments about the name, ‘NÀrÀyaõa’  as, “ipp¼r yogarÂçhiy½

e¸ºirunt½m; mahÀvÃkÈattopÀtiyo?” e¸ºu k¼Òuôk½Ò”. To the statement, JÁyar in

his Arumpatavurai ‘etymological commentary upon the ±Çu Commentary’

explains the above cited commentary part as, “yogarÂçhiyÀvatu -

avayavÀrtham puÈkalamÀy, anta  œabdantÀ¸¼ ava¸ukku asÀdhÀraõamÀ¸a

p¼rÀyirukkai. (mahÀvÃkÈattopÀtiyo e¸ºu k¼Òuôk½Ò) mahÀvÃkÈattopÀti

k¼valarÂçhiy¼yÀm p¼r mÀtram½ uÒÒate¸ºu k¼Òuôk½Ò e¸ºapaÇi. mahÀvÃkÈam - kaÒÒi

(cactus). (Vide: BhagavadviÈayam, 1B (1999), op.cit., p. 617)). In TamiÞ, the

name, ‘NÀrÀyaõa’ is considered as, kÀraõa iÇukuºippeyar ‘noun used in its

etymological sense but, restricted in application’88. By applying this

grammatical principle and application, it is considered that the Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa alone is the supreme controller of the universe.
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1.4:5.2.5. Herons convey the NÀyakÁ’s message to the Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa

‘Pure water logged beautiful flower gardens!’. The expression in

relation with the Lord’s glorious activities means that, as that of the flower

garden having abundance of water for others’ use, the Lord’s graceful

activities are also extended for the benefit of others’ worldly as well as

spiritual life. ‘Searching fishes’. In the pure water logged beautiful flower

gardens, herons are searching for their prey, most specifically they are

searching the fishes suitable for their female companions. As praised, ‘He

resides amid water tanks and water land fields, - where birds swoop down

upon jumping fish and snatch them, then fly to their wailing chicks to feed

them, - in PuÒÒampÂtaôkuÇi, yes, always’89, though there are big fishes are

passed by, the herons are waiting for small fishes, which are suitable and

fit for their chick’s mouth. In this context, the NÀyakÁ of NammÀÞvÀr points

out the truth that, the herons activities are not for their benefit but, for

their offsprings only. ‘Oh! Strong lovely little heron’. Heron is  one of the

types of stroke, specifically mentions in TamiÞ as, ‘vaõÇÀ¸am’ or ‘koyyaÇinÀrai’.

In this place the word, ‘strong (vaõmai)’ refers to the qualities of beauty,

generosity, act of giving, etc. Though the NÀyakÁ is starving because of the

separation, the Lord enjoys feast. But, the herons are not as that of the

Lord because they are searching small fishes for their offsprings. ‘Lovely

little heron’. The NÀyakÁ, by stating as, ‘lovely little heron’, praises the

herons that, they are not taking their messengership as a disturbing activity,

but, they are taking the chance as a glorious service for her union with the

Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa.

1.4:5.2.6. The NÀyakÁ expects the Lord’s intension as, ‘no’ for the union

with her

‘Graciously give Him my message that, here is one with filled tearful

eyes. You, sympathetically bring back every reply He chooses to send on’.

The  NÀyakÁ tells the herons, ‘my eyes are filled with tears and they are

looking like beautiful fishes, which shall attract you’. ‘Are the herons instead

of searching their pray, looking her eyes?’. Since the c¼l and kayal90 types

of fishes look as the eyes of ladies, there is possibility for the herons to

look into the eyes of the NÀyakÁ as the fishes of c¼l and kayal as their preys.
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Apart from this, it shall be commented as such that, since with the tears

in eyes, by stating, ‘here is one with filled tearful eyes’ the NÀyakÁ

communicates her identity of separation to the Lord. If it is asserted as

such, then, there is a question, ‘to identify the NÀyakÁ’s status, does she

bear tears in eyes for always?’. It is answered that, there is pleasurable

tears in the eyes because of her personal union with the Lord. As such,

alternatively there are also tears in the eyes with sorrowfulness because of

her separation with the Lord. ‘Bring back every reply He chooses to send

on’.  The the NÀyakÁ requests the herons to pass her message. At that time,

she also thinks that, the Lord may reject her plea. Even if it so, she just

wants to get the reply from the Lord through the herons whether it is,

‘yes’ or ‘no’. Moreover, the phrase, ‘bring back every reply’ also shall be

commented in the following way. That is, the NÀyakÁ, by fearing that, the

Lord is going to declare, ‘no’, she avers as, ‘He should physically come to

my place and directly reply for my plea as, ‘no’. The phrase, ‘every reply’

shall be commended in another direction that, whatever may be the answer

for her request, but, she needs to know the thinking of the Lord only. If

so, there is a question, ‘is she expected, ‘no’ from the Lord as her utteœya

‘intention’? and, is there any references as such?’. To support these views,

the Commentator places the following testimonials. TirumaôgaiyÀÞvÀr says

as, ‘let none of our enemies hear it, will he, or will not he’91. °õçÀÒ touched

this point as, ‘good, if he will brace me to his beautiful chest now. Or else

let him face and answer me one day’92 and  the NÀyakÁ of NammÀÞvÀr

focused this idea as, ‘alas, how many dark indelible acts I must have done:

you do not even say, “Sinner!”, when I come to see you’93.

1.4:5.2.7. The ŒrÁvaiÈõavas have to give the respect to the others

‘You, sympathetically bring back every reply He chooses to send

on’. In the statement, the word, ‘sympathetically’ is to be specifically

commented. Though  the NÀyakÁ is janakakula suntari94, since she is going

to get the bhagavadviÈayam ‘information of the Lord’, she honourably

requests the heron as, ‘sympathetically bring back every reply He chooses

to send on’. Here, one of the aithyas shall be remembered. Once the devotees

of ŒrÁ BhaÇÇar informed him as, ‘Nambiy¼ºutiruvuÇaiyÀ¸ DÀsar attained

the paramapada’. But, ŒrÁ ParÀœara BhaÇÇar started with shock and favourably
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responded as, ‘you should with all the kinds of respect assert that, he, for

the sake to interact with ŒrÁvaiÈõavas, gloriously ascended to the paramapada’.

In this respect, it should be apprehended that, ŒrÁvaiÈõavas, while

mentioning with other ŒrÁvaiÈõavas, they have to give much respect without

minding their color, caste, greed, intelligence, etc.

In the introduction of this verse, there is the statement, ‘He has to

preserve the dignity of His name, ‘the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa’’. This

assertion needs further clarification. The NÀyakÁ of NammÀÞvÀr through

this verse expressed the Lord’s status as, ‘the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa, the

sole wishful creator and sustainer of the seven garden worlds’.

VaÇakkuttiruvÁtippiÒÒai, the Commentator accordingly commented the

greatness of the Lord (sub-heading 1.4:5.2.1 &1.4:5.2.4). So, by considering

the °ÞvÀr’s statement and its commentary part of the same, it is to be

accepted the glorified fact. That is, the Lord, by protecting and controlling

the seven worlds, theistically, metaphysically and thematically preserved

the dignity of His name, ‘the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa’. Thus, the

Commentator, by realizing the truth content of this verse, successfully

explained the fact through his apt introduction and through thought

provoking commentation.

1.4:6. The ParÀôkuœa NÀyakÁ takes care of her essence and

existence of life

Transliteration

“AruÒÀta nÁraruÒi avarÀvi tuvarÀmu¸

aruÒ ÀÞip puÇkaÇavÁr avarvÁti orunÀÒe¸ºu

aruÒ ÀÞi ammÀ¸aik kaõÇÀkkÀl itucolli

yaruÒ ÀÞi varivaõt¼! yÀmume¸ piÞaitt½m¼?”.

Verbal Translation

AruÒÀta: didn’t relent the grace; nÁr: you; aruÒi: shed His grace; avar:

her; Àvi: life; tuvarÀmu¸: before departs; aruÒ ÀÞi puÇkaÇavÁr: the merciful

Garuça bird; avar: He/the Lord; vÁti: the street; orunÀÒ: one day; e¸ºu: as

such; aruÒ ÀÞi: the merciful discus; ammÀ¸ai: my gracious Lord; kaõÇÀkkÀl: if

meet; itucolli: tell this words; aruÒ ÀÞi varivaõt¼!: you bee, with lovely hoops!;

yÀmum: we; e¸ piÞaitt½m¼?: what crime have we commited?
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Translation

‘You bee, with lovely hoops! If you meet my gracious Lord, who

has holy discus, graciously tell him the words, ‘although He didn’t relent

His holy grace, before her life departs, He shall shed His grace upon her

when just pass on one day through this street, ask Him to mount the

gracious Garuça bird. Alas! What crime have we committed?’.

1.4:6.1. Introduction: The NÀyakÁ requests the Lord to walk through their

street

In the previous verse, the NÀyakÁ conveyed the message to the herons

that, though the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa is not eliminating her sufferings

of separation, at least He Himself has to ensure that, His unquestionable

nÀrÀyaõatvam shall not be challenged. But, at present, she, by herself thought

that, the Lord may honestly think as, ‘though my nÀrÀyaõatvam is

challenged, it is better for Me not to have relation with the unqualified

persons, especially with the NÀyakÁ  of NammÀÞvÀr’. Moreover, she, by

thinking as such, through this verse, explicates the things to do. That is,

the NÀyakÁ conveys bee, ‘it seems to be that, there is a way, through which

there shall not be the accusation from the Lord’s side about me as well as

about the chance to mix with the unqualified persons, yet, we can also

take care of our essence and existence’. The Lord as that of taking a stroll95

for the sake of blissfully attracting His devotees through His divinely

oriented beautification or for the sake of mere sport or to protect the

elephant, etc., may have a walk through their streets. This kind of act shall

not degrade the Lord’s supreme status. But, the NÀyakÁ and her companion

shall sustain their existence by watching the Lord through their windows.

Since this act fairly protects the both sides, she requests the bee, ‘convey

this message to the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa to walk one day on our streets’.

1.4:6.2. Commentary

1.4:6.2.1. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa  does not bless NÀyakÁ without any

reason

‘Although He didn’t relent His holy grace’. Generously the NÀyakÁ

states, ‘Oh! Lord once you as RÀmÀ took oath to shower grace others as,

‘I always declare, ‘no fear’ to all creatures, whenever any, approaching me,
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says, ‘I am thine’ and seek my shelter declare to him, ‘no fear’96, but, now

you took oath not to shower mercy upon me’. Though once NammÀÞvÀr

reported as, ‘the Lord dispels all doubt and grants pure knowledge’97, over

here, he as the NÀyakÁ avers as, ‘He didn’t relent His holy grace’. So, the

present condition of the °ÞvÀr is unthinkably sorrowful. ‘Although He

didn’t relent His holy grace, before the life departs, He shall shed His

grace upon her’. Since the Lord is not showered His grace because He

didn’t have the apt chance98 as well as suitable Àtmas, but, when there is

suitable conditions and suitable Àtmas, He will unconditionally shower His

grace. ‘He shall shed His grace upon her’. The intrinsic nature of the Lord

is verified through the possession of His quality of compassion. But, if the

status of the NÀyakÁ is considered, then, it is pitiable because even the rude

person shall show compassion upon her. But the Lord doesn’t shower His

grace upon her. In this context, the Commentator, by pointing out the

NÀyakÁ’s statement, ‘He shall shed His grace upon her’, questions the Lord,

‘what is the reason for you not to bless her?’.

1.4:6.2.2. The NÀyakÁ through bee requests the Lord to shower His grace

‘Before her life departs’. It has to be realized that, the following

declarations are uttered by the NÀyakÁ to the bee, then, the bee conveyed

the same as message to the Lord. As such, the bee conveyed the Lord as,

‘Oh!, the Lord, it is better to shower your grace upon her before her life

is departed. Even then, if you hesitate to shower your grace99, then, she

will become as the object without life. So, it is better to shower your grace

immediately’. The mode of conveying the message is just like SÁtÀprÀÇÇÁ

requesting HanumÀn as, ‘Oh! HanumÀn, do you speak so that the illustrious

RÀma may deliver me while I am still alive and thereby do you reap

righteousness’100. After hearing the NÀyakÁ’s request, the bee questions, ‘I

am ready to convey your message to the Lord and even if so, ‘is He ready

to shower His grace upon you?’’. For this she responds as, ‘let you convey

the message to Him. He may probably do so.

1.4:6.2.3. One day, the Lord shall pass on the street of His devotees

‘The gracious Garuça bird’. The NÀyakÁ previously affirms in the

context of sending massager to the Lord as, ‘the fierce Garuça’101, because
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over there AkrÂrar made the Lord KÃÈõa to depart Him from GopÁs. As

such over here, she remarks, ‘the gracious Garuça bird’ because the Lord,

by riding upon the bird may have the chance to return back towards her

as in response of the bee’s message. In other words, the Garuça bird itself

may carry the Lord towards her place. ‘To mount the gracious Garuça

bird (kaÇavÁr)’. Usually, since the driving vehicle is the acetana ‘without

knowledge’, the driver, out of his own effort, by poking the pulling horse

with a stick, has to speed up the vehicle. But, since  the Garuça possesses

the cetana, the bird may fly sometime be little pit of slow102 because the

Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa, who with the tender divine œarÁra is being seated

on him. But, the Lord, for the sake to help His devotees, may wish to go

speedily. So, by poking the bird with stick, it is possible to increase the

speed of the Garuça bird. In this context, if asked, ‘where?’, then, it is

answered, ‘when just pass on one day through this street, (where the

NÀyakÁ lives)’. Again if asked, ‘if a person regularly passes through a street,

where the ladies are residing, then, would it not be making suspicious?’.

For it, the NÀyakÁ answers as, ‘one day’. That is, she announces, ‘for the

sake of us to sustain ourselves to live, if the Lord passes through our street

for one day, then, it wouldn’t be a suspicious one. If so, it shall be acceptable

by all’.

1.4:6.2.4. The GaruçÀÞvÀr and the Lord’s holy discus will shower the

grace

‘If you meet my gracious Lord, who has holy discus’. As stated,

‘even if the lotus-lady LakÈmÁ herself gives adverse reports about His

devotees, He uses to say, ‘My devotees will never do that and if they did,

they did it well’103, the Lord possesses the quality of mercifulness upon His

devotees. Here the Lord’s mercy is considered as greater than the mercy

of the GaruçÀÞvÀr. The above remark shall be commented in a different

way. By not adding the adjective of mercifulness to the Lord, but, to His

holy discus, the observation shall be commented as, ‘the Lord bears the

merciful discus, i.e., the œudharsana cakra in his holy hand’. ‘Is it possible

to add the adjective quality of mercifulness to the Lord’s discus?’. Even

NammÀÞvÀr himself praised the Lord’s discus as, ‘with your benevolent

discus’104. In the ŒrÁvaiÈõava tradition, it is the accepted fact that, even the
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Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa Himself borrows His quality of mercifulness from

His holy discus105. Moreover, in some place, even if the Lord does not

shower His grace, but, His holy discus will never fail to shower the same

to His devotees106. In this context, the NÀyakÁ of NammÀÞvÀr, hopefully

avers that, though the Lord refuses to grace us, there is Periya TiruvaÇi ‘the

GaruçÀÞvÀr’, who shall shower the grace. Even if the Periya TiruvaÇi rejects

to grace us, there is the Lord’s benevolent discus to grace the Lord’s

devotees without any restriction.

1.4:6.2.5. The other devotees suffer because of the separation from the

Lord

‘Graciously tell him the words’. The NÀyakÁ of NammÀÞvÀr requests

the bee as, ‘please convey all the things to the Lord’. ‘What are all the

things have to be conveyed?’. It is answered as, ‘when just pass on one day

through this street, ask Him to mount the gracious Garuça bird’. ‘You bee,

with lovely hoops!’. The beautiful bee is looking as the one which eliminates

the sufferings. The phrase shall also be commented that, though the bee is

so small, but, its generosity is so great’. From this107, it is to be inferred

within the tradition of the ŒrÁvaiÈõvism that, the ÀcÀrya, who associated

with the Lord possesses the grateful qualities of inner nature as well as the

glorious form. ‘Alas! What crime have we committed?’. Like the NÀyakÁ,

the devotees of the street also just like she suffered a lot out of the separation

with the Lord. In this place, the Commentator as in different direction,

through the following anecdote of love affair between the Lord, the Hero

and the devotee of Him as heroine explained the statement. Generally,

when the Hero left the heroine, the lady lover usually ought to suffer

because of the separation of her Hero. As well, she should wait with

agony for the immediate arrival of her Lover to get reunion with Him.

Instead, if she without any kind of mental agitation, ideally and casually

waits108 for the arrival of her Hero, then, it is considered as fault from the

heroine’s side. But, in the above said particular context between the NÀyakÁ

including the lady devotees of the street and the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa,

they are suffered a lot because of the separation and eagerly wait for the

stroll of Him through their street, so that, they can see the Lord for their

sustenance. So, the NÀyakÁ, by thinking of the above stated ideal heroine,
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who leisurely waited for the arrival of her Hero and by including the

mental state of the ladies of the street, reported the Lord as, ‘we are all not

as that of the ideal heroine, but, we suffered a lot because of Your separation

with us. In short, by including the above sayings, they pathetically averred

as, ‘alas! What crime have we committed?’ (“nÀôkaÒ e¸¸a tappac ceyt½m? tÀm

pirintu tuvaÒaviÇÇu vaittatu p½¸ºu nÀôkaÒum kiramattil¼ pirukiº½m e¸ºu

Àºiyirunt½m½?’. (Refer to Purushothama Naidu (2012), op.cit., p. 208). So,

they are also waiting for the apt time for the Lord to come to the NÀyakÁ’s

place, so that, they can also get the union with Him. The above statement

shall be commented with special note. The NÀyakÁ of NammÀÞvÀr proceeds

further as, ‘Oh!, the Lord!, though you are one, surrendered to SugrÁva109,

who is an animal and sent HanumÀn, who is also an animal as a messenger,

but, alas!, we reversing the role and surrendering the crane, bee, etc., and

hopefully sending them as messengers to your place to get your glorified

grace. Oh! Dear Excellency! though I qualified110 to mingle with you!, then,

if you are not coming to my place for the pleasurableness as well as spiritual

union, then, is it to be your fault or ours?, but, Oh! Dear we are your

sincere devotees’.  Thus, the entirety of the quotation rightly points out

that, NammÀÞvÀr as the ParÀôkuœa NÀyakÁ very sincerely expressed his

pÀratantryaœeÈatva towards the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa.

1.4:7. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa has to think of His

aparÀdhasahatvam

Transliteration

“E¸puiÞaik½p patup½lap pa¸ivÀÇai Árki¸ºa

e¸piÞaiy¼ ni¸aintaruÒi aruÒÀta tirumÀlÀrkku

e¸piÞaittÀÒ tiruvaÇiyi¸ takavi¸ukke¸ºu oruvÀycol

e¸piÞaikkum iÒaôkiÒiy¼! yÀ¸vaÒartta nÁyaÒaiy¼?”.

Verbal Translation

E¸puiÞaik½ppatup½la: like the needle threading through my bones;

pa¸ivÀÇai: the dew breezed blow; Árki¸ºa: tormented by; e¸piÞaiy¼: my fault

alone; ni¸aintaruÒi: that admits His patience; aruÒÀta: not to grace;

tirumÀlÀrkku: to TirumÀl, the husband of ŒrÁ LakÈmÁ; e¸piÞaittÀÒ: what is
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precisely her committed fault; tiruvaÇiyi¸ takavi¸ukku: as the information to

His holy feet; e¸ºu: as such; oruvÀycol: tell Him; e¸piÞaikkum iÒaôkiÒiy¼!: Oh!

young parrot, who pierces my bone with your brimming youth and beauty;

yÀ¸vaÒartta nÁyaÒaiy¼?: are you not my cherished pet?

Translation

‘Here I am tormented by the dew breeze that blows like a needle

threading through my bones. Oh! Youthful parrot, who pierces my bone

with your brimming youth and beauty, are you not my cherished pet?

What is wrong with you, if you go and inquire TirumÀl, the husband of

ŒrÁ LakÈmÁ, who looks solely on my faults and does not shed His grace on

me? Please tell Him, ‘what wrong she has committed, that you acquire

patience and cause no grace?’’.

1.4:7.1. Introduction: The NÀyakÁ sends parrot as the messenger to the

Lord

The ParÀôkuœa NÀyakÁ, by herself considers the Lord’s view as, ‘one

has to consider his mistakes only, then, why the NÀyakÁ asks to pass one

day through her street’. With the thinking, she in the verse requests the

parrot, ‘tell Him that, He is counting our mistakes only, instead, it is better

for Him to look at His aparÀdhasahatvam’.

1.4:7.2. Commentary

1.4:7.2.1. The Lord behaves as one who possesses the limited knowledge

‘Here I am tormented by the dew breeze that blows like a needle

threading through my bones’. Through this phrase, the NÀyakÁ explicates

her status of the œarÁra, which suffered out of her separation with the Lord.

Like the NÀyakÁ’s bone pierced with holes and through it a hard rope is

threatened, the chilled north wind tormented her œarÁra. Since the NÀyakÁ’s

œarÁra has become so thin and the nerves are visible, she mentions her

œarÁra as, ‘bones’. As referred to in ŒrÁ RÀmÀyaõa, ‘enjoy the fine breeze of

PampÀ dispersing the fragrance of lotuses and Saugandhikas and ever

assuaging grief. Blessed are they, O LakÈmaõa who enjoy this wild breeze

of PampaÁ’111, the mild breeze becomes as the flame of fire and torments

the NÀyakÁ’s œarÁra. In this context, if asked, ‘when the NÀyakÁ of NammÀÞvÀr,
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as wife suffers112 out of separation, why the Lord is concentrating upon

gathering the monkeys and building the bridges?’, for this, the NÀyakÁ

answers as, ‘TirumÀl, the husband of ŒrÁ LakÈmÁ, who looks solely on my

faults and does not shed His grace on me’. The presentation is commended

through the NÀyakÁ’s words as, ‘the Lord looks my demerits and considers

my sufferings of separation are not enough, apart from this, He, at present

checking my balances113 of my committed sins’. Though the Lord possesses

the immeasurable knowledge114 and not having the attitude of not counting

the demerits of His devotees, but, at present, He behaves as one, who

possesses limited knowledge to calculate the NÀyakÁ’s  demerits. ‘What is

the wrong with you, if you go and inquire TirumÀl, the husband of ŒrÁ

LakÈmÁ, who looks solely on my faults and does not shed His grace on

me?’. Since the Lord does not bless the NÀyakÁ, she is upset because she has

the privileged relationship with Him only. In this context, NaðjÁyar

commented this statement in his own way. It is placed as follows. As

quoted, ‘there is nobody here as one, who is not committed sins’115, though

SÁtÀprÀÇÇÁ is nearby, the Lord is not showering His grace upon the NÀyakÁ.

In other words, the situation is described in a question form as, ‘since

SÁtÀprÀÇÇÁ is nearby, does the Lord expect her puraÈakÀratvam for the NÀyakÁ’s

demerits?’. To this NÀyakÁ’s questions, TirukkukaippirÀ¸ PiÒÒÀ¸116 comments

through the words of the NÀyakÁ as, ‘due to the separation, I am suffering

because the Lord enjoys with SÁtÀprÀÇÇÁ only and ignoring me’. ‘If so, is it

acceptable for PiÒÒÀ¸’s aversion upon SÁtÀprÀÇÇÁ and stated like this? It

should be known that, in the worldly order, if one  has a  firm relation

towards somebody, then, there is the possibility to express the aversion.

So, over here, the background of PiÒÒÀ¸’s aversion towards the PrÀÇÇÁ is

acceptable as well as justifiable.

1.4:7.2.2. The acts of prayer like, ‘circumambulation’ insult the mercy of

Lord

‘What wrong she has committed, that you acquire patience and

cause no grace?’. The NÀyakÁ requests the parrot, ‘when you go as messenger

towards the Lord ask Him as, ‘why you are hesitating to grace her?’’. He

may respond as, ‘for the NÀyakÁ, it is better to look into her mistakes and

it is better not to ask my blessings and compassion’. For this, she asked the
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parrot to reply Him as, ‘what wrong she committed, that you acquired

patience and cause no grace?’. Then she proceeded, ‘even if He wants to

punish my mistakes117, then, please convey the fact, ‘shall it be possible to

commit mistakes that will overtake your overwhelmed compassion of

accepting the demerits of your humble devotees!’. To this, even if the Lord

responds as, ‘why?, if you commit mistakes beyond the control, then, what

I can do, except to punish’, then, the NÀyakÁ requested the parrot to respond

the Lord’s final statement as, ‘Oh! The Lord we are committing mistakes,

that too is within our capability, but, you are going to forgive the same,

that too is within your immeasurable capacities’118. Here, it is to be aware

that, since the Lord’s capability of forgiveness is more than the capability

of committing mistakes by His devotees, there is always a hope from the

side of devotees for the chance of getting forgiveness from the side of the

Lord. So, it is concluded that, there is no restriciton119 at all for the Lord’s

forgiveness towards His devotees. To this assertion, ‘what wrong she

committed, that you acquired patience and cause no grace?’, there is another

way of unique commentation. The NÀyakÁ through parrot asks the Lord,

‘for the sake to obtain your grace, shall I perform certain rites as,

‘circumambulation’, ‘paying obeisance’, etc., but, these acts incur my self

efforts’. In this context, it is delineated that, though these acts of prayer are

considered as an insult to the Lord’s nirketuka kÃpÀ, but, for the NÀyakÁ’s

self protection, she has no other means.

1.4:7.2.3. As TÀrÀ to ŒrÁ LakÈmaõa, parrot asked the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa

Apart from these, there is another mode of commentation to the

above asserted the NÀyakÁ’s remark. As quoted, ‘I heard from you, the

Deva about the great virtue of keeping patience towards others’ mistakes’120,

though the Lord possesses this much of patience, then, the parrot as

messenger asks the Lord as, ‘what is precisely the NÀyakÁ’s committed

fault, that admits your patience’. As such, by admitting the subject matter

of the quotation, it delineated that, the NÀyakÁ’s mistakes shall not be counted

before the supreme quality of the Lord’s forgiveness. So, it is inferred that,

the Lord’s mercy is always with the side of the NÀyakÁ. To give importance

to intimate the NÀyakÁ’s sufferings and supreme quality of the Lord’s

forgiveness, the Commentator gives an apt reference from ŒrÁ RÀmÀyaõa.
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As noted, ‘Oh! the son of king, what is the cause of your wrath? Who is

there who has not abode by your commands? Who can remain without

anxiety, beholding fire in a forest filled with dries trees?’121, TÀrÀ asked ŒrÁ

LakÈmaõa as, ‘what is the reason for your anger?’. In this context, the

situation has to be explained. TÀrÀ and her monkey’s companions put ŒrÁ

RÀma and ŒrÁ LakÈmaõa suffer through the lightning and thunder of rainy

season for four months, but, they concentrated their enjoyments in their

own ways. They didn’t thought of the inconvenience of sons of monarch,

but, they had much of faith upon their benevolence that, they will forgive

them. So, by minding the mistakes of their side and the supreme quality

of offering forgiveness by ŒrÁ RÀma and ŒrÁ LakÈmaõa, TÀrÀ asked ŒrÁ

LakÈmaõa, ‘what is the reason for your anger?’. The Commentator, by

remembering TÀrÀ’s question to ŒrÁ LakÈmaõa, aptly compares it with the

parrot, the messenger’s plea towards the Lord as, ‘what is precisely the

NÀyakÁ of NammÀÞvÀr’s committed fault, that admits your patience’.

1.4:7.2.4. The NÀyakÁ of NammÀÞvÀr inquires parrot

‘Please tell Him’. The NÀyakÁ requests parrot as, ‘please convey the

Lord about her sufferings of separation’. ‘Oh! Youthful parrot, who pierces

my bone with your brimming youth and beauty (e¸pu iÞaikkum)’. Naturally,

parrot’s youthfulness, pleasing words, humbleness, freshness and having

the red mouth initiate the NÀyakÁ’s heart to think about her NÀyaka, the

master. So, she calls the bird as such. Here, the splitted phrase, e¸pu iÞaikkum

‘pierces the bone’ shall be changed as, en piÞaikkum ‘what is the wrong?’.

In this context, by minding the NÀyakÁ’s heart upon the NÀyaka, the

Commentator comments upon the phrase, ‘e¸pu iÞaikkum’ through the words

of the NÀyakÁ as, ‘Oh! Youthful Parrot, who pierces my bone with your

brimming youth and beauty, what is the wrong with you, if you go and

inquire TirumÀl’.

1.4:7.2.5. The NÀyakÁ of NammÀÞvÀr cajoles parrot as her cherished pet

‘Are you not my cherished pet? ‘. It is honestly delineated that, the

Lord, the husband of ŒrÁ LakÈmÁ is not born of anybody. So, to the parrot

the NÀyakÁ praises, ‘though the Lord is having this much of greatness, but,

He made me suffer because of the separation. But, since you are raised by

me like my child, you will do only favour to me! So, to say, inspite of the
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Lord possessing the fault, you are not at all having the same’. So, the

NÀyakÁ honorably states about the parrot as, ‘are you not my cherished

pet?’. This statement shall be commented in the following way. The NÀyakÁ

personally remarks as, ‘the Lord at the first gets union with me, but, after

that, He made me in separation. He did the wrong things. So, it doesn’t

mean that, since I cherished you, as mother of you, I shall not commit

mistake as the Lord did’. The statement shall be commented in a different

way also. The NÀyakÁ conveys parrot as, ‘the Lord may not make me in

separation purposefully, once He was in union with me, but, now, I am

not with Him. So, by not knowing His situation of forgiveness and quality

of His vÀtsalyaguõa, He makes me sufferings. But, on the other hand, since

I am with you, you need not suffer’. In order to express this fact, she

claims, as, ‘are you not my cherished pet?’. The same expression shall be

commented entirely in a different direction. The NÀyakÁ of NammÀÞvÀr

with all kinds of affection towards the parrot conveys, ‘Oh! Parrot, I am

cherishing you, you will behave in par with my taste and temper, is there

any mistakes with you?’. Hence she tells parrot, ‘are you not my cherished

pet?’. Positively the answer is, ‘yes’.

1.4:8. The ParÀôkuœa NÀyakÁ shared her emotion with a bush mynah

Transliteration

“NÁyalaiy¼ ciºupÂvÀy!neÇumÀlÀrkku e¸tÂtÀy

n½ye¸atu nuvale¸¸a nuvalÀt¼ iruntoÞintÀy

cÀyaloÇu maõimÀmai taÒarnt¼¸nÀ¸ i¸iu¸atu

vÀyalakil i¸aÇicil vaippÀrai nÀÇÀy¼”.

Verbal Translation

NÁyalaiy¼: is that you/you are; ciºupÂvÀy!: ‘Oh! My little young bush

mynah; neÇumÀlÀrkku: to my distant NeÇumÀl; e¸tÂtÀy: my appeal/as my

messenger; n½ye¸atu:  my grave sickness of separation; nuvale¸¸a: convey

my appeal; nuvalÀt¼: didn’t respond to my appeal; iruntoÞintÀy: you quietly

lingered on; cÀyaloÇu: along with my lustre; maõimÀmai: my charms; taÒarnt¼¸:

I have lost; nÀ¸: I am; i¸i: after; u¸atu: your; vÀyalakil: inside your beak;

i¸aÇicil: the delicious food; vaippÀrai: who can fill; nÀÇÀy¼: seek someone.
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Translation

‘Oh! My little young bush mynah! you, as my messenger didn’t

respond my appeal that you should go to my NeÇumÀl, who is passionate

towards His devotees and inform Him about my grave illness of separation.

But, you quietly lingered on. Alas! I am sinking and I have lost my lustre

and my charm.  Hence you shall depart and seek someone, who can feed

you tiny bits of delicious food’.

1.4:8.1. Introduction: The NÀyakÁ requests bush mynah to find someone

Previously the NÀyakÁ of NammÀÞvÀr in the flower garden discussed

and shared her emotions with mynah bird. At that time, mynah is sustained

by itself. Then, the NÀyakÁ was exhausted, then, the bird also by itself

exhausted. In this context, she continued, ‘though previously122, I told you

to convey my state of separation to the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa, but, out of

pride, you ignored my request. But, very soon I am going to die. So, it is

better for you to find someone, who can take care of you’.

1.4:8.2. Commentary

1.4:8.2.1. Through ÀcÀrya only, one has to get the blessings from the

Lord

‘Oh! You’. It is the statement of the NÀyakÁ to bush mynah. The

NÀyakÁ tells mynah as, ‘though I request you to convey my separation to

the Lord, but, you ignored me. So, we have to face the odd situation. If

you go and inform the matter to the Lord and if He does not respond the

request, then, it shall be His fault. But, at present, it is not correct to specify

it as His fault’. In this context, the Commentator introduced an innate fact

of the verse that, the devotee has to approach the Lord only through his

ÀcÀrya. Since the bush mynah is not informing her position to the Lord,

through it, the ParÀôkuœa NÀyakÁ establishes the truth that, as the first, one

has to pay obeisance to his ÀcÀrya because he gets the jðÀna from him. In

this background, as quoted, ‘the devotee, by thinking of his different kinds

of knowledge gained from his ÀcÀrya, as reciprocation, at the first, he has

to pay obeisance to him’123, the NÀyakÁ by watching mynah, calls it as, ‘Oh!

You’. Here, it is discerned that, the NÀyakÁ as the sincere devotee of the

Lord pays respect to the ÀcÀrya because through him only, one has to get

blessings from the Lord.
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1.4:8.2.2. The NÀyakÁ wished very much to get the union with the Lord

‘My little young bush mynah!’. Since mynah is youthful, perhaps it

is immature and it caused the difficulty for both the Lord as well as the

NÀyakÁ. ‘My NeÇumÀl’. The affectionate name declares the fact that, the

mynah has to go to the Lord and initiate His love upon her, so that, He

shall return back to the NÀyakÁ for the union with her. ‘You as my messenger

didn’t respond my appeal that, you should go to my NeÇumÀl, who is

passionate towards His devotees and inform Him about my grave illness

of separation’. The Commentator comments through the NÀyakÁ’s

communication with mynah as, ‘since you are thinking that, I am not

having love upon the Lord, you didn’t go to Him and convey my suffering

of separation to Him’. ‘My grave illness of separation’. Like the illness

caused by the separation of ŒrÁ BharatÀÞvÀr with ŒrÁ RÀmapirÀ¸ is entirely

different from the illness of the worldly people124, the NÀyakÁ’s grave illness

of separation is also different from that of them. ‘But, you quietly lingered

on’. This phrase is just like the other phrases, ‘he came and stood ideal’

and ‘he went over there and stood ideal’. The phrase, ‘but, you quietly

lingered on’ means the fact that, though the NÀyakÁ wishes very much with

NÀyaka, who is the Lord, but, at present, both are in the status of separation.

In this context, the phrase also indicates the truth that, though the NÀyakÁ

wishes very much for the union with the Lord, but, at present she passively

bears the desperate state of separation from Him.

1.4:8.2.3. The NÀyakÁ stopped bush mynah not to go to the Lord

By hearing the complaint of the NÀyakÁ, mynah responds, ‘I accepted

that, but I didn’t convey your status to the Lord, then, what is the result

from your side?’. For this, the NÀyakÁ answers, ‘alas! I am sinking and I

have lost my lustre and my charm’. To it, mynah by stating, ‘if your state

is as such, then, I will go and inform the matter to Him’, speedily starts

to move towards the Lord. For that, the NÀyakÁ react, ‘Oh! Mynah, like

someone after the floods building a dam, after I lasted everything, then,

what is use of informing my condition to Him?’. Thus, she stopped the

mynah not to go to the place of Lord.
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1.4:8.2.4. The NÀyakÁ asked mynah to find someone, who can take care

of it

‘Hence you shall depart and seek someone, who can feed you tiny

bits of delicious food’. Since the NÀyakÁ lasted her lustre and charm, then,

there is no scope from her side to feed the mynah. So, even if the Lord

turns bake towards her, there will be nothing happened. In this context,

the NÀyakÁ asked the mynah as, ‘you shall depart and seek someone, who

can take care of you’. In this place, if the following incident is mentioned,

then, the situation of the NÀyakÁ shall be explicitly understood. Periya

Tirumalai Nambi in his old age had a Holy KÃÈõa Idol named VeõõaikkÀÇum

PiÒÒai ‘a child, who dances for the butter’ for his tiruvÀrÀdhanam ‘daily

worship’. He at his last moment asked somebody to remove the screen of

TiruvÀrÀdhanap PerumÀÒ and in the sense of prayer conveyed to the Lord as,

‘alas! I am sinking and I have lost my lustre and my charm.  Hence you

shall depart and seek someone, who can feed you tiny bits of delicious

food’. Herewith, the overwhelmed devotion of devotee towards the Lord

is expressed in a manner of crystal clear. Also, through this incident, the

NÀyakÁ’s embarrassed situation of getting union with the Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa is beyond doubt realized.

1.4:9. The NÀyakÁ pleads the wind to go to the

Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa’s place

Transliteration

“NÀÇÀta malarnÀÇi nÀt½ºum nÀraõa¸ºa¸

vÀÇÀta malaraÇikkÁÞ vaikkav¼ vakukki¸ºu

vÁÇÀÇi vÁººiruttal vi¸aiyaººatu e¸ceyvat½?

ÂÇÀÇi pa¸ivÀÇÀy! uraittuÁrÀy e¸atu uÇal¼”.

Verbal Translation

NÀÇÀta: rare to search; malarnÀÇi: collecting the flower; nÀt½ºum: for

every day; nÀraõa¸ºa¸: my ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa; vÀÇÀta malaraÇikkÁÞ: at the fresh

floral feet; vaikkav¼: to unite with; vakukki¸ºu: the Àtmas are created; vÁÇÀÇi:

lonely separation; vÁººiruttal: sustaining the lonely; vi¸aiyaººatu: as the effect

of not the good karma; e¸ceyvat½?: what I can do?; ÂÇÀÇi pa¸ivÀÇÀy!: you
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biting cool wind, travelling between the Lord and me!; uraittu: tell Him;

ÁrÀy: extirpate; e¸atu: my; uÇal¼: the œarÁra.

Translation

‘You biting cool wind, travelling between the Lord and me! These

Àtmas are created by my ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa for collecting the rare flowers

to place them at His fresh floral feet for every day. If it is so, tell Him,

‘does sustaining the lonely separation of mine as effect of not having the

good karma, results better fruit? What I can do? If you not obtain favorable

reply from Him, let you return back and extirpate my œarÁra’.

1.4:9.1. Introduction: The biting cool wind touches the NÀyakÁ’s œarÁra

As pointed out in the previous stanza, when the ParÀôkuœa NÀyakÁ

of NammÀÞvÀr was thinking as, cÀyaloÇu maõimÀmai taÒarnt¼¸nÀ¸ ‘I have

lost my lustre and my charm’, the biting cool wind touches her œarÁra. By

sensing its nature, she thought that, there is some reason to it. It is just like

TÀrÀ’s assertion, ‘what is matter that just while ago SugrÁva was heavily

beaten by VÀli, but, now SugrÁva has returned back with great roar125,

then, there must be some reason to it. This must be because of the support

of ŒrÁ RÀma’. As such, the NÀyakÁ continued her process of thinking.

Practically, a king sends his servant to punish somebody, who disobeys

the order of him. At that time those individual may try to give some

money126, etc., to the servant to avoid the execution of king’s punishment.

Like that, the NÀyakÁ, by thinking that, the Lord has send the biting cool

wind to punish her, tells the cool wind, ‘Oh! Cool wind, if you go to the

Lord’s place and convey my plight of the sufferings as my offerings, which

is well and good. At that time, if the Lord maintains His condition as, ‘out

of these offerings, I wouldn’t have anything good’, then, she requests the

cool wind as, ‘it is better for you to return back and extirpate my œarÁra’.

1.4:9.2. Commentary

1.4:9.2.1. The Lord’s fresh feet become as the immeasurable sweet objects

‘Collecting the rare flowers’. Some ŒrÁvaiÈõava scholars estimate that,

this phrase refers to the ÀtmapuÈpa ‘the flower of the Àtma, which possesses

the auspicious qualities’. To it, NaðjÁyar comments it in a different way.
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That is, as mentioned, ‘when I see you I shall pour flowers on your feet

with glee, brought from the eight quarters, praise and praise again’127, he

comments as, ‘by collecting the rare flowers to place them at the Lord’s

fresh floral feet’. ‘For every day’. Collecting the rare flowers to place them

at His fresh floral feet is not for one day only, but, this will be continued

for every day. This phrase shall be commented that, since the inner nature

of the Àtma is gained its own nature out of the kiðcitkÀra ‘little service’, if

it breaks its service, then, it shall be considered as iÞukku ‘defect’ to the

Àtma’s inner nature. So, over here, the NÀyakÁ beautifully utters as, ‘these

Àtmas are created by my ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa for collecting the rare flowers

to place them at His fresh floral feet for every day’. ‘My ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa’.

The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa, who is SarvaswÀmi¸ ‘master of the all things’

and deserved in every kind to do the kaiôkarya ‘divine service to His fresh

floral feet.’ ‘His fresh floral feet’. Though there is degradation to the inner

nature for an individual128, but, to him also, the Lord’s fresh floral feet

becomes as the spiritually immeasurable sweet object. In addition, without

doing divine service to His holy feet, the individual cannot prolong his

existence. So, since the holy feet of Lord possess this grandeur quality, the

NÀyakÁ states the feet as, ‘His fresh floral feet’.

1.4:9.2.2. The devotee gains the realization through the kaiôkarya

‘Created’. The word refers to the state of unification. ‘These Àtmas

are created’. In ŒrÁ RÀmÀyaõa, as stated, ‘although attached to your friends

here, you have my permission to go to the forest. When RÀma shall have

gone (to the woods), do not, O son, show negligence to him’129, SumitrÀ

directed ŒrÁ LakÈmaõa that, it is destined for you to go to the forest. Like

that, the NÀyakÁ also declared that, these Àtmas are created for the noble

purpose of performing the kaiôkarya to the holy feet of the Lord, who is

most appropriable, easily approachable and immeasurable sweet object. In

this background, it shall be concluded that, because of the kaiôkarya, the

Àtma realized its inner nature and it shall be also derived that, there is no

special gain in the part of the Lord. ‘Since the Lord gains nothing, does the

example utilized in the introductory part, i.e., ‘out of this offerings, I
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wouldn’t have anything good’ possess no value over here?. It is answered

that, as the Lord’s devotees gain the realization of their own selves through

their kaiôkarya, the Lord also realizes His own nature through His acceptance

of the divine service performed by His devotees upon His holy feet.

1.4:9.2.3. Due to the lake of good karma, the Àtma is in separation with

the Lord

‘If it is so, tell Him, does sustaining the lonely separation of mine

as effect of not having the good karma, results better fruit?’. This statement

is commented within the background of the previous portion. Due to lack

of good karma, the Àtma is in separation with the Lord. In this situation,

though the Àtma sustained its existence of separation, it puzzled with agony

and not able to decide to act130. But, it always struggled to follow the

possible ways to get the union with the Lord. The above expression of the

stanza shall be commented in two different directions. As the first, it shall

be commented as, ‘due to the lack of good karma, the Àtma is separated

with the Lord and by sustaining its differentiated state, it also lost its

relation with its associates131. If so, what has to be done for its emancipation?.

As the second, the status of the separated Àtma shall be inferred through

the NÀyakÁ of NammÀÞvÀr’s own word as, ‘I am spurned by him and scorned

by my kin, what use is in my living? Go ask my Lord: are we not fit for

his company?’132.

1.4:9.2.4. The NÀyakÁ requests the wind to extirpate her œarÁra

‘You biting cool wind, travelling between the Lord and me!’. Just

like the  servant travels with message between the two parties133, the cool

wind travels back and forth between the NÀyakÁ and the Lord. By splitting

the TamiÞ word, ‘ÂÇÀÇi’ into uÇu ‘inside’ and ÀÇu ‘travelling’, the above

utterance shall be commented in two different ways as, ‘Oh!, the cool

wind, you are reaching up to the inner qualities of the Lord!’ and ‘Oh!, the

cool wind, you were near us while the Lord and me were in union!’. ‘What

I can do? if you not obtain favorable reply from Him, let you return back

and extirpate my œarÁra’. The NÀyakÁ conveys the cool wind as, ‘you, please

go to the Lord and pass on the message, ‘my Àtma exists only for the
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performance of the eternal kaiôkarya to your holy feet, if so, does it be

justifiable if my Àtma in vain separation?’’. After that, she, by catching hold

of cool air’s leg requests, ‘if the Lord responds my message as, ‘I don’t

need of her kaiôkarya’, then, it is better to return back and extirpate my

œarÁra134, which cannot bear the utter sufferings caused by the separation

from the Lord’.

1.4:10. The ParÀôkuœa NÀyakÁ sends her heart to the

Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa

Transliteration

“UÇalÀÞip piºappuvÁÇu uyirmutalÀ muººumÀyk

kaÇalÀÞi nÁrt½ººi ata¸uÒÒ¼ kaõvaÒarum

aÇalÀÞi ammÀ¸aik kaõÇakkÀl itucolli

viÇalÀÞi maÇan¼ðc¼! vi¸aiy½mo¸ ºÀmaÒav¼”.

Verbal Translation

UÇalÀÞi: the cyclic birth of the œarÁra; piºappu: the birth; vÁÇu: the Àtmas,

exist within the œarÁras; uyir: the Àtmas; mutalÀm: the first cause of; muººumÀy:

all else; kaÇalÀÞi: the immersed ocean; nÁrt½ººi: created the ocean; ata¸uÒÒ¼: in

it; kaõvaÒarum: performing the yoganidrÀ; aÇalÀÞi: the radiant discus; ammÀ¸ai:

the Lord; kaõÇakkÀl: when see Him; itucolli: tell Him this; viÇalÀÞi: do stay;

maÇan¼ðc¼!: Oh! Deep and independent heart; vi¸aiy½m: we, the possessor

of demerits; o¸ºÀmaÒav¼: merge with Him.

Translation

‘The NÀyakÁ says, ‘the Lord, who is cause of the cyclic birth of the

Àtmas and the œarÁras, exists within the œarÁras and all else, created the

immersed ocean and performing the yoganidrÀ in it with a radiant discus,

which kills the enemies. We, the possessor of demerits when see Him tell

this, then merge with Him. Oh! Deep and independent heart, till then do

stay with me’’.

1.4:10.1 Introduction: The NÀyakÁ requests the Lord not to leave her

It is of the some ŒrÁvaiÈõava scholars’ opinion that, the ParÀôkuœa

NÀyakÁ, by leaving aside the other messengers, through this verse sends
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her own heart as messenger to the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa. If it is as such,

then the word, ‘viÇal’ means, ‘catch hold of the Lord’. There is also an

another explanation. In the previous stanza, there is the phrase vaikkav¼

vakukki¸ºu ‘these Àtmas are created for the performance of the eternal

kaiôkarya to the holy feet of the Lord only’. In relation with this stanza, the

phrase vaikkav¼ vakukki¸ºu shall be commented as, ‘just like an young  calf

runs towards the breast of its mother cow,  the NÀyakÁ, by thinking of

removing her œarÁra, disturbed mind starts to move towards the Lord. At

that time, she requests the Lord as, ‘Oh, the Lord! Don’t leave me before

my eagerness of union is completely fulfilled’.

1.4:10.2. Commentary

1.4:10.2.1. The fruit of creation is to facilitate the Àtma to attain the mokÈa

‘The NÀyakÁ says, ‘the Lord, who is cause of the cyclic birth of the

Àtmas and the œarÁras, exists within the œarÁras and all else’’. The Àtma gets

births repeatedly until it obtains the final purusÀrtha, i.e., the mokÈa. Apart

from it, the phrase, ‘cyclic birth’ also mentions as, ‘beginning of births and

ending of the same of the Àtma are unknown’. In this context, the word,

‘ÀÞi’ shall be mentioned as, ‘the ocean’. If so, this word is commented as,

‘like the ocean, the Àtma’s births are  very deep immeasurable and countless’.

If the commentation is as such, then, there is a question, ‘among the

puruÈÀrthas, i.e., dharma ‘virtues’, poruÒ ‘wealth’, i¸pam ‘pleasure’ and vÁÇu

‘mokÈa’, what is the reason for the NÀyakÁ to mention the mokÈa at the first?’.

Since the fruit of creation is to facilitate the Àtma to attain the mokÈa, she

mentioned it as the first. ‘The cyclic births of the Àtmas and the œarÁras, exist

within the œarÁras and all else’. The Àtmas as effect reside at every birth into

the œarÁras such as the Devas, etc., which are countless. The particular word,

Ày ‘become’ is commented. As declared, ‘I am becoming everything’135, the

Lord’s holy œarÁra of subtle form of the cit and the acit transform into gross

form as the visible universe. To specify the fact only the NÀyakÁ uses the

apt word, Ày instead of Àkki ‘created’.

1.4:10.2.2. The NÀyakÁ’s heart possesses the greatest fortune

‘The Lord created the immersed ocean’. As reported, ‘at the first,

the supreme reality created the water’136, the God at the first created the
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huge deep water body, i.e., the immersed  ocean. ‘Performing the yoganidrÀ

in it’. The Lord is lying upon the ocean and performing the yoganidrÀ for

the sake to protect His created universe. ‘With a radiant discus, which kills

the enemies’. It is commented that, the Lord lays down alert upon the

ocean and holds on the holy discus to kill the enemies of His devotees137.

‘When see Him’. As ŒrÁ RÀma requested, ‘Oh! Wind, do you go there

where my dear spouse (SÁtÀprÀÇÇÁ) is and touching her person, do you

touch me, for I shall then be happy stationing my looks in the Moon and

being touched by you’138, as the union of ŒrÁ RÀma’s and SÁtÀprÀÇÇÁ’s eyes,

since the heart as messenger to the Lord is going to look at Him before the

NÀyakÁ, her heart possesses the greatest fortune of attaining the goal of

witnessing Him personally.

1.4:10.2.3. The Lord created the people to perform the kaiôkarya

‘We, the possessor of demerits when see Him tell this, then merge

with Him’. The NÀyakÁ requests her heart that, when it is watching the

Lord tells Him as, vaikkav¼ vakukki¸ºu ‘these Àtmas are for the performance

of the eternal kaiôkarya to the holy feet of the Lord’. The above said statement

shall be commented in a different direction. As affirmed, ‘in the previous

time, for the sake to offer oneself to the God only, the peculiar œarÁra with

its parts like leg and hand is created’139, the NÀyakÁ asks the Lord through

her heart, the messenger as, ‘isn’t You created us for the purpose of

performing all the kinds of the kaiôkarya upon Your holy feet?’.

1.4:10.2.4. The NÀyakÁ tells her heart to catch hold the Lord’s holy feet

‘Oh! Deep and independent heart’. It is commented as, ‘my own

humble mind with knowledgeable aspects’. It is also commented as, ‘my

ignorant mind’. ‘Till then do stay with me’. It means the NÀyakÁ’s state of

separation and her agony to get the Lord’s union. Here, the necessary is

that, the whole creation is for the purpose of performing the kaiôkarya

eternally to the holy feet of the Lord. But, the NÀyakÁ is in separation with

the Lord because of her performed sins. In this context, she tells her heart

as, ‘you have to catch hold of His holy feet until I reach over there to get

my union with Him’.
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1.4:11. The attainment of paramapada is the phala

of reciting this decade

Transliteration

“AÒaviya¸ºa ¼Þulakat tavarperumÀ¸ kaõõa¸ai

vaÒayalcÂÞ vaõkurukÂrc caÇak½pa¸ vÀynturaitta

aÒaviya¸ºa antÀti ÀyirattuÒ ippatti¸

vaÒavuraiyÀl peºalÀkum vÀ¸½ôku peruvaÒam¼”.

Verbal Translation

AÒaviya¸ºa: the immeasurable; ¼Þulakattavar: the residents of seven

types of the worlds; perumÀ¸: the master; kaõõa¸ai: the Lord Kaõõa¸;

vaÒayalcÂÞ: surrounded with fertile lands; vaõkurukÂr: the rich TirukkurukÂr;

caÇak½pa¸: ŒaÇhak½pa¸; vÀynturaitta: mercifully composed; aÒaviya¸ºa antÀti:

the gratefully perfect in antÀti metrical style; ÀyirattuÒ: in the thousand;

ippatti¸: this decade; vaÒavuraiyÀl: the sweet songs of rich words; peºalÀkum:

shall attain; vÀ¸½ôku: the indestructible paramapada; peruvaÒam¼: to get the

bliss of the kaiôkarya.

Translation

‘This decade of sweet songs of rich words, out of the gratefully

perfect thousand in antÀti style, mercifully composed by ŒaÇhak½pa¸, who

got avatÀra in the rich and fertile TirukkurukÂr, in adoration of the Lord

Kaõõa¸, master of the cetanas, the residents of immeasurable seven types

of the worlds140. Those who master it shall the attain the eternal bliss of the

kaiôkarya at the indestructible paramapada’.

1.4:11.1. Introduction: This decade helps the devotee to attain the

paramapada

In the end, the NÀyakÁ of NammÀÞvÀr declares, ‘if one just recites the

words of this decade141 shall reach over the paramapada’.

1.4:11.2. Commentary

1.4:11.2.1. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa maintains His magnanimity

‘Immeasurable’. In this verse, the TamiÞ word, ‘viyanta’ is transformed

into ‘viya¸ºa’. Here, ‘viyanta’ is considered as, ‘viyattal’. Then, the TamiÞ
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word, ‘viyattal’ means crossing (kaÇattal), i.e., crossing beyond the

measurement. So, the word refers to the truth that, the nature of the Lord

is beyond measurement. In other words, He is filled with countless felicitous

excellences such as the jðÀna, etc., to bliss His devotees. ‘(The) master of

the cetanas, the residents of immeasurable seven types of the worlds’. The

Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa, without giving up His nÀrÀyaõatva ‘being the

protector of all the objects of universe’ stands as the master of all the

things of universe. If so, if said, ‘the seven types of worlds’, does the

intimation includes the NÀyakÁ of NammÀÞvÀr?’. It is answered. The NÀyakÁ

is included within the cetanas, the residents of immeasurable seven types

of the worlds. ‘In adoration of the Lord Kaõõa¸’142. Since until now, the

Lord does not show His face, but, at present for the sake to clear up this

demerit, He passionately shows His face to His devotees. It is also

commented in the following direction.  NammÀÞvÀr, in the decade, pattuÇai

aÇiyavarkku eÒiyava¸ ‘the Lord is easy to reach by devotees’(TVM 1.3:1),

craved to enjoy the beauty of the Lord KÃÈõÀvatÀra. But, in this decade

since the NÀyakÁ failed to enjoy the Lord, he sent the messenger. So, over

here, to satisfy the °ÞvÀr, the Lord KÃÈõa as the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa

showed His face to him. In this respect, it is also to be considered that, the

Lord maintained His magnanimity along with His lovable saulabhya

‘accessibility’.

1.4.3. The whole decade possesses the unlimited glories

‘Rich and fertile TirukkurukÂr’. As referred to in ŒrÁ RÀmÀyaõa, ‘ŒrÁ

RÀma requests BharadvÀja ãÈi, ‘Oh! BharadvÀjabhagva¸, when we reach

AyodyÀ, on our way, let the trees blossom even during non-season and

give us fruits and honey-giving- flowers’’143, the city TirukkurukÂr possesses

the trees with tender shoots and flowers with tender buds. ‘Mercifully

composed by ŒaÇhak½pa¸, who got avatÀra in the rich and fertile

TirukurukÂr’. The NÀyakÁ of NammÀÞvÀr uttered this decade out of the

great heartfelt sufferings of separation with the Lord. In this context, the

TamiÞ word, ‘vÀyntu’ shall be modified as, ‘vÀykai’, means, ‘by getting’. If

so, the word indicates that, NammÀÞvÀr possesses the sins (bhÀvabandhattai

uÇaiyavarÀkai). ‘This decade of sweet songs of rich words, out of the gratefully

perfect thousand in antÀti style’. Since this stanzas express the countless
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glories of the Lord, the whole decade also possesses the unlimited glories.

Along with this, it also gives pleasure to all the Lord’s devotees.

1.4.4. This decade helps the devotee to realize the bliss of the kaiôkarya

‘Those who master it shall attain the eternal bliss of the kaiôkarya at

the indestructible paramapada’. Just like milk is the medicine for diseases,

those who master it shall realize the eternal bliss of the kaiôkarya at the

indestructible paramapada. Since this decade becomes as the fruit, when

reciting this decade, one, by give up the limiting status of the samsÀra, shall

realize his inner nature of the jÁvÀtma as well as the unlimited status of

eternal bliss of the kaiôkarya at the indestructible paramapada.

1.4.5. The first kind of summary of this decade

The Commentator intelligibly gives two kinds of summaries to this

decade. At the  first verse, the NÀyakÁ sends crane as her messenger to the

Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa. In the second verse, she teaches some koels what

to tell the Lord when they reach over the place of Him. In the third verse,

she requests some swans to convey the message to the Lord as, ‘my sins

are immeasurable’. In the fourth verse, the NÀyakÁ asks some a¸ºils as,

‘shall you convey my condition to the Lord or not’. In the fifth verse, she

asks some herons to convey her message to the Lord as, ‘tell the Lord to

preserve His status of nÀrÀyaõatvam’. In the sixth verse, she requests the

bumble bee as, ‘go and inform Him to take a stroll in my street, so that,

along with ladies of the street, we can sustain our existence and out of it,

His nÀrÀyaõatvam also shall be preserved’. In the seventh verse, the NÀyakÁ

directs a parrot as, ‘ask Him, if He is just looking after my defects, it is also

better for Him to Look His aparÀdhasahatvam.  In the eight verse, she tells

bush mynah, which just exhausted by witnessing her exhaustion as, ’very

soon, I am going to die. So, it is better for you to find someone, who can

take care of you’. In the ninth verse, she requests the cool wind as, ‘you

go over the Lord and convey my sufferings. If He denies, then you return

back to finish me’. In the tenth verse, she asks her heart as, ‘until our

wishes are fulfilled, you don’t leave the Lord’. In the end, by stating the

fruit for those who recite these songs of this decade, the NÀyakÁ of

NammÀÞvÀr completed this decade.
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1.4.6. The second kind of summary of this decade

In the second summary, VaÇakkuttiruvÁtippiÒÒai gives the attributes

of the ÀcÀrya as discussed in the stanzas of this decade. In the first verse,

NammÀÞvÀr thought provokingly delineates the knowledgeable aspects of

ÀcÀrya144. In the second verse, he avers that the ÀcÀrya will be speaking with

sweet language. In the third verse, he discloses that, the ÀcÀrya has the

sÀrÀsÀravivekajðÀna ‘quality of distinguishing between essence and residue’.

In the fourth verse, he affably describes the beautiful form of ÀcÀrya. In the

fifth verse, he conveys that, the ÀcÀrya is so pure that, he will be in patience

until to obtain the desired goal. In the sixth verse, he conveys the truth

that, the ÀcÀrya is enjoying the countless auspicious qualities of the Lord

and he is so beautiful and possesses the grandeur characters. In the seventh

verse, to establish the trustworthiness of ÀcÀrya, he graciously explains

that, though the ÀcÀrya is all knowing, he will not utter anything which is

not heard from his own ÀcÀrya. In the eighth verse, he points out that,

‘fulfilling the ÀcÀrya’s bodily needs’ is the foremost concern for the spiritual

journey of his œiÈya. In the ninth verse, he describes the fact that, the

relationship with ÀcÀrya alone is the cause for the œiÈya’s existence and the

relation with others shall cause sins to him. In the tenth, since the ÀcÀrya

is knowledgeable, speaking sweet language, possesses the

sÀrÀsÀravivekajðÀna and grandeur characters, bearing beautiful form and

patience and having the grace of his own ÀcÀrya etc., NammÀÞvÀr teaches

the œiÈya that, his relation with his own ÀcÀrya alone is the spiritual means

to obtain the final emancipation at the paramapada. Except this, to him, all

other relations are impediments to his sustenance. Moreover, the °ÞvÀr, by

cordially stating, ‘Oh! My fair-bangled Sakhis! My heart left me saying,

‘not thine anymore’ and joined the lotus feet of the Lord, who came walking

like a huge dark mountain with the Radiant Sun-like discus and Moon-

white conch in hands. Now what can I do?’145, at the last verse, averred the

supreme dictum that, the service to one’s own ÀcÀrya alone is the proper

means to perform the kaiôkarya to the holy feet of the Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa.
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1.4.7. The Saint MaõavÀÒamÀmuni revered this decade

The Saint MaõavÀÒamÀmuni, by learning this decade thoroughly

and praised this decade as, ‘it was extreme devotion that made MÀºa¸,

yearn excessively, to tell the bird of loving wings, ‘tell my message to the

discus-wielding Lord’ and to be distressed when searching for the Hero all

over her’146.

REFERENCES

1. The statement, ‘desperation with much of distress’ means the status

of not bearing pain due to the separation. It is the state that, in it,

there is no other kind of sense experience except the feeling of

suffering with the innermost core content of agony by itself.

2. “AyamaparakaÍ kÀrakaniyamaÍ” This sentence is from the MahÀbhÀÈya.

If the sentences denote difference and dissimilarity end with verb,

then it is called kÀrakam. Refer to BhagavadviÈayam (1999) vol. 1B,

op.cit., p. 556.

In this place, the following sÂtra from Ilakkaõakkttu shall be

remembered.

“viÒikuºai iraõÇaiyum viÇÇav¼º ºumaikaÒ

  vi¸aiyÀ¸ muÇiyi¸ kÀrakam e¸appeºum

  kuºaiyum vi¸aikoÒi¸ or½vaÞik kÂÇum”

Except with the, ‘difference in sound (voÒiv¼ººumai) and sixth case

ending (ÀºÀm v¼ººumai), the differential pattern in TamiÞ language,

if a full fledged sentence conveying the complete meaning with

proper verb’ is called, ‘kÀrakam’.

Occasionally, in certain context, if a sentence bears sixth case ending

and ends with name also shall be called as, ‘karakam’(14). This

reference denotes the fact that, based on the mode of expression,

this decade is entirely different from the previous three decades.

For this, the aitihya is referred to from the sentence  starting, ‘once,

a scholar with poor intellect’. Note: If a reader wants to have

through knowledge about, ‘kÀrakam’, it is requested to consult with

the Traditional TamiÞ Scholar, who is well versed in the TamiÞ

Grammar.
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3. “°tmÀ vÀ are draÈÇavyaÍ œrotavyo mantavyo nididhyÀsitavyaÍ”

- BÃahadÀranya UpaniÈad 6.5:6.

4. “Ayarppila¸ alaººuva¸ taÞuvuva¸ vaõaôkuva¸ amarnt¼”

- TVM 1.3.10.

5. “Mu¸iy¼! nÀ¸mukan¼!” - TVM 10.10:1. The content of above part of

TiruvÀymoÞi covers TVM 4.1:1 to 10.10:11.

6. “°rtto vÀ yadi vÀ dÃptaÍ par¼ÈÀm œaraõÀgataÍ/

        ariÍ prÀõÀn parityajya rakÈitavyaÍ kÃtÀtmanÀ//”

- ŒrÁ RÀmÀyaõa Uaddha-KÀõça 18:28.

°rtta - one wishes to get p¼ºu ‘attainment of the Lord’ immediately.

DÃpta - one waits for the time to mature his karma to get the p¼ºu.

DÃpta - the moderate.

°rtta -the unbearable.

7. “MaruttuvanÀy ni¸ºa mÀ maõivaõõa¸”

- PeriyÀÞvÀr TirumoÞi 5.3:6.

8. AkiðcitkÀra – become useless.

9. “Œaraistu saôkulÀm kÃtvÀ laôkÀm parabalÀrdana/

mÀm nayedyadi kÀkutsthas tat tasya sadÃœambhavet//”

- ŒrÁ RÀmÀyaõa Sundara-KÀõça 39:30.

10. “HamsakÀraõçvÀkÁrõÀm vande godÀvarÁm nadÁm/

kÈipram rÀmÀya œamsa tvam sÁtÀm harati rÀvaõaÍ//”

- ŒrÁ RÀmÀyaõa Araõya-KÀõça 49:32.

11. “Aœoka œokÀpanuda œokopahatacetasam/

 tvannÀmÀnam kuru kÈipram priyÀsandarœanena mÀm//”

- ŒrÁ RÀmÀyaõa Araõya-KÀõça 60:17.

12. AnanyÀrhaœeÈatvam - the spiritual stand of subservience only to the

Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa. AnanyÀrhaœaraõatvam - becoming as subject

supported by the Lord only and becoming as refuge to Him.

13. “Vaiyam koõÇa taÇam tÀmarai” - TVM 6.9:9.

14. ‘Muººuvamai’ latter becomes as uruvakam ‘figure of speech in which

uvam¼yam or the thing compared is represented as identical with

the uvamÀnam, i.e., the object of comparison’. Muººuvamai is also

mentioned as metaphor.
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15. In this place, the following verse from Kamba RÀmÀyaõa shall be

remembered:

“CÂÇaka aravuÞal cÂlak kaiyi¸aÒ,

kÀÇurai vÀÞkkaiyal; kaõõil kÀõpar¼l

ÀÇavar peõmaiyai avÀvun t½Òi¸Ày,

tÀÇakai e¸patu accaÞakki nÀmam¼”

‘You with shoulders no sooner seen

Than would make all men wish they women,

This forest-dweller with a snake-like spear

Bears the name of TaÇaka’

- Ramayanam, Balakandam: TaÇaka Killed 362.

16. In this context, the content of the following verse shall be

remembered.

“P½kkellÀm pÀlai’ puõartal naºuôkuºiðci;

Àkkaðc¼r ÂÇal aõimarutam; - n½kkuôkÀl

ilirukkai mullai; iraôkal naºuneytal

collirukkum aimpÀl tokai”

‘There are five kinds of, ‘status of lovers’ with respect to landscapes,

which are traditionally accepted. All the activities related with

lovers separation after the personal union are represented by pÀlai

‘desert tract’, lovers personal union is related with beautiful

kuruðci ‘hilly tract’ and the place of lovers quarrels, result in

goodness are the enchanting marutam ‘agricultural tract’. Moreover,

it is further pointed out that, the patient endurance of lady lover

during the period of separation is forest, i.e., ‘pastoral tract’ and

the lovers’ state of crying because of separation is the beautiful

neytal ‘maritime tract’ - The age old verse in TamiÞ (paÞantamiÞc

ceyyuÒ).

17. In this place, the reader shall not be confused about the appearance

of the Lord KÃÈõa and the spiritual union with the ParÀôkuœa NÀyakÁ.

The incidence is mysterious and no one shall understand His

lÁlÀvinoda ‘playfully mysterious activities’. But, one thing shall be

remembered that, the situation crystal  clearly expresses the

greatness of the Lord’s union and the separation with NammÀÞvÀr.

18. “Emmil mu¸ ava¸ukku mÀyvar”  - TVM 9.9:5.
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19. PakÈapÀta - Paronomasia ‘figure of speech’, in which, a word or

phrase admits of two more interpretation. It means the flying of

wings and falling of love. Here, the °ÞvÀr reveals his desperation

to the birds, which are nearer to  him. During the time, he feels

that, they have affection towards him.

20. The subject matter discussed here is the inner gist of this decade.

21. “NÀÒum nam tiru uÇai aÇikaÒ tam nalam kaÞal vaõaôki” - TVM 1.3:8. For

clearcut understanding of the situation, it is better to refer to the

last part of the commentary of introduction of the above stated

stanza.

22. In this place, the Commentator with proper anecdote explains the

beauty of crane partner.

23. The expression, ‘due to the knowledgeable aspects of guru, his

œiÈyas respect and prostrate before him. Like that, the PrÀÇÇÁ with

much of respect puts her eyes upon the wings of cranes’ properly

analyzes the inner meaning of phrase, ‘Oh! Compassionate female

crane with beautiful wings and graceful male partner with shining

wings!’of the verse (TVM 1.4:1).

24. In this place, the Commentator aptly described the condition of

NammÀÞvÀr that, as the PrÀÇÇÁ, he is eligible to get grace from the

crane partner.

25. “ŒabaryÀ pÂjitassamyak rÀmo daœarathÀtmajaÍ/

 pampÀtÁre hanumatÀ saôgato vÀnareõa ha//”

 - ŒrÁ RÀmÀyaõa BÀla-KÀõça 1:57.

‘It is just like the mother is looked by her son with agony, while

he caught by the crooked who do highway robbery’ points out the

situation of the PrÀÇÇÁ that, her heart grieves by seeing the flowers

like lotus, purple Indian water lily. These flowers also represent

the PrÀÇÇÁ’s eyes and face.

26. “Sa bhrÀtuœcaraõau gÀçham nipÁçya raghunandanaÍ/

 sÁtÀmuvÀcÀtiyaœÀ rÀghavaðca mahÀvratam//”

- ŒrÁ RÀmÀyaõa AyodhyÀ-KÀõça  31:2.

27. “Ehi paœya œarÁrÀõi munÁnÀmbhÀvitÀtmanÀm/

 hatÀnÀm rÀkÈasair ghorair bahÂnÀm bahÂdhÀ vane//”

- ŒrÁ RÀmÀyaõa Araõya-KÀõça 6:16.
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28. In this context, VaÇakkuttiruvÁtippiÒÒai, the Commentator beautifully

explicates the status of the PrÀÇÇÁ as well as the crane partner.

29. ‘The owner of this upayavibhÂti’ is the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa. He

is the Owner of two worlds, i.e., the nityavibhÂti as well as the

lÁlÀvibhÂti.

30. “VikrÀntastvam samartthastavam prÀjðastvam vÀnarottama/

 yenedam rÀkÈasapatham tvayaikena pradharÈitam//”

- ŒrÁ RÀmÀyaõa Sundara-KÀõça 36:7.

31. “TadÀ vidvÀn puõyapÀpe vidhÂya niraðjanaÍ paramam sÀmyamupaiti”

- Muõçaka UpaniÈad 3.1:3.

32. “AkrÂraÍ krÂrahÃdayaÍ œÁghram prerayate hayÀn/

evamÀrtÀsu yoÈitsu kÃpÀ kasya na jÀyate//”

- ŒrÁ ViÈõu PurÀõa 3.18:19.

33. “ParavÀnasmi kÀkutstha tvayi varÈaœatam sthite/

 svayantu rucire deœe kriyatÀmiti mÀm vada//”

- ŒrÁ RÀmÀyaõa Araõya-KÀõça 15:7.

34. The phrase, ‘obtain the phalam ‘fruit’’ elucidates the glorious chance

of watching the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa personally.

35. In this place, the Commentator gratefully acknowledging the

theistic value of messengership.

36. In this context, the Commentator with proper anecdote explains

the implication of word, ‘jail’.

37. See the reference number 46 of the first decade.

38. Here, it shall be remembered that, in the freedom movement of

India, Mahatma Gandhi and Jawaharlal Nehru were in prison.

39. In this place, the Commentator, by minding the incidents of insult

done  by rÀkÈasas to HanumÀn at LaôkÀ aptly compares it with the

background of the messengership of the crane partner.

40. “EÈa sarvasya bhÂtastu pariÈvaôgo hanÂmataÍ/

 mayÀ kÀlamimam prÀpya dattastasya mahÀtmanaÍ//”

- ŒrÁ RÀmÀyaõa Araõya-KÀõça 1:13.

41. “Loke tvanmukhasadÃœam kvÀpi na dÃÈÇamiti mayi vadati rÀgÀt/

 harihari kupitÀ sÀbhÂdanyadupakrÀntamanyadÀpatitam//

- Vide: BhagavadviÈayam, vol. 1B, (1999), op.cit., p. 581.
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The meaning of œloka is, ‘He expressed to his friend that, he, out of

love conveyed a message to his lover as, ‘I wouldn’t witness any

other beautiful face except you, but, after hearing that, she, by

averring as, ‘hari hari’ got angry’, so, here, starts with something,

but, ends with some other thing’. To strengthen the theme, the

following TirukkuºaÒ (1314) shall be consulted: ‘yÀri¸uô kÀtalam

e¸º¼¸a ÂÇi¸ÀÒ yÀri¸um yÀrinum eººu ‘I love you more than all beside,

‘I was thus I gently spoke, ‘what all, what all?’’ she instant cried,

And all her anger arose’.

42. The Commentator, by using the word, ‘namaskÀram’ points out the

fact that, the greatness of the Lord’s auspicious qualities is

somewhat degraded.

43. To explicate the truth, i.e., ‘the Lord’s eye shall be partially red’,

the Commentator uses the phrase, ‘araiyÀºu paÇÇuc civantiruttal’.

44. The statement, ‘the NÀyakÁ through this decade experiences the

union as well as separation with the Lord’ refers to the following

fact. If there is no union, from it, it is derived that, there is also no

separation. If so, since this decade speaks about separation, it is

inferred that, it also speaks about union. If so, there is a question,

‘is she experienced the Lord’s eye, which becomes partially red?’.

In this context, ŒrÁ RÀmÀnuja JÁyar, the Etymologist of

Commentaries of TiruvÀymoÞi, who gave explanations of each and

every word of the usage and the truth content behind them

(arumpata vilakkam) and also beautifully clarified the context. Once

the GaruçÀÞvÀr carrying the SitÀprÀÇÇÁ away from ŒrÁ RÀmapirÀ¸, he

looked her with much of agony of separation. At that time, ŒrÁ

RÀmapirÀ¸’s eyes became reddish in colour (araiyÀºu paÇÇiruttal).

When his eyes in reddish in color, she perceived his reddish eyes.

Refer to BhagavadviÈayam, vol. 1B, (1999),  op.cit., p. 583.

45. In the observation, ‘within the accumulated sins, there is nothing

to be reduced’, the Commentator points out the fact in a negative

context as, ‘is there anything to be reduced?’. The truth is

communicated through the TamiÞ phrase, ‘akaðcurippaÇÇatu uõÇ½?’.
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46. Here, the announcement, ‘it is certainly not possible to eradicate

the sins by taking bath’ is an aitihya for the truth that, one can’t

eradicate the demerits by himself, but, they shall be eradicated out

of the grace of the God only. This aiÇihya is the answer by TeºkÀÞvÀr

for the question, ‘is it not the way to take bath with holy water for

the eradication of demerits?’ asked by K½ÒariyÀÞvÀ¸.

47. TeºkÀÞvÀr is the holy name of the Lord, who gloriously stationed

at Tirukk½ÇÇiyÂr. The holy discus of the Lord is mentioned in TamiÞ

word, ‘tiruvÀÞi’.

48. See the reference number 33 of this decade.

49. The English expression, ‘our desired objects’ is mentioned in TamiÞ

phrase as, ‘eôkaÒ apimatam’.

50. Here, the Commentator with proper example, elucidates the

religious truth.

51. “KaÒaikaõ maººu il¼¸” - TVM 5.8:8.

52. “U¸ caraõ allÀl caraõ illai” - PerumÀÒ TirumoÞi 5:1.

53. “Etta¸aiyum vÀ¸ maºanta kÀlattum paiôkÂÞkaÒ

  maittu eÞunta mÀ mukil¼ pÀrttirukkum; maººu avaip½l

  meyt tuyar vÁÇÇÀviÇi¸um vittuvakk½ÇÇu ammÀ! e¸

  cittam mika u¸pÀl¼ vaippa¸ aÇiy¼¸¼” - PerumÀÒ TirumoÞi 5:7.

54. “Neºi vÀcal tÀ¸¼yÀy ni¸ºÀ¸ai” - Mutal TiruvantÀti 4.

55. “ViÞikkum kaõõil¼¸ ni¸ kaõ maººallÀl” - PriyÀÞvÀr TirumoÞi 5.1:2.

56. “KÀmpuaºat talai ciraittu, u¸kaÇaittalai iruntu vÀÞum c½mparai ukatti

p½lum” - TirumÀlai 38.

57. “PÀvam¼ ceytu pÀvi À¸¼¸” - Periya TirumoÞi 1.9:9.

Note: In this verse for the assertion, ‘I never try to perform His

service for long!’ (translation of the verse TVM 1.4:2), there are

three kinds of commentary. From the first kind of commentary,

‘subject matter of sorrowfulness of the lasted time’ and ‘speeding

up of attaining the final emancipation’ are c o m p r e h e n d e d .

From the second kind of commentary, ‘the Lord alone is the

protector’ and ‘stubbornness of thinking as, ‘He alone is the

destiny’’ are realized. From the third commentary, ‘utter

helplessness’ and ‘there is no other destiny except the Lord’ are

delineated.
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58. The following verse of the text, Na¸¸eºi (10) shall be remembered.

“TaôkuºaitÁr vuÒÒÀr taÒarntu piºarkºÂum

veôkuºaitÁrk kiºpÀr viÞumiy½r; - tiôkaÒ

kaºaiyiruÒai nÁkkak karutÀtu ulakil

niºaiyiruÒai nÁkkum¼l ni¸ru”.

‘The venerable elders will eliminate the acute hardships

of others unmindful of decreasing their own setbacks. Similarly

the bright moon from the blue sky will eliminate the darkness of

the world without thinking of removing the pitch darkness on its

own.’

59. “SÀ praskhalantÁ madaviÍvalÀkÈÁ pralambagÀðcÁguõahemasÂtrÀ/

salakÈaõÀ lakÈmaõasannidhÀnam jagÀma tÀrÀ namitÀôgayaÈtiÍ//”

- ŒrÁ  RÀmÀyaõa KiÈkindhÀ-KÀõça 33:37.

60. This sentence is rasokti ‘sentence expresses the sense of bliss’. In

this context, TÀrÀ is cil¼Çai (œleÈa) - Paronomasia ‘figure of speech in

which a word or phrase admits of two or more interpretations.’

61. “DakÈiõo dakÈiõam rÀmo mahÀ parighasannibham/

gosahasrapradÀtÀramupadhÀyabhujam mahat//”

- ŒrÁ RÀmÀyaõa Uaddhara-KÀõça 21:7-8.

62. CÀla dhÂradarœi - One, who knows the things, which are in distance.

In this situation, the ±Çu 36,000 PaÇi commentary states as,

“rÀvaõa¸aipp½l¼ talaiyaºuttuviÇavoõõÀtapaÇi audÀryam e¸ºoru guõaleœalli

¼riÇÇuk koõÇiruntÀ¸; indran rÀjyattai iÞantu ni¸ºÀ¸; iraõÇukkum

aviruddhamkat ceyyalÀvate¸?” (Refer to BhagavadviÈayam, vol. 1B,

(1999), op.cit., pp. 595-597). If start to explain the background of

Indra and MÀvali, the pages and time may extend beyond the

limit. So, the reader may discuss the background with the traditional

ŒrÁvaiÈõava scholar.

63. “KoÒva¸ nÀ¸ mÀvali mÂvaÇi” - TVM 3.8:9.

64. “Peru nilaôkaÇanta nal aÇi p½tu” - TVM 1.3:10.

65. “Ulakam k½¸Ça aÇiya¸, aºivu aru m¼¸i mÀyatta¸; Àkilum koÇiya e¸ neðcam

ava¸ e¸º¼ kiÇakkum” - TVM 5.3:5.

66. “A¸ºu orukÀl vaiyam aÒanta pirÀ¸ vÀrÀ¸ e¸ºu o¸ºu orukÀl collÀtu ulaku”

- TVM 5.4:10.
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67. “Mu¸¸am kuºaÒ uru Ày, mÂvaÇi maõ koõÇu aÒanta ma¸¸a¸ caritaikk¼

mÀl Àkip po¸ payant¼¸”       - Periya TirumoÞi 9.4:2.

68. CintayantÁ is a cowherd girl. The Commentator intelligibly

differentiated the NÀyakÁ of NammÀÞvÀr from CintayantÁ.

69. “TaccittavimalÀhlÀdakÈiõapuõyacayÀ tadÀ/

  tadaprÀptimahÀduÍkkhavilÁnÀœeÈapÀtakÀ//

  cintayantÁ jagatsÂtim parabrahma svarÂpiõam/

  nirucchvÀsatayÀ muktim gatÀnyÀ gopakanyakÀ//”

- ŒrÁ ViÈõu PurÀõa 5.13:21-22.

70. The Commentator with proper anecdote, made clear the concerned

truth.

71. To NammÀÞvÀr, BhÂtatÀÞvÀr is head, PoykaiyÀÞvÀr and P¼yÀÞvÀr

are the holy eyes, PeriyÀÞvÀr is holy face of the Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa, TirumaÞicaiyÀÞvÀr is neck, Kulac¼karÀÞvÀr is holy hands,

ToõÇaraÇippoÇiyÀÞvÀr is chest, TirumaôgaiyÀÞvÀr is holy navel and

MaturakaviyÀÞvÀr and ŒrÁ RÀmÀnuja are the holy feet of the Lord.

It is the traditional view of ŒrÁvaiÈõavism.

72. See the reference number 9 of this decade.

73. ‘This divine knowledge, which I possessed is given to me by Him

(the Lord) only’ means the jðÀna in the form of the bhakti.

74. “Pullik kiÇant¼¸ puÇaipeyarnt¼¸ avvaÒavil aÒÒikoÒ vaºº¼ pacappu”

- TirukkuºaÒ 1187.

75. KÀtalar toÇuvuÞi toÇuvuÞi nÁôki, viÇuvuÞi viÇuvuÞip parattalÀ¸¼ ‘it vanishes

whenever he touches me. It spreads all over whenever he leaves’

- Kuruntokai 399.

76. “YÀmuÇai Àya¸ ta¸ ma¸am kal Àl½” - TVM 9.6:5.

77. The Commentator with an anecdote, explains the NÀyakÁ of

NammÀÞvÀr’s status.

78. “AthavÀ kim tadÀlÀpaiÍ aparÀ kriyatÀm katÀ/

  apyasau mÀtaram draÈÇum sakÃdapyÀgamiÈyati//”

- ŒrÁ ViÈõu PurÀõa 5.24:15.

79. Here, the Commentator with proper TamiÞ phrase, ‘kÀl kaÇÇippÀrttal’

describes the NÀyakÁ’s status. KÀl kaÇÇippÀrttal – paronomasia. It

means that, one who stops the individual not to go further. If also

refers to the fact of  controlling the air.
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80. “Na cÀsya mÀtÀ na pitÀ na cÀsyaÍ snehÀt viœiÈÇaÍ asti mayÀ samo vÀ/

  tÀvattyaham dÂta jijÁviÈeyam yÀvat pravÃttim œÃõuyÀm priyasya//”

- ŒrÁ RÀmÀyaõa Sundara-KÀõça 36:30.

The following verse shall be remembered:

“²õilÀ yÀkkai p¼õi uyarpukaÞ cÂÇÀtu u¸mu¸

 nÀõilÀtu irunt¼¸ all¼¸; navaiyaºu kuõaôkaÒ e¸¸um

pÂõelam poºutta m¼¸ip piõõiya mÂrtti ta¸¸aik

 kÀõalÀm i¸¸um e¸¸um kÀtalÀl irunt¼¸ kaõÇÀy”

I live on here, please understand,

Not out of love for this unfed body,

Evidently with no desire for fame,

Or any feeling of shame either, Only in the hope that I may

Still see that pure and blessed one

Covered with the jewels of virtue’.

- KambarÀmÀyaõa Uaddha-KÀõça, The Janaka Stunt 22.

81. With proper TamiÞ phrases, the Commentator properly explains

the context.

82. In this place, the following lines of NÀycciyÀr TirumoÞi shall be

remembered.

“UõõÀtu uºaôkÀtu olikaÇalai ÂÇu aºuttup

 peõ Àkkai yÀppuõÇu tÀm uººa p½tu ellÀm”

‘gave up sleep and food to tame the ocean, for the sake of his

women’.     - NÀyciyÀr TirumoÞi 11:7.

83. The Commentator, by using the TamiÞ phrase, oºuvÀyp p½tal

‘becoming degraded’, points out that, there wouldn’t be any

degradation of the status to the Lord’s holy name, ‘NÀrÀyaõa’. The

name signifies that, He is the protector of the whole universe.

84. The seven islands are NÀval, Iºavi, Kirauðcam, Kuœai, Ilavam, Teôku

and  PuÈkaram. The Commentator, by using the word, ‘world’ points

out these small islands. TolkÀppiyar, in his sÂtra, mÀy½¸ m¼ya kÀÇuºai

ulakamum ‘forest world occupied by, ‘MÀy½¸’ (PoruÒ. Akam. 5),

mentions the small parts of the world through the word, ‘world’.

85. The six upper worlds of this perceived worlds are, BhuÍ, BhuvaÍ,

Svar, Mahar, JanaÍ, TapaÍ and Satya lokas.
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86. The Commentator beautifully described the stand of  the NÀyakÁ

with apt example. Here, the water means the sense of livelihood.

87. Here, the phrase, ‘who, out of desire’ personifies the Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa. The phrase, ‘the Lord to transform’ refers to the Lord’s

desirableness. The phrase, ‘like ash around fireball’ means the

protection of the world by the Lord. The phrase, ‘the Lord out of

His own divine will only transformed the world’ refers to the

status of fulfillment of  the desires and the condition of eliminating

the hurdles of people.

88. Here, the Commentator, by referring to the tree, ‘cactus’,

wonderfully explains the subject matter of the context. Cactus is

named as MahÀvÃkÈa ‘great tree’ because the name is kÀraõa

iÇukuºippeyar possessing the grammatical principles of yaugika as

well as rÂdi. If the reader wants to get extensive knowledge of the

grammatical principle and the truth behind the useage, it is better

to consult with the traditional TamiÞ scholar, who is expert in

Sanskrit and Tamil Grammer.

89. “PaÒÒac ceºuvil kayal ukaÒa, paÞa¸ik kaÞa¸i ata¸uÒ p½y, puÒÒup piÒÒaikku

irai t¼Çum - puÒÒampÂtaôkuÇi - tÀ¸¼”       - Periya TirumoÞi 5.1:2.

90. Here the NÀyakÁ, by mentioning the types of fishes, points out the

beauty of eyes of the fishes.

91. “TÀrÀ¸ tarum e¸ºu iraõÇattil o¸ºu ata¸ai, ÀrÀ¸um o¸¸ÀtÀr k¼ÒÀm¼,

co¸¸akkÀl”     - Ciºiya TirumaÇal.

92. “Cemmai uÇaiya tirumÀrvil c¼rntÀ¸¼lum, oru jðÀ¸ºu maiymmai colli

mukam n½kki viÇaitÀ¸ tarum¼l mika na¸º¼” - NÀyciyÀr TirumoÞi 13:9.

93. “KÂvikkÂvi neðcu urukik kaõpa¸i c½ra ni¸ºÀl pÀvi nÁ e¸ºu o¸ºu collÀy

pÀviy¼¸ kÀõa  vant¼”   - TVM 4.7:3.

94. Janakakula suntari - SÁtÀprÀÇÇÁ.

95. Here, the Commentator properly treated the situation with apt

example.

96. “SakÃdeva prapnnaya tavÀsmÁti ca yÀcate/

 abhayam sarvabhÂtepyo dadÀmyetadvÃtam mama//”

- ŒrÁ RÀmÀyaõa Uaddha-KÀõça 18:33.

97. “Mayarvaºa matinalam aruÞi¸a¸”   - TVM 1.1:1.
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98. The Commentator, by putting the word, kumariyiruttal ‘without

having the chance to experience at all’, describes the status of the

Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa not to shower His grace.

99. Here, the Commentator properly places the statements to

understand the context.

100. “JÁvantÁm mÀm yathÀrÀmassambhÀvayati kÁrttiman/

 tat tvayÀ hanuman vÀcyo vÀcÀ dharmamavÀpnuhi//”

- ŒrÁ RÀmÀyaõa Sundara-KÀõça 39:10.

101. “Vemciºaip puÒ” - TVM 1.4:1.

102. Here, the Commentator, by using the word, picukiccuÞittal ‘slowly

making curve’ aptly refers to the Garuça bird’s habit of slowly

flying. The Commentator also uses the other word, vaÇimpu ‘a lever

made out of wood, used to just push (vaÇimpu tÀkki) the chariot

(t¼r) from the stationed place. In this place, the Commentator states

that, by striking the Garuça bird out of the vaÇimpu (vaÇimpu tÀkki),

the speed of flying of the bird shall be accelerated. (Refer to TamiÞ

Lexicon vol. IV, (1982), university of Madras, p. 3477.

103. “Ta¸ aÇiyÀr tiºattakattut tÀmaraiyÀÒ Àkilum citaku uraikkum¼l e¸ aÇiyÀr

atu  ceyyÀr ceytÀr¼l na¸ºu ceytar”  - PeriyÀÞvÀrr TirumoÞi 4.9:2.

104. “AruÒ Àr tiruc cakkaram” - Tiruviruttam 33.

105. Here, the Commentator, by using the TamiÞ word, ‘kaikkuºiyÀppai

vÀôkuvatu’ ‘borrowing money from others’ very clearly delineates

the context. Here, kaikkuºi is the measurement, i.e., quantity. In this

place, ‘kaikkuºi and  akappaikkuºi’ are the usages practiced in olden

days of TamiÞ Nadu. It is the custum and practice of the traditional

habit in TamiÞ Nadu to get loan from others by saying kaikuºiyÀkat

tÀruôkaÒ ‘give the loan in the measurement of handful (kaikkuºi)as

well as give loan in the measurement of akappaikkuºiyÀkat tÀruôkaÒ

give the loan in the measurement of ladle, the large spoon with

long handle (Refer to the TamiÞ Lexicon vol. I, pp. 11-12 & vol II,

p. 1100, (1982), University of Madras). Here these explanations are

mentioned to support the statement, ‘even the Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa Himself borrows His quality of mercifulness from His

holy discus’. Refer to the TirukkuºaÒ 221: vaºiyÀrkko¸ºu Ávat¼ Ákai
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maººu ellÀm, kuºiyetirppai nÁra tuÇaittu ‘call that a gift to needy men

thou dost dispense, All else is void of good, seeking for

recompense’. This couplet’s explanation is, ‘to give to the destitute

is true charity, all other gifts have the nature of (what is done for)

a measured return’.

106. Here, the Commentator, by using the word, kÂÇu kaÇÇiyiruttal ‘the

status of living in a particular place’, properly explains the context.

107. Here, ‘beautiful bee’ is rightly means the respectful status of ÀcÀrya.

In this context, ‘hoops’ means the inner qualities of the Àtma and

the phrase, ‘lovely hoops’ expresses the beautiful form of the Àtma.

This sentence possesses uÒÒuraipporuÒ ‘inner meanings’ of the verse.

108. When the Hero (the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa) is in separation, if the

heroine (devotee) is waiting ideally without sufferings and mental

agitations for the arrival of her hero, then, it is considered as fault

of the heroine (Purushothama Naidu, B.R. (2012), vol., I, op.cit.,

p. 208).

109. The Commentator with this academic technique, beautifully

comments the intellectual caliber of the NÀyakÁ’s sense of placing

the subject matter towards the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa.

110. In this context, the Commentator wonderfully comments about

the dignity of the NÀyakÁ of NammÀÞvÀr, who qualified herself to

attain the supreme qualities as that of the Lord to mingle with

Him.

111. “Padmasaugantikavaham œivam œokavinÀœanam/

 dhanyÀ lakÈmaõa sevante pampopavanamÀrutam//”

 - ŒrÁ  RÀmÀyaõa KiÈkindhÀ-KÀõça 1:105.

112. The sentence, ‘if asked, ‘when the NÀyakÁ of NammÀÞvÀr, as wife

suffers out of separation’ shall be considered as introduction to the

subject matter, which is commented accordingly through the

forthcoming pages.

113. The fact, ‘checking my balances’ is revealed through the TamiÞ

word, kÁÞÀõÇaiccikai ‘remaining amount within the old account’.

114. The fact, ‘the Lord possesses immeasurable knowledge’ is pointed

out through the word, ‘sahasranÀmam’.
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115. “PÀpÀnÀm vÀ œubhÀnÀm vÀ vadhÀrhÀõÀm plavaôgama/

 kÀryam karuõamÀryeõa na kaœcinnÀparÀdhyati//”

- ŒrÁ RÀmÀyaõa Uaddha-KÀõça 116:45.

116. For the term, ‘TirumÀl’, NaðjÁyar comments as, ‘the Lord shows

affection towards ŒrÁ (Tiruvi¸iÇattil mÀlÀr)’ To the word, PiÒÒÀ¸

comments as,  ‘ŒrÁ is the subject matter for her ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa

(tiruvi¸ mÀlukku viÈayamÀka iruppavar)’.

117. The Commentator uses the TamiÞ word, ‘tamikka’ to express the

meaning, ‘to punish’. He also uses the TamiÞ word, ‘n¼rtaravu’. It

means the direct written order that, the Lord accepts the demerits

of His humble devotees.

118. The Commentator beautifully elucidates the unbreakable relation

of the Lord as well as His devotees.

119. Here, the Commentator stresses the fact that, there is no restriction

for the Lord to shower His grace to the NÀyakÁ of NammÀÞvÀr.

120. “Sa kuruÈva mahotsÀha kÃpÀm mayi nararÈabha/

 ÀnÃœamsyam paro dharmastvatta eva mayÀ œÃtaÍ//”

- ŒrÁ RÀmÀyaõa Sundara-KÀõça 40:41.

121. “Kim kopamÂlam manujendraputra kaste na santiÈÇhati vÀônideœe/

  kaœœuÈka vÃkÈam vanamÀpatantam dvÀkhnimÀsÁdati nirviœaôkaÍ//”

- ŒrÁ RÀmÀyaõa KiÈkindhÀ-KÀõça 33:40.

In this context, the mode of pacifying ŒrÁ LakÈmaõa’s anxiety by

TÀra is elaborately discussed within the expanded commentary of

the above mentioned verse by Purushothama Naidu, B.R. (2012),

op.cit., pp. 210-211 & BhagavadviÈayam, vol., IB (1999), op.cit.,

pp. 636-637)

122. Since it is reported as, ‘you, as my messenger didn’t respond my

appeal’ (see the translation of the verse TVM 1.4:8), it is realized

that, she had already sent the appropriate messenger to convey as,

‘you should go to my NeÇumÀl, who is passionate towards His

devotee and inform Him about my grave illness of separation’

BhagavadviÈayam, voI.,B (1999), op.cit., p. 640). Refer to the subject

matter of ‘translation’ part of the verse.
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123. “Laukikam vaidikam vÀpi tathÀdhyÀtmikameva vÀ/

 ÀdadÁta yato jðÀnam tam pÂrvamabhivÀdayet//”

- Consult: BhagavadviÈayam, vol. 1B, (1999), op.cit., pp. 641.

124. The Commentator, by using the apt TamiÞ word cÀturttikam ‘a kind

of fever comes periodically once in four days’ described the illness

caused by the separation of ŒrÁ BharaÞÀvÀr with ŒrÁ RÀmapirÀ¸. ŒrÁ

BharaÞÀvÀr’s fever is not as that of the periodical fever of the worldly

people. In this context, it is better to look at the following verse

from ŒrÁ Kamba RÀmÀyaõa.

“Veyartta m¼¸iya¸ viÞipoÞi maÞaiya¸mÂ vi¸aiyaic

ceyirtta cintaiya¸ terumaral uÞantuÞantu aÞivÀ¸

ayirttu n½kki¸um te¸ºicai a¸ºiv¼ºu aºiyÀ¸

payatta tu¸pam¼ uruvukoõÇu e¸¸alÀm paÇiyÀ¸”.

‘Body perspiring, eyes shedding tears

Hating the past, perplexed and sorrowful

Knowing no quarter except the South,

The very picture of deep distress’

- Kamba Ramayanam: Yuddha Kandam 37, Release and Return 92.

The Commentator also referred to the verse in ŒrÁ RÀmÀyaõa and

beautifully commented for each and every word:

“JaÇilam cÁravasanam prÀðjalim patitam bhuvi/

aôke bharatamÀropya dadarœa rÀmo durdarœam yugÀnte bhÀskaram yathÀ//”.

JaÇilam: When the Monarch Daœaratha sees the garland stringed

with beautiful flower, he immediately used to remark that, if

Bharata wears this one, then, it is  nice for him. But, at present, he

is having matted hair only. CÁravasanam: When the Monarch

Daœaratha sees the beautiful clothes, he immediately used to convey

that this is aptly fit for Bharata. But, at present, he is wearing only

dress made out of bark. PrÀðjalim: Bharata is one, who used to

perform charity to others who showed their joint palms towards

him. But, at present, he is always with the joint palms.  Patitam

bhuvi: Since bed could be irritating Bharata, ŒrÁ RÀma during his

sleep used to place him on his lap. But, now, he is lying on the

ground. Dadarœa rÀmo durdarœam: ŒrÁ RÀma used to see Bharata for

always without any gap. But, at present, ŒrÁ RÀma does not have
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the chance to look into him because he is at the forest. YugÀnte

bhÀskaram yathÀ: Bharata looks like the Sun at the time of universal

dissolution. That is, if ŒrÁ RÀma saws the drastic situation of Bharata,

then, he is no more as well as his vibhÂti also no more. The phrase

also shall be commented as, ‘the situation of Bharata seems to be

like the ultimate dissolution of the universe is dawning upon him’.

- ŒrÁ RÀmÀyaõa AyodhyÀ-KÀõça 100:1.

125. The averment, ‘SugrÁva has returned back with great roar’ means

that, SugrÁva asked VÀli to begin the war.

126. The statement, ‘at that time those individual may try to give some

money’ indicates the inner meaning of phrase, vaikkav¼ vakukki¸ºu

‘these Àtmas are created by my NÀrayaõa’ of this stanza.  The subject

matter of comparison could be understood from the treatment of

commentary part.

127. “KaõÇukoõÇu, e¸ kaikaÒ Àra ni¸ tiruppÀtaôkaÒm¼l eõ ticaiyum uÒÒa pÂk

koõÇu ¼tti, ukantu ukantu” - TVM 4.7:8.

128. The observation, ‘though there is degradation to the inner nature

for an individual’ means the fact, ‘though the inner nature of the

Àtma is not deserved for the spiritualization of the Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa’.

129. “SÃÈÇastvam vanavÀsÀya svanuraktas suhÃjjane/

rÀme pramÀdam mÀkÀrÈÁÍ putra bhrÀtari gacchati//”

- ŒrÁ RÀmÀyaõa AyodhyÀ-KÀõça 40:5.

130. In this situation, the NÀyakÁ feels that, whether this separation with

the Lord is ultimate end or it ends with death.

131. Here, the Commentator gives two kinds of interpretation to the

statement, ‘due to the lack of good karma, the Àtma is separated

with the Lord and by sustaining its differentiated state, it also lost

its relation with its associates’. The first interpretation  means the

fact that, the NÀyakÁ stands alone in separation and her status is

indifferent from others because she does not have good karma. The

second interpretation refers to the matter that, she is not only alone

in the separation, but, her condition  is indifferent from others

because she is also in separation with her relatives because she is

not having good karma.
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132. “EmarÀlum paÞippuõÇu iôku e¸ tammÀl iÞippuõÇu tamar½Çu aôku

uºaivÀrkkut takkilam¼? k¼ÒÁr¼!” - TVM 9.7:2. This quotation specifies

that, since the NÀyakÁ is alone in separation with the Lord and

needs no others’ relation, her relatives left from her.

133. The Commentator, with proper example explains the context.

134. Here, the phrase, ‘by catching hold of cool air’s leg’ is cil¼Çai

‘paronomasia: ‘figurative speech in which a word or phrase admits

of two or more interpretation’’. Over here, the NÀyakÁ stresses her

own status for the union with the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa.

135. See the reference number 139 of the first decade.

136. “Apa eva sasarjÀdauÒa tÀsu vÁryamapÀsÃjat/

 tadaõçamabhavaddhaimam sahasrÀmœusamaprabham//”

- Ma¸avadharmaœÀstra 1:8.

137. The Commentator to convey the declaration, ‘holds on the holy

discus’ uses the proper word, ‘Àcu’. It means clutches (piÇittal) of

the weapon in hand.

138. “VÀhi vÀta yataÍ kÀntÀ tÀm spºÈÇvÀ mÀmapi spºœa/

 tvayi me gÀtrasamsparœaÍ candre dºÈÇisamÀgamaÍ//”

- ŒrÁ RÀmÀyaõa Uaddha-KÀõça 5:9.

139. “VicitrÀ dehasampattirÁœvvarÀya niveditum/

pÂrvameva kÃtÀ brahman hastapÀdÀdi samyutÀ//” - ŒrÁ ViÈõu Tattvam.

Verify: BhagavadviÈayam, vol. 1B, (1999), op.cit.,p. 656.

140. In this verse, the statement, ’the Lord Kaõõa¸, master of the cetanas,

the residents of immeasurable seven types of the worlds’ elucidates

the Lord’s magnanimity and the phrase, ‘in adoration of the Lord

Kaõõa¸’ refers to the Lord’s simplicity.

141. The Commentator, by thinking of the last statement of the stanza,

‘those who master it shall attain the eternal bliss of the kaiôkarya

at the indestructible paramapada’ gives his introductory remark of

the verse accordingly as, ‘if one just recites the words of this decade

shall reach over the paramapada’.

142. For the Lord’s name, ‘Kaõõa¸’, the Commentator gives two kinds

of explanations. The first one is, ‘to become as the subject for the

Lord Kaõõa¸’. The second is mentioning of the name of Kaõõa¸
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(peyarccol). The following verse of Kamba RÀmÀyaõam is supporting

the first meaning of the Lord Kaõõa¸.

“VÁtivÀyc celki¸ ºÀ¸p½l viÞittuimai yÀtu ni¸ºa

mÀtarÀr kaõka ÒÂÇ¼ vÀvumÀ¸ t¼riº celvÀ¸

yÀti¸um uyarnt½r ta¸¸ai yÀvarkkuô kaõõa¸ e¸º¼

½tiya peyarkkuttÀ¸¼ uºuporuÒ uõartti viÇÇÀ¸”.

‘His Chariot drawn by leaping horses

He seemed to these with unknowing eyes

The most precious of their organs —

The very apple of these eyes -

And so to justify the name

By which he was known in their language’

– Kamba Ramayanam, BalakÀõdam, 20.The Bridegrooms Parade 6.

143. “AkÀla phalino vÃkÈÀs sarve cÀpi madhusravÀÍ/

  bhavantu mÀrkge bhagavannayodhyÀm prati gacchataÍ//”

- ŒrÁ RÀmÀyaõa Uaddha-KÀõça 127:17-18.

144. The Commentator through this summary graciously points out

the inner crux of the verses of this decade. By thinking of the

phrase, ‘Oh! Compassionate female crane’ (TVM 1.4:1), NammÀÞvÀr

graciously glorifies the knowledgeable aspects of the ÀcÀrya. In this

place, the two wings of the crane mean the jðÀna and anuÈÇÀna. By

minding the fact, ‘the koel’s voice is so sweet’ (1.4:2), he expresses

that, ÀcÀrya will be speaking with sweet language. By thinking of

the statement, ‘Oh! Swan with gentle walk’ (1.4:3) he remarks that,

ÀcÀrya has the  sÀrÀsÀravivekajðÀna. By remembering the phrase,

‘Oh! A¸ºil birds of beautiful sapphire hue!’ (1.4:4), he graciously

describes the beautiful form of ÀcÀrya. By thinking of the phrase,

‘searching fishes’ (1.4:5), he states that, the ÀcÀrya is so pure that he

will be in patience until to obtain the desired goal. By minding the

statement, ‘You bee, with lovely hoops!’ (1.4:6), he conveys the

truth that, the ÀcÀrya is enjoying the countless auspicious qualities

and he is so beautiful and possesses the grandeur characters. Over

here, since the bee does not take any other things except the honey,

it gets much importance. By remembering the phrase, ‘Oh! youthful
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parrot’ (1.4:7), he graciously points out that, though the ÀcÀrya is

all knowing, he will not utter anything which is not heard from his

own ÀcÀrya. By thinking of the statement, ‘seek someone, who can

feed you tiny bits of delicious’ (1.4:8), he outlines that, fulfilling

the ÀcÀrya’s bodily needs is the foremost concern for the spiritual

journey of the œiÈya. Since cool wind (1.4:9) is not good for health,

he describes the fact that, the relationship with the ÀcÀrya alone is

the cause for œiÈya’s existence and the relation with others shall

cause sins to him. As well, by minding the expression, ‘the Lord

who is cause of the cyclic birth of the œarÁra and the Àtma’ (TVM

1.4:10), it is inferred that, the Commentator comments about the

existence of œiÈya in relation with His ÀcÀrya. In this decade, up to

seventh verse, the characteristic features of ÀcÀrya are well defined.

The next three verses are delineated about the œiÈya.

145. “E¸¸uÇai nal ¸utal naôkaimÁrkÀÒ! yÀ¸ i¸ic ceyvatu e¸? e¸ neðcu e¸¸ai

           ni¸ iÇaiy¼¸ all¼¸ e¸ºu nÁôki n¼miyum caôkum irukaik koõÇu

          pal neÇum cÂÞ cuÇar jðÀyiºº½Çu pÀl mati ¼nti ½r k½la nÁla

          nal neÇum ku¸ºam varuvatu oppÀ¸ nÀÒ malarp pÀtam aÇaintatuv¼”

- TVM 8.2:10.

146. “Aðciºaiya puÇkaÒtamai ‘ÀÞyÀ ¸ukkunÁr

  eðceyalaic collum’ e¸a irantu - viðca

 nalaôkiyatum mÀºa¸iôk¼ nÀyaka¸ait t¼Çi

 malaôkiyatum patti vaÒam”  - TiruvÀymoÞi NÂººantÀti 4.
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ŒrÁ LakÈmÁ, the Goddess of Fortune

Homage to ŒrÁ RÀmÀnuja, who is endowed with the grace of the

Goddess ŒrÁ LakÈmÁ

Long Live, the Flowery Feet of MÀºa¸

FIFTH DECADE (1.5)

INTRODUCTION

NammÀÞvÀr has gained the parajðÀna through the bhakti

NammÀÞvÀr, in the first decade declared that, those who surrendered

to the holy feet of the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa shall not have demerits. He,

in the second decade conveyed the truth that, since surrendered to the

holy feet of PuruÈothama, the phala ‘fruit’ will be certainly obtained. He,

in the third decade has specified that, since the Lord, out of His

saulabhyaguõa takes the avatÀras, the devotees are loyal to them. He, in the

fourth decade has asserted that, since the Lord magnanimously forgives

the demerits of His devotees, definitely the fruit will be attained.

NammÀÞvÀr through this decade glorifies that, the Lord is such a œÁlavÀ¸

‘humble one to mix with everybody’ and He convinces His devotees, who

even move away from Him by thinking of their lowliness1. In this context,

the Lord shows His ‘emptiness’ to the devotees. The Lord’s emptiness

means that, He will never be ideal without His devotees. If the situation

is as such, there is a question, ‘in the previous decade, the °ÞvÀr, out of

overwhelmed desire for union with the Lord sent the messengers, but,

over here, what is the reason to move away from the side of Lord?’. The

°ÞvÀr, previously out of love, sent the messenger to the Lord, but, over

here, he out of his jðÀna moves away from Him. ‘Is the °ÞvÀr possessing
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both the qualities?’. As said, ‘the Lord dispels all doubts and grants pure

knowledge’ (TVM 1.1:1), since the Lord provided him the pure knowledge,

he gained the parajðÀna, which is matured through the bhakti. Also from

this, it is derived that, because of this parajðÀna, the °ÞvÀr possessed both

the qualities of love and the jðÀna.

NammÀÞvÀr started to leave from the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa’s side

If asked, ‘how the °ÞvÀr through this decade appropriately explains

the Lord’s œÁlam?’. In the previous decade, the °ÞvÀr sent the messengers

to the Lord for his union with Him. As in response, the Lord with very

hurriedly, i.e., literally with cloth and hair flying loose arrived at the °ÞvÀr’s

place as He came to rescue the elephant, GajenrdrÀÞvÀ¸. At that time, the

°ÞvÀr personally observed the Lord’s greatness as well as his current nature

of being bound with the œarÁra. At that time, he thought as, ‘just like

destroying the graceful person’s taõõÁrpantal ‘place where drinking water,

butter milk etc., are given to passers by during the hot season’, I should

not approach the Lord, who is praised by the nityasÂris. So it is better to

leave the place’. If asked, ‘is it possible for the °ÞvÀr to survive after leaving

the place? and  what would be happening if he leaves away from the

Lord?’.  Definitely he will be dead. ‘Then why did he leave the place?’. It

is answered that, those who wish to glorify his master, wouldn’t give

much importance to his personal loss. Once ŒrÁ RÀma and the DevadhÂtha

‘heavenly messenger’ have discussed some personal matters in private

quarters. At that time, the DevadhÂtha instructed ŒrÁ LakÈmaõa not to allow

anybody inside the room and if anybody entered, then the death sentence

will be given to him. But, unfortunately, DhurvÀsa ãÈi wanted to enter the

private quarters. At that time, ŒrÁ LakÈmaõa feared much that, if he denied

DhurvÀsa, definitely he might have cursed him, then, that would cause

pain to ŒrÁ RÀma. So, ŒrÁ LakÈmaõa permitted the ãÈi to enter the room.

Then, he also entered the room to  accept the punishment. At that time, ŒrÁ

LakÈmaõa prayed ŒrÁ RÀma as, ‘Oh!, the great king, if you have any love

or affection for me, it is better for you to satisfy your promise by fearlessly

slaying me’2. As such, there is also another incident occurred in ŒrÁ

RÀmÀyaõa. When SÁtÀprÀÇÇÁ was left alone in the banks of GaôgÀ, she assured

ŒrÁ LakÈmaõa, ‘Oh!, the Saumitri, I shall just renounce my life in the waters
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of JÀhnavÁ? But, I desist from this for it shall bring about the termination

of my husband’s race’3. Just like ŒrÁ LakÈmaõa and SÁtÀprÀÇÇÁ4 who gave

importance to the glory of ŒrÁ RÀma, NammÀÞvÀr also thought as, ‘like

throwing milk hedge in a pond5 and mixing the poison in ambrosia, it is

not appropriate to approach the Lord, who is enjoying by the nityasÂris’.

So, the °ÞvÀr, by giving importance to the glory of the Lord, started to

leave from Him.

Among the devotees, nobody is disqualified to approach the Lord

When the °ÞvÀr is leaving, the Lord, by thinking as, ‘Oh! I cannot

lose him’, asked him, ‘do you think to leave Me?’. The °ÞvÀr responds, ‘yes

I, the servant of You wishes to leave You’. The Lord reacts, ‘you, think

that, your service shall degrade Me by leaving from My side, if so, then,

the others also by assuming  that, those who are well versed with the jðÀna

and the anuÈÇÀõa alone can reach over Me, then, shall leave Me. On the

other hand, if you, by considering yourself as lowly servant of Myself,

approach me, then, others shall feel that, all, without the variations of high

or low, pleasant or unpleasant can easily approach Me6. So, if you leave,

then, it shall cause real embarrassment to Me! Moreover, I have established

the fact, that, nobody is disqualified to approach Me. Have you not notice

that, I, while simply measuring the world, without identifying the good

and bad put My lotus feet upon everyone?’.

‘Presence of NammÀÞvÀr by the side of Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa’ is His

dhÀrakam

The °ÞvÀr, after hearing the Lord’s graceful words thought to

approach Him. Though he thought as such, even then, he unnecessarily

wished to leave the Lord. At that time, the °ÞvÀr thought, ‘if the Lord gets

gratefulness out of my approach to Him, then, it shall mean that, He

didn’t have such glorious previously. Since it is also not acceptable, it is

still better to leave Him’. So, once again the °ÞvÀr started to leave from the

side of the Lord7. At that time, the Lord asserted the °ÞvÀr, ‘though you

are thinking as a lowly personality, then, you should understand my divine

status, i.e., your association is My dhÀrakam ‘that which serves to cross or

overcome and sustenance’, like butter at TiruvÀyppÀÇi. Even then, if you
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want to leave me, you will also go to the hell like the thieves, who took

away the butter from me at TiruvÀyppÀÇi. So, if you leave Me, then it

causes My glorified sustenance will be questionable’. Thus, the Lord by all

means convinced NammÀÞvÀr and made him as His associate for always.

The Lord’s act is comparable with ŒrÁ RÀmÀyaõa and Bhagavad GÁtÀ

The above said act of the Lord making the °ÞvÀr to be with Him

shall be comparable with the incidents of ŒrÁ RÀmÀyaõa and the Bhagvad

GÁtÀ. As expressed in ŒrÁ RÀmÀyaõa, ‘VibhÁÈaõa has come here as friend so

I cannot forsake him by any means. And if he has come with any evil

intent it is not culpable for the pious to afford him shelter’8, like ŒrÁ RÀma

associated with VibhÁÈaõa, the Lord made association with the °ÞvÀr. In

Bhagvad GÁtÀ, it is stated that, Arjuna, by thinking, ‘I don’t want to get

great wealth to rule the country as king out of the killing of my kiths and

kins’, stood ideal with the mind of not to fight. At the time the Lord KÃÈõa

cleared his doubts and convinced him to fight. Then Arjuna, as praised,

‘Oh!, infallible one, by your grace my illusion has been dispelled and I am

situated in knowledge. I am now free from doubts and I shall act according

to your instructions’9, started to fight with the grace and guidance  of the

Lord KÃÈõa. Like the  Lord KÃÈõa nullified Arjuna’s doubts, the Lord

ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa also wiped out all the doubts of NammÀÞvÀr and made

association with the °ÞvÀr .Thus, the Commentator affably described the

Lord’s glorified wisdom and His wishful association with NammÀÞvÀr10.

1.5:1. NammÀÞvÀr scorned the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa

Transliteration

“VaÒav¼Þ ulaki¸ mutalÀya vÀ¸½r iºaiyai aruvi¸aiy¼¸

‘kaÒav¼Þ veõõey toÇuuõÇa kalvÀ!’ e¸pa¸ pi¸¸aiyum

‘taÒav¼Þ muºuval pi¸¸aikkÀy vallÀ¸ Àyar talaiva¸Ày

iÒav¼ºu ¼Þum taÞuviya entÀy!’ e¸pa¸ ni¸aintunaint¼”.

Verbal Translation

VaÒam: the grateful; ¼Þ ulaki¸: for the seven worlds; mutalÀya: etc.,

i.e., the other subject matters of material realms; vÀ¸½r iºaiyai: the Lord of

celestials; aruvi¸aiy¼¸: the deep rooted sinner; kaÒav¼Þ: by having interest
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upon stealing; veõõey: the butter; toÇuuõÇa: to eat secretly; kalvÀ!: Oh thief!;

e¸pa¸: I called; pi¸¸aiyum: further/then; taÒav¼Þ/taÒavu: jasmine (mullai);

¼Þ: appearing as; muºuval: by possessing gentle smile; pi¸¸aikkÀy: for the

Nappi¸¸aiprÀÇÇÁ; vallÀ¸ Àyar/val À¸ Àyar: the cow-herd clan; talaiva¸Ày: as

the chief of; iÒav¼ºu: the youthful bulls; ¼Þum: the seven; taÞuviya: embarrassed

and killed; entÀy!: O my Lord!; e¸pa¸: I can say; ni¸aintu: by thinking of

mind; naint¼: faintly.

Translation

‘Ill-fated I, the deep rooted sinner, meditate upon the Lord of

celestials, cause of grateful seven worlds and by thinking of the mind and

out of it faintly called, ‘Oh thief! Who ate butter secretly by stealth!’ Then,

‘Oh! Chief of the cow-herd clan who killed seven youthful bulls for winning

Nappi¸¸aiprÀÇÇÁ’s Jasmine smile, Oh!, my Lord’’.

1.5:1.1. Introduction: The nityasÂris enjoy the glory of Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa

NammÀÞvÀr, through this stanza remarks that, he, out of his mind,

word and deed11 scorned the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa, who is enjoying  by

the nityasÂris.

1.5:1.2. Commentary

1.5:1.2.1. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa is the master of the nityasÂris

‘Ill-fated I, the deep rooted sinner, meditate upon the Lord of

celestials, cause of grateful seven worlds faintly called, ‘Oh thief! Who ate

butter secretly by stealth!’. The °ÞvÀr, through the phrase, ‘grateful seven

worlds’ mentions about the lÁÀvibhÂti. He by stating, ‘Lord of celestials’

referred to the nityavibhÂti. Then, he astonishingly avers, ‘Oh! I tried to

disgrace the Lord, who is the master of the ubhayavibhÂti’. ‘Meditate upon

the Lord of celestials, cause of grateful seven worlds’. This statement also

stands as the adjective to celestials. It means the celestials as, ‘they, who

possess the gratefulness and they are frontiers of the seven worlds’. In this

context, the celestials are considered as the possessors of gratefulness

because they are directly able to experience and enjoy the blisses of the

Lord. ‘If the celestials are the frontiers of the seven worlds, they should
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become as the cause of seven world, if so, are they become as such?’. Since

AstrabhÂÈaõa chapter of ŒrÁ ViÈõupurÀõa mentions that, in His ŒrÁ Kaustubha

jewel12, the Lord, who bears the collection of all the jÁvÀtmas and through

His ŒrÁvatsa mole, He bears the collection all materials of the acetana and

the celestials, becomes the cause of seven worlds. Since the nityasÂris are

the spiritual guru-preceptor, they act in the direction of the Lord only13. So,

by thinking of them, the °ÞvÀr calls the Lord as, ‘the Lord of celestials’. In

this context only, the nityasÂris are thinking about the Lord as their swÀmi

‘master’.

1.5:1.2.2. NammÀÞvÀr’s love towards the Lord made him not to leave

NammÀÞvÀr started to point out the Lord as, ‘Oh thief!’. But, he

himself avers as, ‘ill-fated I, the deep rooted sinner’. The reason for it is

delineated properly. A follower of dharma, out of his rÀjasa and tÀmasa

guõas made fire upon his own house. But, when satva guõa overwhelmed,

he displeased much about that. Over here, as above cited, like the follower

of dharma, the °ÞvÀr also as such displeased much. The statement, ‘deep

rooted sinner’ is the effect of phrase, ‘Oh thief!’, which is the indirect

lovable expression of NammÀÞvÀr upon the Lord. ‘If so, if averred the

lovable aspect as, ‘deep rooted sin (aruvi¸ai)’, then, ‘is it correct?’. According

to the °ÞvÀr, sin affects the thing, which is not liked by him. Though he

desired to be away from the Lord, but, his lovable aspects towards Him

made him not to go. So, to explicit this aspects only, the °ÞvÀr with negative

connotation points out the lovable aspects as, ‘deep rooted sin’.

1.5:1.2.3. The Lord KÃÈõa gave himself at the disposal of YaœodÀ’s wishes

‘Faintly called, ‘Oh thief! who ate secretly butter by stealth!’. The

°ÞvÀr claims that, he calls the Lord as the culprit, who, by stealing butter

and ate it. At the same time, this act of stealing is known by all. The Tamil

word, ‘¼Þ’ transformed into, ‘eÞutal’, then, ‘eÞutal’ means the fact that, it is

known by all. In this place, the TamiÞ word, ‘kaÒav¼Þ’ shall be commented

as, ‘one enjoys the act of stealing’. It also means the truth, ‘one, who steals

and it is known by all’. For the word, ‘kaÒav¼Þ’, it is also commented that,

the °ÞvÀr called the Lord KÃÈõa as, ‘Oh thief! who ate secretly butter by

stealth!’, which is repeatedly uttered by YaœodÀ’ also. ‘Jasmine smile’. When

seeing cow at forest, certainly the cow at the house is coming to the mind.
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Like that, when observing beautiful teeth of YaœodÀ, the beauty of jasmine

bud is remembered by the mind. So, the °ÞvÀr expressed the teeth of her

as, ‘Jasmine smile’. It shall be commented in a different direction. While

comparing both sides, it is identified that, before the beautiful teeth of

YaœodÀ, the beauty of jasmine is failed. To support the fact, there is also

a reference in YÀpperuôkalakÀrikai VÃtti as, pallukku toººa pa¸imullai ‘refreshed

jasmine failed before the teeth’14. ‘For winning Nappi¸¸aiprÀÇÇÁ’ smile’.

The Lord KÃÈõa, by failing before the Nappi¸¸aiprÀÇÇÁ’s smile, He gave

Himself at the disposal of her wishes.

1.5:1.2.4. The Lord KÃÈõa as chief of cow-herd clan, killed the seven bulls

‘Oh! Chief of the cow-herd clan’. As referred to in ŒrÁ MahÀbhÀrata,

‘PÀõçavas have  surrendered at the holy feet of the Lord KÃÈõa, He is their

strength, He is their master’15, the Lord KÃÈõa is the supporter of cow-herd

community people, so that, they walk around their lands with self

confidence. So, the Lord KÃÈõa is glorified as, ‘chief of a cow-herd clan’. By

making this phrase as adjective to manliness of the Lord KÃÈõa, it shall be

commented in a different direction. In the cow-herd community, for some

time only the men are used to take bath for œarÁras and for some other

time, they used to take bath for head alone16. Moreover, they used to take

bath during the festival time like kÀrttikai. But, for the Lord KÃÈõa, He even

wouldn’t take bath during the festival time and wander casually as the

true man of cow-herd community. There must be some reason for His

wandering nature and not taking bath. ‘What is the reason for the same?’

and ‘if He is as such, is there anybody who gives good bride to Him?’.

Though the Lord KÃÈõa is as such, the parents of the community wished

very much to give good bride to Him and they felt that act itself is the

phala, i.e., the emancipation of their life. For this act of providing good

bride, KÂrattÀÞvÀ¸ referred to the quotation, ‘Oh! beautiful Lord! Common,

in the KÃÈõÀvatÀra, as kÈatriya by birth and as vaisya by brought up, at a

kÈaõa, you accepted two mothers, two fathers. As the fruit of the same, you

married Rukmaõi and Nappi¸¸ai with respective to their clans’17. It means

the fact that, the Lord KÃÈõa as the chief of cow-herd clan, married

Nappi¸¸aiprÀÇÇÁ and as a kÈatriya, married RukmaõiprÀÇÇÁ. By pointing out

ŒrÁ RÀmÀyaõa, the phrase shall be commented in another direction. As

stated, ‘as regards their character, age, conduct, family and other auspicious
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marks, they are equal and hence RÀghava deserves VaidekÁ and this one

of dark-blue eyes is his’18, here also the Lord KÃÈõa and Nappi¸¸aiprÀÇÇÁ

became the good married partner. In this context, since in this cow-herd

community, the people made the situation for the Lord KÃÈõa to kill the

seven bulls, NammÀÞvÀr praised the Lord KÃÈõa as, ‘chief of the cow-herd

clan’.

1.5:1.2.5. NammÀÞvÀr, out of his mind, words and deeds scorned the Lord

‘Killed seven youthful bulls for winning Nappi¸¸aiprÀÇÇÁ’. The Lord

KÃÈõa embraced the seven youthful bulls19, which are equal to Yama, the

death god and by combining the necks of the bulls together, He killed

them. The TamiÞ word, taÞuviya ‘being embraced’ is commented with specific

connotation. After killing the bulls, the Lord embraced Nappi¸¸aiprÀÇÇÁ. In

this context, while the Lord embracing the bulls, He felt that, it is just like

embracing the breast of Nappi¸¸aiprÀÇÇÁ. To explicit the truth only, the

°ÞvÀr uses this specific word, ‘taÞuviya’. ‘Oh!, my Lord’. After killing th

seven bulls, the Lord KÃÈõa won Nappi¸¸aiprÀÇÇÁ. At that time,

Nappi¸¸aiprÀÇÇÁ repeated the words as, ‘Oh!, my Lord’. NammÀÞvÀr also

as such, pronounced the word as, ‘Oh!, my Lord!’. ‘By thinking of the

mind’. It means the act of the °ÞvÀr that, he, even out of the mind, disrepute

the Lord. ‘Faintly’. Apart from the mind, by thinking of the Lord, the °ÞvÀr

œarÁra becomes crumbled. At that time, the others came to know the drastic

situation of the °ÞvÀr’s pathetic situation. It means the °ÞvÀr’s deed. Thus,

NammÀÞvÀr, out of his mind, word and deeds has scorned the Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa.

1.5:1.2.6. NammÀÞvÀr’s sorrowfulness for the statement of previous

decades

To this verse, it shall be commented as follows. NammÀÞvÀr felt

sorry and declared, ‘the Lord of the ever wakeful celestials’. Then he noted

as, ‘how easily the Lord was caught and bound to the mortar’ and even

the °ÞvÀr  as the NÀyakÁ became as the Lord’s wife and sent messengers.

In follow up, he through this stanza, by addressing, ‘Oh! Chief of a cow-

herd clan who killed seven youthful bulls for winning Nappi¸¸aiprÀÇÇÁ’s

Jasmine smile, O my Lord’, explicated his deep sense of sorrowfulness for

the above indicated spiritually oriented confession20.
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1.5:2. NammÀÞvÀr decided to associate with the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa

Transliteration

“Ni¸aintu naintuuÒ karaintuuruki imaiy½r palarum mu¸ivarum

pu¸ainta kaõõi nÁrcÀntam pukaiy½Çu ¼nti vaõaôki¸Àl

ni¸ainta ellÀp poruÒkaÇkum vittÀy mutaliº citaiyÀm¼

ma¸aðcey jðÀ¸attu u¸perumai mÀcÂ õÀt½ mÀy½¸¼”.

Verbal Translation

Ni¸aintu: to meditate upon; naintu: ruined œarÁra; uÒ karaintuuruki:

the mind melted like water; imaiy½r palarum: the celestials; mu¸ivarum: and

the sages; pu¸ainta: the stringed garlands; kaõõi nÁr: the sacramental water;

cÀntam: the sandal paste; pukaiy½Çu: along with the incense; ¼nti: by carrying;

vaõaôki¸Àl: if worship; ni¸ainta: known by your sacred heart;

ellÀpporuÒkaÇkum: all the things conceivable; vittÀy: the cause of/seed of;

mutaliº citaiyÀm¼: while transforming as effect, you are unchangeable;

ma¸aðcey jðÀ¸attu: the glorified jðÀna, realized by the remembrance through

mind; u¸perumai: your glory; mÀcÂõÀt½: will it not tarnish?; mÀy½¸¼: Oh, the

Lord! You possess wonderful qualities.

Translation

‘Oh, the Lord! You possess wonderful qualities. You are the cause

of all the things conceivable and while transforming as effect, you are

unchangeable, which are known by your sacred heart. If celestials, sages

meditate upon you with their ruined œarÁra and mind melted like water

and worship with stringed garlands, sacramental water, sandal paste and

incense, will it not tarnish your glorified jðÀna, realized by the remembrance

through the mind?’.

1.5:2.1. Introduction: NammÀÞvÀr cursed by himself

In the previous stanza, NammÀÞvÀr declared, ‘out of mind and word

with depleted œarÁra I have committed the mistake of scorning the Lord’.

But, over here, he conveyed his status as, ‘it is my fault that, I caused

disrespect to the Lord’. ‘How?’. If caõçÀÒa, a degraded person states, ‘I am

unqualified to know the Lord, who is not even described fully by the

Veda’, then, the remark is not acceptable because he is not even intellectually
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qualified to announce as such. The °ÞvÀr compared his position as that of

the caõçÀÒa and felt sorry for leaving from the side of Lord. Moreover,

since the BrahmÀ, etc., possess the lovable aspect of mind, they have the

true qualification to affirm as, ‘we are unqualified to think about the Lord’.

In this place, it is to be realized that, NammÀÞvÀr, by himself thought that,

he is not even having the lovable aspects of mind towards the Lord as that

of the BrahmÀ, etc. Apart from the above context, the °ÞvÀr within this

embraced situation, out of inexpressibly overwhelmed affection toward

the Lord, thought as, ‘instead of leaving with the thinking, ‘I committed

mistakes’, it is better to be associated the Lord with the sense of servitude’.

In this background, the °ÞvÀr, by not recognizing his social as well as

intellectual status and doubting of his servitude with the lovable mind

upon the Lord tried to leave from the side of the Lord. In short, the °ÞvÀr,

with his thinking about his setbacks, by cursing his lowly reputation than

that of the caõçÀÒa and by murmuring himself as, ‘I did the mistakes’,

along with all the kinds of submissively confused consciousness drifted

away from the side of the Lord.

1.5:2.2. Commentary

1.5:2.2.1. When the Devas possess satva guõa, they meditate upon the

Lord

‘Meditate upon you with their ruined œarÁra’. When celestials like

the BrahmÀ come to worship the Lord, they come with the stringed garland,

sacramental water, sandal paste, etc. At that the time, they at the first, as

ŒrÁ ViÈõu PurÀõa delivers, ‘the Lord KÃÈõa will call me with care as, ‘Oh,

faultless AkrÂra!’21, they think that, the Lord shall call and inquire about

them. Then, unable to sustain the situation, they shall become heart broken.

‘Meditate upon with mind melted like water’. While worshiping the Lord,

the celestials shall have the mind melted like water and completely become

exhausted that, they may not even regain their self control of the mind and

œarÁra. ‘Who are they with the suffering of heart broken?’, It is answered,

‘celestials, sages’. The celestials denotes the Devas like the BrahmÀ and

‘sages’ refer to the sages like Sanaka, Sanandha, SanÀthana and Sanath

kumÀra. ‘Meditation upon the Lord is applicable to sages, but, since the
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Devas possess pride, as such, is it possible for them?’. It is answered that,

when the Devas possess rÀjasa as well as tÀmasa guõas, they have much of

pride, but, when they possess satva guõa, they by meditating upon the

Lord bear their ruined œarÁra and mind, which melted like water.

1.5:2.2.2. In the process of worship, the Lord gains His personal

satisfaction

‘If celestials, sages  meditate upon you with their ruined œarÁra and

mind melted like water and worship with stringed garlands, sacramental

water, sandal paste and incense’. As such, when the Devas possess satva

guõa, they come with stringed garlands and request the Lord to see the

beauty of garlands and garlanded the same upon His neck. Along with the

garlands, they bring sacramental water for the Lord to take rest and they

pour the water upon Him as, ‘arghya’22 during the pÂja. They also bring

sandal paste to smear the same upon the body of the Lord. Apart from

them, they also bring incense to offer the same to the Lord. ‘If worship’.

In the process of worshiping, celestials and sages felt full satisfaction when

the Lord gratefully accepts their offerings. In this context, as averred, ‘the

celestials brought fresh garlands, anointed you and offered incense’23, they

got satisfaction, when the Lord accepted their offerings. Moreover, they

felt the Lord’s acceptance of their offerings as their peru ‘final emancipation’.

At the same time, the Lord also felt great satisfaction because He, by

accepting their offerings made them to be happy. Above all, the act of

acceptance is considered as the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa’s peru, i.e., His

personal satisfaction of making His devotees to feel happy through their

offerings to Him.

1.5:2.2.3. At praÒaya, the Lord stands as the cause of all the things

‘You are the cause of all the things conceivable which are known by

your sacred heart’. The Lord is the cause of all the conceivable things,

which are known by the sacred heart of Him. If so, since the last statement,

‘the glorified jðÀna, realized by the remembrance through the mind’ of this

stanza indicates the Lord’s saôkalparÂpajðÀna24. ‘What is the essence of the

phrase, ‘known by your sacred heart’?’. The phrase refers to the Lord’s
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graceful thinking upon the jÁvas to help them. It is defined as follows. At

the praÒaya state, all the cetanas and  the acetanas are with Him only in the

form of subtle form and the Lord alone stands as, ‘sadeva’25. At that time,

like a father who last his son and like a father who is in separation from

his son, who is living in the other country, the Lord seriously thinks about

the jivas, which are in subtle state and they are unable to perform their

activities to get their final emancipation. So, NammÀÞvÀr, to express the

jivas in subtle condition, uses the phrase,  ‘known by your sacred heart’.

For this assertion, PiÒÒaiyamuta¸Àr gives another meaning. The TamiÞ word

ni¸aitttal ‘known by’ also means the other words, kalattal ‘being together’

as well as kÂÇal ‘to associate with each other’. In this context, the report,

‘You (the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa) are the cause of all the things conceivable,

which are known by your sacred heart’ refers to the Lord’s supreme stand

as, ‘Sat’. In this stature, the Lord stands as the cause of all the subject

matters, which are together with Him and associated with His total being

and existence. In another words, the cit and the acit are attached and

associated with the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa.

1.5:2.2.4. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa’s prakÀras alone transformed

‘You, while transforming as effect, you are unchangeable’. It means

that, while the Lord creates the worldly things, He, by Himself didn’t have

any impact of the created things. That is, since the Lord is ViœeÈi, there is

no impact of the viœeÈas26 upon Him. In other words, the svarÂpa and svabhÀ

of viœeÈas, i.e., the qualities of the cetanas and the acetanas at any level

wouldn’t make any impact upon the supreme reality, which is the Lord,

the ViœeÈi27. ‘Is there anything exist as such?’. When clay is transformed

into small earthen pot, etc., then, the round shape of the clay will be

destroyed. But, in relation with the ViœeÈi and viœeÈas, there is no connection

as that of the clay and small earthen pot. In another expression that, the

Lord’s prakÀras, i.e., attributes are the cetanas and acetans and Lord is prakÀri,

i.e., substratum. So, from this exposition, it is realized that, the Lord’s

prakÀras ‘attributes’ of Him alone have transformed and not prakÀri, the

Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa.
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1.5:2.2.5. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa’s jðÀna becomes the cause of the

world

The Lord as prakÀri remained with its originality without having

any sorts of change. This shall be clarified within the context of worldly

order. Within the material cause of worldly order, the raw material itself

becomes the object, after that, the raw material shall not be exist. But, it

wouldn’t be applicable to the Lord, who is upÀdhÀna kÀraõa, i.e., material

cause. ‘Your glorified jðÀna, realized by the remembrance through mind’.

Since the upÀdhÀna kÀraõa, i.e., material cause of the Lord possesses the

above mentioned uniqueness, NammÀÞvÀr beautifully explains the concept

as such. ‘Is this glorified jðÀna, realized by the remembrance through mind’

stands as the cause for creation of the world?’28. The Commentator

beautifully gives the proper explanation. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa with

subtle form of the cit and the acit is the cause for the creation of the world.

Though the creation is as such, but, the glorified jðÀna of the Lord must

act as the foremost spiritual force for the creation of world. ‘If the glorified

jðÀna of the Lord alone becomes as cause of the world, is it not the glorified

jðÀna alone become the cause of the world?’. The Commentator with a

valid pramÀõa supports the °ÞvÀr’s stand. Since the Lord Himself states as,

“I, by myself transformed into many’29, it is answered, ‘the Lord’s glorified

jðÀna, realized by the remembrance through mind’ alone stands as the

cause of this world.

1.5:2.2.6. NammÀÞvÀr, by thinking of his lowliness, left from the Lord’s

side

‘Will it not tarnish?’.  The Lord, out of His saôkalpa ‘solemn vow’,

without any effort creates everything of the world. By realizing the fact, if

the celestials like the BrahmÀ and sages like Sanaka, Sanandha, etc., can

think, ‘since we are created simply out of the Lord’s saôkalpa, then, how

it is justifiable to think that, we are having the qualification to worship

Him and know the entire qualifications of Him?’. In another sense, if they

worship, then, it is justifiable to question, ‘will it not tarnish His glorified

the jðÀna, realized by the remembrance through mind?’. In this context,

the question, ‘will it not tarnish?’ is uniquely commented by

VaÇakkuttiruvÁtippiÒÒai. The Lord, who the sole creator, out of His saôkalpa
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created all the animate and inanimate objects including human beings of

the universe. If so, it is presumed that, human beings as well as the objects

like flowers for stringing garlands, sandal paste, etc., which are used for

the worship are created by Him only. In this context, the created objects

like flowers, sandal paste, incense, etc., which are touched by the humans

during the process of worship are not having the actual worthiness (arghya:

perfect things offered reverentially to the God) in par with the supreme

divine status of the Creator, who is the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa. Based on

this argument, there is the possibility of answering the above cited question

as, ‘the objects touched by the humans used for the worship will tarnish

the glories of the Lord’. As well, they also have the status to leave from

the Lord by stating, ‘we do not have the qualification to think about the

greatness of the Lord’. As such, by realizing the situation, NammÀÞvÀr by

all the  means says, ‘since I am lowly than the caõçÀÒa, it is not justifiable

to commend about the glory of the Lord’. So, as indicated in the

introductory part, he, by cursing his lowly order than the caõçÀÒa, left from

the side of the Lord.

1.5:2.2.7. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa possesses the wonderful qualities

‘Oh, the Lord! You possess wonderful qualities’. NammÀÞvÀr through

the statement astonishingly avers that, the Lord with differentiated qualities

creates the Devas in high level, but, also equally creates the human beings

in utter low level. Within the perspectives, the Devas like the BrahmÀ, who

with all the kinds of qualifications for worshipping the Lord alone have

the authority to think about their lowliness and leave from the side of

Him. In this situation, NammÀÞvÀr questions himself, ‘even that of thinking

of the qualifications to worship Him, I am also not at all having the meager

status to think, ‘who I am before the supremacy of the Lord?’’. Hence he

left from the side of Him. Apart from the above kind of commentation,

there is another way to explain this asseveration. That is, the Lord’s

wonderful differentiated divine qualities change even the Devas like the

BrahmÀ into as that of insignificant (aºpam) human kind to think their

lowliness and leave from the side of the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa. Thus, the

°Þvar with all the kinds of surprise praises the Lord, ‘Oh! the Lord! You

possess wonderful qualities’.
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1.5:3. NammÀÞvÀr stunned upon the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa’s

simplicity

Transliteration

“MÀy½ ¸ikaÒÀy naÇaikaººa vÀ¸½r palarum mu¸ivarum

nÁy½ ¸ikaÒaip paÇaie¸ºu niºainÀ¸ muka¸aip paÇaittÀva¸

c¼y½¸ ellÀ aºivukkum ticaikaÒ ellÀm tiruvaÇiyÀl

tÀy½¸ ellÀ evvuyirkkum tÀy½¸ tÀ¸½r uruva¸¼”.

Verbal Translation

MÀy½¸ikaÒÀy: the wombs possess higher ranks; naÇaikaººa: to carry

out the individual responsibilities; vÀ¸½r: the Devas; palarum: others;

mu¸ivarum: and sages; nÁ: you; y½¸ikaÒai: the living beings; paÇaie¸ºu

niºainÀ¸muka¸ai: ordered BrahmÀ to create; paÇaittÀva¸: the one who created;

c¼y½¸: one, who is beyond comprehension; ellÀ aºivukkum: the knowledge

of all the beings including the BrahmÀ and the Devas; ticaikaÒ ellÀm: the

world with all its directions; tiruvaÇiyÀl: the tender divine feet; tÀy½¸: the

mother of; ellÀ evvuyirkkum: all the Àtmas; tÀy½¸: the mother of; tÀ¸½r uruva¸¼:

the one who possesses supreme personality and simplicity, which are

unbounded.

Translation

‘He created the BrahmÀ of perfected knowledge and gave him power

to make the wombs of the Devas, sages and others, who possess higher

ranks and carry individual responsibilities. He is beyond comprehension

even for the BrahmÀ and the Devas. His tender divine feet measured the

world with all its directions. He is the mother of all the Àtmas. What a

wonder that, He possesses supreme personality and simplicity, which are

unbounded’.

1.5:3.1. Introduction: NammÀÞvÀr concentrates upon the Lord’s simplicity

NammÀÞvÀr, in the first stanza of this decade expressed, ‘I, by

thinking, speaking and becoming ruined œarÁra did mistakes’. He, in the

second verse disclosed, ‘the place I did a mistake is indeed a mistake’. As

in response to the °ÞvÀr, the Lord, who measured the entirety of world

directs him as, ‘you are, by examining my supremacy, getting shy and try
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to leave my place, you, atleast once perceive my simplicity in association

with every one!’. At that time, the °ÞvÀr, by thinking of the Lord’s simplicity

stunned by himself and he neither leaves the place nor move closer to

Him. At the same time, over there, he stands playfully30 with much of

doubts. ‘For the °ÞvÀr, is it possible to spend the time without moving

closure to the Lord?’. As specified, ‘recalling his glories through excellent

words is the only way to overcome karmic despair. What better way can

there be to spend one’s lifetime?’31, to the °ÞvÀr, by concentrating upon the

Lord’s glorious quality of utter simplicity, it is possible for him to stand

as such.

1.5:3.2. Commentary

1.5:3.2.1. The BrahmÀ possesses the perfected knowledge

‘The Devas, sages and others, who possess higher ranks and carry

individual responsibilities’. It directly signifies the fact that, the individuals

have different and distinctive births. When the creation starts, these Devas,

celestials and others havehigher  ranks and individual capacities to govern

the worldly activities. They are so intelligent in their capacities. While they

perform their activities, they don’t have any doubts and never go back to

the Lord to clarify the issues. Whatever the things taught by the Lord, they

used to learn the same and act accordingly without the trace of doubts.

They are listed as, saptaÃÈis ‘the seven primary sages’, daœapprjÀpatis ‘the

ten progenitors’, ekÀthaœarudrars ‘the eleven rudras’, thvÀthaœa Àthityas ‘the

twelve sons of adhiti, the main the Devas, aÈÇavasus ‘the eight devathÀs who

assist the Indra’, etc. ‘He created the BrahmÀ of perfected knowledge and

gave him power to make the wombs of the Devas, sages and others’. The

Lord, at the first created NÀ¸mukha¸, i.e., the BrahmÀ and directed him to

create the others. That is, the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa imparts him the

Vedas and order him to create the world with varied differentiation within

the created subject matters32. It is to be known that, the BrahmÀ possesses

the power to create the world with utmost perfection, i.e., after learning

the technique of creation from the Lord, he at any level shall not return

back to Him for any clarification. To explicit the fact only, the °ÞvÀr remarks

NÀ¸mukha¸ as, ‘the BrahmÀ of perfected knowledge’33.
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1.5:3.2.2. The Lord possesses the motherly affection towards all the Àtmas

‘He is beyond comprehension even for the BrahmÀ and the Devas’.

Though the  BrahmÀ is directly learning the Vedas without any trace of

doubt from the Lord and though in turn the Devas are created by the

BrahmÀ, the Lord is beyond comprehension even for the knowledge of

them. ‘His tender divine feet measured the world with all its directions’.

NammÀÞvÀr, through this statement specifies the Lord’s simplicity that,

though He is beyond comprehension even for the most intelligent

personality, if He wants to reveal Himself to His devotees, He without any

effort casually reveals  His spiritual entirety to them. In this place,

NammÀÞvÀr astonishingly avers the glory of the Lord that, He, out of His

tender divine feet, which is worshipped by His consort with all sorts of

shyness, touched the forests and large water course, etc. ‘What is the reason

for the Lord without thinking of good and bad to put His holy feet upon

the heads of His devotees?’. The °ÞvÀr answers, ‘He is the mother of all the

Àtmas’34. It means that, the Lord possesses motherly affection towards all

the Àtmas. Here, ‘all the Àtmas’ refers to the all sorts of the Àtmas which bear

the varied births of higher and lower ranks.

1.5:3.2.3. NammÀÞvÀr enjoyed the Lord’s supremacy and adored His

simplicity

‘What a wonder that, He possesses supreme personality and

simplicity, which are unbounded’. Through this stanza, out of the first two

lines, the °ÞvÀr enjoyed the Lord’s supremacy and out of the last two lines,

he venerated and delighted the Lord’s simplicity. The °ÞvÀr, after enjoying

the Lord’s qualities of both extremes, he amazed and absorbed completely

within the compassionate qualities of the Lord. At that time, while walking

away from the side of the Lord35, he, by thinking of His simplicity, slowed

down his walk and adored Him.
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1.5:4. NammÀÞvÀr convinced himself as the

Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa’s servant

Transliteration

“TÀ¸½r uruv¼ ta¸ivittÀyt ta¸¸i¸ mÂvar mutalÀya

vÀ¸or palarum mu¸ivarum maººum mººum muººumÀyt

tÀ¸½r perunÁr ta¸¸uÒÒ¼ t½ººi ata¸uÒ kaõvaÒarum

vÀ¸½r perumÀ¸ mÀmÀya¸ vaikun ta¸em perumÀ¸¼”.

Verbal Translation

TÀ¸½r uruv¼: the supreme Lord Himself; ta¸ivittÀy: the Prime cause;

ta¸¸i¸: by becoming an independent cause and out of His saôkalpa; mÂvar

mutalÀya: created the BrahmÀ, the Œiva and the Indra, and following them;

vÀ¸or palarum: the celestials; mu¸ivarum: the sages; maººum mººum muººumÀy:

the men, animals, plants and all the others; tÀ¸½r: He Himself; perunÁr

ta¸¸uÒÒ¼ t½ººi: He Himself created the vast expanse of water; ata¸uÞ: in the

water; kaõvaÒarum: the one who rested in yoganidrÀ; vÀ¸½r perumÀ¸: the

chief of celestials; mÀmÀya¸: the wondrous Lord; vaikunta¸: VaikuõÇha¸; em

perumÀ¸¼: my master.

Translation

‘The supreme Lord Himself is the single and prime seed, i.e., ‘Sat’

in single form. He, by becoming an independent cause, out of saôkalpa

created the BrahmÀ, the Œiva and the Indra, the first three. Following them,

He without any support also created the Devas, sages, men, animals, plants

and all others. Then He Himself created the vast expanse of water and

rested in yoganidrÀ. The wondrous Lord, chief of celestials, VaikuõÇha¸ is

my master’.

1.5:4.1. Introduction: The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa took NammÀÞvÀr as His

own

This introduction is the continuation of content part of the previous

stanza. As previously stated, while the °ÞvÀr walking away from the side

of the Lord, he, by thinking of the Lord’s simplicity, slows down his walk.

At that time, an aspirant asked the °ÞvÀr, ‘it is the glorified prominence of

the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa!, if so, what are you going to do?’ To it, the
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°ÞvÀr responded, ‘if I try to leave, shall the Lord, the owner of mine allow

to leave!’. He proceeds further, ‘though the Lord without expectation has

taken many efforts like creation, He took myself as His own and made me

His sincere servant. So, though I wish, He out of His sausÁlyaguõa36 wouldn’t

allow me to leave from His side’. Thus, the °ÞvÀr convinced and assumed

himself as the Lord’s true servant devotee. Since the Lord possesses this

sausÁlyaguõa, He is gratefully identified.

1.5:4.2. Commentary

1.5:4.2.1. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa stands as the three causes of the

world

‘The supreme Lord Himself is the single and independent prime

seed, i.e., ‘Sat’ in single form (tÀ¸ ½r uruv¼ ta¸i vittÀy)’. The Commentator

gives wonderful commentation upon the three TamiÞ words, ‘tÀ¸’, ‘½r’ and

‘ta¸i’ . Based on the proclamation of the ChÀndogya UpaniÈad, ‘Oh

Svethakethu! You are qualified to drink somapÀnam! Before creation, this

world existed as, ‘Sat’. Since in it, there was no name and form and was

single entity, where there was no second’37, the three TamiÞ words, ‘tÀ¸’,

‘½r’ and ‘ta¸i’ are commented. These words specify a single form, which

bears no second. They are connoting the mode of creative process. Through

proper commentary of these three words, the following two facts shall be

derived38. The Lord possesses the distinctive nature and He stands as the

three causes, i.e., mutaº kÀraõa ‘first cause’, sahakÀrika kÀraõa ‘secondary

cause’ and nimitta kÀraõa ‘efficient cause’.  For clearcut explanation, the

TamiÞ word, vittu (seed) shall be read as tÀ¸ vittu (the Lord is the seed), ½r

vittu (single seed) and ta¸i vittu (independent seed). ‘TÀ¸ vittu’ is realized

that, except the Lord, nobody else is the first cause of the world, ‘½r vittu’

is recognized that, the Lord alone is the secondary cause and ‘ta¸i vittu’ is

delineated that, the Lord alone is the efficient cause of world. Here, the

word, ‘uru’ or ‘uruv¼’ means the quality of beauty. Thus, it is mentioned

that, the Lord alone stands as the three causes39 of the beautiful world.

1.5:4.2.2. The Lord has created BrahmÀ,  Œiva and Indra

‘He, by becoming an independent cause, out of saôkalpa created the

BrahmÀ, the Œiva and the Indra, the first three’. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa
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created the three and possesses an unbreakable association with them. ‘If

the Lord possesses the association with them, is there any demerit to His

superior nature?’. Like taking the avatÀra among the IkÈavÀku clan and

maintained His dignity as them, like taking the avatÀra as the Lord KÃÈõa

and lived among the cow-herd community without variation, the Lord

maintained His status as equal with the BrahmÀ, the Œiva and the Indra.

Since the Lord, by maintaining His supreme nature, stands as the antarÀtma

to the Œiva and performs the act of destruction, as such, He with the BrahmÀ,

performs the creation40. So, there is no chance for degradation of the Lord’s

supremacy. Thus, as stated in NÀrÀyõa AnuvÀka, ‘since the Lord is the

antarÀtma to the BrahmÀ, the Rudra and the Indra, He is sinless, supreme,

independent and untouched by the karmic force’41, the meaning of the

statement, ‘He, by becoming an independent cause, out of saôkalpa created

the BrahmÀ, the Œiva and the Indra, the first three’ is crystal clearly delineated.

So, the Lord, being associated with them, is not possessing any demerit,

but, always maintained His superior nature.

1.5:4.2.3. NammÀÞvÀr with the divine affection called the Lord as, ‘my

master’

‘Following them, He without any support also created the Devas,

sages, men, animals, plants and all others. Then He Himself created the

vast expanse of water and rested in yoganidrÀ’. ‘Who is He, Who in the

ocean reclines and performs the yoganidrÀ?’. For it, the °ÞvÀr answers as,

‘chief of celestials’. The phrase means that, the Lord is chief of the nityasÂris.

‘The wondrous Lord’. The Lord possesses the wonderful qualities and

performing outstanding activities. ‘VaikuõÇha¸ is my master’. Through the

averment, NammÀÞvÀr adores the Lord as, ‘The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa,

who resides at the paramapada along with His consort ŒrÁ LakÈmÁ is my

master’. The Commentator, by realizing the spiritual bond between the

Lord and His devotees, wonderfully comments upon the phrase, ‘my

master’. If the property is missed, does the owner be ideal without minding

the same? All the more, a mother gave birth to a male child out of hard

penances with much of pain. After the child has grown up, if he insists, ‘I

want to go to other country’, then, ‘is it possible for her to bear the

separation with his son?’. By remembering the above examples, herewith,
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the Commentator beautifully explicates NammÀÞvÀr’s unbreakable union

with the Lord. It is indicated through the words of the °ÞvÀr as, ‘for a long

time, I was not having the knowledge, ‘who I am’, but, at present the Lord,

out of His grace, showers the divine knowledge of eternal relation of me

with Him’. In this situation, the °ÞvÀr by himself asked, ‘if I leave with the

thinking, ‘He is supreme and I am very lowly’, then, is it possible for the

Lord to be ideal and permit me to leave?’42. So, to express the Lord’s

unacceptable situation of leaving him, NammÀÞvÀr with much of divine

affection avers as, ‘my master’.

1.5:5. NammÀÞvÀr prayed the Lord to perform the kaiôkarya

Transliteration

“MÀ¸¼y n½kki maÇavÀÒai mÀrpiº koõtÀy mÀtavÀ!

kÂ¸¼ citaiya uõÇaivil niºattil teºittÀy k½vintÀ!

vÀ¸½r c½ti maõivaõõÀ! matucÂ tÀ! nÁ aruÒÀyu¸

t¼¸¼ malarum tiruppÀtam c¼ru mÀºu vi¸aiy¼¸¼”.

Verbal Translation

MÀ¸¼y n½kki: the doe eyed; maÇavÀÒai: the tendar ŒrÁ LakÈmÁ; mÀrpiº:

in the chest; koõtÀy: you have;  mÀtavÀ!: Oh! the Lord MÀdhavÀ; kÂ¸¼ citaiya:

to remove the hunchback; uõÇaivil: the catapult; niºattil teºintÀy: the clay

ball shot to the heart; k½vintÀ!: Oh! the Lord G½vinda; vÀ¸½r c½ti maõivaõõÀ!:

Oh! the Lord MaõvaõõÀ, who gleams of precious gems and sapphire hue

radiates the entire heaven; matucÂtÀ!: Oh! MadhusÂda, you killed Madhu,

the asura; nÁ aruÒÀy: You grace me; u¸: your; t¼¸¼ malarum tiruppÀtam: the

nectar lotus feet; c¼rumÀºu vi¸aiy¼¸¼: this sinner who attains (your holy

nectar lotus feet).

Translation

‘Oh! You are called MÀdhavÀ, since you have doe eyed ŒrÁ LakÈmÁ

in your chest. Oh! G½vinda, you with a clay ball have shot from a catapult

to the heart and removed the hunchback of MantharaÁ. Oh! MaõivaõõÀ,

who gleams of precious gems and sapphire hue radiates the entire heaven.

Oh! MadhusÂdana, you killed Madhu, the asura. You grace me that, this

sinner attains your nectar lotus feet’.
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1.5:5.1. Introduction: NammÀÞvÀr requested the Lord to grace him

After the °ÞvÀr wishfully became the friendly devotee43 of the Lord

ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa, as referred to, ‘Oh! KÀkuÇÈtha, even if I were to stay

with you for hundred years, I shall remain your servant. Thyself selecting

some beauteous spot do you tell me - Construct (as asylum)’44, like ŒrÁ

LakÈmaõa requested ŒrÁ RÀma, NammÀÞvÀr also prayed the Lord to engage

with him through the performance of his kaiôkarya. To this, there is a

different kind of introduction. After  the °ÞvÀr is unable to bear the delay

of the Lord, he requested Him to grace to him without further delay.

1.5:5.2. Commentary

1.5:5.2.1. ŒrÁ LakÈmÁ graces the Lord’s devotee without expecting his

request

‘Doe eyed ŒrÁ LakÈmÁ’. ŒrÁ LakÈmÁ’s eyes are similar to the eyes of

a deer. If ŒrÁ LakÈmÁ looked at the Lord through her eyes with love45, He

will cool down like one under the shower of rain. ‘ŒrÁ LakÈmÁ (maÇavÀÒai)’.

The Commentator praised the PeriyaprÀÇÇÁ as, ‘like rain from the cloud, she

possesses the chilled promising merciful qualities’. The TamiÞ word,

‘maÇavÀÒai (trunk of young and tender banana tree (musa accuminata)’ means

the quality of flexibility, weakness, humbleness, etc. If so, as reported, ‘a

great big beetle came on Garuça wings, fed on this flower’s femininity and

left’46, if the Lord looks upon the PeriyaprÀÇÇÁ, she becomes so soft and

tender like the withered flower from the stringed garland, whereas the

flowers seem to be honey sucked out by bee. ‘Oh! You are called MÀdhavÀ,

since you have doe eyed ŒrÁ LakÈmÁ in your chest’. As already stated, ‘if

the Lord looks upon PeriyapirÀÇÇÁ, she became so soft and tender’, ŒrÁ LakÈmÁ

is eternally associated with the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa and always resides

in the chest of Him47. Her relation with the Lord is not like an insect

named, ‘mÀmpaÞa uõõi, which has no relation with mÀmpalam ‘mango

(mangifera indica)’, not as an individual, though not having direct relation

with “ŒrÁ”, but, named him as, “ŒrÁmÀn”, but, ŒrÁ LakÈmÁ has eternal relation

with the Lord. So, the °ÞvÀr praised Him as, ‘MÀdhava you possessed ŒrÁ

LakÈmÁ in your chest’.  The assertion also shall be commented in a different

direction. Since ŒrÁ LakÈmÁ is nearby with the Lord, ‘why the devotee of
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the Lord asks Him as, ‘Oh! The Lord grace me?’’. It is because, ŒrÁ LakÈmÁ

uses to grace the devotees without expecting their request.

1.5:5.2.2. If a devotee approaches the Lord, the devotee shall not suffer

‘Oh! G½vinda, you with a clay ball have shot from a catapult to the

heart and removed the hunchback of MantharaÁ’. This statement is

commented with respect to ŒrÁ RÀma and with respect to ŒrÁ KÃÈõa. ŒrÁ

RÀma, in his childhood play with a catapult, hit the MantharaÁ’s hunched

back without hurting the other parts of her œarÁra. Because of this act,

MantharaÁ got angry and it caused for ŒrÁ RÀma’s vanavÀsa ‘forest dwelling’

and it finally ended to destroy RÀvaõa. In this respect, the name ‘Govinda’

is, ‘one who protects the world’. That is, in order to protect  the world, he

killed RÀvaõa and the demoniac personalities. It is to be known that, though

the Lord takes whichever avatÀra and doing mischief, in case, say ŒrÁ RÀma

avatÀra, only ŒrÁ KÃÈõa is accused for it48. As the proverb, p½mpali ellÀm

amaõa¸ talaiy½Ç¼ ‘all others’ fault will be ended upon the monk’49, whatever

be the mischiefs of the avatÀras, only  ŒrÁ KÃÈõa is charged for them. This

incident is commented with respect to ŒrÁ KÃÈõa. When hunched back lady

gave pure sandalwood to ŒrÁ KÃÈõa50, the Lord KÃÈõa, out of his catapult,

easily straightened her back. ‘If so, is ŒrÁ KÃÈõa possesses the bow?’. Here

the catapult is symbolically identified as bow. As pointed out, ‘makes a

toy bow with a stick cut from the hedge and goes after the cows’51 and ‘the

unruly rough has curved eyebrow like the Sarôga bow he wields’52, it is

discerned that, the Lord KÃÈõa bears the bow in his hand. In this context,

the name of the Lord, ‘Govinda’ is mentioned along with the animals like

cow. So,  by referring to these two incidents, NammÀÞvÀr adores the Lord

ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa as, ‘though the PeriyaprÀÇÇÁ is not nearer to Him, if a

devotee approaches Him, he shall not get the sufferings’.

1.5:5.2.3. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa’s devotee will not have enemies

‘Oh! MaõivaõõÀ, who gleams of precious gems and sapphire hue,

radiates the entire heaven’. The Lord possesses the colour as gem, which

is in the beautiful box. Whereas, the radiance of the gem uncontrollably

radiates the entirety of the tripÀdvibhÂti53, i.e., the paramapada, the abode of

Him. The example directly conveys the truth that, the Lord only for the
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sake of pleasing His devotees,  possesses the divine form54. ‘Oh!

MadhusÂdana, you killed Madhu, the asura’. NammÀÞvÀr adores the Lord

as, ‘like the Lord killed Madhu, the asura, He used to kill my enemies’. Out

of this statement, the °ÞvÀr points out the fact that, those who enjoys the

divine form of the Lord, will not have enemies because He already killed

them without mercy.

1.5:5.2.4. From the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa’s holy feet, the GaôgÀ is

overflowing

‘Your nectar lotus feet’.  Through it, the °ÞvÀr praises the Lord that,

His feet is just like sweetness of honey. He adds that, though the devotee

does not have any qualifications to consider him as the devotee of the

Lord, but, if he watches the nectarean lotus feet of the Lord, which will be

enough for his final emancipation. The phrase shall be commented in a

different direction. NammÀÞvÀr, by stating, ‘His lotus-feet measured the

earth’55, wished very much to view the Lord’s holy feet. As he wished, the

Lord also, as informed, ‘the Lord who measured the Universe’56, showed

His nectar lotus feet to the °ÞvÀr and made him to be with Him. Since the

°ÞvÀr wishes to spot out the Lord’s holy feet, as stated, ‘from the holy feet

of the Lord who took Trivikrama avatÀra, the honey is  overflowing’57, the

above phrase shall be commented as, ‘from the Lord’s approachable feet,

honey like sweet GaôgÀ is overflowing’.

1.5:5.2.5. NammÀÞvÀr requests the Lord to attain His nectar lotus feet

‘You grace me that, this sinner attains your nectar lotus feet’. For

the hungry person, somebody served food to eat. But, somebody else

disallowed the same not to eat. Like that, though the Lord wished very

much to associate with NammÀÞvÀr, but, he left out from the side of Him

and because of it only, the °ÞvÀr incurred sin. So, he prayed the Lord as,

‘You grace me that, this sinner attains your nectar lotus feet’. The affirmation

also shall be commented as follows. The °ÞvÀr by changing his mind

approached the Lord, but, he didn’t get the holy feet of the Lord. So, to

express his pathetic condition, NammÀÞvÀr requests the Lord as, ‘You grace

me that, this sinner attains your nectar lotus feet’.
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1.5:6. Since the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa is delayed,

NammÀÞvÀr suffered

Transliteration

“Vi¸aiy¼¸ vi¸aitÁr maruntÀ¸Ày! viõõ½r talaivÀ! k¼cavÀ!

ma¸aic¼r Àyar kulamutal¼! mÀmÀ yava¸¼! mÀtavÀ!

ci¸ai¼y taÞaiya marÀmaraôkaÒ ¼Þum eytÀy! cirÁtarÀ!

i¸aiyÀy! i¸aiya peyari¸Ày! e¸ºu naiva¸ aÇiy¼¸¼”.

Verbal Translation

Vi¸aiy¼¸: I, the sinner; vi¸aitÁr: the cure of the sins; maruntÀ¸Ày!:you

become the medicine!; viõõ½r talaivÀ!: the chief of celestials!; k¼cavÀ!: Oh!

the Lord Keœava; ma¸aic¼r: the houses are adjoining; Àyar kulamutal¼!: the

chief of the hamlet of cow-herds!; mÀmÀyava¸¼!: Oh! one with mysterious

deeds; mÀtavÀ!: Oh! the Lord MÀdhava; ci¸ai¼y: with many branches; taÞaiya

: which bear; marÀmaraôkaÒ: peepal trees; ¼Þum; the seven; eytÀy!: you shot

arrow pierced!; cirÁtarÀ!: Oh! the Lord ŒrÁdhara the husband of ŒrÁ LakÈmÁ;

i¸aiyÀy!: Oh! the Lord of many great acts; i¸aiya peyari¸Ày!: accordingly

you bear many names!; e¸ºu naiva¸ aÇiy¼¸¼: I, the servant, become depleted

after having said.

Translation

‘I, the servant, become depleted after having said, ‘Oh Keœava, chief

of celestials, you become the medicine and cure of this sinner’s sins! You

possessed the BrahmÀ and the Œiva in your holy œarÁra Oh MÀdhava of

mysterious deeds! You are chief of the hamlet of cow-herds where houses

are adjoined! Oh! ŒrÁdhara, the husband of ŒrÁ LakÈmÁ, you owned

VÁralakÈmÁ, the wealth of valour, you shot arrow pierced the seven peepal

trees with many branches! Oh!, the Lord of many great acts and accordingly

you bear many names!’’.

1.5:6.1. Introduction: NammÀÞvÀr’s responses to the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa

Though NammÀÞvÀr turns back and approaches the Lord, but, He

delays for some time to grace him. At that time back, NammÀÞvÀr complains

the Lord as, ‘Oh! The Lord, You have lost me!’58.
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1.5:6.2. Commentary

1.5:6.2.1. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa is available for all to associate with

Him

NammÀÞvÀr, through this verse asks the Lord, ‘don’t you see your

magnanimous stature as well as my stature of being weak and sinful?’59.

The °ÞvÀr, by asserting as such, expects the Lord’s cordial help. ‘You become

the medicine and cure of this sinner’s sins!’. The °ÞvÀr’s sin is not as that

of other the cetanas. The other cetanas want to have union with the Lord,

but, at present Keœava, the Lord wants separation with the °ÞvÀr. Since his

stature is as such, he himself abuses as, ‘this sinner’. The Lord becomes

medicine and cure the °ÞvÀr’s thought as, ‘instead of left from His side, if

I approach Him that shall cause disrepute to Him’. ‘How the Lord’s quality

of medicine is coming out?’. To answer the question, Keœava praises Himself

as, ‘chief of celestials’. Though He is the master of the nityasÂris and eternally

enjoying at the paramapada, He is also available for the devotee, those who

think of His greatness and move away with shy. In other words, the Lord

becomes the medicine for His devotees and cures the °ÞvÀr’s thinking of

moving away from His side. It directly implies the fact that, the Lord is

available with all kinds of attractions for all to associate with Him.

1.5:6.2.2. The Lord KÃÈõa reached over the hamlet of cow-herd to grace

them

‘Oh! Keœava’. As the Œiva informed the Lord, ‘the syllable, ‘ka’

attributes to the BrahmÀ, since I am commanding all entities I am ±œan (the

Rudra). Both of us appeared from your divine œarÁra and stand as your

part.  So, you have the name, ‘Keœava (ka and Áœa)’60, the Lord for the sake

of creation, descends from the paramapada into vyÂka and stationed at

TiruppÀºkaÇal, i.e., milky ocean61. ‘You are chief of the hamlet of cow-herds

where houses are adjoined!’. The Lord is chief of hamlet of cow-herds and

this town of  NandhagopÀla consists of 5 lakh families, where the houses

are adjoined. There is another way of commentation that, the Lord KÃÈõa,

by reaching over the houses of cow-herds and became the leader of the

clan62. This proposition also shall be commented in a different direction.

Wherever the cow-herd people go, they used to make hut out of joining
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the bamboo sticks and lived within it. Moreover, since the °ÞvÀr states as,

‘You are chief of the hamlet of cow-herds where houses are adjoined!’, it

shall also be commented that, the Lord started His journey from the milky

ocean and reached over the hamlet of cow-herds.

1.5:6.2.3. The Lord can go at any extent to protect His devotee

‘Oh! the Lord of many great acts and accordingly you bear many

names!’. The Lord by taking birth in the cow-herd community, for His

sustenance used to take food, i.e., butter, which is prepared by them. But,

still He is unsatisfied, He used to steal the butter and gets caught with it

in red handed. Moreover, because of that theft, he also used to get

punishment from them. Thus, through the act of stealing the butter within

the cow-herd community, the Lord showed His simplicity. After explaining

the Lord’s simplicity, NammÀÞvÀr describes the cause for the simplicity.

‘Oh! MÀdhava of mysterious deeds!’. The Lord eternally associates with

His consort ŒrÁ LakÈmÁ and this association made Him show His simplicity.

‘You shot arrow pierced the seven peepal trees with many branches!’. This

act was performed by ŒrÁ RÀma to show his confidence of valour in the

mind of SugrÁva MahÀrÀjar. The seven peepal trees possessed many

branches with abundance of leaves and because of it, it is very difficult to

take aim and shoot them in a single shot. But, ŒrÁ RÀma did the same

successfully. From this act, it is understood that, if a devotee gets doubt of

the Lord’s protection, He can go to any extend to clear the devotee’s doubt

and protect him.

1.5:6.2.4. NammÀÞvÀr is the spiritual wealth of the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa

Oh! ŒrÁdhara, the husband of ŒrÁ LakÈmÁ you owned VÁralakÈmÁ, the

wealth of valour’. When ŒrÁ RÀma was taking aim to shoot the peepal

trees, he praised the VÁralakÈmÁ, the wealth of valour,who appeared in the

mind of him. ‘Oh!, the Lord of many great acts’. The Lord possesses the

above mentioned activities and wonderful qualities. ‘Accordingly you bear

many names!’. The statement means that, behind each and every activity

of the Lord, He bears suitable and appropriate names. ‘I, the servant,

become depleted after having said’. The °ÞvÀr, by not having the wish to

see the Lord and not having the wish to hear the glory Him, he, by himself
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became depleted. ‘I, the servant’. In this context, The °ÞvÀr, by himself

questions as, ‘whose property is getting lost?’ and ‘whether my self is

destroying by thinking as, ‘my self becomes as the property of its own or

becomes as the property of others?’. He further thinks that, he is the

property of the Lord and let He looks after His property. Moreover, the

°ÞvÀr, by stating, ‘I, the servant’  further worries as, ‘whether my self is

destroying by not having the chance to be protected by the Lord?’ and

‘whether I am suffering with the thinking, ‘I can protect by myself?’’63.

Thus, by all the possible treatments it is concluded that, since NammÀÞvÀr

is wealth of the Lord, He ensured by Himself that, He should not lose the

°ÞvÀr.

1.5:7. To add glories to the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa, NammÀÞvÀr leaves

Transliteration

“AÇiy¼¸ ciºiya jðÀ¸atta¸ aºital Àrkkum ariyÀ¸aik

kaÇic¼r taõõam tuÞÀykkaõõi pu¸aintÀ¸ ta¸¸aik kaõõa¸aic

ceÇiyÀr Àkkai aÇiyÀraic c¼rtal tÁrkkum tirumÀlai

aÇiy¼¸ kÀõpÀõ alaººuva¸ ita¸i¸ mikk½r ayarvuõÇ¼?”.

Verbal Translation

AÇiy¼¸: this humble servant; ciºiya jðÀ¸atta¸: the meager intellect;

aºital: the process of comprehension; Àrkkum ariyÀ¸ai: beyond the

comprehension of even the wisest; kaÇic¼r taõõam tuÞÀykkaõõi: the tuÒacÁ

garland, cool and lovely of fragrance sweet; pu¸aintÀ¸ ta¸¸ai: He, who

wears; kaõõa¸ai: to the Lord Kaõõa¸; ceÇiyÀr Àkkai: the abundant sins of His

devotees, with œarÁras; aÇiyÀrai: the devotees; c¼rtal tÁrkkum: removes the

abundant sins; tirumÀlai: the Lord TirumÀl, the husband of ŒrÁ LakÈmÁ;

aÇiy¼¸: this humble servant; kÀõpÀõ: the one see; alaººuva¸: the yearns; ita¸i¸

mikk½r ayarvuõÇ¼?: can there be a greater folly than this?

Translation

‘This humble servant of meager intellect yearns to see Kaõõa¸, who

wears the tuÒacÁ garland, cool and love, of fragrance sweet. TirumÀl, the

husband of ŒrÁ LakÈmÁ is beyond the comprehension of even the wisest

who out of self effort to seek Him. He removes the abundant sins of His

devotees with œarÁras. Can there be a greater folly than this?’.
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1.5:7.1. Introduction: NammÀÞvÀr leaves from the Lord’s side

NammÀÞvÀr, in the previous stanza observed, ‘I, the servant, become

depleted (naiva¸)’. Since the Lord does not want to make the °ÞvÀr to

suffer, He appeared before him. By visualizing the Lord, the °ÞvÀr with

the thinking, ‘it is not good to add more glories to Him’ leaves from His

side64.

1.5:7.2. Commentary

1.5:7.2.1. The servitude is the discriminative quality of the Àtma

‘This humble servant of meager intellect’. NammÀÞvÀr thinks that,

there are ignorants in the samsÀris. He further feels that, he is so ignorant

in comparison with them. At that time, he, by thinking, ‘they would be all

knowing’ leaves the place of the Lord. In this context, the Commentator

gives two kinds of commentary to the word, ‘servant (aÇiy¼¸)’. As the first,

while the °ÞvÀr leaves the place with shy, he called himself as, ‘servant’.

As the second, he gives explanation to the nature of the Àtma. The °ÞvÀr

disclosed as such not with the attitude of performing the kaiôkarya, but,

based on the inner nature of the Àtma. That is, he, by realizing the fact that,

to the Àtma, like the jðÀna and the Ànanda, the quality of aÇimai ‘servitude’

is also the sheer discriminative quality of the Àtma. Moreover, he, in this

place says, ‘I’ as, ‘aÇiy¼¸’. ‘Meager intellect’. The °ÞvÀr with most humbleness

states himself as, ‘this humble servant of meager intellect’.

1.5:7.2.2. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa is the approachable

 ‘TirumÀl, the husband of ŒrÁ LakÈmÁ is beyond the comprehension

of even the wisest who out of self effort to seek Him’. Since the Lord is

svatassarvajðÀ¸ ‘naturally possesses fulfilled knowledge’, the °ÞvÀr says as

such. As affirmed, ‘He reclines in the deep ocean, not knowing his own

nature’65, it should be noted that, though the Lord naturally possesses

fulfilled knowledge, but, He by Himself shall not know His own supremacy.

In this context, the °ÞvÀr, by humbly stating, ‘this humble servant of meager

intellect’, points out his association with the Lord as light mingles with

dark. So, the °ÞvÀr mentions his status as, ‘this humble servant of meager

intellect’ and he also praises the Lord as, ‘TirumÀl, the husband of ŒrÁ

LakÈmÁ is beyond the comprehension of even the wisest who out of self
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effort to seek Him’. ‘Yearns to see Kaõõa¸, who wears the tuÒacÁ garland,

cool and lovely of fragrance sweet’. It is to be known that, the glorified

Lord is always associated with the tuÒacÁ garland. Though as such, over

here, He is glorified that, He wears the tuÒacÁ garland, in it, the fragrance

of the tuÒacÁ leaves shall be increased day by day. ‘Kaõõa¸’. NammÀÞvÀr

calls the Lord as, ‘Kaõõa¸’ because, though He is beyond comprehension

of even the wisest, he became Himself as the simple divine personality,

who is approachable even by the men and women of cow-herd community.

1.5:7.2.3. NammÀÞvÀr moves towards the Lord to destroy His glories

‘He removes the abundant sins of His devotees with œarÁras’. As

preached, ‘those who take shelter in me, striving for liberation from old-

age and death, come to know Brahman, the individual self and the entire

field of karmic action’66, there are kevalas, who by following the Lord as

upÀya, cut asunder their sinful œarÁras. To them also, ŒrÁ LakÈmÁ diverts

their kevala state and graces them for the highest state to attain the holy

feet of  the Lord. ‘How the kevalas are considered to be the true devotees

of the Lord?’. If the devotees as œeÈas bring glory to the ŒeÈi, if they wouldn’t

bring disrepute to Him and as such, if they cross over the ocean of the

samsÀra, then, they are called as, ‘true devotees’. ‘Sins of His devotees with

œarÁras’. As informed, ‘lead their lives considering this disease-ridden body’67,

the œarÁras are considered as the place of all kinds of sins. In this context,

the Commentator asked the °ÞvÀr, ‘what happened to you?’. For it, he

responds as, ‘I yearn to see Kaõõa¸’ and ‘I, the humble servant’. ‘Can

there be a greater folly than this?’. This question is commented through

the words of the °ÞvÀr. He expresses, ‘when I was samsÀri in the previous

birth, I used to move with the worldly people, I thought of that ignorant

life as the blissful’. For this explanation there is a question, ‘how it was

good?’. The °ÞvÀr answers as, ‘at that birth, I was away from the Lord

without disturbing the refutation of Him, but, now I am trying my level

best to move towards the Lord and destroying the glory of Him’. So, the

°ÞvÀr himself questions the act as, ‘is there anything more foolish than this

act of approaching the Lord?’. Thus, NammÀÞvÀr concludes this stanza as,

‘can there be a greater folly than this?’. In short, NammÀÞvÀr felt that, if he

moves towards the Lord, he shall destroy the glory of Him. So, he ultimately

decided to move away from the side of the Lord.
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1.5:8. The objects touched by devotees of the Lord stand for

His sustenance

Transliteration

“UõÇÀy ulaku¼Þ mu¸¸am¼ umiÞntu mÀyai yÀlpukku

uõÇÀy veõõey ciºuma¸icar uvalai yÀkkai nilaieyti

maõÇÀ¸ c½rntatu uõÇ¼lum ma¸icarkku Àkum pÁrciºitum

aõÇÀ vaõõam maõkaraiya neyÂõ marunt½ mÀy½¸¼?”.

Verbal Translation

UõÇÀy: you ate up; ulaku¼Þ: the seven worlds; mu¸¸am¼: previously;

umiÞntu: spat them out; mÀyaiyÀl: out of delusion with desire; pukku uõÇÀy

veõõey: you ate the butter; ciºuma¸icar uvalai yÀkkai nilaieyti: took the lowly

human form; mÀõÇa¸ c½rntatu: the residue soil in your holy stomach; uõÇ¼lum:

though ate; ma¸icarkku Àkum: that occurs to humans; pÁrciºitum: left remnant/

indigestion; aõÇÀ vaõõam: not to avoid; maõkaraiya: to dissolve the residue

soil; neyÂõ: by eating ghee; marunt½: does become the medicine; mÀy½¸¼?:

one you not the wondrous Lord?

Translation

‘The wondrous Lord, previously you ate up all the seven worlds

and then spat them out. Later you appear into this world and took the

lowly human form and ate the butter with desire and left no remnant. You

ate butter to avoid indigestion that occurs to humans. Does eating ghee

become medicine to dissolve the residue soil in your holy stomach?’68.

1.5:8.1. Introduction: If NammÀÞvÀr leaves from the Lord, he will reach

the hell

As noted previously, NammÀÞvÀr tried his level best to leave from

the side of the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa. But, the Lord thinks, ‘his braveness

is so strong, I should make him to unite with Me’. Then, the Lord asked

the °ÞvÀr, ‘Oh! Dear °ÞvÀr, common, have you heard about the incident

that happened at TiruvÀyppÀÇi, i.e., Gokulam?’. For it, the °ÞvÀr with the

interest to hear the incident through the compassionate words of the Lord,

responded as, ‘I, the servant unaware of it’. The Lord reacted, ‘once upon

a time, I took the world and put it in My stomach, then, I pat it out.
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At that time, I thought that, there would be some remnant in my stomach.

So, you know, by considering that, as such and to have them digested

properly, I ate butter at TiruvÀyppÀÇi’. To it, the °ÞvÀr questions, ‘have you

eaten the butter as expiation to the act of putting the world in your stomach?

Moreover both the incidents happened in different time, then, what is the

relationship between the two?’. For it, the Lord asks the °ÞvÀr, ‘if so, then

tell Me, what for I did these two acts?’. For the Lord’s question, the °ÞvÀr

replies, ‘since the objects, touched by Your devotees are essential for You

and since out of the same only You are sustaining. So, you ate the butter’.

After hearing the °ÞvÀr’s reply, the Lord immediately responds, ‘if you say

so, you should mind that, just like the butter, your association with Me

also is the means for My sustenance, then, if the situation is as such, if you

leave Me with your own thinking, then, you will also reach the hell as that

of the individuals, who avoid to give the butter to Me’. So, the °ÞvÀr, by

understanding the inner heart of the Lord, through this stanza, explains

the Lord’s spiritual desire69.

1.5:8.2. Commentary

1.5:8.2.1. The Lord, out of His saôkalpa, took the KÃÈõÀvatÀra and ate the

soil

‘The wondrous Lord, previously you ate up all the seven worlds

and left no remnant’. Once upon a time, the Lord put up the seven worlds

in His stomach. ‘Then spat them out’. Then the Lord spat them out for the

sake to witness them externally. ‘Ate the butter with desire’. As the phrase

of NikaõÇu, ‘mÀyÀ vayunam jðÀna’70, the TamiÞ word, ‘mÀyÀ’ bears the inner

meaning as, ‘eating the butter, which is in the form of knowledge’. ‘Later

you appear into this world and took the lowly human form’. If the Lord

appears as ŒrÁ RÀma and asks butter, the cow-herd community people

wouldn’t give it to him. So, the Lord to eat butter, by taking the aprÀkÃta

œarÁra, He appeared into this world and took the lowly human form and

ate the butter. The statement shall be commented in a different direction.

As informed, ‘the Lord wears a pearl necklace and robes dyed red. He

carries a milk-pearl and a grazing staff’71, the Lord as boy was born within

the cow-herd community and ate the butter. ‘Took the lowly human form’.

The Lord KÃÈõa announces, ‘DevakÁ, Oh! DevakÁ, since you did good prayer

in the previous birth,  now you got the fruit in this birth. So, I entered in
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your womb’72. From this, it is apprehended that, there is the citation related

the womb with the Lord KÃÈõa. Also, there is the quotation from ŒrÁ

MahÀbhÀrata, ‘the Lord KÃÈõa does not have the standing to enter into

somebody’s womb and also he never stayed in it’73. So, based on the

assertion of ŒrÁ MahÀbhÀrata, it is expressed as, ‘took the lowly human

form’. ‘Is it possible?’. A person in IkÈavÀku clan, while performing yajða,

got thirsty. At that time, he drank the water, which is purified by mantra.

Astonishingly he became pregnant. This pregnancy is not a result of the

union between male and female. But, out of the mantra sakti only, he became

as pregnant. Based on this incident, it is nothing wrong to assert that, since

the Lord is Omnipotent, it is possible to get KÃÈõÀvatÀra out of His own

saôkalpa. So, it is to be referred to that, the Lord KÃÈõa ate the soil for the

sake of sustenance of this world and He ate the butter for the sustenance

of Himself, i.e., He got contact with His devotees.

1.5:8.2.2. The butter became the spiritual object for the Lord’s sustenance

‘You ate butter to avoid indigestion that occurs to humans’. This

statement is self explicative and the forthcoming question stands as the

continuum. ‘Does eating butter become medicine to dissolve the residue of

soil in your holy stomach?’. For this observation, there are two kinds of

commentaries. As the first, the TamiÞ word, ‘pÁr’ refers to little. As already

stated, the Lord previously ate up all the seven worlds and then spat them

out. At that time of spatting the seven worlds, if there was any soil left in

His stomach, the Lord consumed the butter without leaving anything for

the people, who are all present in the later period. As the second, the

TamiÞ word, ‘pÁr’ points out the symptom called c½kai ‘anemia, a disease

characterized by pale and bloated face’. It will be happened due to the

indigestion. At the time of spatting the worlds, if some soil left in the

stomach, as the normal person, the Lord got the symptom, i. e., c½kai. In

order to eliminate the symptom, the Lord ate butter as medicine to digest

the remnant soil. ‘Is that butter a medicine?’. The Lord took the butter not

as medicine. Since the butter was touched by the cow-herd girls, who are

all the sincere devotees of the Lord, He, out of the overwhelmed inclination

towards them, with affection consumed the same as medicine. So, the

butter is medicine. Moreover, the butter touched by the cow-herd girls

became the objects for His sustenance.
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1.5:9. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa ceased NammÀÞvÀr’s thought

Transliteration

“MÀy½m tÁya alavalaip perumÀ vaðcap p¼yvÁyat

tÂya kuÞavi yÀyviÇappÀl amutÀ amutu ceytiÇÇa

mÀya¸ vÀn½r ta¸ittalaiva¸ malarÀÒ mainta¸ evvuyirkkum

tÀy½¸ tammÀ¸ e¸ammÀ¸ ammÀ mÂrti yaiccÀrnt¼”.

Verbal Translation

MÀy½m: I wouldn’t separate from the Lord; tÁya: the evil intention;

alavalai: the loquacious; perumÀ vaðca: you, the highly treacherous; p¼yvÁya:

drank her life to the bones; tÂya: the pure hearted; kuÞaviyÀy: as child;

viÇappÀl: the poisonous milk; amutÀ: the nectar; amutu ceytiÇÇa: He sucked;

mÀya¸: one, the wonder Lord; vÀn½r ta¸ittalaiva¸: the unique Lord of

celestials; malarÀÒ mainta¸: the spouse of the lotus born ŒrÁ LakÈmÁ;

evvuyirkkum tÀy½¸: the mother of the all creations; tammÀ¸: the independent/

controller of Himself; e¸ammÀ¸: my master; ammÀ mÂrtiyai: the Lord who

has distinct and great form; cÀrnt¼: (I have) approached.

Translation

‘The unique Lord of celestials, our independent Lord and the

protector is spouse of the lotus born ŒrÁ LakÈmÁ, beautiful holy form

compassionate like a mother to all creation and my master. Like the pure

hearted child He sucked the poisonous milk as it were nectar from the

breast of she devil PÂtanÀ, the highly treacherous and loquacious and

drank her life to the bones. I have approached such wonder Lord who has

distinct and great form. So, we wouldn’t separate from the Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa’74.

1.5:9.1. Introduction: The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa accepts all the things

Through this stanza also, the interaction between the Lord and

NammÀÞvÀr is continued. The Lord pacifies the °ÞvÀr, ‘though you think

that your œarÁra is lowly one, but, it sustains my existence like butter given

by YaœodÀ, etc., at TiruvÀyppÀÇi. The °ÞvÀr replies, ‘since the people of

cow-herd community have firm relation with you, the butter given by

them becomes sustenance for you. But, since I have no relation with you,
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my association with you shall be poisonous’. For it, the Lord responds,

‘Oh! Is it poisonous to me? Let it be as such, nothing wrong if it is as

such!’. To it, the °ÞvÀr strongly reacts, ‘yes, my association would be

poisonous one to You! Today, my association with you bears demerit’. The

Lord concludes the argument with the °ÞvÀr, ‘you should know that, the

poison of she devil PÂtanÀ is not became poisonousness to me. So, I accept

all the things and to me nothing is to be rejected’. By hearing all sorts of

points conveyed by the Lord and by not having anything from his side,

finally the °ÞvÀr satisfied himself and accepted to have association with

the Lord. In this context, it is of the Scholars’ opinion that, like the Lord

KÃÈõa killed PÂtanÀ, the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa completely ceased the

thought of the °ÞvÀr. So, NammÀÞvÀr also, arrested his thinking of  leaving

from the side of the Lord.

1.5:9.2. Commentary

1.5:9.2.1. The Lord KÃÈõa sucked PÂtanÀ’s poisonous milk as the nectar

‘So, we wouldn’t separate from the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa’.

NammÀÞvÀr takes oath that, since the separation with the Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa is like death, here after we wouldn’t separate from Him. The

word, ‘we’ means the °ÞvÀr and his associates such as his fellow devotees,

relatives, friends, dependence, etc. It also specifically indicates that, the

Lord and the °ÞvÀr at any circumstance shall not separate from each other.

‘He sucked the poisonous milk as it were nectar from the breast of she

devil PÂtanÀ’. As pointed out, ‘to save the world, the Lord KÃÈõa killed

PÂtanÀ and became as Universal Preceptor and to Him, the poisonous

breast milk became nectar’75, PÂtanÀ, the highly treacherous had the

intention to kill the Lord, who is the root cause of universe. She approached

Him with the varied sweet words like YaœodÀ. At that time, she wonderfully

appeared as svatassarvajðana, ‘naturally fully knowledgeable’ by herself

and appears to be compassionate mother as YaœodÀ to the Lord. ‘Like the

pure hearted child He sucked the poisonous milk as it were nectar from

the breast of she devil PÂtanÀ, the highly treacherous and loquacious and

drank her life to the bones’. Though PÂtanÀ came to the the Lord KÃÈõa

for breast feed Him, but, like the pure hearted child, He sucked the

poisonous milk as it were nectar from the breast of she devil PÂtanÀ, the
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highly treacherous and loquacious and drank her life to the bones. ‘Like

pure hearted child’. Though the Lord possesses all the stupendous qualities,

he behaved like innocence child76. ‘Though he possesses all the qualifications

as child, then, why he was not killed by the poison?’. NammÀÞvÀr answered,

‘He sucked the poisonous milk as it were nectar’. It means that, at the time

of sucking the milk from the breast, the poisonous milk became nectar to

the Lord KÃÈõa.

1.5:9.2.2. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa is the wonderful divine personality

In the context noted above, ‘if poison transformed into nectar, then,

why PÂtanÀ died?’. Naturally, she devil PÂtanÀ as dharmi ‘subject possessing

qualities’ of her own dharma, i.e., inherent qualities. But, the inherent

qualities of PÂtanÀ are not good for her as well as for others. Moreover,

since out of her own nature of ahaôkÀra, possessed the utter bad qualities

only, the Lord KÃÈõa does not want to change PÂtanÀ’s inherent qualities

like changing the poisonous milk into nectar. So, because she possessed

the unchangeable bad qualities like RÀvaõa and since there is no other

option, she was killed by the Lord. It should be known that, the Lord’s

avatÀra itself is the sole cause for the destruction of asuras like PÂtanÀ77.

‘The wonder Lord’. Naturally, the Lord possesses the amazing qualities.

He, out of them, protected Himself and the others by changing the poison

into nectar. If the Lord died out of the poisoned milk, , automatically all

the human beings shall be died. Moreover, if anything given to the Lord

with purity, He used to take it with pleasure. It is the Lord’s specified

nature. PÂtanÀ offered the poisonous milk only to the Lord KÃÈõa and it

is not for herself or for others’ destruction. In this context, the ŒrÁvaiÈõava

theological truth should be learned that, though the PÂta¸a’s breast milk

is poisonous, but as poison, it possessed the purified state of poisonousness.

So, He took the poison pleasurably by changing it into nectar. To explicate

the fact only, NammÀÞvÀr called the Lord as, ‘wonder Lord’.

1.5:9.2.3. The Lord possesses the distinct form and protects His devotees

 If asked, ‘who was great personality, who sucked the poisonous

milk as it were nectar from the breast of she devil PÂtanÀ?’. To it, as

answer, NammÀÞvÀr praised the Lord as, ‘the unique Lord of celestials’ It

means that, He is the Lord of ever wakeful celestials. Moreover, as stated,
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‘Your spouse ŒrÁ and BhÂ command and all the celestials serve’78, in order

to serve with much affection by the celestials, He stationed at the paramapada

along with ŒrÁ LakÈmÁ. ‘The protector is spouse of the lotus born ŒrÁ LakÈmÁ,

beautiful holy form’. The Commentator comments it as, ‘the Lord is all the

ways suitable for lotus born ŒrÁ LakÈmÁ’. It shall be also commented in a

different direction as, ‘since He has eternal relation with ŒrÁ LakÈmÁ, the

Lord is so youthful’. ‘Compassionate like mother to all creation’. The Lord

possesses the motherly affection towards all the Àtmas. ‘Our independent

Lord’. It refers to the fact that, the Lord is Sarveœvara¸. ‘My master’. It is

commented as, ‘the Lord made NammÀÞvÀr not to leave from His side and

give up his life’. The phrase shall be commented in a new direction. The

Lord specifically graces the °ÞvÀr to maintain his  supremacy, which is

higher than all the jÁvÀtmas and even the nityasÂris. ‘I have approached

such wonder Lord who has distinct and great form’. It is commented

through the words of °ÞvÀr as, ‘I am surrendering to the wonder Lord who

has a distinct and great form and He will certainly protect us’.

1.5:10. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa decorates the paramapada

Transliteration

“CÀrnta iruval vi¸aikaÒum carittu mÀyap paººu aºuttut

tÁrntu ta¸pÀl ma¸amvaikkat tirutti vÁÇu tiruttuvÀ¸

Àrnta jðÀ¸ac cuÇarÀki akalam kÁÞm¼l aÒavuiºantu

n¼rnta  uruvÀy aruvÀkum ivaººi¸ uyirÀm neÇumÀl¼”.

Verbal Translation

CÀrnta iruvalvi¸aikaÒum: my twin cruel karmas; carittu: deriving out;

mÀyap paººu aºuttu: to cut asunder my mÀyÀ bonds; tÁrntu: faithfully; ta¸pÀl:

on Him; ma¸amvaikka: made me set my heart on Him; tirutti: made me set;

vÁÇu tiruttuvÀ¸: intent upon giving heaven a place to put me in; Àrnta jðÀ¸ac

cuÇarÀki: becoming effulgent and complete knowledge; akalam kÁÞm¼l: up

and down and all around; aÒavuiºantu: permeated in all directions full and

flooding; n¼rnta  uruvÀy aruvÀkum: all the things, with or without the form;

ivaººi¸ uyirÀm: being indwelling supreme °tma for all the cit and the acit

of subtle elements; neÇumÀl¼: you, the Lord NeÇumÀÒ.
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Translation

‘NeÇumÀÒ of effulgent and complete knowledge permeated in all

directions full and flooding. He is the antarÀtma of all the things with or

without form. Being indwelling supreme °tma for all the cit and the acit

of subtle elements, He is pervading up and down and all around. Deriving

out my twin karmas, He cut asunder my mÀyÀ bonds and then made me set

my heart faithfully on Him. He is now intent upon giving heaven a place

to put me in’.

1.5:10.1. Introduction: The paramapada needs no more beautification

As stated in the previous stanza, the Lord convinced NammÀÞvÀr to

be with Him. Then He, for the °ÞvÀr to receive vividly, started to decorate

the paramapada, which is already as such and needs no more beautification79.

1.5:10.2. Commentary

1.5:10.2.1. NammÀÞvÀr is available for the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa to get

union

‘Deriving out my twin karmas’. As mentioned, ‘like oil in the gingelly

seed and fire in firewood’80, deriving out the good as well as bad karmas,

which are not possible to separate from the Àtma. These karmas are grown

up like the dense branches in the tree, which are even not possible to

eradicate by the Lord, who possesses sarvasakti ‘all powerful’. But, the

Lord, like the knowledgeable builder, who easily makes great building to

fall down, removes those karmas. ‘He cut asunder my mÀyÀ bonds’. He cut

asunder the mÀyÀ bonds along with their ruci ‘taste’ and vÀsanÀ ‘impression’.

‘Set my heart’. The Lord has completed His duties for His devotee to think

about Him. ‘He made me set my heart faithfully on Him’81. Previously, the

°ÞvÀr said that, he started to leave from the side of the Lord. But, now, he

confirms that, NammÀÞvÀr is fully available for the sake of Lord to get in

union with him. ‘He is now intent upon giving heaven a place to put me

in’. As cited, ‘He will show us the great perfect city of AyodhyÀ’82, when

the °ÞvÀr enters into the paramapada, the Lord shall be excited.
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1.5:10.2.2. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa spreads His spiritual energy

everywhere

‘NeÇumÀÒ of effulgent and complete knowledge permeated in all

directions full and flooding.  He is pervading up and down and all around’.

This very long statement is self explicative. ‘Being indwelling supreme

°tma for all the cit and the acit of subtle elements, He is the antarÀtma of

all the things with or without form’. The Lord is the antarÀtma to the subtle

œarÁras of organic and inorganic objects of the universe. Moreover, the

meaning of this lengthy asseveration is crystal clear in explicating the

imported meanings. ‘NeÇumÀÒ’. The glorified name mens that, the Lord

decorates the paramapada for the arrival of NammÀÞvÀr. After getting the

association with the °ÞvÀr, the greatness of the Lord’s glory has enriched.

It shall be commented in a different direction. The Lord became great and

spread everywhere to catch hold of the °ÞvÀr, like a king makes his army

to encircle the entire place of town to catch hold of a thief.

1.5:10.2.3. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa takes NammÀÞvÀr to the paramapada

The °ÞvÀr, starting from here and up to mu¸iy¼! nÀ¸muka¸¼ ‘Oh!

Bard, the BrahmÀ’83, graciously elaborates the great favour done by the

Lord to him. NammÀÞvÀr starting from here until the final decade,

constantly sing out the glories of the Lord. At the end, the Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa took NammÀÞvÀr to the paramapada84.

1.5:11. This decade makes devotee to unite with the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa

Transliteration

“MÀl¼! MÀyap perumÀ¸¼! mÀmÀ yava¸¼! e¸ºue¸ºu

mÀl¼ ¼ºi mÀlaruÒÀl ma¸¸u kurukÂrc caÇak½pa¸

pÀl¼y tamiÞar icaikÀrar pattar paravum Àyiratti¸

pÀl¼ paÇÇa ivaipattum vallÀrkku illai parivat¼”.

Verbal Translation

MÀl¼!: the Lord!; mÀyap perumÀ¸¼!: one with wondrous deeds!;

mÀmÀyava¸¼!: the one with glorious traits!; e¸ºu e¸ºu: by evoking the

admiration as such; mÀl¼ eºi: bewildered and wanting to leave the Lord;
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mÀlaruÒÀl: the infinite mercy of Him; ma¸¸u: he was convinced; kurukÂrc

caÇak½pa¸: KurukÂr ŒaÇhak½pa¸; pÀl¼y tamiÞar: the sweet-as-milk TamiÞ-

Scholars; icaikÀrar: the musicians; pattar: the devotees; paravum: by evoking

the admiration; Àyiratti¸ pÀl¼ paÇÇa: out of the thousand; ivaipattum: these

songs ten; vallÀrkku: those conversant with; illai parivat¼: ever free from

affliction in separation by thinking, ‘I am lowly’.

Translation

‘Those conversant with these songs ten, out of thousand sung by

KurukÂr ŒaÇhak½pa¸, who being bewildered and wanting to leave the

Lord, he was convinced by the infinite mercy of Him. Firm recipient of the

Lord’s grace, in ecstatic adoration of His glorious deeds and wondrous

traits, evoking the admiration alike of the ‘sweet-as-milk’ TamiÞ - Scholars,

devotees and musicians shall forever free from affliction in separation by

thinking, ‘I am lowly’’.

1.5:11.1. Introduction: It is unnecessary to think of one as unqualified

In the end of this decade, NammÀÞvÀr concludes, ‘those who learned

and recited this decade shall not have the sufferings of not having the

Lord. Moreover, he need not think by himself as unqualified and leave the

Lord and suffer as the °ÞvÀr’.

1.5:11.2. Commentary

1.5:11.2.1. KurukÂr ŒaÇhk½pa¸ was convinced by the Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa

‘The Lord’. Because of His inner qualities, the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa

stands supreme85. ‘Firm recipient of the Lord’s grace, in ecstatic adoration

of His wondrous traits’. Because of His wonderful qualities, the Lord also

stands supreme. ‘(One with) glorious deeds’. Because of His deeds, He

also stands supreme. Apart from the phrases, ‘glorious deeds’ and

‘wondrous traits’, the other part of the above statement is self explicative.

‘KurukÂr ŒaÇhak½pa¸, who being bewildered and wanting to leave the

Lord’. By perceiving the Lord’s glories, KurukÂr ŒaÇhak½pa¸ thinks himself

as lowly and out of which, he bewildered much and try to leave from the

Lord’s side. ‘He (KurukÂr ŒaÇhak½pa¸) was convinced by infinite mercy of
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Him’. It is just someone is trying to hang himself, but, somebody else

cutting the rope and save the individual, when the °ÞvÀr try to leave from

the side of the Lord, but, He, out of His mercy saved the °ÞvÀr and

convinced  him to be with Him. After that, like a dignified person eats

every handful of food with ghee, the °ÞvÀr for every step constantly

recollects the glorious mercy of the Lord86. So, to reveal this kindness of

the Lord, the °ÞvÀr thinks by himself as, ‘KurukÂr ŒaÇhak½pa¸ was

convinced by the infinite mercy of Him’.

1.5:11.2.2. The TamiÞ - Scholars constantly remembered the glories of the

Lord

‘‘Sweet-as-milk’ TamiÞ - Scholars’. It means the individual, who are

all well versed in the TamiÞ studies. They are considered as sweet milk.

‘Musicians’. It refers to the individual, who can compose and sing to the

melodious poems. In this context, the Commentator points out the great

saints named ŒrÁ MadhurakaviyÀÞvÀr and ŒrÁ NÀthamuni as musicians.

‘Devotees’. As stated, ‘because of my desire to attain you, my feet falter,

my heart faints, my eyes role, alas!’87, the devotees are constantly

remembered the glories of the Lord. In this context, it is to be noted that,

once, °ÞvÀ¸88 called ŒrÁ ParÀôkuœa Nambi as, ‘‘sweet-as-milk’ TamiÞ -

Scholar’ and °ÞvÀr TiruvaraôkappermÀÒ Araiyar as, ‘musician’. In another

context, ŒrÁ °ÒavantÀr called the first three °ÞvÀrs as, ‘‘sweet-as-milk’ as

well as TamiÞ - Scholar’. He called  TiruppÀõÀÞvÀr as musician. As well, he

also mentioned PeriyÀÞvÀr as the devotee of the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa. In

other words, the term ‘‘sweet-as-milk’ TamiÞ - Scholar’ means the individual

who knows the stanzas, the term, ‘musician’ indicates the individual, who

knows the tunes of stanzas and the term ‘devotee’ connotes the individual,

who knows the auspicious qualities of the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa.

1.5.3. Those, who are conversant with this decade will not suffer

‘Evoking the admiration’. The Lord, out of His mercy removed

NammÀÞvÀr’s thought of leaving from the side of Him. By remembering

this gracious act, the NammÀÞvÀr has sung this decade. After this, by

realizing the spiritual content and the devotional imports of this decade,

the whole world appreciated this decade89. ‘Those conversant with these
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songs ten, out of thousand shall forever free from affliction in separation

by thinking, ‘I am lowly’’. Just like the pearl is present in the beautiful

ocean, this decade is gloriously occurred within the entirety of TiruvÀymoÞi,

the magnum opus. Along with this glorification, the Commentator adds

that, those who are conversant with these ten songs shall be freed from

affliction in separation. They will be always with the Lord and wouldn’t

leave Him by thinking, ‘I am lowly’. It is further commented. The °ÞvÀr,

through the decade, amciºaiya maÇa nÀrÀy! ‘Oh! Frail crane, compassionate’

(TVM 1.4) sent the messenger to the Lord. As in response, the Lord appeared

before the °ÞvÀr. In spite, the °ÞvÀr, by thinking, ‘I am lowly and

unqualified’, left the Lord and suffered in separation. But, those who are

conversant with these songs ten, out of thousand will not have such

sufferings in separation as that of NammÀÞvÀr.

1.5.4. The crux meaning of the verses of this decade

In the first stanza, the °ÞvÀr, by stating, ‘I am unqualified’ left the

Lord. In the second stanza, he said, ‘I am not qualified even to leave from

the place of Lord’. In the third stanza, the Lord mercifully showed His

simplicity to the °ÞvÀr and as in response, the °ÞvÀr fascinated and

mesmerized. In the fourth stanza, the °ÞvÀr assured that, since he is the

property of Lord, the owner, He will not slip his property. In the fifth

stanza, he  praised the Lord as, ‘Oh, the Lord! Grace me to surrender your

lotus feet’. In the sixth stanza, since the Lord delayed for some time to

grace NammÀÞvÀr , he retorted that, he is finished by all the means . In the

seventh stanza, the Lord appeared before the °ÞvÀr, but, he, by conveying

, ‘I am unqualified’ left from the side of Him. In the eighth stanza, the Lord

pacified the °ÞvÀr that, His association with him is for His sustenance like

the butter at TiruvÀyppÀÇi. In the ninth stanza, he responded the Lord, ‘I

am not as butter for your sustenance, but, poison’. For it, the Lord

responded as, ‘I shall sustain myself with that poison’. In the tenth stanza,

the NammÀÞvÀr exclaimed that, the Lord convinced him, then, He went to

the paramapada to decorate it to welcome the °ÞvÀr. At the end, the °ÞvÀr,

by mentioning the benefit gained by learning and reciting of this decade,

ended the same.
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1.5.5. The Saint MaõavÀÒamÀmuni glorified the subject matters of this

decade

The Saint MaõavÀÒamÀmuni, by realizing the indepth meaning of

this decade rightly praises the Lord as well as NammÀÞvÀr as, ‘in

consideration of the unsurpassed glories of the easily accessible Lord and

weariness of the gentle soul trapped in the detestable body which MÀºa¸

wanted to end, the Lord interceded to mingle with Him because of His

enduring and easy miscibility’90.

REFERENCES

1. By thinking of the °ÞvÀr’s words, toÞutu eÞu ‘Oh! My mind, to arise

from the banks of great oceanic births, let you worship the brightest

brilliance of gracious feet of the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa’ (TVM

1.1:1), the Commentator comments, ‘those who are surrendered to

the holy feet of the Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa shall not have demerits’.

By minding the °ÞvÀr’s words, paººila¸ Áca¸um, muººavum ni¸ºa¸a¸

‘the supreme Lord, being solely attached with His devotees, ’He is

All-in-one worldly things’ (1.2:6), he states, ‘since surrendered to

the holy feet of PuruÈothama, the phala ‘fruit’ will be certainly

achieved’. He, by thinking of the °ÞvÀr’s words, Àkkai, viÇumpoÞutu

eõõ¼ ‘once you dedicate yourself to Him, all your sins will be

ceased, await then, the day when the physical body falls of’ (1.2:9),

comments, ‘the fruit will be certainly achieved’. The Commentator,

by thinking of the °ÞvÀr’s words, ¼Þ ulakattavar perumÀ¸ ‘master of

the cetanas, the residents of immeasurable seven types of the worlds

(1.4:11), comments, ‘since the Lord magnanimously forgives the

demerits of His devotees, definitely the fruit will be attained’. By

thinking of the °ÞvÀr’s words, tiruvaÇiyÀl tÀy½¸ ‘He is the mother of

all the Àtmas’ (TVM 1.5:3), the Commentator comments the Lord

as, œÁlavÀ¸.

2. “Yadi prÁtir mahÀrÀja yadyanugrÀhyatÀ mayi/

  jahi mÀm nirviœaôkastvam pratijðÀmanupÀlaya//”

- ŒrÁ RÀmÀyaõa Uattara-KÀõça 106:4.
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3. “Na khaldvadyaiva saumitre jÁvitam jÀhnavÁjale/

  tyajeyam rÀghavam vamœe bharttur mÀ parihÀsyati//”

- ŒrÁ RÀmÀyaõa Uattara-KÀõça 48:8.

4. In this place, SÁtÀprÀÇÇÁ thought as, ‘if I died, the world shall find

fault with ŒrÁ RÀma. Since I shall not become as the cause for the

demerit of him, I am living’.

Note: If SÁtÀprÀÇÇÁ gives up her life, then the world will give up the

reputation toward ŒrÁ RÀma (nÀ¸ (SÁtÀprÀÇÇÁ) jÁvitattai tyjittÀl

perumÀlai (ŒrÁ RÀma) l½kam tyajikkum (BhagavadviÈayam vol.1B, (1999),

op.cit., p. 674).

5. The Commentator used the TamiÞ word, ‘Âruõi’ to refer to the

pond. Here, ‘Âruõi’ denotes that, it  is the water source for the

public.

6. The Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa is so generous for all. It indicates the

truth that, all have to place themselves to the hospitable feet of the

Lord.

7. By thinking of the line, aÇiye¸ ciºiya jðÀ¸atta¸, aºital Àrkkum ariyÀ¸ai

- aÇiy¼¸ kÀõpÀ alaººuva¸ ‘Alas! When even great minds fail to

understand him, I, of lowly intellect, weep  to see him’(TVM 1.5:7),

the Commentator specifies the °ÞvÀr’s status as, ‘once again °ÞvÀr

started to leave from the side of the Lord’.

8. See the reference number 31 of the third decade.

9. “NaÈto mohas smÃtirlabdhÀ tvatprasÀdÀnmayÀcyuta/

  sthitoasmi gatasandehaÍ kariÈye vacanam tava//”

- Bhagavad GÁtÀ 18:73.

10. By minding, cÀrnta iru val vi¸aikaÒum carittu mÀyap paººu aºuttu

‘deriving out my twin karmas, he cut asunder my MÀyÀ-bonds’

(TVM 1.5:10), the Commentator points out as, ‘the Lord’s wishful

association with NammÀÞvÀr’.

11. In the stanza, within the phrase, e¸pa¸ ni¸aitunaint¼ ‘by thinking of

mind and out of it faintly called’, e¸pa¸ ‘called’ is the ‘act of word’,

ni¸aital ‘act of mind’ assign ‘duty of mind’ and naital ‘faintly’

connotes the ‘act of œarÁra’.

12. In this place, the meaning of following verse of ŒrÁ

Decikapppirabandham (AtikÀra SaôkÃaham. 41) shall be remembered.
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“puruÇa¸maõi varamÀkap po¸ºÀ mÂlap pirakiruti maºuvÀka mÀ¸taõ ÇÀkat

teruÒmaruÒvÀÒ uºaiyÀka ÀôkÀ raôkaÒ cÀrôkaðcaô kÀkama¸at tikiri yÀka

iruÇikaôka ÒÁraintuð caraôka ÒÀka irupÂta mÀlaiva¸a mÀlai yÀka

karuÇa¸uru vÀmaºaiyi  ̧poruÒÀô kaõõa  ̧karikirim¼ ¸i¸ºa¸aittuô kÀkki  ̧ºÀ¸¼”.

‘The Lord, who is the spiritual content of the Vedas, which are the

œarÁra of the Garuça, stands at the top of the Hasthigiri and protects

the universe and its beings. As the Lord stands on the Hasthigiri,

He displays on His sacred œarÁra the many types of jewels and

weapons, which are associated with all the tattvas. The links are as

follows: The jÁva is kaustubha gem on His chest. The eternally existing

mÂlaprakÃti is the mole, named œrÁvathsa. The mahad tattva is mace,

named kaumodakÁ. The jðÀnam is sword, named nandhakham. The

ajðÀnam is sheath of sword, named nandhakham. The sÀrôga and the

pÀðcajanya are the tamas and the sÀtvika ahaõkÀras. The manas is

sudarsana chakra. The jðÀnakarmendriyas are respectively ten arrows.

As such the five tanmÀtras and the paðcabhÂtas are the vanamÀlai

and the vaijayanti’. The crux meaning of verse is as follows. ‘The

Lord VaradarÀja of KÀðchÁ shines as the lamp on the top of the

Hasthigiri hill and has the cetana and the acetana tattvas as pieces of

jewelry and weapons on His sacred œarÁra. There He stands to

delight the hearts of every one’.

13. The Commentator, by stating as, ‘the Lord becomes cause of the

seven world’, he gives reason for the fact that, the Lord is the chief

of the nityasÂris.

14. This quotation is from YÀpparuôkala vÃtti. Vide: Purushothama

Naidu, B.R. (2012), op.cit., p. 229.

15. “KÃÈõÀœrayÀÍ kÃÈõabÀlÀÍ kÃÈõanÀthÀœca pÀõçavÀÍ/

kÃÈõaÍ parÀyaõam teÈÀm jyotiÈÀmiva candramÀ//”

- ŒrÁ MahÀbhÀratam Droõaparva 183:24.

16. The truth is that, ‘in the cow-herd community, for some time only

the men are used to take bath for their œarÁras and for some other

time, they used to take bath for head alone’ is realized from the

following verse of °cÀrak K½vai (14).
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“NÁrÀÇum p½Þtil neºipppaÇÇÀr eððÀ¸ºum nÁntÀr umiyÀr tiÒaiyÀr viÒaiyÀÇÀr

          kÀyntatu e¸i¸un talaiyoÞintu ÀÇÀr¼ Àynta aºivi ¸avar”

‘Great Personalities, when taking bath (in ponds, rivers, etc.,)

wouldn’t swim, wouldn’t spit upon the water, wouldn’t go immerse

within it and delight out of it and wouldn’t even play in it. Though

their hair in the head dried up, they wouldn’t take bath by leaving

it out.  They are the reasonable intellectuals’.

From the statement, ‘they used to take bath during the festival

period like KÀrttikai’, it is grasped that, all the people of cow-herd

community shall take bath in the KÀrttikai month. Moreover, when

they harvested the paddy, they used to take holy bath and after

offering the boiled rice to their family deity, they eat the same. In

TamiÞ culture, this holy act is named as, ‘putir camaittal’. In this

context, the following lines of PeriyÀÞvÀr TirumoÞi shall be referred

to

“pu¸aitti¸aik kiÒÒip putuavi kÀÇÇiu¸ po¸¸aÇi vÀÞka e¸ºu

i¸ak kuºavar putiyatu uõõum eÞil mÀliruð c½lai entÀy!”

‘Oh! the Lord of TirumÀliruðcÀlai!, where the Kurava tribesmen

harvest tender ears of wild corn and cook fresh food as offering,

praising you worthy feet, Oh! My master’- PeriyÀÞvÀr TirumoÞi 5.3.3.

17. “He sundaraikatarajanmani kÃÈõabhÀve dve mÀtarau ca pitarau ca kule api dve/

ekakÈaõÀdanugÃhÁtavataÍ phalam te nÁÒÀ kulena sadÃœÁ kila rukmiõÁ ca//

- SundarabhÀhustavam. See the BhagavadviÈayam vol.1B, (1999), op.cit.,

p. 685.

18. “TulyaœÁlavayo vÃttÀm tulyÀbhijana lakÈaõÀm/

 rÀghavoarhati vaidehÁm tam ceyamasitekÈaõÀ//”

- ŒrÁ RÀmÀyaõa Sundara-KÀõça 16:5.

19. In this place, to mention the neck, the Commentator uses the TamiÞ

word ‘ÂÇÇi’, i.e., kuralvaÒai ‘neck’.

20. By thinking of the line, ‘the Lord of celestials, cause of grateful

seven worlds’ of the translation of the verse, the Commentator

refers to the °ÞvÀr’s line,  ayarvu arum amararkaÒ atipati ‘the Lord of

the ever wakeful celestials’(TVM 1.1:1). By minding the line, kaÒav¼l

veõõey toÇu uõÇa kaÒlva ‘Oh thief! Who ate butter by stealth!’

(TVM 1.5:1), he points out the °ÞvÀr’s uraviÇai yÀppuõÇu ettiºam ‘how
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easily he was caught and bound to the mortar’ (TVM 1.3:1). By

minding the line, iÒa ¼ru ¼Þum taÞuviya entÀy ‘killed seven youthful

bulls’ (TVM 1.5:1) he remembers NammÀÞvÀr’s status as the Lord’s

wife, who sends a messenger’ (TVM 1.4) and by thinking of the

word, ‘faintly’, the Commentator uses the phrase, ‘explicated his

deep sense of sorrowfulness’.

21. “YoanantaÍ pruthivÁm dhatte œekharasthitisamsthitÀm/

 soavatÁrõo jakhatyartthe mÀmakrÂreti vakÈyati//”

- ŒrÁ ViÈõu PurÀõa 5.17:12.

22. ‘Arghyam’ means a kind offering to the Devas as well as Atithi with

water.

23. “CÂÇÇu nal mÀlaikaÒ tÂya¸a ¼nti, viõõ½rkaÒ nal nÁr ÀÇÇi am tÂpam

tarÀniºkav¼”    - Tiruviruttam 21.

24. SaôkalparÂpajðÀna means the jðÀna in the form of remembrance.

25. “Sadeva” means that, the Lord alone exists.

26. ViœeÈi - the subject, who possesses the attributes.  ViœeÈas - attributes.

27. “Ci¸¸Âl palapala vÀyÀl iÞaittuc celampi pi¸¸um, annÂl arunti viÇuvatu

p½la araôka raõÇam, pa¸¸Âºu k½Çi paÇaittavai yÀvum palampaÇiy¼, ma¸¸ÂÞi

ta¸¸il  viÞuôkuvar p½ta ma¸amakiÞnt¼” - ‘Like the spider out of its

little power without the transformation of its inner nature creates

something (net) and eats the same, for the Almighty God, without

changing Himself, it is not the rare thing to create the world and

consume the same’ - It is the stanza composed by

PiÒÒaiperumÀÞaiyaôkÀr (TiruvaraôkattumÀlai 18). Oru celantikku uõÇÀ¸a

svabhÀvam sarvasaktikku kÂÇÀtoÞiyÀtiº¼ ‘it would be stated that, the

nature of spider is differently occur to the omnipotent Lord’. It is

the testimony of Tatvatrayam 170.

28. Over here, the Commentator properly clears up the philosophical

theme.

29. See the reference number 139 of the first decade.

30. The Commentator, by using the TamiÞ word, aõÀvÀyttu ‘playfully’

explicates the °ÞvÀr’s stand. The word also means the doubtful

situation of the °ÞvÀr.
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31. “KÀr kalanta m¼¸iyÀ¸, kai kalanta ÀÞiyÀ¸

pÀr kalanta val vayiººÀ¸, pÀmpu aõaiyÀ¸ - cÁr kalanta

col ni¸aintu p½kkÀr¼l cÂÞvi¸aiyi¸ ÀÞ tuyarai

e¸ ni¸aintu p½kkuvar ipp½tu?” - Periya TiruvantÀti 86.

32. “Iru nÀlvar Árainti¸ m¼l oruvar; eÇÇ½Çu

oru nÀlvar; ½r iruvar allÀl, - tirumÀrku

yÀm Àr? vaõakkam Àr? ¼ pÀvam! nal neðc¼!

nÀmÀ mika uÇaiy½m nÀÞ”

The eight Vasus, the eleven Rudras, the twelve °dityas, the twin

Asvins, - being none of these, who are we to the Lord? What is our

worship to him? Alas, O Heart! We have only a boastful tongue’

- Periya TiruvantÀti 10.

In this context, the following verses of ParipÀÇal 3:6-10 shall be

remembered

“Titiyi¸ ciºÀkum vitiyi¸ makkaÒum

mÀcil eõmarum patinoru kapilarum

tÀmÀ iruvarum taruma¸um maÇaôkalum

mÂv¼Þ ulakamum ulaki¸uÒ ma¸patum

mÀy½y ni¸vayiº parantavai yuraittt¼m”

‘O Dark One!  Appearing from you and sustained by you are the

Asuras who are the children of Thithi, the twelve °thityas who are

the children of Vithi, the blameless eight Vasus, the eleven Rudras,

the Aswin twins born to a leaping horse, Yaman and Death and the

twenty-one worlds and all the lives therein’

33. The Commentator, by using the TamiÞ phrase, ‘tuppuravu uÇaiyava¸’

delineates the BrahmÀ’s power.  Tuppuravu uÇaiyava¸ - the power of

creating things.

34. In this context, the following line of Kamba RÀmÀyaõam shall be

remembered.

“TÀyokkum a¸pi¸, tavamokkum nalampayappin

c¼yokkum mu¸¸i¸ºu celkatiuykkum nÁrÀl

n½yokkum e¸¸i¸ maruntuokkum, nuõaôkuk¼lvi

Àyppu kuôkÀl aºivokkum evarkkum a¸¸À¸”
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A mother in his love, a fruitful penance,

A son who opens their way to his parents,

A balm in disease, a sharp intellect

In understanding a crabbed text -

Such were the thoughts the king invoked’

- Kamba Ramayanam: Balakandam: 4. The King 171.

35. The statement, ‘at that time, while walking away from the side of

the Lord, he, by thinking of His simplicity, slowed down his walk’

shall be applicable with the discussion shown in the introductory

part of this stanza.

36. SausÁlyam - the quality of sÁlam. SÁlam means moving with the people

without even the trace of thinking about their defectiveness.

37. “Sadeva somyedamagra ÀsÁdekamevÀdvitÁyam”

- ChÀndogya UpaniÈad 6.2:1.

38. Here, the Commentator compares the above mentioned ChÀndogya

UpaniÈad’s explanation with the description of three TamiÞ words,

‘tÀ¸, ½r and ta¸i’. The UpaniÈad indicates the three words as, ‘sadeva’,

‘ekameva’ and ‘advaitÁyam’. These three words respectively mean

the following facts. Except the Lord, there is no other cause as

mutaº kÀraõa ‘first cause’, sahakÀrika kÀraõa ‘secondary cause’ and

nimitta kÀraõa ‘efficient cause’ for creation of the world. Here, by

thinking of the phrase of the stanza, maººum maººum muººumÀy

‘men, animals, plants and all others’,  the  Commentator points out

the truth that, these three words (tÀ¸ ½r ta¸i) are connoting the

mode of creative process.

In this context, the following verse of Kamba RÀmÀyaõam shall be

compared.

“Uººoru ta¸iy¼ tÀ¸¼ ta¸kaõ¼ yulaka mellÀm

peººava¸ mu¸iyap pukkÀ¸ naÇuvi¸ip piÞaippa teôka¸

kuººamo¸ ºilÀtor meluô koÒvark kuºuku me¸¸À

maººaiya pÂta mellÀm varuõa¸ai vaita mÀt½”

‘The one who created everything

By himself and out of himself
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Is angry who can escape now?

Even the guiltless will suffer’

Said the other elements blaming Varuna’

- Kamba Ramayanam: 6. Placating Varuna 63.

39. Since the Lord is with the cit and the acit in subtle form, He stands

as mutaº kÀraõam, since He out of saôkalpa creates the world, He

stands as nimitta kÀraõam and since the Lord is with the qualities

such as the jðÀna and the sakti, He stands as the sahakÀrika kÀraõam.

With this explanation, it is realized that, the Lord alone is

responsible for these three causes for the creation of the universe.

40. Here, the following statement graciously uttered by the Œiva to the

Lord KaõõapirÀ¸ shall be remembered.

“Mu¸¸uru vÀyi¸ai ni¸tiru nÀpiyi¸ muÒariyi¸ vÀÞmu¸iva¸

ta¸¸uru vÀki iruntu paÇaitta¸ai palacaka taõÇamunÁ

ni¸¸uru vÀki yaÒittiÇu ki¸ºa¸ai nitta vipÂtiyi¸Àl

e¸¸uru vÀki yiÞikkavum ni¸ºa¸ai ¼tamil mÀtava¸¼!”

‘The Lord Œiva praises the Lord KÃÈõa as, ‘in the beginning, since

You had the holy thinking to create the world, You Yourself have

transformed into the state of saguõa. That is, You took the holy

form. Oh! The Lord, You, for the sake of creation, after taking the

form, performs the creation as the BrahmÀ, creates as ViÈõu and

destroys as the Rudra’

- Villi BhÀratam: Pati¸mÂ¸ºÀm P½rc carukkam (220).

41. “Sa brahmÀ œaœivaÍ sentraÍ soakÈaraÍ paramaÍ svÀrÀÇ” - NÀrÀyaõa

anuvÀkam. Vide: BhagavadviÈayam vol.1B, (1999), op.cit., p. 705.

42. Here, the Commentator refers to the context, which is correlated

with the introductory part of the commentary of this stanza.

43. Out of the previous two stanzas, the °ÞvÀr satisfied himself to

approach the Lord. ‘Why he, through this stanza, requests the

Lord to grace him without delay?’. The Commentator, by stating,

‘after the °ÞvÀr wishfully became the friendly devotee of the Lord’

gives two kinds of answers. The first one is that, he requests the

Lord to grace him to perform the kaiôkarya to His holy feet. The

second answer follows. After the requisition, the Lord kept ideal

for some time to become as purusÀrtha to the °ÞvÀr.  Since the °ÞvÀr
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is unable to bear the delay, as such, he requests the Lord to grace

him immediately without delay.

44. See the reference number 33 of the fourth decade.

45. Within the expression, ‘If ŒrÁ LakÈmÁ looked at the Lord through

her eyes with love’,  there are two kinds of meanings. First one is,

’who is possessing the eyes’. The second is, ‘eyes’.

46. “TÂvi am puÒ uÇait teyva vaõÇu tutainta em peõmai am pÂ itu Àl½!”

- TVM 9.9:4.

47. “TayÀavalokitÀ devÀ viÈõuvakÈassthalasthayÀ/

 lakÈmyÀ maitreya sahasÀ parÀm nirvÃtimÀgatÀÍ//”

- ŒrÁ ViÈõu PurÀõa 1.9:104.

48. In this context, the Commentator very clearly elucidated the fact

to accuse the Lord KÃÈõa. To know the implied meaning of the

name, ‘Govinda’, it is advised to refer to Purushothama Naidu,

B.R. vol.I (2012), op.cit., p. 243.

49. There is a story behind the proverb, ‘all others’ fault will be ended

upon the monk’. Once in the brÀhmaõa’s house, a robber drilled a

hole and robbed the things. Since the wall was wet, it collapsed

the house and because of it the robber got killed. The relatives of

robber approached the brÀhmaõa for compensation and they made

a complaint to the King. The King verdicted that, the brÀhmaõa

should give compensation to the robber’s relative because he

committed the fault that, he did not construct the house properly.

But, brÀhmaõa thought for a while and claimed that, the fault is not

because of him but, of the builder because he mixed too much of

water to construct the wall, so that, it collapsed and caused death

of the robber. The King brought the builder and charged him. By

understanding the situation, the builder asserted that, it was the

mistake of potter, who gave big pot than the usual and because of

it the worker poured more water while mixing the soil and it

caused the collapse of wall. The King brought the potter to the

court and charged. The potter answered that, since in front of him,

a prostitute was roaming here and there, he was attracted by her

and lost the focus in making the pot properly. The King brought
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the prostitute to the court and charged. To the court, the prostitute

disagreed that, since the cloth cleaner delayed to deliver her sari

in time, I walked here and there and waited to get. Then the King

brought the cloth cleaner to his court and charged. At the court,

the cloth cleaner pleaded that, since the place, where I dried the

cloth had taken by a monk, I was delayed to dry the sari. Then the

King brought the monk to his court and charged for the death of

robber. Since the monk observed silence, he orally didn’t refuse

the charge. So, the foolish King ordered death punishment to the

monk. Like that, whoever committed the mischief, Lord KÃÈõa is

blamed for it.

50. In the KÃÈõÀvatÀra, hunched backed lady gave pure sandalwood to

ŒrÁ KÃÈõa. The story of straightened her hunched backed is seen in

ŒrÁmath BhÀgavatham. See the Purushothama Naidu, B.R. (2012),

op.cit., p. 244.

51. “V¼lik k½l veÇÇi viÒaiyÀÇu vil ¼ººi” - PeriyÀÞvÀr TirumoÞi 2.6:1.

52. “Tarumam aºiyÀk kuºumpa¸ait ta¸ kaic cÀrôkam atuv¼p½l”

- NacciyÀr TirumoÞi 14:6.

53, TripÀdvibhÂti, i.e., the paramapada. All these materialistic worlds are

one fourth only. Since the paramapada is three fourth, it is called as

tripÀdvibhÂti.

54. “BhaktÀnÀm” - JitantÀ stottiram. Verify: BhagavadviÈayam vol.1B,

(1999), op.cit., p. 714.

55. “Peru nilaô kaÇanta nal aÇip p½tu” - TVM 1.3:10.

56. “TicaikaÒ ellÀm tiruvaÇiyÀl tÀy½¸” - TVM 1.5:3.

57. “Tadasya priyamabhipÀtho aœyÀm naro yatra devayavo madanti/

           urukramasya sa hi bandhuritthÀ viÈõoÍ pade parame madhva utsaÍ/”

- ViÈõu SÂktam. Refer to BhagavadviÈayam vol.1B, (1999),

op.cit., p. 716.

58. The Commentator, by thinking of the statement of the °ÞvÀr’s, ‘I,

the servant, become depleted’, he alarms as, ‘Oh! The Lord You

have lost me!’. The meaning of it is to be derived with its

background.
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59. Staring from, ‘You become the medicine and cure of this sinner’s

sins!’ and up to, ‘the statement means that, behind each and every

activities of the Lord bears suitable and appropriate names’ (see

the subheading 1.5:6.2.1-4. NammÀÞvÀr is wealth of the Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa), the Commentator covers the signification of the remark,

‘don’t you see your magnanimous stature?’ (References 59 to 63).

He, by thinking of the °ÞvÀr’s words, ‘I, the servant’ places the

argument as, ‘don’t you see my stature of being weak and sinful?’.

Here the servant means the fact that, NammÀÞvÀr is not having

any place to go as refuge except to the Lord.

60. By naming as Keœava, the °ÞvÀr points out Pradyumna¸.

Pradyumna¸ created the BrahmÀ and the Rudra.

61. The Commentator, by using the phrase, ‘oru payaõam eÇuttu viÇÇapaÇi’

explains the fact that, the Lord for the sake of creation, descends

from the paramapada into vyÂka state and stationed at TiruppÀºkaÇal,

i.e., milky ocean.

62. By changing the phrase of the verse as, ‘Àyar ma¸aic¼r kulamutal¼!’,

it is commented as, ‘the Lord KÃÈõa, by reaching over the houses

of cow-herds and became leader of the clan’.

63. ‘Whether my self is destroying by not having the chance to protect

by the Lord?’ means the status of the Lord and the °ÞvÀr.  It is

understood through the derivation of the principle from the

statement, which is expressed in question form, i.e., ‘don’t you see

your magnanimous stature as well as my stature of being week

and sinful?’. (See the sub-heading 1.5.6.2.1).

64. By considering the °ÞvÀr’s words, ‘can there be a greater folly than

this?’, the Commentator properly gives the introductory remarks.

Since the °ÞvÀr affirms as, ‘this humble servant of meager intellect’,

the Lord showed His face to him. The utterance, ‘it is not good to

add more glories to Him’ means that, because of the acceptance of

the °ÞvÀr, who is the lowly personality, the Lord need not get the

supreme quality of possessing all the authorities.

65. “Ta¸akkum ta¸ ta¸mai aºivu aºiyÀ¸ait taÇam kaÇal paÒÒi ammÀ¸ai”

-TVM 8.4:6.
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Here, the following verse of Kamba RÀmÀyaõam shall be

remembered.

“A¸¸ainÁ yatta ¸Áy¼ yallavai yellÀ nÁy¼

pi¸unÁ mu¸¸u nÁy¼ peºunÁ yikalvu nÁy¼

e¸¸ainÁ ikaÞntatu e¸ºatu eôôa¸¼! Áca ¸Àya

u¸¸ainÁ uõarÀy; nÀy¼¸ eôôa¸am uõarv¼¸ u¸¸ai?”

‘You are my mother, my father, all else,

Back and front, heaven and hell

How can you say that I despised you?

You Yourself, God, don’t know you.

How then can a cur like me comprehend?’

- Kamba Ramayanam, YuddhaKandam, 6. Placating 72.

66. See the reference number 40 of ‘The MAH°PRAVEŒAM: The

TirumakaÒ K¼Òva¸ - The First’.

67. “N½y elÀm peytatu ½r Àkkaiyai mey e¸ak koõÇu” - Periya TirumoÞi 9.7:7.

68. Before to start the commentary of this verse, it is pointed out as,

‘does eating ghee become medicine to dissolve the residue soil in

your holy stomach?’. It is derived that, the Lord took the butter as

medicine. Accordingly, the Commentator placed the introduction

to this commentary of this stanza.

69. Here, the Commentator, by using the word, ‘anubhÀÈittal’ clarifies

the °ÞvÀr’s spiritual posture. AnubhÀÈittal means subsequently

explaining the Lord’s glorified thinking.

70. ‘MÀyÀ vayanum jðÀnam is the words of NikaõÇu. Accordingly in this

place, the words, mÀyai, vayunam, jðÀna are referring to the single

subject matter. Refer to Purushothama Naidu, B.R. (2012), op.cit.,

p. 251.

71. “Kaºaiyi¸Àr tuvar uÇukkai kaÇai Àvi¸ kaÞi k½l kai caºaiyi¸Àr”

- TVM 4.8:4.

72. “Stutoaham yat tvayÀ pÂrvam putrÀrtthinyÀ tadadya te/

 saphalam devi saðjÀtam jÀtoaham yat tavodarÀt//”

- ŒrÁ ViÈõu PurÀõa 5.8:14.
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73. “PrÀdurbhavati lokÀnÀm pÀlanÀrttham svalÁlayÀ/

naiÈa garpbhatvamÀpede na yonyÀmavasat prabhuÍ//”

- ŒrÁ MahÀbhÀratam. See the BhagavadviÈayam, vol.1B, (1999), op.cit.,

p. 732.

74. Within the two kinds of introduction, the first one is based on the

°ÞvÀr’s words, ‘He sucked the poisonous milk as it were nectar’.

The second one is based on his words, ‘she devil PÂtanÀ, the highly

treacherous and loquacious and drank her life to the bones’.

75. “TasyÀÍ stanam papau kÃÈõaÍ prÀõaissaha nanÀda ca/

stanyam tadviÈasammiœram rasyamÀsÁjjagadguroÍ//”- Hari Vamsam 53.

76. In this context, the Commentator, by using the word, ‘aiœvaryamÀ¸a’

praises the Lord as, ‘the Lord possesses all the stupendous qualities’.

77. The Commentator, with proper treatment explains the context

properly. Here the following lines of the TamiÞ Veda shall be

remembered: amararkaÒ amut¼ acurarkaÒ naðcu ‘(the Lord KÃÈõa is)

ambrosia to the Devas, but He is poison to asuras’. Vide:

Purushothama Naidu, B.R. (2012), op.cit., p. 254.

78. “TevimÀr ÀvÀr tirumahaÒ, pÂmi; ¼va maººu amarar ÀÇceyvÀr”

- TVM 8.1:l.

79. By Looking upon the °ÞvÀr’s thinking, ‘He cut asunder my mÀyÀ

bonds and then made me set my heart faithfully on Him. He is

now intent upon giving heaven a place to put me in’, the

Commentator thought provokingly wrote the introductory part of

this stanza.

80. “TilatailavaddÀruvahnivad durviveca triguõakÈaõakÈaraõa

svabhÀvÀacetanaprakÃtivyÀptirÂpa duratyaya

bhagavanmÀyÀtirohitasvaprakÀœaÍ” - ŒrÁ Raôga Kadyam 2.

81. For the statement, ‘the Lord made me (the °ÞvÀr) to set my (his)

heart faithfully on Him’, the Commentator gives two kinds of

commentation. The first one is placed through the °ÞvÀr’s words,

‘He cut asunder my mÀyÀ bonds and then made me set my heart

faithfully on Him. He is now intent upon giving heaven a place to

put me in’. The second one is, ‘the °ÞvÀr is fully available for the

sake of the Lord to get in union with him. Then the Lord will show

us the paramapada. When the °ÞvÀr enters into the paramapada, the
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Lord ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa will be excited’. The first one is the duty of

the Lord and second one is the duty of the °ÞvÀr.

82. “KalaôkÀp peru nakaram kÀÇÇuvÀ¸ kaõÇÁr” - MÂ¸ºÀm TiruvantÀti 51.

83. At the end of the fifth decade, after accepting the °ÞvÀr, the Lord

to receive him, began to decorate His paramapada. In this context,

there is a question, ‘by completing this TiruvÀymoÞi, how the Lord,

by rectifying the defects of world, extend the great favour to the

people of the world? It is answered. As stated in °cÀryahÃdayam

sÂtra 228, ma¸amtirunti vÁÇu tiruttapp½y nÀÇu tiruttiyavÀº¼ vantu ‘the

Lord has rectified NammÀÞvÀr’s mind and renovated VaikuõÇha,

whereas the °ÞvÀr also purified the people’, since the Lord out of

interest upon the °ÞvÀr renovated the paramapada. (It is better to

read  the Author’s book, °cÀryahÃadayam pp. 698-725) For it, He

took some more time. But, the °ÞvÀr didn’t have the patience to be

ideal without the gracious presence of the Lord along with him.

So, up to the decade, ‘mu¸iy¼! nÀ¸muka¸¼! ‘Oh! Bard, the BrahmÀ’

(TVM 10.10), the  °ÞvÀr, by remembering the favour done by the

Lord, he, out of the spiritual ecstasy through the verses called Him

again and again. In this context, the subject matter dealt by the

°ÞvÀr within the decades starting from TVM 1.6 and up to 10.10

being became as wonderful teachings to the people of the world.

84. If accepted the subject matter explained in the previous reference,

then there is a question, ‘since the °ÞvÀr is possessor of full fledged

knowledge, out of the affection towards him, the Lord went to the

paramapada and decorate it for his arrival. The °ÞvÀr knew the

Lord’s action. In this context, ‘why has he called the Lord to return

back to his place?’. It is answered. Because of the overwhelmed

desire towards the °ÞvÀr, the Lord took much more time to decorate

the paramapada. But, the °ÞvÀr’s patience lasted for the prolonged

delay. So, the °ÞvÀr, by calling the Lord asked Him to return back

without much of the affection towards him but, with the clearcut

vision to bring him to the paramapada. Because of e a g e r n e s s

upon the °ÞvÀr alone, the Lord took much of His time to decorate

the paramapada. If the Lord’s wish is controlled by NammÀÞvÀr
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himself, then, He may return back soon to the °ÞvÀr to bring him

to His own abode.

In the above said context, the necessary truth should be realized.

That is, since the Lord possesses the overwhelmed gracious affection

towards the °ÞvÀr (ÀœtritapÀrÀtatryaœeÈatvam), He took much more

time to decorate the paramapada to receive NammÀÞvÀr  vividly

with much of galore. NammÀÞvÀr knows the Lord’s affection

towards him. If the intensity of the Lord’s affection lessened upon

the °ÞvÀr, then only, the Lord may stop the further beautification

of His abode and return back to the place of the °ÞvÀr. So, the

°ÞvÀr requested the Lord not to shower more affection for the

purpose of His earliest return to his place. In spite of it, the °ÞvÀr

also wished very much to attain the paramapada by expressing his

pÀratantryaœeÈatvam. This inter relation between the Lord ŒrÁman

NÀrÀyaõa and NammÀÞvÀr crystal clearly explicates the supreme

importance and the inner meaning of ŒrÁvaiÈõava’s

theo-philosophical themes of ÀœtritapÀrÀtatryaœeÈatvam of the Lord

ŒrÁman NÀrÀyaõa’s side towards NammÀÞvÀr as well as

pÀratantryaœeÈatvam of NammÀÞvÀr’s side towards the Lord. If the

reader wants to know further details about the unbreakable spiritual

union,  the relation between them and the above said themes, it is

better to consult with the traditional ŒrÁvaiÈõava  scholar.

85. In the first stanza of this decade, NammÀÞvÀr has stated about the

Lord as, vÀ¸½r iºaiyai ‘the Lord of celestials’ and veõõey toÇu uõÇa

‘Oh! Rogue who ate butter by stealth’ (TVM 1.5:1). He in this

stanza reiterates the same as, MÀl¼! ‘the Lord!’ as well as mÀyap

perumÀ¸¼! ‘one with wondrous deeds!’. In the first stanza, the °ÞvÀr

stated as, iÒa ¼ºu ¼Þum taÞuviya ‘who killed seven youthful bulls’

(TVM 1.5:1). Over here as repetition he avers as, mÀyÀ ‘wondrous’.

Since the Lord’s qualities and activities are exposed His

wonderfulness, the °ÞvÀr described the Lord as, ‘MÀyÀ’.

86. The Commentator expressed the phrase, ‘every handful of food

with ghee’ through the TamiÞ word, ‘piÇi’.

87. “KÀl ÀÞum; neðcu aÞiyum; kaõ cuÞalum” - Periya TiruvantÀti 34.
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88. °ÞvÀ¸ - KÂrattÀÞvÀ¸.

89. The Commentator, by using the word, parikkrakam ‘acceptance’

signifies the fact, i.e., ‘by realizing the spiritual content and the

devotional attitude of this decade,  the whole world will appreciate

this decade’

90. “VaÒamikka mÀlperumai ma¸uyiri¸ taõmai

uÒamuººuaôku ÂÇuruva ½rntu — taÒarvuººu

nÁôkani¸ai mÀºa¸aimÀl nÁÇuilaku cÁlattÀl

pÀôkuÇan¼ c¼rttÀ¸ parintu” - TiruvÀymoÞi NÂººantÀti 5.
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